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Art. I.—Memoires et Souvenirs de Atjgustin-Pyrauus De Can-
dolle, Ecrits par Lui-rneme et Publiees par Son Fils. Geneva
and Paris, 1862, pp. 599, 8vo.

De Candolle was born at Geneva on the fourth day of Feb-
F8; he commenced his distinguished career as a botanist

111 I'an's id tin; litter days of the French Republic; he continued
it at Montpellier until 1816; when he returned to hit* native
Geneva; where he died in September, 1841 —on the fifth day
of that month, according the opening paragraph of his son's
preface to this volume,—on the twenty-fifth according to the
note by the same excellent authority at the close of the Melboir,
p. 489. We cannot account for the discrepancy ; but the former
is without doubt the true date.
The twenty-one years which have elapsed since his death have

thinned the ranks of those who knew DeCandolle, either person-
ally or by correspondence The Tin,.,-!' E: ,i<:l <t,n,<; the Organo-

iav< pli red their part, and
have long ago passed out of general use. Yet, thanks to their

to the Prodromus, the name of De-
Candolk. i.s still pel r '.»ne with the culti-

vators of the science in general the world over,— is assoeuited,

not indeed with the profoundest depths, but with a larger amount
of botany, than any other name except that of Linmeus. These
are the personal memoirs of an industrious, highly useful, pros-

perous, and -<'• perhaps mainly
for the writer's own satisfaction, or that of his family, and con-

Ax Jour. Sci.—Second Series, Vol, XXXV, No. 103.-Jan., 1863.



2 Memoirs of DeCandolle.

tinued, at considerable intervals down to his last year, and evi-

dently with a growing expectation of future publication,—they

have appeared none too soon to secure the most interested, but

rapidly narrowing circle of readers. The outer circle, however,

is as wide as ever, embracing all the lovers of botany in our day,

to none of whom can the name of DeCandolle be indifferent. The
memoirs portray, not so much the botanist as the man. Indeed,

the perusal was rather disappointing to us in the former regard.

"VVe expected to get fresh glimpses of his mind at work upon
the problems of the time, and to watch the rise and development

of the ideas which brought him fame. That could be had, how-

ever, only from letters, diaries, or other contemporary records

:

these are only reminiscences. On
because the record was made with only a dim and distant view

to publication, the narrative somehow has not all the vivacity

htliness, nor the ready flow of language, nor the afflu-

ence of anecdote, which those who personally knew the writer

would have expected. There are, however, many favorable

specimens of DeCandolle's powers of delineation, and some
amusing anecdotes or interesting recollections of distinguished

savans and others.

The family of DeCandolle (to retain the style of orthography
opt up at Geneva, in which the De is written as a sub-

rt of the aame) is an old and noble one in Provence;
and a branch of it, reaching Naples in the thirteenth century in

the suite of the Anjou princes, flourished there, under a name
gradually changed from Candola to Caldora, down to the middle

of the sixteenth century. Augvi>tin-I';i • i>-- //. < 'tudolle derived

one of his baptismal names from his ancestor, Pyramus de Can-

dolle. who, becoming protestant, fled from Provence to Geneva
in the year 1591, following an uncle who had already been estab-

lished there for thirty or forty years. Augustin was the name
of his father, in his earlier days a Genevan banker, a member of

the state council, military syndic, and, about the time of the

outbreak of the French Revolution, I', mi- r >'./, ,,'c of the little

republic. Displaced by an earlier coup d'etat jurit as he was about

to enter upon the duties of this office, he had retired into the

ist in time to escape the worst perils i f the w »ful imi-

tation at Geneva of the reign of terror, in July, 1794, although

he was condemned to death for contumacy, and his property in

the city for a time sequestrated. The rest of his life was peaceful

and long: he attained the age of 84 years, ami died in 1320.

Augustin-i'yramus ti riter of this :uito-biogruph\ ipj ars

to have been remarkable in his boyhood rather tor m

learning than for scholarship. I

lettres and poetry. Specimens of his poetical productions, both

of his youth and of maturer years, are appended to the volume.
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Of their merit we cannot pretend to judge. At the age of six-

teen he happened to attend a few lectures of a short course on
Botany, given by Vaucher,—who, living to a venerable age, sur-

vived his distinguished pupil. Here he learned the names of the
parts of the flower, but nothing whatever of classification, having
gone into the country for the summer before that portion of the
course was reached. But his curiosity was awakened; and in
hk leisure hours he began to collect, observe, and even to describe
the plants he met with in his rambles, at first without any botan-
ical book whatever to guide him, and without any idea beyond
that of amusement or relaxation. The next winter, returning
to Geneva and to his college studies, he came to know Saussure,
then in his last years and half paralytic. The veteran physicist,

while he endeavored to attract the young man to sci- i

suits, discouraged his pivdil otion for botany. That he regarded
as quite unworthy of serious attention. Another summer passed

due of the Jura, however, and the perusal of Duhamel's
,hV«, <>i the Researches upon Leaves of the pastor

Bonnet (a friend of his father), also of Hale's Ve.ire*

which he painfully translated from the English, and finally the
ac<,ui>itiMii ot the Lnuu ,h /' Europe of Gifibert—in which the
Linnaean artiticiai elasshication even then annoyed him by its

'iv with the natural relationships which he already

these had by this time fixed his fate before he was
at all aware of it; and perhaps had even determined in some
sort his characteristics as a botanist.

An unexpected opportunity to pass the ensuing winter in

Paris opened the way. This occurred through an invitation from
Dolomieu, who, whi'ie vouu.u I>< audolie was herborizing in the
Jora, bad I l e A • s, atte ided by two of
BeCandolle's school-mates, Picot and Pictet, In the autumn of

e voting men proceeded to Paris, under the auspices
of Dolomieu, who secured for DeCandolle a lodging imi

over his owi - atainei and
Beleuze at the Jardtn des Plantes. No botanical lectures were

sea -on of the year; but DeCa
3S : among them those

of Fourcroy and Vauquelin upon Chemistry, of Portal and Oli-

vier upon "anatomy, and of Hauy upon mineralogy. It was
at this earlv period that his acquaintance and life-long mti-

In^y with 'the excellent Delessert family commenced.
_

By a

: .
• : .

•

°f Lamarck, but he gained little therebv in the way of botany,

Lamarck being just the : with the discussion of

I andolle returned to Geneva in

the spring of 1797, Lamarck sent by his hands a volume to

Senebier, and so he came to know his amiable countryman, who,



(in 1799) w
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in ascertaining tlie capital fact that plants decompose carbonic
acid, may be said to have laid the foundation of modern vegeta-

The first genus which DeCandolle established

From his narrative it would appear that, during this summer
of 1797, the ambitious young botanist of two years' standing, and
only 18 years old, had not only conceived the idea of writing an
elementary work, but actually traced the plan and wrote some

i it ! He even states that from this period date the first

observations and the conceptions—confused indeed, but correct

—

of the. part which the abortion and the union of organs play in

M.-iv, the ideas which prineipaHv distinguish

the T'nknltKh'mentnup, published fifteen years later. How far

these ideas were developed, however, we have no means of as-

certaining. One would like to see an extract from this early

manuscript, in confirmation.

The follow!!!- winter he began to study law at Geneva. But
with the little State now annexed to the great French Republic,
tlie j.uo.-pects v <<-i<; econray.ino-. A career must be sought
elsewhere. DeCandolle determined to studx medicine, at the

same time prosecuting his botanical studies, so as to have a
double chance, by tailing back upon the former in case the latter

failed to support him.

In this view, he returned to Paris in the spring of 1798, just

in lime to see his patron Dolomieu set out for Egypt, as one of

the savans of that famous expedition, and to decline a pressing

invitation to accompany him. Taking a lodging in the Rue Co-

peou, to be near the Janh'n Jr., ,,/,/„/,.>, he attended tlie hospitals

and medical lectures, which he di-bked. but recompensed him-

self at the burden of Plants with the courses of Lacepede, La-

marck, Cuvier, and Hauy, omitting the botanical lectures, as not

to his mind, but sedulously examining the plants of the Garden.

he wrote a few art;.-: [\ tbi the Di (noiaire

E,.ni':iut,f<i;qn(; Lamarck himself bv this time had quite aban-

doned Botany.
It was to Desfonfaines that DeCandolle was indebted for an

immediate opport.uuitv of beginning his botanical career. It

' thus: L'lleritier. who appears to have been wcalthv,

had enu-acred h'ed,„,ie, the celebrated flower-painter, to prepare

drawings of all the lleshv plants in cultivation, it bring imoossi-

taking to pal I to Desfontaines for a

botanist to furnish the descriptive letter-press. The kind Des-

fontaines recommended DeCandolle, and moreover offered to

direct aim in the work. He freely opened to the young botan-

ist his herbarium and library, and allowed him to study by his
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vi master and fatherly
friend. The botanical library of Ldlentiei tl i mneh the largest

at Paris, was naturallvat his service, until the death hv assassina-

tion, soon afterwards, of its singular owner. DeCandolle, ,1ms
connecting his name an<l studies with the woikofthe unrivalled

.'•'!-, acquired thereby, as he remarks, more reputation
than he deserved, and more instruction than he expected.

Lithe course of this same summer, of 17i>8. an invitation

from Alexander Broimniart. 1
!

! in Ta! >iri-f. (w horn DeCandolle
had slightly known, through Dolomieii, on his first visit to Paris.)

connected him with a small party of naturalists who made an
excursion to Fontainbleau. Besides Dejean, the em<
then very young, Cuvier and Dumeril were of the party. In
the autumn of the same year he visited Normandy, with less

celebrated companions, and formed his first acquaintance with
marine vegetation. The next year he made a visit to Holland,
to consult the gardens and conservatories of that country, the
richest in the fJant^ gz-ovsw, wham then occupied his attention.

One result of this journev was thai he induced his friend Benja-
min Delessert to purchase Pmrmann's Herbarium, and thus to
lav the foundation of the important collections and library at the
Hotel Delessert which have been so useful to naturalists/and so
hum all v devoted to their service. During the winter of the fol-

io hi, j. vear DeCandolle elaborated the Astragalogia, his first in-

dependent work of any considerable consequence, and which
med two vears later: in this he found opportunity to

dedicate to his ft ioiio i ts Lessertia.

About this time, nameiv. at the beginning of the century, he
became acquainted with Mirbel, who had come up to Parisfrom
8i€ Booth of France, where he had been a pupil of Ramond.
Instead of translating DeCandolle's remarks, we may as well
give them in the original.

'"II [NT i tl m]
] savait alors pen de botanique, mais il annoneait do I'es-

.•t'nmvai uue grande partie di

p.-n d'anuees acre-; teiles

i-iuioi'dia!es, I'importance de

e, mats il arrive souvenl dans les sciences qu'on s'appropie

s circonstance eveilla ma propre attention sur la justice r
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rend re a tous

:

la force de ma memoi IV, Ct !surtout le

es jeun*

xaiversation, in*ont mis a meme de p<..UVoir.

' exacteraent celui de q
llioll 4 U \. Cette habitude de

,

t JJIM-I t des remerciements d«
'.f"

n -

To DeCandolle's credit it must be said, not only that his career

was remarkably free from controversies about priority and re-

•nt that his example and preempts, his scrupulous

care to render due credit to every contributor, his respect for un-

published mum - ommunh ted to Ins own or recorded in other

herbaria, and the like, have been most influential in establishing

both the law and the ethics which prevail in systematic botany

(more fully, or from an earlier period than in the other depart-

ments of natural history), and which have secured such general

cooperation and its votaries.

In these early days DeCandolle was a good deal occupied with,

vegetable physiology;—the results are contained in his papers

"on the pores in t'u • 1 ark < i leaves," i. e. stomata; on the vege-

tation of the mistletoe; and on his experiments relative to the

influence of light on certain plants. mamh tho.se which exhibit

strikingly the '-hange in the position of their leaves at night

which has been called the sleep of plants. The account of these

experiments, in which he caused certain plants to acknowledge
an artificial night and day, when r< ad before the Institute, gave

him considerable eclat,—and probably also the compliment of

being named one of the three candidates to fill the vacancy in

the Academy of Sciences left by the death of L'Heritier. A mere

compliment, for the contest, of*course, was between Labillardiere

and Beauvois. In the canvass DeCandolle called upon Adanson,
then very aged, and in his dotage more excentric than ever.

If not chosen into the Institute, which indeed he could not

pretend to expect, DeCandolle was in that year made a member
of that active association,— la pej im'fre do' 1'Academie des Sci-

ences,—the S>jd-'i'' I'. '( • <'.///<-, and was soon placed on the

committee in charge of its Bulletin. This brought him into in-

timate connection with such colleagues as Brongniart (Alex.),

Dumeril, Cuvier, Biot, Lacroix, and Sylvestre.

"We met, at each others lodgings, on Saturday • •-
: h;--. afvr the

s<>-i, ,1, ,,f t|i<- - : '-, (.. i.
'

i- 1 t • dh-ai-s the utorrernij

the Bulletin, and when our labor was fmbhed we took tea together and

chatt.-d familiarly. As one by one \v<- .xchangod the colibat.' lbr the

extra.-t N and at length we gave over a • k.-j.t up

vier continued long afterwards his Saturday evening receptions ;
but I
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By DeCandolle's account he was by about ten years the young-
est member of this reunion. Yet he has the name of Biot and
Dumenl on his list, both of whom survived him for twenty years:
and Biot was really not quite four years his senior, am;
only five.

As a member of this select circle of intimate friends and zeal-

ous savants, all then pressing on to the very highest dial

we may well believe that the ambitious young botanist enjoyed,
and improved to the full, such golden opportunities, that he
learned something of every branch of natural history, and also
—what was no less useful at Paris—"a connaitre les hommes et

les mobiles caches de bien des choses."

DeCandolle sketches the following portraits of three of his

associates, Dumenl, Cuvier, and Lacroix. And first of

"The excellent Dumenl. He was the ideal of the frank chruaeter

which we attribute to the Picards. lie was a sincere and devoted friend,

• to second and render any service to nie and mine. No
cloud ever threw a shadow over, our alliance, which became closer yet
when, at a later period, the friendly connexion of my wife with the wid-
owed Madame Say determined the latter to marry Dumeril. He was

orator in the anatomical department at the School of Medi-

--or and member of the Academy of Sciences.

Humeri! was remarkable rather for the clearness of his ideas, and the

d history, than for theo-

ries. He was a practical man, whose elementary works

the laws of organic symmetry, sueh as the analogy of the skull to verte-

bra?, seemed to have collapsed before their immensity. His principal

services to science were in the way of teaching, and in the encourage-

" - kind ..f m rl b i:i,.i ^e- i ,, ;', n th '
. id. i 1 iltl u_ Du-

ick, he was much more remarkable for

lualiUes.

"Cuvier, who was from the begim I of Dumeril,

: find two people who
. _• s, I; „•„ ... M, „,(',., ;, ,„l a;, d '.i.

••._*.• up at ^-ufn-id,
Cuvier had something of the gravity and even i4 the obstinacy of the

German. V inferior position, he was forced from
ln

,

s y'"i'h t,, make up for it by the dignity ..f his manner, but the world
of savans. at least, wiil never'forget his sojourn in Normandy, where he
made those beautiful investigations on the molluscs which were the be-

ginning uf his fame. Called afterwards to the ./'

ged Mertrud, he owed this position to the friendship of

urpassed LGeorTroy
. „„.

i member of the Institute from its f

a skillful- '•-m great talent united t

ambition. At the time when the office of secretary was annual ne ic

saw it would become p.-n. :ua!. and arranged in such a manner as

n» one secretary- Men* or by others;
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that he found himself in position to have it without contest when it be-

came permanent and well paid. These first steps being takeu, all places

fell to him as of themselves. and wo, saw him successively Professor of the

Ecoles centrales, of the College de France, at the Jaidiu des PI a rites, In-

spector, tin n < oiincillor, then Chancellor of the University, Councillor of

8tate, Baron, Peer of Fiance, <fcc. &c. His talent, his aptitude for know-

to it method, order, facil

and of the whole, a sincere love of justice, and a disinterested

caused him to be noticed and admired.

Cuvier might justly be compared to Haller, whom he resembled as

much as the <i 1 time would allow. Both astonished

•••

ral and historical science, greedy of positive fact* on ail subjects, < udowed
• '> '•>_.'
labor, an 1 \

'

,; '}'• l'"t at the side of these admi-

they observed facts well, but never thought to unite mem by a theory
•

outside of science: both loved power, and -i i.ti :ed pre. i )(,s time to the

desire of political advancement; both loved reading to a passion, even at

the hours destined ordinarily for meals and domestic intercourse ; both

no interest, piguante and profound to those whom they thought worthy
ii both had a cert tin con . mpt foi that class ot ideas . id 1

liberal, and held to the aristocratic party. The great *m: of their heads

«ay, if the epochs would permit, that the soul of

Haller had pa— atd the body of Cuvier.

"To me, personally, Cuvier was well-iiigii perfection

.*. difference in onV respective views of life and of

never clouded, nor was it disturbed by his quarrel with Geoffroy, although

he knew that my opinions inc f the latter.

"The geometrician Laeroix was l _ philosopher

of the eightees m of the school of Coiidorcet, an

with the moroseness of a disappointed old man,—the ease, grace, and

kindness of a warm-hearted gentleman with the giuffne-s of a lj'i ambler.

posed purely imaginary, I found completely realized when I knew Laeroix."

An episode of fifteen days, during which DeCandolle, to his

groat surprise, had political functions to perform,—being of>-

pointed one of the three notables of the department of the Le-

man, in a representation of all the departments of the French

Republic, which the First C msul call- d t.\getii !.— jjrives us the

first glimpse of Bonaparte in this narrative; and DeCandolle 's
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account of the interviews with him, and with his minister of
police, Fouche, is well worth preserving. With this transient ex-
ception, we have only the most incidental allusions to public af-

Qg the eventful years of the Consulate, the Empire, and
the Eestoration.

We pass by, also, the interesting account which DeCandolle
gives of the doings of Delessert and himself, in the establish-

ment and administration of the Philanthropic Society, which
grew out of the introduction by them of Count Eumford's eco-

nomical soups, distributed to the poor. These honorable under-

rought the two friends into relations with Eumford
himself when he came to reside at Paris. Indeed Delessert, as
we have had occasion to learn, became one of Count Eumford's
executors. The admiration with which Eumford's writings and
economical inventions had inspired the two young philanthro-
pists was much diminished upon personal acquaintance.

"It was after his plans," writes DeCandolle, "that we had constructed
our furnaces, after his receipts that we made our soups, upon his advice
that we were induced to - . of money."

So when Eumford was expected at Paris, they congratulated
themselves upon such an acquisition, went to meet him on his

arrival, and brought him to dine with them.

"We found him a dry, methodical man, who spoke of benevolence as

. and of the poor as we should not have dared to speak of

vagabonds. It is necessary, said he, to punish those who give alms

;

the poor must be forced to work, &c, &c. Great was our as

-
: however we did ©or utmost to profit by his ad-

vice in practical matter, [hula pood deal of int irse with him,
one among others odd enough. Mdlle. Rath, a Genevese painter, and
like ourselves enthusiastic about Rumford, wished to paint his portrait to

be engraved. M. Jay, her re a i. n an 1 m\ friend, then director of the
-Decade Phil : nai, and a>k. d me i'or

a notice of M R my it. Knowing little of bi* former
bfe, I asked M r a few notes: lie promised them, and
appointed an interview at hi* house to give them to me. I went: what
was my astonishment when he presented an article entirely complete and
quite eulogistic. That • me to copy it on the

spot, not wishing to leave the manuscript in his writing in my hands. I

-

1 deferred however to\he wishes <>i a man for whom I had ibvay* had

ligbest respect; I obeyed : I transmitted t<> the jj,.- :Je

-M.Uum in Paris, where he afterwards m
iier, the widow of the celebrated chemist. I saw soim

never knew an odder union. M. Rumford was cold,

Jour. Scl—Second Sebies, Vol. XXXT, No. IQR-Ja*,
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obstinate, egotistical, prodigiously occupied with the material part of life,

and in inventions in the smallest matters. He was engrossed with chim-
nies, lamps, coffee pots, and windows made after a peculiar fashion ; and
he contradicted his wife twenty times a day about the management of

her housekeeping. Mdme. Lavoisier-Rumford was a woman of

very decided character. A widow for twelve or fifteen years, she had
been in the habit of having her own way, and did not like to be contra-

dicted. Her mind was broad, her will strong, her character masculine.

She was capable of lasting friendship, and I could always congratulate
myself on her kindness to me. Her second man
by grotesque scenes. Separation was better for both than union. He
got a pension, which he needed, but which death prevented his long en-

joying. She obtained liberty and the title of Countess : both were satis-

fied. He could now arrange the house at Auteuil as he liked : she con-

tinued to receive a select circle at hers."

Of this racy and unflattering sketch, we have only to remark
that, however it may have been as to the pension, Rumford's pe-

cuniary means, as shown by his endowments and legacies in this

country, were more considerable than DeCandolle supposed.
Appropos to reminiscences of distinguished savants, we look

forward a year or two in the narrative, and select the following.

And first, of a person who was well known to a past generation,

and to some who still survive, at Philadelphia.

" Joseph Correa de Serra was then about fifty-five or sixty years old.

He was of an ancient family in Portugal, which had produced several

literary men. After studying at the University of Coimbra he was trans-

ferred to Rome, where he pursued theological studies for a dozen years at

f the Sapienza, but which he left with a knowledge of many
things beside theology. Returning to Portugal, he was made governor

to the hereditary Prince, Secretary to the Academy of Sciences, <fcc, and

became a very influential person, both on account of his talents and on

account of the position of his pupil, who it was supposed would become
king on attaining his majority, as his mother was only regent. Correa

was made Min let was to overthrow the Inquisition.

But the Prince died just as he was coming of age, and Correa was left

exposed to the hatred and jealousy (

tained permission to go to England,

savants of which Sir Joseph Banks' house was the centre. Afterwards

he removed to Paris, where he also lived among savants and men of let-

ters, and where he showed the most noble character when the siezure of

Portugal by Bonaparte deprived him of all his resources. He possessed

a faculty of knowing every thing apparently without labor.

It h only the people of the south who can thus combine _

with profound idleness. The latter prevented his publishing anything

beyond small dissertations, quite below his talents ; but in conversation

bited. In these days Humboldt and Cuvier often came to m
where they occasionally met Correa. Although their celebrity was far

above his, and justly so, on account of their published works, yet Correa

always got the advantage over them ; and it was by no means the least



of the enjoyments of our re to see the sort of defer-

nouneeinent of their opinions before Correa, who, with the grace and sly-

maliciousness of a cat, would at once expose their weak sides. Like
them, he was familiar with all the historical and natural sciences, and he
used his vast stores of knowledge with a severe logic and rare sagacity.

He spent many hours in my herbarium ; where the subtle perspicacity

which he brought to bear at a glance upon plants, often wholly new to

him, taught me much of the art of observing, and especially of combining
observations in botany. To such talents he joined a lofty soul and a heart
devoted to friendship. It was a great grief to me when, at over sixty

years of age, he quitted Europe to rejoin in Brazil the king who had per-

secuted him
; but he forgot all his wrongs when his sovereign became un-

fortunate. Correa died when ambassador to the United States."

The following, of a somewhat later period, is abridged from
DeCandolle's account of the Societe d'Arcueil:—

" Its founder was the ex 1 1 vthollet, who then living

in his country residence at Arcueil, invited thither, once a month,

u raging their efforts. His colleagues
MM. de la Place and Chaptal, also senators and members of the Insti-

tute, were, so to say, Vice L: -;!. •!:<-; <i ihi* little reunion. Humboldt
also had a place, and the parterre was composed of Biot, Thenard, tiav-

,1 myself. Later, Berard
and Francois de la Roche . Poisson, and

'ds the editor, who notes that the last volti ne «>f the Mnn, 'res

vex published in 1817.] The association was devoted to the
1 chemical sciences. I was admitted in view of the applica-

>~the* Memo'i

ards the light, my Mei
influence of absolute height upon vegetation and upon the geographical
or topographical distribution of plants, and, later, one upon double tlvw-

ers, especially of the Ranunculacece. The first of these writings was a
simple and clear solution [although an incorrect one, as it proves.

—

Eds.]
of a problem which was deemed insoluble ; the second reduced to just pro-

portions the exaggerations of Humboldt upon the influence of elevation

;

the third was an essay connected with the observations of the degeneres-

iiieh my Theorie Elementaire was devoted
" We commonly made our rendezvous at Tbenard's, and went together

, i
tins run into the country as school-boys out

tbif pta -->!• *fi '• and relished

>f our leaders. Nothing can fulfv describe the good-nature

|!,r rui.feven I Madan . They were with
us as parents* with their ehildren, and we made ourselves at home in the

house with perfect abandon. M. Berthollet was quite tat and very full-

blooded. He feared heat so much that he wore clothes only out of re-

spect to society, and at nigl mnd upon his bed.
'
^

*

! ^t," said \\e. 'even in winter.'' ''Oh,' he answered, ' when it is very
wld I spread f over my feet.' This man, so high
m social rank and scientific celebritv, bore contra 1:

:'
i lowia \ v ..'.

and loved above all things truth. When the first works of BetttBttl
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upon definite proportions became known at Paris, I was very much taken
with them, and although they were in duvet opp< sition to the principles

of statical chemistry he sustained, I did not fear to tell M. Berthollet the

hiu-li opinion I had of them. Far from taking offense at this preference,

he encouraged me to study the writing of Berzeiius.

"M. de la Place was df < meter. He had the dry-

ness of a geometrician and the haughtiness of u parvenu. Over and
above these def - <

:' mat ner, he was n man of honor and worth. ....
He often seconded me, although in truth he thought very little of natu-

ral history. Inourmeeti ith M. Berthol-

let. and would think to silenee him by saying: ' But you see, M. Berthol-

let, what I say to you is mathematics.' • Fh, par i >ieii, what I say to you
is phv-ios,' answered the other. 'and that is quite as good.' .

".
. .

Humboldt also came from time to time; hut he added much of life and
interest when he appeared. He affected to pass himself as the creator of

the science of . —to which he has only added cer-

tain facts, and the exaggeration oi t tru. theon so as to render it most

false. He never quite pardoned me for having, in the preface to my
memoir on the geography of the plants of France, cited those who be-

fore him had occupied them-elv,- with m-ographical botany,—although
in this exp >sition [had, his share.

"Among the .. h< r mem! -r-. of the society of whom I have not yet

spoken, I would chiefly mention Thtmard, who was then emmencinj- a

care*.- r which has since become very brilliant. His activity, his ardor,

pleased 3iy much, ... 1 coul

, .

-

cotils It was then very difficult to correspond with England,

on account of the continental blockade. I happened to be the first to

receive, by a letter from Dr. Marcet, the news of Davy's great discovery in

decomposing the fixed alkalies. By a happy chance, it reached me on

the morning of the day of our meeting. I hastened to our usual ren-

dezvous, and could not wait for the session to impart so important a dis-

covery. I read my letter to the members present. Thenard was enthu-
- ; -.-'i : he ran about the room like a mad-man, crying « ut : 'it is beanti-

I of his arm :

'Look here,' said he, 'I wou d yive thi> lm to have made this discovery.'

Descotils, tranquilly buried in an arm-chair, said a!>o, but in quite an-

other tone : 'It is very fine ; but I would not give the end of my little

finger to have made it.'
"'

We pass over all DeCandolle's account of his life and domestic

affairs during his residence at Paris, his particular investigations,

his excursions, in Switzerland and elsewhere,—even the memo-
rable one in the Jura with Biot and Bonpland, in which he led

the party into a position of imminent danger, causing Bonpland
to bemoan his hard fate in having to perish on such a mole-hill

as the Jura, after having safely climbed Ohimborazo (p. 154);—
his engagement and marriage (the latter in April, 1802) with

Mile. Torras, of a Genevan family resident in Paris; of the

foundation of his herbarium by the fortunate acquisition of that

of L'Heritier ;—of the first course of lectures which he gave, at



the College de France, as a substitute for Cuvier, during the tem-
porary absence of the latter, giving a course of vegetable physi-
ology in place of one on general natural history ;—how he pre-

pared to take the degree of M.D. in order to qualify himself as a
candidate for the chair of medical natural history at the School
of Medicine, then vacant; but how Kichard, who disliked him
because he was a pupil of Desfontaines, as DeCandolle says, in-

stigated Jussieu to offer himself for this chair, upon which of
course DeCandolle withdrew, but nevertheless wrote and sus-

tained as a thesis for the doctorate, his Essay on the Medical
Properties of Plants, compared with their exterior forms and
their natural classification. He bore his examination creditably,

received his diploma, and, the same evening, a private mock
inauguration, which, considering the parties engaged in it, must
have been irresistably comical.

"Dunn lis invited to his house m\ fami v. rm < omraoVs «

ine, and even some of the Professors of the Ecole de Medicine.
] b» _"u\ e tm blj a ig me the reception, in full

xioinoire. It was a curious sight to see Cuvier,

ot, and other learned Acad< the scene from
-iuiiere in the costumes of the Comedie Frangaise. They had smothered
me in an immense sugar-loaf paper cap ornamented all over with little

lamps all alight. In the motion of bowing I constantly expected to be set

on fire. But the acolyte who conducted me would then press a sponge
well filled with water borne on the top of the cap, and the water ran
down, not upon the lamps, but upon my head,—the audience laughing
uproariously at my surprise."

Let us pass on to more serious matters, and rapidly sketch
the outlines of the scientific career now fairly and promisingly
opening. For the event which fixed DeCandolle in his true field

of labor was his arrangement (in 1802) with Lamarck—who had
long since abandoned botany—to prepare a new edition of the
Flore Frangaise. The arrangement was a favorable one to De
Candolle, both financially and scientifically. The new edition

was of course an entirely new work, one particularly adapted to

DeCandolle's genius, and which gave him at once a wide reputa-
tion. Indirectly this work gave origin to the botanical explora-
tions of the provinces of France, under the auspices of the

Government, which engaged much of DeCandolle's attention

from the summer of 1806 until he ceased to be a French subject.

And now, the death of old Adanson left a vacancy in the

botanical section of the Institute, which DeCandolle might hope
to fill. But parties and personal dislikes, as it appears, were not

unknown nor uninfluential in the Paris of half a century ago.

Indeed DeCandolle (let us hope without sufficient grounds)
roundly charges lamentable weakness to Lamarck, and less cred-

itable motives to Fourcroy and even to Jussieu, in respect to the

nomination and canvass; while of the Abbe Hauy he relates, to
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his credit, that, upon being approached with the suggestion that
his conscience should prevent his voting for a Protestant, he
replied that he was very glad of an opportunity to show that he
never mixed up religious opinions with scientific judgments.
Palisot de Beauvois, the rival candidate, was elected, in spite of

the hearty support DeCandolle received from his comrades of the

Bulletin Philomathique and his eminent associates of the Societe

(TArcueil, Berthollet, Chaptal, LaPlace, Cuvier, &c,—to say noth-

ing of his scientific superiority over his rival, which DeCandolle
naturally regarded as very great. At that time, according to

DeCandolle, Beauvois had produced, "ni la Flore oVOware, ni le

-r. un mot aucun de ses ouvrages
qui," etc. But in this DeCandolle's memory was perhaps at

fault: for, while this election took place in the autumn of 1806,
the latter of these works of Beauvois, according to Pritzel, was
published in 1805, and the first volume of the former in 1804.

Evidently the disappointment was keenly felt. Membership
in the Institute secured not only an assured position but also a
comfortable little annuity. This, and the prospective needs of
an increasing family disposed DeCandolle to look elsewhere, and
to accept, after some hesitation, the botanical chair at the Uni-
versity of Montpellier, which in 1807 became vacant by the
death of Broussonet. Hardly was he established there when
the death of Ventenat, in the autumn of 1808, made him again
a candidate for a seat in the Institute ;—again an unsuccessful
one, but now chiefly because a considerable number of his par-

ticular friends in the Institute required a promise that if chosen
he would reside at Paris, which he could not with propriety give.

So they voted for Mirbel ;—and DeCandolle took root at'Mont-
pellier, where he flourished from 1808 to the year 1816.

That DeCandolle, full of ambition and with a good opinion of

his abilities, should have disliked to give up Paris is natural ; but

he himself afterwards records the opinion (which we share) that

his removal from the metropolis was the best thing for him, as

enabling him to accomplish more for botany. And as to the

honors of the Institute, his disappointments were more than

made up to him in the sequel by his election as one of the eight

foreign associates of the Academy of Sciences.

At Montpellier, DeCandolle was heartily welcomed by his col-

leagues, by the official personages and by the protestant society

of the city,—in those days there was little social intercourse be-

tween catholics and protestants in the south of France,—and he

gave himself with ardor and success to his new duties. He
renovated the botanic garden,—the oldest in France, founded

by Henry rV,—and secured additional funds for its support.

He built up the botanical school, and developed peculiar talents

-with results perhaps up to the average as
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respects the making of botanists ; but Dunal, one of his earliest

pupils, was about the only one at Montpellier who achieved a
general reputation, and his fell much below expectations. He
continued and extended his official botanical explorations of the
provinces of France, making annual reports to the Minister of
the Interior, and planning a very comprehensive work on the
Statique Vegetale de la France, which, however, owing to political

and other changes, was never written. He wrote and published
the Theorie JSlementaire, which made his reputation as a theoreti-

cal botanist, and well exemplifies the characteristics of his genius
in this regard,—constructive rather than critical,—quick and in-

genious in seizing analogies and in framing hypotheses, rather

testing their validity,—content with an hy-

which neatly connects observed facts, but not so solicit-

ally 1

exclusions,—a lucid expositor, and a happy divii

) prove it actually true, nor urgent to follow it <

a certain reach, rather than a profound investigator,—in short,

a generalizer rather than an analyzer. •

^
At Montpellier, also, DeCandoile planned his Systerna Vegeta-

Ulium,—a systematic and detailed account of all known plants,

arranged under their natural families,—and he there prepared the
first volume of this work; thus, with characteristic ardor and
courage, but without calculating its immensity, entering upon
the grand and most important undertaking of 'his life, and into
that field of labor in systematic and descriptive botany \hv which
he was eminently adapted, by his enterprising disposition and
unflagging

i tied labor, his excellent
memory, his spirit of order and method, his quickness of eye,
and his great aptitude for generalization.
The overthrow of the Empire, the Eestoration, the Hundred

Days, and the final fall of Napoleon supervened. DeCandolle's
life at Montpellier was troubled and his prospects precarious. He
naturally turned to his native Geneva, where he had kept up
intimate social relations; and when he had ascertained that a
place would be provided for him, he exchanged the compara-
tively ample emoluments of the chair at Montpellier, for the very
humble salary of one at Geneva, encumbered with the duty of

lecturing upon zoology as well as botany.
Pending the change he made a visit to England, in 1816, of

which a detailed account is given, with reminiscences of the bot-

anists and others whose personal acquaintance he then made. We
regret that we have no room left for further extracts :

his account

1
It is curious that DeCandolle, who early took to the ideas of Geoffroy in anat-

morphology of the flower upon the idea ot
9J

ry of the floral organs with leaves, and who could have got

inough of phyllotaxy for the purpose,

the one with the other, nor to have

•why afloat
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of Brown is expressive of the great respect he entertained for

him, and that of Salisbury and of Lambert is amusing.
Settled now at Geneva, at the good working age of 38, the nar-

rative of bis Fe, and of his

happy surroundings, flows on for nearly 200 pages, down to the

sad overthrow of his health by an overdose of iodine in 1836,

his partial convalescence and resumption of botanical work in

1837, and ends with the record of the death of his only brother, at

the beginning of the year 1841, only eight months before bis own.
These 25 years witnessed the publication of the two volumes

of the Systema ; the change of plan to a Species Plantarum in a

restricted form, more nearly within the limits of a mortal's life

and powers ; the publication of the Organographie and of the

Physiologie Vegetale, and,—not to mention a hundred other botan-

ical and sundry miscellaneous writings, of greater or smaller

extent,—of seven out of the present fifteen volumes of the Pro-

dromus. Only one botanist of the present century,—and one
happily who still survives,—has accomplished an equal amount
of work, and good work, in systematic botany.

Our account has run on to such a length that we cannot touch

upon DeCandolle's social and domestic life—of which the me-
moirs reveal pleasant glimpses, nor of his useful and honorable
life as a Genevan and Swiss citizen. Nor can we now venture

to gather interesting anecdotes from his notices of friends, visit-

ors, pupils, 2 and collaborators ; nor notice his methods of work-

ing, and his capital arrangements for securing and classifying

details and economizing time.

It is not for us to pronounce upon DeCandolle's relative rank

in the hierarchy of naturalists. He incidentally once speaks of

Brown and himself as rivals for the botanical sceptre. It is nat-

ural that they should be compared, or rather* contrasted ; for

they were the compliments of each other in almost every respect.

The fusion of the two would have made a perfect botanist. But

DeCandolle's facility for generalization, zeal and industry were as

much above, as his depth of insig] power were

below Brown's. The one longed, the other loathed, to bring

forth all he knew. The editor compares DeCandolle's traits of

character with those of Linnaeus, as delineated by Fabricius, and

finds much resemblance. But his impress upon the science,

however broad and good, can hardly be compared with that of

Berlandier, (p. 337, 338) the editor has fallen into a mistake

acquin i : !.', «. low b\ Li< it <>

. The botanical collection was purchase, i

ose botanists to whom it was thought they
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ART. II.—Description of a method of Reducing Observations of
Temperature ; by Professor J. D. Everett, of Kings College,

Windsor, Nova Scotia.

The climate of a place, as regards temperature, involves' three

•laments—mean temperature—range—and date ofphase,
using this last term to denote the earliness or lateness of the
seasons generally, as regards temperature.

The first of these elements js subjected to measurement by
meteorological observers; the other two, and espe-

cially the third, have not received equal attention. These three

elements appertain alike to daily and to annual variations, but
we shall confine our remarks to the latter.

Annual range (i. e. the range that occurs within the year) has
been measured in various ways. Sometimes it is assumed as the

difference between the two extreme readings which occur within
the year—sometimes as the difference between the two extremes
of daily mean temperature—sometimes as the difference between
the mean temperatures of the warmest and the coldest calendar

month—sometimes as the difference between the mean tempera-
ture of a certain number of the warmest calendar months, and
that of an equal number of the coldest.

The two latter modes of measurement are open to serious ob-

jection from the unequal manner in which they apply to differ-

ent places. It is obvious that the range, if estimated as the dif-

ference between the warmest and the coldest calendar month,
will (coeteris paribus) appear greatest when the maximum and
minimum fall precisely in the centres of the two months, and if

this condition is more nearly fulfilled at one of two places com-
pared than at the other, the comparison will be unequal. The
same remark applies when the mean of three (or any other num-
ber of) warm months is compared with that of the same number
of cold ones, and the error will (in proportion to the deduced
range) be as great as in comparing single months.
The element of " date " which thus interferes with the deter-

mination of range from monthly means, is, for its own sake, well

Worthy of careful investigation; but meteorologists generally

content themselves with loose estimates of its amount, and with
the exception of the article Meteorology in the new edition of
the Enc. Britannica, I am not aware that any work in the Eng-
lish language contains directions for computing it.

We propose to describe a method of deducing both "range"
and " date " from the mean temperatures of the twelve calendar

months. The method, though it is in fact a modification of that

described in the article above mentioned, was not thence deri-

ved, but was based on a more elaborate method employed by
am. Joub. Sci.-Secokd Series, Vol. XXXV, No. 103.-Ja*., 1863.
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Professor W. Thomson of Glasgow, and reduced to its present

form by the writer.

It virtually consists in removing the irregularities which char-

acterize the actual curve of temperature at a given place, for any

particular year or group of years, so as to obtain in its stead a

regular curve which can be expressed by a simple mathematical

formula. In the reduced curves thus obtained for various places

—or what amounts to the same thing, in the formulas which ex-

press them, we have a definite measure both of the compara-

tive earliness of the phases of temperature and of the amounts
of annual range as estimated by a comparison of the warmer
half of the year with the colder.

The curve which is thus adopted as the standard of reference

is what mathematicians call the "curve of sines," or a "simple

harmonic curve," and is expressed by the equation

y^Ao-f-A^io^+EJ
where A denotes the mean temperature of the year, A, the

amplitude, or greatest departure of the curve from the line of

mean temperature, which will be the same above this line as

below, and will therefore be equal to half the annual range, and
E, expresses the "date of phase" being greater in proportion

as the phases are earlier. The curve has one maximum and one

minimum in the year ; which are precisely half a year asunder,

and exactly midway between these are the two points where the

curve intersects the line of mean annual temperature, corres-

ponding to these two days, one in Spring and the other in Au-
tumn, whose temperatures are on the average the same as the

mean of the year.

The curve for a year will consist in fact of four precisely sim-

ilar portions, the part which is above the line of mean tempera-

ture being precisely similar to that which is below, and each of

these halves being bisected symmetrically by the points of max-

imum and minimum temperature respectively.

It is not of course pretended that the actual temperature of

any place fulfills these conditions ; but merely that when a uni-

form standard of reduction is to be applied to a number of pla-

ces (in the temperate or frigid zones) such a curve as we have

described is adapted to the purpose. While possessing the ne-

t of uniformity, the curve at the same time admits

finite variety in respect of its amplitude (i. e. the extent of

its departure from a straight line) which may be increased or di-

minished, without limit, according as we wish to represent a cli-

mate where the annual range is great or small.

It is not necessary in practice to draw the curves in question,

but merely to calculate the values of the constants A A, and

E
,

, the manner of doing which will be shown further on. We
may merely remark in passing, that the labor of deriving these
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; from the monthly means, is less than that of de-
riving the monthly from the daily means.
The constant A as already stated, is the mean annual tem-

The constant E, represents the interval from that day in Au-
ch forms the boundary between the warm and cold

halves of the year to the 15th of January, the scale of represent-
ation being such that 360° corresponds to an entire year.
The constant A

,
(or the ampin ely equal to

the difference between the mean temperature of the year and
that of the warmest or coldest group of 30 days. More accu-
rately it is proportional (but not equal) to the difference between
the mean temperatures of the warm and cold halves of the year,
bearing to this difference the constant value of 1 : 1-2879. In
speaking of the warm and cold halves of the year, I suppose the

ided at two opposite points, that is to suv two points
which are six months asunder, in such a manner that the great-
est possible amount of heat shall be contained in one half, and
(consequently) the greatest possible amount of cold in the other.

In the definition here given of E, and in the second of the
definitions of A,, not only annual harmonic variations, but also
half-yearly, are taken into account.
As a specimen of the manner in which the proposed method

of reduction may be employed fo] B, I subjoin
a table 1 showing its results as applied to all those stations of the

Meteorological Society which have furnished observa-
tions of temperature for the three years 1856-7-8. The data
are the mean temperatures of the stations for each calendar
jjonth, on the average of the 3 years above named, as given in
toe Society's Report for the quarter ending June 30th, 1859.
The names of stations are entered in the order in which they

appear in the Society's Reports, being nearly that of latitude,

proceeding from north to south.
Ihe first column of numbers contains the values of A or the

ttean annual temperature, obtained in the usual manner.
In the second and third columns are the values of A, and E,

(amplitude and epoch) determined in the manner already ex-
plained.

The fourth column shows the number of days and tenths of
a day by which each station is earlier or later (as regi

Phases of the temperature) than the mean of all ; days earlier

Joan the mean being denoted by the sign 4-, and days later than
the mean by the sign -.

Ihe fifth column exhibits the difference between the mean

m?eratures of tbe v/ of the ^ear-

-The numbers in the fourth column have been obtained from
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those in the third by taking the difference between the value of

£, for each particular station, and its value for the mean of all,

and converting it into days at the rate of 1° to 1 TV day, (since

360 : 365 : : 72 : 73.)

The numbers in the fifth column are proportional to those in

the second, and have been obtained from them by the formula

log. A, + -1099= log. n, (since 1099 is the logarithm of 1-2879.)

Table I.—Resultsfor three years, 1856-8.

sta«on.
A., A! Ei sF± HSgt.

Stornoway

17-3

47*0

•iti-.-i

10-37

11-08

11-17

10-85

80° 57^

80° 29'

79° 6'

79° 53'

80° 37'

76° 37'

80° 28'

78° 43'

81° 1'

81° 5'

- 3-8

-f 1-6

+ 0-5

+ 1-3

- 2-3

+ 0-1

+ 29

+ 1-7

149

13-6

155
13-7

13-7

gst!e Newe

Fettercairn

Barry

CalltonMor

East Linton

Thirlestane

Milnegraden

Makerstoun
Drumlanzig
Kirkpatrick

Means 40 "7 79° 20'

Table II— ringh years.

1856. , 1857. J sOs.

Bressay (Shetland)..
|

Sandwick (Orkney) . 1

7'J° 29'

72° 3'

68° 27'

82° 40'

R
94

8 8

10-4
I

...

^J
To find the centres of the warm and cold halves of the year,

we may proceed as follows: The mean value of E, for all the

stations is 79Q
20'. To reduce to the beginning of the year,

.subtract 15°, since our reckoning has been taken from the mid-
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die of the first month. This leaves 64° 20', which is the inter-

val from the beginning of the cold half to the end (or begin-
ning) of the year. The complement of this or 25° 40' is the in-

terval from the beginning of the year to the centre of the cold
half, which again is 180° distant from the centre of the warm

25° 40' corresponds to 26 days (nearly)

205° 40' " « 209 " "

The 26th and 209th days of the year are January 26th and July
28th, which are therefore the centres of the cold and warm halves
of the year, for the mean of the stations. The corresponding
dates for any particular station, will be later or earlier than
these by the amounts shown in the fourth column.
An expeditious method of finding the centre of the cold half is

to assume the complement of E, as representing the interval
from Jan. 15th to the required centre. Thus the complement of
70° 20' is 10° 40' corresponding to 11 days nearly, hence the cen-
tre of the cold half is 11 days later than January 15th. This
determination it will be observed coincides with that above
given. In like manner the centre of the warm half will be 11
days later than July 17th.
By taking the sum and the difference ofA and A, we should

•roximately the mean temperatures of the warmest and
coldest groups of 30 days ; or if the difference between the tem-
peratures of these two periods is required, it can be found by
simply doubling A,. These determinations are however only
first approximations, and this is inv reason for omitting them,
ail the numbers contained in the Table being second approxima-
tions at least.

With the joint purpose of testing the powers of the method,
and comparing different years, I have calculated the values of
A, and E, for single years for a few of the Society's stations,

including three (the first three) which are not contained in the
former table. The results are given without any reservation in

Bressay (Shetland) appears to be the latest of the Society's

stations, being about 13 davs behind the mean of the 24 stations

included in Tab;.' I. Sim I wick (Orkney) precedes Bressay by

i oS* 2 ^ays
' an<* this interval is preserved nearly constant from

i«57 to 1858, although the absolute times differ by nearly a
fortnight. The amplitudes are also less for these two stations
than for any others, the amplitude (and consequently the range)
at Bressay being only about four-fifths of the average derived
from the 24 stations. The extreme lateness of Thurston (near

-°unbar) seems to be borne out by the results from single years,
as appears from a comparison with the neighboring station, East
Linton. The extreme earliness of Yester cannot be so satisfac-
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torily tested, as the interpolations (in defect of observations) at

m are numerous during the years 1857-8. In the year

1856, which is entirely free from interpolation, Yester appears
to have been 16 days earlier than Thurston, and 11 earlier than

East Linton, a remarkable difference, considering that all three

places are in the same county (East Lothian). Comparing one
year with another, it appears that the seasons were latest in 1857,

being fully a week later than in 1856, and at some places about

a fortnight later than in 1858. At Thurston the difference be-

tween the last two years amounts to nearly 21 days. All the

inferences as to dates contained in this paragraph, are derived

from mere inspection of the values of E , bearing in mind that a

degree nearly corresponds to a day, and that the phases are ear-

lier in proportion as E , is greater.

As an instance of the convenience afforded by the present

method, for comparing the climates of different countries, I sub-

join the values of A , A, and E, for Edinburgh, and for Albion
Mines, N". S., the former derived from the monthly means of the

late Mr. Adie's observations, embracing a period of 40 years, for

which I am indebted to a paper by Principal J. D. Forbes, as

epitomised in the Ed. New Phil. Journal for July, 1860, the lat-

ter from 11 years observations by Mr. Henry Poole, Manager of

the mines. The monthly means themselves are

—

For Edinburgh.

3669 37-99 4061 44-83 5027 55-66 5827 57'44 5373 47"47 41-21 3660

19-85 19-90 2741 37"38 48-58 58-14 6610 65-19 5605 4628 35"59 2447

from which are derived the following values of mean tempera-

ture, amplitude, and epoch

:

Edinburgh, A =46-9 A 1==10-8 E 1==83° 27'

Albion Mines, A =42-l A
1
=230 E

1
=18° 13'

Hence, cleared of technicalities, the relation between the two
climates may be expressed by saying that the village of Albion

Mines is on the average of the year about 5° colder than Edin-

burgh, that its range is rather more than double, and that its

seasons are on the average 5 days later. No such definite in-

formation is obtained by inspecting the monthly means.

With the view of ascertaining the amount of error entailed

by assuming (as our method does) that the calendar months

are all of equal length, I have calculated the values of A Aj
and E, for Edinburgh in four different ways, my data being the

mean temperature of Edinburgh for every day in the year, as

contained in the number of the Phil. Journal above referred

1st. When the last 2 days of January and first 2 days of
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March are reckoned part of February, giving February 33 days,
and leaving January and March only 29 days each.

2d. When the last 3 days of February are reckoned part of
March, so that January will have 31 days, February 26, and
March 34.

J

3d. When the last day of January and first of March are
reckoned part of February, so that January will have 30 days,
February 31, and March 30.

4th. When calendar months are adopted, giving January 31
days, February 29, and March 31.

The resulting values of A A, and E , are as under.

Days. Days. Days. A A, E,
Jan. 29, Feb. 33, March 29, gives 46-91 10-87 83° 37'

" 31, " 26, " 34, " 46-88 10-81 83° 19'

" 30, " 31, « 30, " 46-90 10-78 83° 33'

" 31, « 29, " 31, « 46-90 10-78 83° 27'

Here a difference of 7 days :

difference of -03 in the mean temperature, '06 i

18', or about
-J-
of a day, in date. From the last two lines it

appears that the difference between giving February 29, and 31,
days does not affect either mean temperature or amplitude, to
two places of decimals, and only affects date by about TV of a
day.

Apart from the small error arising from treating calendar
months as twelfth parts of a year, conclusions deduced from
monthly means are as accurate as those from daily means, the
correction necessary for reducing monthly to daily results being
extremely simple and easy of application, the value of E, being
the same for both, and the values of A, differing in the con-
stant ratio of 1 : 1-0115.

I shall not attempt to show in detail the advantages which
meteorology may be expected to derive from the extensive
application of the method of reduction here proposed. The
superiority of definite measures to mere general estimate.-, is

recognized in every branch of statistical enquiry, yet no such
measure is usually applied to " date of phase," and the measures
commonly used in determining range are subject to an error
which affects different places very unequally.
The determination of the "date of phase" will furnish a

precise measure of the retarding effect of the sea, and also of
the different varieties of soil. The general effect of the Inter-

change of heat between the soil and the air must obviously be
to retard the air temperature, but I am not aware that different

soils have ever been compared in this respect.

The laws which connect date of phase with extent of range
also offer an interesting field of investigation. Generally speak-
m

g, the causes which retard the former diminish the latter.
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In the application of meteorology to agriculture, date of phase
cannot, without serious error, be overlooked. The earliness of

crops at one place as compared with another, must necessarily

depend upon this element as well as upon mean temperature and
range, and it will be interesting to ascertain how much of the

effect is due to each of these causes.

Thus far we have endeavored to describe in general terms the

objects and principles of the proposed method of reduction.

The remainder of this paper will be devoted to the mathematical
investigation on which the method rests.

By taking observations of temperature at any place for a suf-

ible to ascertain

3 daily temperatures thus found were projected into a curve,

its course would be free from those sudden and irregular devia-

tions which characterize the curve of temperature for any par-

ticular year.

Such a curve would admit of being expressed, to any required

degree of accuracy, by an equation of the form

y= A +A, sin (-r+EJ+A, sin (2*+E2)+A 3
sin (3.r+E

3)+ &c.

x and y being the coordinates of any one point in the curve, and
A A, E,, &c. being constants. The coefficients A, A 2 A 3 ,

&c, are the amplitudes of the terms in which they occur, and
E, E

3
E

3 , &c. are ejiochs. The term which involves A, and E,
attains one maximum and one minimum in the space of a year,

it is therefore called the annual term. The term involving A 3

and E 2
attains one maximum and one minimum in half a year,

it is therefore called the half yearly term; and in general the

term An sin (raa;4-EM) goes through its entire cycle of values in

the -jfch part of a year. We assume of course that a year is rep-

resented in arc by 2tz, or the entire circumference.

For places in the temperate zones the amplitudes of succes-

sive terms in the above series diminish so rapidly, that for or-

dinary purposes all terms involving A
3
and higher coefficients

may be neglected.

The mean daily temperatures for any single year or for the

average of a few years are too irregular to admit of being ex-

pressed with accuracy by any simple formula, but it is possible

to represent by a few terms of the above series the probable

curve of annual temperature as deduced from the actual daily

temperatures even of a single year. It is one object of the pres-

ent communication to show how this may conveniently be done.

"We shall now proceed to the solution of the following problem.

Given the temperatures at twelve equidistant points in the

year, it is required to deduce the values of the constants in an

expression of the above form which shall be applicable to them.
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The general term in the expression is An sin (nx+En).

this be assumed equal to P
re
cos ?j.x+Qn sin nx. This assump

gives

A„smE„=P,„ A n cosE„=QB

whence ^=tanEn, An
2
=P,f -f-Q;?.

The transformed series is

y= A + P
1
coss+ Q 1

wn3+P2 cos2*+ Qa 8in2*+&c.
Let the given temperatures be denoted by

Then if the time correspond to the temperature y of
the times,

or values of x, corresponding to the 12 given values of y are
respectively 0°, 30°, 60°, 330°.

Let the sines of 0°, 30°, 60° and 90°, be denoted by the ab-
breviations S

, S,, S 2 and S 3
. Then we have

=A +P
1
S 3 -fQ 1

S +P 2S 3 4-Q2S +P3S 3+Q 3S +P4S 3 -Q4S
=A -fP I

S2+Q 1
S

1
+P2S 1+Q2S2+P 3S +Q 3S 3-P4

S
1-fQ 4

S2
V2 =A +P

1
S

1 +Q 1
S2 -P2S 1+Q2S 2-P 3

S 3 -Q 3
S -P4S 1

-Q4S2
=A -fP

1
S +Q 1

S
3
-P2S 3 -Q oSo-P 3S -Q 3S 3+P4S 3

-Q4S

=A -P
1
S

1-fQ,S2 -P2S 1
-Q2S2+P 3

S 3+Q 3S -P4S 1+Q4S2

=A -P
1 S2+Q 1

S
1
+P2S 1

-Q 2S2+P 3S -f-Q 3S 3 -P4S 1
-Q4

S2
=A _P

1
S
3
-Q

1
S +P2S 3

-Q
2S -P 3S 3 -Q 3

S +P4S3
-Q

4S

=A -P
1
S2 -Q 1

S
1-fP2S 1+Q2S2 -P 3

S -Q 3S 3 -P4 S 1 -f-Q 4 S2
=A -P

1 S 1
-Q

1
S2-P2S 1

-j-QoS2+P 3
S 3+Q 3

S -P
4
S

1
-Q

4S2
=A _P

1
S -Q

1
S 3 -P2S 3+Q 2S 4-P 3So+Q 3S3+P4S 3 -Q4S

o=A +P,S
1
--Q

1
S 2 -P2S 1

-Q2S2-P3S 3
-Q. 2S -P

4
S

1-fQ4S2

1
=A -j-P

1
S2-Q 1

S
1-fP2S 1

-Q2S2 -P 3S -Q 3S 3
-P4S 1

-Q4 S2

Subtracting y e
from y , y 7

from y,, y 8
from y 31 &c, all the

terms which contain P 3 Q 2
P

4
and Q 4

will disappear. Simi-
larly, adding y 6 toy , y tov,, y s

toy z , &c, all the terms which
contain P, Q 1} P 3 a

°

nd Q 3
will disappear.

Let Vo - y6 = K Also let *o x s 3 = i

r.-y, =k, (*,-*,) xs2 = ^
y2 -y 8 =k2

(*a -*J xs1= /2

(*8+*4 ) XS 2 = m 2

It will be found that the sum of l , ln h *nd l* is 6P n and the
sum of m

01 m n m 3
and m 3

is 6Q r Hence P, and Q, are found
Am. Jocb. Sci.—Second Series, Vol. XXXV, No. 103.-Jan., 1863.
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as in the arithmetical example below ; and E , and A , are ob-

tained by the equations,

ton E ,= —a, A" = T?\ + Q* , or using E, as a subsidi-

ary angle, A
l
= Q,,' sec E,.

To find P2 and Q2 ,
proceed as under.

(K - K
3 ) X S 3 = L

Let y +s (E, -

y2 + y s = K 2

(K2
- K

6 ) XC-SJ

y 3 +y 9
= K 3

y4 +y 10 = K 4

(K +K
3 ) X S =

(K
x
+K

4 ) X S2 =
y8 +*n — Tv

5 (K2 + K
5 ) X S2 =

Then will L + L -f L2 =6P2

M + M
, + M2 = 6Q,

p-hence E 2 and A
2
can be obtained by the equatio

To find P 3 Q 3 , P 4
and Q 4

we have

k +k± - k„= 6P 3 K -f K 3
- i(K i + K2+ K

4 -f K 8 )
= 61

*,+ *
6
-*

8= 6Qa (
Ki+ K 4

- K2-K
5)XS2 =6C

whence E 3
A

3 , E 4
and A

4
can be obtained as above.

In the following example, the values of P,, Q,, Ej and A
are found for Halifax, N. S., on the assumption that the mea
temperatures of the calendar months, may be regarded as idei

tical with the temperatures of 12 equidistant points in the year.

The numbers in the first column are the mean temperatures of

the months January to June, those in the second column are the

mean temperatures of the months July to December.

r II. 1 III. IV. v. VI. 1 VII VIII IN X.

•23-'.> •00

651
J

-419 +8<W -72-5 S 2 -62-79 - 5-65

583 1
-28-2 4-io-fi -;:«- S„ -1533

•i80 48-2 - 9-3 S
I

-00 - 93 s. - 930
!>:,

58-4

37-8 4-10-5

27-8
1
4-30-6

6 -12314 6

P = - 2052 Qi = -£05j

The coefficients A 2 , E 2
and those belonging to higher terras

are of comparatively little practical use, and it will not be neces-

sary to append examples of the process for obtaining them, as

there is no difficulty in the application of the formulae.
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The last edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica has an article

on " Meteorology " by Sir John H^erschel, in which the attention
of meteorologists is called to the great practical utility of the
mode of reduction above described, which has been for some
time known but has been little used. The formulas which Sir
John Herschel there gives for deriving the values of the con-
stants from monthly means, are in reality identical with those
above given, though the identity is not at first sight obvious.
He asserts that the values thus obtained are the most probable
values, as derived from the application of the method of least
squares. Also that "

i

:

a able property of these
expressions, that if the approximation be stopped at any one
term, .... then should it be considered afterwards desirable to
carry it a term further, .... it is not necessary to recompute the
former coefficients, their values remaining unaltered."'

Ijjstead of using the temperatures of 12 equidistant days, as
the basis of calculation, there are obvious advantages in employ-
ing the mean temperatures of the 12 months which compose the
year; but it will be necessary to apply a correction to the results
thus obtained

; for it is not true, even on the average of a long
series of years, that the mean temperature of a month is the
same as that of its middle day. We shall proceed to ifl

the nature and amount of the correction which must be applied,
deducing by the way some interesting relatione between the mean
and instantaneous values of variable elements.

Let OACX be the curve which represents
temperature through the year. Let the ordin
represent the temperatures at the beginning and end of an in
val of time represented by BD. It is obvious that the mi

temperature of this interval will be obtained by dividing
area ABCD by the distance BD.
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First let us suppose the equation of the curve (or the expres-

sion for the temperature in terms of the time) to be

Let 2c denote the length of the interval BD, and let x' be the

value of x for its middle point. Then the values of x for points

B and D will be x'-c and x'+c, and the area ABDC will be
the integral of ydx taken between these limits,

if y' denote the value of y for the middle point of BD.
Hence the area bounded by two ordinates whose mutual dis-

tance is given, varies directly as the ordinate drawn midway be-

tween them. The areas of portions of the curve below the line

OX must of course be reckoned as negative.

Dividing the expressions for the area by 2c we obtain

which is therefore the mean value of y for the given interval.

Let c=—, then 2n denoting a year, the given interval 2c will

be the Uh part of a year. Hence the mean temperature of any

-th part of a year is to the temperature of its middle point as

sin- : -. If the given interval is the T\th part of a year, this

ratio becomes sin 15° : arc 15° or 1 : 1-0115.

These conclusions have been drawn on the supposition that

the expression for the temperature is y=a since. They will still

be true if the expression be

y= a Sin(a: + E)

for this change only amounts to removing the origin of coordi-

nates along the axis of x and does not alter the values of the

ordinates.

If the expression for the temperature be

y = A + a. Sin(*+ E)

the ordinates will be greater than before by the constant quan-

tity A, which represents the mean temperature of the year;

hence the temperatures will require to be diminished by the

mean of the year in order that the above conclusions may be

applicable. The following theorem will hold in all three cases,

The difference between the mean temperatures of any two

equal portions of the year will be less than the difference between
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the temperatures of their respective centres, in the constant ratio

of sin : -, each of the portions being supposed to be the

-th part of a year, where to may be either a whole number or a

fraction.

Hence the annual range as shown by the curve of monthly
mean temperatures will be less than that exhibited by the curve
of daily mean temperatures in the ratio of sin 15°: arc 15°.

Strictly speaking, instead of "daily mean temperatures," I
ought to say "instantaneous temperatures;" but the difference
is so small as to be quite inappreciable, since the former are to

nearly in the ratio of sine to arc of 30 minutes or of 1
to 1-000013.

Assuming then that the expression for instantaneous tempera-

the mean temperature Ym of any -th portion of a year will be

given by the equation

Y.= A+«/^«n(H-E)

a being the time for the centre of the portion. Hence if the

instantaneous temperatures follow a simple harmonic law, the
mean temperatures of equal intervals of time will also follow a
simple harmonic law. For the mean temperature of anv period
of 30T\ days we have

Secondly, let the expression for instantaneous temperatures be

y = A + a lS\n{x+E 1 )+ a 2
sm(2X + E

2 ).

Hence the mean temperature of any Ula portion of a year

given by the equation
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Let m — 2 and we have for the mean temperature of a half year

Ya =A + a, -i-sm (s+E,),

the third term vanishing, since sin tf=0. Hence the half yearly

term produces no effect upon the mean temperature of a half

year (as is also obvious from general considerations), and the

amplitude of the half yearly means is to that of the annual

term for daily means, as the radius of a circle is to a quad-

rantal arc.

The range of the half yearly means, being double of the

amplitude, is a
,

. — which being divided by a ,
. the am-

plitude of the annual term for monthly means, gives as a quo-

tient the numerical value of which is 1-2879. Hence if

3«m B
the amplitude A , deduced from monthly means be multiplied

by this number, the product will be the difference between the

temperatures of the warmest and coldest halves into which the

year can be divided.

Lastly, let the expression for instantaneous temperatures take

the general form

y=A0+a 1
sin

(
ar+E

1 )+ a 2 sin(2 a;+E2 )+ .... +an sin (nx+E„)

It will be found by proceeding as in the previous cases, that

the expression for the mean temperature of the -Ufa of a year is

sin(3z+E
3)-f- +««--^ sin(«*+En).

An denote the amplitudes deduce
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Conversely,

1 -21102

Hence, to reduce monthly to daily results it will simply be
Pf,°°sary to ir" 1 -1- 1 - 1 -

•

Ll ii*_.a— a *

Thelc
I under.

E. Loomis, Professor of Natural Philosophy and Astronomy
n Yale College.

iA+ a *fc <*+#);

fluctuation of temp
remarks that according to this formula "the cur

°ne maximum and one minimum in the year
"••-/.;

points of maximum and minimum temperature.
11

In order to determine whether these assumptions are conform-
able to nature, and if not, whether the error of the assumptions
ls important. I will compare them with observations of tempe-
rature made at several different stations. I first take the obser-

vations made at Green ' ;U
'

S
-
trom 1814 to

1856, as reduced by Mr. James Glaisher. The following Table
shows the mean temperature of each day in the year.
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From this Table we perceive that the maximum temperature

occurs on the 30th of July. The minimum occurs sometime
between Jan. 9th and 15th ; we will call it Jan. 12th. The in-

terval from the minimum to the maximum is 199 days, and from

the maximum to the minimum 166 days. The difference is 33

days ; that is, the first principle assumed by Prof. Everett is in

error by more than a month.

In order to determine whether the curve is symmetrically di-

vided at the point of maximum temperature, I will compare the

temperatures for 30, 60 and 90 days before and after July 30th.

ta are as follows

:

May ::i.

Aug. 29, 59°-4

Sept. 28, 54 -3

Oct. 28, 47 -0

Thus we see that the temperatures for 90 days before and 90

; 1 of being equal, as they should

be according to the assumption of Prof. Everett, differ by three

degrees ; which is one ninth part of the entire annual range.
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parison for three stations in Germany, according to the materials
furnished by Prof. Dove, viz. Berlin from 110 years observations,
Danzig from 81 years observations, and Breslau from 61 years
observations. The averages are taken for intervals of 5 days,
and the temperatures are expressed in degrees of Reaumur's
thermometer.

Mean temperaturefor each jive day,©/(*< year.

Berlin. Danzig. Brojtou. Berlin. n.nsis Breitau.

Jan. i-5 -I%4 -2°6
7 -3°02 July 3o-4 •

4°54

:;\:
i3-77

-2-
96 -35, 5-9 .4-89

n-i5 -3-.46 .4-8-

-2-o4 -a-5.1 15-19 ,5-r4
21-25 -2-36 -2-3- i5-i8 i3-94 i4-55

-i-68 25-

2

9 1 5-5o

Feb. 3 1-4 0-21 -r- 72 -I-30 Aug. 3o-3 r5-49 14,8 I4-7I

iq
5-9 i5-i? i4-53

o-44 9 i3

\Z
;u 4

, i4-38
i5-i9 i3-24

-o-ii i 9 -23

;;:s!-39 . 3-86 i3-4i

March 2-6

i,4
-o36
-o-48 in

Sept. 29-2 1 3- 55
i3i3 !?-4o \i%

~!2 i3-i 7 n-94 1068
3-23 o-54 18-22 «27-3i 4-i6 .-28 2-85 IO-52

l

9 93

April t-5 5- 1

8

3-8

!1
6-83

3ia 5io 3-7 7-08
n-i5

rS
3- 78
4-58 626 13-17 5-36

520 18-22 6-fi
a6-3o 8-63 5 8o 23-27 5-Sa 5-83

May ^5 927 6-48 9-oo Nov. 28-1 5- 16 3-66 4-64

B li
9-90

u-So

iTle

4-9

Bi
3-3i

ao^o \l¥,
9 o8
9-84 23-26

a-65

o-56 i
June 3 i-4 J 3- 08 io-6o [2-20 Dec. 27-1 t-87 0-78 100

ic£
9 i 3- 35 11-26 i3-o5 2-6 i-5o 028 068

-0-48
iS-I 9 i4-o3

-o°:f!.3-3 1
3- 1

1

25-a9 .4-37 „-5o 1 3 48 22-26
37-3i :;:-; 1 1^8 3S|

From these observations we see that at Berlin the maximum
temperature occurs July 29, and the minimum January 8th.

A«- Jocr. Sci.-Second Series, Vol. XXXV, No. 1Q3.-JA*., 1808.
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The interval from minimum to maximum is 202 days ; and from

maximum to minimum 163 days. The difference is 39 days.

Comparing the temperatures for 30, 60 and 90 days before and

after the maximum we find

June 29. 14°-44 Aug.28. 130<74 Difference- 0°-70 R.=— 1°
-58 Fah.

May 30. 12 -61 Sept. 27. 10 -07 " -2-54 rs-5' 71

Apr. 30. 8-89 Oct. 27. 5 -56 " -3-33 =-7-49 "

At Danzig the maximum temperature occurs July 30 ; and

the minimum Jan. 8th. The interval from minimum to maxi-

mum is 203 days, and from maximum to minimum 162 days.

The difference is 41 days. Comparing the temperatures before

and after the maximum we find

June30. 12°-76 Aug. 29. 12 -27 Difference— 0°-49 R,:=-l°-10 Fah.

May 31. 10-30 SepU 28. 8'02 " -2-28 =z~5 "13 "

May 1. 6-21 Oct. 28. 3-88 " -2-33 =-5 "24 "

At Breslau the maximum temperature occurs July 31 ; and
the minimum Jan. 10th. The interval from minimum to maxi-

mum is 202 days ; and from maximum to minimum 163 days.

The difference is 39 days. Comparing the temperatures before

and after the maximum we find

July 1. 13°-7l Aug. 30. 13°-19 Difference- 0°-52 R.= - 1°1 7 Fab.

June 1. 12 -06 Sept. 29. 9 -36 " —2 -70 =~6 -07 "

May 2. 8 '86 Oct. 29. 4-88 «« -3-98 =-8 95 "

The results at these three stations accord remarkably well

with each other, and we must regard them as indicating the law
of climate for that part of Europe. These results also accord

pretty well with those obtained at Greenwich; but the decrease

of temperature in autumn is more rapid at the German stations

than it is in England. The average temperature at the three

German stations 90 days after the maximum, is less than the tem-

perature 90 days before the maximum, by 7°'23 Fahrenheit,

which is nearly one fifth of the annual range of temperature.

If we institute a similar comparison for the southern part of

the United States, we shall find the same want of symmetry in the

curve which represents the annual fluctuations of temperature.

Thus at Savannah, Ga., according to 21 years of observations,

the minimum temperature occurs about December 20th, and the

maximum about July 20th ; making an interval of 7 months

from minimum to maximum, and of 5 months from maximum

We conclude then that any formula which supposes the curve

of annual temperature to be symmetrically divided at the point

of maximum, does not represent climates like those above speci-

fied, with that degree of accuracy which science requires.



W. C. Minor upon Fissio

Annelids ; by W. C. Ml*

The circumstances of spontaneous fission have been observed
in so few spe< resent, as to make every additional

observation of value, even though only confirmatory of % hat is

nown upon that subject. This consideration, and the
feet that all views of its nature in the Oligocholia seem to be based
upon the observations of one Bpeci cidea,—have
tempted me to publish the follow tions, how-
ever they may want of any very special novelty to give them
value.

It is now nearly one hundred years since the distinguished
Danish naturalist, Otto Fr. Miiller, studied the phenomena of
spontaneous fission in the fresh v. is able little

. ':.

1771, largely devoted to that subject, shows that he failed only
where the imperfect means at his command led him astray.

section had been observed before
that, both in the Naids and other anin als, a; i had awakened a
good deal of general interest; but the multiplication by sponta-
neous fission seems to have been very nearly ii not wholly ills-

regarded at that time. Nor has its occurrene h the V« sh w: tor

worms received, since then, the i seems to de-
:naiid. For w ith the exception of a discussion by Schultze and
Leuckart upon some of the particulars, una. the significance of
this phenoii i budding, some ten years ago, and
a sweeping denial of its occurrence, or at least of its vital and
systematic nature, by Dr. Williams, about the same time, no
one, so far as I am aware, has published any extended observa-

.

: And yet the statements of Dr. Williams, in regard
to both artificial and spontaneous fission, are -w: i :- to -n—. st

atonce the iie- ,,•!; uvnfnr. . . -e subject;
'

;

:

..
..; •

^- : ,
'. •

.

.
, .

'

speculations of Steenstrup, toget! sting varie-

ties of the phenomenon as observed in the marine worms by

:

. . : .
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Quatrefages, Edwards, Frey and Leuckart and others, seem to

demand a more complete knowledge than we as yet possess of

its occurrence in the fresh water group.
I may here remark that the European species chiefly studied

hitherto, St , tas not come under my observation,

nor am I aware that it has been found in America. Four spe-

cies of Naids common in this vicinity, N

seta, Nats rivulosa, and Dero limosa, found in fresh water, and a

marine Enchytrtsus^ / w, have been the prin-

cipal subjects of my investigation. In regard to the first of

these, it maybe questioned whether our species is idenl

that described by Ehrenberg, (Symbolce Physical,) as Pristina

longiseta, for his description is too brief to be of specific value.

As, however, the characters given by D'Udekem, in his

sdeVAcad.
Boyah de Belgique, 1859, T. xxxi,) apply equally to the Ameri-
can species, I am compelled to same.* The
second species. A/'/-- / >-/. aiivaiU * I* ^'ribi-d 1>\ Lcuh (Jour-

nal A< id Xut Si. Phi a., 1850, vol li. pt. 1°. p. 48.) ven < lusely

resembles the K.in>]>e;m \n,\ >lnujvr-, with winch D'Udekem
regards it as dentic I ies, Dero livwsa, has

also been described by Leidy, (Proc. Acad. Phila., 1857, vol. v,

p. 226) and though overlooked by D'Udekem, appears to be dis-

tinct from the European form of the same genus. The fourth,

I have not been able to identify

with any species described in works at my command, and have
therefore named from the three anterior pairs of ventral combs
after which the dorsal combs begin. This character appears to

b it from U. socialis, if I may judge from the figure

given by Leidy (Jour. Acad. Phila.). It has no eyes. The pharynx
extends nearly to the fourth ventral or the first dorsal combs,

from which a narrow esophagus continues to a little back of the

sixth ventral combs. Here a gradual enlargement of the ali-

mentary canal occurs, ending abruptly just back of the eighth,

in a narrow twisted tube ; and this last gradually enlarges, at the

ninth ventral combs, into a moderate sized alimentary canal, in

3 D'Udekem remarks: " Je n'ai pas adopts le genre Styiaria admia par Lamarck
<v .j i

•>•"<• -]" <• n.' di f I. - .n:itV- Nai- .] •

! :;• , :•.... ;,;..•. . : .: • ;
••

• .
.'..••
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which I observed nothing specially marked. The entire length
of this Naid was about f inch.

The occurrence of spontaneous fission in Stylaria (Nais) pro-
boscidea is described as follows by Muller. "If a virgin Naid,
as I may call it, with 16 or more pairs of hair combs or 20 or
more pairs of hook combs [there are four pairs of hook combs
anterior to the first hair or dorsal combs as in Nate and I)ero]
be carefully observed it will be seen that its anal ring slowly
elongates and after some days appears to be transversely marked

to rudiments of future rings. 4 In each of these divis-
ions beneath the skin, germs of hooks and hairs appear, and the
pulsations of the artery are evident, while the food forces a way
through them. The hooks and hairs gradually come through
the skin in succession from before backward, while the rings en-
larging, the Naid increases considerably in length. While i

and their contents are form
the anal ring, on the other side [anteriorly] of it, a strongly
marked transverse line, different from those just mentioned, ap-
pears, and extends across the whole width of the animal. The
angles formed at the sides of the body project, and on the top a
slight projection is evident which gradually becomes a distinct

Proboscis, while, finally, eyes appear back of this fission. Thus
toe Naid becomes a mother." . . . "Frequently one may see in
tae anterior half of the elongated anal ring of 'the mother Naid

uS;?
n

.

d rinS formation similar to the one just described." . . .

a his is not all. Hardly has the second bud acquired the length
ot one mature ring than a third bud appears before it, and I have
even seen a fourth." ..." Further, not only may a parent and

is appear, but the buds themselves may give
I'jae to new buds ; their terminal joints forming new buds as they
themselves were formed. Hence we may find a parent with its

34 tea and grand-children attached to its body." (op. cit. pp.

i[ tiler afterwards gives his observations upon a single Naid
irom the 20th of May to the 9th of June. During this time, it

gave off the buds observed posterior to the 17th pair of combs,
aiter which a formation of rings began, without any trace of
separation, until the body was elongated to over 40 pairs of
combs. About this time a fission occurred between the 21st
dncl 22nd pairs of combs. Fission occurring in this way after

bon of the body I shall speak of as the "renewal of
fassion." Further observation of individual Naids led him to
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conclude that each bud is formed one joint anterior to its prede-
cessor, that there is thus a gradual redaction of the parent seg-

ments till a certain point; that then a reformation of rings

takes place, and an elongation of the body of the Naid to re-

commence this circle of fission.

Schultze, in hia arl • h TheilunQ
'

\ • :
•'

-

'-' <'
!

- ." '
'

,
'

- !

; .

293,) confirms the statements of Miiller as to the passage over
of one of the parental segments to each bud; 5 though he is not

fortunate enough to observe the recommencement of fission in

the elongated Naid. He observes also (p. 301) that, contrary to

what Steenstrup had supposed from the analogy of marine
worms, there is no relation to metagenesis in the phenomena of

budding in this Naid, for he had never seen generative organs

in the separated buds. He had however never been able to keep
th '- bu is long alive. He also ha i -

: n (p. 3 >4,) s

in the parent while bu bad never seen well de-

veloped sperm and ripe eggs present during this process.

The phenomena of fission in St, h„ ,„ „, ,i -/-.-<> far as I have
observed them, confirm the statements of Miiller and Schultze

in substance ; for there is nearly always a passage over of one
parental ring to each bud, and since fission takes place, as I have
seen, while the parent has eggs and sperm, and I have never

seen the fullest development of the latter in the buds, I cannot

believe that there is any such metagenetic relation in this pro-

cess as has been observed in S»/JUs and allied genera.

In Nais rivnhs i, h >w -v t th facts ire somewhat different.

For in several continue 1 observations of individual Naids, ex-

tending in one case over twelve weeks. I. have known, but once

or twice of a passage of the parental rings into the bud
;
while,

after an elongation of the parent body, I have very uniformly

seen fission recommence in the poini ; t which bu Is were given

off before, or at some point posterior to it, and once anterior,

and l. i In i m iiLi i i hav - u i
--. it k _ place between

each of the rings from the 15th to the 22d, I have not been able

to discover that it does so in any order. But here, as in Siijbrria

lonr/iseta, I have found the fission.

The facts obtained in regard to fission in Dero limosa are un-

fortunately meagre; the comparative slowness of the meris-

rnatic i'unetion making the onlv two series of observations car-

ried out proportionatelv unfruitful. In none however of the

succeeding buds, from Aug. loth to Oct, 10th, was there any

gments by the separating parts, nor

:tasenesis observed.
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My observ \atw are sim-
ilarly scanty, but are just sufficient to confirm and extend the

i ved in the two other short-lipped Naids. In all the
cases observed, the separation whs of a pari wholly new funned.

^elusion of the older segments of the parental body.
It is evident from the above facts, that in Mi/ian'n lonoisd'o., as

at Schultze have shown is the ease in S. prohoscidvu, the
point of fission moves reiruiarlv fbnvard. ring bv rin<r, and more
commonly in the former Naid from the 16th to the 12th pairs of
hook combs; though the extremes between which I have known
it to occur are the 17th and 10th. To judge from Muller's ac-

c back in the latter Naid. Further, that

'dosa, and, as far as I know, in Dero Ii,no*a, and in En-
uh-'tinpuiiifO)/}, all ut which have short upper lips,

the buds are given off at one point, though that point may varv

3 .vies, or in one and the same
^aid at different times. In the latter case the variation occurs
as part of a peouihir form of tiss'wm of which 1 shall sneak again.
tfoth "parting" ^humm:), and "budding" (knospeie
occur then in the Naids, and it may be added that the former

Wing forms.
I may here remark that the distinction made by Schultze and

others between "theilung" and "knospenbildung," though con-

•es not seem to me a fundamental one.' The mere in-

a portion of parental tissue in the bud does not of

.i between this and a whollv
new-formed, but otherwise similar, bud; nor have I been able
jo see any histological • .:•-*. The verv fact
"at individuals, having the same genetic relations to the parent
jock are in one Naid. V. ricu sa. always or commonly pro-
oucea. by the so-called "bu Mn,„r." an i in aim her _ -nus. >\ .„•/„,

P/
the so-eu

3 to tins view. Nor, as I think,
°oughoU, -on, have
De two yet been shown to be functionally different in true meta-
genetic processes. They are two varieties of one process ; and it

would be interesting in many wavs to ki >w exaerh how the
^nous species of Naids, already known, follow distinctly the

e or the other plan, or tend to merge them yet more com-
pletely as one. 6

i 7"J
ittle detail will show how elos -U i i.-ufi<-:d tin? two forms of

formation are. 1;, -, m ng"—"theilung"—as has already,
a great extent, been described by Sehultze, we find that from

. .

-

:

:

;

^ : :
:.''^ '. • ', '":

' - '
'

'"
'

• '

.

:

. ieads me to expect that in some *ud.
Processes may be regularly present.
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the parental ring, as a fixed point, there is a continuous ring-form-

ation and elongation backward; and that anteriorly to it there is

a limited elongation of the general body, also by ring-formation
from before backwards. There is, then, unlimited growth back-

ward from the fixed point, and a limited or defined growth back-

ward toward the fixed point from the place of fission. The pa-

rental included ring, the most anterior of the series, is here the

fixed point. In "budding"—"knospenbildung"—the most ante-

rior ring of the series also, though a wholly new-formed one, be-

comes the fixed point, from which, by conti

the Naid elongates backward, and toward which a limited series

of ring-formations proceed from the point of fission. 7 The resem-

blance between the two is perfect ; and as the fixed point is not

related to specializations of the alimentary tube, as I at first -ap-

posed, and is in Stylaria proboscidea, where it occurs by "parting,"

four hook-combs back of the mouth, as it is in Nais and Dero,

where it occurs by budding, while in S. longiseta it is six hook-
combs back, the genetic relations of the two processes, in these

genera at least, are completely one. But, as I have already said,

though the distinction appears unessential in the genera I have
examined, the terms are convenient and as merely descriptive

terms are used here.

The "commencement of fission" was observed in a large pro-

portion of the buds given off from the individuals i

and Nais which were under observation, and the result is given

in the following table.

1 combs in 3

It is evident that fission does not begin at a fixed point, nor

have I been able to discover any relation between the place of

its occurrence and the time of the year, temperature, &c.

Now, while fission may take place by gradual reduction of the

Naid Stylaria, between the 10th and 11th hook-combs, the com-

mencement of fission has not been known forward of the 13th.

In Nais rivulosa, also, fission has been observed as far forward as

the 15-16th, while its commencement has not been noted ante-

rior to the 17th hook-combs. This is all the difference between

of fission and continued fission, notwith-
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standing the fact that whether the former is introductory to a
series of "partings" or of "buddings," its bud resembles that
produced by what I shall call the "renewal of fission."

That the " renewal of fission," in a Naid elongated after re-

duction by fission, is a somewhat peculiar form of fission would
hardly have been known from observations on Stylaria alone. 8

The following summary will illustrate this. In Stylaria longiseta
one example (April 16) was reduced to 10 rings, grew out but

: •;<!<> i between the VI 18th. When again reduced
to 10 rings it grew out much longer but renewed fission at the
same point as before. It was then reduced to 11 rings, and
growing out, again divided between the 12-13th. One of its

buds (May 14) began fission between the 15-16th, was reduced
.-. then grew out and recommenced fission between the

I again when lost. In another
• tid was reduced to 12, grew out and renewed fission

at the 14-15th. was again reduced to 12. and growing out again
renewed fission at the same point. It was a third time reduced
to 12, and growing out aaain, a third time, renewed fission be-
tween the 14-15th hook-combs. It was then reduced to 11,
when very unfortunately lost. In Nai* rivulosa. an example,
that had been giving off buds just back of the 19th ring, in-

_ .. -•:, and tn mi a.aiu renewed fission be-
tween the 19-20th. Another example that had given off buds
aUhe 15th, grew out to over 35, and then renewed fission at the
15-16th. After two or three buds had been given off, it again
Ungated, and then renewed fission between the 20-2 1st hook-

,

,s essentially homologous, only by not occur:
wlich may be owing to the want of fuller observation, and while

3 t might be supposed to be merely a means of con-

the process of "parting," which must otherwise soon
cease: we find that it occurs in \ way change
° toe point of J-juddiim. wit i«.nt u \ a] parent necessity, without
Performing the very function that we might judge fro^

iariiv.' And what is more, 'it also occurs in Nais
rwubsa for the performance of this very function. This fact

C(

aSgests something more than a plivsioloiricai m. m j m the
renewal of fission." Wl i! the p .< num. na conn ct. d witli it

seem to show that the di~rn.eti.ui between this, the "renewal of
nssion, 1

' and other forms of fission is more than a difference of
Action,

[ ,. tmit there is any fundamental
*
Yet Mull er 8eem« to rat

f^t view different they On ,



difference, like that between metagenetic and monogenetic fis-

sions. I may add that I have not been able to discover that the

point of its occurrence bears any relation to the number of buds
already given off. 9

The sum of the preceding observations tends to show, that

the "renewal of fission" baa tm
a wider enquiry as to its true nature ; that the two form.-, of fis-

sion already known as "parting" and "budding" both occur in

the Naids, and occur so as to prove their morphologic and phvsi-

ologic identity ; that "parting" appears to charact./i ize rh« Naids

with a prolonged upper-lip— tin- -•ihh Shjlaria, while "budding"

appears to characterize those with a short one— tXais, JAm, En-

cluj i""-, and Chvetoyuster. according to Clans; that the bud pro-

duced by both these processes is identical with the parent; that

as the buds are here, so far as I know, identical with their pa-

rents in function and structure, there is no metagenetic fission:

and that therefore fission in these Naids, whether by '-parting"

or by "budding," is correlative to genesis in the great

of maintenance of the species, and not a mere step in the his-

tory of the individual. '
°

It may be worth while to refer briefly here to the power of

Dr. Williams, in his Report on the British

Annelida, {Rep. 'Brit Ass. Adv. Sin'., 1851, p. 247), after quoting a

summary of Bonnet's well known experiments, says: "On the

authority of hundreds of observations, laboriously repeated at

every season, the author of this report can declare

ate firmness, that there is not one word of truth in the above

statement." It may be presumed from tins, tear Ik U
the necessity of thorough and ven utions, before

and I cannot doubt that his experiments have uniformly failed

9 There an- - paper upon the

- "l Or'L. /'-«
.

V-.

.—-.

.

.,.: \T "
t

r.f tV

i badly formed and incomplete b
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But from the almost uniform success of my own, I should won-
der that they have clone so, had not others reported complete or

i merits.—See Duges, Ann. des &i\
1828, 1" Serie, T. xv. It must be remembered, however, that
such evidence is wholh ne^ati\ e, and cannot weigh u i

tive statements of observers like Miiller, Eeaumur and D litres.

In regard to my own observations, I may state, in brief, that
in v

- '///</. Xais. and Vera, I have hardly ever failed to have
II

'
• '".-id icproduced, and that the anal end has not only been

i

, these genera, but 1 have seen it reproduced in En-
-, in 'F'lbrk-ia, and even in a Xereis common

on our const. 1
' That in the vast maioritv of these cases I have

em a^im : and, in all. I have seen the incurrent anal

h ceases while either end is closed, recommence.
and other observations, I am inclined to believe that
- far more general in the class than is vet supposed.

ft in the natural economy of life,

F Naids that I have found in our pools
When saved from the attacks of Clia'loyasler, even

ss, and almost immovable, fragments may
g(

> on to as full a recoverv as when preserved by the observer.
III °"c instance, I found. Auir.21- ; v !ivese<x-
;i ''-"! some Xai.l's trunk, the two ends

i. This had been preserved for some time, for the

i the germs
'•Mibs were well defined posteriorly. It went thnm.ii

' o'. developed eyes about the 22nd, opened the
ned mouth about the 23rd, was supplied with food,

reen the 15-16th hook-combs and
ssion at that point till Oct 8th,

".'.
'

•* waa lost. •
A he thin film with which the Naids line the jars in which thej

may be seen to serve, there at least, as a protection

the prowling carnivorous ' ',>' 'jaxttrs, and
like the one just referred to, may

: till the eves and mouth are formed—a period usu-
'' '' "'' •'' foituiuht. And th<> imh wo should liardh have expected

' of 8ve segmentate be preserved as this was, even

rer of recovery, yet we cannot re-

„ function « this,
K

- ^ useless or inoperative in the natural course ot Naul-Jife.

i^li



Art. V.

—

Remarks on the Temperature of the two extreme Seasons

in the Temperate Zones as affeeU the Sun*4

Distance and in its Angular Velocity in the Ecliptic ; abridged
from a treatise on Astronomy, (in course of preparation,) by
William Dennis, Philadelphia, Pa.

or the difference between its greatest and. least distances, must
be about ^Ftk of the mean : and from Kepler's law for the equal

description of areas by the radius vector of the earth (or other

planet), it follows that the velocity of the earth's motion in its

orbit, or the consequent i' the sun in the eclip-

tic, varies inversely as the square of this distance. Then, since

a numerical 11
1

y a small fraction of itself has its

square increased by (a little more than) the double of that frac-

tion, it is evident that as the distance varies by about ^th of its

mean value, the variation in the velocity must be about y'^th of

Again, the amount of light and heat received from the sun in

a given time, following the general law of influences emanating
as from a centre, also varies inversely as the square of its

and therefore follows precisely the same law that governs the

variation of the sun's angular motion in the ecliptic. Hence we
conclude,

1. That the whole variation in the rate at which light and heat

are received from the sun, or in other words, the difference of

rate at its greatest and least distances, amounts to about y'jth

2. That the amount of light and heat received from the sun

while passing through a given arc of the ecliptic is the same in

every part of its annual course ; its greater distance in one part

being exactly compensated by the longer time occupied in pass-

ing through the supposed arc in that part ; and vice versa.

Now the present position of the line of apsides is such that the

perihelion or minimum distance of the earth from the sun occurs

about the first of January, or near our winter solstice, and the

aphelion or maximum distance about the first of July, or near

our summer solstice; and as the solstices are the middle points

of the northern and southern portions of the ecliptic respect-

ively, it happens that nearly all that part of the ecliptic in which

the sun is nearest the earth is passed over while the sun is south

of the.equator, and that part in which it is most remote
is north of that line. But since the ecliptic is divided by the

equinoctial into equal portions (or arcs) it follows from the sec-

,ond of the conclusions just stated, that the sun communicates to
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the earth the same amount of heat while over its north hemis-
phere or north of the equator, that it does while south of it: for

although it is considerably nearer while souih yet it is nearly
eight days longer at the north, and . according
to what has been shown, completely makes up for the greater
distance. It may be worth while to' note in passing that an indi-

cation or measure of the actual extent of the loss of heat sus-

tained by the sun's increased distance is furnished by the fact

that it requires about 7| days of the sun's influence for its com-
pensation. The north and south hemispheres may therefore be
regarded as receiving equal shares of heat in the period of a
complete year, and popular writers on astronomy seem to have
contented thei .- Iws with < xhibit >•_ t ::s 1 v thout examin-
ing, very carefully at least, how the different seasons of the two
hemispheres respectively are affected by the manner in which

- are distributed;—an inquiry in some respects more
perhaps than that concerning the equality of the

shares themselves. ' It is the effects of 'the variations in the

tance and in its angular motion in the ecliptic upon this

distribution and consequently upon the extreme seasons in the
temperate zones, that are now to be considered.

It will be sufficiently accurate for our present purpose, and
will tend to simplicity of statement, to suppose the duration of
the summers and winters of the two hemispheres to be deter-

issage tb rough those two quadrants of the
ecliptic that have its perigee and apogee for their middle points
respectively

: these limits will assign to them two periods of
which one extends from about the middle of May to the middle

the middle of November to the
Middle of February, fully including the extremes of both sea-
sons

_
Now it was' remarked in a preceding chapter that the

earth is rec n fciag with it by radi-
ation at all seasons, and that when at any given place or latitude

Jj

e gam by the one process exceeds from day to day the loss by
the otner, a gradual elevation of the general or average terape-

»inte^°
W

-

he PC,
'

;

'' nearl
7

at ^
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mtare takes place: when the loss exceeds the gain a gradual
reduction must of course result. It is bv l'nese two processes

respectively that the high heat of summer arid the severe cold

of winter are produced. As it follows directly from the law of

compensation ju-t explained that the same amount of heat is re-

ceived from the sun during each of the two winters (northern
and s nit hern) and a!- the same am unit duri _ each of the two
summers, the question of theelt ets of th \ u ttious under con-

have upon that gradual elevation, and that eradual reduction of

tempera.ture from which, as just stated, the extremes of these

two seasons result. It will enable us to estimate more correctly

are concentrated, so to >peak, upon these two seasons. Thus the

sun is not quite 7| days longer north of the equator than south

of it in the tropica! year, , 'e - ir is 4£ da vs, or more than fths

of this whole dilferenee. longer in the north 01 apogee quadrant
than in the south or perigee quadra it of th one: the north-

ern summer is therefore 4f days longer than the southern and the

northern winter shorter than the southern by the same amount.
Again, the whole change in the sun's apparent semidiameter,

which is the index of its change of distance, amounts to 32",

but in the apogee quadrant it varies from its minimum (about

July 1) and :it Prom its maximum (Jan. 1)

only about 5": in fact its mean semidiameter while in either of

these arcs does not differ from the extreme limit belonging to

that arc but about l"o. To this it may be added, as not with-

out a bearing on the same point, that the controlling cause itself

centrateel upon these quad rants: for while the maximum decli-

nation of the sun is but 2U its mean de, li, ition while in these

two ares is about 20|° or its mean distance from the tropics re-

spectively less than 3°. Let us now keep in view the following

2. It dispenses the same amount of heat while passing through

the apogee quadrant of the ecliptic, (summer, north— winter,

south), as while in the perigee quadrant, (winter, north— sum-

mer, south) but is 4£ days longer in the former than in the

latter.

3. While in these quadrants it varies but little in the one from

its maximum, and in the other from its minimum distance; and

lion is on an average near the maximum in both.

4. The high heat of summer and the severe cold of winter are

the results of a gradual accumulation of heat in the mi
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iding the atmosphere and objects on the surface,) and
a gradual reduction of its temperature by loss or waste in those
two seasons respectively, and not -live! results of the gain or loss

from day to day. Then, since opposite seasons occur at the same
• bereft, we evidently have the

r>i the variation m question
with (he present position of the line of apsides.

North Hemisphere. i South Hemisphere.

ence: in the northe
time longer; in the southern the sun is nearer but the time

; ut as the same amount of heat is received in each, we
li:iVt

- only to consider uheth. r its be'int: received m a longer or

n le to accumulation. If all the
heat were retained there would of course be no difference, but

• "rtioii is lost each dav (at \\\\i\\i) by radiation, and
< in the northern summer for a longer time, it seems

to follow that the accumulation must he greater in the shorter or

. uner. It is true that 1 ie radiation .'luring the night
will be more rapid where the (lavs are hotter, as those of the

r must necessarily be. but the loss by increased ra-

.

'-

i

„.. no accumulation].! summer.

nitely,al,m:: reached at which, a very high
jemperature having been produced, the loss or radiation would
become equal to Tie 31 -at of summer is very
jar below th nccumtt-
latton continues for about a month after the summer solstice, that

.]ine. We arejustified then in

• ,. ri) f i!„. south not only are
thedays | lot: , s:lli -s direct ravs considera-

"'y greater, but that, other condition- being the same, the aecu-
™ a,at,°n of heat or average temperature will reach a higher

deferring again to the statement of results on a preceding

;m'e that in these the conditions of time and distance are

as m the summers, opposed to each other in their effects

combined, so that instead of one being compensated by the
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other they both conspire to produce the same result. The cold
of winter not being, like summer heat, produced by the sun
but by radiation or loss of heat in spite of the sun's influence,

(a point that seems not to have been sufficiently attended to by
some writers,) it happens that the two conditions referred to

have a different relation to each other in the two opposite sea-

sons, being as just stated opposed to each other in the one case

while in the other both contribute towards the same result.

Thus in our northern winter not only is the sun near its mini-

mum distance throughout the whole period in which the princi-

pal reduction of temperature takes place and during which it is

i. but the period itself is materially shortened. For
these combined influences there seems to be no effective com-
pensation, and it can hardly be doubted that the present arrange-

ry considera-

bly different from that which they would present were the posi-

tion of the line of apsides reversed. It is remarked by Her-
schel, in reference to the southern summer, that "

TVth is too

considerable a fraction of the whole intensity of sunshine not to

aggravate in a serious degree the sufferings of those who are

exposed to it." But in this case not only is the winter reduction
of temperature counteracted by the addition <>t this v > >i i. ruble

fraction ' to the supply, but the time of rapid reduction is shortened
by about TVth of its whole amount. Under these circumstances
it becomes a matter of some interest to know that although the

perihelion of the earth's orbit has a progressive motion yet the

rate is so extremely slow that it would require about' 50,000
years for the perihelion and aphelion to change places, and we
may therefore congratulate ourselves that things are as they are,

without the least concern as to what a reversed position of these

points would produce. Indeed, such changes by their very

slowness provide against all the inconveniences that at first sight

might be supposed likely to result from their accomplishment.
In the southern winter the two conditions also combine, but

their joint effect in this case takes the opposite direction. The
cooling process by which the temperature is gradually reduced

at this season has its rate increased by the increased distance of

the sun, and the time during which this high rate o>

extended. While therefore the effect of the present position of

the earth's orbit is to make the winters of the north milder, its

tendency to make those of the southern hemisphere more se-

vere is equally decided: and could a comparison of the two be

instituted on the basis of actual observation under conditions in

any tolerable degree similar the contrast would doubtless be

striking. But circumstances of geographical position seem to

render such a comparison impracticable. The small portions of

the two continents extending into the south temperate zone are
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so surrounded by oceans, especially on the cold or polar side, as
to render their position in trlect insular, and the influence of in-

fcion upon climate, particularly when the surrounding

eans, is too well known to be insisted on.
The actual difference between a northern and a southern sum-
mer, under similar circumstances of situation, would probably
be equally striking; for although the more rnpid supply of heat
at the south is, as we have seen, in some measure count
by its shorter continuance, vet T

'

Ttli of the sun's heat is a much
larger quantity in summer than in winter, and being moreover
added when the heat is at its maximum instead of minimum, its

direct effect would necessarily be much more marked. It. is pos-
sible that, owing to the greater stillness of the atmosphere in
summer, the influence of geographical position may be less

effective at that season than in winter; however that may be,
the testimony of travellers and from other sources clearly indi-
cates, not only a hotter sunshine, but hotter days in Southern
Australia than are ever observed in the north temperate zone.

3

Art. Yl.—On the Solution of Iceformed on Inland Waters ; by
B. F. Harrison, M.D., U. S. A., of Wallingford, Conn.

up at the approach of spring and disappeared so sud-
denly, as to excite the i

Id it At the
meeting of the American Wciat on for the Advancement of
Science, held at Springfield, Mass., General Totten stated that he

from the whole surface of Lake
hen the ice was many inches in

though it had previously lost much of its solidity.
1

Ia the year 1859, for the purpose of invesl
1 commenced a series of observations on the waters and ice of a
lttie »ke about one mile long by half a mile broad and twenty-

I

>h was extensively circulated in the public papers a few

1 *

.
.v.. ''-.

>

-
^

'

Aa
- Jour. Sci.~a -Ja»m 1863-
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five feet deep, situated in latitude a little less than 42-^° N., on

the borders of New Haven and Middlesex counties, in the state

of Connecticut. On the north and east the lake is sheltered by

trap hills rising abruptly to the height of two or three hundred

feet, and on the south and west there are long rolling hills of no

great elevation, so that the south and southwest winds alone

sweep unimpeded over its surface. The surface drained by the

lake is small, probably not exceeding twice its own surface-

there are some small springs and little streams flowing into it,

but probably none of them are sixty rods in length. These cir-

cumstances render the lake entirely exempt from those influences

which are exerted by large flowing streams, and which also lead

to an annual change of level of 16 or 18 inches. The lake has

an outlet through which a small stream flows except in some

of the driest seasons.

Sept. 8, 1859, I found the temperature of the water at the sur-

face of the lake 71° F. Nov. 2d it was 48° F. Dec. 31st, 1859,

I visited the lake again and learned that it had been covered

with ice since Dec. 5th. I found the ice at the time of this visit

pretty uniformly 7 inches thick. I selected two stations, one 5

or 6 rods from the shore, the other near the centre of the lake

and observed the temperature at different depths as shown in

the following table.

!'<''; m
!

IhH-k 5

Depth below surface. Temperature. Below the surface. Temperature.

Mean temperature Under the ice. 33° F. Under the ice. 33° £
6 feet.

determined from 22 " 38° 18 " 87*°
25 " 394°

experiments.

'

Under the ice.

si*'Mean temperature 3 feet 3 feet.

of the lake from 39°

the most reliable 40° *T
of these experi 18 " 40°

23 "bottom
25 "bottom. 43i°

Dec. 31st of 3°6

Under the ice. 83
*o° 6 feet.

12 " m°
18 « 41±° 4H°
23 " 24 " 42°

£?"'
nperature of the atmosphere from Dec. 81st, 1859,

30, was 26° 3. The fall of water for the same
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tiiin.' wr.s ir 1 7 inches which included the water obtained by
melting snow, which fell to the depth of 10 inches.
The mean temperature of the atmosphere from Jan. 23 to Feb.

15 was 26°-4. The fall of water for this period was 1-36 inches,
including six inches of snow. The observations of Feb. 23d
were made with great difficulty, as the temperature of the at-

mosphere was only 18° F., and the water on the thermometer
when brought to the surface was quickly converted into ice so
that it was difficult to keep it clear.

March 6th, I860, I found that the lake had been open at the
borders for three or four days. One-fourth to one-third of the

now free from ice, and the remainder of the ice was
rapidly disappearing: one-fourth or one-third of the ice which
1 found on the lake disappeared during two hours while I re-
mained in sight of the lake. With the aid of a boat I found
the temperature of the lake, in the middle of the open water, to
be 42° from the surface to the bottom. Near the edge of the
remaining field of ice the temperature was 41° from the surface
to the bottom. Close to the edge of the ice the temperature
varied from 34° to 38°. The mean temperature of the lake at

• be considered about 41°-5 F.
J% 11th, I860, I found the temperature of the lake at the

'5. Aug. 18th, 1860, the temperature of the surface
ot shallow water near the shore was 77° ; near the centre of the
jake the surface water was 75° ; at a depth of 15 feet, 74° ; at the
bottom (24 feet), 73°.

kept. 15th, I860 (at 5£ p. m.), surface water 67° to 68° with
no perceptible difference from the surface to the bottom.

Oct. 27th, I860. Clear and warm all day—no wind. Ob-
were made at 4 P. M. Temperature of the surface of

the lake 54°o ; 6 ft. below the surface 53° ; at 12 ft., 53°
;

at 18
lt->& -o; at 24 ft., 52°-5.
^ec 6th, I860. There was no ice on the lake and the tem-

perature was 42°-5 from the surface to the bottom.
Uec. 17th, I860. The lake was covered with ice 6 in. thick,

temperature of the surface nnder the ice, 34°.

At a depth of 6 ft. 35*°, at 12 ft. 35£°.

18 »
35f°,

« 24 ft. (bottom) 36J
8
.

The mean of the whole is 35°-4; but it is probable that the ob-

c was affected by the agitation of the water

the temperature of the B

*~2 the mean will be S5'°l. The temperature of the air at %
*• « was 35°.

J an. 5th, 1861, the ice was 10 inches thick. Temperature of
Qe water immediately under the ice 32£°

.
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M " 9 ft. 37-|°
T

" 12 ft. 38°.
• "15 ft. 38°, " IS ft. 38°.

"21 ft. 30°, " 24£ ft. (bottom) 40°.

Mean temperature of the lake 37 0-
33. The mean temperature

of the air since Dec. 17th, 26°"78. Amount of writer fallen. 4-J4

inches, of which there were 1£ inches of melted snow. Kise of

mean temperature of the lake" in 19 days, 2°-23, although the

mean temperature of the air had been nearly eleven degrees

lower than the temperature to which the lake attained.

Jan. 23d, 1861, found the ice on the lake 16 or 17 inches thick.

Temperature of wat. r at th . surface under the ice 31°'5.

At a depth of 3 ft. 3fi°-5, at 6 ft. 38°-33.

"15 ft. 38°'5J
" 18 ft. 38°-67.

" 21 ft. 3G°-5, " 24 ft. 40°-5.

Mean tern; iperature of

the air since Jan. 5th, 22 0>
88. Amount of water fallen during

the interval, 2'1'J inches, ineludin<r the water from 11 inches of

snow. Rise in the mean temperature of the lake, l
0-

7.

Feb. 1st, 1861. Thickness of the ice not noted. Temperature
at the surface of the water under the ice 33°.

" "21 ft. 40°, " 24 ft. 40°25.

Mean temperature of the lake 38°. Mean temperature of the

atmosphere since Jan. 23, 22°-9. Eise in mean temperature of

the lake in 9 days, 0°-62. Water fallen, 1-29 inches, part of

which was from 8 inches of snow melted.

Feb. 27, 1861. Ice 9 inches thick. Temperature of surface

. .I^prh.

Mean temperature of the lake 40°'8. Rise in temperature of

the lake since Feb. 1st, 2°'8. Water fallen, 2-9 inches—no

snow. Mean temperature of the air for the same period, 31° "48,

but for the last half of the period the mean temperature was 35

a The temperature of the open air at tl
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or 36°. After the last observations, I did not visit the lake for
a long period, but I believe the ice .1 ~a| ;

• ,m <l < ailv in March.
Such a result might have been anticipated as the temperature of
the air had already risen several degrees above the free//
and the water beneath the ice (which was nowhere broken) con-

t sufficient to dissolve one and three-fourths times as
much ice as then covered its surface.

In considering the causes of the phenomena here recorded, it

becomes important to take into consideration the temperature of
- of tempera-

ture for a short distance below the surface. The mean tempera-
ture of the earth at all depths short of one hundred feet is very

r than the mean temperature of the atmosphere. But
while the successive seasons impart their varying temperatures
to the surface, these temperatures are so slow in finding iheif
way to the depths below! that it is nearly January before the
temperature of July has reached to its greatest depth, and hence
at that point the seasons are reversed. At these greate
the differences between the seasons is exceedingly small, drain-

» the depth increases nearly in a geometrical ratio, so that

ire* of the atmosphere varies 40°

een winter and summer, at the depth of 25 feet the
f temperature is only two degrees, and at 50 feet only

one-hfth of a degree.
I have ascertained that the water in the lake, where my ob-

ittained, during the warm season, a
temperature throughout its depth above the mean temperature
°t the air for the season, although I have not examined the wa-

ferent depths with sufficient frequency to decide whether
tly so during the warm season.

' This : i

be expected, in its progress falls behind the season, but
'^ve not observed precisely how much.
3*v,Jg

a* cts it necessarily follows that the
earthy basm in which the lake rests is heated up, during the

WD, to as high a temperature as the same extent of

ach of the cold season, the waten
111 not onlv

] art with the'.,', at a. mired :

™e earth h. :!VC as much heat to part with as
dn

.V other equal surface of land.
pen water, exposed to the wind, parts with its heat not only

';•• M

the r°Cess of cooling Proceeds much less rapidly. But when
ration of its

ers bas ceased, the earthy bed still continues to impart its re-
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dundant heat to the superincumbent waters. My observations

show that the basin of the lake is in much the same relation with

the heat of summer that it would be if there were no water in it—
that is, it receives about the same mean temperature ; but in win-

ter the case is widely different. The bottom of the lake is never

cooled below 39°, and even this temperature is considerably lower

than would be reached at an equal depth (25 feet) in the solid

earth, where, if the authorities are correct, the temperature should

not fall below 46° for our latitude. The lake in winter has as-

similated itself to the solid earth in that it has attained its maxi-

mum density and its surface is converted into solid ice ; both the

ice and the water in this condition are so slow conductors of

heat that very little can escape into the atmosphere. Under these

circumstances, the tendency to the equilibrium of heat in the

earth will raise the temperature at the depth of 25 feet (the

bottom of the lake) to its usual amount at that depth from the

earth's surface, and that too quite independent of any accumula-
tion of summer heat. Thus we find another source of heat be-

low the lake, which we may expect to augment the temperature

of the waters under the ice. It thus happens that the bottom of

the lake attains the mean temperature of the atmosphere in the

warm season, and thai ; ned at a temperature
20° above the mean of the coldest months.
Water attains its maximum density at 39°'2 F., from which

point it is said to expand by a change of temperature in either

direction
;
yet my observations appear to show that water in large

masses may be heated up to 42° without disturbing its equilib-

rium. I have often found the temperature of 42° at the bottom

of the lake (25 feet) when the surface was 33°, and 39° was found

only 6 feet below the surface. A mass of water with its maxi-

mum density at a distance from its surface of only one-fourth

part of its depth would doubtless have its equilibrium very easily

disturbed by any agitation, as of the wind, and thus bring the

warmer water of the bottom into contact with the ice at its sur-

face. I do not claim that all the ice is dissolved in this manner,

I only propose to show that, when the solution has commenced,

natural laws briny into notion an amount of reserved heat suffi-

cient to finish the solution in a very short time.

When, on the approach of winter, the process of cooling com-

mences it proceeds much more rapidly in the waters of the lake

than in the earthy bed on which it rests;—the heat escaping from

the water by radiation, evaporation, conduction and convection,

the colder water at the surface sinking and the warmer rising,

until the water of the lake attains its greatest density, after

which the surface water expands as it cools and soon freezes,

producing a covering of ice which protects the water fr

tion by the winds. The process of heating from below then
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commences, and, according to my observations in the winter of
1859 and 1860, this process proceeds more rapidly for the
first few weeks than afterwards. From Dec. 31st, 1859 to Jan.
23d, 1860, the mean temperature of the lake rose 3°-6, and in the
next 23 days only o-

7. During both these intervals, the mean
temperature of the atmosphere was about 26°, from which it ap-
peal! that the increase of temperature was not due to the atmo-
sphere. The rise of temperature could not have been produced to
any notable degree by the sun's rays, for the ice was opake with
air bubbles, and it was also soon covered with snow ; this was
especially true in the latter part of the winter, when the heat
again increased more t (rays found to be great-
est in the mud at the bottom of the lake. During the 20 days end-
ing March 6th, 1860, the mean temperature of the lake rose 2°'l,
but the mean temperature of the air was 35°-25, and 2-5 inches
of rain, had fallen, a part of it from the southeast, and quite warm

:

a large amount of heat had also been expended in the solution
of ice, so that we have no data for estimating accurately the sup-
ply and expenditure of heat during this period. From Dec.
31st, 1859, to Jan. 23, 1860, the temperature of the lake rose
3 -6 (from 35°1 to 38°7), and as the mean temperature of the
air was only 26°

-3, we may be sure that the accession of heat
took place entirely from below.
Taking the mean depth of the lake at 22 feet, or 264 inches,

a rise of 3°-6 would be equivalent to a rise of one degree through
a depth of 3-6 X 261 = 9504 inches; and since the latent heat

1 52 . this amount of heat would melt a layer of ice
yoO-4 + 142 s 6-69 inches thick over the entire surface of the
lake.

The observations made during the winter of 1860 and 1861
snow similar results. In the first interval of 19 days, the mean
tetnperatlire of the lake roge 2 °.23

?
while the mean temperature

°* the atmosphere was 26°-78. During the second interval (18
Jkys), the mean temperature of the lake rose 0°'7, while the mean
temperature of the atmosphere was 22°-88. During the third
interval

(9 days), the temperature of the lake rose 0°-62, with an

?9ft

1

?pheric temperature of 22°-9. During the fourth interval

Y*
days), the temperature of the lake rose 2°'8, with the mean

re of the atmosphere 31°-48; but during the latter half
°* this period the mean atmos| heric temperature was 35° to 36°;
no snow, but 2-9 inches

ne Penod there should have been some gain from above, it was

J?
°e expected that more heat would accumulate, including that

<rorn below, than during other periods. In the first inter-
val of observations the accumulation of heat was as rapid
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atmosphere

heat from the waters of the lake even by bad conductors. The
water was at no point found as high as 42°, not even at the bot-

tom, although it was as high as last year.
3

The observations made during the summer and autumn of 1860
show that the water at the bottom of the lake (at a depth of 25

feet,) attains a temperature above the mean of any month in the

year in this latitude. How much of this heat is imparted to

the earth, or to what depth it penetrates, I have had no means
of observing. The rapii the water receives heat,

after the surface is covered with ice, is as conspicuous this

season as it was the last. From Dec. 17th, 1860, to Jan. 5, 1861,

(19 days), the temperature of the lake rose 2°-23. From Jan.

5th to "the 23d, (18 days), the temperature of the lake rose only
o,

7, with a difference of only two degrees in the mean tempera-
ture of the atmosphere. From Jan. 23d to Feb. 1, (8 day?), then
was no perceptible change, but from Feb. 1st to the 27th the

temperature of the water rose 2°-8; the temperature of the at-

mosphere had in the mean time risen too high to allow any loss

of heat in that direction, and even sufficiently high to supply
heat.

On the approach of spring, when the rains and the increasing

heat of the atmosphere have thinned the ice and opened some
holes so that the winds may agitate the waters, this great store

of heat accumulated in the lower strata of waters, win ch now
have their unstable equilibrium disturbed, begins to be applied

to the ice, which under such circumstances could not be expected

to resist solution more than a few hours.

It should be remembered that the mean temperature of the

earth at a depth of twenty feet is sufficient to supply a large

amount of heat to the bottom of the lake in winter, independ-

ent of any accumulation during the warm season.

Similar observations were continued in the winter of 1861-62,

with results so exactly coincident with the preceding, that their

presentation could be of no other value than to confirm the

conclusions which have here been given.

temperatures a



C. Dewey on Caricography.

Art. VII.

—

Caricography; by 0. Dewey.

No. 277. Carex turgescem, Tor. Boott's Illust., No. 221.

Spica staminifera conica terminaii erecta brevi-pedunculata cylin-

dracea, squatnis oblongis acutis sub - 2 vel 1-3
-

iore saepe longe et exserte pedunculata, bracteatis et luteolis;

ti u aab«triqaetrM vt-1

ovato-oblongi> io-mi i- <, !t \ nti-h- mu imiv - .

maturitate perdivergentibus, squama ovato- acuta vel sub-obtusa paulo

—

duplo longioribus ; culmo erecto longo pertenui foliis angua
loogiore.

Culm 2-3 feet high, erect, stiff, very slender, longer than the narrow

'al- narrow and i^af-iike. tin- upper sometimes surpassing
the culm, sometimes the lower or both; pistillate spikes 2, ton
the upper near the staminate and sessile, the lower remote, and the third

short, pale or yellowish, rather loos* •-flowered : stigmas 3; fruit ovate-
conic or triquetrous, terete and rostrate, .-tib-inllati : d. short-bifid, nerved,
glabrous, roughish at the oiiti. .-. div.iir.n-;. and when mature more
divergent, twice or more loi

plant pale or light green.
Florida, Dr. Chapman; North Carolina, Rev. M. A. Curtis, and in
v

i ith and wv-t .1 th latter— Chapman.
Note. This is the plant originally described by Dr. Torrey, Mon., p.

41 9, but not much turgescent ever; and C. turgescens, vol. iii. p. -356
and No. 212 ofl!,!-.! u;'n v i 1-17. - < II.'.-, On >i 1S.-,\;h,i

}
.1 tter-

en t plant; though the descriptions of the two in the Illustration* are
ve7 near each other. C. Hakd ha- cn-y inihihd fruit, t, .

even more than C. intumescens, Rudoe, i
. : ilina > n .ted in Boott.

1 lust. The C. Halei, vol. ii, p. 248, 1846, is a very different plant, as
elsewhere explained.

"8. a Rossii, Boott, Fl.Bor. Am., No. 119 and Illust. No. 242, 1860.

Spica staminifera solitaria terminali erecta brevi-cylindracea pauciflora

- >, , p.nati- ;
pi-hlht'. ii- -uhteiih- 2—1 ovatis ob-

:

.. approximate se-ili,

•

riferia et riternii -nb-iongo rostratis

Mel sti|»itatia bifidis bicostatis pubeseentibus squama ovata
Janceolata subcuspida'.a paulo l„mri..iibus.
Ullm 5-8 inch,,, hi-h, ereer. ven - ;r than at the

•

'.--

»ed, having
|

near it. while one or
opistillao - nculate and

Sfleathed below
; -t^mas 3 : fruit 2-6. alternate and loose, oval on obloDg

A* Jour. Sci.-v ~
SLJ >l;

'.

:Lj! \ , XXXV, No. 103.-Jan., 1863.
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short spikes, pubescent, sub-long-rostrate, bifid and bicostate, tapering at

the base so as to be stipitate
;

pistillate scale ovate-lanceolate and subcus-

pidate, sometimes reddish on the back, a little longer than the fruit

especially on the lower spikes.

New Mexico, Fendler, from whose collection it is just received.

liockv Mountains, Drummond. Many
Dr. Boott had published it in the Fl. J

Illust. No. 242, in 1860, its correctness.

more than 20 years since at the outlet of Lake Sandford, Essex County,
N. Y., and sent to me as C. umbellata, which i

ig pubescent and two-ribbed, not nerved

Though Dr. Bobtt seems to doubt whether thi

lax variety of C. umbellata," it has such char;

will not probably doubt its specific <

"

umbellate spikes at the root, this can

change in the descriptic

be united.

279. C. Grayi, Carey, in Sill. Journ. 1847. Boott, Illust. No. 148,—
C. intumescens var. globularis, Gray in Ann. Lye. N. Y.

Spica staminifera unica gracili cylindracea ped

vel iuterdura singula, globosis densifloris per-amplis approxim-•.
tis uiulti-nervatis perinflatis divergentibus vel deflexis glabra

-[iiama ovata acuta vel cuspidata triplo longioribus ; foliia ei

bracteis glabris culmo multo longioribus.

Culm 15 to 25 inches high, or more (Carey), erect, a

smooth, but rough above lower pistillate spike, leafy below, and both

leaves and bracts longer than the culm, and rather wide; terminal spike

staminate and cylindric, slender; pistillate spikes two, sometimes one,

approximate and pedunm i ,r sheathed, large, globose

or capitate, with many (

1

rge and close divergent or

NDOOth and sleek, many-nerved (20-30), thrice longer than the ovate and

acute or cuspidate scale.

Oriskany, and along the Mohawk and Wood Creek, N. Y, Dr. Gray;
I >hio, Sullivant ; Menard Co., Mid. 111., E. Halt, Esq. To

he vicinity of Rochester.

13th of June, in *

. Hayden of Washington
Grayi, a strong and robust plant as described above. We also found

several others of much interest and yet to be mentioned. The >peeimons

from Mr. Hall had the fewest and the most fruit before seen.

This specie^ is well rharaeterized. and d.-.-.-rvvs ;i>. it. lias n reived, an

honored name, which is likely to endure. Yet, it is ubviou>

enlargement of the characters of C. intumescens, Budge, would include

under that name, C. Grayi, C. Halei, Carey, C. In

tied by such properties -

fruit as have separated C. cephalophara and C. Leaven wurthii.

Note 1. \- _
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ters, as from one root, to the number of twenty to fifty culms, scabrous, as
are the leaves and sheaths also, and by no means easily confounded with

irpa,Sohk.; known also long before the truo oligocarpa had
been known by me.

C. Careyana, Dew., grew beside the last in clusters with many culms,

illg from the central root
to the circumference of a circle three feet in diameter, or more. The

f the culm leaves strongly contrasted with those of the preced-
ing whidi much surpassed the culm.
Not far from these was abundant, in a wet place, C. lupulina, far less

advanced, while at consider,. wiing C. i

Jtlldoe, and C. lunulinfl. in n.lnsA nrmritmfv «t>H ltt*ld mnr« ac\and C. lupulina, in close proximity, and little more advanced than

at least) lying prostrate in all directions, light green; a plat of vegetable
lite more beautiful had never occurred to me.

• - •

he d to be a var. of C. Pennsylvania, Lam., is also abundant here, with
only radical leaves which are longer than tbe culm, while those of the

long as the culm. The spikes of the

<-urea, while the latter bear rnanv more fruit. C. marginata should be a
^r of the other; C. Pennsylvania, L„m.. var. marginata.

J". ** 2. C.< f this species, by both

J?

a >lember
7

-

Ul v , ,,. M ;. p, lM ;s, of this Journal
or 1824

- i » riptioo is

correct, and designates a species well known in Europe. The following
variety has been found in Texas and faith, i we^r, m.i s li ?re described as

alpeslris, Allion, var. tripla, Dew.

pike terminal, oblong, short-pedunculate; pistillate spit
*
h
° or turee, rar- inate, the upper
Hers more or less pedunculate, while from sheathe nc n tim r- i rw; one

w otten three filiform peduncles, each with a
|

iimele the longest and nearly equalling

J

necu|m; al ._. loose and few-(3-10-)
^owered

; stigmas 3 ; fruil I ing at both ends, some-

(

j™es rather obovate, disti n - rate and beak sometimes

ton
v,'

subPubescent ' ; • w>aa«t»me» equal to or

}g\ slender, about the length of the n ^pubescent
radical leaves.

Sometimes the radical peduncles have equal length, like those of C.
Jjnbellata, to rred in vol. xxxi for 1861 ; but, if

tion^k^'i'
' h (lis ma> iiir. as mn

he Eurc

s-lobed (

e two specie. It differs f
a«a not with one
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The figure of C. alpestris in Schk., like that of C. oligocarpa, does not

fairly exhibit the form of the upper part of the fruit, except the beak is

seen in a peculiar position. It was in this position that 1 first saw the

Mountains of New Mexico, Wright . Mountains of Texas, Mr. Buckley.

Neither the species nor variety before found in our country.

Remarks and Corrections.

C. monticola, vol. xxxi, 1 861, is C. triquetra, Boott, in Trans. Lin. Soc;

dentk new. See vol. xxxiii, 1862.

C.'vVnVhtii. vol. xxxi, 1861. differs so much in its spikes and fruit

The same remark* are tru of C. Xebraskensis, vol. xviii, 1854, held by

Dr. Boott to be C. Jamesii, Tor.; th..,,^, 1 hop.- it will prove to be the

plant n.im.-d in ho,,.., of an old friend, Dr. E. James.

_
C. laevi-eoniea, vol. xxiv, 1857, with fruit .slender and long-conic, en-

tirely shi'jut// and l'<nrhsx. -.•cms too far removed from a -
'"..'•

chocarpa, Muhl. : Boott's II lust. No. 142.

C. Thurbeii, vol. xxxi, 1861, called <J. hystrioina by Dr. Boott, though

it appeared too different, will probably come under that species in its en-

C aperta, Boott, that I hav

C. riparia, Curtis. C. lacustris, Willd., var. laxijiora, Dew.

Staminate sp k - 5 -•'<. tl > hm n-st an i 1 >west longer than the others,

all slender cyiindric: pistillate >pikes 3-4, long and loose-flowered for

3-4 inches ,'n lenidh and the lowest part very sparse-flowered, the lower

I
•-. longer to shorter than the larger

Nebraska- Florida.

Though C. lacustris was said by Schk. to be very like the preceding

C, riparia, the two have not been united generally in our country because

specimen- were found to suit one or the other' description. As many

Dr. Boott, Must. No. 268. I had contended that

specimens in New Knirland an-uered entirely the description of C. riparis

of Europe, a point now admitted, as well as of C. lacustris; both being

the same. See Boott's Illust., p. 1 12, right column.
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Art. Ylll.— On the identification of the Cattskill Red Sandstone
Group with the Chemung ; by Prof. A. Winchell, (in a letter

addressed to Prof. Dana.)

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 10th Dec, 1862.

Dear Sir:—The announcement by Col. Jewett ' of the grounds
of his disbelief in the existence of the Cattskill group, within
the State of New York, is producing a sensation among geol-
ogists : but it seems to me that no one who has recognized the

i eras aspect of the fauna of the Marshall group of Mieh-
ta equivalents at the West, can feel a particle of sur-

prise at this announcement: especially if he has been in the
habit of adi ricy of these western rocks wiih
the Chemung of western New York. You will remember that
as long ago^as last Mare!., in reti rrii i the n « ks of Mn higan to

1

shall and Chemung groups, and of their common Carboniferous
and entirely omitted the Cattskill in consequence of

ief of its existence as a distinct group, and serious
doubts about the Devonian eharaeter of the Old Red Sandstone of

These doubts originated in the winter of 1859-60,
and have since been confirmed by observing the close a:.

I H»>si s with Old R.d Sandstone species—leading
^e to include within th mg) group the Amer-

iao horizon of the Old
World. I may u ]so be permitted to allude to the interesting co-
"icidenceof my having last summer communicated toothers the
opinion that as the " ( 'attskill group" was the only serious obsta-
c

J° the elevation of the New York Chemung, with its western
ts, into the bounds of the Carboniferous system, so that

oostacle would yet be proved to be imaginary through the obser-
vations of some geologist who would show that it does not in
reality overlie the Chemung.

Researches in the rocks of this age, to which I have given
Pecial attention for the past eighteen months, have furnished

r*
e Wlth the data for some interesting conclusions, which I shall
ooq be prepared to present in detail; but the great interest be-

y investigations, will per-

j
that the following results—«"cu i—species common to Michigan and Rockford, Ind.,

' common to Michigan and Burlington, Iowa, 7;—common to™e three localities, 3 ;—common to Rockford, and Missouri, 6;—
a^?S?

n to Burlington and Missouri, 8 ;—common to Burlington
ana Ohio, 2 ;—common to Burlington and New York, 3;—besides

1 This Journal, Nov. 1862, (xxxiv, 418).

jT^.oe prepared to present in detail; bi

hJ!?
ng to tlle questions affected by my i

**J* justify me in saving at this time, tr
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an almost universal generic identification, establishing fully the

equivalency of the Chemung, Marshall, Ohio, Rockford, Burling-

ton and Chouteau strata. The evidences that these localities are

all of Carboniferous age are: 1st, The fact that, of the 135 spe-

cies now known from the yellow sandstones of Burlington, no

less than 40 ascend into the base of the Burlington limestone,

while two rise to the upper portion of it, and one recurs in the

Coal Measures. 2d. The fact that, of the known species of this

horizon, at least 9 occur in the Coal Measures, or upper part of

the Carboniferous limestone; while 3d, multitudes of species are

clearly the local representatives of European and American Car-

boniferous types.

Prof. Hall's recent declaration in the Canadian Naturalist, that

large areas of the rocks of New York hitherto regarded as Che-

mung do really fall within the limits of the Hamilton group,

will at once account for the Devonian aspect of some portions of

the Chemung fauna, as heretofore understood ; and thus tend to

confirm a broad generalization, and complete the adjustment of

American to European Palseozoic formations.

It is remarkable that the source of the Nile, and the cause of

its annual inundation, notwithstanding its historic importance,

have remained unknown even to the present time. Several ex-

peditions in modern times have ascended the White Nile, which is

the principal branch of the Nile, with a view of discovering its

source ; but the furthest point yet reached, it seems, is in lat-

itude 3° 50' north, and longitude 31° east. The late discovery

by Captain Speke of lake Nyanza, having its southern limit in

latitude 2° 30' south, and longitude 33° 30' east, and said by the

natives to extend in a northern direction BOO miles, renders it

probable that it is the source of the Nile, but it is by no means

Of the theories which have been advanced to account for the

annual inundation of the Nile, the last, I believe, is that set forth

n in his annual address before the Royal

Geographical Society in LS59.' T iking it for granted that lake

the source of the Nile, this theory attribute- i

inundation to the abundant discharge of water from this lake

during the rainy season ; but it seems to me that this theory is

not tenable. According to Captain Speke the rainy season only

a little south of this lake, is from November to March, and con-

sequently cannot vary much from this period at the lake; but
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the water in the lower part of the Nile, does not begin to rise

until the latter part of June. Hence the water would be about
seven months in flowing from this lake to the lower part of the
Nile, notwithstanding this lake is about 4000 feet above the level
of the sea. This would give a velocity for the flow of the water
considerably less than one mile per hour, which is far less than
the velocity of rivers generally, especially at the times of in-

undation.

In order to account for the Nile's inundations, it is necessary
to understand the causes of the rainy seasons, and the laws which
govern them, in the region of the sources of the Nile, and its

principal tributaries. Although we know but little of these
from direct observations in the region itself, yet I think we may
have a pretty correct idea of them from the observation of the
laws which prevail generally at other places in the same latitude.
It is well known that there is a belt surrounding the earth near
the equator where the northeast and sontlieast trade winds meet,
in which an enormous amount of rain falls daily. In the regions
of the trade winds on each side of this belt, which embraces
nearly one half the surface of the globe, very little rain falls

;

but the vapor is carried to the latitude where the trades meet,
where the ascending currents carry it up to a point where it is

condensed, and hence nearly all the rain which would otherwise
tall over the whole regions of the trade winds; falls in a narrow
belt only a few degrees wide. This belt is not stationary, but vi-
brates with the seasons nearly 1000 miles in latitude, having its
most northern position in mid-summer, and its most southern in
mid-winter, of the northern hemisphere. In the Atlantic ocean
™e middle of this belt, when farthest north, is about the latitude
ot 12°, and when farthest south, it is a little south of the equa-

tt

1
" ^nd it is about 8° wide. Hence in the latitudes occupied by

tne belt, when in its extreme positions, there is one rainy season
annually, continuing about five months at places near the inner
"nits of this belt when in its extreme positions. The width of

W l
ainy belt

'
tne ranSe of vibration, and the amount of rain

Which falls, may be considerably modified by the continents, and
especially by high mountain ranges, but still there can be no
* ery material change in the seasons, or the laws which regulate
tnem. Hence in South Ami-rim wh>u the rainy belt occupies

T* most northern position about the first of August, the water-
-ned of the Oronoco receives an immense amount of rain, and an
jnundation takes place, which, near the mouth of the river, is at

:;i im in September. In like manner, when this belt oc-

about the first of February, all
l*e tributaries which flow into the north side of the Amazon be-
conung

flooded by the immense amount of rain, an inundation
r°uows in t; tf its maximum toward the mouth
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about the last of March, or about two months after the middle of

the rainy season.

The annual inundation of the Nile, it seems to me, can be very
satisfactorily accounted for in the same manner. Wherever the

source of this river may be, it can have little effect in causing

the inundation, for it must be a very small part of all the trib-

utaries which make up the Nile ; and it is to the sources of the

principal tributaries that we must look for the cause of the inun-

dation. We have seen that at the southern part of lake Nyanza
the rainy season is from November to April, as it should be, if

there is a vibrating rainy season there, as observed at other places

near the equator, and hence we have reason to conclude that in

mid-summer of the northern hemisphere it prevails 12° or 15°

north of the equator. The extreme northern position of the

north side of the rainy belt doubtless coincides with the southern
limit of the great African desert, and the deserts of Arabia,

which, but for the narrow strip rendered fertile by the

of the Nile, would be one continuous desert, caused by the ab-

sence of rains in the belt of the trade winds. The rainy belt,

therefore, from May to November, must be between the parallels

of about 5° and 17° north latitude. If now we examine a map
of this region, it is seen that the great water-shed drained by the

Blue Nile, and its tributaries, embracing nearly all of Abysinia,

and also several important tributaries of the White Nile, is situ-

ated principally between these latitudes. Hence the immense
amount of rain falling in this region during the rainy season,

must cause an inundation of the Nile, just as it does of the Oro-

noco or of the Amazon. From what has been stated, the mid-

dle of the rainy season here, must be about the first of August,

and the greatest height of the lower parts of the Nile is about the

first of October, so that the flood would have about two months

to descend. From what we know of the usual velocity of the

currents of other rivers generally, this would be just about the

time required.

The rainy belt from November to May is perhaps mostly south

of the equator, and the source of the Nile or some of its tributa-

ries must extend into this belt during this season, else the Nile,

flowing more than 1000 miles through a rainless region, from

which it does not receive a single tributary, however small, could

not be supplied with water. T ..vorofthe

hypothesis that the Nile has its source in lake Nyanza ;
but I

think the water-shed of that lake, would not be more than suf-

ficient to supply the Nile at low water, and that if ever the Ge-

ography and Meteorology of this region shall be well mm
the cause of the inundation of the Nile, will be found in lati-

tudes farther north, as stated above.

Cambridge, Mass., Dec. 12, 1862, Nautical Almanac Office.
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Art. X.

—

On the higi the Classification of
Mammals ; by James D. Dana.

The precise position of Man in the system of Mammals has
long been, and still remains, a subject of discussion. There
are those who regard him as too remote from all other species
of the class to be subject to ordinary principles of classification.

But zoologists, generally, place him either in an independent
order, (or subclass, if the highest divisions be subclasses,) or else
at the head of the order containing the Quadrumana. Science,

.-

lectual qualities out of view : and this is right.' It is also sate:
for these immaterial characteristics have, in all cases, a material
or structural expression ; and when this expression is appre-
hended, and its true importance fu a< ion will
not fail of its duty in recognizing the distinctions they indicate.

Cavier, in distinguishing Man as of the order Bmiana, and the
Monkeys of the order Quadrumana, did not bring out to view
any profound difference between the groups. The relations of the
two are so close, that Man, on this ground alone, would be far
from certain of his separate place. No reason can be derived
from the study of other departments of the Mammals, or of the
awmal kingdom, for considering the having of two hands a
mark of superior rank to the having of four.
Pr°£ Owen, in his recmt rlass:iioation of Mammals, 1 makes

' -stirs of \hr bruin the basis ot the several grand
^visions. Bat, as he admits, the distinctions tail in many "cases

J>

r corresponding to the groups laid down : and although the
Drain of Man (his group Archencephala) differs in some striking
Points from that of the Quadrumana, yet no study of the brain
a'one would suggest th< *een the groups, or
Prove that Man'was not coordinal with the Monkeys. In fact,

}r jervous system is a very ansa »t»on below
lhe hlghest grade of subdivisions— that into subkingdoms. The
same subkingdom may bh, and without, a dis-

» or order mav present very wide
^versities as to its fon I -for the reason, that
ine system or plan of - is far more authorita-
uve in classi edition of the nervous system.

1 »e fitness of the parts of the body of Man for
s

f
s
?nd his erect position have been considered zoological char-

ting him from other
mammals. But even these qualities, although admitted to be of

^^tiT"*
1
'
ToL xxv

' pp '
7

'
m '

1858_cited from tbe Journal of tbe Proceed-

A»- Jock. Sci.-Second Series, Vol. XXXV, No. 103.-Jan.> 1863.
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real weight, are not, to many zoologists, unquestionable or

authoritative evidence on this point.

But, while the structural distinctions mentioned may fail to

establish Man's independent ordinal rank, there is a character-

appears to be decisive,—one, which has that deep found-

ation in zoological science required to give it prominence and
authority.

The criterion referred to is this :—that while all other Mam-
mals have both the anterior and posterior limbs organs of loco-

motion, in Man the anterior are transferred from the locomotive

to the cephalic series. They serve the purposes of the head, and
are not tor locomotion. The cephalization of the body,'—that is,

the subordination of its members and structure to head-uses—so

variously exemplified in the animal kingdom, here reaches its

extreme limit. Man, in this, stands alone among Mammals.
The author has shown elsewhere2

that this cephalization is a

fundamental principle, as respects grade, in zoological life. He
has not on! icfc, that concentration of the anterior

of the body and abbreviation of its posterior portion is a

mark of elevation ; but further than this, that the transfer of the

anterior members of the thorax to the cephalic series is the foundation

of rank among the orders of Crustaceans. In the highest order

of this class—that of the Decapods, (containing crabs, lobsters,

shrimps, etc.), nine pairs of organs, out of the fourteen pertaining

to the head and thorax, belong to the head—that is, to the senses

and the mouth. In the second order, that of the Tetradecapods,

there are only seven pairs of organs, out of the fourteen, thus

devoted to the head,—two of the pairs which are mouth-organs

in the Decapods being true legs in the Tetradecapods. In the

third or lowest order, that of the Entornostracans, there are only

six, five, or four pairs of cephalic organs ; and besides, these, in

most species, are partly pediform, even the mandibles having

often a long foot-like branch or extremity, and the antennas being

sometimes, also, organs of prehension or locomotion.

Two of the laws bearing on grade, under this system of cepha-

lization or decephalization, have been stated; its connection

with (1) a concentration of the anterior extremity and abbrevia-

tion of the posterior extremity, and the reverse ; and with (2) a

transfer of thoracic members to the cephalic series, and the re

verse. There is a third law which should be mentioned to ex

plain the relations of the Entornostracans to the other orders

namely, (3) that a decline in grade, after the laxness and elonga

and posterior extremities have reached then

n of the body and espe-

cially of its extremities.

* See his Report on Crustacea, the Chapter on Classification, page 1
-

.• many examples, and with direct reference to the general subject 01
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In the step down from the Decapods to the Tetradeeapods,
there is an illustration of this principle in the eyes of the latter
being imbedded in the head instead of being pedicellate. In the
Entomostracans, (1) the elongated abdomen is destitute of all

but one or two of the normal pairs of members—not through a
system of abbreviation, as exhibited in crabs, but a system of

on; and in some species, all the normal members are
wanting, and even the abdomen itself is nearly obsolete. Again
(2) the two posterior pairs of thoracic legs are wanting in the
species, and sometimes more than two pairs. Again, (3) at the
anterior extremity, one pair of antennae is often obsolete, and
sometimes the second pair nearly or even quite so. The Limulus,
though so large an animal, has the abdomen reduced to a straight
spine, and the antennae to a small pair of pincer-legs, while :tll

the mouth organs are true legs—the whole structure indicating
an extreme of degradation.

In the order of Decapods, having nine as the normal number
of pairs of cephalic organs, the species of the highest group have
these organs compacted ce consistent with the

of the type; in those a grade lower, the posterior pair
is a little more remote from the others and begins to be somewhat

Ft v!"

m
'
a grade lower

?
this pair is really pediform or nearly

"*e the other feet ; and still lower, two or three pairs are pedi-
jorm. Still lower in the series of Decapods (the Schizopods),
aere are examples under the principle of degradation above ex-
plained

; (1) in the absence of two or three pairs of the posterior
^oracic appendages

; (2) in the absence or obsolescence of the

fr tm al aPPendages ; (3) in the Schizopod character of the
J
- These Decapods, thus degraded, approximate 1

'

aostracans, although true Decapods in type of structure. Thus
:

e Principle is exemplified within the limits of a single order,

fellas in the range of orders.

t )
bl3 connection of cephalization with rise of rank is also lllus-

fii a
abundantly in embryonic development. It is one of the

: nature.'

•

*J

hen then, in a group like that of Mammals, in which two
lne prevailing number of pairs of locomotive organs, there is a

cSf v
°f the anterior of these two from the locomotive to the

epnauc series, there is evidence, in this exalted cephalization

GmJ!j
h '8

,
Manual of Geology, just public!

•
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'

:

•

'

:
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•

"irra,!...

i the form is therefore n
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le very highest significof the system, of a distinction of the very highest significance.

Moreover, it is of the more eminent value that il

vhieh the number of locomotive members is so nearly a con-

stant number. It places Man apart from the whole series of

Mammals; and does it, on the basis of a character which is fun-

damentally a criterion of grade. This extreme cephalization of

the system is, in fact, that material or structural expression of

the dominance of mind in the being, which meets the desire

both of the natural and intellectual philosopher.

This cephalization of the human system has been recognized

law pervading the animal kingdom. It is the com}
ness of the law which gives the special fact its great weight.

Aristotle, in his three groups of Mammals, the Dipoda or two-

footed, the Tetrapoda or four-footed, and the Apoda or footless

species, expresses disl a with this law. The
term Dipoda, as applied to Man, is far better and more philo-

sophical than Bimana.
The erect form of the structure in Man, although less author-

itative iu classification, is a concomitant expression of this cepha-

lization. For the body is thus pla ath the brain

or the subordinating power, and no part of the s

anterior or posterior to it. Two feet for locoi

est possible number in an animal. Cephah
posterior abbreviation are at their maximum. The characters

of the brain distingnisi rm the Yr< icncepl ila 'Mm) in Prof.

Owen's system, so far as based on its general form or the relative

position of its parts, flow from the erect form.

Man's title to a position by himself, separate from the other

Mammals i i a rs hence to be fixed on structural

as well as psychical grounds.

The other Mammals are either true viviparous species, or semi-

oviparous.

The latter, including the Marsupials and Monotremes, constitute

a natural group, as usually so regarded, the most fa .

i i which -n <• immaturity of the young at birth,

by which they are related to oviparous Vertebrates—suggests

the name Ooticoids.

The viviparous species are variously arranged by different

zoologists.
4

Prof. Owen, basing his subdivisions largely, as has

been stated, on the characters of the brain, makes the two groups

Gyrencephala and Lissencephala,—the former so named from

q general, the surface of the brain convoluted, and the

latter from its being, with some exceptions, smooth.''

* See Professor Owen's memoir already referred to for an account of different

* See this Journal, vol. xxv, pp. 178, 179, for the precise characters of these
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The Gyrencephala include, in Prof. Owen's system, three
groups—I, the Unguiculata (consisting, as presented by him, of
the orders 1, Quadrumana, 2, Carnivora) ; II, the Ungulata (1, Ar-
tiodactyla, or Euminantia, 2, Perissodactyla or Solidungu lata

and Multungulata, 3, Proboscidia, 4, Toxodontia) ; III, the Mu-
tilata (1, Sirenia, 2, Cetacea). The Lissencephala comprise
four orders, arranged by him as follows: (1) Bruta or Edentata
(Sloth, etc.), (2) Cheiroptera or Bats, (3) Insectivora (Mole,

dgehog, etc.), (4) Eoden
ilthough the ch of the brain do not set forth satis-

factorily the distinctions between the Gyrencephala and Lissen-
cephala, the groups themselves (first laid down with the limits
here assigned, as Prof. Owen states, by Jourdan) appear to be
founded in nature. In the arrangement of the groups under
these two divisions, however, the system proposed below widely
differs from the above.
The Crustaceans have here also afforded the writer the princi-

ples of classification on which he rests his conclusions.
8

The orders among Crustaceans are based not only on a dif-

ference of structure and cephalization, but also on a difference
Uj the normal magnitude of the life-system. The Decapods are
built on a life-system of large size as to plan as compare] with
that of the Tetradecapods. Deducing the relative size from the
mean dimensions of the active species under the two types, the
ratio is lineallv as 4 : 1. (See the papers of the author already
referred to.) Moreover, while thus distinct, the subdivisions of
the two orders form parallel series—the Braehyurans, Anomou-
rans and Maci mr&ns running a close parallel with the Isopods,
Amsopods and Am phi nods ; for the Isopods are literally Brachy-

|

bipods, Macrourai:
•The life- ..ostracans is on a still smaller

plan.

Among the viviparous Mammals (exclusive of Man) the first
group differs from the second on this same principle—the fact of
a larger and more powerful type of structure or lite-system.
ib is fact stands out boldly to view on comparing active species

;.Brachjurans,in

organs, longer se{
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of each—the orang-outang with the largest bat ; the tiger with

any Insectivore
; the horse or elk with any Eodent ; a Cetacean

with any Edentate. The species of the second division, are rela-

tively small and feeble animals ; and if they are sometimes of

great bulk, as with some ancient sloths, it is an example—though
natural to the species—of vegetative overgrowth ; for the bodies

of the sloths; great and small, are, in fact, too bulky to be

wielded well by the small life-system within.

Adopting this view as presenting the true basis for the sub-

of the viviparous Mammals,division or tne viviparous Mammals, tne. two groups are sig-

nificantly designated (1) Megasthenes (from peyag, great, and

odevog, strength), and (2) MiCKOSTHENES (from /nxgog small and

5 of the life-system in the two

i well as powerful species, the

s between the Decapods and

strength), and (2) Mi(
oVevog), Judging of the mean size of the life-systen

divisions from their more acth

lineal ratio is not far from 4 :

Tetradecapods.

The orders in these two grc

ihenes, have throughout a pr

Chiropters in the latter represent the Monkeys or Quadri
in the former, these orders having so close relations that they

are made to follow one another in Cuvier's system; the Instd*

vores represent the Carnivores; the Rodents represent the Her-

bivores
;
and the Brutes or Edentates, the Mutilates.

The classification indicated is then as follows

:

II. Megasthe:
1. Quadri

2. Carrie

3. Herbiv

l (vel Dipoda)—Man (alone).

2. Insectivora.

3. Rodentia.

4. Bruta (Edentata.)

IV. Ooticoidea.

1. Marsupialia.

2. Monotremata.

It is interesting to observe, also, that the four orders of Megas-

thenes rise in grade, from the 4th to the 1st, on the principles of

ation stated; and this affords other evidence, superadded

to that of higher importance based on difference in type of

structure, as to the naturalness of these subdivisions. The spe-

cies of the 4th—the Mutilates—are characterized by a degrada-

tion and partial obsolescence of the limbs ; by the body being

massively prolonged behind ; by a large part of the elongated

vertebral column being used for locomotion ; by the form ana

the low grade of structure of the head ; and by the teeth, al-

ways of extreme simplicity of form, in most species of one set

only, in some excessively multiplied in number, in others all

wanting ;—peculiarities indicating a very low degree of cephaliZ'
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1

aticra, and even a degradation of the anterior as well as posterior

. Those of the 3d—the Herbivores—by a more abbre-
viated body; by the two pairs of limbs being complete, but
serving only for locomotion; by an elongated head. Those of
the 2d—the Carnivores—by the limbs being still more perfect
and serving, the anterior especially, for grasping ; by the head
being shorter and more compacted, and, in general, more com-
plete in the series of teeth. Those of the 1st—the Quadrumanes
—by the anterior limbs serving still more perfectly as hands ; by
the cephalic extremity further shortened ; also by the mammae
being pectoral as in man. There is, in the series of orders, an
advance by stages towards that acme of cephalization, Man.
Among the Microsthenes, the rise in rank on this principle is

no less apparent. It is well seen between the lowest—the Brutes
and the others. These have posteriorly a remarkably lax

vertebral column, but two or three of the vertebras being sol-
dered together to form the sacrum. The cephalic extremity

Dot only a low grade of cephalic concentration, as
shown in the larger number of cervical vertebras in some spe-
cies—the excessive number of teeth in some species—the char-

ge skull ; but also a marked example of cephalic de-

vi the jaws,—in the very few teeth in most species and
tueir total absence in some—in the inferior character of the teeth,
and the growth of but one set; in all of which oharacl

JJ
well as their bulky bodies, there is a close parall<

the Mutilates, the lowest of the Megasthenes.

Art. XI.

—

Astronomical Observations with the Spectroscope; by
Lewis M. Rutherfurd, (in a letter to the Editors).

Gmtlenun:—In the course of a conversation, last December,
^th Br. Gibbs, upon the remarkable revelations of the spectro-
scope, he suggested the continuation of Fraunhofer's observa-
tions upon the spectra of the heavenly bodies. At that time I
aaa not seen Fraunhoffer's paper on this subject, I in;-
egan a series of experiments with the view of determining the

it for the purpose; they resulted in adopting
*>unsen and

I form of spectroscope, consisting
°* a condensing teles. le telescope

ale of equal parts showing bright lines upon

J/***
ground, / .. prism of 60° and an observing tele-

t
f°Pe with Hygenian°eye-piece, magnifying about five times,
e whole firmly but lightly mounted on seasoned wood and

of°
V
u
e(

?
with an adapting tube in front of the slit by means

which the spectroscope is attached to the eye-tube of the
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equatorial by Fitz, 11|- aperture and 14 feet focal distance. In

order to obtain a sensible breadth of spectrum it was necessary

to throw the star out of focus, and in this manner a large portion

of the light was lost upon the jaws of the slit. Most of my
observations however have been made under this disadvantage.

I subsequently found Fraunhoffer's paper in the Transactions of

the Bavarian Academy, and there saw that he used no slit, but

upon the hypothesis that the image of a star is a point, he elon-

gated this point to a line by means of a cylindrical lens whose

action is null in the direction of the length of the spectrum but

serves to give it the desired breadth. I at once adopted this idea

and my instrument is now provided with such a lens made by

Mr. Fitz, placed between the objective of the condensing tele-

scope and the prism ; the result is a very satisfactory increase of

light, besides freeing the spectrum from the longitudinal lines oi

diffraction caused by the edges of the slit and the other annoy-

ances consequent upon imperfections and dust upon the jaws.

It is still however necessary to make use of the slit to confine

the image to a given point in the field of view ; but inasmuch
as it is placed at the focus of the telescope where the image has

no appreciable dimensions, no light is lost and the spectrum
remains uniform and pure. 1

It will be easily seen that the lens spoken of is serviceable only

in observations upon stars, and is of no use in the spectral inves-

tigation of planets or other sources of light having appreciable

dimensions. I would here incident, iilv remark th it the spectro-

scope so mounted furnishes the best means of invest]

achromatic condition of the telescope ; for it is evident that if the

different colored rays have foci at different distances from the

objective it will require a change of focus for each in order that

it may comply with the condition of passing the slit (in case

of a star) as a point. In my telescope, I find that the luminous

rays from near the outer margin of the red to the indigo are

brought to a focus at one point, the ultra red require a small but

measurable adjustment, and the violet and indigo quite a large

change of focus. 1 intend to make use of this method to find

more accurately the photographic focus of the instrument which

at present is determined only by experiment.

Before and after observation the spectroscope has always been

examined as to the zero point, the standard being that the soda

line D should coincide with divis?on 30 on the scale, and the

necessary corrections have been applied to all the observations.

mply placed a pri
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The observation of star spectra is of the most difficult and
delicate description, requiring perfect action in the equatorial
clock, great patienee in' the observer and skillful management

ion. Most of the lines and bands, particu-

ftrij in the ends of the spectra, are faint and can only be seen
in & good atmosphere.
The difficulty of the observations, the imperfection of the

>pe and the want of a sufficient accumulation of obser-
vations, re 1 1 del- it neeessarv that the places assigned to the
fainter lines should be received with caution, but fbelieve that
no line is represented on the accompanying sketch which does
not exist. The smallness of the scale and the imperfection of
the drawing render it necessary that I should increase the

owt,— f have inserted the seven principal lettered lines in the
i-um at the points seen on the scale and carried them

I he page as points of comparison. These places are the
^hs of sev.-ral observations 11 of whicl t-m absolutely,

except as to the place of the lines H, for which I have taken the
^ean; at a future time and on a larger scale I propose to locate
all the solar lines which may be visible with my instrument, and
thus have further points of comparison with the stellar spectra.
±ne reading for the sun's lines is as follows :

B 33-1 C 32-3 D 30- E 27' 26"5 F 24-4 G 193 H 14o 13-9

Moon.—These readings are the means of two observations
agreeing very closel v in most particulars and coincident in all the
stronger features. 83-05 broad line generally limiting the spec-

J

rum
; 32-35 sharp dark line; 30 05 well defined: 29

line; 28-7 faint line : 27 'i the last;
^•bo very faint line; 274 darker line; 27'25 faint line; 27-05

I

26-85 faint line: 2< strong line;

ioi2!me 5 24 '35 strong line; 21-05 faint band; 19-9 broad line;
1 broad c

M
< « a of three observations. 32-1 band; 31-12 band;

19-9
]i

e; 28 &int line; 27"5 faint line; 27-26 line; 247 line,

A far!'~~Mean of three observations. 324 line; 30'25 well
penned line; 27'5 well defined line but faint; 271 strongest line

T
the spectrum; 26 55 quite .strong line: 244 band

;
19*1 line.

fmld here remark that the line!) is not present, as the ob-

•
-

-

.. , , :., .- ... :
.-

... - •
; '.- '

y, my assistant, agree in placing a line at 30-2 but

**• jocr. Sci.-Secosd Series Vol. XXXV, No. 103.-Jax., 1863.
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Capella.—Mean of observations on five niglits in which the
greatest discrepancy is but one-tenth of a division of the scale.

3022 line; 27*73 line; 27-38 line; 26-75 line; 24-78 line.

P Geminorum.—Mean of four observations agreeing remark-
ably well, greatest discrepancy one-tenth of a division.

,
30-23 line; 27-7 faint line seen but on one evening; 27'35

line; 26*8 line; 25'8 fine line seen but on one evening.
« Ononis.—Mean of six observations agreeing well in most of

the strong features, but containing some discrepancies in the
faintest lines and in the limits of the bands. This star has not
yet been observed with cylindrical lens. 324 broad line

;
31'6

to 31-2 shaded band best defined at 31-2; 30-1 line shaded to-

. line; 28-3 fine line;

: 27 line; 264 strong line ;
25-7

t<> 25 4 band.

Aldebaran.—Afean of four observations, three with lens and
one without—agreeing remarkably well. 32 -2 to 32 ban 1 gen-
erally limiting spectnn: red is seen beyond it.

31/6 to 31-3 band; 30 li
|

27*7 feint line; 274
taint line; 27 line; 26-6 rather strong line; 26"5 line not so
strong as last; 25-6 faint band ; 23"6 faint band seen but on one
occasion.

Y Leonis.—Mean of two observations verv concordant. 302
line; 27-7 line seen but on one occasion ; 2r35 line; 26"8 line.
Arcturus.—This star has been obi ul without

«ns. I have affixed a mark of interrogation to those lines, the
puces of which depend upon single or somewhat discordant ob-

• It promises a fine spectrum with the

_T. ' v
5
&m< line; 28-9?

"at line; 28? faint line: 27-6 line: 27-32 line; 2tj 62 line
;y,

y band.

P -%<m'.--This star, considering its faintness, scarcely a second
magnitude, presents a remarkable spectrum which contains few
{ines and many ba tich are very difficult to
°cate. The adopted places are the means of four observations
greeing well in tb indrical lens—

? Sband limiting generally the spectrum. 317 to 31-3 shaded
^strongest at 31-3. 30:65 to 30-3 band strongest at 30-3.

plaint line between which and preceding is included a yel-

"; ban^ or space. 2H-3 faint band. 285 faint line. 27"3

Wg
o
ne

- 2 '"1 to 26-7 band. 26 to 256 band. 24-6 to 241
Da°d

-. 22 9 to 225 band.

hasff-The spectrum of this star is one of a group which
** little resemblance to those already mentioned; its lines areW andblack

, they are well d i
u n rgin, but unlike the

bein
reC

°/ded in the foregoing notes, are totally without light,

"5 m fact interruptions of the spectrum ; no fine lines have
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been seen. The places are means of six nights' observations,
which accord closely as might be expected from the decided na-

ture of the lines.

32-4 broad black line. 24'8 do. 19*9 do. 16-8 do. The
spectrum extends to 14-5.

Sirius has never been observed with the cylindrical lens.

Castor.—Mean of five nights' observations without lens. 24'78

strong black line; 19-87 strong black line.

« Lyra;.—Mean of four nights' observation?. 822 broad but

difficult; 24-7 broad dark line; 19o broad dark line; 168 seen

only on one evening.
« Aquilce.—Mean of three u -. 31*8 line

very faint, seen but on one evening; 24 4 strong line; 19
-33

: 16*4 faint line.

Proryoit.—Mean of six nights' observations without lens.

82-8 feint line seen but once; 27'3 faint line seen but once;

2475 strong dark line. Spectrum extends from 17*8 to 338.
R'-r/ulus—Me-du of five nights' observations, on one of which

the lens was used, but without bringing out any more lines.

24-78 strong dark line; 19'9 strong dark line.

I? Ursa Majoris.—Mean of two nights' observations with lens.

31-2 very faint line, seen only once; 21-35 strong line; 1945
well defined line.

I Ursa Majoris.—Mean of three nights' observations with lens.

3-12 very faint line, seen but once ; 24 5:', strong-line; 195 faint

line. A line was seen in the violet, but too faint to bear the

least illumination.

e Ursa Majoris.—Mean of three nights' observations with lens.

2453 strong line; 19-63 faint line; 16-5 faint line, seen but

S Ursa Majoris,—Mean of two nights' observations with lens.

24-7 strong line. Two lines lower down on the scale were seen,

but would bear no illumination.

* Virginis, $ Orionis, « Orionis, d Orionis, £ Orionis and <* Ursa

Majoris have been repeatedly examined, but although many of

them, particularly the first two, present bright spectra, no lines

or bands have been seen.

The sun's lines B, C,D, E, F find their counterparts in the lu-

nar spectrum. G does not appear, but whether this absence is

real or due to errors of observation remains to be proven. The

moon was observed onlv twice—once by me and once by Mj-

Wakeley ; he placed the line nearest G at 1985, and I at l9"9o-

When I reexamine the lunar spectrum I intend introducing *

condensing achromatic between the great objective and the slit,

and in this manner increase the ii L No doubt

many more lines will be brought out, and those already observed

more accurately placed.
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In the spectrum of Jupiter are found two bands in the red
and orange, between C and D, which are not (hand in the solar

spectrum. It may be that these bands, as well as those so remark-
able in a Ononis, Aldebaran and § Pegasi, are absorption bands
due to ihe action of the atmospheres of those bodies; still it is

possible that the application of sufficient optical power would
resolve them into lines.

2

The star spectra present such varieties that it is difficult to
point oat any mode of classification. For the present, I divide
them into three groups : first, those having many lines and bands
and most nearly resembling the sun. viz., Capella, ^Geminorurn,
« Ononis, Aldebaran, '/ Leonis. Are-turns, and (3 Pegasi. These

-i or gold< i stars. The second group, of which
Sinus is the type, presents spectra wholly unlike that of the sun,
and are white stars. The third group, comprising « Virginia,
K^el. eV-e., are also white stars, but show no lines: perhaps they

' " ta u no niin. ral substance or are incanrh sc< nt without flame.
It is not my intention to hazard any conjectures based upon

m-i observations: this is more properly the province
ofthecheni'-t

i a -rem •

irab data should
be obtained before making the daring attempt to proclaim any
of the constituent elements of the stars.
One thought I cannot forbear suggesting: we have long known

that "one star differed from another star in glory;" we have
n°w the strongest evidence that they also differ in constituent

-some of them perhaps having no elements to be
some other. What then becomes of that homogeneity

the nebular hypothesis?
faking advantage of past experience, I propose to remodel

and improve my gpeetr I to observe the stars,

• r.'iat:..!i< ulu-h may exist between the

revelations and the color, magnitude, variability, and
dljplicity of the objects.

with Dr. Gibbs the a
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Art. XII— TJie Chemical Theory of Interpenetration ; by Charles
S. Peirce, A.M.

which dernai fttions. At this day, the arrow-

shaped particles of the old theory of light seem grotesque.

There is a good reason for this tendency. We require an ex-

planation of forces. Now a force is only a mathematical func-

tion of a change, and a change in space can only be conceived

of a priori as a motion. To explain a thing is to bring it into

the realm of our a priori conceptions. Hence, whenever we en-

deavor to explain, any force of nature by means of hypothetical

shapes and properties of matter these only help us so far as they

are conditions of certain motions. These motions are the real

explanation ; and if we can succeed in getting the motions with-

out the peculiarities of matter, our hypothesis will be so much
the smaller.

The object of the present article is to apply this principle to

the Atomic Theory.
I. In the first place, it is necessary to show that the hypothesis

of atoms, in ir-ni, i'\].\iin-, nothing.

That which the atomic theory undertakes to explain is the

connection of integral numbers with chemical equivalents.

An explanatory hypothesis is one which, being admitted,

necessitates all the phenomena. The laws to be explained are

as follows:

1. The Law of Equivalents, or that if a units of one body
combine with a; of a second and y of a third ; and if x of that

second combines with b of a fourth, that y of the third will also

combine with b of the fourth.

The explanation is that these are the weights of the atoms and

that bodies combine atom by atom. But how should we know
that they combine atom by atom? This is an addition to the

hypothesis.

2. The Law of Multiple proportions.

How should we know that atoms will mix in any simpler

ratios than black and white beans would if stirred up together?

3. The Law of Combining Volumes of Gases.

The explanation is that the atoms of all gases are equally

distant. A new hypothesis.

4. The Law of Volumes of Isomorphous Crystals. Another

hypothesis needed.

5. The Law of Thermal Equivalents of the Elements.

Explanation : All atoms have the same capacity for heat. Still

another hypothesis, which moreover does not apply to compounds.
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6. The Thermal Equivalents of Isomorphous Crystals.

7. Kopp's Law of Boiling points. How is this explained?
8. Prout's Law as modified by Dumas.
The only atomic weights which have been determined with

sufficient accuracy to test the law, beside those of Stas, are the
following :

—

Carbon 6'01 Berzelius; 6"00 Dumas and Stas; 6"00 Erdmann
and Marchand; 6*06 Liebig and Eedtenbacher ; 6*08 Streaker.
C is not more than 6"004.

Ldiunm, Diehl 7-026 (prob. error db'006) ; Troost701, Mallet
(S=16'03, Na=23-05, Mg=12-0125) 7-027. Mean 7-02.

Calcium 20*002 (C=6004) Erdmann and Marchand.
With less accuracy we have
Iron, Svanberg and Norlin (after rejecting two discordant ex-

periments according to Peirce's criterion) 28*048; Berzelius,

^V>±: Erdmann mid Marchand, 28-012; Maumene, 28"000.
Mean 28-017.

Combining the first three atomic weights with those deter-

mined by Stas, we have:—

Experiment. Law. .)„-.; ,,

K ""iJHsi
-

39-25 -•096 *hr
Na 4-05 vhr
Ag T*W
Pb 103-5

CI 35-46 35-5 —04
N 14-04 4-04

16-03 16 + 03 ***
H 1-005 1 + 005 ?h*
Li 7-02 +02 r*v
Ca 20-002 20 +•002
C 6-004 6 +•004 r.'o.T

K is an unexplained anomaly, but the probability of only one
oi&erence out of thirteen being greater than *\* is -0000087,
Jhile the effect of the residual influence which carries K out of
tQls hmit is only TJ„ of the atomic weight. Omitting K, the^ of the ia +-001; the probability of this

°f!
ng so small is -035 ; hence, upon this consideration, the prob-

ity of the law is '782.

J-
he probability is, therefore, s >r of the law. The

t column in the"table shows how small the residual phenomena

*£l u
n<* ^y may be made sti^ smaller b

.7
making the unit by

W
Tv.-

tlle atornic weights are measured a little larger.

J-his law presents another example of the connection between
fnemical equivalents and integral numbers, and must probably

! capable of a common explanation with the ]

Clear that the atomic hypothesis never can explai

Yet it Is
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9. It is impossible for the atomic theory to explain why the

monoatomic radicles combine together without condensation in

the gaseous form; while the diatomic radicles lose their own
volume, the triatomic one more than their own volume, &c, in

combining with the monoatomic. Why in acetic ether, for ex-

ample,
2€fl**n [ ^ ^e dibasic radicles occupy no space at all.

II. I shall now attempt to show that the facts of chemistry

are explicable by the view of Kant, that matter is not absolutely

impenetrable and that chemical union consists in the interpene-

tration of the constituents.

1. The law of definite proportions is capable of demonstration

without any hypothesis. We can conceive of no event in space

which does not consist of ;i motion. Nothing can be the cause of

a motion except a motion ; hence every force is a motion. And
every quality of matter is either a motion or some element of

the mental analysis of the conception of a body moving in some
way or other. Hence, when the force of one body acts on the

quality of another to produce an event, it is merely one motion
modifying a second to produce a third. Motion is never sta-

tionary, but always communicates itself from the moving parti-

cle to all others which arc in communication with that. Accord-
ingly, when one body acts on another through a d\

the latter will also act on the former and there will be a

tendency to produce ho tty throughout the two.

This homog . or it is not. If it is

not, the amount of force which holds back the two forces from

their natural action must be just as strong as the forces them-

selves. It is clear, therefore, that when the force of the acting

body equals that of the body acted upon, all the force will be

I in preventing the homogeneity. Probably, however,

it might be proved that the.hom«>_« nein is always established;

and if it is, it cannot be established through both motions ex-

isting at the same time without interference. For, if they had

not interfered, they could not have acted upon one another.

They must, therefore, destroy each other (producing a new mo-

tion) and when they are equal the peculiarities by which they

acted will be neutralized and 'there will be no further action.

Now the same kind of matter under the same dynamical condi-

tions possesses always the same amount of force proportionally

to its mass; hence when one kind of matter acts on another

through being of a different kind, it can only act on a definite

amount of that matter, the dyna remaining

the same.

2. Let us call the reciprocal of the Atomic Weight the Chem-

ical Intensity. This represents the force which causes bodies to

combine. It remains the same under all dynamical circumstan-
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ces. Hence, it must be something inherent in matter and unaf-
fected by all vibrations. In gases to the elasti-

city, and in elementary bodies generally it is equal to the spe-

of the medium of heat-vibrations.
}^e conclude, then, that the Chemical Intensity is the molecu-
lar or substantive elasticity. (B. Peirce.)

_
When heat expands the body, it is the elasticity which restores

it. Any motions of vibration in a homogeneous elastic medium
may be resolved into expansions and contractions. Hence, if
we assume that heat produces the expansions, this elasticity is

If two bodies interpenetrate it is clear that this force may hold
them together. This explains the law of definite proportions,
the law of vapor densities, and the law of thermal equivalents.

3. It is geometrically self evident that interpenetration must
take place between equal volumes and must result in a condens-
ation to one half, unless some other action takes place. Accord-
ingly we find that wherever there is no condensation there is

only a double decomposition.
4. In one volume of a compound there is one equivalent of

intensity. Hence there is nothing to prevent its com-
n <me volume more, X •. This explains the law of

multiple proportions, which it is to be observed has no place
where the bodies unite without condensation.

.
& The solid and liquid states result from the action of cohe-

sion. Now cohesion ,s an attraction properlv so called and acts
at a distance, for if it did not it would not vary with the state
°f condensation. Hence it is a force affecting molecules and not
Matter in its continuity. This explains vvhv the above reason-
ings from the state of gases are not invalidated by the facts re-
lating to liquids and solids.

°- If we suppose, with the meta the kinds
ot matter are derived from one, since this must have become
condensed by the law of equal volumes, all the equivalents of
™e elements will be multiples of that of the originnl matter.^ explains Prout's law. If, moreover, we admit that the dif-

ferent elements are distinguished by different elasticities, and
***pt the recent view that the lines of the spectroscope are only
Produced by elements in their free state, it will follow that ev-

^7 element except sodium is a mixture of several. We have
Qo reason to suppose that these are present in equivalent pro-
Portions. So that this consideration gives room for large dis-

crepancies from Prout's law.
'• " is observable tl

frequently behave like

^obasic ones, as N in
€ .
H.<Ne»>g

|
O and in^ } 2 ,

and that monobasic radicles frequently behave like tribasie ones,
**• Jocr. Sci.-SEcoxd Sekies, Vol. XXXV, V> lM.-jAJf., 1863.
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as CI in IC1
3

. There is the same confusion between dil

tetrabasic radicles, as in CO. Hence we infi

between even and odd-basic is altogether superior to that be-

tween monobasic and tribasic, dibasic and tetrabasic.

Now if a body can enter into double decomposition with hy-

drogen (that is, combine without condensation) it is ol

it must be odd-basic; for in that case it will form a compound
which being of two volumes cannot combine with another vol-

ume of H unless it combines with two volumes. If it does thus

combine it will be tribasic, otherwise monobasic.
On the other hand, if a body cannot enter into double decom-

position with the monobasic radicles, it must be even-basic ; for

in this case, since its volume after combination will be the same
as before, there is no reason why it should not either combine
with condensation with a new volume of the monobasic radicle

(in which case it will be four or more basic) or else enter into

double decomposition with it, in which case it will be dibasic.

twice their own volume, &c.

8. A radicle being a constituent in combination, it follows

tornal forces do not come to equilibrium of themselves,

and this accounts for the fact that monobasic radicles cannot ex-

ist free. This fact is determined by reactions and not by vapor-

density, for according to the present theory the volume fixes

neither the atom nor the molecule but the equivalent, that is to

say, the amount of matter containing a unit of chemical inten-

sity. The dibasic radicles may exist in the free state because,

since in combining they are condensed, it follows that there is

some disturbance of their internal forces.

9. An odd-basic radicle being in itself out of equilibrium in

this way, it follows that the addition of it to another radicle will

change the basicity of that radicle from odd to even or from

even to odd ; while the addition of an even-basic radicle will

have no such effect.

Cambridge, Mass., Dec. 1862.

ART. XIII.—Fxposition of (he (rue nature of Pleurodyctium prob-

lematicum ; by Carl Kominger, M. D.

Under the above name I have long kept in my cabinet a spe-

cimen, collected at Kirchweiler in the Eifel mountain?. After

having identified it with the fossil described by Goldfuss, I laid

it aside, ancl only recently, twenty years afterwards, when I hap-

pened to look over it again, the first glance convinced me that

the Pleurodyctium problematicum is merely the cap of a FavosiW,
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or more accurately speaking, of a Mkhelinia. I have subsequent-
ly found that Milne-Edwards bad already recognized the family
affinity between Favosites and Pleurodyctium, without however
suggesting a generic identity of the two.
The Wil fi"i i kuvi.'.v. ;i,>r is represented bya lenticular cav-

half an inch
deep. To one side of this cavity are attached the bases of coni-
cal subangular columns, three or four millimetres thick at the
lower ends

; between t I a good many smaller
and shorter columns. They all rapidly converge toward the cen-
tre of the opposite cone; vity. i eii sides are longitudinally
striated and covered v 1 liiiWitom u i i< ssioi - Numerous
small cross-bars connect the columns, which are otherwise isola-
ted from each other by a narrow intervening space.
The opposite side of the cavity, which forms the roof over

ergent smaller ends of the columns, is free, but closely

Dated to them, and bears the impression of fine concen-
: rings of growth. : v is not very pla

i a very good figure i

impression of the inner surface of a
-ecous envelope, instead of taking it for what it is,—the

'rounding The lower side of the
coral] urn.

The vermicular body, frequently noticed adhering to or pene-
trating the root end of PL-i>ro<.hjciium, is also seen in my speci-

I was greatly surprised at observing the s:n .- v< rmieular
]

< r-

foration in some small '' which also in all

-'
oi which the European Pleurodyctium'is a cap.

_
ihe specimens were found in the shales of the Hamilton group,

county, New York, and are in the possession of Prof.
u iril-hel] of Ann Ai :

'.1 cakes of not much
°ver one- inch in diameter. The lower side is almost flat, cov-

— -

f^i-globular, and shows*' the mouth-ends oi
tubes, the hire, r ones of which measure from 4 to :,

-

yn the
;

the coral, longitudinal
swife and rows of spinules, together with numerous side-pores,
are

!
visible along the walls of the tubes.
ine upper part of the tubes is generally filled with <

fatter, and shows no d are only preserved in
tbe lower ends, and are in part simple, straight; in part vesi-

The vermicular channel traverses the substance of the coral-

m of the tubes, and seems to cut
Slraight through them After some flexures it ascends to the
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3 with a round mouth, while the

ngular. It is improbable that this

perforating channel has anything to do with the organism of the

coral, and is more likely the work of a parasitic animal ; but af-

ter all it is still strange to see the majority of specimens of so

distant localities attacked in the same way by a boring animal.

In the Corniferous limestone at Port Colborne, on Lake Erie,

I lately found a cap exhibiting all the characters of Pleurodyc-

tium. In its association numerous specimens of Michelinia favo-

sitoidea (Billings) are found, and there remains no doubt that this

cast originates from a young specimen of this latter species.

In the 12th Annual Eeport of the Eegents of the University
of New York, Mr. Hall describes his genus Leptoccelia, but, mis-

guided by an imperfect specimen, he gives us an incorrect idea

about the form of the crura, which are in reality spiral, with

three or four loose outward-turned volutions.

Some distance from their origin, the crura are divided into an
exterior branch, which is spiral, and an interim r. v.:. •!

. alter

running obliquely towards the front, j

bends inward and unites itself with the oppo-
site branch. At the bend the angle projec

a i ttle horn.

I observed this organization in translucent

specimens of Leptoccelia concava, Hali. A per-

fectly similar structure is also found in Tere-

bratula lepida, Goldfuss. Specimens of the lai

\6 frequently found in our Devonian boulders

The annexed figure is a specimen of Lept.
r

npj!

concava from which the shell has been removed, the dorsal side

being directed upwards.
Ann Arbor, Mich., Dec. 1862.

ART. XIV.

—

Remarks on the family Actceonidce,

of some new genera and sub-genera ; by F. 1

The family Actceonidce, established by d'(

of much interest to the
**

merely in consequence of its comparative antiquity,

number and diversity of forms assumed by the species ot us

various genera, but also because it is, as it were, a kind of pro-

phetic group. That is to say, while the

belonging to its several genera exhibit .

tlit p relations as mbereoft - •
i I »ey have pre-

sented, particularly during the Jurassic and Cretaceous periods,

?, established by d'Orbigny, is a group

Palaeontologist and Conchologist, not

of its comparative antiquity, and the
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forms curiously simulating types often not then in existence, but
subsequently introduced even within widely separated families.
Thus in the genus Cylindrites which first appeared daring the
Jurassic period, we observe forms closely resembling the more
modern genus Oliva, while others shade off towards Actceon and
Bulla. In Actceonella, we have a type nearly reeeml
recent genus Volvula of the family Cylichnidce ; and in the Ju-
rassic genus Euconactoeon, which is connected (in a family sense)
through the sub-genus Conactaon, with Ackaonina, there is pre-
sented a striking archetypal representation of the more recently
introduced genus Conus. In Globiconcha and Bullopsis, the genus
Bulla is again represented; while (';>mi;,i mimics, as it were,
certain groups of the Auriadidtv..

1 Again, if we admit into the
ider consideration the genera Pterodonta, llibifer, and
which seem to have some relations in this direction,

we would have in the first a form foreshadowing some modern
types of the Slrombidce, in the second a representative of the
genus Fusus, and in the third, of Fasciolaria.
The resemblances in form and general appearance mentioned

above it should be remembered, are not as fanciful and imagin-
ary either as might be supposed. On the contrary, they are
often so close and striking as to deceive, not merely amateur
collectors, but even as careful observers as Deslongchamps, Lyell
and bowerby, who at first supposed the types here called Eucon-
utason and Conactceon to belong to the genus Conus. It was not
therefore until d'Orbigny and others had ascertained from the
examination of better specimens, that these supposed Liassic
^ones differ from the more modern genus Conns in never having
.

e aPcrture effuse below and notched above, as well as in hav-
,nS the whorh thin,—that the true relations
01 these shells were understood.

2 Differences of nearly equal
Jnvportance have been discovered also between the other forms
ana the several modern groups to which they were at first sup-

:.

.

:: " descriptions of the family Actceonhlce generally given in

n ,.„i Cuik'hu:,,^, ;;.:„>, J) correct so far as the
existing genera are concerned, do not convey a clear idea of the

if, as developed through all the various epochs of the
past

'
S1"ce its first introduction during the Carboniferous (or

f the species were at first referred, by the best paleontologist?, to the

: "
:;

^ :;::':;
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Devonian?) period. D'Orbigny's description, published in 1842,

when first proposing to est a I lish a distinct lamil\ lor these shells,

is a more comprehensive and accuiatc «! ihiiiiou <>(' the group;

bat as he included in it a few genera at this time known to be-

long to other families, and a larger number of both fossil and

recent species have since been discovered;—while some knowl-

edge of the animal in the tyj ical ^enus oi the sul)-family IIukji-

ciJ'uup has been obtained, we have the means of forming more

correct conclusions in regard to the limits of the family, and the

relations of its various subordinate groups, than was possible at

The diagnosis of this family first published by d'Obigny
(Palceont. Franqaise, Terr. Cret. vol. 2, p. 106) is as follows:

" Shell generally oval, without epidermis, marked most usu-

ally with punctured revolving striae or rows of pits. Spire short,

sometimes entirely enveloped. Mouth entire or sinuate in front:

lip simple, trenchant, or reflected and thickened without, some-

times dentate. Columella nearly always provided with large,

more or less numerous, plications."

The genera then included by him were,'

—

Actceonella, Volva-

ria* Artceon, Ringintlla, Avellana, Ringicula and Globiconcha.

To these he subsequently (in 1850) added Pedipes,' Varigers,

(= lyhstoma, Sharpe), and Pterodonta.

The following description of this family, and arrangement of

sub-families, genera and sub-genera, are proposed, after a care-

ful review and study of all the known genera, both fossil and

recent, believed by the writer to be related to this interesting

group :—

Family ACTJSONID^E, d'Orbigny.

Shell subovate, fusiform, turbinate, subcylindrical, obconic,

or globose; varying in thickness according to the genera and

species; spiral or involute; never pearly, but sometimes with a

porcellanous lustre. Surface without an epidermis, smooth or

with revolving often punctate striae or furrows. Spire elevated,

depressed, sunken or wanting. Columella imperforate, more or

less twisted, and with or without plications. Aperture narrow,

rounded or terminating in a notch or sinus in front. Lip en-

tire, sharp or obtuse, sometimes reflected and thickened without,

smooth or crenate within.

Animal (in the recent typical genus)
6
with lingual teeth in

diverging transverse series, without a middle row (12-12 J.

3 Now referred by Conchologists to the IfargineUidce.
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pointed and hooked or claw-shaped. Head depressed, subquad-
rate, truncate and more or less emarginate anteriorly

;
provided

behind with two broad tentacular lobes, which are reflexed upon
the fore part of the body-whorl when the animal walks. Eyes
sessile near the middle of the head, at the anterior bases of the

lobes. Mantle included within the shell. Branchial
plume single. Foot oblong, truncated in front, and obtuse be-
hind. Operculum corneous, narrow, subovate and transverse, or

(indicate) (?) wanting.
Ine genera embraced as above defined, are

more or less readily divisible into two sub-families, distinguished,
so far as has been determined from the examination of the re-

cent typical genera of each, by differences in the animal as well
as shell. These differences, looking at the living species only,
would seem to be quite strongly enough marked to separate these
groups into two distinct families ; but when we compare the
shells of all the various extinct species, they are found to be ap-
parently so blended together by intermediate forms as to indi-
cate that they should rather be arranged in different sections of
the same family, than as distinct families.

It seems to be impossible to adopt any linear arrangement of
the various fossil and recent genera and subgen r;i .

.(' this fauulv,
that will bring together those most nearly allied. The following
mode of grouping them, however, will probably as nearly express
their affinities as can readily be done."

I. Subfamily ACT^EONINJS.

thickened without, -jvneraiiy

;
surface smooth or spirally striate. Animal without prop

'.(Idle of the head at the base of the te<'VtS -.---.;

«««*» Solidula, (Fischer).

II. Subfamily RINGICULIN.-E.

Shell with lip reflected and thickened without, surface spirally striate,

^^Actceon, .\.vp-.in_
r that the lingual teeth are as in /'

>-'....•.•.. ,.;..'.. :

. '
- '

- -:••-.-:.

e genera and eubg i two sections.



bcaphander, (Woodward), and the operculum probably wanting, (H. & A.

Adams).

Section (a). Columella plaited. Section (o). Columella wtUul plaits.

7 Genus Ringinella, (d'Orb.) /
7 Genus Cinulia. (Gray) } Genus Aptycha, (Meek).
Subgenus Avellona, (d'Orb.) \
Subgenus Euptycha, (Meek) J

? Genus Tylostoma, (Sbarpe).

In addition to the genera here ranged in the Ackwnidw, the

genus MacrocheUus of Phillips, which has been general lv referred

to the PyramideUidce, probably also belongs to this family. If so,

its position would appear to be intermediate, as it were, between
sections (a) and (l>), of the subfamily Ackt-uidme ; some of the

species having rath r distinct folds on the > olui i< 11a, others hav-

ing them very obscmvl\ developed, and slid others being en-

tirely destitute of such folds or plaits. D'Orbigny and several
otht is dso nclude the < irious <r< ius P?>T<„i „t, t whicl < rtain!\

seems to be related to this group in some of its characters: hut

if included at all, it should stand apart as the the type of a very
distinct subfamily, on account of its dilated, Strombusdike lip,

with a single internal tooth, as well as in consequence of the

distinct anteiiorcmal of ^n { th». ,
(

^v n < The Juia-ie y« n is

Tnh'P'.r' of Piette, and the Carboniferous genus >»>ltuiiscu$ of

Meek & Woi rom this fam-

ily by their distinct Fususdiki < uial ncverth less present, as

already stated, other characters ind this group.

The position of Tylostoma in the subfamily Ringiculinm is also

even d'Orbigny, after proposing the genus Ringindhi,

- -\<:: ,.-.-.•'.-•-
.

.' '• :.--::•: -

ser., vol. xii, p. in: ;. p! . ,. . i c , d <\u : ye

..- :': :•:' .'.....;.. :..,.;.......;..

smooth col ume! hi. '1
"i>>

•',. '.-])<. with a short,-:; .:..,..:,..,-,.

-'

I a species de-

scribed by Zit tel . Tun-, 3d -<-r., vol i, p. -

name Achconina plicata. As this latter -; arnc with

'.

1 would therefore propose to call it Tubifer (Cost*-

ie Jurassic shell, figured by Piette in the I3th vol. Bull. Geol. Soc.,

..

'

X.' '

-•'..:;.

Oct., I860, p. 467). It should either be ran i
S>leniscus,(ia
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somewhat doubtful. Some of the species have the surface striate
or punctostriate, as is usual in that group, and the outer lip
thickened, but only at intervals, so as to leave varices on the
volutions

; while between these it was probably always thin dur-
ing the growth of the shell. In its other characters this genus
seems to be allied to Qlobiconcha, of the subfamily AckEonince.
Some elegant little elongated East-Indian shells, usually refer-

red to Dr. Lea's genus Monoptigma, (but clearly not congeneric
with the type of that genus), are also placed by some authors in
the Actasonidce, though they seem to be more"nearly related to
thePyramickWce.
From the names mentioned on pages 87, 88 it will be seen that

tew genera and subgenera are here proposed in this
family. In giving descriptions of them it becomes necessary also
to define some of the allied groups which it* is proposed to
restrict. The following descriptions are therefore offered :—

Subfamily ACTiEONINJE.

Genus ACT^EONELLA, d'Orbigny. (As restricted.)

Shell ovate-volvuliform, rather thick, involute, more or less attenuate
above, w ,dest below the middle,—entirely without any traces of a spire.

;• smooth. Aperture very narrow, arcuate, and equalling
we greatest length of the shell. Outer lip smooth, generally rather ob-
Use. Inner lip thickened near the base of the aperture, and twisted out-
wards so as to form on the columella three prominent revolving folds;
also usually a little thickened at the summit of the aperture.
type:— y. .,), Also in-

.,Wrb.);ActoonellaCau-
ca**ca, Zekeli, A. Syrica, Con., and A. Dolium, Rcem. (All Cretaceous.) 10

Genus TROCHACTION, Meek, (Actceonella, (part) d'Orb.).

^ell

t
turbinate, rather thick; the widest part always above the middle

turn large, rounding in above, and taperingf the body-w
:

from near" the *-iMi-mr \

^ b
fe

- Spire generally
^tofthebn,!

'roes channeled. Surface nearly smooth. Aperture very narrow and
on

g- generally subangular or narrowly rounded below. Outer lip sharp
°! obt»se, smooth within Inner lip thickened below, and twisted into

Refolds, »] | intbia the whorls.

type^Actceonella It, Also includes A. con-
a

'
A

- fflandiformis, and A. rotundatus, /- keli :

°nus Animus, dArchiac, (Actaonella, d'Orb.); Cylindrites pyriformis

• Trans. Geol. Soc. Lond., vol. iiJ, pi. 39, fig. 33

Excepr Jurassic.
11

Pa! A. 2, p. 108, pi. 164, fig. 7.

**• Jocr. Sci.-Second Series, Vol. XXXV, No. 103.-Jan., 1863.
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and 0. bulletins, Morris & Lycett ; Tornatella Lamarcki, Sowerby, (Ac-

tceonella, Zekeli). (Jurassic and Cretaceous.)

Subgenus Smractjeox, Meek.—Shell more or less oval, or subfusi-

Type :~ Tornatella conica, Minister," (Actceonella, Zekeli). Also in-

. li; and Tornatella Voluta,

Mnnster, (Actceonella, Zekeli). (All Cretaceous.)

l that the shells upon which

Conrad's genu

h (JourButtopsis, supp if the latter,

Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., vol. iv, new series, pi. 46), might' be

species of this group with a sunken spire, similar to I

is, of Morris & Lycett. On comparison, however, it

will be found to differ materially from that, and all the other

species included in the group under consideration, in the form of

its aperture, which is much broader, and so much more rounded
below, as to give an entirely different expression to the base of

the shell. Its columella is also not near so thick nor so straight

below as in the group here described.

The differences between these shells and the typical Actceo-

nellas are, it seems to me, as strongly marked and as constant as

we can ever expect to see between any two genera of the same
family of Gasteropoda. In the first place, in the true Actceonellas

the whorls are so nearly rolled together upon the same plane

that there are no traces of a spire, and the form is consequently

nearly that of Volva or Simnia, the aperture being produced up-

wards even above the summit of the body of the shell, while

the widest part of the body-whorl is below the middle. Now if we

compare this form with the genus under consideration, we find

the latter always differs in having the body-whorl turbinate, or

widest above the middle, and the spire generally present and ex-

serted or often elevated. Even in cases, however, where the spire is

sunken, and its place occupied by an umbilicoid cavity, as is

sometimes the case in this group, the body-whorl still retains its

turbinate or obovate form, and the upper extremity of the aper-

ture is never produced upwards, as a kind of canal, over the

middle of the summit.

Genus CTLINDRITES, (Auct.) Morri8 <fc Lycett. (As restricted.)

Shell subcylindfical, or oliviform. Spire generally short, often much

depressed, or even sunken below the summit of the body-whorl, in which

the immediate apex usually rises in the form of a nipple "»

the middle of a saucer-shaped cavity. Body-whorl long.

,>1 lei sides which round in to the suture above. Aperture

very narrow, often nearly or quite equalling the greatest length of the

shell. Inner lip somewhat thickened, and twisted outwards, so as to form

a few obscure folds at the base of the columella.

n Goldf. Petrefact., iii, p. 48, pi. 177, fig. 1-2.
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Examples:—Actceon cusfndatus and A. acutus, Sowerby 13 (Cylind.
Morr. & Lye.) and C. alatus, M.*L,; Bulla

. M. & L.), and G excavates, M. & L. Also Ac-
tceon Oliva, Piette. (Mainly Jurassic.)

Sub-genus Gonioctlindrites, Meek. (Cylindrites, Division B. (part)

.

<v ^.V( \) >n<" abruptly truncated at the summit of the body-whorl

;

sides straight and not rounding in above; spire sunken or a little

exserted.

Type :— Cylindrites brevis, M. & L.
14 Also includes, C. cylindricus, M.

hidraceus, Geinitz, and C^/wh-'ttS (undt. )h
(Jurassic and Cretaceous).

Genua ACTCEONINA, d'Orbigny. (As restricted.)

Shell subovate or subfusiform. Spire generally rather prominent, but

iorl, which is long, and sometimes a little

• suture above. Surface nearly smooth, or sometimes
'ing striae, very rarely with vertical costse. Aperture narrow,

rounded and not sinuous below; columella more or less thickened but
always smooth.

. .

includes Actceonina Lorieriana, A. sparsisulcata, A. Sartkacensis, A.
-I. Dormoisiuna. A. acuta, A. Milcola, A, Hordeum, A. sub-

andiana, A. Deslongchampsii and A. cylindrica, d'Orbigny. (Carbonif-
erous to Jurassic.)

Subgenus Trochact/eonina, Meek. [Actceonina, (sp.) d'Orbigny.)
/••>!• ^ib-in',,,., lli,- ui.b-sl part Mag above the middle

ot the body-whorl. Spire much depress..-.!, sometimes a little attenuate
Qear the apex. Body-whorl 1 a g OT i -.1 mtdiag m above.

type -'—Actceonina ventrlcoxu, i' 1 Ml i^nv. Abo includes A.Davoust-

1T\\ t'

°rbi
.

gny
'
and C' !> : h-

(
Aciceonitw

i
d'Orb.).

X '-:-- -Zittel and Gobert describe and figure in the first vol. of the

penological .Journal of Paris. (3d ser. pi. 12, f. 11) under the name

'"yd to retain here, as the tv] f a MroimU mr.rked subgenus.

s.ti'ti-.l in.-'. hm\.-\.-r. thar th>- angular, or >ub-

f Aplustridce, near the genus Bullina.

EUOONACTJEON, Meek. {Actceonina (part), d'Orb. and othe

thin, distinctly obconic, involute. Spire v

g occupied by a cavity' Body-whorl composing tin- entire 1<

9hell, and enveloping "all the others; broad and abruptly ti

. ;,;.
,-..,'•.

; : r
..-.

= .. Terr. Jur vol. 2, p. 178, pi. 288, f. 7, 8.

» £rans - Geol.
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sides; sometimes faintly constricted near the middle. Surface smooth

straight, equalling the greatest length of the shell, and not
effuse at either extremity. Inner lip smooth, sometimes sligl

ened below.

Type :—Conus Caumontii, Deslongch.
18
(Actaonina, d'Orb.). Also in-

cludes Conus subabbreviatus, and C. concava, Deslongch. (Actceonim,

d'Orb.) (AllJurassic).

? Subgenus Conaciveon, Meek.
Shell elongate-obconic; spire more or less depressed, conical, and tur-

retted; whorls and rectangular above, with numerous

minute wrinkles near the angle. Body-whorl with sliyhth convex -i'h*,

converging from the summit to the narrowly rounded base.

Type :-Conus Cadomensis, Deslongch., 19
(Actceonina, d'Orb.). (Jurassic.)

There may be room for some doubts in regard to this latter

type (Conus Cadomensis) being congeneric with Euconactceon, but

as it agrees in most of its essential characters, the only difference

of any importance being its more or less prominent, instead of

sunken spire, forms will probably be found connecting these

two types. That they should, however, be both separated from
the genus Actaeonina, in a systematic classification of these shells,

is I think, clearly evident.

Subfamily RINGICULIN^E.

Genua CINULIA, Gray.

The genus Cinulia of Gray, was founded upon Auricula globulosa, of

Deshayes, a subglobose she rely very large body-whorl,

a short, abnij sing obscure oblique fold on the

thickened columella. Its outer lip is thickened and reflected u

smooth within ; its aperture is narrow, and its surface marked with

revolving striae. D'Orbigny, in subsequently proposing to found a genus

for this and similar shells, under the Da - first in that

connection, the same species (Auricula globulosa), so that his genus be-

comes exactly synouymous with Cinulia of Gray. As d'Orbigny, how-

ever, included several oth.
i row the species

globulosa, and agreeing more nearl\ with Iin <ii n_'in - s his name Avel-

lana, may be retained for one of these subordinate groups as follows :-—

Subgenus Avellana, d'Orbigny.

Shell globose; body-whorl large: spire much depressed; aperture

thiek.-n.-d wilhmit., i-renat..- within; md provided

with two or three prominent transverse folds ; surface with revolving usu-

Examples:-Auricula incrasmta, Mantell,
80 (Avel. d'Orb.) ;

Cassis Avel-

lana, Brong. (A.Cassis, d'Orb.) ; A. Hugardiana, d'Orb, Ac. (CretaceousJ

18 Mem. Sot >» P- 165, pi. 18, f. 7.

30 Mantell, Geol. Sussex, pL 19, fig. 33.'
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Subgenus Euptycha, Meek.
uire very narrow, arcuate; columella

thickened and provided with two or three folds. Outer lip as in Avellana,
excepting that it has in addition to the crenulations above, two or three

teeth or tubercles, at the base within. Surface with coni-

Genus APTYCHA, Meek.

Shell oval ; spire moderate ; body-whorl rather large. Aperture nar-
row subovate, rounded below, and acutely angular above; outer lip

smooth within, inner lip callous, particularly above, but destitute of any
traces of folds or plaits. Sur: tractate striae.

Tpp -Tarantella labium, Forbes.
1
" (India.- Cretaceous.)

The type of this genus has the thickened and reflected outer lip of

Avellana, and other genera of the Ringiculidce, but wants the
folds on the columella, so characteristic of that section of the subfamily,
it therefore bears exactly the same relation to those genera, that Actaton-
ma bears to Actceon, Tomatellcea, Solidula, <fcc, in the subfamily Actce-

From the foregoing descriptions and remarks, it will be seen
that in the family Actceonidcp, the elevation or depression of the
spire, when unaccompanied by any more important differences,
cannot be regarded as being of generic value. Indeed the transi-
tions from an elevated to a depressed or sunken spire, are so
gradual, that within a considerable range of limits, it cannot
°e relied upon even for the separation of species. Amongst the
rnost important generic characters, visible in the shell alone,

ly in the extinct genera) may be mentioned, first, the
general form and expression of the body-whorl,—that is to say,
whether it is cylindrical, oval, turbinate, obconic, or globose, &c.

;

second, the presence or absence of folds upon the columella;
«fc thickness shell, &c, and the various combi-
nations of these and other characters, sometimes individually of
^Warmly or sectional value.

>anous opinions have been entertained by conch ol<

regard to the position <

°_| the Hollos > and the

^ithiopsidoe, while others pTace it with t'^ Ii> 7/./>. the Pyra-
mi<tellidce, or in part with the Doliidce, &c. In many of its ehar-
aeters

, it must be admitted, the animal of the living typical

' m, shows affinities to the Bidlidm, and from what has
already been stated, it will ajso be remembered that the shells of
tamJ of the fossil forms show a constant tendency to shade off

" Traos. GeoL Soc. Lond., hi, pi. 38, fig. 10.
M

Ibid., 2d ser. vol. viii, pi. xii, f. 24.
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towards genera of that family. From all the facts, I am inclined

to agree with those who think the group should be ranged near

the Bullidaz and Cylichnidce.

In regard to the geological range of this family, we have evi-

dence of its existence as far back as the Carboniferous epoch,

where it is represented by the genus Actceonina. If we include

the genus Macrocheilus, however, it would carry the origin of the

•k to the Devonian. It attained its greatest development
during the Jurassic and Cretaceous periods,—since which it has

declined ; and, although still represented in our existing seas by
a comparatively few forms, it may be regarded as a type proba-

bly destined to pass out of existence during the present geologi-

cal period.

"Washington, D. C, Dec. 20, 1862.

Aet. XV.

—

Contributions from the Sheffield Laboratory of Yale

College.—-V. On the Equivalent and Spectrum of Ccesium ; by
S. W. Johnson and O. D. Allen.

of these metals.
1 The analyses of the bitartrate of

ca3sium there given, while perfectly according with each other

as regards carbon, disagree with the numbers deduced from
Bunsen's equivalent to such an extent that we have undertaken
to ascertain whether the salt was impure or Bunsen's equivalent

From the great care used in preparing the bitartrate and es-

pecially from the fact that its spectrum remained unaltered

though the salt was repeatedly recrystallized, we were inclined

to suppose that Bunsen had not operated with a pure substance.

This might easily happen on account of the small quantity of

material at his disposal without at all detracting from the merit

of this distinguished chemist.

A quantity of bitartrate of caesium purified by concentrating

its solution and recrystallization as described in the paper refer-

red to, and containing no foreign matters recognizable by the

spectroscope, except an inevitable trace of sodium and (to judge

from a certain red line,) perhaps some lithium, was treated di-

rectly with bichlorid of platinum in quantity sufficient for com-

plete precipitation. This platinchlorid of caesium after thorough

washing was reduced in hydrogen, the chlorid of ca

solved from the platinum and evaporated to dryness with addi-

tion of a little hydrochloric acid. *

"We thus obtained an amorphous mass of a pure white color

1 Observations on Cesium and Rubidium, by 0. D. Allen, voL xxxiv, pp. 367-37$.
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which, unlike Bunsen's chlorid was not perceptibly d*

even in a very moist atmosphere. The spectrum of the chlorid
thus prepared was identical with that of the original b
Both salts gave a red line nearly coincident with the a line of
lithium. In order to determine whether this line was due to a
trace of lithium or belongs to the spectrum of caesium, a portion
of chlorid was again precipitated with a relatively small quantity
of bichlorid of platinum, the precipitate was most thoroughly
washed and from it a new sample of cK "J chlorid of c

The red line was no less apparent in this than ii

* preparations. The same process of partial precipit

epeated to the third time without altering the spe

forme
r .

epea

from a hot dilute solution of 15 grms. of chlorid of
caesium, about 1 grm. of caesium was thrown down as platinchlo-
rid

;
the product thus procured gave a spectrum identical with

that from the original bitartrate.
We concluded from these experiments that our chlorid of

caesium was free from lithium and as pure as it is well possible
to obtain any substance without the most extraordinary and for
most purposes unreasonable precautions.
As to the properties of the chlorid of caesium, we observed that

not only is it not deliquescent, but it is hardly hygroscopic. The
unfused and porous salt may be weighed in moist air with as much
accuracy as chlorid of sodium. After it has been fused it does not
alter in weight during 24 hours' exposure to the air in cold dry
feather. It may be fused in a platinum capsule over the gas
name when the air is dry, without acquiring an alkaline reaction.
*n a damp atmosphere it is apt to lose chlorine during fusion.
*he residue after the reduction of platinchlorid of caesium by
parogen at a gentle heat, is alkaline. It is hardly possible to
luse chlorid of caesium without loss, by volatilization. Hence
2ur ni*st est

i

q were too low by 4 to
7 tenths of one per cent.
For determining the equivalent of caesium we have made four

ca onne estimations. Two of these, I and II, were made in the
ctllond obtained as alreadv described. Their details and re-
sults are given below. The filtrates from these analyses con-

ing nitrates of caesium and silver, after the latter had

f,

een removed, were added to a solution of several grammes of
joe origin chlorid and the whole was partially precipitated with
oichlorid of platinum and a second portion of chlorid of caesium
Pfocured, on which determination III. was made. Finally the

J«trate of caesium fron

i

: g)cd with repeatedly
Purified chlorid obtained in the previous study of the spectrum,
a&out half the caesium was again thrown do*

^
nd with this product another estimation of chlorine, IV, was
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The determination of chlorine was conducted in the usual

manner by precipitation with nitrate of silver and filtration.

Washed Swedish filters were employed which gave each an ash

weighing yVths of a milligramme. The weighings were taken

on a balance by Becker and Sons of Brooklyn, N. Y., which

with an ordinary load indicates ,\\h of a milligramme with

great decision and perfect constancy.

The data of our determinations are as follows

:

I. 1-83 VI grras. Cs CI gavel -5634 Ag.Cl=-386598 CI, and 1-4505 Cs.

II. 2-1295 " " " 1-8111 " =-447848 " 168165 "

III. 2-7018 " " ;
' 2-2992 " =-56853 " 2-13327

IV. 1-56165 " " " 1-3302 " =-32893 " 1-23272 "

The percentage composition of chlorid of caesium and the

equivalents deduced from the above figures are as follows; sil-

ver being considered =107-94. and chlorine =3546, Stas

:

1. 21-044 78956 133-050 Allen.

2. 21-031 78-969 133-150 Johnson.

3. 21-043 78-957 133054 Johnson.

4. 21-063 78-937 132892 Allen

Average, 21-045 78-955 133-036

We may accordingly assume the round number, 133, as the

equivalent of cresium.

Calculated by this equivalent the formula of bi tartrate of

caesium corresponds well with the results of experiment. As

mentioned in the paper referred to, the analyses of this salt fur-

nished the following data:

I.

II. 0-5966 grm. gave
-J
JJJj ^TJ£>£ &Q

IIL 1-3086 grm. gave 0-7708 grm. chlorid of <

In two other estimations since made

—
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The equivalent number 133, brings caesium into a triad with
ubidium and potassium. We have then two alkali triads, viz

:

ithium, (eq. 7), sodium (eq. 23) and
j

_
The correction of the equivalent of caesium implies a revision of

its spectrum, since the data given by Kirchhoff and Bunsen with
reference to both, were obtained from the same impure material.
The caesium spectrum, as we have procured it, is, perhaps, from

the number, color and definition of its lines, the most beautiful
to be observed among all the alkali and earthy metals. Kirch-
hoff and Bunsen, in the figure given by them (Pogg. Ann^ 1861,
and Fres. ZMs i mi t>,r .l.^'V- <'I»»n\ 11, n, 1. 1<^2), represent
11 lines. We find without difficulty 7 more lines, and observe
further that some of those figured by K. & B.,* are not mapped
|Q

thei r correct positions. To enable other chemists to compare
•n preparations with ours, we will attempt to describe

.

ca3sium spectrum as seen in our instrument, which has a
Sll>gle flint glass prism.
beginning at the left or red extremity of the spectrum, we

wiu indicate the lines in the order of their occurrence by Roman
numerals; I. is a red line of medii rly equidis-
tant between the Fraunhofer lines a and B; II. is a bright line
Par% cois. tl v to the left of and narrower
l&an the « line of lithium 111. is' a faint line nearly approach-

gofer's lineC; IV. is the faintest of the red lines;
•

r

ls a faint line midway between the « and (J lines of lithium;

i- i\
1Sa bright red line midway between the sodium line and «

jithium
; VII. is an orange-red line of medi i

|°
tfa e right of the « strontium line ; VIII. is a fine yellow line

J

t j

l to the right of and close upon the sodium line. The posi-
«°» of the green lines it is difficult to describe. First comes a
« r°up of three, IX, X. and XI, which are separated by very nar-
ow spaces, and which are represented well in the spec!

JJ
£irchhoff and Bunsen, though placed a trifle too far to the

.got. Then, after an interval scarcely wider than the lines

.^selves, come XII. and XIII, which are very near ea

£"f
r another space as broad as these lines we encounter XIV.

VL is XV. The latter, XV com-
»ues with the dark line E. Finally, the two pale blue lines,
* V U. and XVIII, complete the list."

** JOUK. Sci._SEr.oxr, SF.nrea Vol. XXXV, >'o. 103.-JAS., 1S6&
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For the

thes;

the scale of our instrument, which correspond
lines. In our observations we have brought the degree 100 (10

on the scale) into the sodium line. Then the blue of strontium

is at 156°, the violet of potassium 257°, the red of potassium at

65-6° ; the red of lithium at 80-1°. With this adjustment the

caesium lines are as follows, beginning with the red: I 75°,

II 80°, III 82-3°, IV 85°, V 87-8°, VI 91°, VII 97-8°, VIII

The position of the caesium lines on the scale figured Ez

at the top of the spectrum plate in Fresenius' Zeitschrift, EE—
is approximative^ given in the accompanying diagram, EE__^

by help of which our results may be directly compared ==
=

with those of Kirchhoff and Bunsen. EE—
The order of brilliancy in the lines of what we sup- =--%

pose to be the spectrum of pure caesium, with but the EE
minutest trace of sodium, is for the red lines as follows : i=~"
VI, II, VII, I, V, III, IV. The line IV is only made EE

-'="

out under the most favorable conditions. II, nearly *=_
coincident with « lithium of Kirchhoff and Bunsen, and e=
not figured by them, is as bright as their y caesium, our ,EE~~^

VI (?). Among the yellow and green lines to the right EE—
of the sodium line, the order of brillinncy is the follow- ^ ,
ing: VIII, IX, XI, XII, XIV, XIII, XV, X. The ^ S

yellow line VIII, is hardly less characteristic of the EE"~
spectrum of pure caesium than the two blue lines. It £§-g
also is nearly as distinct as any of the green lines when EE
sodium is not present in too large quantity, and is much EE
more readily made out than the extreme red line S of i

==T~°
rubidium. — _

To sum up, we find 4 red lines to the left of those =
given by Kirchhoff and Bunsen, one of which is as bright =z~°
as any of the red lines in the caesium spectrum. Fur- EE—
ther, the red lines of K. & B. are not figured in their = _g
true positions, being too near each other and too far to EE

the right. Finally, we observe a fine yellow line and EE
-

two unimportant green lines not mapped by K. & B. ^-8
The lines which we have supplemented to those of K. ejL_

& B. are not characteristic except in the absence of for- ^ ^
eign matters. For this very reason however they be- •==—$

come important to those who are engaged in the study =~
of the new elements.

New Haven, Conn., Dec. 24th, 1862.
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Art. XVI.— On Tellurbismuth from Dahlonega, Georgia; by
David M. Balch. (Communicated for this Journal by Dr.
C. T. Jackson.) 1

The specimen of tellurbismuth submitted to the following
examination, was obtained at Field's mine near Dahlonega, Ga.,

I t
C

' T * Jackson
>
wno presented it to me with the request

that I would carefully ascertain its composition. It appeared to
be part of a tabular crystal, and was easily separable into thin
ioha, very splendent, and quite free from impurities. Before the
blowpipe a small portion entirely volatilized, and the peculiar
odor of seleni ecognizaWe. The specific gravity
was found to be 7'642 at 18° C. Two portions weighing respec-
tively -827 and -552 grm. were analyzed as follows, the folia
being first dissected to ascertain if there was any mechanical
admixture of gold in thin layers, which is often the case.

f be mineral was digested in ho1 . to which a
little nitric acid had been added ; it dissolved quickly and left
no residue. The solution was now evaporated till nil traces of

yds were expelled, somewhat diluted, and tested for

acid bychlorid of barium: the non -formation of a
pcipitate proved the absence of sulphur in the ore: (any se-

bich may have been present would of course not be
inrown down, since selenite of baryta is soluble in acids). After

e excess of barium had been separated, the solution was evap-
orated to a small bulk, (a few c. c.) mixed while hot with an
escess of 1

:
: :i) and set aside for some hours.
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All the tellurium and selenium present are thus thrown down
as a black powder easily washed by decantation. To avoid the

ion of basic tellurium sa ttities of bis-

ia necessary that the solution should contain much free

chlorhydric acid; it should also be concentrated and warm.
The precipitate, after the decantation of the supernatant liquid,

was washed with dilute sulphurous acid to which some chlor-

hydric acid had been added, then on a tared filter with watot

containing a little sulphurous acid, dried at 125° C. and weighed.

The filtrate and washings from the tellurium were evaporated

) dryness, the residue dissolved in largely diluted chlor-

hydric acid, and from this solutic

teroxyd in the usual manner.
Analysis a. -827 grm. gave,

>n the bismuth deter

•4256 Bi —
•3990 Te =
•8246

51-46 pr. ct.

48-26 "

99-72

Analysis b. -552 grm. gave,

•2847 Bi =
•2690 Te as

•5537

51-57 pr. ct.

48-73 "

100-30

To ascertain whether this tellurium contained selenii

preciable quantity, a portion (-186 grm.) was fused at a dull red

heat with six times its weight of a mixture of nitre and carbon-

ate of soda, to convert any selenium present into selenic acid.

The fused cake was dissolved in water, and a little nitric acid

and nitrate of baryta added; no precipitate formed, even after

several days, which proves the absence of selenium, except in

minute traces as evinced by the blowpipe test before noticed.

The ore was found to be free from gold, silver and iron.

The specimen that I have analyzed is therefore a pure tellurid

of bismuth, Bi Te
3 ; thus—

400 100-00 99-72 100-30

The tellurbismuth from this locality has already been analyzed

by Dr. Genth, with nearly the same results as above; he also

finds the same formula for the Fluvanna county, Va., mineral.

Allow me to offer a few remarks on the compounds of bis-

muth and tellurium, suggested by an examination of the many

published analyses of this ore from both American ai

localities. It appears that selenium is present only in traces, and

sulphur (where it exists at all) in quantities not exceeding 5 per
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cent. The mineral called tetradymite, taking Berzelius's analyses
of that from Schoubkau as an example, has the following for-
mula, (BiTe

3 )
2 +BiS

3 ,
and other analyses agree closely with

WHS. Examples of a compound or complex mineral formed by
the union of two simple ones are common; for instance, bro-
mynte (AgBr) and kerargyrite (AgCl) unite to form (

(AgCI-f-AgBr); and others mi- '

'

probable that when sulp

Mice (Bi S
3 ), and that tetradyn

hkeembolite, is formed by the union of two simple minerals

;

m the case of tetradymit. tin- minerals are tertellurid of bis-

Fe s , and tersulphid of bismuth, Bi S„ (bismuth glance,
a mineral much resembling the other in its physical properties).

-the native tertellurid of bismuth in a pure state, has been
observed only at Dahlonega, Ga., and the "Tellurium Mine,"

Co., Va., and is up to this time at least, a mineral pe-

m\ t0 tbe U«ited States.
faking this view of the subject, the American tertellurid of

bismuth should be considered a new species, to which the term
tetradymi te is hardly applicable.

An conclusion I would call attention to the fact, that, although
?y artificial means bismuth and tellurium can be fused together
in all proportions, in their native combinations one equivalent
°t the former appears to be always united to three equivalents
°; the latter metal ; the bornite of Brazil offers the only excep-

- rule and according to Damour's analysis differs en-
wely from the other tellurbismuths.

Art. XVII.—Recent Researches relating to Nebula ; by Prof. A.
Wtier. (TranslateJ for this Journal from the Bibliotheque

Universelk, for Sept., 1862.)

[We have translated Prof. Gautier's article, both because it furnishes a

! clear account of the recent researches relating to nebulae,

em in which the labors of

ra are held abroad. We bate takes

2e llberty to add foot notes ou one or two points where some change
^med desirable.—Eds.]

JheRe is no part of the vast field of practical astronomy
which does not require laborious investigation. I propose to

f„

lve a general idea of those researches which relate to a very
jpSe and curious class of celestial objects first specially studied

y the two illustrious astronomers Herschel and Messier, and
more recently by Lord Rosse, by Fathers di Vico and Secchi,
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and by Messrs. Laraont, Lassell and Bond, which present peculiar

difficulties and in regard to which much remains yet to be ex-

plained. I design to speak of nebulas, or those small white

specks of feeble light which the telescope shows to exist in great

numbers in the heavens, and which the most powerful instill'

ments enable us to regard most generally as masses of stars situ-

ated at immense distances from the earth.

In this rapid review I shall follow, in general, the chronolo-

gical order, commencing with a few remarks upon a catalogue

of the positions of 53 nebulas, as determined from observations

made at the Observatory of Paris by M. Laugier, chiefly in the

years 1848 and 1849, and presented to the Academie dt? V ces

of Paris at the session of Dec. 12, 1853. This catalogue, pub-

lished in the Oompte Rendu of that session, gives the right ascen-

sion and mean declination of the centers, or points of greatest

. of these nebulae for Jan. 1, 1850, and also the differ-

ences between these positions and those obtained from the cata-

logues of Herschel and of Messier. This is the first attempt to

determine the precise positions of a certain number of nebulas,

undertaken for the purpose of serving, hereafter, to decide the

question whether these bodies are really situated beyond the

fixed stars visible to the naked eye.

Researches upon the nebula of Orion.—M. LiapounofF, director

of the Observatory of Kazan, at the beginning of 1856, presented

to the Academy of Sciences of St. Petersburg, by the hand of

M. W. Struve, a memoir upon the great nebula of Orion, dedu-

ced from four years' labor with an equatorial telescope, having a

power equal to the telescope at Dorpat, and a meridian circle of

Eepsold.
1 He has undertaken to determine very exactly, by a

process of triangulation, the positions of all the stars which his

instruments permitted him to see in this nebula, and he has

mapped with great care every part of thi> remarkable e< Iestial

object; several sheets are already prepared in which he hal

given particular names to its different regions. Comparing th€

results of M. Liapounoff with those previously obtained bv Si*

John Herschel and by Messrs. Larnont and Bond, M. Struve htf

expressed the opinion that this nebula must be subject to changes

of form and of relative brightness in different parts.

Otto Struve has continued (at the Observatory of Pulkova)

the labors of M. LiapounofF, and he has put forth the first result*

of his researches in a communication, dated May 1, 1857, pre-

sented to the Astronomical Society by Prof. Airy, on June 12th

ices" of the Astronomical Society of London, for March 14, 1856,
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of that year, and publis lv Notices," vol. xvii,

pp.225-230. 2

Struve begin
different small stars situated in the nebula of Orion,
which he has shown either by comparison of his observations
with those of other astronomers, or in the progress even of his

"The existence," says Struve, "of so many variable stars in
so small a space of the central part of the most curious nebula
in the heavens, would naturally lead us to suppose that these
phenomena are intimately connected with the mysterious nature

that the rapid changes of light ob-
serv

' 1 i i these small stars, > ither in the region called Huygens
lay be connected with the nature

of the nebula, one would expect in like manner to observe chan-
'-'" i'i tlw j[)]h aum-o of th.- nebula, and in the distribution of
the nebulous matter. But observations of this kind are subject
jo so many illusions, that one cannot be too careful in regard to
the conclusions which he draws from them. I do not believe
that the view ordinarily taken by astronomers in regard to re-
searches of this kind, to wit, the comparison of graphic repre-

made at different epochs by different observers, can
ever lead to results which can be regarded as certain. The op-

er of the telescope, the transparency of the atmosphere,Wmg at different stations), the peculiarities of the eye of the
* nrer, the degree of skill and experience in graphic represent-

ations of this sort, all this added to the influence of the imagin-
ation of the observer, form obsta< \> - a in-h will a ways be diffi-
cult to overcome in processes <>f this kind. It may be possible
Perhaps by pursuing this method tor centuries to ^discover the
existence oi ],.,, , r,._ VO ni.i _< -. • i ' " ill !l '\er be possible to
demonstrate m tl„. mama r fi< - < ii u -« - w hi' h take place in
suort intervals of time. But the ra id vai lata is of light in the

.
. ; • *. ...:a: :

': ~. -
-

noes of the nebulous matter. It is thus to
apid changes of this kind that we ought especially to direct our
attention, and we shall be better able to prove their e

on the degree of light and the
*or«ns of some prominent portions of the nebula, than by repre-
sentmg

it as a whole. It is in this way that I have endeavored
*> proceed the past winter, and at different points I have had a

.
rong impression thai » occurred during the
n°rt Period of my observations I do not allow myself, m

^ "- '.•'.."..!
;

'

:

'^
:•'

•

"' - ' - -•
October, 1857. ( a^k;.L * „ —™; ™ fi anri 891 M. "
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the meanwhile, to regard these as positive facts until they have

been corroborated, especially by observers located in more favor-

able climates and provided with optical apparatus sufficient for

the purpose."
3

Struve describes in detail four parts of the nebula of Orion

where he has most distinctly observed, within the interval of a

few months, changes of form or of the intensity of light. The

first is a bay, which extends from the strait of Le Gentil in the

direction of a trapezium of stars situated towards the middle of

the nebula. This bay appeared to him sometimes wholly ob-

scured, like the strait, sometimes full of nebulosity, and little

inferior in brilliancy to the neighboring portions of the region

of Huygens. Dr. Lamont first mapped this bay, which had

never been seen by Sir J. Herschel. The second is a nebulous

bridge which crosses the Sinus Magnus, with a point of light

concentrated towards its middle. Struve has seen it in winter,

sometimes as Herschel and sometimes as Liapounoff represented

it, with more concentration of light, but always much more
extended than these two astronomers have drawn it, and very

much diminishing the southern limit of the great strait. La-

mont has represented it only with very feeble traces, and Bond
has never seen it at all.

4 The third is a nebulosity surround-

ing star 75 of Herschel's catalogue, and which appeared to

Struve to be subject to great changes of brilliancy. The fourth

part is a so:: >inwg in a right line the dark

space situated around the stars 76, 80 and 84 of Herschel's cata-

ith the northern border of the Sinus Magnus near the

exterior limit of the bridge mentioned above. The can

had never been represented by any other observer, was distinctly

seen by Struve, March 24th, 1857, although on other occasions

he did not perceive the least trace of it.

This astronomer adds, in closing

general impression produced by his observations is, that 1

principal parts of the central portion of the nebula of Orion i

in a state of continual change of brilliancy. In those pa

where the images were most distinct their appearances did \
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seem to him to be entirely uniform on different nights. These
changes in the degree of light could only be perceived, however,
in a great number of cases, with instruments of considerable op-
tical power, and he did not think they could be seen with achro-
matic telescopes of less than ten inches aperture, except in very
favorable states of the atmosphere.

Vol. xxi of the "Monthly Notices" contains (pp. 203-207) an
analysis of another memoir in relation to the same nebula. It
was communicated to the Astronomical Society May JO, 1861,
by Prof. George P. Bond, who has succeeded his father as direc-
tor of the Observatory of Harvard College, at Cambridge, Mass.,
and it is entitled,—" On the Spiral Structure of the Great Nebula

Mr. Bond (the father) remarked, in a memoir published in 1848,
that the light of this nebula had a tendency to radiate on the
southerly side, separating near the trapezium from the star situ-
ated near its middle. In 1857, Mr. G. P. Bond undertook the
formation of a catalogue of stars comprised within a square of 40
minutes of a degree on each side, having 6 of Orion as its center.
He has selected 121 brilliant stars as points by which to deter-
mine the positions of those stars which are smaller and generally
have too feeble a light to be visible when the micrometer wires

ated He has first placed in one chart 262
has divided the surface of the same into four sheets, so

constructed as to be united into one. The form and arrange-
ment of the elongated luminous clusters, alternating with spaces
more or less obscure, emanating from the vicinity of the trape-
zium, have been determined by two independent processes, the
nebula having been first sketched as a bright object upon a dark
ground, and afterwards as a dark object upon a white ground.

I cannot here enter into the descriptive details given in the
analysis of the memoir of Mr. Bond. I therefore confine myself
t0 stating his conclusion that the general appearance of the
greater part of the nebula of Orion is an assemblage of tufts or
curvilinear pencils of luminous matter, emanating from brilliant
masses adjoining the trapezium, and extending towards the south
°u each side of an axis passing by the summit of the region
called Buygens, and having an angle of position of about 180°.

*Je has distinctly traced a score of these circumvolutions, while
°thers, producing the same impression, are too feeble or too com-
plicated to be accurately described. It is thus possible, accord-
ln
g to Mr. Bond, to classify the nebula of Orion among the spi-

ral nebula v, aibed by Lord Kosse by the aid

2 ?
,s great reflecting telescope. The nebula ffo. 51 of Mes-

srs catalogue was the first in v. ngement,
:

: - • - -

covered.

**• Jocr. Sci.-Second Series, Vol. XXXV, No. 103.-Jax., 1863.
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in the form of small tufts extending from the south side,

cites two remarkable cases where there was a deficiency of lu-

minous matter near very brilliant stars; the first was

to the trapezium itself, the dark center of which had been no-

ticed by many observers, and the other was attached to the star

Iota of Orion. These peculiarities appear to Mr. Bond to favor

the supposition of a physical union of the stars with the nebula.

The existence of an arrangement compose it

in the form of a spiral accords with the idea of a Stella]

tion: for among the objects which present this pecu

form are found not only nebuhe resolvable into stir but ma 1
- e

of stars properly so called, such for example as the great mass

of stars of the constellation Hercules, where the exterior stafli

evidently have a curvilinear arrangement. 6

Other facts in relation to nebulce.—ln 1860, Norman Pogson,

while at the Observatory of Dr. Lee, at Hartwell, noticed a

change in the nebula, or mass of stars, No. 80 of the catalogue

of ft&essief, situated in the constellation of the Scorpion, and

very near a pair of variable stars, R and S of the Scorpion,

which had been studied by Ohacornao since 1853. On the 9th

of May this nebula had its ordinary aspect without any stellar

appearance, and on the 28th of the same month Pogson saw a

star of the 7th or 8th magnitude which was also observed, May
21st, at Konigsberg, by Messrs. Luther and Auwers, who esti-

mated it above the 7th magnitude. On the 10th of June fol-

lowing, with a magnifying power of 66, the stellar ap

had very nearly disappeared, but the nebula was much brighter

than usual, with a well marked central condensation. Pogson

did not think it possible to attribute this variation to a change

in the nebula itself, but he regarded it as singular that a new

variable star, the third comprised in the same field of view,

should be found situated exactly between the earth and this

nebula. This observation was published on page 32 of vol.

xxi of the " Monthly Notices."

Quite recently Chacornac has observed, with the great tele-

scope of Foucault, furnished with a mirror of silvered glass, W"
adapted to high magnifying powers, the annular nebula oi '\vr;l

|.

and he has shown that it may be resolved into a

very small stars, exceedingly near to each other, the

liant occupying the extremities of the smaller diameter. This

6
Prof. G. P. Bond has now the tm-an* of ;> rt.lUhmjj a complete account of the

made on the Nebula of Orion lor t'-uirt^n y- .^ |>.-•:....
!

:

. ' "
'

'
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nebula, which was examined for many nights, presented to him
the appearance of a hollow cylinder, seen in a direction very

J'
';.'' v parallel t<> its axis. Its centre, as Lord Eosse described

by a curtain of nebulous matter, which is resolved
intu a thin stratum of small stars. Chacornac adds, in his com-
munication upon this subject to Dr. Peters, under date of Paris,
June 9th, 1862, published in No. 1368 of the "J*r

;

A " >n<l,i..„;' that when the eye i« protected from all extraneous
lighuhe scintillation of this multitude of luminous points, oc-
cupying a great portion of the surface of the retina, produces a
very curious vertigo.
I pass now to the labors of M. d'Arrest upon the nebulae.

I
..cation to this subject while he

ted with the Observatory of Leipsic, and he p

J
1857, in the collection of memoirs of the Royal Society of

S*Xo >\. the results of his observations upon 230 nebulas, made
anular micrometer of Fraunhofer's construction applied

to a telescope having an aperture of 52 lines and a focal length
of 6 feet. Prof, d'Arrest is the acting director of the Observa-
tory of Copenhagen, and has continued, hucc September, 1861,

• lions of nebula?, with an achromatic telescope of 11
' c am! a focal lei gth oi U\ feet, and with a power
- be intermediate between liem-hel's 20 feet retlector

and the telescope of the same kind with which Lassell also ob-
served the nebulas from 1852 to 1854. The telescope of Copen-
hagen has enabled d'Arrest not only to recognize all the nebulas
01 Eerschel, but to discover more than a hundred new ones
among 776 observed in 8 months. He has also been able to see,™ some difficulty, certain nebulas described by Lassell.

-D Arrest, making his observations alone, soon perceived that
be could make mt I tl eon iparison of observations on celestial
0DJects of feeble light, .. • readings of the eir-

nj>t give with all possible accuracy the absolute position of each
object upon the celestial sphere. The position is only given to a
nilnute of a decree in rm'ht i

- • but the
nebulas are very carefully compared with the small stars near
mem, by means of annular and wire-micrometers. It will thus be
a good means of recogi ing exactly their proper movements
relative to th the principal object of the re-

aches of d'Arrest. Thi>: mio „„ „ rh.-H
!
ul l^h.'-l in No. 1366

W the "Astro,,-.,,, ;..,},. XorhrU-hu „" an intending notice of his

.

,vt
' - u h ( . ,1 ttt.i May 2»»il IH.2 iu m which 1 shall ex-

tra« some details u ln.j tb o>i i
lctc those given above.

-'•-- ''• d'Arrest admits,

P°n the basis i k of Argelander who has made

I
Qew catalogue of stars, that anions 50,000 stars already well

Known there is but a very small number whose light varies peri-
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possible, though with less cer-

true of nebulae.

W. Herschel has divided the nebulae into three classes

to the degree of light. D'Arrest has found a great

number of cases where nebulae, such as had been first classified

by Herschel, ought now to be displaced one or even two units

in the classification. The latter cause has changed, in the course

of a number of years, many of his own estimates of the magni-

tude of nebulae. But, in view of the great diversity of atmo-

spheric influences in moist climates, for observations of this kind,

d'Arrest agrees with Otto Struve that it is not possible to be so

I m regard to conclusions deduced from variations of

this kind. Meanwhile he states a small number of cases where

he has been able to show some positive variation.

The first case of this kind is one deduced from observations

of Struve upon the nebula of Orion which I have mentioned
above. The observations upon this nebula recently made by
d'Arrest, and frequently repeated, with his great teles

1-2,) and

described by Lassell.

'

The second case of well marked variation is the almost total

disappearance of a small and feeble nebula discovered by Hind,

Oct. 11th, 1852, in the constellation Taurus, recognized by other

astronomers and easily discernable, at the commencement of

1856, with a telescope of 6 feet focal distance. Two years later

it was seen with great difficulty in the heliometer of the observa-

tory of Konigsberg. It was invisible Oct. 3d, 1861, with the

great telescope of Copenhagen. Chacornac with the new tele-

scope of Foucault, and Lassell at Malta, with his reflecting tele-

scope of 4 feet diameter, vainly sought it in 1862, although it

has been seen with the great achromatic telescope of Pulkova.

One curious circumstance connected with t

of the brightness of this nebula is that this diminution was

.. ith that of a small star almost in contact with the

nebula. Argelander in 1852 estimated the brightness of this

star at -9 '4. Its magnitude was no more than the 10th in 1858,

the 11th in 1861 and only the 13th or 14th magnitude in Feb-

ruary, 1862.

Sir John Herschel thought that he lately found another ex-

ample of the disappearance of a nebula, not seeing inscribed in

the first catalogue of d'Arrest a very feeble nebula described by

Sir W. Herschel near two others in the Hair of Berniee. But

Chacornac with the aid of the telescope of Foucault proved that

le, and d'Arrest has also observed

it with his gr it t.
'• - .pe. This astronomer menti'

,f5mall number ave been a variation ot
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brightness and even a disappearance of nebulae, but these cases
are not as well authenticated as that of Hind.
Double Nehdce.—Sir John Herschel has remarked, in his

great memoir upon nebula? published in the Philosophical Trans-
ections for 1838, p. 302, that the number of nebulas physically
connected with others is much more considerable, in proportion
to the total number of nebuhe, than is the number of double
stars among the fixed stars.

6 Assuming a mutual distance of 5
minutes of a degree as the greatest distance of double nebulae,
a Arrest has already computed about 50 comprised within this

I he has estimated that there may be two or three hun-
dred in a total number of about 3000 nebulae in that part of the

isible to us.
7

This considerable proportion of double
nebulae, it is proper to presume, have a real connection in these
groups, and their appearance confirmed this idea, particularly
m the case where we see rare forms presented at once in two

"pies. Sir William Herschel does not appear to have
had any idea of this physical connection between nebulae, but Sir
John has spoken of it cl . There can be little
ooubt that it will be possible, in the distant future, to calculate
the orbits of double nebulae.
M. d'Arrest mentions some particular cases of nebulae of this

sort, one of which is triple. He recognized it only when, on
comparing the distances and positions of two nebulae, of the
same group, observed in 1785, 1827 and 1862, he found sensible
changes, which seemed u. indicate a movement of revolution of
one around the other. This part ; i estlmx nebula is
situated in 109° 12' of right ascension and 29° 45' of northern
uechnation. Lassell has represented it in No. 9 of plate xi,

r. inserted in vol. xxiii of the

i is (4to) of the Astronomical Society of London. The
y° components are very distinct although their mutual distance
s actually only 28 seconds of a degree; but it is difficult to see
lilem when the wires of the micrometer are illuminated.
A very small star is found bet* ft* the same

place where Lassell found it ten years before. M. d'Arrest v. ill

go«8 cases of change in the rela-

te positions of double Tirlml:.', when his work upon this subject,
now m progress, is ,-. ,mplrt.-d. He does not infer from what he

"^ yet seen that he has found any of these groups of nebulae

V
1"1 periods of revolution so short as those which have been

aetermined.for some of the double stars.

finally d'Arrest describes a very small number of cases where

•

^ebeginning of I

-
"

i of which a doze
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he has been able, by comparing a nebula with some small >tir

near it, and repeating this comparison after a certain time, to

nt differences of distance or of position which might
proper motion of one or the other of these heavenly

bodies.

I here terminate this brief review, in which I have been able

to give only a hasty glance at the actual labors of observers

upon one of the more difficult and less advanced portions of

No. 1378 of the " Astronom-

i has recognized in the constellation

second nebula of variable brightness.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. PHYSICS.

I. On a new form of Spectroscope, (from a letter of Dr. Wolcoi
Gibbs to B. Sillimax. J i .)

—• Messrs. J. and W. Grunow, the well know
opticians of this city, have just completed, at my suggestion, a spectroscop

involving a new principle or rather one for the first"time applied to instri

gte of only 37°: the rays which diverge from the slit are ivii-

.-ual manner by an achromatic lens having the slit

in its principal focus. The bundle of rays then falls upon th

i at. a perpendicular incidence, and of course makes an aneje

of 37° with the second surface. Under these circumstances the refraction

take place at an angle so near the- limiting angle that the n fraeted rays

emerge nearly parallel to the second surface of the prism.

of dispersion produced in this manner is very great, while the I

' l.y reflection at the first miii'hv in pr-in- nf 00° placed in

the position of least, deviation, is avoided. The spectrum. thus produced

possesses remarkable intensity and the dark lines are seen in countless

A-iih great distinctness. The ii

\- h so constructed as t

use of a second prism by
greatly increased. Though the telescopes are only 6 incl

r which the length <>f the

i magnifying power c

\ith that of a large apparatus unit tele-copes of is inches r<>c;n

length and l£ inches aperture and a prism of 00°. 1 m;»

v< rge ts if \\ .m a sii gl radi n p »i *, \\\\ h is m> ti

n-\ construction, the angular dispersion being at the same

time much greater. So tar as I hav 'fin of prism

was first employed by Matthh-sen. In a lithographed —j
lectures on Optics at the. College de France in 1848, prisn

principle of various forms are figured and descri . I. i _

spectra produce I. Th« so 1 i.-t xhibit an extraordinary extension of the
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spectrum. A Matthiessen prism of flint glas

s concave, so as to admit the addition of a <

) glass, appears to be preferable for the spec

re saving of light."

II. CHEMISTRY.
1. General Chemistry.

2. On the preparation of Ozone.—Schomjein has given a method of

iv Ikrffe quantities and with great
' liemically pure, finely pulv> ;' potadi is

to be dissolved in pure sulphuric acid «.f deiMtv 1-85 [H0,S0 3 ], so that

1 1 has a deep olive-green color. The solution is to

.1 in such a manner that

d p-,r,.xvd of barium may be introduced at pleasure and
over water. The gas obtained in this manner

i by the slow oxydation
>rus or by electrolysis. Taken into the lungs it produces con-

chesl and catarrh. It destroys organic coloring matters

:
ii"-, !i to water, losing its smell and power of oxvdation

;

'd. silv.-r and arsenic i„ the cold; liberates iodine from me-
•xydizea the protoxyds of lead and manganese toperoxyds;

: ,d . 'ianu'cs fcrrocvaiiid to ferridcyanid
'• The gas thus possesses all "the properties of ozone: it is

y a mixture of a small quantity of ozone with a large quan-

y
ot neutral oxygen. The author remarks that it is only the green

janate which yields ozone in the above process.

evolved
Sulphuric acid is so dilute as t0 Sive a red solution no ozone is

.

ottger claims priority in the discovery of the above method of pre-
P^ing ozone. He recommend* a mixture W two parts of dry hyperman-
"

:

i-ium is wh..lK nine • -irv. as the mixture -lowly evolves
°°e at ordinal \ te,,,,,,, „ ( „\. r„er u ,

, tin is th - m Mure one of the

_ air-nts vet kn..wn. Ether, alcohol and the
'

•
-

.

flowers of sulphur are instantlv converted into sulphuric acid, the

r] a
. ./ '

i l',akt. Chem.,
* 86

> p. 10 and 377. w. o.

'• On the „H, J,-.,, ,V form of Oxygen.—Schonbein has further endeav-

-t'then his position in regard to the existence of a positive and

Da"f
gative oxygen, +0 and -0, by the following facts. Strips of

bro i?
afee<3 "e are raPld,y rendered

Mnf)
11 ~^ ' n conseqnence of the formation of peroxyd of manganese

antozone or -j-O produces no such change, but on the con-

I
;', n •!• \-.d. This is easily

,. ^.Mnw, +n
'

I
' th < „. .uh.hu. « d

1
>• > >"" 1

i ha, m.

^Permanganic acid is rapidly decolorized by +0 with formation of
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& manganese, which may then be converted by — into Mn0 2 .

In place of sulphate of manganese, basic acetate of lead may be used

which with -0 gives Pb02 in its turn reduced by +0 to PbO and neu-

tral oxygeu. Chromic acid is also reduced by -\-0 to Cr 2 3 . The ex-

planation of these facts, according to Schonbein, depends upon the exist-

ence of —O in the peroxyd of lead, hypermanganate of potash, and

chromic acid, while -|-0 is contained in the peroxyds of barium and

hydrogen. The union of equal weights of +0 and —0 gives ordinary or

neutral oxvffen. This view, which is certainly attractive and plausible,

"1 i v several facts, thus peroxyd of hydrogen,

ED >2 , oxydizea acetate of lead and gives Pb02 , which with excess of

ral oxygen is set free. Concentrated

iodhydrio acid is also decomposed both by -\-0

oxygen, though slowly. Schonbein endeavors to explain these

that the different forms of oxygen may pass into each

the power of producing

facts by assuming that the different forms of oxygen may
other and that certain substances possess the pow<
change. According to this view acetate of lead,

yvs down the priiK-ipl.' thai

me same kind kind of oxygen is always necessary.—

Journalfur prakt. Chemie, 86, p. 30. ('* „//V/< s C> n'ralblatt, No. 44,.

1862. w. g.

4. The fund' i o> nhrf r > , ,
>',,

• <,f ()*,, , „ and Hydrogen.—Heldt has

puhlish^.l a pamphl-'t with th.- above title in which the views of Srhim-

bein as to the ailotropie m- >ditieat.ion of oxygen are controverted. The

author's principal conclusions are as follows:

(1.) There are no such modifications of oxygen as ozone an-

yields ordinary peroxyd

H02 , and a gaseous peroxyd of hydrogen of powerfully oxydizing prop-

erties which is mixed in variable proportions with air or oxygen. The

presence of hydrogen in this compound may be proved by passing the

i on the inside with a delicate coat-

-
;

<

. i in the flame but deliquesces behind it. The

same result is obtained with the gas produced by the decora

- '

(2.) Pure uncombined oxygen never possesses the properties of these

(3.) Powerfully oxydizing bodies are obtained by saturating various

ous organic compounds with oxygen. ""

i properties of the inorganic superoxyds.

jid or gaseous organic' compounds with oxygen. They obtain m
1

Oil of turpen-

( l , Oth ! . > i

f

> i th-ivnt to starch and iodid of potassium

paper. The vapors of these", ,iis cannot serve as carriers of oxygeu.

(5.) Certain oils possess the property of bleaching the bli

l.v mixing the vapors of two kinds of oil, vapors may be oD-

' '
' i paper nor render white paper blue.

y means of oxygen gas, whether in toe

never passes first into another or active

condition. 1 i had been employed to
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oxydize a solution of sulphate of iron had undergone no change what-

(".) The only method of communicating to perfectly dry oxygen a
• d. I Hherwise oxygen is never capable of

setting iodine (roe from iodid of potassium.

(8.) AtmoR] ... gives a more or less distinct reaction
with iodid of potas>i!im paper. Tins arises from various causes as the
atmosphere is a reservoir for all the gaseous substances which are formed
at the surface of the earth. The reaction is always produced by two

r forces, one which s*>r> v :her which" com-
- with i Among t

™fl"n nitrous acid ; among th g< n compounds, as
tlo, PH

3 , &c.

(9.) Peroxyd of hydrogen (of Thenard) is not oxydized water, or, as
ochonbem assumes, HO-fl(-f-O), but a carrier of oxygen of which all the
°xvgen may be transtWivd. Wht-n the pcroxvd is brought in contact
wilh another substance which ha> an attiar-ion'^r uxvgen or hydrogen,
r

'
Uli ,:

;
imntit\ is i^.Ked with - \\g n « > In ho^ either of which

ay combine with the body in >eroxyd may act as

a HP»
C

Sg °r as an ox
?
dizing :lgent. According to Heldt, when H0 2ml ih0

2 are brought in .-.mtact. the oxvsjen given off arises exclusively
"om theH0

2 and not as Sdoe tly from PbO, and
Party from H0

2 . Who,, hydrate of baryta and peroxvd of hydrogen

form
ght '" cont;lct

-
th " Iattor siiri

l'
lv yields half its oxygen" to the

ri

ei

f
^,ltn 'si " i: iron to show that the assump-

"°1 Of polarity of oxyoe,, is no, e ,-arv.—l>>e f>, . hnnrntal Xn/cnschaf-

Z*"f«*er,tofs urt Wasserstofs. JSzperhnental-u»tersurk V\,,cn ran
«R Wxlhelm Heldt.—Quoted in Ckemisches Central Blatt, No. 44, 1862.

'Pforic air under the injluena ineaa with which a
o'ttUon of nitrite of ammonium is decomposed into water and nitrogen
fording to the equati r; Ml .« >. NO 1=2ff+4H0, is fem'l»»r to all

may?*
8

"
Scu5nk ;<:iter ancl nitr°gen

y oe made to recombine with unexpected facility under the influence

to a f; When Pure VVHter is dropped into a platinum crucible heated
- mediately without

Lfftr

ng 1nto tne spheroidal state and each drop is allowed to evaporate

flask hM°
ther

'
S added

'
H wi " be found that the water '

condensed in a
.

cold
eld over the crucible, con tail -ire of ammonium.

njUn j

famines, acidulated with some drops of dilute sulphuric acid, com-^

soinet'

816
* ^' Ue *' '' !

~ t;irv 'K T,ie reaction ™'

cible v
mes more W»<3 «»d t!l ' -nbstance of the cru-

theJ-110 ,nfluetlce whatever on the result. In a successful experiment,

Paoer J-'
" °f CiUi " :

'

; ftnon?h tM t!

'

n?e curcuma -

Whl
a,*tlnctly and give a distinct cloud with chlorhydnc acid gas.

conta"
a arge C0{,i M Water coIiecte<*

^idl?»
80

i.

ni
,
uch nitHte «» to -

;

?? •

onl
/
w

i

th th
fa ^arch but with hypermanganate of potash, which is decolorized.

** J°tK Scl-Second "series, Vol. XXXV, 8ft 103.-Jax., 1863.
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On evaporation to dryness with caustic potash, a residue is obtained

which possesses all the properties of a nitrite. I >e Sanssure long since

showed that the combustion of hydrogen in oxygen mixed with fiito

gen produced ammonia and nitrous, acid which he mistook for nitric

acid, and Schonbein in 1845 showed that the combustion of hydro-

carbon jets, <fec, produced some oxydizing agent, the nature of

not clearly recognized for want of wx6 ts. Schonbein

now shows that the combustion of eh g gases, wood,

coal and phosphorus produces the nitrite in determinable quantities. A
piece of phosphorus burnt inside of a bell glass which stands upon a

plate filled will, water; •rill give, after a few repetitions of th<

enough ammonia to be distinctly recognized by means of car;

The slow combustion of are i] terature of 200°, also pro-

duces ammonia. Schonbein attributes the formation of nitrite of ammo-
nium in all these cases to the heat and not to the act of

The importance of the facts pointed out by Schon
occurrence of nitrite and

obvious, as well as th* w.

—

Ann.der
Chime mul Pharm., exxiv, 1.

Prof. Bottger of Frankfort, claims to have been the first to show by

175.) An es may also be mentioned in
-

tion. This ch m burned in an open flask

of oxygen standing rerti

the water which collects in the flask has a strong acid reaction from the

presence of nitric acid.

—

(Ann. der Chemie und Pkarmacie, cxix, 176.)

6. On a new mode of detecting the presence of small quanh
oxyd of hydrogen.—When a solution of basic acetate of lead is added to

water containing peroxyd of hydrogen, a portion of the lead is converted

into peroxyd, Pb02 . Schonbein has based upon this reaction a method

of detecting the presence of the minutest traces of peroxyd of hydrogen,

which ootfsisl to the suspected water a few drops of

basic acetate of lead, a solution of iodid of potassium starch and a few

drops of dilute acetic acid, when a more or less intense blue color makes

its appearance. In this manner it is easy to detect the presence of H02

in water containing only one three-millionth part of its weight.—Journal

fur prokf. Chemie, Ixxxvi, 129. *r. °-

7. On the oxyethylene bases.—Wurtz has described in some detail the

formati..]! and properties of the remarkable series of compounds of oxyd

"of ethylene and ammonia discovered by him some time since. These

bases are formed by the direct union of oxyd of ethj lettV :

ammonia. Their basic characters are perfectly

intensity as the quantity of oxyd of ethylene increases. The formulas ot

the compounds in question are as follows

:

(C4H 4 3 ) l
, NH 3

(C4H4 2 ) 5 ,
NH

3

(C4 H4 2 ) 2 ,

(C 4H4 2 ) 3:

I*'';
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and it is possible that bases of a still higher order exist. Wurtz remarks
that these bases cannot be reduced to or derived from the ammonia type,

whence it follows that there may be, among the neutral bases containing
oxygen, bodies which are not compound ammonias, that is, which cannot
be considered as derived from ammonia by substitution.— Comptes Ren-
dus, liii, p. 338. w. o.

8. On Acetylene.—Berthelot has found that when graphite is intensely
heated by means of the .. dvanir > urn nt in r atmosphere of hydrogen,
acetylene is formed in considerable quantity. The same result is obtained
with gas-carbon and with purified wood-charcoal, though in this last case
with much greater d 'msequence of the difficulty of
heating the very por ooperature. Carbon
does not combine with chlorine, bromine, or iodine under the circum-
stances in which acetylene is formed, nor can pure carbon be made to
combine with pure nitrogen. The spark of Ruhmkorff's apparatus gives
Do acetylene with pure carbon and hydrogen.— Comptes Hendus, liv,

>. On of compounds -con t-onJ:>; i /•'« .. —J-'u\.\kl
given a further account of the compounds of boron with ethyl, &c,
a'ready noticed in this Journal. Boric ethid, B(C4H 5 ) 3 , combines with
ammonia with great energy to form an aromatic, oily, alkaline liquid,
which has the formula B(C 4H 5 ) 3+NH 3

. Boric methid, B(C,II
3 ) 3

is

wnned like boric ethid by acting upon boric ether with zinc-methyl. It is
a colorless gas of an intolerably I odor: its density

lft°'n •
Under a pressure of three atmospheres at a temperature of

u, it condenses to a transparent colorless liquid. It is sparingly sol-
e In water but very soluble in alcohol and ether. In air it takes tire

spontaneously, burning with a bright green flame. When suddenly
>xed with air it *

; tenee. When boric ethid or
|»etnid is allowed to escape very slowly from a glass tube into the air,
t burns with a lambent blue flame invisible in daylight, the tem-
perature of which is _. r may be held in it for some
'me without inconvenience. Boric methid combines with ammonia to

I0|m a colorless crystalline body having the formula B(C4
H

5 ) 3
+NH 3 .

,.
tlc potash, soda, lime and baryta absorb boric methid, forming alka-

"je substances soluble in water. They may be compared to borates in
men three equivalents of oxygen are replaced by three of methyl.—

IW°"
B
^1mvior of Magnesia Salts toicards Carbonate of Ammonia.—

jl^'J
5 incorrect, that , . : mat- ,.f ai mi- i-«

1
i> ipitat.-s magnesia salts

"Perfectly or not at all, :u, ! that at .
]
r- \[-\i*w f-rmed, may be red.s-

^bychloridofaun ,mm il .
- JuH - f^lphat, of magne-

f-clilond of ammonium and carbonate of ammonia W mingled, a gran-

s formed in ten minutes or so; the less tune being r

jj.

--irbonatec

dj^

S

,

Salt ls decomposed by a little v
Ve<J, and carbonate of magnesia
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shortly lets tall carbonate of magnesia. orid of ammo-

Milphate of ammonia, it is very slightly soluble, and is aln;o>?

>luble in solutions of-carbonate of ammonia. It is therefore

inadmissible to employ carbonate of ammonia in
p

iiiiiin.iiia, as Rose has pointed out in his Tnuti'.— Jonr.

Ckem. Soc, May, 1 862, p. 1 96. s. w. J.

11. On Arm Id<l—Bloxam finds that all commercial

1 1 cannot be separated by

boiling with hydrochloric acid, or chlorid of potassium, nor by repeated

fractional distillation, either alone or with bichromate or permanganate of

Bloxam prepared pure sulphuric acid from sulphurous acid, steam, and

nitric uxy.i. : ni.-us acid wa^ evolved from crystal-

line acid at a low temperature, and ni-

tric oxyd from nitre, sulphate of iron, and dilute sulphuric acid at a very

moderate heat.

Bloxam traced the arsenic of oil of vitriol to the sulphur, being able to

detect it in the Sicilian sulphur MM] ifttctltro of the

purest specimen of en, —Jour. Chem. Soc, Feb.

1862, p. 52. s. w. J.

12. Estimation of Lime.—Wicke converts oxalate of lime into sulphate

in the following manner: the dry oxalat. - ti .'.--• nv.lt, i platinum cru-

cible, and the filter, after it is burned by itself, is added. The contents of

the crucible are treated with such a quantity of pure concentrated sul-

phuric acid that the mass is entirely saturated with it; great excess be-

ing avoided. The crucible is now placed on the sand bath until the first

action, which consists in a moderate swelling of the mass and efferves-

cence, is over. Next, the excess of sulphuric acid is expelled 1 y
heating over a small flame in a ventilating hood ; finally, 1

ignited, and the sulphate of lime is weighed. W
both accurate and -speedy of execution.

—

Henneberg's Journal fur Land-

wirthschaft, 1861, p. 115. s. w. J.

13. Quantitative determination of Starch.—Starch has been estimated

hitherto by mechanical -
; ;ion and weighing the car-

bonic acid, by conversion into sugar and finding the amount of tie- Salter

by means of Fehling's standard copper solution, or finally 1 y
Of these methods none are worthy of entire confidence in the majority of

eiivimisfuhces. Fehling's method, the best in most cases, has little value

as usually co - pass into

sugar by digestion wuh (1 . <-. ul ,, :- yield ty' r-

by treatment with acids and diastase, substances which reduce alkaline

copper solutions.

Dr. Dragendorff of the Rostock Laboratory pro

ruinations as follows: the pulverized substance after drying out all hygro-

MOpk moisture at 212° is digested for 18-30 hours at a temperature ot

212° in 10-12 times its weight of a solution of 5-6 parts of

potash in 94-95 parts of anhydrous alcohol. The digestion must take

place in sealed glass tubes, or in a silver vessel which admits of closing

perfectly. By this treatment the albuminoid substances, the fats, the
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-
•

'

"'.
i ; -.;::

:
- .:,:"...:"-.. ' :. ;

i''l or water suffices to remove them completely. The chief

part of the phosphoric i

•. : red soluble.

The starch grains are not affected, neither does the cellulose undergo al-

ly or quantitatively. In fact this treatment

:
:. " ,. ..i.

.

• •

.

..-.:. :• .vl

When the d specially in case thesub-
li in fat, to bring the contents of the tube upon a filter while

.
• •

::••,.-.:

cold alcohol of ordinary 5l nth cold water until these
several solvents remove nothing more. In the analysis of matters which

. as flax seed, the washing must be com]
alcohol of 8-10 per cent, to prev« nt ih- >w in- |> of the residue.

The filter should be of good ordinary (not Swedish) paper, should be

ed at 212°, and weighed.

»; Iter and its contents are
aned, first at 120° and finally at 212°. The loss consists of albuminoids,
fat, sugar and a part of the salts of the substance, and when the last
three are sepai ty serve to control the estimation, by
' '"i'litiu analysis, of the albuminoids.

11 rt ' ! i v ul it- ( -i',! u ]. now reduced to powder or shreds, and

wnul a drop of the liquid no longer reacts bine with iodine. The treat-
ment with potash leaves the starch grains in such a state of purity from

.•••is, that their convei>ioti into dextrin proceeds with great

the action of

acid, after washing and drying, the amount of celin
- -

. .
..

:

-^
-• .. . ;; - •

;• _;.-
"om tu« weight of the substance after -.. the quan-
llyof starch'

. accuracy. The only error inl

:

.

;

.

•; is however so small as rarely to be appreciable. If ne<MtuJ.

•-

-.

•: tor , ;i !ine matt-rs. If it is wished to ,h-u

a of the starch, a weaker acid must
'course be employed. In case of m --
w. to which acid has been added,

**» the residue should be washed with water to which some alcohol has
eea

*^.—Henneberg's Journal fiir Landwirthschaft, 1862, p. 206.
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1. Metallurgy. The art of extracting metals from their ores, and

adapting them to van"" facture; by John Percy,

M.D., F.R.S., Lecturer on Metallurgy at the Government School of Mines.

8vo, pp. 635. Murray, London, 1861.—This volume—after a brief intro-

duction on certain physical properties of the metals, and some general
,.....:'.

.

masterly manner of the subjects, Fuel, Fire-Clay, Copper, Zinc and Brass.

Dr. Percy's work is not merely a critical compilation from the best au-

thorities, but it contains a very large amount of exceedingly valuable

original matter, the result of his own investigations, and of .

made under his diivcti-.n b\ M.--:->. I:. >uiirh. 1 > k. >| h,. r , Tookey and

others, in the Metallurgical Laboratory of the Royal School of Mines. In

fact, so far as our own knowledge extol more valua-

ble original matter than any other treatise on Gen*

has been publie .•stem The book will prove

of great service to both chemists and practical metallurgists. It is

characterized by great clearness and accuracy in its statements, giving

careful reference to authorities when quoted, ex ei

criticism when needful, and withal a frankness in dealing with unset-

tled and questionable points, which commands the respect and con-

fidence of the reader. The work is illustrated by more than one hundred
and fifty wood engravings, which are remarkable for their great accu-

racy. We look with interest for the second and final volume, and trust

that it will soon appear, inasmuch as the author promises to have it

ready for publication before the end of 1862. It will treat of the sub-

jects Iron, Lead, Silver, Gold, Platinum, Nickel, Cobalt, Arsenic, Bismuth,

Antimony, Tin, Mercury, etc. g. j. b.

2. Occurrence of crystallized Silicon in Pig-iron.—Prof. Robert
Richter has discovered crystallized silicon in a specimen h

the iron were treated with dilute chlorhydric acid until all evolution of

gas ceased ; the residue was thrown on a filter, washed, dried and then

heated in a platinum crucible in a stream of oxygen gas until all the car-

i quantity of graphit

the microscope had a perfect metal

These scales remained- unchanged when heated in oxygen, and were

unacted upon when treated with ebji Mads: heated

with nitre and carbonate of soda the scales were rapidly oxydii

further treatment the product of this oxydation proved to be -

The knowledge of the occurrence of silicon in pig-iron is a matter of im-

portance for the ironmaster, as this may sometimes be the cause of

the difficult welding, and other undesirable properties of some kinds of

iron. For t a cannot be removed by the ordinary

process of puddling ; as has already been shown, it is not oxydized even

when heated in oxygen gas. To remove crystallized silicon from iron m
the puddling process it would be necessary to add soda, or perhaps litharge
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in order to separate it.

—

Berg. u. Huttenmaannisches Jahrbuch der k. k.

Monlan-Lehranstalten zu Leoban und Przibram, xi, 289. g. j. b.

3. Concentration of silver in lead by Pattinson's process.—The Pattin-

son process for desilverizing lead depends upon the fact that an alloy of

.; in certain ai'iv-uni-. :ui.l iij) \<< a c.-vtaiu proportion, is more

fusible than pure lead, or lead with only a little silver. Prof. Reich of Frei-

:xperiments t

concentration process. is practicable. He finds

about 2J pr. ct. of silver, the alloy has reached its ] invest fusibility, and

quently the crystals which separate on cooling

the remaining fluid metal or " mother liquor." He
ing table, showing the progress of the concen n of the silver

lead in his experiments.

•704 pr. ct. -390--466 pr.< 1-025
]

•732 -318 -'374 1-076

•9G6 -410--680 1-450

•988 -390 --624
1-442 -682

1-530

1-922

2116 1-728— 2-216 2'248

2-206 2-212 2-268

_
On attempting to obtain crystals from lead containing 2-266 pr. ct. of

silver, the crystals separated with difficulty giving a mean amount of
2'264 pr. ct. of silver, while the remaining mother liquor contained 2-292

pr. ct. Two experiments made to determine the point of fusion of ar-

gentiferous lead, "-aw with a meivurv thermometer the follow!: _

lead with 0-0065 pr. ct. silver fused at 321° C. with 0-476 fused at 309° C.

-Jahrbuch fur den Berg- und Hutten-Mann. FreibeTg, 1862, p. 185.

4- On the desulphuration of iron in puddling.—The inferior quality

°* bar-iron obtained from the puddling of pig-iron reduced from iron ores

Iphur, or even from good ores when reduced with coal contain-

ing much pyrites, is well known to ironmasters, and many methods have
been devised for the desulphuration of this iron in the puddling process.

Among the best of these is the addition of binoxj

*J»
is liable to objection as it is infusible, and thus prevents its becoming

Roughly incorporated tf
commercial oxyd of

Jwganese often contains impurities which possibly may be taken up by

«* iron in the puddling-process, and influence unfavorably the quality of

J»-»-on produced. This subject has recently been studied by Prof.

Jkbert Richter of Leobcn ( Vim i ia I. Ri.'ht^r calls to mind the power-

ed of lead), and its use to promote

tent he finds

that litharge will not onk - process, but,

Ja.t is equally important, it also oxydizes the phosphorus contained in

f«
"-on, thus affording a most simple means of correcting two sources of

latest annovane.fi t,
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The experiments were made at the forges of Count Donnersmark at

uo much sulphur tint i| d-bar. The

process of puddling was undertaken in two double pudd ling-furnaces

arranged for burning wood. Each furnace was charged with 7 cwt. of

this iron. To one of the furnace- there was added 3 lbs. of sulphid of

:he product.. After complete fusion, 3 lbs. of litharge was

added to the furnace
i aid phosphid of iron had

id, and on thoroughly mi\ barge, the IWW

) boil finely—the i:
;

, d by the carbon.

|
::,. :,_•,.,'

••- ;:

_ influence on the harmful impurities eontaine.i

There was soon formed an easily fofi
f
oxyd of lead,

which also exercised an oxydiz'

in the iron, while at the same time ttie oxydi

the slag. After an hour and a half from the time of charging, the iron

'lingled, and without difficulty"rolled into

ace, in which the iron was puddled in

i a half hours before the puddled balls

-was exercised, these crumbled to pieces when struck with the hammer.

weight when the litharge was employed was but 11 per cent, while in

'tis iron by the ordinary process the loss was 18 per cent. The

. with litharge proved neither hot

or cold short, and was of ity to be forged into iron

for scythes. A repetition of the experiments gave a confirmation of these

results. K It! r idds lie lead may

perhaps be preferable to litharge.

—

B. u. H. Jahrbuch, x, 505. g. j. b.

5. On the amount of r,

known that iro

ganese, not unfrequently contains a considerable percentage ot mamnnesc.

In the variety of pig-iron called by the Germans Spiegelci

iron), the manganese has been estim r ista to be from

4 to 7 pr. ct. "in 1860, Dr. K. List published an analysis of a white-iron

from Riiblinghausen, made from a mixture of ores contain:

to 25 pr. ct. of oxyd of manganese, in which he found but 3 -

As the ewe was so rich in manganese, List concluded that

the iron obtain ! from its reduction, mti-t nfain J m iximiim amount

,c~ ... :..__... •
•::.':.,..'.

.
• '

.

'

.
,

.

". " ' ..
:

nese, and that the earlier analyses giving more than this must be incor-

rect. (Polytechnisches Journal, civ. 119.) Prof. Richter of Leoben has,

however, reviewed List's n- ui;-. md dc\v> that the differences in the

manganese content of iron smelted at different furnaces, or at different

times does not necessarily depend upon the quantity of this substance in

the ore, but upon the temperature of the furnace, and the relative amount

[action. The higher the temperature, and

the proportion of coal in the charge, the greater will be the relative
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amount of manganese reduced. The basic or acid nature of the slag has
also an important influence on the amount of the reduced manganese—it

luced from a basic slag, but with considerable difficulty from
an acid slag. Richter gives analyses of Spiegeleisen from Jauerburg in
Cnrniola and Theresienthal in Bohemia :

Sulphur, 0-073

Silicon, 1-902 2-732

Manganese, 7*578 22-183

Carbon, 2-311

The extraordinary amount of manganese found in the specimen from
ineresienthal so influenced the properties of the iron, that it was not
magnetic, and had not the power to throw down copper from a solution
ot eWorld ofc

| U to sub-chlorid.

manganese in one part than another, this is due to the tendency man-
- to separate from the fused mass, and the upper portion of a

u:mese than the lower portion.—B. u.
S. Jahrbuch, xi. 295. g. j. b.

Wi AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY AND VEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY.

l> On the Nature of the Gas producedfrom the Decomposition of Car-
»«c Acid by Leaves exposed to the Light ; by M. Boussingault.—An

• paper in Ann. Sci.Nat., (Lot), 4th series, .xvi. p. i-2?, 1802.
'

• the history of discovery in respect to the rations of plants

of th

atm
°.
SPhere '

Boussingault rem., took notice
e emission of air from the surface of leaves ; Priestly recognized
air to be oxygen

; Ingenhous showed the presence of light to be ne-

if^i and Seneoier proved that the oxygen gas eliminated by leaves
«noer the light of the sun came from the decomposition of carbonic acid

?,
lQeodore de Saussure, nearly at the beginning of the present cen-

wy, ascertained the fact, (which ha's since been often overlooked,) that the

ae'd^
°f 0xy£en Sas produced was not quite equal to that of carbonic

amo j.
ra Posed ; a«d a 1 always evolred, to an

ount about equal to that of the oxygen gas which had somehow disap-

dU»
He 8 l

?m came *

nl»n/T?
0t Considoring, what is now obvious,

like tht
DOt °0ntain

'
and therefore ~" }A

^ free f,

e

o

r

m azote

p: °' from 22 to 49 per cent of the gas emitted from the leaves of

eliTH*

t

^da anci Poa annua t0 be nitrogen. The first step towards the

in/'th 'T
of tlle raatter was made V CIo§z and Gratiolet, who, expos-

Wat l-

ves of a common Pond-weed (Potamogeton ptrf
wrshglitiy impregnated with carbon Bret day 15*70

third

06"* 0t'
'

! '
;r"-' n; tlie second

, 13-79; the

enth^Q
00

' thefollrth
'
ln "-,;; the rii-:!. '.'-.-:=: '!.-

^
V!,. 3-15; thesev-

'
4 '

3 <i
; the eighth, 2-90. That is, the oxygen gas grew purer and

**• Jw«. Sci.-Su.-ovd MKi f , Vol.. XXXV. No. lo:;.-JAN. t 1863.
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'k
T_

this ^antity of nitrogen.

times, Daubeny was unable to obtain from !
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purer, exactly as if the azote i

[ally expelled

ngault in 1844, confirr

later, a set of comparative

confirmed the truth of the conjecture as to the source of most of the ni-

trogen. But, after all, he could not obtain any oxygen gas free from

Boussingault now devised a new method of proceeding, by which he

avoided the difficulty ftbou . &c. The mean results

of 25 experiments (which are detailed particularly in the memoir), made

decomposed by foliage under the light, gave 97-2 of oxygen gas ; and

that 1
- 11 of azote had appeared which, from the plan of the e

could not have come from the water, nor have been contained in the

At this point Boussingault raised the question v.

remained after the absorption of the oxygen by the pyrogallate and the

carbonic acid by potassa, was necessarily and really nitrogen. A suite of

experiments, devised and executed in this view, brought out the interest-

josed azote, which, moreover, corresponded very

nearly with the amount of oxygen gas that had disappeared, was oxyd «
carbon, i e. carbonic oxyd ! There is also a little protocarburet of hydro-

gen. So "foliage during the decomposition of carbonic acid does not

' nitrogen gas, but with the oxygen gas emits some oxyd of

carbon and some protocarb

like the oxygen, are produced only under the light of the s

terms, to keep strictly within the iconditions

nstantly accompany the oxygen of which

physiological point of view; that, while Priest

discovery by the statement that plants purify t

to upon a vegetable submerged in water impregna-

ted with carbonic acid." Is this also the case when carbonic acid is de-

composed by foliage in the air?

Boussingault concludes his paper with the remark, that the earlier

observers looked at their discoveries rather from the hygienic than the

view; that, meed his brilliant

' ' ' by combus-

s respiration of animals, it is curious enough that a century

afterwards it should come to be demonstrated, before the Academy of

Sciences, that probably the leaves of all plants, and certainly those of

aquatic plants, while emitting oxygen
g

s the atmos-

phere, also emit one of the most deleterious of known gas.-,*, carbonic

oxyd ! He closes with the pregnant and natural query, whether the un-

healthiness of marshy districts is not attributable, at least in part, to the

disengagement of this pernicious gas by plants ?

these results are true, the vegetable machinery would seem to work at a

loss, and with a real, though it be a small, waste <>| material! When

into the h-aves pns.-e.soti' unchanged, SO much

ired article,—it seems apparent
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trbonie acid which is reduced to carbonic oxyd, and given off

- or waste! We may avoid this unwelcome con-
clusion by the supposition that the carbonic oxyd and carburet of hydro-
s'5

? ai'e prod able matter

tion, but no part of that process itself.

i probable, since it cannot reasonably be supposed that
'

) oxygen and carbonic

z. L'onlent of Starch in various Seeds.—Dragendorff, applying the
method already noticed, (p. 116) for estimating starch, found the follow-

nalyses have been attempted.

i and mustard the starch does

l\uon(form-
iose btarke of Schleiden). In the seeds of the Leguminosa?, Dragendorff

ndescribed carbohydrate to exist, which has been
I with starch hitherto, but w ia soluble in

™^77.77^7777~
wheat flour, .

%e
Oats,

.
.

Barley,.

Timothy 8eed,';;;;

*.»*», M r
77:7'777

110

133
50

16-7

108
7-6

85
5-8

34-2 '

461

61-7

330

86

1
T\ZVed

d
'

in Pe^sandstone.—According to Dr. Meyn there occurs in the heath
* ttannover a kind f sand cemented b

Q .'
though on Etc a generally thought to be eithe

fro^'°
n °' iro»-sandstone. It is formed by the evaporation of bog-wate

Jo. I
nearly Pure quartz sand. The grains of sand first acquire a ye.

5*»» blown, m or Mack color. When tb

it
^uhon evaporates, the peat is left in a form no longer soluble i

Penet' J' &radual|y fills "P tbe interstices of the sand and makes an in

*CtM maS8
' Possessing a good degree of hardness and tenacit)

;i
_.. |ww peal - . \ solution of humi

1 mealy turnip grown o
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4. On the occurrence of Silica in the higher Plants.—The existence of

considerable qua-.t::,.-, ..i -dica in the bamboo, in the equisetums, in the

grasses and sedges has long been known.
The numerous analyses of the ashes of plants which we now possess,

plants when they grow in natural soils. We find it in fact in nearly "all

parts of agricultural and forest plants. The seeds of the 1>

lemon, madder and flax are among the few parts of plants in which it

has not been detected.

In the ash of the wood of most common forest trees, it ranges from 1

to 3 per cent; in the Carpinus betul it is as high as 4-97 per cent, (Fr.

Schulze): in the Pinus sylvestris, 8-39 percent, (Levi): in the Pinus

picea 20-01 per cent, (Hertwig).

In the ash of leaves silica is more abundant than in that of wood. The

ash of turnip leaves contains 3 to 10 per cent, (Anderson) ; of Pinus picta,

10-79 per cent, (Fr. Schulze) ; of the hop, 12-14 per cent, (Nesbil) ; of to-

bacco, in one case, 17-65 per cent. (] of the beech,

unci). The ash

of oat leaves contains 11 -4 2 per cent. (Aivn.lt), 16-58 percent, (Norton).

dant In tli, i-li .t lh.' bark .t tl e hee, h th<i. V 17 07
j

helmi),in Prunus ,<ri>un 2 1-3 per cent. (Hoffmann). Then,! -

dicotyledonous plant in this respect is the Hirtella silicea or Cauto tree of

South America. Henrici found in the bark of this tree 34-4 per cent of

a-li of which 90-17 per cut was >ilica. The bark is very firm, hai-h and

difficult to cut like ;
. soft sandstone. Criiger states its ashes are used by

the natives of day for making earthen vessels.

In the ash of the rind of the bamboo there is 70 per cent; in that of

the Chamerops excelsa 90 per cent ; in the ash of the Equisetum hyemale

97-52 per cent of silica, (Struve). In the bamboo we have, so to speak,

silich u, calculi—the Tabashir.

As to the condition of the silica in the plant, Aw
the oat plant it is to a great degree insoluble (see table below), and his

ther show that

silica when once deposited in the tissues, suffers no subsequent change of

place, as happens with other ingredients.

The position of silica in the plant is seen, from the percentages above

quoted, to be, in general, at the surface. Although it is found

of the plant, yet the en lick is usually richest, and this is e-j

in cases where the content of silica 'is large. Davy in 1799 dre* ftttt*

l office of support similar to that enacted

"
That silica assumes the form of the cells in the cuticle of the Equise-

ums and Deutzias, is well known. Kindt finds that the hairs of nettles,

lat the hairs of hemp, hops and other rough leaved plai

with silica. According to Wi k. the leaves of man

j

trees when cautiously incinerated, leave a silicious skelet(

the form of the epidermis. Mold has minutely studied, t

mmed by silica in many plants. He finds that in some
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ily the Tipper, in others, both sides contain silica in the epidermal cells.

some the hairs alone, in others tin liaii- ai <i .
j

• < imal cells also, are
crusted with this body. In Deutzia and Ficus elastica the vascular
sue is incrusted with silica. Wicke found that the bark of the beech
d maple, Acer pseudoplantanus, are coated with silica. This is especially
ie of the beech which is literally enveloped in a silicious shirt of mail,
lence the smooth and undecaye*: k presents. From
e inuer bark—bast-fibre—of flax, Wicke obtained after destruction of
I organic matter, well characterized elongated cell-skeletons of silica.

" " is substance. In the

mve Americana, New
iterials, Wicke found

: with silica. In cotton fibre it is want-
Jng. In jute, Corchorus textilis, some cells are partially incrusted. Wicke
concludes that the durability of textile fibres is to a degree dependent on
their content of silica.

The function of silica appears to be, in case of the grasses, sedges and
ejuisetums, to give rigidity to the slender stems of these plants, and ena-
ble them to sustain the often heavy weight of the fruit. Two circumstan-
ces, however, embarrass the unqualified acceptance of this notion. The
ftrst is, that the proportion of silica is not greatest in those parts of the
pant which would most appear to require its presence. Thus Norton
Itnis Journal,

[2,] vol. iii, pp. 235-6) found that in the sandy oat the
uPper half of the dry leaf yielded Hi "2 2 per cent a.h. while the lower half
gave but 13-66 per cent. The ash of the upper part contained 52-13 per

bad but 47-79 per cent of
"»s ingredient. According to Arendt (Das Wachstkum der Ha}
P- 180) the different parts of the oat contain the following quantities of

£°wer eaves, 086 34-37 3523
u PPer leaves, 052 43-35 43'87

We see then plainly that the upper part of the stem and leaves contain
more silica than the lower parts, while the lower parts certainly need to
P^sess the greatest degree of strength.

ln the second place the great varial
~ame P,ant >

u would seem
indicate th some degree accidental.
}n the ashes of ten kinds of tobacco leaves, Fresenius and Will found

1

ija to range from 5-14 to 18-39 per cent.

J

he analysis of the ash of 13 samples of pea-straw, grown on different

isfrom the same seed during the same year, under direction of the

nf
". es Economie Collegium" of Prussia, gave the following percentages

°J
Jlica, viz; 0-56: 0-75; Wo :

2-:<2: -'-«»: W :
3-57

; 5-15; 5-82;
U3

; 832; 9-77; 21-35 Analyses of the ash of 9 samples of colza-

.**> all produced from the same seed on different soils, gave the follow-

JJs Percentages: 1-00; 114: 3-02; 3-57; 4-65; 5-08; 7-81; 11-88;

''^—Journal fur prahl. Chem., x'lviii, 474-7.
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Such instances might be greatly multiplied, and they have conducted

to tin' .-pinion thut ;i part of the silica is accidental, a notion further sus-

:....
m of the ash of plants (Eecherches sur la Vegetal :

own on a calcareous soil. Norton found in the chaff of the

Hopeton oat from a light loam 56'Y per cent, from a poor peat soil 50-0

of silica, while the chaff of the potato-oat from a sandy soil gave 70;9

Knop has recently published an account of the production of a maize

plant that yielded 140 ripe seeds and had a dry weight of 50 grms. in a

medium so free from silica that a mere trace of this substance could be

found in the root, but half a milligramme in the stem, and 22 milli-

grammes in the 15 leaves and sheaths. It was altogether absent from

_
The ash of the leaves of this plant thus contained but 0-54 per cent of

Way and Ogston found in the

l together, 27-98 per cent of silica.

:ve that the little siliKnop is inclined to be! -iiiea he found
plant was due to dust and did not belong to the tissues of th

remarks, "] not to be classed among
elements of th ; ive mad*
analysis of the ashes of barley."

Knop does not inform us as to the firmness of the stem of this plant.

It would seem however that while silica is not essential '••

process in vegetation—is not required for the per: .-: < I deration of all

the cells and organs of the plant—it is useful or even needful to coMO*
-sues, and thus to insure the vegetable structure against me-

ijury. The fact of its presence in variable amount and its most

abundant occurrence in the upper and outer parts of the vegetable struc-

ture would ii
:

'! it in large qaastitf

oppose in their root surface no obstacle to its entrance, and
the plant it obeys to a great extent the ordinary laws of diffusi

is made insoluble by losing the colloid and a.-sumin-; the ci

dition ; or until it is arrested by the plant-tissues in a m mn. i -imii ir f;

-h .

'

.
-

'

.
-

:
' -.: .: -

' -.•

,

..-. _-
ents of mordants and dyes ; or finally until it is left in the en

as a simple residue of the evaporation of the water that is perpetually

streaming from the soil through the plant into the atmosphere, s. w. J.

V. MINEKALOGY AND GEOLOGY.

1. On a variety of Galena from Lebanon county, Penmyh
following important notice of the remarkable octahedral galena, bora

Lebanon county, Pa., has been received from Dr. Torrey.
« Prof. George J. Brush.—Jfy rfaar wr : It is now more I

:•
i

since 1 irave you specimens of galena from Lebanon county, Pennsylva-

nia, which exhibit, d a remarkably distinct octahedral cienvao-e. It « ^

'-':_•'
ous, containing 1794; ounces of silver to the ton. From the same locality

there were other specimens of galena, even richer in silver, but having the
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ordinary cubical cleavage. The octahedral variety was freely distributed

among my mineralogical friends, but I was deterred from fulfilling my
promise to give you a notice of it for

]
ii»g beea told

M- mineral had already been described. Not having been able

to find any account of an octahedral galena and being assured by you,

that none such has been recorded in the numerous works that you have
consulted, I send you a short notice of the mineral.

It is said to occur in small masse- _ii limestone,

and is obtained w Idle quarn \\\<s tin- -tote- for the iMirp- •-.. of <_•< nivt>i ti no- it

me. The mineral is brittle, like common eaiena, and the tVe.-h

satires have a strong and rather peculiar bistre. The fragments are all

portions of octahedra", very sharply defined. In a few instances I have
succeeded in obtaining cubes and cubo octahedra by cleavage. When
small pieces of the mineral are crushed, but not ground fine, the microscope

detects some cubic particles. After: _ in a test tube

fcat no decrep 3 , d tad lea he j sg of the mineral.
Ni 'Withstanding the eminent octal thw galena, I

'
'
^

J'
is pseudomorphous, possibly after flu or, although I cannot learn

that fluor has ever been found associated with the ore. The natural joints

of a crystal may remain a _d; as is the
case in Harrisite and other minerals; and it may still cleave readily, and
only in the direction of these joints. Should my opinion that this galena

|

s Pseudomorphous not prove correct, we must conclude that sulphid of
lead is dimorphous, or even trituorplious, if the ci\sta!> from l>ernka<tel.

recently exam | noticed by "you in the Tenth Sup-
plement of Dana's Mineralogy, were true hexagonal prisms.

Yours truly, John Torret.
*«* York, Dec. 15th, 1862"

In connection with Dr. Torrey's important observations, it is appropriate
to quote here the result of some interesting experiments made on this and
other varieties of galena communicated to me by Prof. J. P. Cooke, under
^e of March 26th, 1862. Prof. Cooke says :

" 1 have at last examined

^
e galena, and hasten to send you my preliminary report. The oetahe-

dral cleavage is verv perfect. I have measured the cleavage angles, on aW number of specimens, and they are all either 109° 28', the angle

wtween two octahedral faces over an edge, or 10° 32', the angle between

7° ^tahedral faces over a solid angle. But although the
lavage is made the easiest, this variety of galena ha- ai>.. tie natural

^oic cleavag
! quite as readily obtained as in ordi-

nar
7 galena. The reason that this is not generally noticed, is undoubtedly

0Wlng to tin octahedral oleava-e which gives at
°n<* its dire ten special care is taken. I succeeded
"°wever in developing the cubic planes on every piece I tried, and m some
c^es merely by the pressure of the timror nail on the acute edges of the

Jgments. I enclose a sm :"?uIar octahedron, hav-

tl
tW

°, cube P,a"es at opposite ends. On this I measured tin

*een Ae octahedral and cubic planes,

cements there is an uncertainty of a fe

mP«nect reflection of the planes. It then occurred to me that perhaps
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ta! e< mi cleavage. In some cases it was perfectly di> inct.
'

I enclose

small fragments. On one vuu will notice a very arge octahedral

X plane. On the other there is a s plane on one of

the c angles. I did not succeed in obtaining this cleavage with a

an he direction of the octahedral

pi,, , I immediately knocked off a nu cubes. But by

a), I could pick

out ; in" g the fragments occasionally o e with octahedral planes like

the t Id appear that

gal-. vs both octahedral and cubic cle; vage ; that in .idinaiy galena,

the cubic deal i ued, the octa-

hedral is the ea-'n'-. Tie- .'tile hi! . '. av- t _

normal, but merely an unusual development of a constant cond
will not, therefore, I think, be necessary to resort to any pseud.
!

•.''.. .: .'...
.

' :,':;•. '

'
.

the case. May not the cause of this unuMia! facility ,.f the octahedral

cleavage in this new variety be simply the pressure to which the vein has

been subjected ? My experiments with the crushing mortar look that

way; and I mean to maki t i-tIim- exp rim nts l
• t. 1 u _

"'

In a subsequent letter, dated April 1 1. 1863,

Prof. Cooke gives the results of his experiments with a hydraulic prt»
The galena from Rossie when crushed in a steel mortar with this press

was found to give numerous examples of octahedral cleavage pi

that from Freiberg gave very few, so "that it was necessary to hunt for

some time to find one." Some specimens also gave indications of what

appeared to be a dodecahedral cleavage.

Although Prof. Cooke's results apparently indicate that galena has an

octahedral as well as a cubic cleavage, still the reason of the eminent

octahedral cleavage of the Lebanon galena remains unexplained. It

maybe that cleavage in one direct
j

p B»%

but it is difficult for us to conceive that a cleavage in four

corresponding to the octahedral planes, should be thus produced. We
trust that Prof. Cooke will give us the results of his further experiments

in this direction, and will demonstrate by measurements that the cleav-

age planes produced on the cubic galena are true octahedral planes.

Fluor presents an analogous case of double, and even triple cleavage;

while the octahedral cleavage is perfect, and easily obtained in most

varieties. Haidinger' has observed that the green fluor from Alston-

moor sometimes shows a distinct dodecahedral, and also a •

age; the blue fluor from St. (.alien in Stvria shows dodecahedral cleav-

age, and the yellow fluor from Saxony a cubic cleavage. Other mono-

metric species may also show this double and triple cleavage, but we are

not aware that any example has before been observed where the cleavage

ordinarily secondary becomes the primary cleavage. In the Lebanon

Co. mineral the unusual octahedral cleavage predominates over the ot-

I ranslation of the Treatise on Mineralogy by F. Mobs, vol. ii, p- 69,
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fluors just mentioned the perfect

s preeminent.
The fact observed by Dr. Torrey, that the mineral developes a cubic

ration of this

subject, and would seem to favor its being a case of dimorphism. But
<>t' d m >rphi-m. .i ditference between the specific gravity

•i-ty and that of ordinary galena would probably be observed:
:

-

r" 'I however, thai the Leliamm ' -itv of 7"63,

which, although somewhat above that of ordinary cubic galena (7*568),
does not offer any very great confirmation of its dimorphic character,

- ;
"•2 to 7*6. If a mass of th 1 in a closed

il the cubic cleavage was
developed, it b p,,ssjb|„ ,i, it fr.n. m.-nr-. fioin the centre of the mass would

denote dimorphism, but i. d\ a then i_rh analy-
sis of both th* - i d miiiei ii. a 1 th. ti urin i

'- - 1 l \ _

: .,:

oi the centre of the mass was unchanged by heat. g. j. b.

.

2. Discovery of Remains of vertebrated animals provided wit
«» a deposit of Jurassic age; (T/Institut, Nov. 5th, 1862).—We take

_ resume of the publica-

by A. Wagner and H. von Meyer on the feathered fossils

• ': hoovered at Solcnhofen.
iheprmcipal specimen, the object of these communications, is to be

round m the beautiful collection 'of foss - ' m-in- to Mr. II i i

°} ^appenheim—a specimen which has been described at Munich by
A- Wagner, not as the result of a personal examination, but after the
report of an enlighten, d naturalist in whom the learned Bavarian anat-

3 put full confidence. H. von Meyer has since then ti-nred

^erentname.
I ,f Griph*

™* of Archmopteryx lithoyraphica.
-the nature of the animal made known bv these curious fragments is

doubtful. Two hypotheses are possible. Either these feathers are those
a veritable bird, and it is nfecessary then to carry back the date of

e appearance of this class, as essary for that of

_.
m
^
a

'
or they covered the body of a Reptile, and, contrary to all

Tl Tnt
» ifc is necessary to admit the existence of feathered lbptiles.

il1 '" ««tails which follov/secm ' ative rather the
ffiwe probable one.

specimen of Mr. Ilaberlein i

«»Pal data
«ead, the

^thersare
the neck

preserved toward th 1 about the region

5 to the before-mentioned report, i

. lb. sa ram i i b the form of
ot a Pterodactyl : the tail whi h i- -i\ t be- 1 re- is composed of

• Joca-Sci.-ftl :

'

0SD SEttIES , v.l XXXV, No. 103.-Jan., 1863.

17
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numerous vertebrae (20)

est, a structure, in our view, more analogous to the organization of Rep-

tiles than to that of Birds. The feathers are situated upon the bone in

a manner entirely unique ; they are not set as in a fan, but grow on the

two sides oi I length, making an

- form, as it were, a flat leaf-like expansion, the extremity of

which is much rounded, and extends beyond the last of the vertebra.

The feathers of the win pon each side,

supported by a short and stout bone. I orrespoiKB

i to the carpus. It is preceded by a fore-arm composed of a

single bone (radius), and this by a humerus of equal length ; both are

robust.

This spinal column, by its free lumbar and sacral vert.

rather the Reptiles. The left posterior member is comple! .

reduced to the femur and the tibia. The femur is

is longer and more slender; no fibula can he distinguished. The foot

has no Reptilian characteristics, but on the contrary approaches some

forms of Birds' feet. The tarsus is thick, composed of a single bone, a

to which are articulated three toes of moderate length terminated by

strong hooked claws.

Upon the whole then, the animal has partly the characters of Birds,

viz., the form of the foot and also the existence of feathers; partly those

ot' Ki-ptiii-s. viz., the form of the spinal column, of the sacrum, and

especially of the tail. It has some new and anomalous characters in tho

>n of the feathers, both those of the tail and those of the

fore-arm.

Mr. Wagner appears disposed to consider the reptilian Iiaraetcii-ti

-

as predomiie*' n hicti ap-

pears to us very just, in observing that the type of birds is singularly
.-:.'

the fact that Reptiles are excessively variable,

Note by James D. Dana.—Without questioning the above conclu-

sion as to the reptilian p
-. die writ*

would here present some other considerations which bear on the subje^i

• ;..; v. ;

'

-
-.- ••-....-,..,.:,., '

..

•

Where evidence is so evenly balanced, collateral facts or principles have

1. The abnormal characteristics ascertained are not incomp

those of the bird type. They are mainly (1) the peculiariti- of th-j

sacrum and th u'nti p<- >rlv of the wrtrhral

ji of tin- (jiiill-feathers in a line along either side of th'

in.-d. The la-t is, in fact a natural consequence of the for©

of the posterior extremity. Other inner reptilian features will proba-

bly be observed on a further study of the skeleton.
>

2. The occurrence of abnormal forms as the ea

tbe general tenor of geological! - '

•

characteristics ; the stranger Labyrinthodonts, which have peculiarities

of Batrachians united with some features of true Reptiles, etc.
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3. A posterior elongation of the body is connected so profoundly

with inferiority of grade in the different types of animal life, and is so

often presented among the species <<t early time, that it is the very one

of all abnormal features which is especially to be looked for in the early

bii.U. It is a r.i-r <.| itrtthnitu] tails, as in the ancient Ganoids. See,

further, the article by the writer on page Go of this volume.

, Lepidodendrids, Sigillarids, the Dinothcre. Siv<, there,

ana others, are extinct; and Brachiopods, Crinoids, Ganoids, Cycads,

etc., are far less numerous than in a former age. The extinction of an
early type of birds having some admix .fliers, would
therefore agree with the general system in the progress of life.

Tii" fact that birds have now small limits of variation, and reptiles

wide limits, has therefore no great weight in this connec
"

• The age of these feathered specie's was the Reptilia

ge, nearly all the Vertebrates in existence had some reptilian features.

The fishes, excepting the Selachians, wee (.anoids; the Mammals
i mostly, at least, Marsupials, and were allied to Reptiles in being

excepting the Selachi

. . at least, Marsupials, an*

- and in some other points. The coexistence of birds ofm-oviparous and m so,,,, 1 p>i; K r

l he coexistence ot birds ot

type having some reptilian characteristics, alon-- with the Marsupials
A Ganoids and the various Reptilians, would have made, for the age, a

-- mhlage of species, consonant with known facts

in other ages of the world's history.

.
6. As Mammal-., or the superior' class of Vertebrates, were represented

from the earK Mesozmc. the probabilities are strongly in

favor of the existence at the same time of Birds, species of an inferior

class. The failure to discover ib-dls is not longer to be urged, provided

M;! 'Ted, that, tbr\ari..us reasons, which need m>{ here be stated, the
remains of birds are necessarily verv rare fossils; they having seldom
ken met with in the Terti ary'and 'Post-tertiary, although birds then
•>•

1. while eenrrence.

7. Flying reptiles are exemplified in the P^eV' /. the «ii,- of

formed, nearly as in bats, bv an expansion of the mtegu-
' " proved by the ext.n-

i foredimb. If, then,

surface for the

s produced by means of feathers, as in birds, there would have

^en two totally distinct methods of providing for the same variety of

^ction in one single class of animals—which is altogether contra-

natural. The Pterodactyl seems to teach which is the true reptilian

Method.

(From an article by Mr. Henry Woodward in the " Intellectual Ob-
server" for December, 18G2, (an excellent scientific Journal of a popular

^aracter, being as it stat, - a " K.-vi- « '> Natural History. Mier.-eopio
'esearch and Recreative Science")

1 we cite the following additional

Particulars. The paper came into our hands after the above was in U pe.

Js accompanied by a beautiful plate of the fossil. The relation to tie

1
Published by Messrs. Goombridge <fc Sons, London.

ments of the side of the body and limb, this being pre

;!""' '"• their support, of one of the fingers of each fo^ wore aUo :. the breadth <
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ognized by Mr. Woodward.

s, through the exertions of

Professor Owen and Mr! G. R. Waterhouse (the latter of whom made

it the object of a special journey to Pappenheim), this unique fossil has

Here it will be open to the observation of all the world. Before the

issue of this present number, it will have been described by Professor

Owen before the Royal Society, under the nam. ,

datus, who I it is a bird." [In a note

here appended, it is stated that Prof. Owen, at the last momei
to retain von Meyer's name Archceopteryx, still regarding it, however,

"The head, neck, and dorsal vertebra? are wholly wanting. The right

scapula and humerus and both the fore-arms are well preserved : the

former bones arc present on the left side, but imperfect; the fore-arm

consists of radius and ulna ; a metacarpal bone is present on the left

- ...

bones, which no doubt are finger bones. Above the wing-feathers on the

. to wlu I sharp 1
1
H**

- n't * *
l

f tli t -i nt j a ] 1'} , , nue been used

for elision--, like tho— of the I'toiv.MartyU and bats, or as offensive

weapons, like iih which the wings of the sp

goose of the Cape and Central Africa, the Chaja Screamer (related to

the Rails) from Cayenne, and some others, are armed.

face, as if the h. a<l. neek, breast and body had been torn off or eaten

out by some other bird of prey or small carnivorous animal, wandering

at low water upon the estuarine flats bordering that am-ient < 'olitie sea.

"The lower right limb is well preserved, and consists of f<

and tarso-metatarsal bones; to the latter bone four toes are v
one hind-toe and three fore-toes, having severally 1, 2, 3, and (-*'>'

and armed with strong hooked claws. The thigh

and shank only of the right limb remain. The pelvis is well preseW**

on the left sid^ showing the cup-shaped cavity in which the head of the

The sacrum (so conspicuous in all known birds) cannot be traced in

this skeleton, unless the stained surface of the ston

That one existed by which a feio at least of the sacral vert

tini.U iked together may he fairly concluded, for the hind limbs >eein

well a lasted :•! hoppin-}. en nine- or perching; and the wine- ,
v lu.;h

Acre adapted for flight) must also have received support, m

proportiofl \ i th r size, from m body of the animal.

The whole of the vertebrae of the tail are eompleteh and beautifully

preserv. i. in v in twum n number, of a narrow, elongated form,

the dimensions of which slowly but constantly diminish, so that the last

1 The fourth toe bones underlie the second and third, and cannot be certainly

* The fossil is lying -on its back, so that we view the underside of its feathers and
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is the smallest. The feathers of the tail are attached in pairs to each
vertebra thro uo-h, ,t ,t- , tire I, n-th. I:

; - in r!,. f, rm and number of
the caudal vertebrae, and tin ai i m,. m, nt- ..t the tail f. ith.-rs. that tin

groat and striking peculiarity of this remarkable creature lies."

3. On some additional species that are common to Carhouip
'rata, toitk remarks on the r. ',n* spicies ;

'.V. Kikki.v.—We copy from Mr. Kirkby's paper the following
1 doI fail to be of interest to American geologists, whose

'.-';'•..
• .

: :
. .

..;.;:•..

tions as they exist in North America.

List of Species occurring in Carboniferous and Permian Strata in Britain.

Carboniferous Name. Permian Name.

1- Gyracanthusformosw, Agassiz. G. formosus, Ag., Kinsr. in Mon.
Perm. Foss. England, p. 221 ; Howse,
Ann. Nat. Hist. ser. 2, vol. xix, p. 33.

low. Figured in Davidson's Mono- 1816. Figured in Davidson's Mono-
graph of Carboniferous Brachiopoda, graph of Carboniferous Brachiopoda,

era Urii, Fleming, 1828. S. Clannyana, King, 1848. Fig-
Dav. Mon. Carb. Brach. . pL 54.

Br^ich. pf .14. °

m ******
'*

,.

6
- Cvnarophoria rhomboidea, Phil- C. ghbulina, Phillips, 1834. Fig-

Brt'ch
figured in Mon. Carb. ured in Mon. Carb. Brach. pi. 54.

7
- Athyris Royssii, L'Eveille, 1835. A. pedinifera, J. de C. Sowerby.

* "gured in Mon. Carb. Brach. pi. 54. 1840. Figured in Mon. Carb. Brach.

«• Dvicina nitida, Phillips, 1836. D. Konincki, Geinitz, 1848. Fig-

'WaMon. Curb i: , „;..-,! . M ' 'arl>. Brach. pi. 54.

Geinitz. 1848. Fig-

't Paper.

hiX
C
^
there e?ongata, Monster, 1830. C. elongata, Miinstcr (Jones). Fig-

Jdi,rbili-h f. Mm. p. 05. ured in Mon. Perm. Foss. pi. 18 ;
and

Trans. Tyne. Field Club, vol. iv, pi. 11.

p
.

li tythere inornate, M'Coy, 1844. C. inomala, M'Coy (Jones). Fig-

ured in Syn. Char. Carb. Foss. pi. ured in Mon. Perm. Foss pi. 18;
** Traiis.Tvne.Pu'!.lC!uh.vol.iv. pi. 11.

MB C^ere (Bairdi.,) ^rari/is, C\ (Bairdin) gracilis, M'Coy (Jones).

tart>. FoSs. pi. 23 and Trans. Tyne. Field Club, vol. iv,

pi. 11.

(KlL Cyihere
iBa{rdia) plebeia, Reuss C. (Bairdi." i<hh<l,. Reus*. Fi-

^lrkby).
Figured in the plate accom- ured in the plate accompanying pres-

pan
-Vlng present paper. ent paper.
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Figured in the plate accompanying
panying present paper. present paper.

l< ;
- Pinihs H mVingl, Lindley. For the occurrence of these species

17. Triirnocarpum Naggerathi, in the Rothliegende, see Howse on

Brong.
•_

_

the Permian Fossils of Northumber-
18. Sigillaria reniformis, Brong. land and Durham, in Annals Nat. Hist
19. Calamites in<zqucrfis(?), Lindl. ser. 2, vol. xix, p. 38.
20. approrimutw, Brong.

4. Geological Survey of Canada.—Report on the Geology of Canada.
' ~We have at the last moment received thi*

rinted. Many of the more important of

its general conclusions we nave already been enabled to place before our

readers, thanks to the kindness of Sir William Lu^m. Mr.

Prof. Hunt. The general description of the rock formations of the

Province, occupies about 450 pages. The mineralogical and chemical

history of these rocks £6)1 -. the compo-

the stratified and unstratiii mineral waters,

filling about 220 pages. Then follow particular descriptions of the eco-

nomic rocks and minerals of the Province, and in an Appendix a com-

plete list of the organic remains, with a large number of figures in

addition to those given in earlier parrs of r he Report. The two latter

sections are still ineomplete. We shall not fail to transfer to our pages

from this able Report, such new matters as will prove of general scien-

5. Descriptive Catalogue of a collection of Economic Minerals of Can-

ada, and of it rnationa] Ex-

hibition for 1862). Montreal, 8vo, pp. 83.—This catalogue, earefully

prepared by Messrs. Logan and Hunt, possesses much more than an

ephemeral interest, from the large amount of valuable scientific and

practical information it contains, and the excellent system with which

it is arranged.

VI. BOTANY AND :

1. Genera Plantarum ad Exemplaria imprimis in Herbariis Kew-

(r. Bentham et J. D. Hooker. Vol.

I, pars I, sistens Dicotyledonum Polypetalarum Ordines LVI (Ranuncu-

leas—Connaraceas). London : Pamplin, Reeve, Williams & N

1862, pp. 454, imp. 8vo.—The first words of the preface, * Linnjens

ntor fuit," state a proposition which, it would seem, may be

questioned, upon the authority of the person who ought to know best.

Limiam* himself, in the first, edition of his Genera Plantarum.

imtiee of C«8alpinU8 and others, gives to Tournefort the credit of estab-

!.-! in botany upon pure systematic rules; and ;

Philosophia Botanica, he d - baraetaNI

genericos ex lege artis condidit." And further, in Gen. PL, u
< IharactwH

• - >phnn authores evolvo, reperio nuilo.s ,- f-rtoS et fixos ante

Tournefortium, ut ipsi non immerito n rca genera con-

cedere debeam." Accordingly, the Tournefortian genera which he

adopts, as well as those of Plunder, <tc, are oni

such So are they by Jussieu, as would natnrallj I i \p
,

• \ .-:;.
.

:

.\ : . :. '

'"' - ;

'

:
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lier genera as if they originated with Linnaeus, is therefore an innova-

],—a bit of radical reform,—which may be deferred to, not as of right,

"
ii is strictly

>~between this, and the practice of

a few pedants, such as Sprengel, who, taking their cue from the name
rather than from the thing, would trace our genera back to the mediaeval

herbalists, or even to Theophrastus, Pliny, &c, t') Theophrastus,
opinion as to the proper course to pursue. Tliat we are not siiut up to

either alternative Is dmwu by the clear and consistent course adopted by
Linnaeus, and followed by Jussieu and their principal successors. A
practice thus sanctioned might well enough be continued.

_
Our fault-tii \ end wlmre it began, with the first

line of the book. The first edition of the Genera Plantarura of Linnaeus

v-'»> published in 1737, the sixth, in 1764; that of Jussieu, ' Secundum
Or&mNai I in 17 89; that of Endlicher, be-

tween 1836 and 1840. The present much-needed work, if less erudite

than that of Endlicher, is more scientific. Endlicher, the best of com-
pilers, appeared to know all that had been written about plants; Bentham
and Hooker know the plants themselves. The former digested generic

characters admirably t'ruin the authorities, raivly suppleimmted by original

those of others, and compile "only in the rare case of The total want of

materials,—which with their advantages rarely happens. Endlich.-r's

characters are models of style; but the formula, like that of Linnaeus,

involves coua! l.-v than gen-
eric. Bentham and Hooker's are more synoptical and differential, more
in the manner of -lus-deii, and are not less remarkable for the intimate

Knowledge and sound judgment which they everywhere reveal. The lat-

ter is especial K shown. nU. in the limitation of genera ; and we may
nope that this work will take a leading and most influential part in the

faction agai ra are the lowest definable groups of

species, and 1

1

- * single and
Purely technical characters. Where to draw the line and fix the grade
of genus, whi 8 :!;i,neof the

P'aut,can seldom be determined by general rules propounded h

f.
>* matter of judgment, not to say insight

;

wnnaeus was preeminent. The late Nees von Esenbeck may be taken as

•good—indeed the worthiest—exponent of the tendency to generic sub-

J'vision which characterizes the botany of the last twenty or thirty years.

1 he present work will mark the extent of the reaction in this respect.

Another ... — nt work i, found in the conspec-

»8of the genera prefixed to each order. In this the characters ot the

to*** and other divisions are given, and these are not repeated in the body
of the order, which saves foom. We observe, also, that the

Mostly have but one grade of groups bearing names under the order,

a^ that is tribe, except under Sapindacece, where five suborders take their

P'aee, the Dodonea being disposed as of equivalent value with the .

7 a haPPy foresight
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confirmation), stand <lation;, stand only as a tribe ot tnat order, we perceive However

. Ranunculacece, subtribes appear (probably left by an oversight,)

in Papaveracece both mboreU it ted, the for-

mer in what we take to be the proper sense of the term, viz. ; where

the type i- »> far peculiar, or the characters of such moment, that a rea-

sonable question may be raised whether the groups are not entitled

to ordinal rank ; e. g. Fumarieaz, and the like. Of course there can be

no question of suborders in such an order as Cruciferce.

Following the conspectus of the true genera of each order, excluded

genera are mentioned, and the place where they are severally to be sought

is indicated. Reduced genera are m> il icised, at the

close of the account of the genus to which they are referred. Abnormal

forms, or exceptions to the general character of an order, are p
. paragraphs which follow the ordinal character,—a great help

Candolle, which has becom Polypetalous
• being re-

Finaily, the general sequence of the orders is based upon
landolle, which has bee

Dicotyledons, with Ban
vised and improved in its details, and the orders g

cohorts, win -wing Brown's

proposal) calk .

i fen teries, which are somewhat
.'- cohorts. The general scheme of an

appears in a I

! i is printed pari passu

with the body of the work. As this volume will be at once in the bands

of all working botanists, there is no occasion to point out, nor need we

comment upon, the various changes or new coin!''

even in this first instalment of the new Genera Plnnt>irnni. Thepubli-

predecessor occupied four years, and this was a

for a single person. Considering the greater

sarch which the present plan requires, and the

vast accession of materials to be elaborated, we cannot look for an ear-

lier completion of this formidable undertaking from the conjoint labors

of two of the best furnished and most industrious of botanists. a. g.

- '

plant has last autumn been met with, by Professor Wm. H. Brewer, fij

the California Geological Survey, at what is supposed to be the original

station. The locality, Dr. Brewer informs us, is " on the -

trail, in the valley of the Upper Sacramento (not the Pitt K

'Tim Southern's,' about thirty mites south of Shasta Mountain. Th» !S

the onlv locality that I have yet seen ; but I hear of two other

one in the Sierras near San Juan, the other said to be on Scott's M **
tain. «.v, r 2w mi!e> northwest. The plant is very abundant in one small

locality, mi a hillside, with southern exposure, where a small stream of

: makes a narrow ewamp; the soil gravelly ; and

but none contained water The station is at the altitude of between

,the snmm'ei [ shall forwafj

seeds to several botanists in the hope that this interesting plant may be-
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mid ripe seeds, received by the writer, have 1

. and ti... s.M-.l-.-ont 5, ,| lln . U„,!\ ,-,ilu-

;iv at. tin' attenuate has,-. \\

:ly P moos,es. Th, ( .|,,, u, t ,. ,], iun to,n
gliosis of the genu.-, as presented in teeh-

i'lrica; e.>ty!edonilnis pei brevibus.
al Collections in th 11 k<j Vonn/nii s.

—

'

Half and 'lln I

,',',,
r.

lUion—have now In, mi gathered anew, and mam additional ones

tifiraoteis of new speeies, <ke., now in preparation by the present

ited into sets

;y<f*.
Hall and II irb,,ui- -

. :.!.e:s. Those
» be extended bv the addition of from

com;
r°mthes

l
Mvi " *

' '' ; ;> '- I >.« i-. ..ited under and in

S^onofhisf-n,,., n ,!..,,
:

... ,|,„. in :!> .hole, the flora of

are i-
^ fountains will be adequately represented. The specimens

]ar
,

l

ery good and well mad,- and the eoiloetion as a whole is particu-

tlif,V"
tmJStin^ Thim >> t> are offered to b,.tani>K About fifteen of

CoJ M-# coni Hi;te ;i,i,! f «*lit dollars the

ol. XXXV, No. 103.-JAJ
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4. Species Filicum; by Sir W. J. Hooker, parts- XIII and XIV.—-
The progress rk has from time to time been noticed

ureal, and it has now reached the middle of the fourth volume.

Part XIII begins with the Scolopendriece, consisting- of the genus Scolo-

pendrium, which is here extended so as to include Antigmmme, Schaff-

neria, and Camptosorus. Eight species are described, of which the first,

S. vulgare, grows commonly in Europe, and has been found in Japan,

but in the United States seems limited to the station at Chittei

k from the south of Europe, S. pinnatum from the I

Islands, the two species of Antigramme from Brazil, Schaffneria from

Mexico, our " Walking Leaf" and its Siberian relative, make up the

genus, which, thus constituted, is distinguished from the Asplenia by

having the involucres arranged in pairs opposite to each other on con-

tiguous veinlets.

The remainder of part XIII and part XIV are taken up with the As-

. the numerous species of which are arranged in seven genera,

Didymochlana, Aspidium, Nephrodium, Nephrolepis, Ohcmdra, Fady-

enia and Onoclea. Of the first genus there is but one species, D. lunu-

la, and growing in nearly all tropical

lands. Aspidium includes all the Ferns with orbicular and peltate in-

volucres, and is divided into ^<-_M_-t i. •: - . wins, (';/

clodium, with meniscoid venation, Cyrtomium, with veinlets slightly

united, and Euaspidium, with veins variously and eompom
tomosing. For convenience of classification, in the last section n in-

cluded the group of species having compoundly reticulated venation and

reniforra involucres, constituting the genus Sagenia of Presl. All other

Ferns with reniform involucres are put in the genus Nephrodium, here

ts sections Pleocnemia, the veinlets fonoinir •' n^it.-d co-t;«i

areoles, Funephrodium with connivent veinlets, and Lastrea, with free

veins. This arrangement of the old Swartzian genus Aspidium is very

convenient to the student, more comprehensible than the arrangement of

and much more reasonable than the multitudinous genera of

i
• ... ;:

.

...; ;>.:'. • .'.'.. -.'_'••
cal characters of Nephrodium (Sagm
into two genera is not perfectly natural. Among the Aspidiece with an-

astomosing venation it will always be difficult to separate the species with

livolucres from those" with orbicular and peltate involucres, so

make but one genus of Atpid Dr. Mel iue has done.

Of Aspidium, seventy-five species are described, and of Nephrodium,

one hundred and fifty-two. The species of Aspidium found in the

i are fire; A.L<mehith ,,, uarfeatum,

ados a host of synonyms and varieties from all parts of the

world,) and A. jugOnidifulimn, the Phtuiru,

which occurs in New Mexico. Of these, A. acrostichoides and A. muni-

turn are exclusively American; the latter, from the North West coast,

being one of the handsomest of the whole genus. A frond of A. >"">u '

turn, well covered with fruit, is one of the finest ferns ever seen in herba-

ria. Our species of Nephrodium are ten : N. 77,. ''...'• ••/-. Xoveboracense,

' •'
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Thelt/pteris.

wtiea, is referred to K. J > mm,
- rr li ,c. who has seen

ither boeonmta it h form o( Asp.
States.) Good and abun-

*-us of A. ur,,ut,tm from California, and of the Florida and
i r not very obvious affin-

•
i - Asp /;-,;/;;, lm^im. is n a » u<rh Lastrea

.

il J. er -•;-.
«, may have to be

latum. The two former constantly

r, and there seem to be^ ate form*
i>;v -i\ -] .-;,.<

,u - .1— i 'u.l, and it will not be easy
',.

•
i). Oh and ,. i in.M rintiu ! - nus is rep-

rive species, all of them tropic \\. F>i hmii<t pmlitmi i* still

_di h.-irdlv disrin.'t oiioii-h ironi Xtphrodium.
*mhiopieris is now known to have involucrato tori, and is therefore

Onorlca, the oldest name. The species of

,rt XV.
>re some typographical and other errors. On

Fge 60 the name draconopUnnd. which" was oiven to a Fern from the

n

U
f

of ^ii'i^'ii- is oonverted into du-ranopkram. a good enough
^me, but not the original one, and not applicable to the plant referred
°- oo, on page 54, for Euaq rat intended,
^ne who compares this Species FiUcum with other system..

'"issive and difficult order will find that it is remarkable for

student to identify an unknown
species are omitted ; but if a Fern

book, its name can almost invariably be found with
«we and certainty.

\nypodium and Acrostichum are the largest genera now

a fif,
elaborated

> so that the work will hardly need to be extend,
Wth volume, though a supplementary volume, of species discovered

a"er the genera were an v added.
11 is to be I

•
: i. -us and venerable bot-

, : - : ;

'
h)s work, and to enjoy his pleasant studies long thereafter.

ZootoGT-
°' °"

E '

J
• On the classification of the Brack bogies of the

. bj W>,.>„„r^.M.R-I'r.

(l^r has recently been making some carcinological hue-
. •

.

J»61
and J , tfaLHU^Lcmd^m

Ba^ e ^d him to propose a new classification of the higher Crustacea.
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-.,-.
;

: '

.
:

' :...,.: .. . - ..'..

a nee with these characters, into four

groups, namely,

Orbata, with the first two joints of the antenna only present, the rest

Incuneata, with the basicerite wedged in between the pterygostomiuin

Pirfasa, u ith t!i b.-i-i, , rite completely united with the neighboring

parts, as in Stenorlu/nchus.

These differences are certainly of great importance, and have not

generally received sufficient attention from carcinologists. But they

em, s aivrh U- u-ed • :.n>, as they are not coin-

cident with characters of -till higher value. By their use we should be

required t > disin.-n her \v< !l-marked groups;—to separate for instance,

long since si

as the m ,ddle instead of the side- of the cmlostnm. . and are covered by

th«- indurated summits of the biciiiire of the lir-f pair ...

M I eds |.c- - i I ^ i d t ti..i h.x laltei Q

the situation of the efferent canals, and should therefore be sepa-

/"'..• i'-

li h tin . ts. in all Lnrosuha.

Ao-ain Dr. S. remarka. "The

external anr-nnfe'd!ffer> cmplefch lY-mi that

•ena, but a perforated tuber. . - ' Ma '
'

her, -fore at least be placed among the Anomoura." Here we

j Leptograpsus variegatus and Grapsus

tn placed in one and the same genus
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by so skillful a naturalist as Dana,- soparatoi] so widely from each otlic
that the latin- *p.-.-i,.< \< phe-cl amon-i th

'-•
'

.

..."
..

.

* "1 '» ""li »\ Li i hun.i Dm.l S'"iiiim,v u. t mm. h ,N ,]

eryapt to lead to error. The*op«*

\»al»li' in a i
' - \ i \ Ik \t (hasicerite)

is not. In a M<n>i. for example, this coxal joint may he raised a little,

surface, may be partially seen. In Lept<vir«}>xu* this areola is more c x-
posed, encroaching somewhat upon the margin or outer surface of the

iitmetiiio- the areola, which is thus placed i

a holly external. The different form of th<

aerefore, the result of a simple modiheati
ce. In Dromkt the eoxal joint i« aiso -lit.

JP^priat,'; t. -"'"ilvl^-n
t
i ,

a the joints of the maxilla- «>r feet. 1 believe it possible to carry

doL
b0rn

?,0gy even further than the ech-brote.l French zoologist has

J ^. and that tie a • -i ,„• maxil ip.-l. o„i-
^ normally of seven joints. In the embryo of Hxppolyle as figured by

}'<* (Mono;/. Frem'st. af Hippolyte's Nordiske Arter, etc., tab. vi, f.
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121), there are five distinct joints beyond the basicerite, which imwH
make -even in all. Moreover they can be demonstrated in the adult

S'j'nii", Axius, and Pagurus, and particularly well in Hovm-
the parts are more distinct from their iar-e size. The " peduncle" of

the antenna in the lobster is consi .
•

;
• consist ol

five joints; but a sixth is indicated at the base of the penult, on the

lower side of the member. Here there is a small triangular piece,

articulating with the second and ihird joints as well as the penult. per-

fectly mobih . ata more than

another. An additional evidence that this piece is the representative of

a distinct joint is furnished |,y the fa-t that the articulations of the two

proximate joints are in the same plane, and not, as should be the case

To complete i , -|„ t! -< U m. whi.h

corresponds to the dactylus or t «_
1

1
-

1

. aeic members.
'1

; - "e _> - hie by the occurrence, in tin reii r li-

able Hippideaii n mis Ma^ip^-'i.s,- discovered b\ me in the < hn.^e

Seas, of a He , simifatf to

the flagelliform terminal appendage of an antenna.

The squamin in; appenoix of the antenna is attached to the second

joint, and is homologous to the exopod of the feet, or the -

.

ds, w hich has the same position. It is calie i

1 v Milin Li'.'.ui is, hut would be more approprin'

t ,! atmg its. relations with groatei ex tness ai i

in instruction with thatofits homologies. This appenda-e is norin;ill\

two-jointed, as is seen in the emhn o 11 ,>> ir us atid in the .

its basal joint i- obsolete or coalesced with the terminal

ioint in adult Macroura and .\iiom«>ura. while in 1 bach vara the entire ap-

appears with perfect development. The little basal joint of

intercalare" (coxocerite), on'the grourr

•ite) by Dr. Sti

for the "arm. gi

;

. •

:
i '

and the basicerite. Bui f the antenna

in a fresh lobster or cray-fish be bent outward, it will be seen that the

;.-.:
; .

.

':.:.-.
'

, i

The basicerite. In the embryo I >ecapod, is fti •

joint .seen at the base of the scale-like appendage; but is, in fact, that

u-tiiiir joint which is the first to make its appearance, and

which often reaches, with its exocerite, a large size before ai

other joints, either coxal or terminal, can be'perceived. In the figures

accompanying the valuable observations of Dr. C. Spence I".

Tru /-•'. 1858, pi. xl, f. B. 3, etc.), this character of the basil i I

shown in representations of the Zoea of Carcinus mcenas. Here we

has.- the joint in question very large, armed with a long spine on one

side and the exocerite on the other, while the rest of the antenna is »
a rudimentary condition, and there is no coxocerite visible. This latter

ts areola, makes its appearance at a later date, at the base o
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The large comparative size of the exocerite in the embryo, is in ac-

cordance with what we observe in the gradations of adult Crustacea.
Those lowest in the series have generally the external branch of their

members most developed ; as we rise in the scale, we observe the inner
branch becoming more and more developed, while the outer branch is

reduced and may disappear entirely. Compare, for example, the thoracic
feet of some Schizopods with those of the Caridea and Brachyura.

6. Observations on the yenus Unio, together with descriptions of new

8 the Academy of Natural & bis, and pub-

Memoirs so elaborate and \

r pages will permit.

hshed in their Journal ; by Isaac Lea, LL.D., President of the Academy
~" " lelphia, etc.— Memoir- -> •

, iborate and val-

' Mr. Lea demand a more extended l

We can do little more than call the atten-

2 ffreat •• -

department of recent Conchology. It is well known to the scientific

Mr. 1 t has i n t i in n yi u- < \ n_ i large portion of
ms time to the elaboration of the Uu water Mol-
lusks. Up to this time the results of his labors are embodied in 8 vols.

number of finely executed plates. We have now
!

*ol. vii, part l consists of 51 pages of text and 12 plates, with elab-
orate descriptions of 38 new species, with diagnoses of the soft parts

j»
old species not before examined anatomically. '-The description and

ngures of the soft parts, in this paper, will be found to be important.

ey of the Ohio, w h h. i p. ,i
1 , in , ] n tl u u lib iip\m_r tn. tout

• rec or four millions of
<<.-

and r. Phnseolus Hi Id.,

m of the zoologist."
Vol. vii, p -.., , 8xt and l- plates, with descrip-

10n of 40 new species. In the two part- of vol. vii, :39 exotic and the

:

center of Unionid®. Up to the publication of
""« volume, he has described 1 ;> 1 species from that state alone !

.
* °1. viii,

]
i;u -t i_ consists of otj paio- of text, containing descriptions

..

^ oi
- viii, ,j 18 plates, with descrip-

. .„v. From

, n^ ot m\ last vol un- (7 h) m my new spe-

,..,. , on ie into „iy possession, and I now give full

.•:--
. _

v
'^ ' : '•' ;;

'"-
!

-

-n ,rlv. U, ven rema.kal !e diihisi, n <.f -p.-ei.-s of this

*lnd of zoological life in so many varied forms, some of them so nearly
dUl«d, will strike the attention of the student ; for no other portion of the
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globe exhibit .red to t

Nature has been ao lavish in these states, mat aitr

smaller streams penetrate in every direction, still m

tmul.'.- m in. S uih h i\. .lit i \\ tin-.- iim^ti.1

correspondent ini.'a ot

s then in the United States 550; in other parts of North

Up to this time we have in the United States, 607;

i divided; Unio, 520; Mirt/ttrilmm, -28 ; A nodonta, 59.

be ad iled for the remaining part of North America, 39

j together 646 sp > v known."

amin. J, in 1 r I
i i i i> i m - i \ i-j ti t'.i investigation '

Other mew >i are now in process of

abstracts of which h i\ nj'i • in d in th \'n>r>- di- 4- of tlie A adeiny.

The paper. ,(•• a- follows; 1. Description of a new - nn- 7

of the family Melanidcc, an I of faty-riv. new species. 2 1 lescripiioii

Of ten new species of f
r
no>»idir: „f rlie United States. :;. Description of

two new species of exotic Unhmes and one Movocondylaza. 4. Descrip-

tion of a new genus, Gonh.lr.t? 1'
t fun . \ri:ni',d,i md eighty-two

species. 5. Description of eleven new species of Mdnnidie of the I'nitcd

States. We have been permitted to examine five plates of Mr. Lea's

5 Memoirs on the Melanidce, upon which are fig

species. This will be noticed more fully hereafter.

VII. ASTRONOMY AND METEOROLOGY.

1. He-discovery of Daphne, Asteroid (41).—It has been sta

Journal, vol. xxxii, p. 438, that Daphne was discovered at Paris, May .2.

1856 ; but the reliable observations only embraced an interval of four days,

and the are d rval was but little more than one de-

gree. Any orbit computed from these

liable to c giderable uncertainty.

On the 9th of September, 1857, M. Goldschmidt of Paris discovered a

i mar flee position wliieh had been computed for Daphne,

and for several months no doubt was entertain-

really Daphne ; but on making a careful computation, M. -

observations. II. therefore concluded that the pi met discovered Sept, P.

1857, was a new planet; and it received provisionally the name ot

Pseudo-Daphne.
At the next opposition which should have occurred in Decen

neither Daphne nor Pseudo-Daphne could be found ; and at the suc-

ceeding opposition in March, 1860, astronomers were equally unsuccess-
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fill. In the following year however they were more fortunate, as Pseudo-
as rediscovered by M. Go! tag. 27,1861.
met the name of Melete has since been given.

Daphne however had escaped the search of astronomers for more than

seemed h ipeiestlj lost. But on the 31st of August 1862,
^ \

>'
'

<>'
l-'i k liscovered a small planet of the 11th magnitude, and

-
: p<

• ive ! thai the plane of its path bore some resem-
blance to that of Daphne. In a few days it became evident that this
new planet was really Daphne. The following are the elements of this
planet computed from observations of Aug. 31, Sept. 5, and Sept. 11,
and side by side are placed the elements as they had been previously

1856, May 22-5. Berlin m. t.

236° 52' 17"-1

179 7 7-7 179 55 11 "8

14 38 49 -4 15 12 47 -8

16 47 27 -7 16 24 9 '8

728"-320 844"-952

0-458452 0415450

ttle room for doubt that both series of observations be-

x>dy. The rem i :ly be removed
iputation of an orbit which shall embrace all the ob-

_~J and 1862.
2. Discos,-,, of a new Asteroid by M. Tempel—On the 29th of

The
foll°wing are the
a°d 30th.

Aug. 29,

The following are the elements computed by ]

Nations of Sept. 16, 22 and 28.

8 = 200 29 20 -2
)

* = 3 15 43 '8

<P = 14 12 26 -3

, P = 858"-592
1°g.a= 0-410813

was announced in the last No. of this Journal, p. 430, that Mr.

:hurst, of New York, discovered an asteroid on the 25th of September.

Positions given by Mr. Parkhurst correspond very nearly with th^e

P»ted from the preceding elements, from which we infer that the

* observed was Galatea.
&i*covery of Asteroid (75).—On the 22d of September, 1862, a

steroid was discovered by Mr. C. H. F. Peters, director of the Ob-
• Joca. Sci.-Second Series, Vol. XXXV, No. 103.-Jan., 1863.

19
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servatory of Hamilton College, State of New York. It appeared as a

star of the 11th magnitude. From observations of Sept. 22, 25 and 28,

Mr. Peters has computed the following orbit

:

Epoch 1862, Sept. 285, Washington m. t.

Mean anomaly, 22° 1' 6"-7

Longitude of Perihelion, 336 31 33 -6 ) Mean equinox

Longitude of ascending node, 22 23 -0
j of epoch.

Inclination, 5 8 46 -0

Eccentricity, 0-2842059

Mean daily motion, 825"-590

Semi-major axis, 2-643389

4. Astronomical and Meteorological Observations made at the United

States Naval Observatory during the year 1861
;
published by authority

from the Hon. Secretary of the Navy; Commander.). M. Gtu.iss, I .S.X.,

Superintendent. Washington : Government Printing Office, 1862. 4to.

pp. 520.—This volume inaugurates a new order of things at the Naval

Observatory.
|

f authority, called the "J-
servatory") in Washington. From a prefatory Notice by the Superin-

tendent, we learn that the ten years' accumulation of observations, made

prior to Jan. 1, 1861, are now in course of preparation for publication.

These comprise observations with th

meridian circle and equatorial, from 1851 to 1860, both inclusive; zone

observations from 1846 to 1851; magnetic observations, declinometer,

vertical force instrument and dip circle, from July, 1842 to Oct. 1844;

and meteorological observations from July, 1842 to Dec. 1860. Con-

gress having made the requisite appropriations, a corps of copyists is

now engaged in transcribing from the r<
'<-< >r- 1 !><"•. k> all rh .

in order to prepare for th I >r. B. A. Gould, to whom
this duty has been assigned and who has contracted to return them

ready for the printer within two and a half years. The progress already

made in the computations secures the public

soon, and should no unforeseen event occur to cause delay, the whole ot

-equestered observations will be pnblis

The Introduction gives an account of the instruments and personelle

of the Observatory, and the plan of work, followed by the detail of

observations made with each instrument.

The physical aspects of the comet of 1861 (II) is accompanied by a

. t-:ipp.-iMi I
I

_' Uti and 7th, and concludes

with riot'. Hubbard's Elements, already published in tin-

10). The whole volume is beautifully printed at the Govern-

ment Office. .,

5. Discovery of Asteroid (76).—On the 21st of October, 1862, M-

d'Arrest, at Copenhagen, discovered another planet, which appeared as a

star of the 12th magnitude. It has received the name of Freya, Goddess

of love and beauty in the Scandinavian mythology.

"
Shorting Stars of November, 1862.—The following is an abstract

the Committee on Periodical Meteors,

of the Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences, and reported to
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ermantow

Nov. 14th. From 3^ 5™ to 4

nformable radiated from Leo, and were nearly all bri
\

t. The observations were mostly in the N. and N. E.

ations at Haverford College, N. lat. 40°, W. long. 75^°.—The
were Prof. Saml. J. Gummere and Mr. Jos. G. Pinkham.

Being in all, 47 8 4 59 in 3h

b]
^ brightest of these was observed at 1« 5m . It left a train visi-

One observer at the same station, Mr. Thos. H. Battey, saw, Nov. 14,

tu
6h A ' M

"' 26 conwrm
-> 8 unconf.; total 34 in 3 h

.

fhe radiant was in Leo. At 5»> 16m one train near 6 Orionis contin-
ued visible about 5". One meteor seen by Mr. Battey is recognized as
identical with one seen by Mr. Marsh. 1

Observations at Weld, Maine, X. hit. 4 4f, \\\ long. 70£°.—One ob-
server, Mr. Stillraan Masterman, saw. N.,v. 12th. 9" to 9* 26», p. m., 4
wight stars radiating from the triangle made by « and t, Persei and
a Aungae. Cloudy through the night following.

sbi
16, ll> 50m t0 2h 10m

'
not a meteor seen

'
in a cIear sky in which

tors of the fifth magnitude were distinctly visible.

Resides the foregoing, Mr. Masterman has recorded as follows

:

sept. 22d, 2h 40'n to 3 h
, he saw eight shooting stars, of which five

the s°

rmed t0
* Cil'

Cl° °f 5° ar°Und 5° CassioPeia3
>

and two within 15° of

OteerVatiom at Mw Haven, N. lat. 41£°, W. long. 73'. One observer
W. A. C. Twining.—Nov. 11, 3* 54™ to 5 h 14™ x. m, facing N.E. by

of'tk *
tW° Were seen * As a test °* visibility, the small stars g and <x,

the fifth magnitude in the eye of Ursa Major, were observed to be
s£nct, but those of the sixth magnitude not visible with certainty.
-N °v. 13, 8 1

' 20>» to 9 h 20ra p.m., facing the S.W., three meteors shot

a ]̂f

th
;
e
o
north and on the left without any train. The flights were

timed respectively

i dSg\he morning. "The c

as nearly 6°, which makes it

m the radiant in Leo, which I think provable, the path
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Nov. 14th, 4h 30m to 5h, 7 conform., 2 unconf., facing N.W. by N
5 "5 30™ 6 " 2 -«

The conformable flights were mamx 1 : and three

had train-. of brief .i-n ttiom The !;,i :v>t shot 20° in P, and its train

was visible 2s
. Others from 5° to 15° of length were timed at S '2 to

8-4. One course of 15° long in I s of time was waving. Th
brilliant.

Nov. 15th, lh 40m to 3 h 25™ a.m. 10 conform., 3 not conf, faciDg

W.S.W., the conformable generally had transient trains—the others

none. Of the number, one flight of 12° was timed 0*6; one of 23°

at S>
7, one of 5° at 3-3 and one of 6° at 0»-4. The longest continu-

ance of a train was lfs
. Unconformable flights left no traces, and

made very obtus< umles i >' i . from therm-elves to Leo.

Nov. 10th, l h to 2 h a.m., 5 eoiiformaUo, 4 unconformable. Only one

was ui:i>-!v,- enough to bo r!a-,,| w i 1 1 1 th.' ten of yesterday. This one

the only one that could have been seen in the brighter moonlight of

yesterday and its somewhat !<>> perfect sky.

lirsiiftH.— Notwithstanding the prevalence of clouds and rain in the

middle of November at even locality thus far reported to the commit-

tee, and the consequent general failure of observations upon the morn-

ings of the 12th and 13th, we are able to report a clear sky upon the

morning of the 14th, at (iermantown, llaveifor.i < 'ollege and New
Haven. The moonlight was strong—the moon's altitude being high.

Tabulating results at th we have,

Germantown, 1 2 31 25
'

15 to 16

Haverford Col., 3 9 93 73 10 " 11

Neu Haven, 1 ' 1 17 13 17

It is not however certain that the t

College gave attention to wholly separate regions. Probably they dM :

but the sky may have been less clear than at Germantown and New

ILu en. The two latter records being positive, and both between 3 h and

5h in the morning, it may be concluded with certainty that, m :

incf the strong moonlight, one obscrv. i i
hour on

the morning of the 14th. This fact stands in constrast with the almost

entire absence of the like phenomena on the I lth. at New Haven—

nearly or quite as favorable as on the 1 Itii : nut to speak al-o "i die

obvi.ms rhanov in the character of the display at the latter place on the

loth, ami the abse „f all shootine; stars at Weld, as observed for 20

minutes, in a clear skv, on the morning of the 16th, by Mr. Masterman.

The average number of meteors above reported as "seen on the 1^
in the strong moonlight, is very closely- the same as was seen in the

moon's absence last year. This seems to indicate for the present year

an increased number of* meteors.

Alex. C. Twinixo, Ch,:n,i»n.
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Remarks upon Periodic Meteors.—First, It is not alone by their

recognized in that character. This will be readily admitted, it is be-

every one who observed at i] -lay of 1 833.
The conformable meteors of November and August are diatingtlished

•

;. resulting perbapi from a more ardent and copious com-
i'ni- "V luminous envelopes are more or less a characteristic

of both, but predominate greatly in the pern '-lie assemblages. The
ami tho^e of ordinary night.-. 1 have noticed

. _ .
.

v small angular velocity
and, in specific instances, quit, -lug^i-hlv. The same sometimes pursue

-.- min- ..tf I; t. rally at t m end of their appearance,

and in i paw rcurni
Wing a sickle. I speak now ot tin i,u 1 ,-. In .u instance, in the
edge of the evening, a star in the west, which traced horizontally about

? of arc in about 3 s of time was seen to expire twice at nearly equal

its course, and to reappear farther on without varying its

line of motion. Such phenomena are worthy of observation and study
tor the proof they seem to involve of the action of a gaseous medium,
and of irregularities of figure combined with revolution.

second. The flights of periodic meteors appear to me upon an aver-
age—estimating that average by a general recollection and eonsi

,, ^irnot to exceed half a second of time. My own practice is to time
ei nights, not while i- , Ij after,—in other words
time the c0l , impressed on the mind in the imme-

diate presence of those phenomena. With practice this may be done
t0 a tenth of second, as a general thing.

,.

lh "-d. When uhs.a > alight or in a hazy con-
^on of the vault, tests, ot w.,'it\ |. Ii m,.I aa ..i . Inters of faint

i

make the oba
I by different observers

together, [n fact since Buch a precaution will cover as well

to luminous impressions as the exter-

ttd all others of similar

objects in the sky may
> ih a \ mtiir- an i • n [1 ',,,; b\ -non consent.

•

at could be selected from among objects less variable in their altitude.

'• Shooting Stars of January lst-3d. (In a letter from Stillman Mas-

UinCa, Maine, Jan. 5,

^3)—It is known that the lst-3d of January has been assumed with

• a- tin- d He of an annual peiiodie \ i-it.itUJii of shooting
:

'
'

•
'

.

. — •; •' .- .. :.;...).:.

^emoinih aassof the atmosphere, rendering it

"_-. ....... ...
: .

... : . . :
• meteors. I observed only as fob
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1803, Jan. 1, from 18* 30™ to 18h 40""—an interval of only 10*—
observed eight bright shooting stars, i

i

tight: one very

s ;ui arc of about 30° in an interval estimated at l s,2,

and leaving a l>rigl ii.. • ist <y 4 or 5 seconds. The radiant was re-

ma; kabh a Htion being in

R.A. I5 h 52m , Dec. +46° 26', near the star v Herculis. Two meteors

were observed leh within a degree of the

-
'

"

"

which served to determin is given above. The path

of no one of the eight when traced back passed without cutting a circle

of 1° radius about the radiant point. On the previous morning, being

out ¥
ir .i -\ .it tii n<- !•>:'...•

< hi\ l>i.-ak, I saw, for the time, an unusual num-

ber of shooting stars, on an average one appearing every 3 or 4 minuk-s.

8. On the brilliancy of the variable Star, Mira Ceti ; by Stillman

Mastxricar, (in a letter to the Editors).—Below are given the results of

my comparisons of the brilliancy of 1 1.. wii.n.; < ,r, Mira Ceti, with

ighboring stars, made during the wane of its late period of vis-

il.iiity. The late increase of this star occurred at the period during

ras unobservable owing to proximity to the sun.

1862, July 25, 15'0 o 3 y, a 3 o.

i •£ « Piscium—bright moonlight.

Sep. 2, 14-4 o 1 i, o4 v.

4, 15-6 o = 1, o 3 v.

15, 130 v 3 o.

19, 15-0 o 2 75, o 4 70.

21, 15-0 o 1 75, o <L\ 70.

22, 14-5 o \ 75, o 2 . 70.

24, 14-6 o 1 70, 75 1 o.

1862, Sep. 30, 13-0 70 2 o, o 1$ 396 B.

Weld, Franklin Co., Maine, Nov. 28, 1862.

VIII. MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

1. Discovery of Antimony in New Brunsioick. (Extract of a letter to

Prof. Silliman, Jr., dated University of New Brunswick, Fredericton,

Dec. 9th, 1862).

—

My dear sir: In answer to your enquiries with

regard to the deposits of antimony recently discovered in this Province,

I take pleasure in sending to you the following remarks upon the principal

locality, kindly furnished to me by Mr. Edward Allison, the present owner

of the" district where the vein occurs. I repeat the description in Mr.
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falls away towards Lake George and the Pokiok
slope is good agricultural ground, and free from
mit a band of primary r

it inters™,
the lode of antimony referred t

was discovered in loose boulder ruck- which had evidently been detached
from this projecting ridge, and upon uncovering the rock, the antimony
was discovered imbedded in it. This lode we have traced about one-
fourth of a mile by trial pits in this line. The rock is uncovered only

g a few places, and lies from 2 to 6 ft. beneath the soil. For the above
distance we have found the lode to be associated with the rock, and it

< Is farther.

The lode when uncovered appears to be about 2 ft. wide, with a dip of
say 45° to the N. In no case has the vein been penetrated more than 6
S and in most places merely uncovered to prove its continuation, there-
ore 1 can only desci ider this partial development.
Samples of this ore have been analyzed by Drs. Hayes and Jackson of

Joston, and also in England. The results differ considerably, owing no
doubt to the difference in the quality of the samples.

rhe specimen sent to Dr. Haves was v. \ r,f, i >r, carrying with it a
considerable portion of the gangue, which was principally quartz with
some carbonate of lime. Dr. Hi pr. et. of ore. Dr.
Jackson's analysis I have not seen', but understand that he returns 13 pr.

*i metal. This no doubt arises from the specimens being carefully

ind would not show a fair average of the <

as a component. The samples sent to England
,

re vei7 inferior, giving a result for antimony rathei

sUvT ^ Dr
'
Hay6S

'

but includinS from 3 °r 4 t0 1:

1 would say that the mine has not been fairly opened
current opinion of this deposit can scarcely be given, but from appearances
a ready developed I think it promises a large yield of antimony, and pos-
81My more valuable products may be found in connection with it. About
* ton of the ore has been shipped to Liverpool to be operated upon, and
e hope that the results will prove satisfactory." * * *
Ao the foregoing account of Mr. Allison's, I have only to add that in
e specimens which I have seen, the antimony, which exists in the state

,r veins, with little

"any
crystalline structure. It is quite brilliant when fresh, but quickly

fishes upon ezp. black color.

Antimony has also been found within three miles of the city of Fred-

J>cton, close by the river bank, but only in small detached pieces. These
ever indicate the near presence of another vein, whose exact site has

fi»t
7f been ascertained. The ground being now I'Mtli.-d with several

et of snow, no further enquiries can be prosecuted during the present



2. Prof. H. A. Want . -Rochester University

is fortunate in having f,,„nd fri..-n. !- : mand dollars

for the purchase and donation to them of Prof. Ward's well known col-

lections in £< !

'

; '• Aggregate of specimens is stated

at about 40,000." Hon. Levi Ward, <•(' U..<-li.-ster. an uncle of Prof. W.,

lections during the six years of wanderings which were spent by Prof. W.

placed in suitable apartments in the University buildings,

IX. BOOK NOTICES.

1. Sur la Physique du Globe, par
toire royal de Belyiqite, Bruxelles, 1

8

•
•

of Mr. Quetelet to the sciences of Meteorology and Terrestrial I'hvsics.

Aft« r an introduction v. in h presei t- a summary of the meteorological

here succeed six chapters, of which

Chap. 1. treats of the ti-: -i of tin oartli ; < hap.

II. of the electricity ot the air; Chap. Ill .1 terrosti .1 m _ eti>m

Chap. IV. of shooting stars ; ( hap. V. periodical phenomena of plants

and animals; Chap. VI. phenomena of the tides.

The following table shows the result of Mr. Quetelet's observations on

the temperature of the earth at different depths, from 1834 to 1847.

The temperatures are expressed in degrees of Fahrenheit.

Month. Et#
3fr°i2

38-86

4442
52-36

58-91

6o-6o
56-39
49-84

trt

37°96

3996
44o8
5o-47
56-32

58 69
58 86
55 76
5o-63

4469

4r>)
c
>

39°94

3972
4o-37
43-3o
48-65

54-32

5720
58-28

t%
4r43

4°-44

44-8o

ss
58-o6

5o-45
58-46
55-26

5o- 24
46 36

52°3o

5o-^6

4869

5o-65
52-66

55-94
56-48

55-87

5 i
36

5a-56

54?o2
53-53

£8
5i-84
51-62

5r8o
June

;V.';;,i,e,

52-29

Srai

December

"Year

54-i6

4r93 4849 _J*JP_

5 of temperature below the surface of the earth, shown

very remarkable and full of interest. The mean tem-

st is but l°-38 higher than the mean temperature of the
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year at Brussells—(=10-5 C. or 50°-54 F.). The plane of 24 French
feet is therefore a little above the depth at which the exact mean of the
year would occur. The minimum temperature at this depth occurs in

June and the maximum in December, while the surface extremes are at

nnim in January, showing how very _ rium of tem-

-lond in depth. A geometric construction of the result

of Mr. Quetelefs observations would bring out these relations of tem-

; depth, at tin- d liferent parts of the year, beautifully. The
depth at which the annual variations of temperature di -appear, varies

considerably, not only with latitude but with changes in the nature of
the soil and rocks in the same place. Thus this depth is found at

Zurich at 83-7 French feet; Strasburg at 8 16 ft.; Heidelberg in com-
i:.; Schwelaingea in sandy earth 89-8 ft.; Bonn 72-6 ft.;

"i>ser\a?orv garden) ti'Mt't.: I.eith (Mr. Ferguson's gar-
ri •") •">4-7 ft. ; Kdinhurgli in Iran .355, in sand 66-2, in sandstone 966;
' I>ii!a, 1st series 62'6, 2d series 61-9 ft. The mean of these is 731 ft.

Only below this mean depth do we encounter the central heat of the

corresponds to about 1° for each 48 feet, and the effect of
which on the diurnal and annual sanations above the plane of no varia-

i. and ntlin-) that th<"atmo,|merr extern!- to a height of
150 or 200 miles; that the ovvgon and nitrogen are kept mingled by
the currents of the atmosphere, so that at all accessible altitudes there
is no appreciable difference in the proportions of these two gases. He

>wever that it is only the lower portion of the atmosphere
u

- l!,
'

!l i- maintained in this state of agitation; that the upper portion
may be perfectly tranquil, and here the proportions of the two gases

-
I e dispose 1 in separate strata in

Jneorderofth.n spj.-ili. .MM!'-, lb supposes that the cirri, the

' ;. : while it i-

Jooting stars and auror;^e atmosphere, and th, .....
conceives that bv the -tudv of shooting stars we may ultimately arrive

*« knowledge of the composition of the stable part of the atmosphere.
vv e observe these meteors at elevations of 140 to 160 miles; they m-
rease »n brightness as they approach the earth ; they disappear entirely

88 they approach the lower part of the atmosphere, as if they entered

J
^duim which had not the elements necessary for their continued



[bhysiei-ds will |,c slow to accept Mr. Quetelet's n-

Li\\s. The law of '.

by the researches of < Jraliam, i- not modified so lav as w

islied tension, and as the coefficients of expansion for

In. liana, , i 1 u h i, I the el _n f her p pi n nt n wai is a

earnest of better things to come when returning peace shall permit the

We find under the notice of Morgan and Brown counties some mention

of the new gold region >^ I i Ii: ia, at I bo din's fork of Salt Creek. Dr.

Owen expresses the opinion that the gold is imanaMv -

As these facts, if fully substantiated, open up questions of gr.

. -, it is to be hoped that the region may be further iuvesti-

......,!..:!.

.'.:-;< '.;--;.-

tie measurement of -208 stations. Like Michigan is 610 feet al-vc s.a-

lev.-l on authority of the late Mr. El let; Messrs. Blodget an

make it 591 and 600 feet. A depression of 80 or 100 feet, tlu-i -,. r.
•

i! >

e' -
.

,-..,.;. ...;•
•

', ,
'- ;

!



This volume embraces a Report by Leo Lesquereux, I

i able to gather in a few weeks

Prof. Lesley also reports on the topography am] geology of the Can-
nelton coal basin in Perry County

Prof. Lesquereux expresses the opinion (p. 285) that the mineral oil

low pumped out in large quantities from different places on the
borders of the coal-fields, is mostly derived from the coal-seam IB. 1

1. James Alfred Pearce, U. S. Senator from Maryland, died at his

nber, 1862, of a lingering

was remarkable, in the hi-l^t U-Ulalive body of the
United States, for his warm symj tl i support of

ing Exp*
I'uiu. Wilk, s,th<- r,»a-r Sur\ev, :.u-l tin- Smiths.-ni m la-

tin ,i g tl w i r h n '\ tte^ lhe later

h. , . i _ m .i ns w ue advocated

:! and t-a> n,Mw,s>, as rhaiiiuan of the Library
Committee of Congress. He was alwa;

mastered. He

°

°'*

tae Smithsonian tion were at stab
^ely as a Regent of 1

Committee of tlm ?L*w.
.he Institution ai:

readily these a n.l ,.tT.- r "subi-rtV esn'eoi

";;;"; oM.rlusLsiuw,

WdforitsTe! : \
f

;'',
i'I'/,']' -|,t.l

lng of a shell, n

i- last'vMl'inn'-;' an

of Doctor in PI
:;:,"
««£**

.
''Of asiiigui-

>t, clear, manly m

fa,, u ;;;/.; *

,; 2 ;,,;,,

j

l\ Whi;21
l

S".!rthew
nates of theses,', ui-

iiiuiJ i;i College, N. Y., in

icquiri. ig there the degree

IBcholflx admirably versed

m.'lbi ng," w'uli a modest

riding him in the

se, be ,jbeyed with simple
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"Distrust!!,. is accomplished young man
hi- I u| >"'< ! i> _: is ,i private soldier in the 45th Ma-
Voiunta - leerfulnesa the

hearty love of his comrades.

"Such are the costly lives that buy peace and
—,': '

'

fiery test of war, show Uu- (jiiality of the truest heroes. Such lives are

ripe whenever Gcd gathers them. Such men do not die ; they only go

before. "I am content." said Imrke. when his only son died, " that my
son in this world should be my ancestor in Heaven."

X. PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.

}.>•-
[ University.—APRIL.— 55, On the habi
' ilA.Lopkaf '"

.:i.-.n of N< '
'

UNE.-88, On the i

i of Nortl

Snake- F. IC. /:,/„,„„.— M A Y.— 72, Report of the Committee appointed

Proceed, of Acad. Nat. Soi. Philad., 1862 (continued from vol. x.\xiii, p. 3<>6).

-JULY.—828, BTotet ids; Theodor* Gill.—ZW, Note M
ouie genera ef Fi^he< of Western' N-ttI, Am.-ii.-n : T. ', - 7.- A IV. V^-Wl, A

ley's "Desc-rip
"• esofPhil

' the Old World ;
R »

~ iay, Vermejo '
'

• Am Grw—m,:
'TEMBER.-346, C

J. Page, U.S.N.; and of those procured by Li r, U. S. Top. Eng, «"";

Additions to the Nomenclature of North Amu .-. L. p '
, r, i

N

.,.-405, Desvrip
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ART. XYIIL— Contributions to the Chemical and Geological His-
tory of Bitumens, a n Shale* :' by

Can
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RY HUNT
'
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5 °f the Geol°Sical Survey of

The economic importance which petroleum has lately assumed

oftf"
a

"j
eVV inte

.

rest t0 tDe chemical and geological history
hub and of various related substances. It is proposed in the

Allowing pages to bring together some facts and tbeou :

aerations bearing upon the nature, origin and distribution ofw urnens, together with a few remarks on the rocks commonly
j*

!|ed bituminous shales. Under the general name of bitumen,
is well known, are included both the liquid forms, petroleum

™a naphtha, and the a a as asphalt or mineral

|V
h

- The related sal- d Ivrenirente. and

:
e substance known a >m the modes of their

T^rrence to have a similar origin to asphalt, and thus to be

a of fusibility and sol-

:e benzole and sulphuret of carbon, serve to
anguish the solid bitumens from coal and some other matters

'Smeol"./
'1.1862.
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about to be noticed. It is to be remarked that the chemical com-

position of these bodies varies considerably; the earlier analyses

of petroleum and naphtha give a composition which approaches

C„H n ; but ti 'lis of De la Rue and Mailer, on the

products distilled from the petroleum of Rangoon, and those of

TJelsmann on that from Sehnde, show a slight excess of hydrogen,

the various hydrocarbons having, for the most part, the formula

CnHn;f2 . The first formula C„Hn may however be adopted, as ex-

pressing appn. v, i, m\vh tln-i >i posit n of the liquid bitumens.

The different analyses of asphalt show a diminished «,

hydrogen, and small quantities of oxygen. Thus the etas

men from Derbyshire gave to Jo] i may be rep-

resented by C a4H 23O . 3
;' of two varieties

by Ebelmaun, the one from Bastennes gave C 24 H, 6
O -

7T
while

that from near Naples may be represented by C, 4
H, 4 . 6

O
a ,

while an asphalt iron Mexico ga\ \\ i : ih C 34H 17O s
.

The analyses of Johnston show that gnaj
' differ greatly from these, in the proportions of carbon

hydrogen. Passing from the asphalts to idrialine,

;ed by Csuits of whoa presented by C 24 H„, we have a hy-

drocarbon with a minimum of hydrogen. It is well in this place

to compare the above results with the formula C^H,
5

.
9 re ,

which is deduced from Wetherell's analysis of the BO
bertite or Albert coal. A ''lignite passing into mineral resin"

gave to Regnault, C24 H, ,0 3 . 3 . and five analyses of bituminous
coal by the same chemist yield from C 2 4

H
8
O .

9
to C 3 4

ti, 3.„

while the mean composition deduced by Johnston, from several

analyses of coal, wasC 24H 9 , with from 6 3
to

4
. From these re-

sults it will be seen that some asphalts approach bituminous coals

in composition. That of Naples, which is completely fusible at

140° C, eonl i the albert-

ite, while the idrialine is near in composition to certain bituminous

coals, which are thus almost isomeric with some fusible bitumens;

so that it is easy to conceive the same organic matters giving rise

either to coal or to asphalt, even without losing their -

Such appears to be the case in the Tertiary strata of Trinidad

and Venezuela, the bitumen of which from Mr. Wall's researches

>
. -

>:..:
' - •

',
.

• ,: . . / ••
.

.
.

'.
.

.

'

"
- "'

'

.;.--'
PhiL Mag,

[4 J, v, p. 526, and Cherru Cmtralblatt, 1853, p. 849.)
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seems to have arisen from "a special mineralization of vegeta-
ble remains in certain stram, which basn suited m the :

of bitumen, instead of coal or lignite." This conversion, ac-

ta him, "is not attributable to heat, nor of the nature
of a distillation, but is due to chemical reactions at the ordinary

i ue, and under the normal conditions of climate." Mr.
Wall also describes portions of wood from these deposits, which,
have been partially converted into bitumen, and leave, when
tins is removed b\ solvents a residue of woody tissue. (Proc.

Geo!. $jc. London, May, 1860.) These observations have been
confirmed by an « mini m microseopM ai d ehen K \vh« s. results,

lately cotnmunieated to me by himself, are not yet published.
The chemical changes, bv which the conversion of woody tis-

sue into peat, lignite and bituminous coal is effected, are too

-vvn to be repeated here. Tin abstraction of variable

proportions of water, carbonic acid and marsh gas may give

and the basis of most bitummo'i^'oaU r.» <d
4
H, , u hu his the

approximate formula of the hydrocarbons <»I man> asphalts, or

^a 4^2 4 >
u '

i repo s '-
j

tin i it flu- removal ol farther

is C„EL, may even eon vert bituminous coal
into anthracite, as Bischoff has pointed out, and we conceive

."-h heat may have, in many cases, given rise to this

by a subterranean coking. 'the change has often been
ne result of decompositions <roin<r on at the ordinary tempera-
ture Anthracite, or nearly pure' carbon, on the one ' hand.' and
petroleum, or carbon with" a maximum of hvdrosreri, on the
other, represent the two extremes of the process of which bi-

tuminous coals and asphalts ate intermediate terms.

mi. as is wed known, impregnates certain rocks, from
'•

•••.s spontaneously, and the solid terms of bitumen

ti roimhont 1 m stom s or sandstones, from

may bein part removed by heat, and more complete-

ly
by solvents such as benzole. To such rocks the term bito-

^nous may l„ correeth applied, bur it i> ott. i inappropriately

J- ,.!.;il and; cert: in c n hu.^tit Je schists,

.- :;o bitumen, but yield, by destructive dis-

voh.tile hydrocarbons, more or less resembling tho,:e

obtained from asphalt or petroleum. Analogous products are
novvever obi. : ,:ion of lignite, peat, and even
ot wood, so that the epil
<-°*ls and combustible schists, raises a false distinction, and

• an error. We therefore proposed some time since

^distinguish these so .cal]ed b
-

itU!; /, t./„, /, r

nmms, by the name of py, u i> I'his is the eqiuv-

'ierman term, and has a precedent m the name of
Pvrorthite, given by Berzelius to a substance which appears
t0 »e a mixture ofotthi! ^ hydrocarbonaceous
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matter. Pyroschists are well known to occur in almost every

geological group from the Lower Silurian to the Tertiary, and

are often, like coal, employed as valuable sources of volatile

hydrocarbons, although like it they contain little or no bitumen.

They may be regarded as clays or marls, holding, in a state of in-

timate admixture, a variable proportion of a matter app
to coal in its chemical characters. Although frequently dark

brown or black in color, they are sometimes light brown or even

yellowish-gray, as is the case with the Jurassic pyrosohisti of

the department of the Doub, and those of the Tertiary series

near Clermont, both in France. Eemarkable exai

this are also given by Prof. J. D. Whitney in the pj
from the Utica formation of the Lower Silurian series" in Iowa,

which were yellowish-brown, weathering to a bluish-ash color,

-ever blackened when exposed to heat, burning with a

Line, and contained from eleven to twenty per cent of

combustible matter. The black, glazed, and apparently very

carbonaceous shales from the valley of the Hudson River,

were found by Dr. Chandler to Contain from one-half to one per

cent of fixed carbon, and to yield no volatile combustible mat-

ters.* (Geology of Iowa, i, p. 359.) A pyroschist of the Utica

formation, from Collingwood on Lake Hur
4 In the Report on the Geological Survey of Iowa, (v

lined by my-

/.-.

I. II. III. IV.

"Tsifr"
SXoT

1^ 3-97 6-63

Hydrogen,

s-^o

Cark magnesia,
Alumina and iron oxyd,

100*1 TbW 9955 nft
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self, gave to dilute hydrochloric
per cent of carbonate of lime, b<

of iron. The insoluble rcsidiu

when heated, gave oft' a bituminous odor. When isrnited in a
close vessel, it lost 12"6 per cent of volatile and combustible
matters, and left a coal-black residue, which, by calcination in
the open air, lost 84 per cent additional, making in all 21-0 per
cent of volatile and nub maccons matters, and left an aah-uray

i- residue. Tins shale however contained but a very
tount of bitumen, for, on treating the residue from a di-

lute acid with boiling benzole, there was dissolved about one per
cent of a brown bituminous matter. The residue, when heated,
no longer evolved the odor of bitumen, but rather one like
burning lignite, and still gave, bv ignition in a close vessel, ll'S
per cent of volatile and inllammable matters. When boiled
with a solution of caustic soda, this was scarcely discolored. In

-ility, therefore, the organic matter 'of this rock re-

sembles true coal, rather than lignite. Attempts have been
made, on a large scale, to distill tins calcareous schist of Col-

I il was found to yield from three to five hundredths
01 :"'}' ; i''.d tarrv matter, besides combustible eases and water,

i the Hamilton formation in Western Canada are

!»vn whists, which are supposed to be the equivalent
^ the Genesee slates of New York. A specimen from Bosnn-

ressel, 12-4 per cent, and left a
black residue, which was not calcareous. A portion in fine
pOHdc

5 digested several hours with heated benzole, which

tional, equal to 287 per cent of combustible and volatile ele-

ments. The calcined residue was gray in color. By distillation
ln an iron retort, tie re were obtained from this shale 4-2 per
cent of oily hydrocarbons, besides a large quantity of inflam-
mable gas, and a portion of ammoniacal water.

Jhe pyroschists of Bosanquet belong to the Devonian series,

?Qd contain the remains of ibssil land plants, so that it is not

Improbable that a partialh decayed vegetation may have been
Resource of the organic mfttfe v mingled
w'th the earthy base of the rock. Such was prol abh the , ase
ln the abundant pyroschists of the coal period. In the pyro-

Jj-hsts of the Utica formation, which are of Lower Silurian age,

J

ne chief organic remains to be tes, with a
*w Brachiopods and Crustaceans. No traces of terrest

etation are known to ha ' me
>
nor do the schists

contain the evidences of any marine plants. The pyroschists
01

-Mesozoic age, in several parts of Europe, contain, on the con-
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trary, numerous fossil fishes, from the soft parts of which, or

otiu-r animal matters, the combustible substance of these rocks

is generally supposed to be derived (Dufrenoy, Miw'-ro/ofjie, iv.

p. bU3). ft will be .seen, farther on, that similar question's arise

with regard to the origin of the bitumens of various ioi motions.

for while in some cases, as in the Tertiary rocks of Trinidad.

they are clearly traced to a vegetable source, bitumens are also

met with in Lower Silurian and Devonian limestones of marine

origin, which abound in slabs and corals, but afford no traces

of vegetable remains. When however it is considered that the

lower forms of animals contain considerable portions of a non-

agotized tissue analogous in its composition to that of plants,

and that even muscular tissue, plus the elements of water, con-

tains the elements of cellulose and ammonia, it is easy to under-

stand that vegetable and animal remains may, by their slow

sition, give rise to similar hydrocarbonaceous bodies.*

The various fermentations of whicli sugar is susceptible suggest

analogies to the different transform -sues which

have resulted in the formation of anthracite, coal, lignite, as-

phalt and petroleum, together with carbonic acid and a gaseous

hydrocarbon as accessory products.

ft This relation was first pointed out by me in 1849. ( 77, m ./«,/,W. [->]. vii. p.
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Although we have seen that the solid asphalts, which differ

from petroleum in containing less hydrogen, and a portion of
oxygen, have in most cases been directly formed from organic
matters by a process analogous to that which yields coal and pe-
troleum, it appears that the latter body, like other hydrocarbons,

I uilly undergo an oxydizing process, which, by remov-
rogen and adding oxygen, at last converts the liquid

bitumen into substances having the characters of asphalt, of
coal, or even of anthracite. Mr. Vatmxem in his Eeport on the
Geology of New York (page 33) described many years since, by
the name of anthracite, a substance winch is found in the Calcif-
erous sand-rock. It occurs in druses or cavities with crystals of
quartz and calcite, and often assumes the form of drops or but-
tons, showing, according to Mr. Vanuxem, that it must have
been introduced in a liqui i. e at least a plasti state, and have
subsequently hardened m a layer above the crystals, conforming
to them, lie described it as verv briitle. pulverulent, of a sbin-

color, yielding by heat 115 per cent of volatile mat-

°ut a small amount of ash.
A material, similar to this in aspect, occurs in many places in

uuida, in the Quebec group, which is regarded as the

el-rock of the New York series,
it falls veins and fissures, alike in the limestones, shales, and sand-
stones, and even in the trap rocks which traverse these. Some-
tlr"es, like that described by Vanuxem, it forms botrynidal
masses; at other times it lines 'fissures, "id. as at Drummondville

is spread over a surface which had been previously
jncrusted with small crystals of caieitc The shrinking of the

a coat of varnish. In other case- inches
in diameter, as on the island of Orleans, where a vein of it in

lid furnish several hundred pounds of the material,
and where, as • been mistaken for coal. At St.

-

i
wails of

e. mart/, and tiie m, l like main-r is itself

cut by thin seams of quartz, of later formation. In another
specimen from this locality, the vein is nearly filled with crys-

:

i

•

"

s in the center of the vein. In the Acton

Thc matter from the

l^f passes into sub
£**. and it is very brittle and easily
Powder, which has"been used as a pigment.
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fracture, and flies into fragments when exposed to heat. For

thei - r
.

i \an> - i " j-kI - i 't- < in i) A < i aiacters. The
mineral from Acton, which is much harder and more metallic

looking than that from the other localities, gives off, when heat-

ed to redness in a close vessel, a portion of water, but no inflam-

mable gas or vapor, and loses 69 per cent of its weight, leaving

a carbon which is diffi i, and gives, when in-

cinerated, 2'2 per cent of ash. Like the specimens described

by Vanuxem, it approa< lies to anthracib in its characters. That

from the other localities examined gives off when heated a

greater or less proportion of comb e condenses,

in part, into a tarry liquid, having an offensive odor very dis-

«i the product of the distillation of coals or j ;;. I

Carefully selected specimens yield, by incineration, only a few

iths of ash, apparently due to accidental impurities. In

a specimen from Quebec the volatile matters equalled 19"5 per

cent ; in one from Orleans Island 21*0 ; in one from St. Flavien

15-8, and in another, six miles from the last, 24'5 per cent. The

latter, when exposed to heat, swells up, and leaves a porous

coke, the fragments cohering like those of a caking coal. The

same is true, to a less extent, of that of Orleans. These matters

are not affected by benzole, with the exception of the last men-

tioned, which appear to contain a small amount of sol

stance. The mode of occurrence of these matters show-
have once been in a liquid state, and. as the limestones of this

group are in many parts distinctly bituminous, there can be

little doubt that the liquid carbonaceous matter was bitumen,

which has since been slowly oxydized, indurated, and converted

into these insoluble, inl t bodies.

This view is confirmed by the examination of a bitum
appaars to be in the very act of changing. In the

limestones of Canada, there are beds of foss

impregnated with petroleum. At the outcrop of these, where

the strata have been for ages exposed to the weather, the petro-

leum is replaced by a black matter, which lines the -

having lost its oily character, no longer repels the wat..

still oily co ils wit in Heiixo , whi* i u .u lily dissolves the bitu-

men from these, does not affect the black color of the weathered

corals. A fragment of a Favositea impregnated wil

matter was crushed and treated with dilute muriatic a

removed the carbonate of lime of which the coral was composed,

and left five per cent of a brownish-black residue,

exposed to heat, burned with flame, without melting, i

bulky coherent coaly residue, which gave a little ash. WnefJ

treated with a large amount of boiling benzole (coa
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and combustible matter 281, carbon 67-7, ash 4 2=1000. From
these experiments it appears that the soluble and liquid bitumen
of the corals is, in the weathered portions, converted, in great
part, into an insoluble and infusible hydrocarbonaceous matter,

probably from a slow oxydation. It is not improbable
I stage of this process might afford the solid,

e and soluble bitumen w eks of the
same series in other localities. Thus in Kineardine on Lake

j massive beds of a somewhat bi-

nnestone of the Corniferous formation, are found thin-
ner slaty beds of a dark chocolate color, interstratified with
pale yellowish earthy layers. These latter contain no combus-

•d beds burn with a smoky flame,

the hydrocarbonaceous substance is for the greater

lublein benzole. In quarrying at this place however,
- were obtained of a thin sbaly bed, which when pul-

ole lost 128 per cent of soluble

"i I
' a nearK white calcareous residue, free from

us matter. Su'eh a rock as tin's is rightly designated

. the tx ms at the outcrop, Avhich

m, ami approach to a pyrosohist
in character, are probably but altered portions of the same bitu-
minous rock. The interstices of a porous crystalline dolomite
irom the Grand Manitoulin Island, are tilled with brown asphalt,

its and exudes by a gentle heat, and is completely ?ol-
uole m benzole. It forms from 7-4 to 8'8 per cent of the rock.

I form of petroleum is also found near the oil wells of
n, where the product of the natural oil s rin-s ippears

slU i

f°rm of Iar£e superficial beds of a soft solid, which is

mperatures, and has a Specific

nt that of water/ According to Delesse, it solidifies

> at b:Y- centl-rade. lie found it to consist of bitu-

ible in benzole 62o, insoluble organic matters, (the

K I
°f recent vegetation), 24*8, clay and sand 12'7= 100-0.

* he bitumen, left by the evaporation of the benzole, is solid

slightly ductile.
6 This product evidently results from

op, and probably a partial oxydation of petroleum,

- been changed into a ma': asphalt in
lls

Properties.

-Secon-d Seiues, Vol. XXXV, No. 104.-March,
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It now remains to speak of the geological distribution of pe-

troleum in the Palaeozoic rocks of' this country. Apart from

the matters just described from the Quebec group, bitumen oc-

curs at two distinct horizons in the New York series. For
reasons which will be apparent farther on, we recall the princi-

pal divisions in this series. At its base are the siliceous sand-

stones of the Potsdam formation, to which succeeds the Calcife-

rous mod-rock.
r

l ; - \ a dolomite, occasion-

ally containing small quantities <>\ ,j\]>mmh and other earthy

Th bittei - liint sprii _ . , iiich issue i

the succeeding limestones, probably have their source in this

dolomitic formation. The Cha/.;.

overlies this, is tmej iesian in its lower i

affords a transition from the dolomites Lv:

of pure limestones which lunn the Birdseye, Black River and

Trenton formations, and are often included under the general

name of the Trenton group. In this we meet for the first time

with petroleum, although in much less abundance than in the

higher rocks. In the township of Pa cenhain, the large Ortho-

ceratites of the Trenton limestone sometimes hold several ounces

of petroleum in their chambers, and it has been met v.

similar con p. It lias also been observed to

exude from the fossil corals of the Birdseye limestone at Uivu-re

a la Rose (Montmorenci). The limestones of this group, which

are generally more or less bituminous to the smell, are peculiar

ly so in some parts of the county of Montmorenci, and not only

give off a strong odor when struck, but, when burned for lirt*j

evolve an abundant bituminous vnpor on the first aj

of heat. A spring which affords small quantities of i

issues from the Utica formation, on the Grand Manitoulin Island,

and Dr. Bee from the Hudson River

group, in Guilderland, near Albany, New York. Both of these

probably have their source in the underlying iimestones. which

. - : •

by the presence of petroleum.

To these limestones succeed, in ascending order, the pvro-

scliistsol the I'll a \<,><mt m. I'o .w< I
• L .< <h d< - -It e IBid

son Hiver croup. Tins terminates the Lower Silurian or Cam-

bro-Siluriaiv system, and, taking the Potsdam of New York as

the basis, constitutes a !ith<»! yical series, which is

with a very remarkable parallelism, in the Middle and 1 jT ,

r

Silurian and Lower Devonian rocks about to be mentioned.

The siliceous strata at the base of the first series are repeated in

the Oneida and Medina conglomerates and sandstones, while the

T The term Ciimbro-Silurian, first suggest*

to designate the Lower Silurian series of i
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great mass of dolomites, with gypsum and salt, which makes up
the Clinton, Niagara, Gnelph aim ms, repre-
^'iiN on aemeaf m,i!,> ili, similar dclMriiii.^ uf fin <\tl.-U( tors
formation. The litholouicrd representative of the Trenton group
'"'-^ appears in !•. ('oniii^r.-us lomnition, composed, like the
*" u '1, or pm • lit.ioslonos. with 1, it 1. .Is. si i. ad Cwsils. and

To these succeed in western New York the pvro-
pcinsts. c-all 1 the Marrellus shales, eloseh resembling those of
tlie I'tir-:, formation, and followed by tlieHamilton group, lith-

•imilar to that of the Hudson River, and overlaid in
lts turn, bv sandstones of the Portage and Chemung group,

v be compared to those of the Potsdam and Oneida
is.

8
It should be mentioned however that the repeti-

'
i >a sbists at the base of these sandstones, constitu-

-. has no known 1 'ores i Native in the
k-

i Silurian series.

_

k is in the Lower Devonian limestone, or Corniferous forma-

-i< at. -t : in Mint -1 petrol, inn i !<. although Mr.
Hallobserv • am in Mon-
roe county, New York, frequently contain mineral pitch ; which is

- m> abundant as to How from the rock, when this is

ame-kiin. Concretionary nodules holding petroleum
been observed in the Marceilus ami Genesee slates,

i i: her Devonian sandstones m New York and Penn-
-v often impregnated with petroleum, and from these,

hi --In r strata, issue the oil springs ot those regions.

" - ;
-

'

.

-:..•
mot western Canada is undouhtediv derived, since

n this formation is covered only by 200 or 300
ton shale, the Uuwlln* p\ ro-rhi-N being absent

nd wells boivd into it h .ble

petroletun. Different observers inive noticed the

f petroleum in the rock)3 of this and
:

,
^ :. I pmtsof w

In the township of Rail dime on bake Krie. the

es found 5 o have an in

with en-stals of calcite, atid filled tYith petl'oli'l un.

aliinebed natcd with petrole urn are found in W'oinf.ieCt
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and in Walpole, in the latter instance immediately beneath a

layer of chert, but I have more
|

ed them in

the township of Bertie, which is on the Niagara Biver, opposite

to Buffalo. Here, in a quarry, are seen massive beds,

inclined, composed of a solid crystalline encrinal limestone, which

appears not only destitute of petroleum, but from the water, by

v, hich it is impn -mat 1. to be in per ;u able to it. In some of

these beds are large corals of the genus Heliophyllum, the pores

of winch are open, but contain no oil. Two beds however, one

of three, and one of eight inches, which are interstrati

these, are in great part made up of species of Heliophyllum and

Favosites, the cells of which are full of petroleum. Tl i

in freshly broken masses, to be absent from the solid limestone,

which forms the matrix of the corals, and resembles in texture

ted I leds. As the fractured surfaces of the oil-bearing

beds become dry, the oil spreads over them, and thus gives ri-e

to the appearance of a continuous band of dark oil-stained rock,

limit, d above and b« low by th. - >m which

however, it is separated by no planes of bedding. The layer oi

three inches was seen to be twice interrupted in' an <

a few feet, thus presenting lenticular beds of the oi

rock. Besides the occasional specimens of Hdio)>loiihnn without

oil, disseminated in the massive limestone, a thin and continu-

ous bed of Favosites is met with, which is white, porous, and

free from oil, although beds both above and below are tilled with

it. It is from the weathered outcrop of one of these that was ob-

tained the specimen already described on page 164, in the cells

of which was found the infusible and insoluble product of the

oxydation of petroleum. When the oil-bearing beds are exposed

in working the rock, the oil flows out and collects upon the water

of the quarry. Besides the two beds noticed above, there are

said to be others, which were concealed by water at the time of

my visit. The facts observed at t lis locality a; near to show

that the petroleum, or the subst- rise to U-

was deposited in the beds in which it is now found, at the for-

mation' of the rock. We may suppose in these oil-b.-

an accumulation of organic matters, whose decomp
the midst of a marine calcareous deposit, has resulted in th*' ir

complete transformation into petroleum, which has found a

lodgement in the cavities of the shells and corals iim

near. Its absence from the unfilled cells of corals, in the ac-

cent and interstratifii

of the oil into these strata either by distillation or bv in'

The BUme to the petroleum of the Trenton
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made towards a knowledge of the chemical conditions necessary

1 oil springs, which occur in various parts of west-
i Canada, are upon the outcrop of the Corniferous 1

of the overl '

broad and low

;

or of the overlying Hamilton shales, and are along the line

ist and west thr

. In the township of Dercha
rise to the surface in several places, the Coi

ia overlaid by about forty feet of clay and sand, after

agh which the limestone was bored to the depth of
l

<
[ t\-*ix i">:. p-roin this opening a lew barrels of petroleum

d. Oil springs abound for several mik:-s along the

about sixty miles to the westward of Dereham, and
the limestone beneath have furnished considerable

perhaps, to be of great

'nam; \ The principal ml wells of Canada occur
iiien, about twenty miles to the northward of the last.

i- <>ii ?j riii li's are I mud, and the thickened petro-
;

. wiili e'arth\ and vegetable matters, described on
'-• ....,: ' •

:
::

roots of growing forest trees; Two of
have together an area of more than two acres, and
which vanes from a few inches to two feet. They
known as gum beds, in sinking a well in the vicin-

i spring in this region, there was found, beneath a

feet of clay, and reposing upon four feetof gravel,
a ^ i of tut in i

Mi,- in au r like th it
i
ist d< scrib d. from two

lies iri thickness. It ia easily separable into thin 1am-
h are so soft as to be 8< i e, I Q I show upon their

mains >l leaves and ,1 insects, which had become
imbedded dmn g the ^lou u< uiumlatuui and -mdirieation of the

Jjtumen. T ich is mingled with a considers*
b'e proportion of earthv matter, is instructive, as showing the

a.ns rock may sometimes be
produced from previous] v formed sources of petroleum.
The Corniferooa limestone in I

] by about
two hundred iect o( marls and soft shales abounding in the

-non formation. To this succeed
u '

,J "i lbrtv to <ixtv feet of < hiaternarv clavs and sands of iresh-

J.

V:,tf '«
-

origin, ihroiigh which the seniitv natural oil springs rise.

I;i -mkiiin u-..]U there js o-eiierailv to md, re; o-ing immediately

jrravel, holding large q

f

f Petroleum, winch is the oil of the so-eailed surface wells, and

jath the clavs. It is darker and thicker
*h!*n that oh- .v. on boring which
npuresor^

: m which petroleum issues in

Sundance, and often with great force, sometimes attaining the
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surface, ami often rising above it, constituting the flowing wells.

These oibboaring veins are met with at depths var
forty feet to one ami two hundred i'eet in the rock, and m
bonngs near together the oil is often met with at very unequal

depths. Adjacent borings sometimes appear to be connected

with the same vein, and to aSleet each other's supply. The
deepest wed in this region was estimated to viekl, when first

opened. 2ono u n p ()])S in twenty dour lours, and at present, when

neighboring shallow r wells is found to fail Tin facts observed

obliquely" low n wauls to the great ie~, n
:

wells in this township are «• . rs, the more

abuud mt «> ic bnnj a')i t -v m -- .nth of the other. From
the u - dts d m mis iccessful 1 in iad on a mtermedwt
point, it appear- that th -• tw i distriets are < 1 l\\

eliuals, subordinate to the great axis already mentioned. This

anticlinal structure appears to bo a neeessarv condition of the

occurrence of abundant oil wells; the petroleum being lighter

than water accumulates in porous strata, or in fissures in the

1 1 i
1

t of the anticlinal, and in ob dmi,,-.- t- .-. h\ dr Miitic

law, rises through opening* to heights considerable above the

waterdevel of the region. Largo <piantities of ligln >•

hydrogen gas are found in the Piheo/.oic rooks ot the vicinity,

and seem to be in many cases accumulated in the subterr:mc;iii

anticlinal reservoirs, since borings somelimes yield 1

saline, often accompanies the petroleum, and fioouently replaces

the latter in wells that have been for some time wrought. 1

do not conceive that the gas has any neeessarv connection wan

the oil, since large quantities of it are found in rocks winch

underlie the Corniferous limestone. If however, as is not im-

probable, portions of it were generated, and now exist in a con-

densed stale in the oil-bearing strata, its elasticity would help

•>:-
The accumulation of the petroleum along lines of uplift, and

its escape through the lissures aceompanving tin-

must evidently date from a remote geological epoch. Porous

beds, tike the Devon m Bandsti les, or the Quntei

have however served as reservoirs in which the oil I

luted, while argillaceous and nearb impervious stta'

marls of the Hamilton group, and' the fresh-water <

overlie the gravels in western Canada, have in a en

prevented its escape. Jb-nce. it would apn -ar that t!

- of Pennsvlvania ami northeastern Ohio are filler

with oil, \ iias ns i. ii i u the limestone beneath, while, over
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a great portion of western Canada, this limestone was ages ago
denuded, and has lost the greater part of its petroleum.

In the easternmost part of Nortli America, ami at the extremity
of the peninsula of Gaspe. petroleum is again met with, issuing
from sandstones whieh belong to the base of the Devonian series.

The oil springs are here found over a considerable area, along
lal, and may yet prove to be of economic importance.

Beds of thickened petroleum, like those of Enniskillen, are here
met with. Near to Cape Gaspe there is a remarkable dyke of

idal trap, ten or twelve yards in breadth, the cavities

are often lined with chalcedony, or with crystals of
calcite and quartz. Many of these cells are filled with petroleum,
which in some cases has assumed the hardness of pitch. The
odor of the bitumen, which may be perceived to a considerable

the name of Tar Point to be given to the
locality.

.In concluding these notes, I beg to call the attention of geolo-
gy to the importance of determining, as tar as possible, the
nature and the age of the rock formations to whieh the petro-
leum of different regions is indigenous, carefully distinguishing

a in which its occurrence is evidently the result of a
process. As an instance of this, it 'is most desirable

w determine whether the oil wells of the Carboniferous rocks

d rive their supplies, like those of Perm-
Horn the Lower Devonian limestone, or whether there

tg horizo^
analogous to those of the Trenton and Corniferous limestones.

Montreal, Dec. 20 18G2.

ART. XIX.—Origin of (he Indian Race of Hayti; by J. A. Van
Heuvel, of St. Lawrence Co., New York.

At the period of the diseoverv of the "West India Islands by
: v two very dissimilar races.

and more northern of them, Hay:', Cuba, and Porto

.. • ere possessed by a people of
-,: .. -

. ..
. v -, v ,: •' t ,* ::, "

= _" !

,

i, extending in a chain to South

-re at the same time inhabited by the fierce and war-

«

Ke Caribees, who made constant aggress;,.: -

Oo^. Thai all of the
same race is expressh stal dl '

™ s return from his lir>t vovai->. he addressed to the Tn j>nrw of

Jpain, he says, -there is no .Inference in their countenance and
maDners, and they all speak the same language.'" Of the gentle
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and peaceable character of the Haytians, he in the same letter

thus speaks: "They are without anus, which they know not

how to use, being of a timid disposition. They have canes dried

in the sun, the ends of which are pointed with a piece of hard

wood sharpened ; but even this weapon they dare not use, for it

often happened, that on our sending two or three men to visit

some of their towns, all the inhabitants fled in disorder.""

They were also of an extremely amiable and benevolent na-

ture. In the intercourse \vhich~Columbus had with them, lie

met with a most friendly and generous reception, accompanied

with the greatest respect and even veneration. As he np|

Hayti the first time with his ves.-ek and. in sailing along it. one

of them was wrecked on the coast, the Cacique in whose domin-

ions the accident occurred, on hearing of it. directly sent some

canoes which brought awa\ all that was in the vessel. He came

to the shore, and took care that none of the goods should be lost,

h !S< i ! rnaining to gu !l thermal I had tl m taken to two

bouses he hi g , ssage to Columbus do* to

be concerned, and he would give all he had to repair his loss.
3

" The Indians," says Herrera, "so e them help,

that it could not have been better done in Spain, for the people

were gentle and loving." ' In b I

to his royal patrons. Ferdinand and Isabella, he observes: "The
people are so affectionate and tractable that I swear to vou there

is not a better people nor a better country in the world. They

love their neighbor as themselves, and their conversation is {

'

ue

sweetest in the world, being pleasant and always accompanied

Hayti, Cuba, and Porto Eico, at the period of their discovery,

were most densely populated. The entire number of their in-

: to Las Casas, was six millions, and those of

Hayti were half that number. < )viedo states their whole popu-

lation at three nullum-, and that of ILoti at somewhat i" |lie

than one million; which estimate lb-van Fdwarbs, in his History

of the West Indies, thinks to be probably the most correct.
6

But, being inhabited by a race so gentle and unwarlike, they

were without difficulty immediately subjugated by tl

iards. After their conquest their historv is as short as it is mel-

ancholy. The rigorous treatment which th" Ibivtiai -

ced from their invaders in being forced to labor in the mines 01

their island, which soon broke their const if

almost entirely swept off their numerous pop
half a century. In 1509, but seventeen years after the first

landing of the Spaniards, they were reduced to sixty thousand.

I Indies, Book I, Cb. i
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After five years more there remained but one third of this num-
ber, and in 1533 they amounted to only four thousand. 7

Subse-

"I part of this remnant escaped destr

at length to extremities, he retired to the fastne

tains, from which he continually sallied forth and har-
rurf^e-

1 the Spanish inhabitants, who in the end, struck with the
heroism and the moderation he showed in the use he made of
the advantages of his position, suffered him and his adherents
to leave their retreats and reside unmolested in any part of the

w d. -cen.i.-mts eontimu d to inhabit it' lor a length
of time; but their numbers gradually diminished, and in 1716
amounted to only one hundred souls.'"

8

The population of Cuba shared the same fate, but the de-

was not so entire. From information given me by in-

'
- me i in m Havana, it a]

;
. ars that t here are still at

the present time some descendants of the ancient race near St.

-the following villages: Holquin, Cobre, Vallamo,
luerto Principe, and Guanaja, whose aggregate population is

two thousand.
From what region this ill-fated race, of so amiable, gentle, and

Peaceful a character, was derived, is an interesting inquiry.
*rom their gre;Uer pr0ximity to North America than to the
southern continent, it might at first view be thought that thev
came from Florida. But their character, so different from that of
the tribes in general of that country and the adjacent regions,

.

io/»re brave and warlike, is opposed to this supposition, and
al they passed to the

K'-U Br,
. .-..i-v of their origin.

liiv,- he remarks -uhieh the Calibers manifested
-

:

ii is said to have d,-' ' ..--r ances-

^of Guiana Tie ( ,n<idered them (th< IL.vtians) descended
{•om the Arro.vacks of South America, with whom the Cari-

- country are continually at war."

Having once in^.d «m\i- time in British Guiana, and found

„neol the tribes ot thai country, and

n, I endeavored to obtain some

s to t i, it mama rs and language; and the facts

^htch I,, : them with the accounts pre-

served of the lerodbj
^e Caribec b M related by Mr. Edwards.

1 ascertained that the Arrowacks are spread along the whole

*
p-ri'U-'s HUtnrvof America. 8 Jeffrey's Natural and Civil History of America.
fS '

;t ">'v of the \V«st Indies. Bonk !. Ch. 3.

** Joc-a. Sci.—Skcon-d Semes, Vol. XXXV, No. 104.-March, 18Ca
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coast of British Guiana and Surinam adjoining it. They are a
u

the mouths of the rivers that fall into the Atlantic, but not high-

er up upon them. Their appearance is very similar to that of

n natives of South America in general. They paint

I vail over with a red coloring matter made from the

bruised seeds of arnotto mixed with oil. They wear strings of

beads around the arms, and chains of the same or of shells about

the neck. A silver ornament is sometimes worn at the ears,

and a longitudinal piece of wood is inserted in an incision made

below the under lip. They rely lor subsistence on hunting and

as cassava or manioc,

maize, p >tato> -. plantnins. «S:.-.—ehirik cassava, which is prepared

for food in a remarkable manner. The root, which is the

part eaten, is tirst grated, and the juice, which is pm-
;. The grated mass is spread on ;

into cakes twelve or fourteen inches wale. Th j lice is divested

of its poisonous quality by ebullition, the foam as it rises be-

in j- continually removed, and is then used as a condiment with

their daily dish, which is prepared from a variety of articles,

venison, fowl, fish, &c, put together in a pot, and a portion of

1

1 antity of pepper, and then boiled.

It makes a delicious disl tcks ; fttid,

as the pepper is an n . it is ca ed inth ^

-

ag pepper-pot—from Jiachi, pepper,

and duada, pot. The ca en with it.

Their cabins are of a square form, of greater length than

breadth, constructed of four stakes planted in the ground, open

on all sides, with an angular roof, which is covered with leaves

of troobes, a species of palm. In them are su>,. mmd th-ir Im"--

mocks for sleeping, in which also they sit or recline during

the day. They are a net-work made of the fibres ol

another species of palm. In the middle of the cabin a lire is

e kept, to repel by its smoke the approach of mosqui-

toes, which abound in their torrid clime.

In support of the hypothesis of Bryan Edwards, the following

proofs may be adduced

:

1. The Arrowacks bear a great resemblance in th

ter to the Ilaytians. They are, like them, mild, gentle, and be-

nevolent. As such they have uniformly exhibited themselves t0

the Europeans with whom they have had intercourse. V» hen

the Sp.nnanU, in th"ir lir-u .•xpeditioiis t<» th.- < >i ni'>e< >,
had cn>

. ist them the general hostility of the [ndians, the o&

rowacks alone wen'.friendly to them. Lawrene K

commando i ';<m made by Sir Vvai.

to this nvt-r. in l.V.U), remark-: ' Th • » . .
-. the < 'ia\w-"*<

Titiviva.s, an i all other natio is. far and i ear, were

s, who were the only nation I
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whom they could trust," And again : "The Indians of Moruga
(a river near the Orinoco) sought by all the means in their power
to unite all nations into an alliance to invade the Arwacees for

. in Bhowing them their towns and
.. them." 10 To the friendship thus early shown to the
they ever remained constant. Gumiihi, in his Uidory

'".uco, written a century and a half after, observes:
"They are much more attached and more faithful to the Spaniards
than any of the nations who have been discovered on this river
or m the neighboring regions, for as soon as they are informed of
any attack intended against them, they secretly inform them of

Bancroft, in his History of Guiana, says that in temper and
humane, and friendly; but some-

id cowardly. Ste Iman, ii his account of Surinam,
03 i th I pi r, ince : " They are not only at peace

;• Indian nations, but are peculiarly attached to Euro-
io in return possess for tl -teem. A

more peaceable people does not exist in the universe."
2. The existence of an implacable animosity between the Ca-

Jibees of Guiana and the Arrowacks, alleged by the insular
Uribees as the cause of their enmity to the Haytians, whom

dered of the same nation with the Arrowacks, was
confirmed by inquiries I made on the subject. At the com-

*- of the Dutch colonies, Essequibo, Demerara, and
^erbice, which now belong to England, forming British Guiana,

ons were engaged in constant wars together. In the
°w maps of this country are marked three places on the Esse-
quibo river at which they had engagements. The last was a very

io, so that th • river was colored with blood, and

V L' ^iT.>\\j.-k- v ere d< i.-ated. and fled to some distance on the
ontinues to

thls day as intense as ever. It is the height of" offense to an
Attowack t e, and to a Caribee to be thought
an Arrowack.

A- missionary in Surinam at the close of the last century, in his

account of it, observes; "The Arrowacks had long wars with the

the government determined to put an end to them,

i both that if either commenced hostilities a-ainst

uld be considered an enemy of the colony."
IS

-a comparison of the iaim'uaue of the Ilavtians and Arrow-
r/'-- ^ipoorfs ihe idemitvof the two nations.' From the early

the Ilavtians, and the little care taken to preserve

dge of their language, th this com-
-

f

~
i are -, antv. Y< t a few words of it have been preserved,

anrl are plan d in the following tab!. . which will be seen to agree

Cajley's Life of P:ii. i^li. i. mi :; V2.
'.'"\ „ , .,, „ .

B&hj oi
u Quandt, Nachncht von Surinam.

lue other i
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Pepper, Hachi, 13 Axi.

Maize, Mareesee, Ma-i-zi.
14

Canoe, Canoa, Canoa.

House, Bahu, Boa, Bohio.

Hammock, Hammaka, Hamaca.
Stone, Seeba, Ciba.

The following are the authorities for the Haytian words:

Axi.—" They gave the Spaniards a sort of spice which they called

Lxi." Herrera, Dec. I, Book I, Ch. 7.

Maizi.—"They gave the Spaniards a sort of grain which they call

faizium." Martyr, Decade I, Book I. The author wrote in Latin, and

Canoa.—"Their bunts they call < anous.
M

Martyr. Dec. I, Book I.

Hamaca.—"The !• ..maeas."' Herrera,

)ec. I, Book I, Ch. 12.

Ciba.—"On the second visit r.f Columbus to the Cacique of Hayti, he

tone, which tbey call Cibas." ok If, Ch. 9.

Boa, Bohio.—"The word o* is Boa." Martyr,

)ec. I, Book I. As Columbus sailed bum ( 'uba to Hayti, the Indians he

lad on board, whom he had bro ia», called the latter

sland Bohio. Its. land full of cottages. Herrera,

)ec. I, Book I, Ch. 15.

Martyr was the cotemporary of Columbus, and his work, b°~

3 founded on information received from Columbus

md from his companions in his voyages.

It may be said that the above Haytian woj
"anguage, were spread by I"

I of Guiana among the Arrowack-
iards adopted into their language, were spread by them ;

!

. -

sition there is no foundation, since it is not probable that the

Is would adopt new words for things well known to

them, and for which they must have had nai

the language of the Caribees on the Orinoco, who from their fre-

with the Spaniards would equally have adopted

s are not found, as is shown in the following

Hammock,

MaizeT'

he initial letter H
his word is of thr

.- =W;J I tl, I-
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The Arrowaek language resembles in its structure the Haytian.
Herrerasays the Haytian was easy to be prono u vd and b arm d,

levoix says that we may judge of its softness by some
our language.

16 Such is the char-
acter of the Arrowaek, which abounds in vowels and liquids,
and is remarkably soft and melifluous. Bancroft, who resided

i;ana, savs, in his historv of this province,
that it is distin. t ai 1 lair, onious, and not unlike the Italian in
softness and multiplicity of vowels.
The following Arrowaek words, taken from my vocabulary,

show this

:

Sun, Hiiilalee. I Earth, Woonabo.
Year, Weewa. Water, Woonee.
Tree, Ada. Island, Careeree.

Hill, Hoorooroo.
|

Lightning, Belbellairo.

4. It is not only very probable, but there are some facts fur-

Arrowacks ol Gruiaaa passed
' :n slands in the West Indies, Havti, Cuba, &c.

' Italeigh, in the narrative of his expedition to the

totes that they had spread along the coast as
-." he says, "that dwell on the

•'-< >rinoeo are Arrowacks;" and, in another place, ob-
•' he came to a town of the Arrowacks north of the

Humboldt mentions them among the nations now
anish province of New Andalusia, which is between
and the northern coast. Being spread so far to the
v might easily pass to the island of Trinidad, which

1]es near the Orinoco. But that thev made this transit is not
merely conjectural. Sir Robert Duddeley, in the account of his

y°yagetoTu i ,1 ,i, l."!C,. h"u I m Iln. V n,t s O flection, vol.

:

"y I sake, we give only a few in the following table

:

Callit,

S.l.ath,

Ik-cket.

Du Tertre, in his History/ of the West India Islands, says that
lhe Caribee inhabitants of the sm united h
a general war against the Arrowacks in Trinidad;" \\

0n »y confirms the above account, but also shows that the Arro-
wacks were then very numerous on this island.

J
ffirtory of St. Domingo. * Cajle/s Life of Raleigh, Appendix No. IX.
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From Trinidad, the Arrowacks could re:.

smaller islands to the larger ones, Hayti, < 'aba and Torto Eico.

After reaching St. Vincent's, all the rest of the Caribee Islands

are but a short distance from each other.

But that the Arrowacks passed through the smaller islands.

there is conclusive evidence in the fact that they once occupied

these islands, when the Caribees conquered and became masters

of them.
The missi id Labat, who each wrote a his-

tory of the ; females in them spoke a differ-

ent language from the men, the origin of which ting thus give.

"The women of the Caribee Islands," says Bocbefort," "have

words and phrases thai are never used by the men except in the

way of raillery, which had this origin. The Caribees of Domin-

ica say that these islands were once inhabited by Arrowacks,

and that they conquered them, and, killing all tin men, reserved

the females for wives, who ret - which resem-

bles that of the Arrowacks of Terra Firmu; ana it is to be noted

that, among the Canlx » s ot t! couth, t. the leal -

speak the Mm,. !n_j,, L " Labat ob<-rves ' ; the Caribees of

the islands have three languages; one common to all, another

peculiar to the warriors and elder men. which is used in their

id a third spoken only by the females, and

wholly different trom that of the men, who consider themselves

dishonored by speaking it;" from which he concludes that with-

out doubt the Cariboos are strangers in these islands, having

conquered them, killingall the males and reserving the females.

The language of the females," he says, '• was easier pronounced

and learned than that of the males."

The inhabitants of Hayti were accustomed to navigation, and

probably made distant voyages, as they had boats of a large ^ iZe
i

some of them having eight\ rowers, or t >rfv mi each side.

Further, they and the people of the other islands had a knowl-

edge of South America. 20 As Columbus on his fii

was pursuing his course from the Bahamas in pursuit of furiher

discoveries, some Indians he had on board, w
with him, |

ointing to certain land at a di-tatm • called it Bohio,

others Babeque, by which he thought they meant Hayti :
but it

appeared afterwards it was not this island, as thev called it by -ui-

other name, Caribana.
21 The northern coast of South Amenca

throughout, according to Martyr, was called Caribana, from Car-

pn id aio in t! e v hob <•! it. In tin - c > id vovage

of Columbus, as he sailed through the islands of the Canbees

some females captured bv them from the ether islands, wli •

'

to him for protection, said that towards the south were man}
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islands, some inhabited, others not, which they called by their
name.-?; and that there was a continent which was verv -Teat,
boar which canoes had come to trained Wlule at li

~iid to him that there \\a- a- ..i lK -r larje island, called
Yamaje_ (Jamaica), and that Hayti and Yamaje were but ten

from Terra Firma, from which canoes had come with
abundance of loads to barter.

23

On the other hand, there is evidence that the Arrowacks were
accustomed to make voyages to the West India Islands. Sir
A

- ' r IMmYu s:iv<tiiar, in m .big up the Orinoco, "we took two
'den with bread bound for Maigueritta in the West In-

them proposed to carry thither to
:" and he speaks of a town on this river "where there

ket of women for three or four hatchets, and
they are bought bv the Arawacas, and bv them sold in the

""In ajoiirn ii kept by a resident of British Guiana,
ot which I had a perusal. I found an interesting passage
to tins subject. He was bv name James Glen, and in 1810

for some' time in the Indian country at the
river Esseqnibo. He appears to have had the ad-

lucation and a seieniiiie taste, from several notices

1 oi tin- Indian nations and the natural historv of
toe interior of Guiana. Some oi his remarks [ transcribed,
among them the following: "Previous to the year 1500, the

•"iv accustomed to go from the rivers of Guiana to

islands"—which could bo no other than Hayti and
1 fh. v, i m inioiied s ei ht vears aft. r tiie discovery

-' Columbus, ami the settlement of the Spaniards in

cease.
J

While, however, the general population of Hayti, Cuba, and
loe Bahamas - - , Vl % , i

r 1 1 t'. * 'u -> ..t»-t \
""mhty to have

come from South America . ii i- »fne of the

ave been derived from

I 1 lhhti v^ . tube, ,11, d /il I no. Uirt". I.
.

t in

and who
. - ioj.osed to be a Mava colon v from \ ucatan. It is

able indeed, from the situation oi Hayti and Cuba,

d-raii.
regard to Cuba, two o-ibve iam> are oi:U < d bv Martxr, uhi.-h

• e bad been an emigration to it

i^m that
p -.At the place on the coast of

£ ucatan where Griialva first landed, he made use of Indians of
tuba as interpreters and at Coluacan, to which he afterwards

, La. ,
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But it may be said : the reasons which have

been offered to show the Arrowacks and Haytians to be the same

nation are sufficient to establish their identity, it does not necessa-

rily follow that the latter are derived from' the former. May
not the Haytians have sent colonies to the coast of Gui
whom the Arrowacks are derived, instead of themselves descend-

ing from the Arrowacks? To this we reph in tin fn>t phi <"

that the Arrowacks appear to be the original proprietors of that

coast. Its rivers, Essequibo, Ben e Arrowack
names. Es- leer; Beibice is from Guarapu-

che, the Arrowack name of this river. There is a river of the

same name north of the Orinoco. Dernerara is from the Arro-

wack Imirari. The Portuguese who Hist settl-d on this coast

called it RioD'Imiran, a- \\y
} sa\ lbo de Jam no, *h. >. ti«e

mime Dernerara. Simara. the name of a river north of the

Orinoco, is also an Arrowack word, si-nif\ mg ; rrow. Orinoco

Itly also Arrowack. Water in "Arrowack is Woonie. In

Trinidad, aecordii - to Sir R -bert 1); Ideiv, it - ' •

name may have been given to this river as "the water" em-

Next, we observe that the principal plants cultivated by the

Ilaytians belong to South America, of wiiich mav b.-

in particular, cassava or manioc, and their manner of

it for food is the same a- that of the Arrowacks, which has been

described. "The Ilnvtians," savs Martvr, " never cat jm-iv, by

wiiich name this plant is sometimes called by them, except if is

first sliced and pressed, and then baked or sodden : for it is
>'n

\[

of liquor which is a strong poison, that causes instant death if

drunk, but the bread made of the mass is of ^ood taste and

wholesome."" "When Columbus," says Herrera, " landed at

Hayti, he was invited by tin Cacique to "go and eat r/.r/ and ''"

sa.l>i wiiich is their chief diet."
27

Ilachi, it h;

Arrowack word for pepp--r, and the repa.-t oiii-i-M ;

-s tin hachi-duadu or mo;, r-p »t of the Arrowack;

with which cassava was alvvavs eaten. There was another cus-

tom of ihe Ilaytians which was evidently derived IV.

America. Their mode of sleeping was in hammock-,

the general custom in that continent, but not at all found among

the northern Indians, and the word hamakct, it has been seen,

belongs to the Arrowack language. .

Lastly, the Haytian- were derived fvom the

south. "Thev had a tradition, "' says Martyr, "tin.!
•

from Martiniq n that tin \ ivmv < p d t • 'a

quence of dissensions and strifes in it, and, on their arrival a

Martyr, Decade IV, Book I, Ch. 3 and 4.
x Herrera, Decade I, Book I

• Herrera, Due I, Book I, CL 18.
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Hayti, struck with its great size, called it Quisqueia, which in
their language signifies exceedingly great ; but afterwards gave
it the name of Hayti, from the craggy mountains that were in
it." Martinique was one of the chain of smaller islands inhab-
ited by the Carribees, but which, as has been observed, they
conquered from the Arrowacks. It was perhaps the invasion
of them by the Carribees that produced the strifes and seditions
m Martinique mentioned in the tradition as having caused the
Arrowacks inhabiting it to remove to Hayti.

Art. XX.

—

Abstract of a Meteorological Journal, kept at Ma-
rietta, Ohio: latitude 39° 25' K, and longitude 4° 28' W. of

r

—
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The mean temperature of the year 1862 is 52°"62. The
amount of rain and melted snow is 4*TWv inches.

Remarks on the winter of 1862.—The mean of the winter
Months is 33°-33. February was the coldest of the series, being
66 '60. December was 37°-00, which is rather above the mean,

' years falling as low as 21
o,
00, and others rising to 40°'00.
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all the rivers to the tops of their banks. This excess of rain

continued all through the middle and latter portion of the winter.

The amount in January was 6
-67 inches, and during the winter

over 11 inches. The quantity of snow was small, compared

with most winters, being only two inches at the grea

Very little ice was formed in the rivers, and navigation remained

open during all the winter months. No ice was gathered here

but such as was brought from rivers north of us. The multure

of the air and mild temperature was very favorable to the

peared indue season; but a frost, in the latter part of April,

destroyed a great deal of the recently set fruit. The ill effects of

a winter without hard freezing are seen more in the soil than

elsewhere, the plow and the spade turning it up compact and

heavy, instead of porous and loose as it is after ordinary win-

ters, showing its effects on the soil during all the season. A very

dry time in May or June partly restores that loose texture so

necessary to the healthy growth of plants.

Eemarks on the spring of 1862.—The mean temperature of the

spring, was 53°'31,—which is a fair average for this season of

the year. The mean of March was 41°27; this month varies

much ; in some years rising to 52°, and in others sinking to 32°.

The mean of April was 51°-52, not far from the average temper-

ature. It varies greatly however, rising to 59° and
42°, a difference of seventeen degrees. It is usually considered

ting the mean for the year. The temperature for May
is 57°T5, which is below the average, some years rising to 67°

and then falling to 55°, making a diversity "both pleasing and

falling nearly fifteen

* ' 'nontn

r crops. The earth in most fields was like mortar, and

plowing in this condition was hurtful to cultivation. This excess

of moisture caused the decay of a large portion of seed corn,

requiring a second and sometimes a third planting. The fields

in June afforded an unsightly and unpromisii g
Pastures and meadow lands were benefited by the rains, but the

grass and hay were much less nutritious than in common year.s

although the yield was abundant. The flowering of fruit trees

was rather tardy, six or eight days behind the usual time. W
healthy setting of the fruit is sometimes injured by heavy rains

washing away the pollen of the flowers. This, 1 beli<

common to forest trees, especially the oak and black

though these are rarely hurt by frosts. T;

abundant and ripened at the usual time, especially strawberries,

newvariet:

M

ally added to our abum;
ties. The spring of 1863 is the appointed season here for the ap-
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pearance of that wonderful insect, the seventeen-year locust, or

Remarks o?i the summer of 1862.—The mean temperature of
this season is 70

o,
80, which is one degree and a half below the

average of a series of years. The month of June was cooler than
tig only 65°-75, whereas it often rises to 70°, and some-

times to 74°, but this is a rare occurrence. July was 73°47,
also rather low. August was near the same, or 73° 17, being an
abundant quantity of heat for perfecting the growth and ripen-
ing all the fruits and grain adapted to this climate. In July,
the temperature sometimes rises to 76° for the whole month, but
not often. The summer fruits ripened at the usual time, red cher-
ries early in June, Catawissa raspberries by the twentieth, and

'les the first week of July. Many 'fields of wheat were
ready for harvesting the 22d of June, but the main harvest began
the 6th of July. The quality of the grain was excellent, but not

at as in some years. A new and more hardy variety,

licker covering to the seed, not so easily punctured by
is been introduced by the intelligent farmers of Ohio,

and this important crop is becoming more certain than in past
Jears. It is also less liable to rust in the hot and wet weather
of the last of June, a disaster in some years of immense damage,
destroying whole fields when nearly or quite ready for the sickle,
the amount of rain in the summer months was but little over

it in the spring. The effect was disastrous to crops of
I potatoes, especially on the hills and uplands, these

ig half the amount of ordinary years. Eich alluvions
suffered but little. The prices of these "important articles of
tood rose to double their common value. The season was favor-
able to sweet potatoes and to melons, which were abundant and
°f excellent quality. Among the insects injurious to vegetation,
appeared a new one on our pear and quince trees, the Jarva of
khndria Cerasi, described by the late Professor Harris. It

proved very hurtful, especially to young pear trees. It is the
Worst of all these pests, as it continues its ravages all summer,
DJ fresh deposits of eggs by the parent Saco-fly. Other insects
Were less abundant than common.
Remarks on the autumn fl 882.—The mean temperature of the

autumnal months is 51 71. which is a full average for the climate.
* he month of October was very mild, some of the early days
°eing of the . rising to 90° or more. The sea-

rv dry, there being less than five inches of rain for

'he three months, whereas in some years September has as much
rai " as all of them in 1862. This \lr,»uth was very injurious to
l»e late cro eat, which in many fields was
an entire failure and in all a very short crop. Late planted

Potatoes yielded 'very sparingly. Pasture grounds were much

HptemdKhn appeared at New Haven in June, 1860. See this Jour.,
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parched, and some neighborhoods suffered from the drying up
of springs and wells. Corn had mostly attained maturity by
the middle of September, and suffered less than several other

articles. The crop of apples was generally good, especially cer-

tain varieties of winter fruit. Pears are but sparingly cultivated

on account of "the blight," so certain to attack this tree, espe-

cially those of a vigorous growth and in rich soils. The best

protection is a poor earth and elevated position, near the top

of a bill, with a northerly exposure. This, in my opinion,

proves the disease to arise from a profusion of sap and not from

insects. The quince tree is liable to the same disease, but not

to so injurious an extent, attacking only the extremities of the

branches, and seldom fatal to the whole tree. The past year ims

been free from the terrible storms and tornadoes which some-

times visit us. In general terms, this year has been a favorable

one to the farmer, as well as to the health of the people.
'

and has been here ail the winter.—M ivh Oth, J; bin u.y» u>: Ttli. t'hie-

_: : Utii, various birds heard; 17th. I ii.-n-Ul.i i il-i ; ll.-th W'ooJ

lavfcs nid lohin.s: '21st. ll.t.n, i trilohu in bl< m . hwaifliis; 28th.

Daffodil, white and blue Crocus.—April 2d, Hyacinth ; 3.1, Mu." ^>

conspicua in full bloom : thi> beaatti - go atriy S>

putting out that the blossoms are destroyed by frost." b:-lbre I'nliy ex-

panded ; 4th. iVadi in warm exposuro; 5th, Japan <piinee and < .rohlen

bell; 7th, Peach in full bloom generally ; 10th. Sangui'naria Canadeiisi*:

12th, rose or pink colored Japan quince ; 14th, Gooseberry ; 1 ,5th, Crown

imp-rial : 18th. Pear tree and white Kpiiya primi tV>I 1:1 : foth, June berry

and Siberian erab apple. Maple tree 'in full foliage; 2]>t, Strawberry;

23d, Apple tree, Yellow root, Harebell; 26th, Omit! ,^,lum, < i k *«

plum and Cherry; 29th, Birthwort ; 30th, Tulips.—May 1st, Lii

tree; 4th, Purple tree Peony ; 10th, Hoi^e chestnut, "black FTaw :
Htli-

native Crab-apple tree; 14th, Lily of the valley; 15th, Snowball : W
' --,

.

ria; 19th, Viburnum t'mri.-.isum : 20th, Locust tree, Iris tricolor: 22d,

-

'
'

•'

g Peonies, ten varieties ; 31

- nrbtny ripe.—-June 4th, »rhite trie;

seyLiiy: Sth, blight in Quiriee"tre« b..'gin>: 9th, Ib»c bug* in vast ui"«-

bers in the country, destroying the young fruit of apple and peach : 1

!'»•

red Ch« rr\ rip. , 15th, whit.' e ,. I, M L u p n, - is < a I ' u m I C < •

c

i ica in bloom; 2i>ih, < at u\i-a i.

CataJpa in bloom. Wheat harvest begins.—J id v 1st. < 'h

ripe: 4th. Dew-berry rit.e; 11th, Blackberry ripe; Kith, Ani.-ri'-')1

broom in blossom : 17th. TurkVcni. lilv, Sw-.* - ... d, ,. - . tad IU '

early peach ripe.—August 1 3th. M^kmei.wi n,-; 14th, I3lue pl«"°»

15th, Hildreth, Seckle and butter pears ripe; 16th, Watermelons.-

September 5tb, Lychnis coronaria in bloom ; 6th, Concord g

7'!,, [) aware grape, second crop of Catawissa raspberry c

white Doyenne pear ripe; 12th, Rebecca grape; 16th, Herbemont g«P»

ripe, Portugal quince ripe ; 20th, Catawba grape.
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Art. XXL—Waterglass; by John M. Ordway. Part IV.

Its Precipitation by alkaline salts.

In specifying the properties of waterglass, Fuchs mentions
that

1

"the salts with alkaline bases, especially carbonates
3 and

chlorids, produce pasty precipitates in the glass solution ;"—but
neither he nor any subsequent writer has given an accurate ac-
count of the nature of these products. Some, confounding the
precipitates thrown down by salts of potash or soda with those
resulting from the action oi ve supposed the
deposits to be mere silica. Kuhlmann, on the other hand,
confidently declares that common salt combines directly with
silicate of soda, forming an insoluble compound. Biased by his
assertion, and having indeed found a notable quantity of chlorid
in a well drained precipitate, I temporarily disposed of the matter
in Part II by saying3 " the precipitate with chlorid of sodiurecipi

ppears to be a "double combination of silica!

chlorid." But appearances may deceive, and therefore an early
opportunity was sought, to investigate the subject in earnest,
and either establish or set aside the provisional statement.
A very few trials sufficed to show that, according as both the

saline liquids and the v hirer in kind, strength,
and quantity, the deposits obtained by mixing vary greatly in
amount and character, some being partially soluble in water and
others entirely so. Of course then, it will not do to wash the pre-
cipitates, and no way can be devised of getting them absolutely
Jjee from adhering mother-liquor and, at the same time, leaving
them otherwise unaltered. Hence, in every instance, the amount
of each constituent of the solid product may be made up of two
unknown quantities,—one expressing the portion belonging to
jne precipitate proper, and the other that due to the mother-
hquor retained. Analysis gives the sum of the two portions of
an ingredient, but the positive ratio of these parts to each other
can. be found neither by experiment nor by calculation. The
0n »y recourse is to a tentative method,—we must make succes-
SJve assumptions and, following them out to their legitimate con-

sequences, see which gives results squaring most completely with
ai

f
the ascertainable facts. The following detailed examples

*}H serve to illustrate the nature of the problem and the mode
°ntssoi„H™._

i
possible that Fuchsfas had in



Waterglw.

ng 20 p. c. (

with cold water. Under this treatment, tlje product changed from ;

dense curd to a light flocculent matter, which, after drying in the ait

weighed only 0-282 grms. [| oris, of silica.

2.—100 grams of the same chlorid of sodium solution having beei

stirred into 50 grams of the bi 48 hours the con

tracted deposit was gathered in a cotton cloth and well squeezed by hand

It weighed 17-2 grains, and was not wholly soluble in water.

a.—Some of this ition lost 55*8 p. C..

dried down. The filtered solution of the resi

umetrically with nitrate of silver, according to Mohr's method, indicated

5-05 p. c. of NaCl as such.

and. attonl-d o'itv p.'c. of Si0 3 and 20-95 pa,-
Deducting from the latter the 5-05 p. c. of preexisting NaCl, we h;u«-

15-9 parts of chlorid due to the soda and showing 8-23 p. c. of NaO.

By the same mode of examination, the mother-liquor was

found to contain 14*09 p. c. of NaCl, 1-41 p. c. of Si0 3 ,
and

0-55 p. c. of NaO ; the latter two constituents being in such pro-

portion as to make up J&agij.g*.

3.—Again, 100 grams of the 20 p. c . chlorid of sodium solution, were

mixed with 50 gran s of 20 p. c. ^\'Si 5
. After a time the precipitate

The solid, nearlv transparent mass weighed 1 2-1 grams, and was wholly

soluble in cold water.

The hard product by a controlled analysis gave 46"62 p. o. of

Si0
3 ,

11-48 p. c. of NaO, and 0*67 p. c. of NaCl.
The mother liquor contained 18 97 p. c. of NaCl, 1'35 p. c. of

Si0
3 , and 059 p. c. of NaO. These numbers correspond to

NaSi,. 3
in the supernatant liquid; but how shall we tell what

silicate makes up the netcoagulum?
In the first place, the utter absurdity of presuming on the

identity of the well-washed precipitate with the same not sub-

jected to the action of pure water is forcibly shown by compar-

ison of the less than 03 grms. of light matter in No. 1 with tuc

17-2 grms. of dense curd in No. 2, or with the 12-1 grms. ot

hard pressed matter in No. 3. ,

Secondly, let us suppose the 55 p. c. of water in the squeezed

deposit of No. 2 to be all owing to retained mother-liquor. Then,

4
In reducing the composition to a uajjforn
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since the fluid drained off contains 84 p. c. of water,—84 : 100 :

:

55 : 65 p. c. of mother-; :he moderately pressed
curd. But in 65 parts of the liquid there should be 9 parts of
chlorid of sodium, while the wii tally shows
but 5 p. c. of NaCl. This hypothesis therefore has less than
nothing to rest on, and falls to the ground.

Its ruins >, ption, which is that all

the chlorid of sodium found in the coagulum belongs to liquor

ssed out. According to such a conjecture, we have
H09

: 100 : : 5"05 : 358 p. c. of mother-liquor contained in the
solid product of No. 2, 1> a\ I'u _'"»

|

irtsofi ml> a i water in the
precipitate proper,—for the simply adhering fluid cannot differ

the liquid squeezed out. When the amount
of imbibed fluid is reduced to a practical minimum by strong
pressure, as in No. 3, the chlorid of sodium almost disappears,
and the just inference is that there would be none left, were the

oq of extraneous liquor absolute. Certainly, if the
chlorid were thrown down in actual combinations, the drier the
curd was pressed, the greater would be the percentage of salt in.

the residue.

,
Our third assumption proves correct to a moral certainty, by

lts exact accordance with all the observed facts in the preceding
examples as well as in numerous other instances; and we may

include that the salts of potash and soda, like alcohol,

from waterglass an uncombined silicate.

Having now the needed datum, we may proceed to deduce
"

;he product in No. 2. The mother-
uquor in it has just been computed to make up 35'8 p. a, and
tQat quantity of niother-1 quor accounts for 019 p. c. of NaO
and 0-5 p. c. of Si0

3 . After deducting these amounts from the
respective gross \

• analysis, we find, on car-

ing out the i: s, that the net precipitate

,uN j \,s, and 25 parts of water.

So likewise in No. 3, the mjther-liquor is reduced to 4*8 p. a,

*Me 58 parts NaSi,. 65 and 37 parts of water make up the pre-

cipitate proper. And since 58 : 37 : : 39 : 25, the products of No.
^and No. 3 are, as they should be, alike in respect to combined

As the subject thus assumed a definite and prehensible form,
other experiments were made on the same general plan, with
various waterglass and saline solutions. The investigation re-

quired far more time ami labor than was anticipated ;
and it may

Jell be thought that more space is here allotted to the matter
than waterglass of its own specific self deserves. But waterglass,
bJ reason of its relation to what Graham calls the 'colloids,' has

family importance which lcr studJ I
for

"Tculiarities of this natural order of bodies constitute a miss-

s of links, in the chain of chemical knowledge.

'

i"-'
;

u:
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More'trials have been fully carried out with chlorid of sodittifi

i with any other salt, on account of the ease

and precision with which chlorine may be determined. Many of

the precipitates were simply squeezed by hand, because it was

only after making considerable progress that I found out the ad-

vantage of resorting to mechanical aid,—No. 3, above, being in

fact about the fortieth experiment. Among the following instan-

ce, tli" term 'hard pressed' n (! rs to the « fleet oi a screw multi-

" ie power 680 times, minus the loss by friction. For the

sake of uniformity, the numbers have in each case been made

to correspond to 100 grms. of waterglass solution though twice

or one-half that quantity was sometimes actually used.

4.—100 grms. of 25 p. c. Mia -s, with 200 grms. of 25 p. c. Nad,

gave a Ittrg was well washed with cold water. The

ignited re-: •._' o-rms.

5.— 100 g. of 25 p. c NaSi2 '5, with 200 g. of 25 p. c. NaCl, yielded 47 g.

of a squeezed preciph water and containing 34

p. c. of mother-liquor and 42-7 p. c. of X;iSi2 -s3-

6.—100 ft. of S , 100 g. of 25 p. e. NaCl, gave 455 g.

of a soluble product containing 31 p. c. of mother-liquor and 42'3 p. c.

of £a5i2 .57 .

* H

In the mother-liquor there were 2-7 p. c. of fcaSh-so-

7.—100 g. of 25 p. c. NaSi-2 5, with 50 g. of 25 p. c. NaCl, gave 40-9 g.

of a soluble curd containing 23 p. c. of mother-liquor and 45'9 p. c. of

.—100 g. of 25 p. c. NaSi2 .5 , with 25 g. of 25 p. c. NaCl, afforded 33-3

g. of a soluble ^precipitate containing 23 p. c. of mother-liquor and

42-5 p. c. of NaSi2 -69.

In the mother-liquor there were 10-7 p. c. of NaSix]-,.

.—100 g. of, 10 p. c. JfaSi2 .5, with 100 g. of 10 p. c. NaCl, gave 8-6 g.

of an opaque precipitate not wholly soluble in water. Jt contained 57

p. c. of mother-liquor and 27-4 n. c. of Na3i.Ts7.

. NaCl, gave 2-2 g.

!-5 p. c. of Na§i2 .5 i.

mother-liquor there w<

i g. of 25 p. c. NaSi22=

f 25 p. c. NaCl, gave 81'4

;
29 p. c. of mother-liqu° r

38-8 p.

In fhi- mother-liquor there were 12 p. c. of JTaSiaio-
. ,, A

3.—100 g. of 10 p. c. Na§i2 .25, with 100 g. of 10 p. c. NaCl, yielded

1-15 g. of a partially soluble precipitate containing 30-8 p. c. NaSi3-87-

4._100 g. of 25 p. c. NaSi2 , with 400 g. of 25 p. c. NaCl, gave 13/b g-

of a hard pressed, soluble product containing 7*7 p. c. of mother-liq"

and 61-2 p. c. of &aSi262.

The mother-liquor contained 12'3 p. c. of &aSij-5o.
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15.—100 g. of 25 p.

of a soluble curd containing 10-7 p.
ofNa§i26 .

5 *

The mother-liquor contained 6-3 p. c. of JTaSi
l

.8 .

16.—100 g. of 25 p. c. NuSi
2 , with 100 g. of 25 p.c. NaCI, yielded 6-25

g. of a hard pressed mass containing 18 p. c. of mother-liquor and

^The mother-liquor contained 10-5 p. c. of Na§i].9 .

1..—In sev, i irtd of sodium had little or no effect

cate of soda.
18.—100 g. of 25 p. c. KSi25 , with 100 g. of 25 p. c. KC1, gave 21-2 g.

of a hard pressed, sol [off il'6 p. c. of mother-
Huor and 59'6 p. c. of KSi

3
.

The mother-liquor contained 6-35 p. c. of £§i
2

.

Here we have a deposit of 12 6 g. of dry &si 3 ,
while in 6,—

lei soda experiment,—19-2 g. of dry NaSiae were thrown
down

- A ! rd'ore less precipitable than the
corresponding soda waterglass.

th 1 1 ,

tvvo '" ' V- :,IJ ' ials uere made with reference to Ber-
thollet's doctrine of the partition of bases among contending

19.-100
g. of 25 p. c. NaSio.s—containing 5-4 g. of soda—were mixed

with 50 g. of 25 p. c. KCI,—which won i 1 .. .-qniv.-d.-nt to 7-9 g. of
Potash. The hard pressed product weighed 2S a'., and. ac-ordinir to

™.—Into 100 g. of 25 p. c. Sii§i2 -6 were stirred 61 g. of 25 p.c. KCI
mixed with 41 g. of 25 p. c. NaCI—so that in the sum of the in-

!

';
u

'

(1 pressed pivcipit;ito weighed .3.3 g.. and, tried by the method of
Richter, showed nearly equal quantities «t' p.'iasMum and sodium.

Similar results were obtained in
c
f,

fce of potash and chlorid of sodit
alkali and an acetate of the other.

The alkaline acetates are rather more efficient than the chlo-
nas, in throwing down waterglass. Owing to the alkaline reac-
tlQn of the acetates themselves, it is not easy to analyse with

no results given below,
claim only,- a& The potash or soda
was determi lion with a standard chlorhydric
acid. The I

ied down with an excess of the
same acid, the quantity of chlorid in the residue, minus the

amount of chlorid due to the alkali of the silicate, indicated the

Percentage of acetate.
?1.—100 g. of 25 p. c. SaSVa, with 200 g. of 25 p. c. &aAc, gave 39'4

g- of a hard pressed, soluble mass, containing 59 p. c. net of NaSi2-60.

Ast Jock. 8ci.-Seon n Seihe-, Vol. XXXV, No. 104. -March, 1863.
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c. NaAe, gave 41-8 g.

ig53-4 p. c. net of NaSio f>1 .

The mother-liquor contained 2 p. c. of NaSi.

23.—100 g. of 10 p. c. NaSi2 .5 , with 100 g. of 10 p. c. NaAc, gave 4-8 g.

of a hard pressed, opaque mass, not wholly soluble in water, and con-

taining 52 p. c. of NuSi 3 -7o.

24.—100 g. of 25 p. c. NaSi 3 , with 100 g. of 25 p. c. NaAc, gave 36 g. of

a hard pressed, soluble precipitate, containing 47 p. c. of NaSis 56-

Acetate of soda gave very slight precipitates with sesquisili-

cate of soda, but only after standing some time.

25.—100 g. of 25 p. c. KSi2 .5, with 100 g. of 30 p. c. KAc, gave_35'4 g.

of a hard pressed, soluble in i--. ut.-i n u_i 01 -4 p. c. u<:t f KSio^-,.

The mother-liquor showed 1*2 p. c. £Si.

26.—100 g. of 25 p.c. NaSi25, with 100 g. of 25 p. c. nitrate of soda,

gave 26-5 g. of a hard pressed, solu ling 24 p. c. of

mother-liquor and 48"4 p. c. of NaSi2 .9.

In the mother-liquor there were 6-4 p. c. of NaSis-ne-

Nitrate of soda had very little effect on the more alkaline

silicates.

_
Sulphate of soda has still less precipitating power than the

nitrate, as the following example sufficiently shows.

27.-100 g. of 25 p. c. NaS'i2.5 , with 100 g. of 25 p. c. NaS, underwent

no change. 100 g. more of the sulph i- dilution after a time gave l
1

?

.
•

:

28.— 100 g. of 25 p.c. NaSi2 5, with 100 g. of 25 p.c. hyposnlph^ of

soda, gave 12-6 g. of a hard pressed, soluble precipitate, containing

gross 43 p. c. NaSi 3 .

29.—100 g. of 25 p. c. NaSi2 .5, with 100 g. of 25 p. c. tartrate of soda,

gave 106 g. of a hard pressed, soluble curd containing gross 53 p. &

30.—100 g. of 25 p. c. KSi2 -5, with 100 g. of 25 p. c. KCr, gave 1 g. of »

hard pressed precipitate i ot wholK soiubl in water.

31.—100 g. of 25 p. c. Na§i2-5 gave no precipitate with 100 g., with 200

g., or with 400 g. of 25 p. c. Nad

And in other trials of the carbonate with the same and with

more alkaline silicates, there was either no deposit a

exceedingly slight one appeared only after long standing. -\
nl '

mal carbonate of soda, therefore, is devoid of precipitating

When common areeniate of soda is mixed with a

solution, no proper card is formal at first, but the w

lum capable of being pressed. Among mai

with 10 or 25 p. c. a; -

hard pressed product has in no case proved to be wholly solu we.
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Indeed, the precipitates were always found to contain at least 4
equivalents of silica to 1 eq. of alkali. Thus,

32—100 g. of 25 p. c. NaSi
2 , with 100 g. of 25 p. c. STa

2
S.s, gave 3 5 '3

g. of a hard pressed, opaque mass containing 444 p. c. net of ftaSis-io.

The cause of this seemingly anomalous behavior on the part
of the arseniate,—and the phosphate acts in the same way,—is to

be found in the fact, long ago developed by Graham, that, in the

so-called "neutral" ai bates, only two-thirds
of the proper quantity of alkali is present, and they are there-

fore in reality acid salts. Hence, when either of them is brought
in contact with waterglass, it appropriates a considerable part of
the alkali o: ..-.itinizes the

-;
1 ] i Indo hits action is similar to that of a bisulphate or a
bicarbonate. It is observal e thai in making the mixture no
change takes place till so much of the arseniate or phosphate is

added as will seize on ail the soda except somewhat less than is

needed to form with the silica NaSi 3 . Thus,

33.—100 g. of 25 p. c. ftaSi-, with 50 g. 25 p. c. ]S[a
2
j£.s, suffered no vis-

ible alteration, though it was allowed to stand two days. And here

6N;i-i.,-; -'-!Xa2ls=2Na3ls+4Nai§i3. But 25 g. more of the arseniate

+3lNYSi 4 .

Of course tnen, to make experiments p
°n with chlortds, acetates, and the like, it was necessary to start
anew and use the really neutral or normal *Ta a£ and tfa 3 ls.
Anese salts were found to have little or no effect on ai

glass.

34.—100 g. of 25 p. c. ftaSi2 -5 gave no precipitate with 100 g., or with
200 g. of 25 p. c. NaO. B0 3

.

The following trials were made to ascertain the influence of

temperature
:

35, a.—100 g. of 25 p. c. SaSi, were mixed with 100 g. of 25 p. c.

NaCI.-both cooled to 0° C. Then' was no change. Warmed to 18°

&e mixture became tu

f

containing 51 p. c. gross of NuSi25 .

a'—The mother-liquor, heated in a water bath to 90° C., gave 16-8 g. of

a hard pressed product containing 51'5 p. c. gross of NaSi2-38-

6-j-l00g. of 25 p.c. NaSU and 1 « »0 « -l 25 p. c X«< "!.

The mother-liquor remained clear on cooling.

36-.«.-100 g. of 2.", ],.-. NYsi, 7 ,
were ruix.d with 100 g. of 25 p

:

VlA\—Uh at the hoiiin- point. Th-hanl picked precipitate, weij

(

lng 6-7
g., contained 47 p. c. gross of &a§i2 43-

a—The mother-liquor cooled to 3° C. gave 6-1 g. of a soft deposit c

taming 44 p. c. gross of NaShw
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a',—92 g. of the mother-liquor, heated

containing 44 p. c. of ftaSi3 .4 .

5.—100 g. of 25 p. c. NaSi2 .8 and '.

at a boiling heat, gave 34 g. o

mass containing 58 p. c. gross ot NaSi2-92-

The mother-liquor cooled to 1° C. remained perfectly clear.

38, a.—100 g. of 25 p. c. isa%i2 .s at 2° C. were mixed with 100 g. of 25

p. c. ftuS. The precipitate contained 8"3 g. of lSTa'Si3 36.

a'.— 137 g. of the mother-liquor, heated to 90° C, gave a precipitate in

which there were 1-56 g. of ^&§i35S.

6.—100 g. of 25 p. c. NaSi2S and 100 g. of 25 p. c. NaS were heated to

the boiling reighed 20-G g,

and contained 9 "5 g. of XaSi3 52.

i
:

.

_

These examples, selected from more than a hundred trials,

serve to illustrate the following points :—
1. Many neutral potassium and sodium salts cause a precipita-

tion in liquid waterglass ; but the various salts are very unequal

in precipitating power, the acetates and chlorids being particu-

larly efficient.

2. The less alkaline the silicate is, the more matter is thrown

down by a given saline liquid.

3. The more concentrated the solutions are, the more complete

is the precipitation.

4. Heat increases the precipitating power of the chlorids,

sulphates, and nitrates, and diminishes that of the acetates. ,

5. With strong liquors, an increase in the

tant used is not att« rea?e in the

amount of coagulum : but a little more of the saline liquid than

will just produce a tlisturbanci usually suffices to throw down

the greater part of all that is precipitable.

6. The deposits have a greater or less tendency to cohere into

a hard or pasty mass, and can therefore be in a great measure

freed from adl at by strong pressure.

And it may be remarked, in passing, that the solid in

obtained it neans of alcohol, are deprived

extraneous liquor more readily and complet
by the slow process of absorption recommended in Part 111-

7. When the products, thus forcibly cleared of foivi.

are less siliceous than the tersilicates, they are wholly soluble 1

cold water. Exposed to the air for a day or two. i

place, they lose 20 p. c. or more of their weight, and become

-dry and hard,—the solubility remaining unimpaired.
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8. The salt used as a precipitant, does not enter into the proper
il the nel prec pitate consists of

silica, alkali, and water united in no definite proportions.
9. Saline liquids, like alcohol, exert :t sliuht tmrting force on

the constituents of \vatemi;i>~, the deposit being always more
siliceous than the original silicate.

10. The more dilute the respective solutions are, before mix-
ing, the less alkaline will the precipitate be.

11. Silicate of potash yields a smaller deposit than silicate of
soda does under similar conditions.

12. When a silicate of one alkali is precipitated by a salt of
the other, both bases enter into the composition of the solid pro-
duct, and the relative proportion of potash and soda therein, is

very nearly the same as in the average of the liquors mixed.
The method here adopted, for determining the net composition

or an unwashed precipitate, might perhaps be found advanta-
geous in many other cases in which pure water is likely to alter
a deposited product,—and such cases are probably of more com-
mon occurrence than has been heretofore suspected. Of course
when a mother-liquor would of itself contain no peculiar sub-
stance capable of showing, by the comparative quantity of it

round in the drained precipitate, the amount of contan
nquor, it would generally be easy to add some special indicator.

Decomposition of Waterglass by Water.

It is a question of no little interest, as well as of some practi-

rtance, whether different solutions made from a given
ain the same relative proportion of

S1hca and alkali whatever be the quantity of water used in dis-
solving. Such an inquiry was first suggested by the finding of
a notable disagreement in composition between a dense liquor
turned out in the large way and a weak solution prepared in the
laboratory, both from one and the same furnace charge of soda

j#ag in the strongei liq i d while the other
c°ntained SuSi„. The matter came up again in determining for

be had been in fluxing a mixture
intended for bisilicate of soda. Some of the uniform product
*as at first sent for examination to a noted analytical chemist who
^ported that . 2 . reduced to fine pow-

?er and sifted, were boiled for four hours in 8 oz. of water.—4 oz.

ln first boiling and 4 oz. in the second,—the "preen
^soluble matter," washed, dried, and burnt, amounted to 13;2

P- c
-> and proved to be "pure silica and insoluble glass." This

account was rather surprising and unsatisfactory, for the vitreous

mass showed no sandy particles, and having been made from

£j
ean materials it could hardly e i'le glass."

Pulverizing some of the same well vitrified silioate, I boiled 20
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grams in about 150 c. c. of water for 30 minutes and obtained
only 33 p. c. of residue. In view of so great a discrepancy, no
one would suppose both determinations to have been correctly

made. But rinding by another trial that my own result wafl

certainly not below the truth, I made the following experiments
to ascertain whether the apparent error in the other case was the

fault of the manipulator or of his method :—

.

hour, in a copper vessel, with 100 c. c. of water,— a little water being

added from time to time to make up for evaporation. The settled

liquor being syphoned off, the Bedim i for one hour

with 100 c. c. of water as before. The v.

with cold water and dried at a red I ;rams, making
1-12 p.c.

1, 6.—20 g. of the fine silicate were boiled with 200 c. c. of water for one

for one hour. The sediment after being washed and ~ii<

weighed 1-2535 g., making 6-27 p. c.

1, c—15 g. of the sample were boiled for two hours with 1500 c. c. of

water. The scaly deposit was boiled again one hour with 1500 c.c.

of water. The washed and ignited residue, amounted to 2*13 g. or

14-2 p. c.

2, a.—400 g. of a very finely ground coramerei;!,

p. c. of N >S hours in 1600 c.c. of wal<

The sediment was boil •. e. of water. A third

boiling was maintained two hours. The final residue reckoned as free

The first solution ton . ; the third,

2, b—80 g. of the same glass were boiled four hours with 1600 c. c.

of water. A second boiling la-ted one hour, and a third was kept up

three hours. The ignited >•-•
i ; mi. n > 1 to 21 p.c.

2, c—16 g. of the same powder were boiled four hours with 1600 c c.ot

water, and again four hours with 1600 c. c. of water. The ignited

2, d.—8 g. of the same product were boiled four hours with 8 litres ot

water in a kettle heated by steam,—the carbonic acid of gas flame

being thereby avoided. The sediment was boiled again ;

The ignited residue occupied one third more space than the origin*1

The residue, after being boiled again, washed, and ignited, amounted

,
6.—15 g. after two boilings, with 1500 c. c. of water each time, left

8"7

p. c. of dry matter containing 94 p. c. of silica.

, a.—20 g. of a remarkably nice commercial soda silicate, !S
T
aSiL-54> w€r
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boiled an hour with 80 c. c. of water. A second boiling was contin-

4, 6.— 10 g. of the same product wviv boik-ii one hour with 1000 c. c.

of water. After another boiling the dry residue amounted to 1-73 p. c.

It seems then that, in boiling anhydrous waterglass the amount
of matter left undissolved depends, in a great measure, on the
quantity of water used. In other words, very siliceous water-
glass is not integrally soluble in mere water, but dissolves with-
out any considerable decomposition in a strong solution of the
silicate itself. When the least practicable proportion of water
is taken, the light flocculent deposits actually obtained are made
up chiefly of earthy and metallic silicates ; and it may be fairly
inferred that in such cases an absolutely pure silicate" of potash
or soda would give no remainder except the very little produced
by the first contact of pure water with the outer surface. But
the sediment left after the action of a large quantity of water is

dense and scaly, and under the microscope appears to consist
°f purely siliceous filmy skeletons of the original particles of the

there would doubtless be such a residue even though
'

i were completely free from foreign matter. The
greater the proportion of alkali, the less decomposable is fused

say that pure products, a little

more alkaline than the sesquisilioate, would dissolve without
remainder in any quantity of water however great.

Recent applications of Waterglass.

A mere allusion was made in Part HE to the admixture of
Waterglass with soap, because, of the different plans that had
been proposed, some v, us and others seemed
• nave been of so little avail that they had not come into con-
"nued use. The fault lay, not in the fundamental idea of such.
an application, but chiefly in the choice of the particular silicate

aa
used> Good soaP is itself sufficientlJ

T wkaliDe, and any
^dition which increases its ca '* quality.

:: . _....... „;,, ...
- ;

I
8 what the oldest propositions all direct—is taking a long stride
m the wrong direction. Gossan does better in recommending

- da; but still this is too sharp, and certainly

,,- ;,,; nviiu- l.i< lulvi.v to dissolve it in

fustic lye instead of wan r. An\
j

,

.
'. I » '1 »p<-<"- " f :i " " - :l

m excess, by usin^ the silicate liquor in tl

8

J
age of the soap manufacture, involves a troublesome change in

\ " "'H established routine of the process, and does not allow
the elimination of imouritios The most feasible mode of intro-

3 to put the given substance with the boiled

it is run into the "frames" to cool, and mix
the whole by the usual stirring or "crutching." But soap
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, large scale

_ ! of a thick

combine with the soap to form a homogeneous

mass. And consumers may consider it fortunate that it is at

Bictilt to cheapen soap with a substance in which the

alkali is so imperfectly mollified.

The older schemes t
therefore be

set down as useless or impracticable; but within the last two

years it has been discovered that highly siliceous waterglass

perfectly with Boap, and decidedly improves its qual-

ity. And now a mild silicate, in the form o'f a thick liquid con-

about thirty per cent of a compound ranging from

Na>,->3 to NaSi2 .

5l
is manufactured very largely in New York and

Boston, and has already come into general use among the soap

makers in this country. It possesses the advantage over resin,—

which, till the blockade of the Carolinas, has been the staple

material for reducing the cost of common soap,—that it imparts

neither color, nor smell, nor clamminess, however great maybe

the quantity used. Owing to th

very siliceous waterglass, the so-called "soap liquid" costs more

than the combination of resin and alkali does in ordinary Ink-
jet it is cheap, and materially reduces the price of the product

into which it enters. In facC as a hard and good I«

may be made, containing as much as sixty per cent of the fluid

silicate, the manufacturer is under some temptation to exceed

the proper limit and make 'wateruiass In bars" instead of '.-)h-

cated soap.' It has never been definitely ascertained what pro-

portions will best secure all the advantages to be derived from the

silicate and still have the due amount of frothing
|

softening influence, which are conferred only by the t

But it is certainly quite safe to incorporate twenty-five or thirty

pounds of liquid waterglass with every hundred pounds of pure

oleostearate of soda. The compound thus produced ba

detersive power than common soap, though the alkaline strength

remains about the same, and the causticity is not sensibly in-

creased. It is well known that water, except when it is very

hot, splits up and only in part dissolves the alkali iv

and margarates; and perhaps the principal reason why silicated

soap works better than pure is that hydrated water-

readily into complete solution, and tends to hinder the precipi-

tationof the fatty bisalts.
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Art. XXII.— On the Ori,,,,. {,,<„. tn, SnUrucitue and Chronol-
ogy of the Florida Beef; by Capt. E. B. Hunt, Corps of En-
gineers, U. S. A. (In a letter to Prof. A. D. Bachb, Sup'r.
U. S. Coast Survey.)

New Haven, Conn., Nov. 18, 1862.

Sir: The examination of the Florida reef, keys and mainland
by Prof. Agassiz, in 1850-51 (Coast Survey Kept., 1851, Appen-
dix No. 10), marks an era in our knowledge of th.

geological problems there exhibited, and especially of their
'•--. Tin- ex.. l.T.iu..h. made under Coast Survey

auspices, was amply justified by the fact that the Florida reef is
the great American danger to navigation. One of the best aids
m avoiding reef risks is a clear insight into the structure of the

keys, and this can result only from scientific researches,
aided by the Coast Survey detailed hydrography, now well ad-
vanced. The millions of property wrecked on the reef are in
great part sacrificed to :: •

»;' hvdn >uTaphv. reef
structure, currents, winds and even of lights and beacons. Keef

not employed, and ship masters are so poorly supplied
ise knowledge, of the kind needed for ensuring safe

" amid these dangers, that many wrecks result solely
ir ignorance. During the five seasons (1857-62) in

which I was charged with the construction of Fort Taylor at
&ey West, I had good opportunities for knowing the history of
the wrecks, occurring at the average rate of about one a week. I
am now of the opinion that the loss of property in wrecks,

•uld be preventable by such accurate knowledge as can
ben the Coast Survey shall bava

i irs lull scientific

-. currents and winds, has regu-

mse of the entire survey. Many
shipmasters are incorrig many wrecks have, to
mJ knowledge, occurred hv masters not knowing new lights,

which had been for many months conspicuously advertised in all

™e Custom Houses and in commercial papers. Would sli

i

\ j
.nig

::,'. and

vit'n !]]. v. iv best ii bnnatio , >
d u the

hood, a large portion of the wrecks would be pre-

njeded for preventing wrecks in this region. The fluctuations

- from their supposed normal type certainly cause

masters. The lack <»f distinct idea" a, to the rela-
ll°ns between the reels and the

'

: !; " mani-
Am
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the real causes of many
3 so much to disarm the

reef of its terrors and to make known its true character, that,

aside from my own connection with the Coast Survey organiza-

tion, it seems appropriate for me to present to you some views

on the origin, growth, substructure and chronology of the reef,

which have resulted from my observations while at Fort Taylor,

and which may prove a needful supplement to Prof. .' iss

Keport.

The grand curve of our Atlantic coast terminates in the re-

markable crescent of keys and reefs which begins some miles

north of Cape Florida and extends in a well defined curve some

two hundred and forty statute miles to Tortugas Bank. At

Cape Florida its axis is north and south. In moving down the

reef, this direction revolves with the sun, until at Tortugas it

bears about 5° north of west. This crescent consists of a line of

keys and a parallel outer line of reefs, which are separated, on an

average between five and six miles, by a navigable channel ob-

structed by coral heads. The reef terminates about opposite the

3as, some fifty miles east of Tortugas Bank. Between

the line of keys and the mainland of Florida, is a body of shoal

water, shaped much like a cornucopia, which embrae. -

cayne Bay, Card's Sound, Barnes's Sound and the Bay of Flor-

ida. The line from Tortugas to Cape Roman, which may be

taken as the mouth of this cornucopia, is one hundred and

twenty miles long, the deepest water on it being twenty fath-

oms, and all within or east of it I

ized by singular evenness of bottom. The Straits of Florida,

between the reef and the Cuban coast, are about a hundred miles

wide, and the bottom slopes from the reef down to eight hundred

fathoms just off the submerged cliffs of Cuba. The hundred

fathom curve of the bottom is about seven miles out from Cape

Florida, and from thence to Tortugas it gradually separates far-

ther from the keys, being there over twenty miles out.

The well traced curve, along w rida Bank

thrusts itself out into the deep waters of the Gulf, is strikingly

k1 of some continuous and regular agency in its pro-

duction. The adjacent flow of the (Julf Stream \vould_ most

naturally be assumed to govern in some way the production of

this curve. It however runs in the wrong direction to serve

inatory use, and it is in fact rarely found to run

close in upon the reef. There is however an eddy counter-cur-

rent intermitting in character and of variable rate, but on
#

the

whole a positive and prevailing current.' At Cape i'
'.

narrow and precarious; but it widens as it sweeps to the
**J^

ward, occasionally becoming over ten miles wide at Key West>

1 See C. S. Kept., 1858, App. 82- This Journal, 1859, vol. ssvii, p. 206-
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rod. twenty miles bff Tortugas. It sometimes runs over two
i Bote, and is a great help to vessels bound west, when their mas-
tt'fi know the reef well enough to venture so near. There is

n uch need of more precise observations to make out the clmrac-
tui-nic-; oi tlii.s , urn nt, hut its exi>t. ice and its intermitting and

a powerful set are facts attested by all who know these
waters thoroughly.

,

After careful consideration. I am led to ascribe the peculiar
shaping and growth of the Florida Bank, including the keys,
reels and substructure, mainly to the sweep of this eddy coun-
ter-current. Darwin, Dana and Agassiz have so fully stated the
zoological and other ordinary elements of reef and key growth
•teat I need only refer to their works for details.

5 Special cir-

a however so far modi: the Florida
reef that it is not fully embraced an the orim i I. - laid down by
these writers. It is not an <do '. a n uhjiivj i :i", 01 a harri r reef,

in the accepted sense of these designations, but it is a reef r

bank, shooting out independently by its end into the deep Gulf
.""*' rs. Such at least is the view to which I have been led by
simply considering the existing agencies as actually working.
The reef proper is the main field of coral growth. This

mass, but in diversified coral heads,

I masses. The bold slope of the reef towards the

am, to the proper depth of growing coral, which here
does not exceed a hundred feet, and the broad top-surface of the
feef-section are teeming with solid eorals and shells. The
branching corals grow wherever the violence of the sea does not
prohibit, and where moving sand does not forbid a secure found-
ation for coral colonies.

In general, wherever there are solid surfaces free from sand
&nd mud, and washed by warm, moving salt water, the ova of the

•

. reei
'

:

':tt srs. attach them-
selves and gr , ov, to the limit/of their capacity. Thus the stones
01 the Fort Taylor break w t i and t i lati« is. ndnmtto piles
iron bars lost overboard, &c, have become coated with branching
and solid corals, whose nrowth, between the date of immersion
^]d that of diving up, gives a measure of coral increase,

throughout the sand-covered bottom between the reefs and
: s ono ti u .,,,„]!„, 1 South lu.ui .lone towards the reef,

and over the mud bottoms north, of the keys, there are no living

corals, except on such accidental bases as nun occur and in the
coral heads which have grown up on these bases. Thus coral

Masses are mainly produced where the aciion of storms are most

ft'g^tmoturc an,! Di,,nl,,,ti„n of . ,
;

*

'o'oV/

.

'.-', .'•. '-
•

' %
:

-

' ."
'':
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dolent, and they are constantly giving way before the assaults of

shells. A coral mass once 1 >roken loose Uliilergoes active attri-

'

.Uul<i

This san d, and the accompa living dmrit us ol
' shells a,

derms, v/Inch abound inter with tlw living corah are by

degrees borne on by the wa the a outli bene

keys, ul lere some of the Mlid is tl up ( ,pe of the

bench i-i.clge. A coral mass ol Slid loose is k died, and

forth imtinnglyjit u rated

/der. Ev
tion of'the sand by the w t vet fur

brin-s i t nearer to 'the con; /of t he wi .ire mud -

prevails on the Ban k tow. . There

onstant coral and si >Wth and :is constarit disinte-

;

.n progress. All th

range of depth of 1— th' n 100 feet,

ace in the

hieh only

lently. This eauses the water to take up and maintain in me-

b ittom again. The

finer the parti.-'. ~ the loimer vik fhev r< main suspended, and

the vorvcoar.se irrains will liardlv be lifted from the bottom.

Between th- coarsest and tie st aiv ura is of all i

sizes, and whether they will be suspended or not depends on the

violence of the storm, and their interval of suspension varies

with their size and the violence of the waves. It r« -

all storms of much violence, the water over the Florida Ihiny

becomes white with the bottom deposits. ]\\ long, >

ers or gales, the water becomes almost milk-white across tne

whole, liank. This -while water" is a familiar appearance, ami

is one of the sure sicrns of pmximitv to the reef As storm?

subside, the white sand and mud are gradually thrown down.

and the water clears, after a day or two. to its peculiarly delicate

Ihr.i <r the "white water" periods, the flood tidal currents set

water over the north side of the Bank into the Bay

of Florida, where, by reason of tl process of

deposition goes on ; and thus the floor of this bay has become
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ntlf St

1 1 If* miles out. The eddy
two kl lots per hour, transj oris

.1 detrit;ns to the westwm I into

pporiu,lity to settle as it goes,

! jp*w>n. Once on the bottom, in deep water, below the action
ot the waves, nothing can remove it. Thus we have, in actual

perfect mechanism tor triturating the coral and shell
;

for trans!.:.! ting the comminuted products, bv wave
tidal cm-rents and the v<h\y currents, to the deep

."•'
!

. .....:
. :

.:
;

. 'I .. '

.

tll(
- ocular causes at work exte; Hank by its

western extremity.
A careful examination of the bottoms, as shown on the several

sv charts of the reef, affords signal confirmation of
';

:: -~ Vi,1 w. Tin- indications of white mml, white sand, coral
•'" shells, over all the south frontage of the reef, half-

^'y '" Cuba, to the west around Tortngas and Tortugas Bank,

' '' ^
'.

: • - .

:
' ' :• '

:

'

--.

hundred and sixtv to the southwest, as also the bot-

J"
!i s over the Bav of Florida, and westward to the hundred

tl indicative that the material of
^bottom thus brought to lisrht was originalh organic, and has
be*n worn down and transported to its present bed bv some

those 1 have d -scribed. The entire lack of any

M degree tinctured with Mississippi mud
refutation of the view presented by Prof. Jos. Le-

^ructure of the reef, up to the depth where

o I. -in. is a result ot the deposition of Missis-

1 across the Gulf by the Gulf current, I

,i„t thes.> bottoms are inconsistent with
ap view w them frota ih^ living coral, to
"* east of •

. SbooM it be said I

.bottoms ob I
Waiter of the sea-bed,

>t may be replied that the great m;i^ <>f the Bank substructure,

Attorn on both sides, as is amply shown by the 10, 20 and 100

s This Journal, 1857, vol. xxiii, p. 46.
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fathom curves around the west end of the Bank, is unmistake-

ably a special formation subsequent to the general shaping of

the Gulf bed. The actual causes now at work in producing

coral and shell material, and in grinding and transporting it,

must necessarily result in a building up from the bottom along

the line of the eddy current to the westward.
Combine with this the fact that the most effective winda anfl

waves, both of trade and hurricane origin, come in upon the

reef from the S.E., and must therefore help to transport detri-

tus to the westward and northwest. Moreover, the heavy waves

which wear the front face of the reef must work some of the

detritus down along the south slope, and must thus aid in form-

ing the actual double slope in which the bottom expands to-

wards the Cuban cliff coast. It is unlikely that the wave ac-

tions extend with appreciable effect below from fifty to a hun-

dred feet, and detritus once placed below their extreme rang;

becomes permanently fixed. It is to be observed thai

zone of coral growth is that of wave agitation, and that tha

must prevent the lodgment of sand and mud on the growing

coral, as, after storms, the swell will always last here until the

waters are cleared of white mud. This may perhaps be quite

as effective a cause as increased pressure, in limiting the depth of

coral growth to about the same range as that of wave actions.

A careful consideration of such facte as are now ascertained

leads me to the supposition that the growth of the line of key3

and the line of reefs is simultaneous by their western extivnu-

ties. The reef now ends opposite the Marquesas, while the

Quicksands, Rebecca and Isaac Sh .,'.-. tin- T.-rtucras keys and

the Tortugas Bank indicate the extension of the line of keys

beyond the line of reefs to the west. It is remarkable that the

Tortugas keys are entirely without the solidification so promi-

nent at Key West. Fort Jefferson, resting wholly on sand

foundations, has settled in all its circuit, and in some portions

it has gone down nearly a foot, showing that a deep sand bed

has yielded thus much to compression.

In the sheltered waters among these keys, there is an active

growth of branching corals. \v-.. on sand foundations, which are

torn up by storms and tossed on the beaches bv the waves, to

such an extent as to afford the vast mass of concrete materials

used in the masonry of Fort Jefferson. There are however n°

extended rock masses, and the great vitality of the corals is

shown in an active renewal of growth on dead coral sprigs. At

is my impression that the mass of materials forming Toi •-

keys and banks has been transported westward by
current, and north and northwest by the -

storms and hurricane waves, from the reef abreast and east ot

Marquesas. The shaping of the bottom indicates this, and it lS
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apparent that a westward extension of the reef must be slowly
taking place. It would thus appear that the keys, at least in
their substructure, are rather results of the waste from the
present line of reefs than an original and anterior reef growth.
Concurring with this process is the growth of coral as now at
Tortugas, and in such heads or masses as can find foundation on
the sand slopes of the keys.
The solidification of the keys must be a slow and later process,

and, some thousands of years hence, the sand masses of the Tor-

parii

fro in
t

for solidification, and in a single instance of hard marl,
rom the eastern portion of Key West, I observed what could
^asily be fancied to be the circles of incipient oolitic segregation.
-Fne crystallization of the contained salt soon broke up .this ap-
pearance, and I never again obtained it, though the confirmation
of such an observation of oolite ab ovo would have great interest,
in consideration of the vast masses of this rock in the earth's
crust. That the finely comminuted white mud or marl solidifies
into oolite, on Key West, is I think fully shown by the fossil
traces of a peculiar vegetable scum which forms in the lagoons.
^ his scum, as the lagoons dry up, forms a leathery sheet, which is

lich roll up at the edges, sometimes
with three or four turns. I have found these rolls fossilized and
ooking much like bones, but distinctly showing the spiral curi-
ng in the section. Most of the oolitic rock of Key West, on
weathering its fractures, shows a series of thin parallel edges
averaging perhaps a hall inch apart, which being more resisting
^se on the weathered fractures above the softer parts between,
-inese harder layers seem very like fossil scum sheets, but they
are found in stones much above the present ponds or lagoons

w?
{t is hard to conceive that theJ are due t0 this oriSin -

Whether a calcareous sand-heap wholly above the water can
solidify into an oolite i, answer; but it is only
°y such agency that I can explain the solid mound, of nearly a
m^ in diameter, which forms the west part of Key West and is

wholly composed of oolite. The a I is about

rod to be the highest
P°mt on th r«. The gale of 1846 raised the
Water to wi; • apex, aia! we can readily con-

rod eted it, a hurricane might
nave carried ud sand to over fifteen feet above ordinary high
water.

^

The oolite, as shown in the wells of Key West, becomes coarser

,. It is so open that the water

^
evel of the wells, even in the heart of the key, or half a mile

rr(>m the sea, fluctuates with the tides, following them at intervals
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varying according to position, but averaging, as nearly as I could

aseeihuii. a mi; ti.ive huiiix The whole rocky mass of Key
West is of this oolite, there being on the weathered 31

occasi » iall\ in the mass a y< 11 -wish brown crust, hard enough

to receive a polish and 11.- iali\ 1- s< than a quarter of an inch

thick. The granite foundations of Fort Taylor, located in water

of eleven feet, or less, were laid on rock which was dressed to

"form beds, by the use of a diving bell. The submarine rock

thus examined was much like the shore rock, except that the

materials were coarser, rather less compact and more breeci;iteJ.

Occasional 1 eiated masses are found on shore,

but such traces are quite rare. In removing the bes

ridge which skirted the whole south shore, I found a lim '

';

stratum, about six inches thick and a few rods long, composed

wholly .of imperfectly comminuted pieces of small branching

corals, averaging about an inch long and a third oi

thick. Otherwise, this whole ridge, about ninety feet wide and

from five to eight feet thick, above high v.

wholly of sand, much of which was somewhat bhv
vegetable loam from the ridge scrub growth. It is observable

that this calcareous Band 11 blown about by the

winds. Once packed, it resists the" blasts of northers and hum-

canes so completely, that at a few feet from the reverse slope

of the beach ridge, we find only marl and rock. It presents a

marked contrast in this respect with silie< <<us !». ,1 h

may, as in Province! d up hills a hundred

. or be carried for miles into the interior. When dry and

freshly turned up, it blows freely, but it seems never to be moved

by winds from the place where the sea deposits it. It is

that the sea is : , ^ ,; - ... ,\ the rock along the so'

Key West, while the north mud slope is being a :..

Several hundred feet of the original south beach rock have

Collector at Key West,

to a total depth of one hundred and thirty feet, on Indian Key,

about eighty .miles northeast of Key West. To the depth ot

fifteen feet, the rock was moderately soft and uniform. It tnen

began to be unsound, the drill occasionally going down three
;

or

four feet at once. At forty-five feet, a gravel bed of aboi

was found, below which the rock became harder and
v.-rv solid, with a f.-w irin-miptions of unsoundness, to n

feet, when another gravel bed of several feet was sir

gave much trouble. Below this the rock became
hard, and was "tinged .. ii. ..'',!..

. -! .
' -." T -

130 feet, with several interruptions by "breaking through,' toe

drill once going down five feet at one jump. The water injected
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to clear the hole brought up pieces the size of pigeons' eggs, but
unfortunately the specimens are now lost. I suppose, from Mr.
Howe's verbal account, that all this rock was purely calcareous,
and that the very hard variety, which was taken to be quartz,

• as a compact limestone, such as Dana frequently found in the
Pacific coral formations. The unsoundness would seem to be
due to the interrupted nature of coral beds, whether in situ or
formed of coral boulders and sand.

in genera], the actual structure of the reef seems to result

three, grand activities :—1st, the ceaseless and per-

a of .•)!;)! animals and shells on every appropriate

lin their proper range of depth, temperature and water-
s.upply, which growth, by secretion, separates the carbonate of

a the mass of the ocean and gulf water; 2d, the un-
> and currents (aided by boring

• dug up, triturating, transporting and depositing

us products of the zoological processes; 3d, solidi-

fication by time, pressure, segregation and possibly by chemical
tion. It is a complex problem to trace the precise

operation of these agencies, as now at work, and from the
present to pass back over the past until that time when the

ink did not exist, and when the shore from Cape Sable
to Fort Dallas was the open ocean-front of South Florida. It

•over not too audacious to say that the agencies now
present a general type of operation which requires but

ta ao less than the formation, not
°Q]y of the line of keys and reefs, but of the immense substruc-

i rises from the great original plane of the gulf bed.
J-nis plane along the Cuban coast was over eight hundred fath-
oms deep, and it could hardly have been less than three hundred
fathoms under the present Tortugns group.
The evidence that South Florida and the base of the Bank

nave recently undergone neitin r . Icvation nor depression, to any
considerable extent, is quite convincing. There is a remarkable

•' of general level along the crescent of keys, and no
reliable evidence of vertical movement is found on any of them.
™. Tuomey fancied he saw evidence of elevation through sev-
eral feet at Key Vaccas.* Belie vi i

ken bould-
ers for mass. . , .1 in-piin .1 of As. stnnt Hilgard, whose ob-

servations on the keys during his surviving labors have been
extensive, and he replied that ho has never seen anv coral

i //, *;,;, above the water. He paid some att< ntion to

the subject, and remembers those at Key Vaccas particularly,
*h ere he satisfied himself by using a crowbar that they were
boulders bedded in sand." Prof. Agassiz and Prof. LeConte
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report the same impression. During the growth of two hundred

and forty miles of keys there has been then no observable change

of level. There is a dead fringing reef forming the Punta, or

west angle of the entrance to Havana, which seems to have been

elevated some six feet, and this is the only case of recent eleva-

tion in this i am acquainted.

Prof. Tuomev and Prof. Agassiz fully identify the formations

at Fort Dallas with the rocks of the keys. The former reports

the descent from the Glades along the Miami river t<> tide water

at six
6
to eight feet, and estimates the height of the ridge where

cut by the Miami at twenty to thirty feet. Prof. Agassiz es-

timates the highest shore bluff in this vicinity as not above

thirteen feet. The siliceous sand which caps the b<

around to Cape Sable was probably transported by the waves

down the east coast. There seems ample reason to suppose that

the crescent from Cape Sable, through the Mangrove swamp and

Hunting Grounds to Fort Dallas, and thence north along the

coast ridge, is an older reef curve, and that the Ever-
Lake Okeechobee were the interior flats, analogous to Key Bis-

cayne Bay, Barnes Sound and the Bay of Florida.

The Everglades, which cover about four thousand square

miles, have a substratum of coralline limestone of very rough

and irregular surface, which is covered by sand, siliceous in part

at least, and soft mud from three to ten feet deep, whi
all but a few points of the limestone and is overgrown with rata

saw grass. The water overlying this mud is about three feet

deep in dry seasons, and ri.-< s ntt-r ran < from two to three feet.

Lake Okeechobee is but a deeper extension of the Ev
its depth averaging about twelve feet, and its area bein

twelve hundred square miles The slight elevation «

glade region increases gradually to the north, and the Kissimee

river, which empties into the north margin of Lake Okeechobee,

has a southerly course of near a hundred miles, with a current of

half a mile to three miles. There is thus a very gentle rise

throughout the peninsula, and in the general slope sweeping the

north margin of the Gulf and South Atlantic.

The existence of ab in the Tertiary lime-

stone strata of two hundred to three hundred feet thick, spread-

ing from the Mississippi river around to Cape Fear river in

North Carolina, indicates an ancient, coral origin.' Prof. Tuomey

was led by these evidences to a special examination of the Flor-

ida Reef, from which he concluded that a continuous process or

.
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coral growth through geologic ages may have produced this im-
mense coral limestone area. He agrees with Mr. Conrad in call-

ing the Tampa limestone Tertiary. In all this space of limestone

hi 'roaches to equality
with the depth of near a mile, found off the Cuban coast. The
whole view of this subject leaves a strong impression that no

tnges of level have occurred during the period of forma-
tion, not only of the present crescent of reef and keys, and the

escent, but even in the more an-
cient coral p.' . i. hi, : produce.] the North Peninsula and the
coral limestones of the grout <> lit and Atlantic slope.

Confirmatory evidence is found in the Bahama, Salt key, Cuba
• ., tad grei I expansion u ith but

iMll.-.. Theie •::' no i idieatlOns of atoll

by sinking; but Darwin (Appendix, p. 186) appeals
only to elevation, and meets the fact of the singular coincidence
of level over many disconnected bank.- «>f great area in the
West Indies, by supposing that the elevated nu^- s of the banks
were uniformly washed away by the sea daring their elevation.

« is evident that the remarkable evenness of soundings over
these banks is a measure of the depth to wind tl

action of the waves extends in their several localities. The
enormous accumulations on the Florida side of the Gulf Stream
make it quite rational to suppose that Salt Key Bank, for in-

ingle n ic!< a] peak, now worn
- a \. i! h h is ullbrd, d a basis tor the growth of a

and I'M- a wasting action l>v the waves, whence an
outward expansion mav lia.vv resulted, 'which, in the course of
ages, has accumulated the larger portion of the great truncated
cone, now rising from near four hundred fathoms. To what
extent the type of action which I have supposed instrumental

- :: :

:

of other cases of coral reef. I am not qualified to decide. It can
hardly be > i! minds as

.;' Dana's would fail to perceive and give proper
Weight to this familiar action !

" ''•>"-
: ' rii^

deposition.* Dana is verv explicit in staling it, and I must there-
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fore suppose, that a satisfactory explanation of the growth of the

Pacific coral islands demands vertical movements unlike any

exhibited in the West Indies.

If the views now presented are correct, the chronology of the

reef becomes stupendous. The most rapid instance of coral

growth which I found on the breakwater and foundations of

Fort Taylor was a Meandrina of about six

was produced within twelve years, or the rate was a half inch

per annum. Numerous specimens derived from stones or piles

whose dates of immersion were known, and whose surfaces were

so rapidly coated by vegetation and corallines that we can safely

assume the coral colonies to have been planted soon after im-

mersion, all indicate for the vicinity of Fort Taylor a general

rate of growth less than the above. There is no obvious reason

why this rate should not be identical with that on the reef

proper, as the tidal currents supply ample moving water, and the

Bearing in mi 1 it tl living reef belt hardly averages a

m le in w dt 1 m 1 that this is m l< h int. n ipt .

•

part of the Bank averages between fifteen and twenty miles

broad, and that this is bur a small part of the breadth of the base

of this bank, on the original b ,tf/.:n. aside from the marl and

sand contributed to the Bay of Florida, we are overwhelmed
with the immense demand for time. We ought not to suppose

less than three hundred fathoms of detritus built up on an aver-

age. Moreover, much of this calcareous material is likely to

thue iV'li,, c
,'.'j\\

l

n\l\' e t! I
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have been more than once used by the coral animals, and some
mast have been swept into the ocean waters. Taking the living
reef at one-twentieth the breadth of the total bank, the depth
of the bank at three hundred fathoms, and the rate of growth at

i inch per annum, we find, aside from the other elements of
. 864,000 years as the time for building the bank,

when considered in cross section. Considering the growth as
being by the west end from Cape Florida to Torfcttgaa Hank, I
great increase of time is still demanded, so that we can hardly,
on these data, diminish the chronology of the growth of the
present Florida Bank even to a million years. Appalling as this
estimate of time for building appeals, it seems impossible hon-
estly to reduce it. If to this be added the time consumed in

the Cape Sable and Fort Dallas crescent, and again the
inconceivable periods demanded in the growth of the main

i and the limestone strata of the grand slope of the
wilf and South Atlantic, the imagination is appalled, and can
only rest on limitless infinities. We am indeed readily make

roximation to this inconceivable total. The
nature of coral reefs limits the growing portion to the outer reef
I'ne, and it is a liberal allowance if we suppose a zone of one
fniie broad regularly covered with growing surfaces. The solid-

« derived from this zone, wherever deposited, cannot
ease, in the whole, more rapidlv than this zone can

tiaterials. [f we assume these masses at 250 feet
thick on thmr northern margin in Alabama, and 1800 feet thick
on the present southern boundarv, we can safelv assume an
average thickness of 900 feet. The length of the general line of

on. the reef-growin
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average cross section of the growing front cannot be less than

250 to 300 miles, or at the minimum a horizontal formation of

250 times the growing zone can ho ;.-m \- l 'Liking the rate as

before at 24 years to the foot, we s i .11 havt for the total time

24x250x900, on the data as stated; or, we find the total

period of 5,400,000 years, as thai required for the growth of the

entire coral limestone formation of Florida. The rate of coral

growth is nearly a rigid one, scarcely subject to fluctuation in

any supposable period of time, and the limitation of growth to

an outer reef of narrow section is also a necessity of organic

habits. If then it be a fact that all the limestone mass now con-

sidered is of coral origin, the time of coral growth cannot be

reduced below the result given above. It is likely to be much

greater, as all the elements have been assumed on the side of a

.
- made for growth by

the west end instead of by the front.

The derivation of the substructure of the bank from coral

growth mai deduced by

Prof Agassi; mce. B t is this vastness of

time really incredible? Does its shock to our ideas militate

against its reality? It is not the method of true philosophy to

belittle nature to our ideal standards, but it is rather our duty to

seek facts without bias or preconception. Lo< >ki n<i thus squarely

at the facts of the reef, in the aspect I have n-aoh d them, the ag-

gregate of time given seems really and truly insufficient. There .

are vast possibilities of error in such estimates, but are we not

quite as likely to err through our preconceptions of limited

chronology as by boldly submitting to the guidance of estima-

tion from actual bases

!

Nova Scotia, and Newfoundland; by O. C. Marsh, B.A., of the

Sheffield Scientific School, Yale College.

The following list of mineral localities in New Brunswick,
1

Nova Scotia, and Newfoundland, is the first .•oven: .

regions that has been published. Althoug
feet in many respects, it has been prepared with >

care, and it is hoped that it mav prove of some service to mi°'

ho are not familiar with these interestin," regions.

The lists of minerals occurring at many of the places men-

tioned in the Catalogue. ,.s;„viallv tliose hi tiietr.;;

the Bay of Fundy, are copied from the writer's notes, which were
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taken at the localities during several excursions to the Provinces,
n 1854. Even these lists may, in some cases, be found

incomplete; since the destructive tides of that region are con-
banging the outlines of the coast, and thus exhausting

the old localities, while at the same time bringing to light others,
equally rich in mineral treasures.
The notices of localities which the writer has not visited are

derived from the best sources of information to which he had
access. A few were taken from the publications of Jackson and
Alger, Dawson, and J much that is valuable
in regard to the mineralogy of these Provinces.

3 The writer is
also especially indebted to George F. Mathew, Esq., and Charles
*• Hartt, Esq., of St. John, for important information in regard

ties, especially in New Brunswick, and to Prof. Forrest
Shepherd, of New Haven, for notices of several new localities

Midland.
There is probably no part of the world, except the trap dis-

• '.vlm-h is virhcr mi zeolitrs than the shores of .the
bay of Fundy

;
yet the minerals from that region have hitherto

with those from other
•tions, and hence no little confusion exists in regard to

:ies occur at the different localities. In the following
nerals from Nova Scotia, thomsonite, prehnite, and one

or two other species are marked doubtful. The first is generally
relieved to be one of the most common minerals in that Prov-
ince, yet on examining miens of the so-called
[homsonite from man\ .,!' its ivputc'l localities, the writer found

ariably raesoHl -' generally I

also, is stated"

r; and it is doi eies has yet been discov

the bay of Fundy; 3
yet an examination of specimens, so

considered, which were collected by the discoverers of the local-

• m ol nearlj i U the places in

is at which this mineral might naturally be expected

J
occur, has led the writer to believe that prehnita has not

nitherto been met with in Nova Scotia, and that i

an V locality in that Pi..\im-- is extivmelv doubtful.

.
The entire group of zeolitic minerals from the bay of Fundy

13 well worthy of careful stm.lv. The writer has for several
years been colic- full examination of the dif-

ferent species, and hopes at some future time to embody the
results of his investigations in a Monograph on the subject.

'UyJ. B. Jukes'.' >(
Black Rock, Kings C
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The following catalogue is arranged according to the plan used

in Dana's Mineralogy. Only local cabinet spec-

imens are in general included. The names of those

which can be obtained in good specimens at the several

are printed in italics. When the specimens are remarkably good,

an exclamation mark (!) is added, or two of these marks (I !)
if

the specimens are quite unique.

NEW BRUNSWICK.

ALBERT CO. Grindstone Point and Island.—Barytes, iron pyrites,

Hopewell.— i "ryp-utr M.); Albert mines — coal

Pallet River—fifteen miles from mouth,—coal.

Shepody Mountain.—Aluuite in clay, calcite, iron pyrit ••?. mo nya tr-

ite ? psilomelane. pyrolusite.

CARLETON CO. Woodstock.— Copper pyrites (mined), hematite,

CHARLOTTE CO. Beaver Harbor.—Chlorite, jasper.

Campobello—at W._'|.-lip.M,].— lil.-ud.', o.p)„.r pyiit.-s. > i

at Head Harbor, copperas, iron pyrites.

Deer Island—on west side—Calcite (in amygdaloid), magnetite.

quartz crystals.

side of entrance, calcite! (in conglom-

ite, laumontite, stilbite, semi-opal! ; at Fish Head, two miles easi w

Eel Brook, chiorit,, in quartz (abundant): at Rosses' Island, quartz

crystals; at White Head, chlorite, quartz crystals.

L'Etang Island H-iri,.,,-. -Chlorite, iron pyrites, marble, serpentine;

at La Tete, copper pyrites, erubescite, galena.

Wagagladavic River.—At entrance, azurite, copper pyrites in veins,

malachite; one eighth of a mile east, galena.

:
u porphyry).

Seely's Cove.—Hill, half a mile north, calcite, iron pyrites, magnet'

ite, quartz crystals.

St. Stephen.—Four miles north of, graphite in slate, molybdenite in

gneiss, quart./ e.ry.-taU; ai Mill Farm, iron pyrites. .

Wacwig River.—Three miles up, at < .»rmi.:k
;

s Milk pyrites in boul-

ders, garnet, feldspar crystals, tourmaline ; at Bartlett's Pond, qua"*

GLOUCESTER CO. Bathurst.—Coal, malachite.

T£te-a-gouche River.—Eight miles from Bathurst, copper pynt*

(mined), oxyd of manganese ! ! formerly mined.
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KENT CO. Buctoltche River.—Coal.

Cocaigne River.—On branch three miles from bridge, coal.

Richibucto River.—Three miles above Ford's Mills, and at Big Brook,
coal ; at Bassk, iron pyrites ; Liverpool, limonite.

Kouchibouguasis River.—Coal.
KINGS CO. Belleisle Bay.—On north shore, galena in limestone,

hornstone, jasper; Bull Moose Hill, large bed of magnetite on farm
of Northrup and Benson.

Clifton.—Chlorite, epidote, hematite, orthoclase in crystals, prehnite,

quartz crystals.

Hammond River.—At Sherwood's, graphite in limestone.

Hampton-.— Ar I •ailing'- Lulo-. agate, carnelian, jasper.

Kingston.—On ridge south of villa .
\ magnetic

Nerapis.—Near Hatfield's Mill, pyrites; near Mather's Inn, amethyst,
feldspar, quartz crystals.

^uispamsis.— <

'onper pyrites, galena, iron pyrites, laumontite.

one mile north of Baxter's Inn, sp '<. limonite;

on Capt. McCready's farm, east of Church, selenile! ! (crystals con-

taining sand).
upham.—Salt springs; four miles east (

NORTHUMBERLAND CO. Boistown.—Coal ; also at New Castle

and Chatham.
QUEENS CO. Grand Lake.—At Long Point, barytes, copperas, and

pyrites in fossil trees; Salmon River, on Crawford's farm, coal, cop-
peras, pyrites, limonite; New Ca^le River, coal mines; Coal Creek,
coal (formerly worked).

Long Reach.—Opposite VanWarts, chlorite.

Washedemoak River.—Two and a half miles from Long's Creek,
coal ; a few miles above mouth of W. River, on S.E. side of small

I

, .nv, hornstone, jasper, quartz crystals.

KESTIGOUCHE CO. Belleditne Ponrr.—OalcU$f serpentine, verde

antique marble.
^alhousie.—Agate, carnelian.

Qatxt£
TLeNiM—CoaL

»AINT JOHN CO. Black River.—On coast, calcite, chlorite, copper

pyrites, ., , roxene (green earth), quartz crystals.

Brandy Brook.—Epidote, hornblende, quartz crystals.

J^arleton.—Near Falls, calcite (red).

DHakcs Harbor.— Calcite (deep red) in quartz veins, chlorite in argil-

laceous and talcose slate.
Little Dipper Harbor.—On west side, in greenstone, amethyst, ba-

i
quartz crystals.

. -Feldspar (red), hornblende, muscovite, blac

MosQUASH.__On East side Harbor, copperas, graphite, pyrites; at

Shannon's, chrysotile, serpentine ; East side of Musquash, quartz

crystals ! (in conglomerate).
t

_ _
Portland.—At the Falls, large bed of graphite (impure)

:
at T

,

r 1
low e
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asbestos, < ntine, steatite;

Lily Lake, white au_ tine, steatite,

talc; How's Road, two miles out, epidote (in »yenite)

limestone, tremolite; Drury's Cove, graphite, pyrites, pyralloiite?

indurated talc.

Quaco.—At Light House Point, large bed of oxyd of manganese ; west

of Point, lignite; east of Quaco. at Fall
:

Red Head.— < alciie (tibroiis), red jasper.

Sheldon's Point.—A« : ite, epidote, (pistacite and

zoisite,) malachite, specular iron.

Cape Spebtohb.—Asl - specular iron (in crystals).

Ten Mile Cheek.—Coal (in .--late and sandstone).

Westbeach.—At east end, on Evans' Farm, chlorite, tale, quartz ay*-

tals ; half a mile west, chlorite, copper pyrites, magnesite (vein)>

magnetite.

Point Wolf and Salmon River.—Asbestos, chlorite, chrysocolla,

eopjM-r |»\iit<'N fiMii^.'ite, pyrites.

—Ten miles up north branch, coal.

Lincoin.—Bog iron ore (abundant), wad.

VICTORIA CO. Tabique River.—Agate, carnelian, jasper ; at mouth,

south side, galena; at mouth of ., salt spring;

Quisabis Entbb, iron, in clay.

WESTMORELAND CO. Bellevue.—Iron pyrites.

Dorcester.—On Taylor's Farm, cann.d coal, day iron stone; on Ayres

Farm, asphaltum, petroleum spring.

Grand ance.— Apatite, s.-lmit.- (in large crystals).

Memramcook.—Coal (albertite).

Shediac.—Four miles up Scadoue River, coal.

YORK CO. Nashwaak River.—Coal ; Jay Creek, coal.

Pokiock River.—Stibnite? tin pyrites, in granite, (rare); Harvey

Settlement, wad.4

NOVA SCOTIA.

-Apophyllite, natrolite.

stain.—Analcime, magnetite, mesolite! natrolite, stilbite,

's Cove.—Analcime ! (inclosing native copper), chabazite,

dile.

on Antimony (Stibnite) in New Brunswick in the preceding number of

.1 from this locality km tilbite by Prof. Hot*,

The crystalline form . .- rtiiw I
ir

/
;

''/
*
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Moose River,—Beds of magnetite.

Xut.u River.—At the Falls, bed of hematite.

Paradise River.— ]'.! u < tourmaline, mink;/ qa«,-tz !! (perfect crystals,

more than one hundred pound) ; found in the soil).

Port George.—Faroelite, laumontite, mesolite, stilbite; east of Port
George, on cos (ring gyrolite.

Peter's Point.—West side of Stonock's Brook, apophyllite !, calcite,

heulandite, la t, native copper, stilbite.

St.Croix Cove.—Chah ' '

' '' ' 'I I -
I i K i .

'

V,,1: U,' vnds.—East River, barytes!, calcite, dol-

omite (ankerite), hematite, copper pyrites; Indian Point, mala-
chite, i:

; Pinnacle Islands, anal-

cime, calcite, siliceous sinter.

Londonderry.—On branch of Gn v<, ankerite,

hematite, be, hematite;

on high ground, hematite, limonite; at Folly River, below Falls,

nkei .rite, hema-
tite, limonite

; tie*, hematite.
Salmon River.—South branch •>!. ..mi. cmi r ny rites, hematite.

Shubenacadie River.—Anhydrite, calcite, barytes, hematite, oxyd of

limestone).
CUMBERLAND CO. Cape Chiegnecto.—Barytes.
Upk D'Ok.— 1 „ i

i ,
i

'( hlt i:ry-<t;iN. highly modified),

chaba/.i:

copper, obsidian, rod cou^r (rare), vivianito (rare); Horse-shoe
Cove, east side of Cape D'Or, analcime, calcite, stilbite.

h5LE Haute.—South - ' '-', albin V calcite,

heulandite! .'. natroiite, uie-olite, stilbite!

JOGorxs.—

4

rahedrite at

Seaman's Brook.
Parksborocgh.—Augite, amianthus, calcite, gypsum, hematite, iron

Pyrites, magnetite, quartz.

i-.

apatite (rare), coldI
-''>' modified

crystals), '• tjt |
ire), gypsum,

h .um / ,, ' n ,.n ,
s '< (v v ' ml)

Mark's Head.—Anal. ante,prehn-

SV X
'

S Creek.—West side, near the lVnf. c:d. it-. -\
:

~um, A«/W-
*fr, iron pyrites; east sid.\ at Was^.n's ldntf and vi iniiy.

(occasionally «•

.

(

.
•

i
, ,^i r

; - name copper and ,
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Two Islands.—Moss agate, i

McKay's Head.—Anal cime,
Stronix Brook.—Lauraontite.

DIGBY CO. Brier Island.—Native copper, in trap.

Digby Neck.—Sandy Cove and vicinity, agate, amethyst, cal

azite, hematite I (in perfect crystals), laumontite (abundant), mag-

netite, stilbite, quartz crystals.

Gulliver's Hole.—Magnetite, stilbite!

Mink Cove.—Amethyst, chabazite ! (crystals an inch in diameter),

quartz crystals.

Nichol's Mountain.—South side, amethyst, magnetite! (in large and

perfect crystals).

Trout Cove.—Six miles east of Sandy Cove, agate, chalcedony.

William's Brook.—Near source, chabazite (green), heulandite, stilbite,

quartz crystals.

GUYSBORO' CO. Cape Canseau.—Andalusite, abundant in mica

and clay slate.

i rv-i;n! '.— < . j iia, hematite.

HALIFAX CO. Gay's River.—Galena, in limestone.

Halifax.-
. tourmaline.

her.— Gold! (o d) in quartz veins in
<

clay

slate, i

ami mao-ik'tir.

, Laidlow's Farm, Le

ifbroolce, Salmon River, and Wine Cove.
HANTS CO. Cheverie.—Oxyd of manganese (in limestone).

hayesine. ]
'

r0 found in beds of gypsum.

INVERNESS CO. Mabon Harbor.—Fluor spar! (green).

KINGS CO. Black Rock. , eyanolite;
10 a few

miles east of Black Rock, prehnite ?, stilbite !

Cape Blomidon.—On the coast between the Cape and Cape Split, the

following minerals occur in many places : some of the best localities

are nearly opposite Cape Sharp,

—

analcime!!, agate, amethyst-,

apophyllite .'

\

babaarite, gmelinite (lederente),

faroelite, hematite, heulandite!, laumontite, magnetite, malachite,

'" native copper, (rare), natrolite!, psilomelane, stilbite-,

thomsonite?, quart
Jorkwalus.—At the

Iall's Har
Bridge, oxyd of

Long .Point.— i Bock, heulandite, I

stilbite!!

Scot's Bay.—Agate, amethyst, chalcedony, mesolite, naf
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aYoodworth's Cove.—A few miles west of Scot's Bay, agate /, chal-

LUNENBURG CO.' Chester.—Gold River, gold in quartz, iron pyrites,

Cape La Have.—Iron pyrites !

The " Ovens."—Gold, on the beach and in quartz veins, iron pyrites,

mispickel I

Petite River.—Gold, in slate.

PICTOU CO. Pictou.—Jet, oxyd of manganese, limonite ; at Roder's
Hill, six mile3 west of Pictou, barytes; on Carribou River, gray cop-
per and n

; net, coal, limonite; East

QUEENS CO. Yv estfield.—Gold in quartz, iron pyrites, mispickeU
Five Rivers.—Near Big Fall, gokl i

RICHMOND CO. Plaister CovE.-West of, barytes and calcite in

:;XE CO. SHELBCRNE.-Near mouth of Harbor, garnets (in

gneiss); near the town, rose quartz; at Jordan and Sable River,

staurotidt i, chiller spar.

^DNEY CO.—Hills east of Lochaber Lake, iron and copper pyrites,

Morristown.—Epidote in trap, gypsum.
YARMOUTH CO. Cream Pot.—Above Cranberry Hill, gold in quartz,

Cat Rock.—Fouchu Point, asbestus, calcite.

NEWFOUNDLAND.
-atony's Island.—Iron pyrites, in large cubical crystals.

- a t\lin\y Harbor.—<>n
' large and perfect crys-

tals, in slate.

^RALKYvHiLL.—Feldspar, in crystals.
Copper Island, one of the Wadham group.—Copper pyrites (abundant).
^odroy's Island.—Gypsum, granular and fibrous.
REAT Codroy River.—On left bank, near mouth, gypsum, (abundant)

;

seven miles inland, bituminous coal.

conception Bay.—On the shore south of Brigus, erubescite and gray

copperjntrap.
^eu \\ „,TE 13AY—qq^ Qove ^ Copper pyrites, in quartz veins.

t

'

T

[:A -v r< 1'oN-t).— Northeast of, bituminous coal, cannel coal.

3 bay, copper pyrites

. traversing chlorite slate ; at the head of the tide on the

*ber River.—
' Of IsLAM,s.-
!Vn.—Argentife
LCENTIA BAY.-

marl, a bed twenty

Near mouth, marble

-Southern shore, ire

rous galena, horn si

-At La Manche, twe

feet in thickness.

I (abundant), muscovite.

m pyrites, in slate.

Iver, ruby silver, silver glance

, miles eastward of Little Southern

larbor, galena ! very pure and abun
rsing metamorphic slate. This v<

1 galena have recently been taken

:in is now worked, and 1400 tons

from it On the opposite side of
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Shoal Bay.—South of St. Johns, copper pyrites.

Tor Bay.—Four miles from St. Johns, a chalybeate spring, noted for its

medicinal properties.

Trinity Bay.— Wesi u, * xtreinitv, barytes (flesh-colored), a large vein.

Harbor Great St. Lawrence.—West side, fluor spar, galena.

Sheffield Labratory, Yale College, Sept. 10, 1862.

Art. XXIV.—On the Correction of the Elements of the Orbit of a

Comet; by James C. Watson, M.A., Professor of Physics in

the University of Michigan.

When a new comet has been discovered, its orbit may be determined

[lately from three observations made im
i

;

method of Olbers may be applied, but if the intervals are *

,

unequal, a n. I of Legendre.

When the approximate elements have been found, and it is i

tions available, the following method will be found very convenient m

practice, and will invariably give satisfactory results.

ration and reduced to the same meridian ; *, *', *", the geocen

tude>, and j. ri' . ri'
!

, t.h the comet at the date o

ihf fii-.-t, six-olid ami third observations respectively. The <•

must be eorre I reduced to the mean eq

fixed epoch, whh-h is iisuallv takni at rh.; b-

us also denote by R, R', I

by ©, ©', 1 the sun, for the dates of the observa-

ctively. .,

The coordinates of the first place of the earth, referred to the thira*

*=R"cos©"-RcosO,
y=R"sinO"-Rsin0.

If we repr-sent by g the chord of the earth's orbit between the gBj
!..'.,- to the first and third ol.sei vatinns, and by G the

.

W
tude of the first place of the earth as seen from the third, we shall have

Sssff cos G,

2/=ysinG;
and consequently,

R"cos(Q"-G)-R=5'cop(G-0),
R"siu(0"-0) =^sin(G-0). 0)
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The coordinates of the first place of the comet referred to the third

* 1=<*co B |?cosi+*cosG,
y^cosPsinl+^smG,
>,==*•» A

where 4 is the distance of the comet from the earth at the first ob-
servation.

Let us now nut

e shall have

D cos B cos (L- Q)=J cos ? cos (i-G)+fl
D cos B sin (L-G)=^/cos|Sfsm (A-G),

by q> the angle at the third pi

Let us now put

and we shall have

*e first and thi

5 BcoS ?''cos(A'"-L)+SinBsiu£".

.<»„=» cos (B-m). (4)
Let x be the chord of the orbit of the comet between the first and third

Places, and we get

x2=T) 2 -\-J" 2 - 2D^" cos <p,

or x2— (z/"-Dcos<p) 2 -|-D 2 sin2<p, (5)
where J" is the dis

Then, if we
- the times t

den of.ei by r and r" the c

", we obtain

listancesofthe

Let us now

D B

R s

R"s

= (J -B cosy
2=(^"-R"cosf

in y aC,
in v"=C",

)
2+R2 sin 2

D cos? :

ld equations (5) and (7) become

")2+0" 2
.
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When A" has thus b<
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These equations (8) together with Lambert's equation,

(r+r''+*)f_(r+^_*)£=M(<''-0, (9)

where log. M= 9-0137327, will enable us to determine A" by successive

approximations, when the value of A is given.

We may therefore assume a value of A by means of the approximate

elements of the orbit, and then find the value of A" for which the corres-

ponding values of r" and x will satisfy equation (9). It will be observed

that the value of A" must be found by trial ; and, if we assume also an

approximate value of A", we may find r" from the last of equations (8)

and then determine x from equation (9). Then we obtain a second value

of A" from the equation

With the value of A" thus obtained we recompute r" and * as before, and

irer approximation to A". A few trials

dned we find the heliocentric places of

the comet by the following:

A cos (? cos (i-0)-R=r cos b cos (l-Q),
-* cob? sin (1-0) = rcos 6 Bin (J-©), (10)

A" cos p> cos (1" - 0")-B«=f' cos b" cos (*"-©*),
A" cosp sin (1" - ©") =r" cos b" sin (/''-©"), (»)
-rf"sin/3" = r»sin&",

where 6, 6", and /, I", are respectively the heliocentric latitudes

tudes of the comet at the times t and t". The values of r and r" should

agree with those obtained from equations (8).

The elements of the orbit are then found from the heliocentric places

by means of the well known formulae. For the node and inclination, we

tang i sin(W+n~Q)=f^^ *° * «**

tang i cos(KH^-8)^^^ sec 6 sec b»,

the upper sign being used when the motion is direct and the lower sign

when the motion is retrograde, corresponding respectively to the cases

where V<^>1 and 1"<^L In these equations, £ denotes the longitude ot

ination of the plane of the orbit to tne

ecliptic.

The longitudes in the orbit are given by the equations

:

x2—
j
r—r» cos (0"-0) \

»+*•»«
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For the longitude and distance of the perihelion we put

tafig(45»+«)=^

and then we shall have

1 . tang2w

V^
Sm

-ini(0"-0)V>v"'
(14)

VV
C0S F

~^iJd'^6)VrV'
'

where 2F=4(0+ 6") - n, q denoting the perihelion distance, and * the
longitude of the perihelion.

Let v and v" be the true anomalies at the times t and I", and we have

v=z6 - n, v"=d" - n, for direct motion, and

Then for the time of perihelion passage T, we have

Tsstdc:w (25 tang3 *"+ 75 tangiv)
'

(15)

Vul agree with the value of T found by using the values of
1

.
«", instead of t and v,

? Ae orbit from two obser „-
18 given. To solve the problem proposal, we a-sume. in the first place,
a
.

n aPPr<>ximate value of J, and compute the elements of the
tie first and third observations. l>v means of these formula?. With the
elements tliu- the place of the comet for the time t\
an <i compare it with the corresponding observation, and if we denote the
computed longitude and latitude by 1'

, and (?
; respectively, we shall

^nere m' and to' are the differences between computation and <v-

a M.v.aid value of tiie distance or' the eouiet Vn<-,\ the earth

', which we represent i>v J-j-^-J. and compute the coirespond-
lQ
g system of elements, and we shall have as before

i'-4-»"=:l' , and (?'+w"=p~' .

a -J - <5.J, ((J.J being the

Ovation by u and ur, then we shall have
1

U=f(J-dJ), u'=f(J), u"=f{J+dJ),

**• Jock. Sci.-Seco>d Semes', Vol. XXXV, No. 104.-Makch, 1S63.
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and similarly for w, w', and io". If these three numbers are exactly

represented by the expression

where 4-^-x is the general value of the argument ;—since the values of «,-

u', and u" will be such that the third differences may be neg!

formula may be assumed to express exactly any value of tb

correspond in a ii tiering i

between the limits *= *
'

To find the coefficients a, 8, and y, we ha

whence by comparison we find

«=f(J); 8=$\f(J-$8J)+f{J+idJ)l ; and r=i/V).
Now in order that the middle place may be exactly represented in 1<

i the same manner, the condition that the middle place shall be exactly

latitude gives

x-p>.84=0. (18)

t the orbit shall exactly represent the middle pN*.|MJ
l conditions shall be satisfied i

'

rarely, if ever, happen, that this can be effected, and we must therefore

find the most probable value of x from the equations (17) and (18) i
vlZ,»

that for which the sum of the - - shall be a minimum-

Having thus determined the most probable value of x, we compute a

final system of elements, with the geocentric distance 4+x corresponding

intervening places, each of which will I'uitiMi two equation
rmination of «, Should it be found tb

ing from the final elements exceed the limits of the probable errors ot

observations, the orbit cannot be a parabola, and it will he necessary
10

with the latitude previously us**-
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Art. XXV.— Geographical Notices. No. XIX.

THE REPORT ON THE MISSISSIPPI

RIVER, BY HUMPHREYS AND ABBOT.

The report of Captain Humphreys and Lieut. Abbot of the
Corps of Topographical Engineers of the United States Army,
on the "Physics and Hydraulics of the Mississippi River," has
already been noticed in this Journal, in an article which gave a

a of the entire work.' The universal interest now felt

illustrates the Physical Geography of the
States, the importance of this "elaborate survey of the

region of our country, and the difficulty of

costly a volume lead us to refer again to

j which are made by the authors.
J-ne immediate occasion of this work, as the reader will re-

was an act of Congress directing a scientific survey of
ssippi Delta, inclucliug such investigations as might

tend to determine the most practicable plan for securing it from
inundation, and the best modes of deepening the channels at
ye mouths of the river. The report, consequently, is chiefly
^voted to the Physics and Hydraulics of the river, that is to

laws of velocity and volume, and the possil

ling the current, as to protect the regions adjacent to
ye delta from destructive floods, and so as to maintain the facil-
ities of navigation in the channels near the gulf. But the topo-
graphy and hydrography of the entire basin of the Miss
"^eluding all its -. are likewise elaborately

m is to this portion of the report, the Physical
geography, that we now call attention. Our object will be
t° condense within a limited space, some of the geographical

the volume contains, so that those who cannot con-
sult the work itself ma\ t irn here for such information. In
do,ng this we .^luiil cuitnic ourselves, without comment, to the
statements of the authors, generally employing their own lan-
guage. We regret that t lie limit of this article compels us to
orn»t some of the interesting details which their scientific zeal
and thoroughness have brought together.

Regarding the true Mississippi river as beginning at the con-
fluence of the Upper Mississippi and the Missouri, eight of its

. bo mi; ortant as to be distinguished from all the
rest. Jn t

; . ),;,, ,,f t:i ,. n - ba>ins, these are

*JJ

e Missouri, Ohio, Upper Mississippi. Arkansas, Red, White,
Xazoo and St. Francis. They are described in the order of
their geographical position, first the right bank and then the

>[2],*XXiii,181.
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left, beginning with the southernmost, as follows: Keel, Arkan-
sas, White, St. Francis, Missouri, f'pper .Mississippi, Ohio and

1. Bed river Basin.
2—Few regions so limited in area, say the

authors, are so diversified in character as tins basin. While it

includes only 97,000 square miles, large tracts of rich allu-

vion, a range of primitive mountain-, numerous hikes, a rolling

prairie, and a sait-de.-ert tract are found within its borders. Cant.

Marcy, U. S. A., first explored the sources of Red river in Ln32.

The ueneral course ot the stream is thus lielincatcd in his report.

The Red river rises in the eastern rim of the vast desert

plain known as d Liu no Estnvndn at an elevation of about

2,500 feet above the sea. After llowinu' thron-jh a narrow

ravine, some sixtv miles in leiiuth, the river passes to the south

of the Witchita Mts, the highest peak of which, Mt. Scott, is

1135 feet above its base. Beyond this, to the east, the rivet

traverses "the cross timbers," a.n extensive belt of

which extend, between fwentv and tl x\\ miles h width, from the

Arkansas river to the Brazos', so. ton w \h>*. Still farther east.

the celebrated Red river raft, an accumulation of drift logs,

about thirteen miles long, obstructs the course of the stream.

Below this, the river traverses a fertile and populous region, the

character of which is well known.
The width of the Red river between its bank- .

below the point when; it issues from the Lh„o K«h,rwh. is ~< {J{)

feet; just below the mouth of the North fork, 2000 feet; about

50 miles below the mouth of this tributarv, 2U>0 feet: at tlie

mouth of the U,.j Witehita. duo fcm : at Aiexandiia, 720 feet;

at mouth of Black river. 7*5 ieet : at mouth, 1800 feet. These

numb rsinda ,n ti iracmristi. \ n iti -n ,, width While

traversing the sandy desert, the. river spreads out to a width

greatly disproportionate to the depth : but when the more fer-

sions corresponding to its discharge.

The depth of Red river varies inverselv as its width, being

only 6 or 8 feet, even in floods, throughout the desert,

depth of 3 feet may be depended aeon below Alex
4 feet thence to the head o[ the raft, and one foot t

.Vert

of 4 feet draught can ascend to Shreveport at any

in extreme low water, but to fort Towson or even

mly about three months in the year, and they he-

above the raft rk rapidly than the
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Arkansas, and thus is less favorable to navigation. The raft

serious obstacle, as it requires the boats to leave the
channel and pass through lakes and bayous.
The hi»U-\"\;.ter area of cross-section throughout the desert

c°i>ntn is p'ol.nMv about 12,000 square feet, and in the culti-
vated region from 30,000 to 40,000.
The raiio-e of the river is greatlv affected by the raft, Thus

45 1 27,
1843) being 51 feet; at Fulton it is 35 feet; at the head i

r
,

:;ft
- I'Hcct; at, Shreveport, 25 feet: at Alexandria, 47 feet ; at

u, 45 feet, These numbers' illustrate the effect of lakes
in moderating floods.

.
The only important tributary of the Eed river is the Black

of the Washita, (the Indian name
Little river, and Bayou Tensas. It is only 54 miles

The following figure s exhibit the high water slope of Red river

!*.«* El Auihori,y -

Vout
h

hoVR Rivov (hi;h water 1828), gO

(

58

11 l'
;

rrS-.

area of 189,000 sq. m., the western portic f which lies among
11 e sum n t of the Rocky Mountains, the middle portion com-
Pnses the great sterile plain between the mountains and 97°
Wt; "t lot -

• ijie rich alluvion of the Missis-

- led in climate and production,
•"^ than halt this area is fitted to supply the wants of a civ-

•weed people.

.

^ifut. Pike. U. S. A., explored the sources of the Arkansas
"ver in 1806\ Ttiev lie amomi the Mts., west of the South

f
ark, in hn. 39° and long. 106°, about 10,000 ft. above sea

level. Half tins citation ,s lost in the first 150 miles. The
i iv< rs - a sterile hilh n gion the hi! a

- fe into the plnin westward al

, „ lot YV. onir. Maj. Emory slieport on Gen.
iv "ariiv's route in 1 M0 describes the river between bents fort

: ..,] [ t issel loin « ver L50 vanls wide, nnd gener-

table. The bottom land a few feet above the water
11

'varies from half a mile to two miles and is generally cov-

IS8. Beyond Bent's Fort to the

<*st, the 'bi . thinly scattered growth of large
cottomvoods!
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Thence to Fort Smith, the river is described by Capt. Bel],

who explored it in 1820. The bluffs here approach c
1

*

river bed. Eavines become more abundant and like the river

banks are well wooded. The water becomes slightly brackish

from the saline springs near the right bank. Below the Cimma-

ron the river loses its pale clay hue and becomes reddish. Fort

Gibson marks the head of navigation, beyond which the river, in

the remaining 642 miles, traverses a fertile and settled region.

"The width of the A.ri \\artne

- it does not exceed 150 feet. It gradu

a mile, as it traverses the sandy desert. After entering the hilly and ft*-

.*

The depth of the Arkansas also varies -ivat!\ in ditivivi

course. Throughout the prahh ivlm n n n\r\\u>- about

feet, exclusive of shoals, but there are seasons when the w ^

disappears, being absorbed by the immense beds of Band

channel is formed. In the navigable part of the river ti

-as. is from 2'5 to 3-0 feet : ck, two feet;

greater tlian those that usually occur. ,

'
many years, they are as follows: < )ne usually begins in F '->

to the winter rains, and lasts, on an average, nl

i

in the mountains and the latespn- U occurs

-

'

.

feet above its lowest stage. The last rise is in November, produced oj

the late auttn u ten to twenty days.

Steamboats from three to four feet

point some 40 miles above Little & ck, M d -

far as Fort Smith and Fort Gibson, with a fair prospect of being

turn. Both the Canadian and Arkansas have been navigated

Steamers of eight f.jet draught h t.<- i i , 1 Fort Smith. 1

the November rise. During the low.- r boats of «*

lightest draught to reach Fort Smith.
Au.

The greatest flood of the Arkansas on record occurred in 1833. A

tends to the conclusion that it exceeded any subsequent flood by at le»s
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The high water slope of the Arkansas is thus stated

:

«4 l

\;:::r ':£' f! ,„,*.„,,

;> .-spring river,

Near Fort Gibson, - - • U-2

•J,-;::i

/•••;.

0-36

Captain Fremont.

Captain Gunnison.

Major Emory.

Lieutenant Whipple.

Railroad levels!

on pass, (

g in a course of 1000 m. the same barren region through
which the Arkansas flows, empties into the latter midway be-
tween Forts Smith and Gibson. The White Kiver drains the
fertile region which crosses the Arkansas above Fort Gibson.
Its sources are about 1200 feet above the Gulf.

3. St. Francis Basin.—This region, including an area of 10,500
S(

l- m., consists of the St. Francis bottom and its watershed.

" By the former is understood the belt of swamp lands and low ridges
[ymg between the Mississippi river and the line of high hills which ex-
tends almost , Girardeau to Helena. Some small
!;M. i,-, of this area do not drain into the St. Francis river, b

ion is properly designated by

A portion of the southern slope
the chief watershed of this region.
As the St. Francis bottom lands are tt

wnich have been generally considered
waters of the Mississippi," great efforts'"..:

I : :•: ! .
.

:

J;j

the Ozark mou

;he most northei
•'.'

;'

rnesandme,
*he surveys of
Wade by Dr. William How;

!,:-en

feraphis to the St. Francis river,

ri\ engineer, in 1833 ; those of

Rock railroad company, made in 1854 ;
those

Rock railroad company, made in 1855 (?) ;
[ the Fulton and Li

the route from St. Louis to 1-

section of the Bureau of Topographical Engii
.! ,.| lll; Harney. < '. E,

r.p».-r

of southeastern Missouri, contained in the report of Messrs. O'Sullivan

a°d Morley, engineers of the St Louw and froa Mountain railroad com-
ply, and publu .

'• report of the board of direc-

to* of that road (St. Louis. 1854). Together with its accompanying
Waps, this work fan ' ,tion which could

1)6 desired about the Missouri portion of these bottom lands.
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Boundaries and i

)ape Girardeau, on the Missis

of T. 29, R. 1

1

thence southwest to the St. Francis river, near the northeast corner of

east corner of T. 22, R. 8, east; thence southwest to the nort

ner of T. 14, R. 4, east; thence nearly south to the middle of T. 3, R. 3,

east; thence to Helena, and thence, following the Mississippi river, to

Obpe Girardeau. Within these limits there are many isolated ridges en-

tirely above overflow.

The limits of tha watershed of the St. Francis basin can be readily

i Sntaw&'s sectional map of Missouri, by foHowii^

the divide wlnVh separates ^m u! I streams running to and from tin- bot-

tom lands. The Ozark slope constitutes fully two-thirds of the entire

Kidges known to be above overflow in bt. Francis

Lands liable to be submerged in "

«- .
.

Topography.—-The northern watershed is a broken, hilly country,

sloping very abruptly to the bottom lands. Its mean descent southward

is about 1200 feet in 70 miles, or at a mean rate of about 17 feet per

The swamp region is, in general character, a great plain sloping from

north to south at a mean rate ot about 0-7 of a foot per mile, judging

by the fall of the Mi^i>>ippi l.erwwii (ape Girardeau and Helen-.; * Ild

by the levels of the whichc«*3
,

[he

bottom near the middle lino. Tin, c<uiiitrv i* separated from the rolling

praries west of it, which drain into White river, by a single narrow ridge

r 300 feet

4. Missouri Basin.— [The account of this basin Laving already

been given in these pages, [2], xxxiii, p. 185, we omit it in this

place.]

5. Upper Mississippi Basin.—Although the Upper M
is neither the longest tributary, nor the greatest contributor o

drainage, nor the branch most like in character to the g«w

. it bears its name and has thus always been an objec

of especial interest to geographers.

M
The<listiiii£ ! ,i>hii..ii

- rhnia<'imistic of this portion of the Mi-i-'PP''
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The middle and southern portions

1, and are rapidly becoming ci

sources of this >

:,<!. The

., _. climate is

large and wealthy

Lake rta?ca. in which the Vy^v Mississippi rises, is described
by Mr. Schoolcraft as a beautiful sheet of deep water, seven
miles long and from one to three broad. Nicollet, in 1836, de-
termined w- .n and elevation to be 47° 14'

N. lat., 95° 02' W. of Greenwich. The elevation of the lake,
by barometrical observations, he places at 1575 feet above the
ocean level.

The Miss

and
in less than three quarters of a mile a distance of 65 feet. Two
tables given in the report exhibit the most important facts r

specting this region.

Low-water slope of Upper Mississippi

r—

'

Usance E.,va
Full

"iH"
1

•:.{• •:

Authority. Eemark '-

Mil,*.

lull
].':;; };:i

Smiles Shrou|h lakes!

1KW
"':.

Rapids intervening

si: j

'''_-

;;

;.

Nir>
::'' .'

-

i rairie du Chien,

K °ck Island raPids >

'r.:;

-!!!•

064 1

J| J

Mouth,
'

H " "L_ S?lffeft).
0W"water

j

these elevs
^tween hio-h and low wat<
Rbout20fe

t

etatSt.Paul;
g>o«tl2 feet (in 1858, 18
^Island; about 20 feel

•ire much lei

water of the Mississippi. The range

about 20 feet near Sandy-lake river

;

feet (extreme, 14 feet) at La Crosse

;

ibal, and about 35 feet at the mouth.

ose of the Ohio, and. excepting the

^•ssouri, of the other tributaries of the Mississippi, where they pass
« r°«gh the cultivable region. Their small extent is due to the generally

jj

at character of the basin, from • 'frequently slow;

the gradual change in season that takes place along its course ; and the

comparatively dry climate of the upper part of the basin."

**• JorjR. Sci.-Second Series, Vol. XXXV, No. 1(H.-March, 1863.
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The following table exhibits a correct list of the tributari

w

40

100

M.. N.«. '

v.,,;..

24 -

-"::

24

168

i«j3

338

402

3i>:

Elk or.-ek,

K'-Viu'r';

r..,»':'r"\\V-

1

,",,

705

Rapids intervening.

Rapids 1 mile.

Hum river.'

Ki.-.-riv.-r.

I -

.,'•".,.'
i'

" '

6. Ohio Basin.—
"The Ohio river drains the northeast portion of the Mississippi basin

a fertile and populous region throughout nearly its whole extent,

e southern tributari.-s rise in the All el; my ni.-uut iin-. am! flow noitn-

rd through an ui > country to the main stivni

mediately s« nth of tin- ^u-at lak. -. at an

V tTth-

tthirh

500 to 1000 f

mdaries of the basin are indicated on j.i

Ohio iKtwr.—Th« Ohb is fo •ined by the ji

rises in the Mains of Pen,

Throughout its whole length

. it desecn.U '2(1

The Ohio n, i .w w U , is as
a current alters*!

Is except at t!

iccewion of Ion

id rapid. The
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)f the Alleghany brand), nothing need be said except that near its

I'Ces it flows between hills, through a very narrow strip of fertile bot-

'ei'ses a roekv and ni > ^\),\-,,\\- ravine, with a i».-,i ((imposed mainly of

fefoe or gravel-bai ^, U. S. A.]
»f thoMnnnn-ah-la In,, id). >ome .-muw fa.-N Mated by Dr. William

;. The tributaries of Che

raeter. It winds with a serpenl

raced valley. Its slope here is

1 from the mouth of Cheat rive

1'26 feet per mile, and from Brow



it is 45 feet ; at Louisville, 42 feet on the falls and 64 feet below them
;'

at Evansville, 40 feet; at Paducah, 51 feet; and at the mouth of the

river, 51 feet. The usual range does not exceed 25 feet."

7. Yazoo Basin.—The Yazoo basin, having an area of 13,850

square miles, consists of the Yazoo bottom and its watershed.

The Yazoo bottom is an alluvial tract, oval in shape, bordering on

asippi between Memphis and Vicksburg. It consists of

6800 square miles of lands liable to be submerged, 310 square

miles of ridges and 6740 square miles of lands draining into the

bottom. It is in general a vast densely timbered plain, slopirig

from the Mississippi toward the east at a mean rate of about 04

of a foot per mile. There are three classes of land in the Yazoo

bottom, "high land," rarely overflowed, middle land, overflowed

during the wet season, and the low " cypress swamps," parts of

which always contain water.

The Yazoo river, from its proper source, Horn Lake, to the

Mississippi, is about 500 miles long, and is navigable 240 miles

to Greenwood, for boats drawing two or three feet. Indian

mounds are io ;re bottom.

8. Basins of Small I lour of these will be

noticed. Their total area is 32,400 square miles. This coun-

try is situated where the rain is greatest, and contributes more

than is generally supposed to the discharge of the river.

" Maramec basin,—The northern slope of the eastern portion of the

Ozark mountains dniins into the Maramec river, a stn-ani »
111.- Mississippi a few miles below St. Louis i «

art*.-, containing no la,..]- li.-.bl to initiation. It. a, .

nalmap..i Mi^ouri, is 5470 s.pum miles !

no eo nm 1 uveentin Mi- ii I < , e ( Hnndeau, on the

Kaskaskia basin.—Under this head is included

and the mouth of the Ohio. It is named from

though there are others of considerable size^—the Big Mu<

stance. The country is mainly praiii

The " American bottom," between the mouths of the Missoui

kn.-k ; a rivei>. contains the greater part of this swamp country,

is another limited belt above Cairo. The area of the whole basin

The Kaskaskia river itself resembles the Illinois. It flows «
;,...-, ::

,

overflowed to a depth of eight or ten feet in freshets. Its bed is almo*

dry in the summer, but ,. has a strong current.
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Obion basin.—Between the Ohio river and the head of the Yazoo
basin lies an extendi lick, for want of a better name,
has been designated the Obion basin. It is drained by four nearlv par-
allel rivers: the Obion, the Fork. 1 ,,; th. HaM-I.ee, and the Wolf

;

:he Hatch ee alone being, properly speaking, a navigable stream. The
irea of the entire region is about 10,250 square miles. %

This region is in the main an upland, hilly country, but, as shown on
?late II, the Obion and Forked-deer rivers flow through somewhat ex-

L811, which depressed so much country on the op-

-

;

;

•:•

var and 30 feet at its mouth. Its average I igb wati I m lth

feet, and its high-water cross-section about 8000 square feet.

^ ?'.<*i> (.—The jvo-iuii draining into tii,- M -issippi between

1* i- drained l,v manv ^i.-auis, the

e l.Jig

tli.ll..

Wptimra narnln^.'n ,

-1"T
l basin is made up of a rolling, hilly country, entire

>' inundation. Its area is ahout Ti'GO square miles.'

Following this account of the various tributaries of the Mis-
sissippi, the authors proceed to discuss the river itself below the
mouth of the Missouri. This is done in the second chapter of
their volume, the contents of which have been given in the article

already referred to (vol. xxxiii, p. 187). We hope to revert
again to this portion of the report, and perhaps to other geo-
graphical dis volume contains.

The figap •
I the main river

and also of the tributaries described in the present article, are

summed up in the following tables, which will be of permanent
value to all who are interested in the study of the great

sippi valley. In conclusion, we desire to express^ our admira-

.

t]on of the thorough and comprehensive manner in which the

tions of Messrs. Humphreys and Abbot have been con-

ducted. The work reflects the highest honor upon the fidelity,

Patience and science of the distinguished authors.
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Geographical Notices.

Those who have paid attention to the Reports of the Smith-

sonian Institution are aware that one method by which that es-

tablishment has contributed to the advancement of science has

been the encouragement of expeditions in different parts of this

continent, for the collection of specimens in natural history, and

for the observation of physical phenomena. The report recently

distributed, which covers the proceedings of the Institution tor

1861, contains some interesting information respecting

.gress of several explorations.

'xplorations in the Peninsula of California, b>/ Mr. John AW
tits.—Mr. Xantus, having previously distinguished himself as a

collector in natural history, by the researches which he made

from the summer of 1857 to the autumn of 1858, in the neigh-

borhood of Fort Tejon,—was placed by the superintendent «
the Coast Survey, Prof. Bache, in charge of a tidal station at

Cape St. Lucas. He reached the cape in Api il, 1 S-3i», and sin
-

that time he has made, says Prof. Baird, " collections which vie

in thoroughness with those of Fort Tejon, and exceed them m
number of species, embracing as they do marine as well as

fresh water and land forms." In another connection, we learn

from Prof. Baird, the following noteworthy facts. Besides the

addition of a larger number of new animals to 'our fa

has been made by one person in any single region of North

America before, Mr. Xantus has shown that the most interesting

relationship exists between the land species of the Cape ana

those of the region of the Gila, Upper Rio Grande, and the

southern Rocky Mountains. On the other hand, very few °t

the characteristic species of the coast of U]
1

1

at the Cape; while, as far as observed, the same may be said o

the strictly Mexican types. The entire .Peninsula thus proves

to be as specially related to North America in its land

is Florida, although the number of peculiar species is muc&

The marine fauna of Cape St. Lucas proves to be quite Pa*

amaic in its general features—much more so than that of tw

opposite coast of Mexico.
t

The whole of the collection made by Mr. Xantus had not

arrived in Washington when the report for 1861 was closed,

sixty boxes, some of large size, had been received. Il

that he has collected about twenty, new birds, as many reptn«»

large numbers of fishes, crustaceans, and other groups in Pr

portion. The collection of shells is much larger than any

ever made on the west coast, with the exception of that maa

by Mr. Reigen, forming the basis of the report on Mazatiao
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la addition to the thorough exploration of the region imme-
diately round Cape St. Lucas and the mountains of the vicinity,

, leagues up the coast,

both on the ocean and gulf side, and also to a number of the
neighboring islands, Socorro, Tres Marias, etc. He also made a
visit to Mazatlan, and secured a valuable collection of birds.
Mr. Xantus has now returned to the east, and the new species
which he discovered are in process of elaboration and will short-
ly be published. Partial reports have alreadv been made by

is on the Birds; on the Keptiles by Mr. Cope; on the
Fishes by Mr. Gill ; on the Insects by Dr. Le Conte ; on the
Crustacea and Asteriada- by Mr. Stimpson ; on the Ophiuridae

Etpoda bv Mr. Wood; on the Bats
by Dr. Allen ; on the Plants by Dr. Gray. The conchology is in
the hands of Mr. P. P. Carpenter.

It is proposed, when all these examinations are completed, to
combine their results in one general memoir on the Natural
History of the Cape, which will then be as well known, or evenHistory of the Cape, which will then be
better known than the extremity of thextremity

copy, from Prof. Baird's report for 1861, the following
~**- respecting the other recent explorations in which the

has been concerned.

Exploration, of the Hudson's Bay territory by Mr. Kennicott.—At
the date of the last advices from Mr. Kennicott, v

'

, 1 -<(!!..,

Report for I860 was presented, he was at Fort Resolui
*here he had spent the preceding spring and summer, pnn
collecting eggs of birds. He left Fort Resolution in August, 1

returned to Fort Simpson and proceeded immediately down the M:u-kon-
zie to Peels river. From Peels river he crossed the Rocky mountains to

J*
Pierre's house, occupying four days in the transit, and arriving Sep-

tember 18th; left the next day for Fort Yukon, at the junction of Por-
cupine or Rat a ,.r Pelly river, in about latitude 65°

and longitude 146°. Fort Yukon, the terminus of his journey, was
reached on the 28th of September, 1860.
The latest advices now on file from Mr. Kennicott were written JttS-
-'-•.;

b»t these, of course, were limited by the season. He had fpn

tionsof success during the following spring, (of 1861,) which have no
doubt been abundantly realized.
No collections were received from Mr. Kennicott in 1861. with »•

exception of a few spa f and August, I860, on

k'ave lake. Those made at the Yukon will, however, in all probability

c°me to hand in October or November of 1862.

Am. Jocr. sci._Se<~om> Skkik-. Vol. XXXV. No. 104.—March, ISC".
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Mr. Kennicott expected to v.. nnin at the Yukon until An-

then to start for La Pierre House and Fort Good Hope, possibly to Fort

,to spend some months, and endeavor by

Fort Anderson, near the mouth of Anderson river, (a stream I

iiwl Coppermine rivors.) and in the barren .'rounds close to

the Arctic ocean. At Fort Anderson be expected to collect

the skins and ee^s of birds, ran- mammal-, etc., and to return to Fort

Simpson in the autumn, (of 1862,) then to am v.

Lake Athabasca, by the spring of 1863, so as to get back to the United

States by the winter of the same year.

For a notice of the continued aid to Mr. Kenning, rendered \<y the

gentlemen of the Hudson's Bay Company, I have to refer to the next

division of my report.

Exploration of the Hudson Bay territory by officers of the Hudson

Bay Company.—The gentlemen of many of the Hudson Bay Company's

t n. 1 to in tli pi < 1 i _ i j .i V I iu |
' »i.«n <>f tin-

|

i i)
'I

l

l

_ -Mphy of America as well known as that of the L niteu

Pre-eminent among tl

Mr. Bernard R. Ross, chief fetor <>f the Mackenzie River di-tnet, an-

resident at Fort Simpson. Reference «> made in foimei i

Contributions in previous years ; those sent in 1861 are in no •

the other-, embracing numbers of -kin- of bird- and mamn
great variety. insect-. Are., besides very lareje ^,.,-ies of speriic

the coopeiatto i of nearly ill the iientl u n resideii i

posts in his d -u t, th ii titri unions b iua z ' *> '
' ^ ' "

them may be m-ntim. -d Mr. Jam- k, blent. Mi. Willi mi l [
<'

1

"''

Mr. J.- i)n . Mr..) , I. , Mr. X. Tavlo, M, < V Camlet, Mi

James Flett, Mr. A. McKenzie, Mr. A. Beaulieu, etc. . .

Second in magnitude only to those of Mr. Ross are the

of Mr, Lawren e ( huke, Ji , of Fort be oi Shiv, Is

i he --- of many of them, such as

"•,:=' '

.
:

.

.','. '•

^

.'.";'.'
.
y \ , M-. a. -

-y-

Mr. James MeKeu/.ie, of Moose Factrnv : Mr. Clad...""-

_

House; Mr. James Anderson, (a) of Mi; -an ; Mr. *

Lake Superior; and Mr. Connolly, of Riukeite. Mr. Mcl^' 1'*"
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furnished a large box of birds of Hudson Bay, while from Mr. Barnston
were received several collections of i i-Ls, new and
rare mammals ins-cK fish, &c, of Lake Superior.

It may be proper to state in this o.mii.-\i<»n tiiat ;': labors of Mr. Ken-
l' " 11 it,.,! to (be I ie] m

I ih !i! i , t\ r the
Hudson Bay* wmpauv, as .

\e„w,i by the dii.-rt-.-is in London, the
executive officers in Montreal, (especially Mr. Kdwaid II..pkin>.) and all

the gentlemen of the Company, in particular by Governor Macuuish. of
-»' f «'»rry, and Mr. Los,. In faet. without this ai ! the expense of Mr.

'in w ild be i'ai 1 yon.l what t < Institution could

snjei'i', <v mid idmit, no eharo-e, has been made for trans-
portation of Mr. K, mnicotl and his >. and he has

I
one. No charge also wa3

made on the collection sent from Moose Factory to London by the com-
i id in ev.-rv possible wav this time-honored company has

ind co-operative in the highest degree to the scien-
tihojobjects of the Institution.

, obeli*—This
'

geld and returned to

result* i

i

u- science, m well as impor-
s in natural hi.-fory. The'se, uith what were pievimnly

' 'in time to time, are in progress of elaboration, and reports

"}' le'Nt tint I ha-, e to ai ti.'iin, the ,|, ath at sea, on his

:

.

Mi ,1 its ullectl.Uls', h,s l,|.e t ,U til 111 WOUld llEVe
wen one of great value. For many years prior to 1857, however, he

:.:..-•

• Os Lome. lt White IW. t la.k county, Virginia, then
s .,, ,..

'•<

"'-
'

-

.
• a n or twelve

REPORT OF THE SI I'EmXTKXDKNT OF THE U. S. COAST SURVEY

FOR 1860.

The promise of a paper illustrating the recent progress of the

"• S. Coast Survey has led us to postpone any notice of the re-

P°rtof the Superintendent for 1860, until it is almost tune for

Qs t-o expect the publication of the report for 1861. But as this

»
' Compare Dr. Hayden's account of this survey, Geog. Notices, No. XVII, this

. V>9.
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Journal reaches many who do not see the Superintendent's elab-

orate review of the operations of the survey, we here transcribe

those paragraphs which exhibit the chief geographical results of

the year in question. The importance of the survey has never

been more apparent than it is at present. The wisdom, energy

and science of the Superintendent are more and more evinced

as the work of successive vears is made known to the public.

twelve States from Pasamaquoddy to the boundary of North and South

Carolina, a stretch of more than twelve hundred miles, measured in the

most general way. With an interval of some fifty-foui mil<

minished every year by the party at work there, the triangulation is again

continuous over the coast of South Caniin.i t.. < 'uml«'i land sound, on the

coast of Georgia, two hundred and eighty miles. Then there

val of twenty-seven mil. s which this season will fill up to the St. John's

river, Florida ; and the triangles are again continuous to Mar

south of St. Auo-ustiiK'. T«'u ]i;ii; Mutanzas inlet

south, and from Indian rim >r mtel .

third will next season be added, proceeding north from Cape Florida,

Another season or two at most will fill up the whole space from Cape

Florida to Cape Sable, and along the keys from Key Biseayne to Key West

and the Marquesas. Charlotte harbor is triangulated, and the work ex-

teici- from Anclote key to Cedar keys, ninety miles ; from Ocilla river,

by St. Mark's and Ap'alaehicola, to Cape San Bias, ninety-five miles;

over St. Andrews's hay ; includes East hay, Maria do Galvez, Escambia,

i cola bays ; touches the entrance of Perdido hay ;
extends from

Mobile bay one hundred and fifty mile, to Lafa I

Chandeleur and part of Is!,- au Breton sound to the delta

neater part of which it now includes; over Isle Dermere ana

Caillou bay ; over Atchafalaya and Cote Blanche bays ; and from Jw«

bay (Galveston) two hundred and
Aransas, and Corpm Christi bey* . to within one

M of the Rio Grande.

The progress on the western coast has not beer.

the newness of the survey there into consideration. It has included all tn

harbors of California and Oregon, and many of those of V.

Territory, especially those, <,( \V:i-li i ;. _ft r,n sound. Pu^et'-

t, thfl strait* of Haro and Rosario, and part of the (*ult*

Georgia, in the northwest. e

Having given, in my letter of last year, a statement of the prog^
the astronouc work, I need not repeat it here,

longitude problem has been steadily kept in view, and the occurrence^

the total solar eclipse, the path of which crossed from the no

part of the United States, through Washington Territory and

. leaving the continent on the coast

m ti.. ,v ui tUe for tn - and of the lunar tabie^
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i hundred and seventv-eight ; the magnetic given are up-

nundred and ten; and the maps si . -, inlets,

Land published, three hundred, ex-

.-.

Maps and Charts.—"Within the past year, one hundred and eleven
sheets have been worked on in the Drawing Division. Of this number,
nine are finish* • are coast maps and chart?, twenty-
one finished maps of special 'localities, sixteen pre li mi nary, and two of
the number are comparative charts. These are exclusive of twenty-four
sketches of various kin is. Fifty-six < f the sheets referred to have been
completed, and fifty-five are in progress. Of those completed, twelve are
maps and charts of the first class, and an equal number charts of special
localities. Eight of the number are preliminary charts and two com-

l
twenty are sketches, amongst which

are included those showing the field progress.
In the Engraving Divi- maps and new editions of

two have been completed during the year, and twenty-four are in pro-
gress. Of this class twenty-two were commenced in p'revious years and
twelve within the present year. In addition, seventeen plates have been
engraved of second-class charts and sketches, and five plates of that class
are yet in hand. This gives a total of twenty-seven plates completed

nine in progress, or of fifty-six plates engraved or
within the year.
The complete list, giving the. titles of these maps and charts, is ap-

pended to the report of the assistant in charge of the office, and a gene-

\ have been engraved up to the present date also accom-
"x No. 19). The complete list includes three hundred

' which sixty-eight are of first class or finished maps.
A «e total given is exclusive of seventeen plates of progress sketches.

.
developments and discoveries.—During the year, in twenty localities

•nportant developments and discoveries were made, includiug the deter-
mination of various reefs and ledges, investigation of channels and cur-
rents, &c, with other like services to navigation.

Special Surveys.—Three special surveys, at the expense of local au-
thorities, have been conducted during the year, viz : at Mobile, to ascer-
am the changes and condition of the bay ; at Boston, for a like purpose

;

ano
- on the peninsular of Cape Cod, to determine the feasibility of a canal

,, and Cape Cod Bay.

ti .
l "**< is have been maintained on the At-

3 on the Pacific, and two on the Gulf.

lit:::

of heights-

adeavoring to obt*

During the past year a new circular nas oeeu issueu w mo
, presidents and - I roads, and to geologists,

,
and other me "

Jcess. To the

i endeavoring to obtain all the data existing fot

cience, to obtain additional results, and with

; number issued, two hundred and fifty i



tributed by tl Land a con-

siderable number by other surveys of tlie Government. '! h

received has been mapped i-v Mr.'W. L. Nicholson, who is charged with

the details of the work, so as t<« indicate whether the data were likely to

suffice for the construction of contour lines ,»f the surface of the conti-

nent, and to show where they would be deficient for that purpose.

Sources of information have been pointed out, of which we have not yet

been fully aide to avail ourselves, but the work has, in a general way,

made good progress, and will be earnestly prosecuted."

these various topics, the report con-

spedition to Labrador, to observe the

Solar Eclipse of July 18, Prof. Bache's Lecture on the Results

of the Gulf Stream Explorations, a discussion of magnetic de-

clination or variation, and the usual details respecting the ap-

paratus and personnel of the establishment.

DESIDERATA IN EAST AFRICAN EXPLORATION.

The following Note was recently addressed to the Bombay
Geographical Society, by a Committee of the Eoyal Geograph-

ical Society of London, in reply to certain inquiries.

" Beginning at the south, we may look upon the Nyassa as entirely m
the hands of Livingstone and other Zambesi travellers such as Count

Thurnheim. Livingstone, as we know, has established easv access to

the southern end of the lake, and announced his intention of exploring

the whole of it at the earliest opportunity. It would be a waste of re-

sources to direct new travellers to that same district.

Proceeding northward, the itineraries «,f native traders supply enough

ii n for the present rude wants of African &
country between Quiloa and Nyassa; and we i

definite knowledge of the same through [tocher's ill-fated expedition,

i. ., .. ' •
•

•
.

•. .
'

'
' " :

who have certainly left nothing of primary importance

The fourth and last section of known country "is to the eastward of Morn-

bas, whence ll.trou von der iWkeu (accompanied bv the i -

gist. Mr. Thornton) has lately travelled to Kilimanjaro, and where be

"Thus there is no urgent call for a new expedition that should If*
the coast of Africa between the Zambesi and Momba>: but ;

M hed
i

l,et.,eeuM.,U,'Oa.aud the Red Sea. The field «£

"The fil-t i, r..

y are navigable. They have
n might be experienced on et:
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partly owing to hostilities between the Somauli and the Massai ; but no
led by a well equipped party, large

enough to command respect.
" ilie second and most difficult would be a land exploration through

• It engaged ; while the religious

and the political fanaticism of their northern tribes is an equal bar to

t"a\e!lers from Aden, where a suitable cxp. dirioiiarv partv might, per-

il's 1h: colh-ct.-d. The mo.-t promising course would be to land at

M"gado\
, and to reside there some mouths, learning the language and

« hold on the good will of the people, before attempting forth*

"Addition;.
i bv the tact that Lieut.-

. .'U. 11. M.'s ( ,usul it Zanzibar, is lit mix persuade I that

to that effect has been confirmed by different witnesses. He believes

""'-i to be a part of the crew or passeiig.-is of an bast Indiaman, sup-
i"--i to have been wre.-kvd near the Mauritius in 18o5. but whose cargo,
'"rather a number of miscellaneous effects resembling those known to
have been carried by her, aie come into the po-e^mu of the Somaulis.

: ;m-!\ Won I i tin 1 in thi- rep,,,- ;u , inte I i u: i >le pretext for

nee in the land, and a stimulating object for their earlier

" The last course would be to adopt Mombas as the head-quarters, and
hencC to pass into the interior by a route to the north of that travelled

fy
Karon von der Decken. The "country behind Mombas is a less un-

: "' illt
''> < evidence than o.her parts of The n^t; and an expeditionary

^•Mr.Krapfres
t° Europeans

; and
""possible, at the
*°ul«l afford hope
Uotnbas round the
Gondokoro."

1 the traders moetlj speak Hindu

:ik of Kenia, and the

;;;;;;"
n Africa

m.-d

,1 be

that

^^^^
A*T. XXVI.—On the existence oj a Mohawk-valley Glacier in the

Glacial Epoch ; by James D. Dana.

Tfie Mohawk river extends in a nearlv east-aml-west course
• ib hi! eas1>by-south,) theStateof

i | on; mock with the Hudson river near Troy, eight

Aibnuv. It commences its flow eastward at Rome,
Jest of Oneida lake the wmtors above this coming from the

. on the north. The whole distance from
^°me to Album-, in an air line, is about 100 miles; the descent
Jo the Hudson is 425 feet—equivalent to 41 feet to the mile.
78 feet of the descent, however, is at Cohoes falls, a mile from its
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mouth, so that, for the rest of its course, the average descent is a

little less than 3^ feet per mile.

The valley is a depression between the northern and southern

plateaus of the State, and has its highest border on the south—
the general height of the northern plateau being from 1000 to

1500 feet, and that of the southern plateau from 1500 to 2500

feet. It is not a synclinal valley ; neither is it a valley of de-

nudation, although, beyond doubt, greatly deepened and ex-

tended by the action of waters ; but it is what the writer has

styled a geoclinal valley, that is, one formed by the uplift of the

crust of the earth on either side, (or else by the depression of the

crust along its course,) without any conformity to its slopes in

the dip of the enclosing rocks.
1 These enclosing* rocks of the

Mohawk depression are in fact, on one side, partly (above a

height of a few hundred feet) the folded and crystallized Azoic,

and, on the other, the Palaeozoic rocks which were uplifted at a

much later period.

sion, taking c
,

elevation of 1500 feet, ten or twelve miles in breadth. But just

east of this in Schoharie county, it opens southward along the

valley of the Schoharie creek, the principal southern tributary

of the Mohawk. This Schoharie valley is bounded, on the west,

by the northwestern prolongation of the Catskill M
having here a height of 2000 to 2600 feet above the sea level

;

on the east, by a spur from the same mountains, called the Helle-

bark mountains, which increases in height southwardly from

1000 to 2000 feet, and at whose eastern foot, in Albanj
lie the Helderberg hills, 800 to 1200 feet high above the sea-level.

The principal heights of the Catskills, between 3400
feet in altitude, are situated to the south, not far from the junc-

tion of the two ridges. The range of the Catskills has a heigMj

at the Mountain House, according to Guyot's measurements, oi

2235 feet above the sea-level. The true ivaterslied lies a little to

the south and west of this, and is made by Guyot 1970feet lQ

elevation ; and from it, flow waters northwestward to the Scno-

harie and eastward to the Hudson.
On the north side of the Mohawk, land 1500 feet in elevation

is not met with except at very distant points from the river—as

in the Black river region, towards Lake Outario, which has t&»

height, and in the Adirondack region, towards Lake Champialu>

- runs up to 5379 feet.

tiued westward in the depress^

of Oneida lake. The depression continues on farther

south of Lake Ontario. The Ridge road, as it is called, having

The Connecticut, Hudson, and U inal valleys.
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a height of 631 feet above the sea-level, separates this depres-
sion from that of the lake ; but the ridge is regarded as only a
former beach of the lake.

8

The ridges of Schoharie county form the western boundary
of the great Hudson valley depression in that latitude—the east-
ern making the boundary, if we reckon only to a height of 1000
to 1500 feet, but the western, through the larger part of Schoharie
county, if to a height of 2000 feet.

The preceding facts are mentioned, partly in elucidation of the
following observations on glacier-markings along the Mohawk
valley, and partly to show what course investigation must take
m order to complete our knowledge of the great glaciers of the
region in the Drift epoch.
Thesubu ' "

a the Moh
in this connection, and merits a thorough examination. The
deposits have some relation to the Drift, as they belong to the
epoch immediately following—the Champlain epoch,—and con-
sist m part, at least, of material that had been transported by
tne ice. They are of unusual extent on the East and West Can-
ada creeks and other northern tributaries of the Mohawk.

The town of Cherry Valley is situated on the northern border
ot the southern of the New York plateaus. It is hence near

$T
^« ioiiowing are the results of important investigations c

Object, made by the Eev. William B. Dwight, as recently com-
municated to the writer. He states in his letter (dated Engle-
W°oa> N. J.,) as follows.

As far as I have observed the glacial scratches of the State
ot JNew York, they do not conform in their course so much to
lUe Particular courses of the valleys in which they may be found,

« A

ey do to tne trend of the general system of" valleys.

At Cherry Valley, there are two distinct sets of scratches
j£a«y at right angles to each other, and none between these two.
^°ta of these sets appear in the valley itself. Neither, however,
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exactly conforms to the present trend of the valley, as shown c

the accompanying map. The line CY corresponds to the trend

of the valley, and MK to •

rk valley; and the

e respective glacier courses. The direction of the former se»

these scratch Ob*** J
rying to norths , at of the latter

out easl-bynoHh and weal-bysouth. ^
"The Onondaga limestone of the region is, in many placet

3 between the vilh.ge and .hi. id's Falls) highly polished an

eply scratched. ; the souths J

• hibited on the

ne and a »»lf
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miles north of Cherry Valley
i
and there is one long scratch in

the cellar of the Cherry Valiey Academy (D).

"Neither the scratches of the road-side, on the way to Fort
Plain, nor that under the Academy, correspond with the general
course of the valiey, or even with its particular course at the

•..• x'.i.tl-iu'x. Thev si'i'iii m "everv ea<e to run some-
what into the hill-side.

'' Oh the top of ' Burned Hill,' (B) on the west side of Cherry
bailey. 4oo feet above ;, am| 1Soii ieet above the sea-level, the

. 1). re the Hamilton sandstone, wherever laid bare,
over an area of several hundred acres, is more or less planed and

rid the scratches are i
. the course

-in.-i ,. Haifa mile to a mile below Cherry Valley
- mot! er good locality of the easPbv-north scratches.

These easterly scratches have no apparent connection with any
V:lii ".v in the"region.

" About a mile above Cobbles-kill Centre, a few miles east of
'-'K-rry Valley, on the Sharon road, there are scratches on the

wppfahillofCoroif; i»g a north-bywest and
• course. Thev have no relation in direction to Cob-

)T, as they cross it nearly at right angles, and are

part of the same north-and-south system observed
about Cherry Valley." [The Cobbles-kill flows eastward into

7 Schoharie, and not into the Susquehannah tributaries; but
imr« these scratches occur is still near the summit of

™e plateau. All the above courses are compass-courses, requir-

,

" fhe best conclusions that I can gather from these -facts is,

two sv.-mm> ot - mr '1m s m that part ot tin State,

er; that >• vysfcm corresponds

("ose of the principal Susquehanmm tributaries though the

y one of general courses,) and that the other

'•>' corresponds with th- direction ot the Mohawk valley,

.ere I have observed it. there is no modern valley in
l!i

?
;

l: "iicdiate vicinitv to correspond to it."

.
]il,,se conci m< >- <>,' Mr. I> ,

'her j'ist.

• ./curses arc we'll explained hv reference to the

N : uhdc the nnrih ,n,d-^ll, M^Uin confmm« to

. the Susquehannah tributaries, I

) be studied for a full e]

;ome confirmatory iacts stated by

; 1M*J. announced essentially the
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In Montgomery county, near Amsterdam (on the

this able g< ious quarries and locali-

ties on the Trenton limestone, which were nearly eag-

let direction,—agreeing thus, as he remarks, with the course of

the Mohawk valley. Again, in the same county, near Sprakers,

on the north side of the Nose, the scratches conform, as he

states, to the valley of the Mohawk. North-and-south scratches

occur in the vicinity of this valley according to Yanuxem :
but.

at the places observed by him, they conform to one, or another,

of the minor tributaries. In Oneida county, between TJtica and

New Hartford, there are north-and-south scratches on the Oneida

conglomerate, which conform to the Sauquoit valley ; and on

the west of the Oriskany creek, north of Hamilton <

same system occurs, and corresponds with the Oriskany valley.

Vanuxem concludes, from his observations, that the

the scratches corresponds with the a in which they

The question, whether these drift-scratches and other pheno-

mena are a result of glaciers, or icebergs, the writer has discussed

in his Geological Manual, and need not take up here.

The absence of well characterized moraines from the most ol

the country will not be deemed remarkable by those who consider

the length of time which has elapsed since the Glacial epoch

ended, and the power of running water in wearing to powder

loose stones of whatever hardness, and especially those derived

from most sedimentary strata.

Again, moraines are always comparatively small where the

glacier has no towering peaks or cliffs about its course, to afford

avalanches of ice and stones. The glacier of the >i-

order to make scratches about Cherry Valley, 1800 feet above tM

sea-level must have reached to a height of at least 2000 tee*;

vith this level, if the region had anything
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On the Catskills, the glacier scratches reach to a height of at
least 2235 feet—the elevation at the Mountain House, and this

the existence of ice and snow to a height of at least
2600 feet; and if the snow had this height over the whole south-
ern plateau, it would have almost completely buried it, with the
exception of the higher Catskill summits.

8

without more extended observation, it is not possible to say
whether the east-and-west, or the north-and-south, scratches of
the Cherry Valley region are of earlier date. If the former, then,
beyond question, the north-and-south are due to a Suaquekmnmak
glacier; but if the latter, they may have resulted, as already inti-

mated, from a great continental glacier spreading southward from
the remote north, of which the Mohawk glacier was a final por-
tion that became partly outlined and independent only in the later
part of the Glacial epoch. The fact of the greater average height
of the southern plateau than the northern adds to the difficulties
oi arriving, at present, at sure conclusions ; and the uncertainties,
arising from our ignorance of the changes in the topography of
the country through wmoii. during the time which has since
elapsed, still further enhance these difficulties. But, whatever
the uncertainties, there is sufficient justness in the views of Yan-

tlf

6
?' ^T^t and others, as to a frequent conformity between

the direction of, scratches and of the valleys, (the greater valleys,)
to suggest the right method of investigation, and indicate the
une in which a large part of the truth lies.

A he facts gathered over much of New England appear to
point directly to a Com er; and those between
^e Green Mountains and the Catskills, to a Hudson-valley gla-
Cle *"; and others, in the vicinity of Penobscot Bay, recently
studied by Mr. DeLaski, to a Penobscoi-bay glacier, as this ob-
server, after extensive research, has concluded. A Mohawh-
valky glac{er may, with little if any doubt, be added to the
number already defined, and probably, also, a Susquehannah
«% glacier.
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Art. XXVIL—On certain Changes in Wine; by J. NlCKLKS.
1

Among the different substances contained in wine, one of the

most characteristic and constant, in connection with alcohol and

known that tin manufacturers u ways < ireful to add the

bit:;irt rate of potassa to spurious wine'. Nothing has ever

changed this opinion, although numerous chemical researches

have been made every year with the different wines produced in

France. Natural wine always contains a proportion more or less

appreciable of cream of tartar (biiartrate of potassa). if the wine

has not undergone any ehango. Through recent no -

made at Lyons and at Montpellier it ha- be* n biseo\

bitartr;it< >,>! potassa mi;, be wanting in wines wdiich have un-

. in such wine as has become

bitter. Wine affect, d in this manner is known int.

able to the taste and ,uives b\ dist ! tion vu nil acids in much

greater quantity than are furnished by normal wine.

It has also been remarked that "changed wine" contains more

potassa than wine of the same province which has not been

spoiled. But sugar and ulvcerine arc not more ahun
wine; on the contrary there appears lactic acid, wh
upon sugar for its production/and also another a-id

C aH,0 4 , which is the formula for propionic
winch, as we shall see below, is here applicable to an isomeric

It was at first thought that this volatile acid was derived foj_ . .. . . , - „ .• .:. ... - . -
, .

: ^
-

is now explained, by a fact which we discovered in 1846 ana

published in a memoir inserted in the <

Academy of Sciences (vol. xxi. p. 2*5) entitled, "/w<;<>

in du lartre brut." T\

/,, m„/'b,eau- ,,t the LicihtV with w

be transformed into acetic acid and into b'utyrie :..

because it is possible to effect the synthesis of this

have formerly shown in the JonmJ ,k I'hannaar d th OnW,
xxxu i, p. 3oi. \\-e shall ivier to this synthesis below.

The production of an acid C
6
H„0

4
from the butyr:

from the acetic acid may be rendered intelligible by means ot

following equation

:

C4H40 4+C 8 II 8 4=:C 12H 12 8 : a°d °~^^^=C fi
S O

i)
(*)

1 Communicated t
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Although this acid may arise from fermentation of bitarfrate

"t p itassa, it has never, for a wonder, been found in wine which
tea lost its tartaric acid by means of adulteration. This fact

observation, made lon.tr since in the practice of wine
making viz: that when the wine became changed in tins man-
ner, all the crude tartar which had settled at the bottom of the

pi-aivd little bv little, an observation which confirms

strated by chemistry, to wit. that

t' potassa originally deposited in
the bottom of the cask, vl h rn hssoh _, i fermentation

• tssa now dissolved by the aid of

acid and of the butvr. iced during
fermentation.

_

The "turning" of wine winch is characterized bv the designa-
^dmtv^iirin, (riu (nuynr), and which follows when the wine

' r, om^ts essentialh in a tran-lbrmation of sugar

: ^ lU
>l acetic and butvrie, acids, that is to sa\ of bet vro-acetic

a <- ]i]
- Under the influence of this change the rnetamo'rpbism of

take, place not only when it is free and in solution,
!

''u even when it IS

the bottom of the cask :

"

trate.
the condition of an insolu ble bitar-

or the two acid- :

i

i.
}

} 9 and, € 2H,0 [
€ 4 n 7

e)



C. F. Austin on the Sphagna of New Jersey.

Art. XXVUL—Observations on the Sphagna of New Jersey, with

Description of a New Species ; by C. F. AUSTIN, Curator of Dr.

Torrey's Herbarium, Columbia College.

The region in New Jersey known as "The Pines" is literally

a region of Sphagna. Nine of the ten species and most of the

. varieties noticed in this paper were collected there by the writer

in October last, in the \ «
i it of M m< h ester in Ocean county,

within the radius of less than half a mile,—the fruits of a few

hours search. One of them, Spha m, is new to

science ; another, S. molluscum, to the American Continent.

The bottoms of the ponds in this region are covered to a great

extent (often to the exclusion of all other plants which usually

grow in such places) with Sphagnum cuspidatum var. T>

S. macrophyllum, large forms of S. Pylcesii and with S. >

num. They are entirely submerged (when at a depth of more

than three or four feet), or have their tips just peeping from the

surface of the water, and were all brought up together on the

boat's oar in the pond at Manchester, from a depth of at least

six feet.

The more or less inundated marshes on the borders of the

ponds are filled with Sphagnum cuspidatum, running into the

var. recurvum in the cedar swamps, where this variety abounds,

and into the var. plumosum in shallow water,—and this appears

to pass regularly into the var. Torreyanum in deep water. The

forms of this species which run into the var. recurvum have a

slender state of S. cy

sparingly, mixed with them. The common forms oi

Hum and S. cymbifolium form deep extensive turfs in the cran-

berry bogs,—these places seeming to be made up of thei

In sandy, grassy bogs, forming matted masses, S. cyclophyMW

and S. PyhssH are abundant. S. rigidum, var. humile, occurs

sparingly on the dry margins of the ponds. ,

Considering the limited time and space over which the searc

extended, and the number of species collected, it is reasonable

to suppose that others may yet be found in the same locality.

The following brief synopsis includes, I believe, all the Sphap*

that have thus far been found in New Jersey.
8

1. Sphagnum acutifolium Ehrh.—Fruits abundantly on the borders

of sandy swamps, where it is of rather a low sfTature ; the taller forms

which £row in peat bogs appear to produce only male flowers; color

i ; above, brownish tinged with red, often changing to bng

tthaVhehas5.^^from
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Serous-green, rather loosely spreading, sterile form
is found in miry swamps.

2. Si'H. Suluva.vm VMM (>]>. now) : Speciosum robustum submersum
vel fluitans : caulia

|

.-: ramuli S-.Vta-ciuulati, quorum 2-3 recurvo-patentes
f'-iior-j j.asi attenuati, l-o detlexi cauli adpressi graciliores

• - hand porosis in -tiato

i quadrats I to margins fimbriata,

:-

;:::.

, .. - :

Co, Nan Jeney; col-

ter, 1862.

ipeciea has the appearance of an overgrown state of Sph.

m 8l i fthe dwtmetivi
iat -|, tr ;,,, but is at one- distinguished by its clavate

—
'

'
' '/

. ^.^ .• .
'• '; -•

;
•

'

v

:. with eross-set-tionasin S.<ioflifoUuM. The stem-leaves are

Wan broad, and copiously fringed.

rre the forms that I have observed in
flew Jersey, precisely the same as are found in Europe:—

a
- Densely cespitose, low o* tall, mostly of a pale reddish-brown

'
'

"
' •:.;;

"»e loosely imbricated or spreading
tonsatum C. Miill. Synop. 1, p. 92

gr<*n color; sterna ere &e '<>*«

:

'wte of pores and spiral fibres; branch-leaves s cdith recurved above
we middle. (a. jvjcnocladam C. Mull. £yno?>. 1, p. 92).—Borders of

Inures. V,rv ra.v in fruit ; runs into

-i ..iii, L' and of adaik blui-h--n n color; >tems zigzag;
. -

. . , .
-...-

,. (•/. sguarrulosum C. Miill. Synop.
':

..] : sterile.^ JocS. Sci.—

S

\ . ffo. lot—JLUWH, 1863.
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4. Sph. cyclophtllum, Sull. & Lesqx.—Foliis per.

•

stem and brai, than in any other, often 2 lii

more broad by 2£-3 lines long, with a clasping-perfoliate, const

distinctly heart-shaped base.—Grassy bogs about, Manchester. I

seen dwarf form* or' thi.- idge distributed a

sedoides Brid."

5. Spj

few

6. Sph. rigidum, Schimp., var. hi mile. (S. hunuh Sch imp)—Stems

low, 1 inch high, very compact ; capsule nearly included.—Dry margin

of the pond at Manchester.

7. Sph. scbsecundum, Nees & ll

3-5 inches high; color above, a bean
-

somewhat attenuated, more or less contorted and of unequal

•anch are straight

sliiri.t iv ilirl lived; celb ,,fl, rer than in any specimens that I i

'•''

merous small' pores.—Meadows ami

A form growing in sunken holes, in

us 6-8 inches long,

;; peridneth latrni;.

S. c>/mbi/t)liitm <>r"Kiial it be mi:staken for either

S. aa "'/'"/'

tingi.; -Ik-.I t it grows, by its snmller size and acute

brau-i -
; from tie? second by 5

rubricated and ; from the last ii ; i s veiv difficult to

.ii>tin: 3ry state this is readily done, for *

then ! las the leaves straight OH the marghi ; male plant very

dilb-rent from the female, as follows:

upactl high ; color brownish-

eilow d thick, ovate-Ian eeoiate. very acue-

rbr, the deflexed 3 closely appressed beyond, but »

at. the

5-12 Hk^v.
ite. rounded at uu.

*el Is mostly witlio«t

1S of Sph. cymkto-

limn. v;ir. B ', with which it!grows. 1Bogs and wet me, ulow :
Hergen^-

•','

not w'tvvon the
Sph, t it Mancl

Reseii) more slender pi

Lion of leaf

9. Sph. c L-SPID.VTL-M, Ehrl l.—Rather loosely cespitose; large and robust
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-In an ii i;;thl:it. •! pea I he/in there occurs a sieii<]er pal '.-

give
i with !o,,v .j, ]!o.-e peiicha-lab leaves, which

this M « With var. laxifolium.

M. (£ v,, Beauv.h — 1 >t'iiM'ly cespi lose, robust;

/el low
md |.iv;„i; n^onosi or 3 deflexed

clo^o lex,,] late, stron-ly
recti rved an.ro •nspicilously ai i straight rai.k< . IVridKKh

buns

r.—TJ lere is a deep green, 1

pica! form.— <

tm.TE
» O., v ith tli,- vai: i.ui

1 its parts. found scattered

.l«of

:';;•;
.».,,!

. with short. v..TV tlii, ik, contorted and much crow dol branches,

Shallow water about

b« nothing more) an

g** of this species
ediate forms.-Deep v

<*pt when it occurs it

Ie 'ate summer and ea
^"•- 1-AXKoi.iLM. [S'.laxif'dium 0. Mull. /v/ho>>. 1, p. 9v).—
l»'ge as the last and resembling it exce;

. pt the margin* below, th,

i have .i number of tine fi

• holes, in low sandy wo
e,'gen Co., where this variety is common.
I*. Snu. Ul s is often fount

-t'y-U_as it' rotten

' York, January! 186:
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Aet. XXIX.

—

Foreign Correspondence.

. ! 8.1:2.

objects of oossidi : -L; and, in

request, I shall endeavor to give a short account of those which seemed

In every part of the Exhibition the practical application of the results

results themselves, or

which they had been accoinpi- selected for illus-

tration. Hence, many of 1

•

. . ,i 1 \Mt l
.."it .I hm: . . ,] i , d u in! -i' u- 1 iii..iL- n.-tuuwe

collection of these objects togetlrt*.

Gold.—T: ,i this division, and
|

The Bi sb colon es of Austi ,

No\ i ^ tn M.ntii 1

i,t .i m..M ..t tin-, \^ it. uh <ui\ pat t of the world

sent its representative specimens, and the collection was
showing the great number of new goM-ti.-lih .ti>('..\vivd n

few years, and a- fndical bution of tins

':

intet sr. a:id the pi,.,•.—.- !',.; it.- ^-.parati. -n. whieli wei. -

ically and pi lly well known. There was,

in the Zollverein department, a series of specimens (Xo. 733') from the

arsenic works of Reichensfein, in Silesia, illustrating tin

received. The material used is aurii'erou, mispickel, i'r.-m which the ar-

senic is first separated by roasting.
3

Silver.—The * Iwr, elhii it,-d in Class I, possessed few poit

of mention, many of the most important mines not being >-

;....; .-..-
: .

•
. .

- .>-.
,

- .
.:.' "

were shown from the government mines of Kongs
from the Copper mines of Lake Superior; and a "good <<

various ores from the Washoe mines of California. Specil

Platinum -The display of plal

-

i Exhibition of 1853, ]
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deserve;! particular notice. A single i.]gOt of pilTC

3200 ounces, Troy, was the
forded a good illustration

as recently made in

The fusion of this

'as lined with small
j

C'JlKru, •lion. Two jets fro ..
1 U,,u, ii]>es

."". -
:

'

w./iv directed tlii.»iiuli the over upon -
. ,

pyrometer for ii - of heat in boilers. Each

- - :-.;.-
•
" :. -. ,

sheet of copper, plated with ; (iie many dif-

'ing the production of these article- have now been suc-

• -mih' c;im. c. >iitaiiied an in^ot of pure iiidium
weighing 2 7£ ounces, and a fine display of the natural tad
compounds ol

, were specimens indicating that

.

considered of little value, may be fu>ec -ed forpoint-
J"g gold pens as advantageously as grains of larger size. Palladium,
"odium, and ruthenium were also repi— m.d by ii.h series of speci-

er before seen. Many other rare and in

'

: 1

" ',::^ •
'.,

,
: ,

. :

,
.

-^. • . ,,.,

/
:

'" ; ''
!

•':
•

"'"
:
::•. :

Wkingapromi
Is. In the British and

•

objects. Some of the more noticeable of these

t . seems so well adapted. Various

..

m euftiljj solved Vcconiing

—Mercury i

• from Alraaden in b

* Umades minesofC conspicuous.
ead, zinc,

icad many ores of
"ese metals, were also fully represented, but the collections contained little
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of especial interest. Tbe display of tin, bismuth, and ti

the well known Georgia locality.

Copper.—Copper ores (Vt.-m nearly every part of the \

V ,

.'-."

•;!..
<

taine.l !-\ i ht« process, whs tin most inlei -ting object in Class I. c

the Swiss department.

Iron and Steel.—Iron was naturally the most

! nt,and no small part of the building n

by its various oivs, illustrations of its Metallm-} md t-

::-!.:.
"

pi in t mu o. I m c
1

.i, i t tin- in ; il. th .n in} in \\ ^>

tion in regard to it. Thft chemistry ot' iron se< i
-

ia most efficacious in resisting heavy shot H

ie many now in use. The display < !

Essen, Prussia, ha- never been equalled. ( >ne i

form throughout.

asterhm in Miai.-

rvey. The catalogue describing them is a work of much seien

• Exhibited by Mr. Crookes aLso in the English Department.
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In this collection were specimens of a magnesias mica, or phlog-

M-alonrv can be readilv and saiNla-tonlv explained. The
mica was, I believe, first observed by H. Vogel, of Berlin,

; visit to the exhibition. On his return he investigated

company with Prof. G. Rose, who had observed a similar

it a tli in plate of the mica from > between the
''* ni'l a light, there will be seen a large and "distinct star, composed of

i

'
-

flx ot-iiers, sniallfi tnd much !•^s di>tinct. ma\ bo <Tvcd. A similar

d light, but this is never so clearly defined. By
l i j. linsr ie light, md < x in ning it ^> itl

miber of minute prismati crys 1- n etocted. Under
> these become perfectly distinct, and Vogel succeeded in

gaied. flattened pi bin.-, having the broad lateral planes par-

Kyanite is quite marked, an . .

.

^ '.'' ;
' -• fabular crystals, ai>o, may be seen, which are apparently quite

in the prisms. The crystals, with few exceptions, "have a

-ition in the mica, most of the prisms being parallel to the
? '''',' s ot '

«""i equilateral triangle, thus making angles -.f I2u°and60°.
A,,' u'. however, make with the former an angle of 150°; and occasion-

rent direction. The general position

i ~ is best seen when a low power of the microscope is used.

crystals which mai i
. f 120°, and

Hence proceed from the center of the star to the middle of the sides of

i I triangle, with the sides of which

'^ "•'> neen observed, is the same a- :u the present instance.

l ' ! " *»terism in meteori

I*ndon,No». 25,^1 862.
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2. Correspondence of Jerome Nickles, dated at Nancy, France, Nov. 2,

Obituary.—Death has lately mad -ientific world

in Franc, Among those who have deceased since the date of my last

correspondence, should especially be mentioned De SenarmonQ wh o was

at once a physicist, i minerafoe-ist and rt crystal! -aapher : Count de

Gasparins d\<\uj.iu-U< d as an agriculturist, having sustain 1
m

: '
,"

;
.'

'
. . ,

th I ;

'
i t I _\., be mentioned

- rmont, bora at Broue (Eure et Loir) Sept. 6th,

1808, died -u !d< i\ J d\ },!, 1m,j r \i. _< n h ,\ <>r ."H years. Of a

I family, ii- received a complete education, ha* ing

1852 was elected a member of the Academy of Sciences, in

i
:. For mam rears be d

course of lecture-, on Mineralogy at the Sdio..f.,f Mines. The works

which he has published are numerous and varied, as is well known to the

We enumcat i. v ,,o ,„ , 1>t hi, Ul)lk s. M/ .

pol'irisui" '•/>'./''..;.. „„;,•,, )„» /o cmtn"f

douls dx Vopar ili- uubiUupir" •»

UhiS p<»ir In rku i I d ' h i > i s , ,-}.</ ,,n (i, >

me dan.-. ! < snhihin* crLst<iU.is> v." "M
- UciumP "Modes (Taccro-

He was also connected «r of reports

to the Academy upon different questions of physics, mineralogy, an

crystallography.

He determined a great number of . iw. \i-. :' mv-. v

... ; .
•

has mad- bmii in hn..., Iv i
he treatise oi

Prof. Miller on Crystallography.
> nch

De Senarmont was highly appreciated by Biot, who aided

in his career, and left to hi'm his sympathy for young slue

edindv modest; elected in 1853 to tne r~

r in the Academy of Sciences in &**
"

his death-bed
hediredea

nanv uned-
He left r

aaL [81 W* 263-
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I works which it is proper to hope will soon be published. His 1;

>rs were the publi i ti
••'' - !

i works of F m •' by virtue of a coi

*ion with which he had i-rer of Public 1

iction. He had collected we m Uevials am! h

itcn a u'li-af number of explanatory note-, lie had not had time

-dc/rm« Etienne Pierre Be Gasparin was born at Orange (Vauclnse),

>:. Hi- father was a e.-U.rut.d meit.V-r of the Con-

ruished .it the siege of Toulon. Bonaparte, the

iJ.M.'na. remembered in his will this young commander of

. la afterwRi i- a g« f money to

... They had no need of it, how-
ever, as they possessed an ample fortune.

-\ in u • hue
i ,-t men ned was at first a soldier.

it Poland, he retired to his home,
- f to tile .tudy o{ the natui'il -

. ITJ '. pWf Of France. Fader

M abler oj the IrMioi (l.^o,, and l.iMly Mm-

.-lis. Ketummg < private life, in

,'-" Hv d->vot.-d himself only to agriculture, and merited
e title ot successor ,,f < Hivier ie Series, wlm-« descendant he was by

founder of French agriculture.

- «>,k, should be mentioned especially his Traitc d\-\nri-

i s V , |. h S iii, no i-s ti; i--n the inn tip it ,»n ot races,
POQ the contagion, di-ea-es of .-.« ep. up,. a the rabim: of merino sheep,

- :.

:

. 1802. Fr, neh agricut-

Ed. Fraucois Jomard was born at Versailles, Nov. 22, 1777. He left

L Tr.-t ml .':< o.I as e - ,p , ,! engineer

cbool of survej . Ju Cadastre). At tho

'
-

•

•' Alexnn-

'

: . •
•

:

• ,'.
:

•

, , tll> uith th^ai rsand ntists chosen for

I took the opportunity to explore the
A*- Jour. Scl-Second Series, Vol. XXXV, No. 104.-Mabch, 1S63.



phy, that

Ionian Isles. Having been engaged on the " Descr

became secretary of the commission appointed to
;

of the inter.- for Napoleon, and because most of ita

In 1826, after much effort, he succeeded in establishing the Egyptian

school of Paris. Every year the Egyptian government sends t" Park »

certain number of young men to pu V "i»W$ d

Egypt, Said-Pacha, 'is a graduate of this school. In 1828 .1-

appointed administrator of the Bibliotheque for the new depi

geography and travels, and was at the same time charged with theorgan-

to liUrory.

science, commerce and travels. The most of the works of Jomard relate

to n< i graph} . ill branches.

Publication of the works of Lavoisier.—It was in 1836 at the College

of France, in the course of his celebrated lectures on chemiea.

, that Dumas undertook, as he says, the solemn engagement of col-

and publishing the compl ;. Since that time

he has never ceased to be occupied with ih^idei: ^arching for docu-

ments in the papers of the family of Lavoiaier,

graphs of vari us amateurs, mid in the registers of the laboratory of

plete work, full of new "documents, as we have already mentioned, in our

correspondence of the month of April, 1861, vol. xxxii, p. 99- .

The fund- the one tag
the French booksellers could not do better than to undertake the publi-

cation of this work ; on the other, the family of Lavoisier demanded the

honor of publishing this monument to his memory ; the city of Pans

also claimed the same honor, and the Minister of Public 1

in the name of the state, claimed the right of paying ?

debt of science to genius and misfortune. Consequently, the works o

idied at the expense of the government, but tM

family of the illustrious chemist add to the first volume a portrait ot tne

philosopher.

The volume about to be published is the second : it contains 61 me-

moirs of Lavoisier composed during 22 years comprised between the dates

of 1770 and 1792. ''These are," says Mr. Dumas, " the memoirs char-

acteristic of his work. After a caret [ bave resolvedl»

•m in their chronological order giving to each its pr<

act' -v and nomenclature, and to avoid adding, without the most abso

necessity, the least note to a *e\i which in its admirable clearness had n

need of annotation." m
The note t ., . : : it .- > wa< r. id iH> U

'

mas to the Pan. Aeade.nv of Sciences. It is full of new

m ,«.. Tie i. id rwiil lind it lathe Cotnpu*

Rendus for Sept. 29th, 1862, pp. 526-528.'

documents, treating of political <
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Ozone and Nitron* Acid.—Fixation of Nitrogen in Plants*—For some
- :*

is now only

We ;uv tar from denying the im-

nu' of tli" l-^cuh-ll.-v nft)„. ;..;UTl.',i

! him in this
.

jiiostion. O; tin. nuniWr is ;'. S terry Hunt,

I- 1. \\\ii, 109), and thus led the way to a now theory ot nitrilk-ath n.

*n*»i« what 1 nitrite of am-
monia is a coi ton in the air.

i •
'•'•>

• uir Prttkl. Ch.no,. Ixxxvi. 1
j'.i. u 1 in the

J'Mtmoldt Pharmacit et de Chimie. xli and xlii. f i
" -how that this

tii l\ ,i. v. ;..i,-,l hy'l.N.-m ]Iiu.\ and t-vame thus the

" " ''

:
"

went of pap- i:! ,i iodid of potassium (or ozon-

n log the presence of ozone in the air. Since

a of the water an appreciable quan-

'•'->us acid or of nitrite of ammonia is |.r..di..
'".. an i -ii...-

: this

deareous substances, it ia

tat the coloration which is observed upon the ozonometric paper

been exposed to moisture in contact with air does m
ee of ozone, but only the greater or less energy with which

ammonia is produced during the evaporation of the water

s the sensitive paper.
Another point of the highest importance which follows from these
"•'•-, ;:.-

'

. Tin-, u'ivat .pi.'Vtion. which has been for some years so

>ver the whole world of scioikv. and
w"ich ex-De

formed every time that a body is burned in the air (Boettger

_,
W« thus find more sources of AmON0 3

than are necessary to ex-

•rered by Boussingault,
6 of the nitrifica-

.dsbytheex-
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, to account for the origin of nitrogen in plants which

.poking tin- intervention of a peculiar property of these

is done recently by Jodin, a physiologic who ob-

Enclosed in tubes bern

nio.-pher..- we easily show, says Jodin, a very

tain limits, even when the liquid contains an ap;

ammonia or of an albuminoid' suk-tanee, such as nuik. i

.-...-. '<
;

':
:

. ' " -

<- '
. i hh-'imn 1\\ i\- ! - pi i, n tin -. (o, lit i n- Hie niv-

...'-,:' ;;.-., .,
.

.. ;

' :: •

and eoiltta it in a condition to form

new proportions of nitrites.

The pro. ,- lein to detect the presence

taining iodid ot potassium, which he pours into the liquid to be exam-

ined, and to which he add- a little very dilute sulphuric acid. We may

observe that this reaction serves quite as well to recognize the presence

of ozone, chlorine, bromine, or iodin*-. as or' a

or hypobromous acid: in tine, that, without w-i

it is piop.-r to .-ittiihi.t.. to nisVou- „

; : - :

.
. .

........
, i ,

-
•

- :;.:•
'

;

"

macieetde Chun , xii, 43 1 |. but it i, -nil' lent that tl -

i-\ whi.-h i, a .ou-tant tad—and i.e.p.ent!'. -

:,

acid', whi.-h, wii , aei 1, d,u >et true, i 1 i e B M i i reghi, the action

of trhidi up well known.
Since this objection was pn,-enk-d to Schonbeiu (who

jected it), he appears suddenly to have taken it ii

\ ..., -... :..- . > ... . - '
. - :. • ,, :

'

-
'

:

'

due to the nitrous acid which it contain- as su.

regia is produced as wc . <ee Journ.de Pharnvw >

for November, 1802.) .

Electro-metallurgy.—A new kind of industrial Paint'u .-.

kind of paintm- which is iust now boimj applied to many WO|llll

"J",
•

.

ir>vj of copper, Mr. Ottdry,

very simple process, has succeeded by y ' n covering

On thssa questions see also " lemons faitet i la Sociite Ckimique de PaTit **
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iron or brass with a thin layer of copper.

.
.:-.: •:;- !:.-;

ivui.iams in U\q riace de la Concorde. Three months sufficed him for
covering 1 90,000 kilogram- ,,t' imn with a layer of copper two millime-
tres in thickness, weighing nearly 16,000 kilograms. Persons who know

jj
»»* galvfl

. -reat durability for

nucleus of iron, and completely isolated
from each other bv a kind of varnish „r .dazing uhich is applied with a
brush and which dries *erj benzine which it

contains. The real novelty of the process consists in the application of
this enamel and in the m ling easily the huge-
Pieces of metal on which Lfa sited.

It w well known
^pl'ite. The pie,, ro

an I tin re acts as the negative met

'", i! 't- t «.u. . : tin m. ,,.„ ,„-. ^, U a, ^ aKo placed in me uaui.

•
• is an inversion of the pile of Daniell. Frequently

ment of 5700°bla
When the lay!

Relation of the

g« the unequal

q •-.';.: ii o iw .-t.-d

^|du!ated water : tin „ p. .,.».„ v-^ U a,,- ai-o p. ,ced in the bath. The
•e as we see is an inversion of the pile of Daniell. Frequently also
'0l

'

o,is v<^< 1- are replaced by !i. id. rs. The coppering of the two

- of 5Y00 bladders.
When the layer of varnish is well applied there is no danger of the
Nation of the iron. It is thought that a greater difficulty may arise

*n*, while the coefficient for copper is 0-00171.

very porous. The copper b also veij

eriwxJ, It i* with this oo .palpable pow-
'.

niss vi iron which it is proofed to cover with copper by

As we see, the preparation of this color is not diffi ult, and it n pre-

...... : .... . . ,_.. .
. - - - ,-- :

.

-

. before been commorf-

•' obketa to bronze. Even BtoUm
.

.- -

":.; -
:

'•"
'

•
-. : '

-' ' - •

-
• • ; .

', .: '

-.
'

'
.

'
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to emit any odor, and furthermore it presents a very fine grain

with vivid l.riulitin--. ^imh >a i,-,is', u ,,f tin- <!'-"> \.-i\ of nitro-benzine

1

commenced to u-.- m-t-ad the mineral oil whieh Canada and LV-nn-yl-

vania mad to Europ •

if it becomes general, cannot fail to dethrone oil of turpentine and the

drying oils.

By mixing the powder of galvanoplastie c.-.pnor with certain fatty oils,

Oudry obtained rei varied hues.

Oxygen Gas to counteract Gangtene.—

r

satisfactory results obtained by the

gas in the treatment of obstinate ulcers. In the H<
Paris, experiments have been made wh

leers. In the Hospital Hotel Dieu
j

which induce the belief that it is poi

iirrenou* limbs l,y exposing them to an atmosphere <

i young physician, in

..
,.• ... .,/... ,.,-.. :. .......... .....< -

. .

-

life of a tissue." Tiie

duced it from chemical analyses of gangrenous parts.

Upon this conclusion, Dr. Laugit-r, Sii,^.,„,-iii-.-hiVf at Hotel Dieu,

the thesis of I ...mgrene under

his care at Hotel Dieu ; the idea occurred to him to expose the gan-

grenous parts to an atmosphere of oxygen. The
|

age; the disease was seated in one foot, one toe b

the skin upon the small part of the i ,';..-red in color,

and the foot itself even in danger of destruction. The member was j.'aoei

in a simple apparatus which was an.-.

ously without requiring to be renewed. In a very little tune, say^ Dr.

Laugier, the gangrene was arrested, and the parts

ate. The eschar upon the toe disappeared little by little, a

rmed and the disease was cured.

A second experiment was made in the same hospital upon another

patient also 75 years of age. A rapid change took place in the condi-

tion of the ulcer which promptly advanced to a cure.

If these fa other cases of spontaneous gangrene,

j nill prm.' ,,f rjiv.-it .-orvio,' t<, humanity, ;ii

;

Treatment of Tubercular Leprosy ', or the Bed Dhea se of Cayenne.—

About 30 yerire ago, Dr. Guyon, re

family in which the elder son, nw
ten to twelvae years of aire, becanie affected with to

remained t' 1 l " e

mine the young

is „f thedrt

, upon the skio,

. . A son a

parents. Dr . Guyon, having been requested to exa
•

ionized upon their litt

disease. Thi;se indications consist*id in rose-red spot
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it}
. This was the red disease of Cayenne, the first stage,

tropics, of tubercular leprosy. As he was reminded or' this

influence of the climate, and to -end them as soon a^p.->ible to France,

-a upon a well known fact in natural history.

_

The Red Disease of Cayenne is said to he a product of the country :

it ought therefore to happen with this disease as with plants of the same
seeda of which when transported to France do not develop,

although some of them may germinate.
The afflicted family were "in affluent circumstane* s. and their de d<ion

was soon formed, thev > removed to France. This
in 1S26, and what was the result? Just what had been an-

The disease was not indeed healed, for the marks which
Med remained as they were ; but its progress was arrested

and the spots did not increase 'in extent. Becoming adults, the two
• ere married, ami both had chil In n, of both sexes, with-

in regard to the health of

Preservation of Wood.—It has long been known that wood may
,' ,,. _: it- - ma ., ami in the country this method

. pt.-d ulna, [die-Mi-povt-, am planted in the earth, because
that wood thus treated very completely resists the action of both air
and Wftter. At the commencement of the pro-

- bo n/ tin inferior of , ad,- designed to contain portable

use ,.f mariners, but he did not succeed in any prompt
' lethod of effecting this carbonization in a uniform

^ch a method baa no* >n in govern-
ment vessels is commenced.

Vle Pr<>cess m '

gjsta m direetm:t. consists in directing, against th<

preserved, a jet of inflammable ga
•;' about one fourth .:

u is performed in the interior as well as the <

they are entirely set up and ready to be cased.

. .[/.
e jet which is best adapted to this purpose is that knov

. -he interior pipe. [ l.av

,

r
- Lappatv ; : ,,,, and have advised it

T
i localities where illuminating g

w water over incand, scent charcoal, which'burns by depriving the water
0T oxygen and give-..!}' hvdn-mm and oxvd of carbon, which in the
absence of a gasometer are conducted directly to the point where the
chairing

f the wood is to he performed.
An idea may be obtained of the economy of this application from a

consideratiou of the fact that war vessels reM umc for repairs of water

^ks after five \ earn sen m, '7 of tin cost ot then construction.

The Orleans railroad cornea*
'
{ this process to

li

|

e preservation of railroad-ties. 20 kilometers of such ties have
all'eady been laid down, and we -hall -,„, ham the results. Finally,
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Holland liavc made use of the sam

tmual repairs.

The Ceramic Arts of the London Exhibition.—For the

review we are indebted to Mr. Salvetat. director of the manufactory of

Sevres, and member of the Jury of the Exhibition. One g. ,

he remarks, is presented by the Kxhihition of 1862, and this fact is ob-

scrvril in tie « rani
j

• uel> ;is well is in very man; 'titers.

France, skillful in details, does not possess that happy talent for

pra ti a tpp i« ui <x\ \\ in h wi olworv< in t••
l i 1 i-tri i u n t 1 i 1 ,i i 1

of v.lii ho, , a viinu, -;.,,,•,' •: a ,-, ,
i

• |, 1 iit-> tl (

of the French.

In the French department, we find numerous es
'••

wrpri
'

rs. Minton, Copelaml ar-.l

Wedgewood, have
i is possible m that

country which soine have represented as entirely idestitute of artistic

Some improvemicnts which French industry has i ntroduced into the

•rthv of mention.

To the Imperial manufactory at he development of

pru.v".. , by the aid of which objec

erature without vc-colored porcelain mass decorated at a high
peated bakings.

The number of metallic oxyds which it is
-possible to inti

the mass has, as a consequence, i

have been sdded capable of correcting the cxce.-. .

thus colored. Again, it has been found that the action ot '

• :

. .= ; :
"

; :- • .-:,,.:.-:-
of the clavs, and produces w th ,, , an 1 tin sum. n uvri

colors. Thus, with the oxvd of chromium in a reduciim' '

blue shade is obtained, v.

is produced, showing ruby red in the ljo-lit. With the ox\<

- ' '•
'

'
• . :

i
_ ..' - '< •

,

I would also call attention to the snccessful efforts

manufactory of Bordeaux to replace the old potter's wheel by meoiia

ical means. ..,

The art ..f brilliant gilding, whereby the ea>t leaves tl..

.'
•

•

.

-... •; ..;-
;

ery of other metallic a-trcs mad by \b -;-. «.

to the decoration of potter

in moulds, arc ., jrable to French industry-
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hromo-lithography

P the Zollverein. But "it should be stated t

at Seville it was introduced under a license from a French patent, and
that in (Termany the specimens exhibited showed the application of the

Mr. Salvetat remarks also that the English exhibitors have produced
a new ceramic composition which is a perfect imitation of ivory. The
process of its manufacture has not been made known.

Bibliography ; Recent publications by Hachette & Co., Paris.

ptu~ThUe
kimie €t & PhV^q^ Profess en MldlaSoeUU Cln»;,r„ *

lowing are the subjects treated :

'--.-
i
:..':''

'

' '' tii" .>i 4linu< <1 em p-iM-kw whitli exM in the atmosphere ; being an examination
the doctrine of sp< i !r Pasteur.

.

:

-.7
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Li.irvi-T;.-,,-:., , brochure in 8vo. The author

•

I ,. , ,. '

.'•
:/: /. •< V...

....
•

..-
,

. ....
.

^

ffi"' [We acknowledge
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3. Correspondence of T.

Gentlemen,—You have given, on page 113 of this volume, an abstract
of SchouWiu's ami hott- i\ upon the formation

trogen. May I beg of you, as an imp-;-;. ,t i ait •: the history of this sub-
let, and especially as" an explanation of the theorv of the reaction, to
reproduce from the L. E. and D. Philos. Magazine for January, 1803, the
Mowing translation of a note On the nature of Mlror/en, and the theory
o; Mtrifcation, read by me before the French Academy of Sciences, on
the 15th of last & i in the Compfes Rendu* of
that date (p. 460). My object is to claim for lmWif the new theory of

ti fit \ti< .it, which v
c l lt n i M Ui v t i^ to {,,,„] U[) , n | ls recent experiments,

a
"'| "Inch I published nearly two years since. It is in reality but a nat-

ural deduction from my view of the double nature of nitrogen, as the
D't'-vl of nitrous acid 1848.

"
0! » I'^mangani

i
b\ Schiinbein

ottce of it. which appeared in this Journal tor July 1861, (vol. xxxii,

[emark in Gmelui ^hSo'c. Ed., iv, p. 211) pub-

.
In two,

ictrical odor," is cib that this may be

ion to call attention to my long since published views, on

i": - "'''''•
cross in the scien-

ubject, m «f Chemical
'l^ges, which app, ,

••'• (vol. xv. p. 226,)
"u W:«s reproduced in the L. A '' ;tI|(| '" :l ,;er-

:!

at! translation in the <7ir»i. CentraUdatt. See also my Thoughts on

button, (col. xix, p. 100). where, while still asserting interpcnetration

saythat Kant's definition of dn-mieal union " mu.lves a mechanical
Onwptioii

5 and is therefore mad-puif. That of Kegel, in which cliem-

a! combination is said to be an identification of the different, is Inuv-

* peetic characl i
bodies." See this doctrine

^ffi't by Stallo, Philosophy of Nature, p. 87. See also my objections
} the Atomic hypothesis, iu a note On Atomic Volumes, read bctore tiie
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French Academy in 1855, (Comptes Rendus, xli, p. 11). The mechani-

cal and materia] hypothesis, which belong to the infancy of the chemical

:

'

-i! h^k' I -4k.il I... h ,j.j,y to hr]\<-\ii

•

'

modern chemists.

"In 1848 I suggested that free nitrogen is Hie nitryl of nitrous acid, NH0 4 ,

NH 3 —

H

4 4=NN, corresponding to the nitric nil

. . ..

:.
'.."

I- . _ hen be supposed that, like these two bodies, nitrogen

should under fa ! 1 , 4 , and regenerate l

"

Toronto, in \\U the spontai

bodies, by the combination of atmospheric nitrogen with water, would serve to

. K often remarked in the presence of air

water in presence of alkaline matters (

<

135>

The simultaneous production of ozone and an acid of nitrogen b

trie spark, and during the slow oxydation of phosniu
'

• .•

a small portion of regeru ; q, in accordance

•
: 'V ' ;

'

'' ::<'.. :-.-.
.

.-;.....-
,

,
. :.

,

,..,..- .-.-

the hydrogen set free by p the acid of the

i-

in r.h" . hmrimn Journal of Science for July 1861 {?»,

-

: !•.!' :.. ,-., .: - :: . ': - .' ' '-
'''''

:-.::.-::
of potash, which at the end of a certain time appeared to con!;..

.
~ . - :.

' ,-.
'

.
: > '•

\
-

.'"

:•: "

water, supports the above views, and, as I have remarked in the note in qu

the key to a new theory of ail v^
.. •

''

oxygen or of a fixed base ;
f^

i"
• .

. •.... .... -•
, ... .... :

.

• : :• •<:;>-:'
,

•
, •

.

,,-,,,• ,-^, ., - -... --
.

• :.: '

'• v, ! •
.

, - ... .,



nntash or sulphui

ire of 50° C. in the open air, fixe

, and in the other a little nitroi

are also formed in pure water under similar cor
all these results by the combination of nitrogen v

gen by vegetation, and, through th<
totes in nature. By these elegant <

ttbie manner my theory of niti

unexpected thing." t„ Faraday, Philosophical Maga-

tne results of Scho'nbein are due I in M far as the coop-

' the reaction."
slightly elevated temperature are n

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

:—Dumas read before the French i

% ^ember, an elaborate report on the rnerac
// "''" >

". Thisren rt, n ' U \bb t Mo rio s:u

from the translation in tin' fWW X ,,« of .Ian. 10th.

^Report on a Memoir of M, !,nnji r, ' T i M Dous. 1—
-

-.•'. '^, •
.', T.

.'

..";
,'

.

.'.

.

.'.'

•

.' ".
.

.'.'- •''.. '.

Wventors of these arts were ranked among the gods.

.

At the pre-

n

s are s erousthatt very of* new
" "

.

-.. - .-

.....

mr or opposite, n der metals.
As soon as .Iirclihoff had

"
-•

t'-.v

in
J*a8,Serefore?na

C

tnnM"!!Mmih that Mr.Onnk, - in Fngland, and Mr.Lamy

:' -

SS SUlphUr ™ '

Produced' in "he"

gectrum by the new h .report, could not

e escaped the oh* • or tlie other.



But, in ou r opimon. it is i leither the proces
' he new metal was

ut'thallii-m isdes-

istrybytheas

^

eification generally accepted ior

the name of a imetallic paradox— •

1861, the green lir

that he rec. en of sulphur from

scribed and named

l new simple body.

that Mr. Lamy was? the first to isolate t

; Mr. Crookes, \ and pure, thought;

ue metal. Mr. Lamv announced his discovery to

lie on the Ifith of Way, 1802, and on the ICth oi

he presence of Mr.

tleman considered

, and twhihif'i <" s
.

London, in t

of thallium. If tl

taS'tlfememb
s products, instead of silently lisl

Mr. Lamy, iind depositing a t the Royal Socie ; ;l i'tei'wan!s. a note

I'he historical point which engages us—for, in chemistry, the di

h new simple bodv h itory—i« determined 1

ntic dates; one of these is the 30th of March, 1801, on whiol

'
' by the brillia

lay, 1869, the day - known the metal as a metal, an«

It was in the sulphuric acid manufactory of our learned

mnn, among the leaden chambers fed by Bele

!e swt£tf
7
su\pi

e easily separate d by means of zinc, which takes its place, iind
precipitates

le same manner as lead.
tance which at-

The Academy will permit us to draw attention to the impor

iches, in cases o :•:..:...:.:. ....,
:

.-....
,

• .
-

Ve shall see, as we proceed, that, beyond his

on and natural penetration, a sure guide was n.cessary

going astray in the first steps of the study.

- .ore there forreen line had n. it been there to prove incessantly that he v

'.''
'

;li

." '

''
:

'

'' '''
: ' '

'". '

"
:'

;
;

-



the heating ha:

-..• ;(;! -

i (metallic sul-

.;.,.
.

,

:

..,.........,,, ....

ture of tl

Mr f/imv has discovered" that thallium tonus two owns: me protoxyd, a

:
..... . ... ,,; . ,-, i

-•.
..

'.

' '
:

; .
... ' •.'.'.'• '..-..

-'•'-

-
:

I an also lorm higlu

. .lohnite.

Only the proto-iodid and p

rapidity
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, the latter being quickly dissolved by :-

'

' " rmer, and resisting nitric acid, which easily

d, thallium forms soluble aiv
:

if, and phosphoric acids. The carbonate is a very

...

•
'

of them are isomorphous « ...

.,,

>::.
;

-

hoff. From the examination of the solar spectrum, we may conclude that

ber of which has been doubled by recent discoveries. At the

century, only two of these metals were known,
Forty years ago lithium

analysis.

of met - in general, is destined, by the application of this new method o!

ferent degrees. The weights are, in fact, as follows :—
Lithium, - - - 7

Ca-'Siiiiii,

That the equivalent of sodium is exactly the mean of the equivalents c

2. That by adding double the weight of sodium to the weight of potassium,

3. That by adding liu'm to twice the weight of potas-

lium, we get nearly the weight of caesium: 4(]-f78=]24;
2

.

4. That bv adding double the ' times that of P°
I8B'

lium, we obtain nearh IS =202.

These consider I tti ntion of chejnitfs.

;,.;. '

. .
,

:
:

• .

... '

,.,

: •: ::.•"_..
:•

•

-,-
. " " "• '

.

Thallium does not escape this rule. Its equivalent =204 ; but its spet

- :.. , - .
•

. • •
:

.. i

,.



Chemistry,

heat, as determined by M. Regnault (who appends
this report), being equal to 0-0&355, it is necessary t<

ext.aoriimary anomalies which have not yet received sufficient attention from

In conclusion, we may remark tliat the series of alkaline metals actually
known contains that it may be

i/u
near t0 hy (^rooen

—
!

which has so hi :U>d bv the side of bismuth,

equivalents.
We see that the discovery of new bodies extends the circle of our knowl-

edge, not only by the facts with which they enrich practical science, but

it freer and more general aspect under
- '

analogies, differed
L even their

honor to propose to the
<** Savants Elrangers:"

Academy t

and practic

"7 '"- discover;/ of th, metal Thallium.— In another part of this Num-
ber we print ,.-!,.;.„,-,„ \[ r . [> n „ ;

, s ,„, Mr.

interested as we are in this subject, that we should publish this report
• Mr. Dura* i nun lor Sfr. Lsmy

-

v»nced the s

Now, as Mr. Lamy states (Cosmos, December 19, 1862, p. G81) that
"!'' priority of tareotion,"

/ - ' '

:

. . .

'..:...:::;
:

• • •

.-

for March 30, 1861, we : fetflffim of a Xcw
of the Sulphur lrrouj>r Th<> word rrnh«hh, i> 1,,-rodement,

^actnatuTofthe

:-j."p. iG.Jah. I\ :
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the title of our next paper

—

"Further Remarks on the I

Metalloid? in the Chemical News for May 18, 1861.

research soon proved to us that thallium was, in fact, a true metal,

but the publication of this discovery was deferred.

Mr. Laniy's claim for priority of publication, and, consenu.

ity of discovery, a- f, is founded c

made to the Sc Sriences, de FAgriculture, et d

of Lille, on May 16, 1862. On May 1, 1862, however, the Inten

Exhibition opened, and there, in a case, deposited s

open to the inspection of t
1

who were present on the o

new body, with the fob- inn, a New Metallic Ele-

ment, discovered by means of Spectrum Analysis? Besides

was a card, on whi h was written 'Chemical Reactions of T
which it is du ry other known element. It appears to

have the character of a heavy metal, forming compound*
: .-

, :, ... '

; ..
. .

• .. •

form of a dense black powder, difficultly soluble in hydroc

readily soluble in nitric acid: The above, we contend, was ;.
;

in the widest sense of the word, and in this ;
nature of thai! u , v t> 1 i - 1 i 1 1 b -. r. II t ii, it is true, was

exhibited in powder, just as it was obtained by precipitation by means

of zinc, but was none the less the pure metal. It was there for the

juryofchon proper. It was not exam-

ined chemically by the jury; no one tested it; and yet Mr. Lamy, «*

his letter to the Cosmos, has the hardihood to assert, that Mr. Crookes

•contented 1 ,g to the public and the ii
'

jury of Class II, as thai nines of a black powder

is not thallium.' We shall make no remark on this assertion

or' Mr. Lauiv : but, as some of our readers may be inclined to ask why

the metal was not exhibited in the form of a button, we shall be excused

for going into some detail.

The source from which we extracted the metal, and the compound

exhibited, was sulphur from the Spanish pyrites mentioned in our paper

of May 18, 1861. This sulphur contained no more than one or W
grains of thallium in a pound. The metal and compounds we exhibited

represented in all about twenty grains of the met
n pounds

readers, a

sulphur had first to be dissolved m m*'

acid. We may contrast this, source from win

Mr. Lamy derived his metal, as described by Mr. Dumas—namely, tu

residues of a sulphurs and manufactory, ' which contained tha'li'Hii \

tolerably large quantity, and in a form which made it easy to extract.

Ignorant, at the time, of any richer source of thallium, and having

previous fusion,- , discovered that it was rap'
^

volatilized and lost bv oxvdation, as described 1>\ Mr. Dumas, it y"

hardly lik-lv that. w,"-],o U id risk th- !••.-> -f the" whole of our sjn«

specimen for the a a button; it was, therefor

placed in the Exhibition in the form of powder as precipitated.
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might refer to our laboratory note-book, which is open to inspection, to
prove that we had obtained the metal and fused it in September, 1861

;

found no claim on this. Nor do we on the fact that Mr. Willi
t ' ie ln, '

f;il hi "fir hil.uraton in January, 1862, as mentioned by him in

al News, v, p. 350. But "it may be on ideneo that" we were
'aware of the metallic nature of thallium, and acquainted with the

the new body,' to state, that early in April, 1862,
Vv "« thi -

: (M ,, ai

*

( i, e pr0ved by a
• the books of that firm) for the metal and the salts at that

time we had prepared :

—

m (0aUog)—Oxi/do/Thali Imm—Basic

f Thallium— Cyanul of Thallium—Phosphate of Thallium— Carbonate of Thallium
—Chromate of Thallium— Thallium, Snblimol—Os-lai or 77 .llimn.

tt is sufficient for us, however, that the metal, labeled and described

. it its opening, on the

.
May» 18G2, to pru\ • ;, to Mr. Lann's. com-

munication made al
| ftfey, 1862.

"e fact, that the metal waa in tl it quite un-

wl.. Mi Hun ^ m\> u, .h . ! luue done after

< •>. Onn m taJ u I two pi h* k the peroxyd
'

•
' •'

:
'
• i.'. .

-:
: "

ted; :,)„! v. tli regard to Mr. Dmnassinsinn.,
We borrowed from Mi. I rials for the
Paper read before the Royal Society a few days after *• met that gen-

lay, that, as Mr. I.amv only spoke French, a
- -

either of us could have profited much by the interview.
We have no wish to del na the great merit of Mr.

famy's researches W, estimar s lii-.d i- u\ e tli. skill and

,1 out the compounds of thaiiium.
'ut it must not be supposed, as Mr. Lamy seems to suppose, that we

! '\vith the limked

1

un'ans at our disposal, and amid other pressing occupations, we had, and
"ave s jncCi been coatjnna\iy engaged j

perties and
impounds of tli- new metal; and all we need sai to M . 1. urn is that

.: him on hU sueees>e>. and envy him nothing
Dut his opportunities."

ues are, besides the usual graduated aj.jeiratii-

ard alkali, an indicator of the point of neutra
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The standard acid. The use of crystallized oxalic

by Mohr, has come into general favor, and nothing
factory when the acid impure and of constant composite
difficult not only to procure a pure acid, but also to pr

out loss of crystal-water. To dry the pulverized acid

lloresced crystals l»y help of a magnifier, is troublesom

trod uce error. \Y>- emnioy a dilute, sulphuric acid, wl
of convenient -: .-.-. l>y diluting tei

The standard alkali is made from commercial canst

dissolved in watei an 1 dii .0 > tint 1 a <n\\ 11 volume e.

The alkai i— hi! ion thus obtained is heatd

slak,-, added

. ?md t

: 1....M., icbd it, rh^
Mir-,

t now 1. mains, to determine with the greatest accuracy, 1st, the v

fnoogmring the point of neutralization, tincture of

^ great advantages over solution of litmus. The knowl-

edge of this fact is due to Luckow ^
'

: !;: \ 1
:' ;.. ^

,

:- •'. -
.

'
, . ... .

• res P * a day or two. The solution

is decanted, or hi: red *i,, :;.: Swedish paper.
„

The tincture thus prepared has a deep ruby-red color. On gradual'?

diluting with pure water (free from Rinmonia), th. color I

and finally yellowish-orange. Alkalies and alkaii-eaiUis ..

carbonates change the color to a carmine or violet-carmine. boiutwn*

of strong acid and acid salts make it -rai-- or \ eiloui-di-orange.

To determine the volumetric relation of the" all ili and

volume of the latter, e. g. 20 c. c, is measured off into a we.

flask, ten drops of cochineal-tincture and about loOe. e.

added—the alkali is now allowed to flow in from a buret t

yellowish liquid in Lh • tla^k. suddenly, and by a single drop, acquires

"' tinge.
p

» important to bring the liquid ^^V.
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the level of tl e proper amount of lin uid, e. g. 200 c.c. Thesa me amount
" f '-"^incr n .dihV.-d i>.

»e errors

which tin.'

effected, may
boiiiii unaffected by the

of carbonic

provided w th Erdmann s swimmer
Chlln.. ]

Whenthn
ie relative strength of the aeid and alkali.

from the bu e.\ey>s,e.g.

id. The sol Jtion of the

of the flask are gently

l to expel carbonic acid. The
lly a W, then a id ten drops of cochineal and

'

. .
:

:

.:
:

-::. ' .;.
:

• the a. curacy of the process and the calculations employed,

ita may be useful. The normal acid was made by
. of nil-of-vitnn] to the volume of ten liters and had half

Exp. I, 20 c. c. S0 3 = 32-8 c. e. KO,
Exp. II, 20 c. c. SO, = 32-8 c. c. KO,
Exp. Ill, 40 c. c. S0 3 = G5-7 c. c. KO, 1-6425

v e have accordingly

:

'

1 c. c. S0 3 = 1-64 c. c. KO and 1 c. c. KO = 060976 c. c. S0 3 .

Absolute strength of acid and alkali.

Exp. I. 0-4177 grm. of carbonate of soda were treated with 44-2 c.c.
of S0

3 . To neutralize the excess of the acid were required 3-8 c. c. KO,
respond to 2-32 c.c. S0 3 (3-8X0-6097G). Dedncl

of acid (44-2-2-32) we have 41-88 c.c. of acid,

equivalent to the carbonate of soda taken.

41-88 c. c. solution of S0 3 = 0-4197 grm. NaO C02 .

Exp. II. 0-4126 grm. NaO Co 2 treated with 44 c. c. SO s
required

4-2
3 e. c. KO. 4-28X0-60976 = 2-61 c. c. S0 3

. 44 - 2-61 = 41-39

41-39 c.0, solution of S0 3 = 0-4126 grms. NaO C02 .

*t is convenient to ea '• corresponds to 53 deci-

grammes of carbonate of soda, since the relation of any other substance

diluting its equivalent number for 53
vm equivalent of NaO C02 ), thus:
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grros. NsiO C0 3 c. c.

i the label of the acid bottle the following data

. KO = 0-60976 c. c. SO,.

lier in this Laboratory, may be adduced.
-3923 gi and the ara-

b 'ilb tube. When the eoml
complete, the contents of the bulbs were rinsed out into a flas

to the volume of 150 c. c. and, after adding 10 drops uf .

; 13-7 e. o. of KO were required, = 8-354 c. C. SO 3
(13'7X

0-6097G) which deducted from 20 c. c. left 11-646 S0 3 as

•ft!.- hippuric arid. H-646X0-0026338 = 0-0306732

N. 4- 0-3923 = 7-818 per cent. The calculated per centage is 7-82.

The advantages of cochineal ore* liUou»a»an
1. It possesses far greater sensibility. Luckow asserts tha?

is tinged faintly orange by it, becomes distinctly red by the addition of

VTO.Wv& of ammonia or T ^-^^th of carbonate of lime.

When a lil » covered with the diluted tincture and

allowed to stand for some time, the lower stratum of liquid acquires a

carmine tinge and by shaking, the whole solution becomes red. Lucko

..
. „,., •

,-•
^

;

traces of carbonates of alkali-earths may be detected in pulv

. faj. Alkali salts must of course be removed by washing

with distilled water free from ammonia. . o

Tin. . Mr. n . -1 li. a v dl.ms of the use of much more dilute solutions

than can be employed with litmus.
. ^

'.
..;

•

i
. . .

-,:-.
1

...:
1

'' :

nsideral'i.

•
:

'

;

of carbonate of soda in a known volume of water, and from

dard acid may be « a«dl\ nirnie. In the neutralization it is not need,U

expel carbouic acid by boiling. The influence of the latter is h *^
at once seen when a caustic and carbonated alkali are operated with si
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by side. In case of the former, the point of neutralization (or rather of

ation,) is shown by a prom; _ • from a tint

ange predominates, to one i is and violet

I iced. In presence of carbonic acid the change is somewhat
1 though a red color is prod v an orange

ss of alkali. Hence, it is to be recom-
: ions, to employ a caustic alkali. A

the point of saturation. Mr. Collier \v tits with a

_r -Jo e. c. oil-of vitriol to the liter and a solution
of carbonate of soda and lie found, when CO., was
that 10 c. c. S0 3 = V66 an.l 7-07 e. e. of N.ini'i),: uiien V«>„ was
not expelled, 10 c. c. S0 3 = 7-68 and 7-7. These results are as good as

' In standai ling th much w ik. icid ustd foi the mtiogen

aU Uo2 required iii this

:

;

• i> a •• mutant and |». r,-, j.;ii ,< tf.'rence. What is of more
the uncertainty as to the point of neutralization.

-d ia a great advantage in nice
analyses, in thai ia without
influence on the result. When litmus is used and the point of neutraliza-

hed, a short exposure to th the liquid

the operator is obliged to proceed slowly, he will require some-

of the small amount of carbonic acid that can come from
Je air. The permanence of the color ttritiooa to be
V'/d directly together.

•

lerved indefinitely in closed vessels, without decolor-

3- On, the solubility of Sulphate of Liiiu in chhrhydric acid.—In this
.

•
.
- -

*«** cental, , I with hot dilute

, talytia may be can led

. ;• ;•
,. ...

.

. .,
/; .

.

.. • .
.

-
•

:

i
• is not taken up by very eoneen-

88 ly that of water. s. w. J.

3
- Technical Chemistry.

.

4
- Webster's process for producing Oxygen Gas.—J. Webster of Bir-

_ •
i

; _ ; .. .

•,
,

• / ' -. • , . , --
•

, :
-

XN of iron, subjected to a low red heat in close retorts. The gaseous
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products obtained are oxygen contaminated with variable quantities of

nitroavn, ami nitron-- , of which is condensed by

'

:

soda and oxyd of zinc. Water completely separates these two, leaving

thezinc-oxyd fit for a second operation. The soda

the oxyhydrogen blowpipe and Ui various metalling d purposes—or

for ,'n.f n"-;n^ the brilliancy of coal gas, &g. Messrs. Pepper and Camp-

bell have carefully examined and reported on \\ ebster's proc.c.-s.- 13}

lis of the former, the mixed gases consist of 59 vols, per cent

of o.vy^'-ii and 4! vols, per cent of nitroo-cn —

v

DfttlM nitrogen was from 26'50 to 32-80 per cent of the whole. The

process is conducted thus:— 10 pounds of nitrate of soda (

and '20 pounds of oxyd of zinc both previously drmd. aim warm, ar-

as it u 11 rekindle a taper, is conduced through -

( pnrili

a 30 gallon st< i w.n m '! mi'u ti\e pounds ,.f watm in 1 < u

- nd carefully strew n on the shelves

(in the manner of the hydrat dry-Hum puriti-r

for coal gas). The purifier thus furnished is closed b v a lid of stone-

ware dropping into a ' water joint'—and is also connecJted with a capa-

cious sheet iron gasholder.

pounds in the charge; the ti ied for the first cl

in second, 2 1 ' 25m , the seconc being added witl l0 iit co.'li:'? tho

,
being removal

found tie; yield
retort—the caput mortum by jtureof the retort

bot, its in a continous openition. Campbell
from 20 pounds of oxyd of zii i pounds of nitrate of soda, in tvvu

operations, to be 15 7*85 and 15903 eiibic feet, and the time in vvofk--

each charge of 50 pounds, 9i\ hours. Campbell finds t

erate temperature

becomes very acid

• ilting of course from the reaciio"

The cost of oxygen by this process is Jess than from any ot," er
j\

proposed as will "appear "from the following comparison, based on v

ville's and 1
' cements.*

1 cubic meter (= 35-317 cubic feet), frs. s. d. English currency

" " from chlorate potassa, 10=84 "
((

" Ox. manganese. 4-87 = 4 Of
« HO, 80. by heat, 1- = 10
" Webster's NaON0

5-fZnO, 7$
. " " Do. rejecting all products, 1 9-fr "

It is plain from this statement that, without considering it* \"
.'

Webster's process is cheaper than any other: but Deville's method g»

1 Chem. News, vi, pp. 218, 268, See also same Journal, vi, 287 and 2S9, vll >

'This Journal, [I], xxxi, 280, 427, and Ann. de Ckim. et Phy., [8], l*i> 97-



! -H

5. On the : -
i i,; s int. i'. sting min-

b a few years since was only looked upon as a min<

: -inieie in commerce. Aside from
its use as a source of aluminum as suggested by Percy and H. Rose,
we learn from recent articl <;. that it

:

'

:

-

.

- ,: alumina.
J. Ihomsen {Ding. Jour., clxvi, 443) claims to have discovered in 1950

of soda in 1857, and in
1858 erected large works at Copenhagen which now use 40,000 cwt. of

, , ry. it»- deposit in <ti enland
';

!
...'

.: .(..u t.> T.iun t . (I ,M ,.t cryoiit.- annually.
lae following

, n . th.,d is used fur * averting the cryolite into soda ash

irst ground to a fine powder and then

a in the proportion of 100 parts of

one equivalent of cryolite to ail eq ime. This

- ' flu .rid of .-tici.nn. aiuminato of

• Mid. An.v :'

.. m if renders the charge less fusible.

!

ice in which the cryolite is rWnm-
posed. The carbonate of soda solution is separated from the preci

i'Jior crystallized, or evaporated to dryness and ca
:

i remarkably pure soda ash, !• 'it J. of o irs •. fi from . hlori Is

Gaining only tracts of sum - - last due to

ill amount of sulphur c mtaine 1 in the coke. The greater portion

ho commercial a ' a 1" at II tihurg contains
'5 per cent of soda. The

p
duced by the

•osition with carbonic a. id. is wash. <1 with wat. r and s i

; -' ( n-i, 1
1y

:i.-i.l. \ iciding a

"""•on. (Sclav ,
..!.!-.•: s;i.) (Yvolite is deliv-

•' "t Harburg at two and a I

- d.uiit $2) a cwt.

> mention is made of the economic application of the large amount of
-•miorid of calcium produced in the ahow operation—aside from it*

}t°r making floohi I

P 1]ed as a flux in many metallurgical operations. o. J. a.
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4. Photography.—
6. The action of light upon a sensitive plate.—At a recent session of

the Photogi a] lies, one of the members stab

to obtain a good development in some '

been kept some twenty days after exposure in the camera, although some of

i had developed good results, when the development

mty-four hours of the exposure.—Mr. Vidal explains

lenon by a new theo.y of tin? artkm of the actinic ray- upon

tized plate. He supposes that under the action of light a certain

:.'••:'
'

ance with a general physical law, there is a tendency to return to tho

posed in the camera would, by returning to its orig

tion, lose all trace of its exposure, and bo ready to reeeiv

new impression, the same as a plate which 'had not been exposed

at all. Mr. Vidal conclude that the physical theory of tie- -

the i nie fluid l.\ -ub nccs, such as the iodic! of silver, - >

• reactions.

We have only to say. briefly, in regard to il k
faith in it whatever: it is contrary to our phot. _<

'

The loss of sensitiveness, or the

lack of abilil fter keeping—can be read
:

factorily explained by re£ iliar to all practical pboto-

graphers. *

II. METALLTJKGY.

1. On Aluminum Bronze.—Lieut.-Colonel Strange li

to the Kova! Astronomical Society some i

cal and other philosophical insti

"the qualities of most importance
strenoth; (2) resistance to

strength or rigidity; (5) .

behavior under files, cutting tools, <fcc.

,

fluences; (9) fitness to receive graduation; (10) elasticity: (11)

for being made into tubes; (12) specific gravity."

Tensile ttrm .__]:.,. n i of experiments made by Mr. Anderson

at the Royal Gun Factory, Woolwich, shows that the average l>reak'"°

tr-n>ile strength of aluminum bronze is 73,185 lbs. per square

that of gun-metal is 35,040 lbs., the ratio being rather more than two

one in favor of the aluminum-bronze. ,

Resistance to compression.—Experiments made by Mr. Anderson sno

that no effect was perceptible until tons 2 cwt. per square

linen gave -00G of an inch : on removing the weign

isticity of

as *005 of an inch. The ultimate amount of compression

-

'•001 was observed, giving the first permanent compress^

inch. The ultimate amount of compression applied

(132,416 lbs.), nndet

re weight being applied w"'
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Malleability.—Mr. Anderson states that, « the qualities of this metal

purposes would appear to be excellent; with the exception of

it is a good
workable material under the hammer almost up to the melting point"

Is. that ii re wen specimens exhibit. ! in the Industrial

that the alloy could be drawn out

under the hammer almost to a needle point.

Tranwcrse strength, etc.—Messrs. Simms found by experiment that

aUiinimiin-bi'Miize was 3 times more rigid than -un-metal. and upwards
of 44 times more rigid than brass; and. in regard to it- expunsire ratio,

they found this alloy loss ah'ceted by ebanev of temperature than either

gun-metal or brass—a little less than oam-metal and much less than

Ij'.tss. his to in J,,,,, qanlitks are such that it pi luees admirable cast-

le tile, and in the lathe and planing-

iving a bright, smooth
sm-frt-o. It can be worked with mi;, i

< el, and, not-

". its greater cost, the Messrs. Simula think that screws made
of it would in the end prove less expensive than steel. It tarnishes less

n\ metal '..sea l\ employed for astronomi. d instruments,

ivably well fitted to receive graduation, a* it take- a \.

"'
!): '

;'i i* pure and equable, surpassing any other cast metal in this lx-peet.

- ivniarks ti at iti its elasticity ii is said t<> surpass even steel,

'-'

;,r; it can be
wiled iiuo sheet metal, and it can be hammered and drawn. Gun-metal
does not admit of being rolled, so that hitli-rt- the tubular portions of

telescopes and ..ther instruments have been made almost exeiiisivciv of

yellow brass, an alios verv detieient in riindiu 11 r 'of
the alloy cor. urn is, according to Messrs.

Bell, 7-689, ver\ nearu that. ot u rought-iron.

Col. Strang- adds. •'•.'. aop. .rs to m th

concurrent testimony of those who have given it a fair trial, that the

,

10 per cent aluminum-bronze is far superior, not in one or some, but

;

!i " very respect, to any metal hitherto used for the construction of phi-

: .

the dimensions that would be proper ii
A" P:,m

*h'ch would otherwise be made of steel may with perfect safety, and
even with advantage, be made of the

v - u<;l1 Part*
M bolts, and fixing tan-omt. and mieroaick-r -'-•- ^ i^'dness and

^•andbeu.nus It ,m....ydr ,

;

t envies,

1

•

isions cut on thi

I should be well
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This alloy has been -

metal for the construction of the large theodolite for the use of the Irig-

Survf) ui In, it Ih ho.izuutal einde o tin, theodolite is

three feet in diameter, and the effect of using this alloy will be to keep
" - '•

•

..-'• ' ' : '
'

• -
,

' _

1 on such in-

struments In tii mamit tin of th ilioy, t S t range says that ex-

:• in v pure copp -r must be use i ; electrotype copper is best

. \t, ^hing an ai!o_\ of - m in nt quality. The

.
'J-'- ."

determined b\ tie workii :, .i . i i . perties of the.

metal, improve its teiiaeity and m
; ,,t after sev-

of workmanship in refined apparatus, it will be found that even

bitory, whilst the

advanr,:ges attending its use promise to

L. E. and I). Phil. Man,, [21, x

outweigh the increased expendi-

C. Tissiek, Director of the Aluniinun i Works at Rouen, shows that one

per cent isu in copper makes lllslbl.', glMH-Tl -

>erty of filling the mould in casting, at the same time preventing

mould. The act:ion of chemical ;

also weakened, and the .-upper gains in hardness and
losing it- inal!-: . ; ;j y which ha-

of brass., with the hardness of bronze.

_
In tra th, this alloy was found to be more than twice as

rigid as - or copper. Tissiei • also finds that one part of M-

added to bronze consisting of 96 copper and 4 ti

of a fine i color, of remarkable bomogem•itv, of great bar

I Hiring easting, this alloy does notoxydizeatal
from the oxyd coating with W,

1.. „..:_—„? !.:, .,ll„r Tiaskn-
this alloy Tissier

finds to be two and a half times that of the origi

the hammered alloy is four times as great as that ..f bi.ni/". '
»i "" ll

>

cauti..n -bronze, 89 parts copper and 11 tin, has the MU»
strength as castings of the new alloy. In reference to th.-

;.._• ,....,.: ,:.;...:. .:-'...;.;

made of 90 parts copper and 10 parts alumiiiimi, and, as

alloy.

—

Polytechnisches Journal, clxvi, p. 430. G -
J> L

2. Mineral and Metal products of Great Britain and If

- extracted ftom a paper on the Wines, Minerals a
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Product for 1861.

Minerals.

£ 725,560

asr «

231,487

90,696

1,427,215

1,136,249
Silver, 1,471

Pyrites,

15,770 31,113

79,715
Arsenic, « 1,450 10,875
Nickel, cwt., 24
Wolfram, tons, 8
Antimony, «

Manganese, ,# 925
Gossan, ochre, <fec,

M 3,016 3,016

7,215,518 2,302,371
Coals (sold and used), •« 83,635,214 20,908,803

2,222,602 880,114

__
Total value of Minerals r rodnced in 1861 £27,509,525

."•'•'
' '

Quantity. Value.

Tin, ' tons,

Lead,

Iron, Pig, "

2,784

569,530

7,450

15,331

4,415

3,712,390

1,572^480

1,445,255

79,101

9,280,975

Total value, £13,443,550

Estimated value of other metals, 250,500

Coals, 20,908,803

Total value of metals and coals, 34,002,853

. The
•"gaged in

>rked, in 1861, 3052 collieries, 167 copper mines, 1

ad mines and 29 zinc mines—number of iron mil

whole employed an aggregate of 330,000 persons ac

operations, exclusive of quarries of all kin
—Journal of the Society of j

,

.

Markets; edited !>v II.:NPa <Yu\vns Salmon," F.G.S., F.C.S. Vol.1

^ H. London, 1862. 1—Besides the objects mentioned in the title,

* monthly contains original articles of great value on mining and

' Published monthly, at one shilling sterling per number. Agents, Bailliere
totters, 440 Broadway, New York.
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tl subjects.

Smyth, Robert Hunt, IT. W. Bri

fesM>r Ansted. and others who arc

tical men. It also contains translations of valuable nicmoirs from the

maps and plans of mines, furnaces, etc. We trust that thi-

will meet with tin -n ss it d< n es is it tills t want that has long

been felt by miners and metallurgists.

III. PHYSIOLOGICAL AXD AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY.

1. On the Chemistry of Germination.—T>r. Max Scdulz has published

(,/ / far Prakt Chem.. lxxxvii, p 1 29) an extended investiga -n i th -

i

as employed by earlier experimenters, i

:
:

:

'
' -

methods. Vanou* - . N. \v: [!;..-.<;' j'j„ :

bus, Yirlnfuha. an 1 Ihn-i* ,,,«„,<,, «„r.. made to germinate in pure water

c..iit;iin.-d ii veal, d gl i^ flanks. ;at took place

w< i, ^ud , I H tin j/ii • tin ii, ( t tin tl^k- ift.i i
s

,

in i.,u t «„ i ] t ,,„ t
i„ ,„,, v/// , _, ,„ , , , ri<

", that period

in winch no cell-multiplication is observabhO but (luring

bryo merely bursts the integuments and extends itself with the radicle in

a downward direction.

1. The first stage of germination is set up or made possible by the

decomposition of albuminoid substances. 2. This deoompwHi
duced by the absorption of water and oxygen. 3. In its pro-

gen and carbonic acid and afterward By several

experiments made with cru>hed seeds'. Schulz found that.

putrefaction, nitrogen and carbonic acid were <-.

than in germination ; but that free hydrogen did not appear.* Scbiilz

hence concludes that the evolution of hydrogen, in his exporir-

belonged to the germinative process, and was not a result of accompany*

that seeds will not develope in sealed

owing to the accumulation of carbonic acid, Schulz was not able to m-

[a of germination. I" tD

tbat partially succeeded, he obtained the same results as wer

manifested in the firsl - lUon of free hydrogen ap-

peared to be k-ss copious, relatively to that of the nitrogen and carbonic

1
Dr. Pugh, President i:>f the Ag. College of Penn., obtained a large <

traces of
(wheat, barle;

OmeTandPuffkVnlTe Sources oj'"the

'

"hydrogen
* . .-!, that in theclK'Ti

cess of decay,

hydrogen and nitrogen ar3 both eliininated in presence of oxygeD. Furth
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2. On the reduction of kinic acid to benzoic acid, and its conversion

the animal organism.—According to Lautemann
{Ann. Ch. u. Pharm., r-x.w, |>. 9). \v!». th a saturated

aqueous solui in a sealed tube for two to three hours,

at 1 15 to 1 20° C, benzoic acid and iodine are obtained. The san
:

one equivalent of phosphorus, and, after the two have united and the pro-

duct is cold, ; foots of die crude iodid of p]
1 '' I jtm i ., ,1 in water to a syrupy solution. On

•
' - .:

borut has mostly disap-

peared, the contents of the retort on i

soio acid. The retort

neck is also lined with crystals of this acid toward the close of the
proa

C 14H 12 12 = C 14H 6 4 + 6HO + 20
The reacti' ing equations.

1. C ]4H 12O l2 + 8HI = C l4H 6 4 + 8HO + 8l

2. C 14H 12 12 + 8I = C 14 H 6 4 +6HI +21
Since kinic acid is thus converted so easily into benzoic acid, it occurred

to Lautemann to examine whether it would undergo the same change
mal organism, and appear in the urine as hippuric acid. He

found this to be actually the case, in trials upon himself and two other
persons, 8 grms. of kinate of lime yielding in two experiments 2-2 and

: :, respectively. Kinic acid having been proved
vi

! Sirvert to exist in considerable quantity in the whortio-

ajd that it is the origin of the hippuric acid which is found in the urine

3. On the \m of oxen as related to theirfodder,—
"'

count of the method they bippnric acid,

.
- :: : ^ ::

^ "
'

u the urine of three c

*• The urine had the maximur

'Wall addition of crushed beans. When leguminous forage (clover hay
atl <l bean straw) waa • to<M }»

;
r

cent and less. With t»r* tow '/<"/ tl,- ;e percentage ^

2
- The addition of considerable quantities of easily digestible food,

:',. to the proper fodder, had the effect

*>tal process of « vegetable respiration" if not free hydrogen yet carburetted hydro-

while, as Pettenkofer and Voit
e shown. .• both carburetted hydrogen

ee hydrogen are f(
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quantities of carbonic

- 2-4 pts. C02

Meadow bay, - - - - 1-1 " "

Ont straw, -
- 2 " "

Wheat-straw, - - - - 00 " "

Crushed beans, ... o-0 " "

In the urine, the greatest amount of carbonic acid

—

V6 to 1*8 percent—

•was observe-

i

reted after the

r : - :

..•-:.•..; ....'..
: ... \

'

'.

! /arhonie acid, while in every other

instance the reaction was alkaline. By adding to the day's rati n of

straw 75 grins, acetate of potash, the carbonic acid and the alkaline re-

<;>;>eared, s. W. J.

4. On some points in the composition of Soils.—Tt has boon RWOlwd

by chemists that Iiydrated oxyd of iron and hydrated alumina as well

-
I . :. , . ~. ,:. _. .

.
.-;,.,.-.' •

of t!i i \« - n .
1 is b ii f.n-ii mm i. \i

wirthscha/tli ,, iv, p. 2:27) has examined v:irio'-»5

soils for these substances b\ tr- itit^ t.h >n v th -• ution of i »< "t 1 '' '

'

ammoniaeal tartrate and with carbonate of soda. Mule-

[uioxyd of iron cli*ol«i

'.

oxyd does not lose it-, i: ,, r l, v lirying- at 'Jl'-*
;

though, in ti .
tly^M'ri

rapidity. 8 in the ammoniaeal solu-

tion of tartra up the hydrates.
_

drated oxyd of iron (and hydrated
:.

is rem -ved tn m theiu by hy h chl u ie acid. The yellow - -

'
-

;,-. -o- ._ .
.-\

• :.
.

- . > !

, :
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may be termed, enact a series of most important functions. The re-

searches of Daubree on Metamorphism, Ann. des Mines, [5], xvi, also

< Report, 1861, have elucidated, in the most clear and striking

manner, the conditions and results of the action of warm water on the
anhydrous silicates, and have shown tl ines may be
produced from them by its influence. Way and Eichhorn {this Jour.,
xxvii, 71-85) have made it in the highest degree probable, that the
absorbent power of soils for the alkalies is due to the action of amor-
phous zeolitic compounds ; and it is hardly to be questioned, that the
good (or bad) results of tillage and many of the hitherto inexplicable
effects of manures, will be found to bear close relations to the processes

the chief parts. s. w. j.

IV. MINERALOGY AND GEOLOGY.

1 Manuel de Mineralogie par A. DesCloizeaux, Maitre de conference
a

1 Ecole Normale superieure, etc. Tome premier, 572 pp., 8vo. Paris,

1862.-This Manual of Mineralogy embodies the results of a very large
amount of original research by the author. DesCloizeaux has for many

1 ngaged in studying the optical and crystallographic charac-
ters of mineral species, and by these mean-, < -i

..>.'
ial I v the former, has

thrown new light on doubtful species, ! a have been
I together, and referred others, "sumposed to be distinct, to

[

!

ices. Many of these results have already been mentioned
i-s of this. Journal,

1 and it is hardly necessary to
enter into details in this place. Suffice it to say that the work is a source

«sted in having an accurate knowledge of species.

• -Report on the Geological and Mm Elected by

Mr. C. F. Hall in Frobisher Bay.'
To the New Yoek Lyceum of Natural History :-

Y°e of your committee, appointed * - km of min-
ers and fossils made by Mr. (has. F. Hail in in- late Ami i

• begs leave to report, that he found the collection of fossils

*
.

in number of individual specimens, and limited in the range of its

P^jes, but possessing great interest to the student of Arctic geology.
1 he specimens are as follows:

—

Maclurea magna (Lesueur). No. of specimens 7

Casts of lower surface.
" " 3

Endocerasproteiforme? (Hall). " "
1

Orthoceras (badly worn specimens). " " 3

Helioliles (new species). " " 2

Heliopora " " " " 1

Halysites catemdata (Fischer). " " 1

Receptaculites (new species). " " 1

This collection was made at the head of Frobisher Bay, lat. 63° 45' N,
1

[2], xx. 270, xxv, 396. xxix, 363, Kxxi. 356, xxxiv, 203.

** Jons, So.—Sj No. 104.—ALuscn, 1863.
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same locality. Whether the

limestone was conformable to the schist or not, Mr. Hall did not deter-

mine. It is much to be regretted that this interesting point was not

examined by him, as it is doubtful whether this locality may ever be

visited by any future explorer.

The fossils, without doubt, are all Lower Silurian. The Machrea
magna would place the limestone containing it on the horizon of the

Chazy limestone of New York. The Hah/ vies calcnulata has been

found in Canada in the Trenton beds, but in New York not lower than

the Niagara Limestone. The JEndoceras proteiforme belongs to the

- the several species of

the Galena limestone of the West, or the R. occidentalis of Canada.

Mr. Salter speaks of one found in the northern part of the American

continent. This may be that species, or it may be a new one ;
wWd -

was, we have no means of determining. The Ortl

ments, and so badly water-worn that the species could not b

>

any figured by Prof. Hall in the Paleontology of New York. The

.

! t!oi, u
- to tL. Nia..-ira -'roup, in New York,

identification of strata, corals are not always reliable. ''"

species are similar or identical with an\ in the < anadian
was out of my power to determine. Thev are unl.L any figured by

Mr. I. W. Salter. R. P. Stevens.

One of the committee, appointed to examine the mineral

brought from Frobisher Bay by Mr. Hall, reports that the specimens

i\ of the same general character. The

ro. ks u.-tv n< ark ail miea ^'hbt ; v>me ,,r the -penmen- "ere taken from

boulders, some from the ruins of houses, and had the mortar stil

and some were from the rock in its natural position. Ther- v.

peculiar in the rock, it presenting the usual variations in co

i
,

•.._. ">
'

i

.--'i' .-'
'.

:"'
fossils to be Lower Silurian ; a single specimen of quartz. •

and presenri sided termination another P/]*
a^

:

'.'.
i

'
.

'

' ... -

'••
"

•

'

had undergone for some time the a«-ti,e,i .-.f salt water: a few pieces^

: i ; -., :

'

' .: L : -. :.
\ •

.^ ; : •

'

-

'

anU.ii. i- nodule- to l,.ue b. n bt.-u-ht fm„, Ki.-l.tt. i

who, it is well known, took out large siippli- - md m n .

. :
,

.
:, ,. • .......

iron.—Eds.]
. fao

* * * This theory is supported by the traditions of the na

say that the coal was brought there" by foreigners,- as well as by
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entire absence of any indications of geological strata so high up in the
series as the Carboniferous formation. The siliceous pebbles seem to
have served as gravel for the mortar used in building the houses for car-

rying on the various objects for which the expedition was sent out. No
trace of any m ei existed in the collections. The
sands supposed by Mr. Hall to be those in which Frobisher found gold
have not yet been assayed. A small bead detached from an ornament
worn by the natives was found to be lead. Thos. Egleston.
But little attention was paid to zoology, Mr. Hall not having the

means at hand for the preservation of specimens. A single specimen of

in a dried state, was sent to Wm. Stimpson, Esq., for exam-
"I find the specimen to be Cynthia

lallyf

uy two species ot birds were brou
quatus Brunwich, and Plectrophanes nivalis Lin

;
:: •

Norway." Only two species of birds were btrought, viz : Colymbus

obtained two Lemming^ which were referred for de-

informs me that they agre i lu§ Audubon, and
he should so consider them for the present. Geo. N. Lawrence.

,

3
- Abie on a fossil Echinoderm from the Blue Limestone (Lower Silu-

, by J. D. Daxa.— In vol. i. (1846) page 44 of

from the Blue Limestone • ., uu*, J. ft Akthont

turned. In a recent letta

R as discovered by him in Urn -till remains
-ion and is the only one yet found. The species is referred

u.'il of Geol-
°?yi the figure is reproduced on page 221, and the provisional name

it comes nearest to the genus Palasterina and may belong
arising the name from the true discoverer, the species will then

•» the Palasterina (?) JamesiL
4- On a new Crustacean from the Potsdam Sandstone; by Prof.

$t and Geologist, Dec. 1862. vii, p.

ia fossils here described and figured are tie

species supposed by Prof. Hall to ap]

he Potsdam sandstone of WwcMwin.
w three times as broad as long, has a strong thickened border,

bet d « bl tined in the regi ,

, which may have been, Prof. Hall

• eeies.

, found in the Potsdai
D
—. (l i »j)nie oi cms species. It is suo-aested that the tracks, ca!

It by Logan, n

;

,!i

:
e ' ,n 1857, m : bv E. Daniels, of the lu'o!

*al Survey of Wisconsin, in the Potsdam san,lst..ne of K'aek Kiwr.
5

- Proceedings of the Portland Society of Natural History, vo
Part 1.—This volume of 100 octavo pages is the first publication,
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form, of the Portland Society of Natural History. It contains many

_ .logical map of the northern portions of the state of Maine.

If the future numbers of the Proceedings are equal to the first, their pub-

i science.

Most of the papers in Part 1 appear to have been oommni
members of the Scientific Survey of Maine: and we understai

first set of specimens col led
- .1 in the rooms of the society. The following- are

the most important papers in Part 1. A catalogue of the Moweriug riant*

of Maine, by G. L. Goodale, Botanist to the Maine Scientific Survey :—

Catalogue of the Mammals and Birds of Maine, compiled by G H.

Hitchcock, State Geologist:—Notes upon the Geology of Maine, ly C.

—
< it., on o tl Ih-ph -in! \n )

I,
. ) -< t M i

B. F. Fogg, M.D. :—Fossils of the J
'• -h America, by

C. H. Hftcheoek :—

«

rl oo,....| Honhler. in rvtlud, Maine, by N. T. True,

M.D.:—Description of a new species of < up lithes from the Miocene

Tertiary of Vermont, by C. H. Hitchcock.

6. On the present condition of the Crater of Kilauea on tl

Hawaii', by Rev. Trrr> Coax.—The following facts on the present con-

dition of the crater of Kilauea are taken from a letter m
Prof. C. S. Lyman by Rev. T. Coan, dated Hilo, Hawaii, Nov.18, i^-

:

"Very great changes have taken plaee in Kilauea -in.

1846. 1 The great dome, some two milea in - ircait, which i

Bated in the south extremity of the cra-

ter of Kilauea,] has subsided, leaving a op, ,j

ter. It is as if a great cauldron had been turned right side

for boiling. Near the center of this depression, there je •

about 600 feet in diameter. Sometimes this lake is sluggi-i •

it boils and rages, tossing ts jier\ ma mi tin *s • _

melted lavas 20 to 50 feet high. Occasionally it overflows, or rends its

-. and -end- off streams to harden in" other part- -

Within the aforesaid basin or crater, and one-fourth of a mile from «»•

active lake, a great mound ha- been recently raised, and <

'

as to resemble, in the distance, :1 Oath- Irai. This is called Pel"'"
5 r"n

All the central portion of the crater of Kilauea has

upheaving forces, and the circuit, once the " Black Ledge," has been r»«

by superincumbent deposits or overflowings proceeding from 'he sotit i'

portion of the crater. [ thin] sot more than 60

below the highest point in the outer wall of Kilauea. Near this I

portion of the crater rests an irregular and 1 '

7. Arsenids of Coppe

wall of Kilauea. Wear tins icu.-

gular and broken ridge ot '
ni '.,,-

e Suptrior.—Schekkkk gives in

7> xx, p. 162, an account of a spocmi-

-,; [•:.'

iver, near Superior City, Wisconsin. He found il

'copper and 14 pr. et. arsenic « »n the weathered surfaces it was

hile on the fresh fractur, it was y, i, « , t u -h _

i exposure to the air. It was considered by several members <

1 See this Journal, [2], xxii, 75.
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"Miners' Union" at Freiberg to be a furnace product, perhaps made by
the Indians. Dr. Kenngott very proper! \ .!,--.,-. this substance with

{ Uebersicht, 1861, p. 114), and the ma- is iuK|\mstionab]\ a
mixture of \\ b d by Dr.

l-'n.uK \-\. xv\iu. p, ii'l ). A further notice of this boulder
has been sent to Prof. Killiman, Jr.. h\ Col. < 'has. Whittlesey of Cleave-

j acts. It was found on the
bank of the St. Louis river at Rice's Point, one and a half miles from the
west end of Lake Superior. It was about one foot in length, aid weighed
from 95 to 100 lbs. ; on the fracture it was crystalline and contained

ed by Scheerer was sent
+; him by < Yd. Whittlesey through Mr. Boole, who was then a student

i drift. It had the

aspect of the copper boulders of the Lake Superior regie*.
The writer is informed b\ Mr. <

'. K. bVhweiler. ^>
-.; erintendent of the

Isle Royale Mine, that a recently been discovered
on the property of the Columbia Mining Company at Houghton. The
whitneyite is there found associated with native copper and domeykite.

8. Catalog einer Sammlung vom 67 5 Modellen in Ahornholz, zur

. ausgegeben vom Rhein-
Htcken Mineralien-Comptoir des Dr. A. Krantz in Bonn. pp. 50, 8vo.
tfonn, 1862.—This catalogue is a description of the collection of crystal
models now made by Dr. Krantz. Tim models 1 to 78 illustrate the

system, 79 to 151 the diinctric system, 152 to 343 the
bexagonal system, 344 to 506 the trimetric system, 507 to 645 the
aonoclinic system, and 646 to 675 the triclinic system. Among these

- of twiii en mis, illustrating twinning in 44 species. The
"'

"''represent 222 mineral species. The catalogue contains under
lame of the form or s

, according to both 1

5 to the figure corresponding to the model in

, Dana, Dufrenoy and other prominent treatises ot ivime-
ral<

>gy. The models are i
curacy ; many of them

Jfe copies from models furnished to Dr. Krantz by G. Rose and Hessen-
Der

g- They are made of maple, and have an average diameter of 5
centimetres (about 2 inches). They are sold in Bonn for 120 Prussian

V. ZOOLOGY.

- ol. it

—

A Monograph of the Order
fholadacea and m her pipers; byWmor. W. Tkyon. Jr. Dec. 31, 1862.

n ,i ,,;
i

-
[< b printed originally

!:al. and in the I 'roc-edin^-, of the Academy of Natural

. The first volume, containing a" bibliography

i. 'onehology. was published independently in 1861. The
are, " On the Mollusca of Harper's

.8-11), "A sketch of the history of Oanci
w« United 8 psi* of the Recent Species of Gastro-

1 See thia Journal, [2], vol. xxiii, March, 1862.
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chcn>ida>, a Family of Acephalous Mollwco? (33-62), " On the Chwn-
caiton ami .- <pedes of Pholadidce," (63-9^ i. -Soles

on Amelia ' (95-96), "Monograph of the family

9? (97-126), and "Ihtcn and Speciesof
Pholwlidcc" (126-127).
The Pholadacea, as will be seen from the above list, are divided into

t&hed bj M r. Carpenter. These fami-

.

<::

• ;;h which they had been confound
by Carpenter; but, to the number admitted l»v Mr. Trvon. would per-

haps be properly added another, the Aspergiflidce of Gray ; the presence

tentm let at the front of the mantle, and the consequent

development of tubuli radiating from the edge of the anterior disk of

the tube, oonj ification of the other part, appear fully

Pholadidce, Teredonidce, Gastrochcenidce and Asperfjillidce or Brechitida.

The propriety of the erection of this group of families into an "order,"

as has been proposed by some and'adopted by Tryon, is extremely

questionable.

The genera of the Pholadacea accepted by Mr. Tryon are numerous,

its, chiefly on account of the burthen

on the memory caused by the multip \ unes ; but, as

existence of \ loubtlees prefer to express

in a scientific nomenclature the structural modifications that nature

indicates.

The " description of a new genus and species of Pholadidm" forms an

Appendix to the monograph, and makes known an interestii

to our Fauna, the Diplothyra Smith it of Tryon, from New York Bay;

the genus indicated belongs to the ta of Tryon,

distinguished by the development of a callous plate closing th

ventral gap of the adult shell, and all in added, by

the perfect union of th o - Frin ged border

of the common tube in the known animals. The bibliogn

ograph is exhaustive, almost every reference to any genus <

' rprc
s monograph of the same Phi

ith requisite material—for whicli ne appeals to couwawn
i "Notes on American fresh water Shells," the subdivis

the nemis Vivipara Montfort (proper! v Vh-!p»

proposed. This view will doubtless be accepted, although

The author proposes to publish an

:riptive monograph of the same Pholadacea at a future time, if mr'

ed with requisite material—for which he

."di.-d!!-

guishing characters of Melaidho i

......
J
Paludinw of th- Kasfru States and N distingm>hi-d by Jlit-

form of the shell, the sign rinuona &

panied by a diaL'iKwis. i di-t ti'.>n ->f that ! i \-. U
ridce as well as Liltorinidce and Rissoida s -

-
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ily, as well as of the Viviparidce, and the subdivisions of each,
will be given in another place by the reviewer. The genus Amnicola
is proposed to admit the new subgenus Pomatiopsis, based on A. lapi-
daria and other elongated species. The correctness of this distinction

mains to be verified on the animal.
3 Two more distinct types

& II., and the globular A. depressa
Tryon. The former, on account of its rejected circular lip, has been
named by the reviewer (

'

j Listed by its

krgc, globose body-wh.>rl, is called Somatogyrus.

.

The memoirs, brought together in this \< lmn . ire va nable contribu-
tions to science, and will doubtless obtain for the author the merited
thanks of the scientific world. It were to be wished that more con-

i I knowledge of bibli-
ography. T. Gill.

2. Analytical Synopsis of the order of Squali, and Revision of the

Nomenclature of the Genera; by Thkodore Gill. pp. 42(-47). (Re-

! h nt X, , Y'.. k L>, > »• . n«.!. Mil )
O/i the Classifi-

cation of the Families and Genera of the Squali of California; by The-
odore Gill. (Proc. Acad. Xd.'Sci. Phila., Oct., Is»>2).—The two

i dovot d to th( systemati revision of the families and
-

.
. :.'..:-.

<

- :._;•:
,

'.

. listinel from the Rays; the ordinal name of

dinal sense, has been retained. The
is divided into three chapters,— 1st, "On the his-

tory of the order;' in which a review . itionsofthe

d their respi
;

2d, " On the

group to the o
so"ght to be a

." in which the isolation of the Mince (Squotimv
. trder, is nrged, and I

L
3 order of Rays is contended for ; the relation of the families

lined, and the most striking peculiarities of the geo-

oted out; and 3d, " Sys-
tematic Arrangement" In tins portion of the synopsis, two analytical
tables are first. <±w ... -t apparent distinc-

followed by simihu analvti a! tables foi tin ivsp. ti\ families, the
O'chotomous method beil .

ation of the

tch family, an < numeration of

nilies and genera is presented, in which the authorities typical

^Pecies, and synonyms of the generic names are given. As a

'he whole, the latin diagnoses of fifteen new genera are often.!; this.

a(»aed to the number adopted from other-, -iv.- a total ..f lifts-, «ht

: in our present seas; to that number, six others are super-
a(lfkd in the - 4 ph-im-i tay\ artid, on tie- < ai fori 111 -harks.

The classifi graoptis is said to be a "modifica-
j'°l of that of Miiller and Ibmle. The principal differences consist in

t^e arrangemi the b< lies, and their

and in the union of the Miillerian

families of the Carcharia>, Triamodontes, Galei, Scylliodontes and Mus-

a d'ff

he A ' laPidarla itself perhaps belongs to the Aciculida, and consequently to
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teli in one, but after the exclusion, from the first, of the hammer-headed

sharks, which appear to constitute a distinct

(the Zyr/cence of former American authors ami not the ('•

Agassi) recognized as such by most of the iveent >vstemati>K" The

terminology ot tlie tainih naim- U ;tUo lihVr.-i.i n. in that adopted by

the German naturalists the terminal -vllahles oldw Lei .

and the subdivision int( 3 original, the principal

changes in the nomenclature result from the revival of names proposed

by Klein and Rafinesque. A still further modification is proposed in the

article on Ca the proposition is mad
guish the genus Oxynotus of the synopsis (Centrina Cuv.) as the type

of a special family, and the arrangement of the genera

Spinacoidce is considerably altered. In the sai

JSeterodontoids of the author (Cestraciontes Ag.) is made to

genera, the Californian species (Cest.

as the type of one (Gyropleurodus), and a species illustrated in

ogy of the Venus being proposed as that of another named Tropidodus.

The author is inclined to exclude many of the _'_•••
reference chiefly to the living forms. < >tii/of the chief characters no-

ticed, as distinguishing the family from 1!! othei existine.

form of the head, and the rapid declension of profile from the interor-

bital region.

In accordance with the classification proposed in the Synopsis, there

.

-

I nited Statt-:— (s mail) !.<„, /./. (),/:„(,

'"he (Carcharice), Spinacoidce, Seym-

noidce, and (Khinaj) Rhinoidce, (Squatinw). Along the west

only five are yet known to be represented ; the Galeorhinoida, Hetero-

dontoidce, JVotidanoida, Sjnnncni,l tl;, ami Rhlnoida.
k'

3. On the mode of dev " °f
t}ie \f

Medusa of some Hydroids ; by A. Agassiz. 14 pp., 8vo. (From tne

Proc.Bost. Sor. .\"/«*. // *t. v..i."i\. A A u-i 1
'

Annelids, and the Embryology of Autolytus comutus ; by A.

26 pp., 8vo, with 3 plates. (From the Journ. Bost. Soc. N. S
1862.)—These papers by A. Agassiz (son of Professor Agassi;

the results of careful research, bearing on facts of great z<

terest. The first relates to the order of succession in the development

arginal tentacles of Medusae. Designating 1

umber, added as an index expressing the order int

also for the number of tentacles. Thus,

the formula for the number of tentacles is

.27=4^+4/2+16/3=24/,
or in other words, the sum of the number of tentacles equals 4 of the acn

first in the order of time, +4 of the second (or those next developed), -t

of the third. In two older stages of the Tiaropsis, the formulas are

r*=4T
1-f4*2"fl6<s+8/4+8*6

=40*l

and ^—^^4/2+16/3+8/4+8/5+16/6=56/.
We refer to the paper for other examples of these important results.



In the second paper above mentioned, the author has illustrated, by
many excellent figures, the reproduction by fission of some Alll

has heretofore been questioned, that

there is actual alternate generation in these species ; showing that the

from the egg reproduce only by fission ;
and that

from fission come males and females ; and, from these males and females

s^ again commences. A new Ameri-
" ^'utolytus also ^described, and its development from the

ASTRONOMY.

rculis, (in a note to the Editors <

panion of u Herculis was a double

distance. I reported the case to Mr. 3
-

• n < I :.: t

Journal, dated Cambridgeport, Feb. 20," 1863.)—In the summer of 1856,
I discovered that the compar

The latter has published the following measures, made soon after its

s Notice* of the ljoval Astronomical Society of
London, vol. xvii, No. 9.

" P= 58°-97
; D = F-85 ±.

In July, 1862, I found P= 70°; the distance remaining about the

utsed. Mr. Dawes calls them 10£ and 11 mag-
ic large distance and minuteness of the compo-

r"- !iN
. this change in the angl of portion i^ vcrv remarkable.

4not,,er > !l - -it' 1

- i» - U<-ivnli>: so nearly in

i, the past summer, that it could not be divided with n'rino

- ass, in the best atmosphere, with a power of 1000. A no-
table epoch in its history

!

Alvan Clark.
2. Alvan Clark receives the LaLand, PrLr.—'Vhe LaLande Prize

o» a gold medal, value 500 francs, has been awarded b) I

:
' Sciences in January last to Alvan C]

-
.

- been purchased by the
' - ciation.

3
- The Astronomical Association of Chicago.—Thh new

k*ve purchased the great 18 nade by Alvan

• Barnard. The price paid was *1 1,187, the mi
• to have paid for it. It will cost about an equal

• K

Mini to

ate the pro>p t-rous ciu of Illinois on the posse SsiOTl of

tube of wood, has won for its taiented makei the LaLande ml 1 I.

ill its appointments, for the endowment of which ( hiea^O

**• Jour, Sci.—Second Sebies, Vol. XXXV, Xo. 104.—March, 1863.
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4. Shooting Stars of Dec. 10th-l3th, 1862.—Mr. Benjamin V. Marsh

writes from Phiia lo ph u t
1

, it on the * v< nit ^ of the 10th of December,

they were not remarkable for num-

On the morning of 'the 12th, Pro"
~

H.-ivrrf. i-.l, P.m., -8 in ! | I k near!

- between C ;1 s>or an,! .1

Mr. Mardi'adds. "the report whi,

11th Deo., 18151, (thi* Journal, xxxiii

-<> that I think there is

the 10th to the 12th of December
group radiating from the vicinity of Castor and Pollux. Is it not proo

able that on most occasions the "great body of those seen belong to i

regular group rea and that such groups, variously

scattered through the war, and sometimes perhaps over-lapping, maki

VII. MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

1. Scientific application of the Metric System, of Weights and Meas

ures.—Theestablisl ttional Decimal Association in W
year 18o 1 t 1 frth rem Itcd m the appointment of a Committee oi

inquiry by the British House of Commons, which after examining iw

~* —linence, has presented to Parliament a reporl

nere and Mr. Battey

which radiated from i

eason to conclude tha

;teors mostly belong

ending the ad op.'

, of the Weights and Measures of t

dence of 39 witnesses and an 'analytical index, forms a "blue book'

nearly 300 pages. Besides matters of the ul

to the improvement of education, the progress of domestic-

f i' ui i ..mm i. . . ,.'
! ri. ,id\ain e of the jj n. il n t.'ie-t-

it m-: 's tin- attention of all «I...

M^N. r of !Jp- Mi nt: 1 •rof^s.
:

, ofCa.
i|.p..in::ed by li.eB

anis o T. L. Donaldson,

in Un y College, London, and a J

D : olley, Diie.-i or of the Pol'

nusfn: at Zd rich. The testi mony of these g-

fie men generally look

,
being of opinion that l
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equisite for a majority, the first ballot gave V

P and Delesse 3.—Session of Dec. 8, 1862.

VIII. BOOK NOTICED
1- Shn-r\s Dictionary of Solubilities of Chemical Substam

^ORERhere presents as 1 rark on whi

,
known a-- ..luirv, :u 1 whi h > •!<

« *
!

' al trrat.nv. This]-

,-lnst. of the letter (_\ p
,;k of the entire work.

Alines of a Dictionary of the Sol
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solubility is used by Mr. Storer in its most comprehensive sense, thus

grouping by this character a wider range of phenomena tl

at first appear germane to this single constant. Thus the ph

not only "the comportm rds water, alcohol, wood

pentine, benzine and analogous hydro*

the other neutral solvents; but ilso in mam i ts< s observations on

the action of acids and alkalies as well as the influence of one salt

on the solubility of another.

The alphabetical arrangement makes the work one of extr- >n

•

the names of all substances, each in its proper place, with t-rmu, - ot

. ;: \

'•
. .

.

ment of substance- i< by the a<dds rather than by the bases. Thus the

acetates, chlorhydrates, chi rids, irbonatcs. rxe..' ai t »
ml

'

2

the plan of this w.,rk to present full tabl. s ,,f solubilities of all the

portant substances of common use ir

hydric acid, various chlorids, carboi

aei 1, tie a t tt «, o a 1 !.. i laiiri s ot aceui i.

.--

this Dictionary <e" S nihilities, i

- well mastered his Freseuius ran afford to be

without] o tt i- in | irmaceiitists u f nd it the most

Mr. ston ] t. Us e- in hi- pi, •

f), ,; he was d-iv, „. after ->m^ \

years of labor, to the expedu i t of pot ting, in order to

! h< pi , ted work. >w inu to tin gr< at bu

ing complexity of the manuscript, with' its innumerable ir'

The present work is therefore, as it- title indicates, in urn

a general outline requiring innumerable details to fill np «

dition, and -
; [, "compilations" can be made oral

by the hand of a master. Mr. Storer has for some time been

as one of our most encyclopedic chemical scholars. The rea

Journal need no other reference than to the very numerous <•

which have lately appeared from his pen in our pages, on a co

a review of Dr. Antisell's book, has been very '

'- ,-; ,>.

| have become the authority on those subjects aj

o. :.<"'•.
.

hn« frr.m tl.A ^.mmem, •

t of the Bcperi

American Editor of that well known Journal.

are assured of tb he First Outlines,^

: wish any author a longer lite <
eful labor

•
. -o ••

. •
.

.

' •
:

'
'

:

to the original plan. , • u

2. New American Cyclopedia, vols. XV and X
has been nearly s ;x y,ara ;u bar.,:, i s completed. Some of the articles
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xv' which arc <>f ni'-i^t - Mm' intt-n » n Stream and Steam engine,

.

^'- The in, ,\,
, iiu- i- \« i v mituraik CnUul

tills i 22 pages, and contains avast am., nut of" valuable
latter in a compact form.

J,. 11, \\ e _di.- m 1 M" i- res, W i rus, Whale,

Ogy, and many more.
A list of contributors, with th tn - - .

f
i ii uticic-. is -hen in vol. xvi.

Among them we rind von many m olin.-nts.
'

'•

•terprwe, from few items:'
/!"' present w-,„k ..f Messrs. G. Ripley ami O.A.Dana is the first

try. Dr. Lieber'a valua-
•-•

ir, with the assistance of a staff of

:

;

', i : an,! no attempt .:,« , u .

' ma ha «.- b-heve, (beyond
- :'

-

two e.i-.tois ahaa.h mmmd, a -taff of twenty-

- ...
•

°™ce provided with an ample reference library in
als

<> by the A<tor Libra.y. Nummou, -.utleiuen ..uMM, tie i-ular

: :

specially conversant.

jlee as written, and again revising the
Proof sheets, employed noi n five or

rk, who verified dates

' -

to the authors, or to experts, for verification and correction.
llle cost of the revision alone amounts to considerably over twenty thou-
•ww dollars.

.
The number of titles or subjects treated is about twenty-seven tbousan<

I

,

n13
'804 pages, of 52 million "ems" printers measure, requiring, foi

"M>00 copies pi.i n ted, over 12,600 reams of white paper. Before the

«Wlion, over 17,000 subscribers to the work were registered, of which
"bout 5000 were in disloyal states.

,
"Ware, Am . Invested over four

Jjndred and fifte literary venture, of

,

,,,ch $143,700 went to contributors and for making the stereotype
P'ates. The whole number of volumes printed is 227,550.

Ut the literary execution ,

" • with satisfaction.

"•jentific art g the completeness

,

Hnj
^ !lis !i wfek : 'a borate treatises (for suvh they

li r '-' ility are) w hich are to 1 e found in the Encyc. Britanniea ; but for the

1 New York Evening Post.



• condition of affa

all concerned.

^
The Aimncan [hhhuI Cvcli.jwdia and Register' of Progress

months, and tliat for 1862 will be soon issued in a style identical j

the American Cyclopedia.

We have to re

1. James Ren
New York, died in that city about the close of Ja:

Prof. Renwick\s • treatise ...n the Steam Engine " was Ion-

; i tgin - ai d 11- I kitl i -

adelphia, 1832) was tie < irliest extend d ti it is* on physics 1

an

American. Fur many years I'rot'. Uonwiek had retired from active ser-

2. Mkuns C. L K .vvKxwoKTH.-T.)r. Leavenworth died near Xe* Or-

leans, La., in December, while aetin- a- Siu-v,,-, t" the !

first paper, "on four new plants seen Alaban
vol. vii, of the first series ,.f thi- Journal, in 1m'4. 1 H: I

:

'

well known to collectors in ffia chief p* >

is a Report to the American Medical Association on the plants
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ABT.XXX.—On American Devonian; (in a letter to the Editors
from J. W. Dawson, Principal of McGill University).

Gentlemen :—In a communication from Professor Winchell, in
ay number, I observe that some American geologists

rocks, hitherto regarded as Upper
the Carboniferous period. Will you permit me to

state some facts, derived from the study of fo.ss
'

i' : . is. wl eh
seem to me to militate against this view, at least in so far as
Eastern America is concerned.

In my investigations of the Devonian flora of Eastern America,
earned on f

, and the Jal si n suits of which
shed in the number of the Journal of the Geological

Society of London for November, 1862, I have described or
identified sixty-nine species of land plants from Devonian beds;
a.ia of these only 10 or 12 are even probably Carboniferous spe-

y
es

-

t

Of thirteen species from the Chemung group of New
*°rk/ kindly communicated to me bv Prof. Hall, not one is
Known as Carboniferous. All are of Devonian forms, and the

foaad in the undoubtedly Devo-
i']-*..ii. - a-; u>\l ^ it V -iv • \1 nn< in both of

w»ich localities the ll< >ra
'

< «n that of even the
iowest Carboniferous beds, ("Sub-Carboniferous" of some au-

fors). At St. John, New Brunswick, where, in beds which I
"eheve to belong to the Upper Devonian, there is a more abund-
ant flora thai :es mentioned, a larger number,
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but still only a small proportion of the species, are probably

Carboniferous. In Pennsylvania, in so far as I can judge from

cuts of Mr. Lesquereux and the figures given by Prof.

Rogers, the flora of the u Vergent" and "Ponent" series ap-

pears to be of similar character with that of the Chemung of

New York.
In Europe the observed facts arc nut dissimilar from those

above stated. Goeppert enumerates fifty-five species as known

to him in the Upper Devonian, and of these only six seem to

be Lower Carboniferous. Of forty-six species from the I

Shales of Thuringia, described by Unger, only four are Carbonif-

erous. The scanty flora of the Devonian of Scotland and Ire-

land, described by several British authors, appears to be equally

distinct from that of the Carboniferous rocks, while it closely

resembles that of our American Upper Devonian. It is also to

be observed that sever ni-generic forms of the

Devonian are wanting in the richer flora of the overlying system.

In the Carboniferous system, while it is true that there are

somewhat different assemblages of plants in the Lowei
and Upper members ; and that, within these, there are minor

differences, arising probably from local causes affecting the dis-

tribution of species, and also from the greater or less amount oi

driftage, and the greater or less coarseness of the sediments,

there is a grand unity of the fossil flora throughout. Even in

the lowest Carboniferous beds, at least in Eastern America, tlie

genera and most of the species arc identical with those of the

middle Coal Measures, separated from these lower beds by the

Marine Limestones am L On the other band

so soon as we descend to the Devonian, we find some new genera

and a distinct assemblage of species. ,

The only apparently exceptional case known to me,

may have e th the facts stated by Prof. «»*"

chell, is that of certain beds at Akron and Richfield, Ohio,wtncn

have, I believe, been regarded as equivalent to the I

vonian of New York. In a small collection from ih.

shown to me by Prof. Hall, I observed two speci. a

regard as identical with Lower Carboniferous forms.

other species present, though some of them have a I

aspect, are not certainly identical with any of the New l'°rk

GaspC species. .
. j

It may very probably be the case that, in the Paheo

in time of marine forms exceeded that oi

plant life; but it would surely be an anomaly to have

oi r. cka including one flora and a part of another alraosl

and characteristic of another period. I do n<

suppose that there is everywher
floras of the Devonian and Carboniferous periods as that w^
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appears in Eastern America. Such gaps are usually local and
bridged over somewhere. In the West there may be a ti

as would indeed seem probable from the Ohio plants mentioned
connection with the peculiarities of the physical geol-

ogy; but in this case I should not suppose these beds of pas-
sage to be precisely equivalent in age to the Chemung group,
out rather to be newer, and possibly wanting or represented by
barren deposits in New York.

If such intermediate or passage beds exist in the West, and if

its have not been already collected and studied by Dr.
or Mr. Lesquereux, it would be very important that

-nould be devoted to them, and that they should be
carefully compared with the species of the two floras which they

pposed to connect. I may add that, for this purpose,
he most unpromising fragments, especiallv if capable of showing
structure under the microscope, would be of some service ; as

species have often to be gathered
Irom remains which would scarcely be deemed worthy of the
attention of collectors in the rich beds of the Coal Measures.

B
.

T
- XXXI.— On the Flora of the Devonian Period in Northeastern

£*£*»; hj J. W. Dawson, LL.D., F.E.S., Principal of
McGill University, Montreal. 1

[This paper by Prof. Dawson is the one alluded to in his pre-
jous communication. The 2d part containing descriptions of
sPecies is omitted.]

The existence of several species of land-plants in the Devo-
°fca rocks of New York and Pennsylva.

cal Surveys of those States, and

jj
;

ral of these plants have been described and figured in their
^Ports. 2

Ia Canada, Sir W. E. Logan had ascertained, as early

i'lvsenro of an abundant, though apparently mo-

flora in the Devonian strain «i <;a>p< :

: but

am?
3 n°t until 1859 that these plants were described by the

utnor m the 'Proceedings' of this Socieiv. Muv r.r-ntly

. voung geologists of St. John,
: .

58,1 plants had previously been observed by Dr. Gesner, Dr.
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Robb, and Mr. Bennett of St. John ; but they had not been fig-

ured or described. These plants were described in the Cana-

dian Naturalist,* together with some additional species, of the

same age, found at Perry, in the State of Maine, and pre-

served in the collection of the Natural History Society of Port*

land. The whole of the plants thus described, I summed up in

the paper last mentioned as consisting of 21 species, belonging

to 16 genera, exclusive of genera like Sternbergia and Lepidostro-

bus, which represent parts of plants only.
,

In the past summer I visited St. John ; and, in com]

Messrs. Matthew and Hartt, explored the localities of 1

previously discovered, and examined the large collet".:

had been formed by those gentlemen since the public;;:

previous paper. The material thus obtained proving

edly copious and interesting, I was desirous of having

nities of fuller comparison with the Devonian Flora of New \
ork

State; and, on application to Prof. Hall, that gentlei

consent of the Regents of the University of New York, kindly

placed in my hands the whole of his collections, embracing

many new and remarkable forms. Prof. 0. H. Hitchc

geologist of Maine, had in the meantime further explored the

deposits at Perry, and has communicated to me three new species

1 by him. The whole of these c<

in all to more than si Idition to *
Devonian Flora equal in importance to all the plants

|

obtained from rocks of this age, and establish for some ot tne

i very extensive distribution both geologic
„1„~ „„*:„ft, nf^TT/.ftrUK|'"

een tl -
*

. "Segeologicafcharacter of the local-

ities, »rith lists of the fossils found in each, and shall then p

ceed to describe the new species.

I. Notices of the Localities of the Devonian Plants.

1. State of New York.—The geology of this State ha

fully illustrated by Prof. Hall and his colleagues, and

lelism of its formations with those of Europe has be

sively made known by Mureliisoii and others, that lfc lS

pr0£

Hall range from the Marcellus Shale to the Catskill group »»

sive, and thus belong to the Middle and Upper I^JPf?
nS

British geologists. The plants are distributed in the subdivi

of these groups as follows:

—



Period i?i Northei

Upper Devonian.

Catskill Group?

Rhachiopteri:

Middle Devonian.

-

2. J/hi/w.—The only locality i

afforded fossil plants is Perry, ne^ ~„
°f the State. The plant-bearing rocks are grey sandstones, re-

those of Gaspe, and associated with red conglomerate
and trappean or tufaceous rocks, which, according to the recent
observations of Prof. C. H. Hitchcock,

6
rest unconformablv on

Shales or slates holding Fpper Silurian ibssils.
7

i

aoubt that these beds at Perry are a continuation of part of the

rved at St. John, New Brunswick ; and it is probable
that they are Upper Devonian. The following species occur at

j--I'i :]•!» In»n G-^pianum Dmcuon. I Megaphyton?
..son. Aporoxyloo ?

- Dawson.
ft«Iophyton princeps D«mo». Brownii, sp. nov.

**ptophlceum rhombicum, sp. nov. |
Spl < <-p" '- l{ ; k^ -P- nov.

8. Canada.—Devonian beds holding fossil plants occur in
pastern Canada, in Gaspe. and in Western Canada, at Kettle

:
• Huron. At the former place there is an extensive

1 .; iU N i. _ ii-it d 1 ,• >.r \\ . F Foiran as

^presenting the whole of the Devonian series, and containing
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plants throughout, but more abundantly in its central portion.'

At the latter a few plants haye been found in shales of Upper

Devonian age. The plants found at Gaspe" were described in my
former paper, and are

—

<on.
|

Psilophyton robustius Dawson.
Enidodeodrno G - rmotus Dawson.
Psilophyton princeps Dawso?i.

j
Cordaites angustifolia Dawson.

The plants from Kettle Point, noticed with doubt in my former

paper, I may now refer to the following species :

—

Sagenaria Veltheimiana Gceppert.
| Calamites inornatus, sp. nov.

4. New Brunswick.—The rocks in the vicinity of the city of

St. John, constituting a part of the coast metamorphic series of

New Brunswick, have been described in the official reports of

Dr. Gesner and Dr. Kobb; 10 and additional facts respecting their

mis, ascertained by Mr. Matthew, were stated

in my paper in .the Canadian Naturalist, already referred to.

The new interest attached to these beds, in consequence of the

discovery of their copious fossil flora, induced me to re-exarrnne

all the sections, in company with Mr. Matthew, during my late

visit ; and that gentleman has recently extended the limits of

our observations eastward in the direction of Mispec. The

results of these observations I shall state in some detail, as the

precise age of the St. John series has not until now been deter-

The' oldest rocks seen in the vicinity of St. John are the so-

called syenites and altered slates in the ridges between the city

and the Kennebeckasis Eiver. These rocks are in great part

gneissose, and are no doubt altered sediments. They are us"alV
of greenish colors; and in places they contain bands of darK

slate and reddish felsite, as well .
1° !jrr

::•:.; ...- • •' ;:. '
'

' ..-
"

limestone, which overlies them in thick beds at M'Closkeney s

an£ Drury's Coves on the Kennebeckasis, and again on tae

St. John sideoj an anticlinal formed by the syenitic or gneissose

rocks, at the suburb of Portland. These limestones ar

seen in a rail ofStJoWi

and at Lily Lake. Near the Kennebeckasis, they are uncoQ-

formably overlain by the Lower Carboniferous conglomerate,

which is coarse and of a red color, and contains numerous irag

5 of the 1"
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At Portland, the crystalline limestone appears in a very thick
bed, and constitutes the ridge on which stands Fort Howe. Its
c lors are w lit and grey, < tl . trk graphitic lamin

>red shale,
very high angle to the southeast. Three beds of impure gra-

nt- in its upper portion. The highest is about a foot

ss, and rests on a sort of underclay. The middle bed
is thinner and less perfectly exposed. The lower bed, in which
a shaft has been sunk, seems to be three or four feet in thickness.
It is very earthy and pyritous. The great bed of limestone is

seen to rest on flinty slate and syenitic gneiss, beneath which,
however, there appears a minor bed of limestone. Above the
great limestone are beds of a hard grey metamorphic rock, ap-
parently an indurated volcanic ash, associated with some sand-
stone

; and this is succeeded by the great series of gray, olive,
and black shales and flags which underlie the citv of St. John.
Ibcse rocks are well exposed on both sides of -Courtney Bay, in
the city of St. John, and in Carlton. Though some*
torted, they have a general dip to the southeast, at angles of 50°

i
'

In some of
"

the beds tnere are great numbers of Lingulce,
which have not as yet been identified with any described spe-
cies. There are also* trails of worms, and scratches which may
nave been produced by the feet of Crustaceans or the fins of
nshes.

The comparatively coarse shales above described are succeeded
byathiek band of bla<\ much contorted, .ind
with a few thin seams of calcareous matter

forma known as 'cone-in-cone.' No
]n them, but two thii
stated to have been

i

Courtney Bay. 12

Overlying these beds, is a group c

> of purplish-red and green g
red conglomerate and red sandstone. Interstrat i I with these

-ring of trappean and
teldspathic fragments, imbedded in a shining reddish paste, or
sometimes presenting the appearance of a compact trap or amyg-

'-'-

alteration than the neighboring beds, and contains veins of
epidote, quartz, and calc-spar. Its hard and massive character

pauses it t<> 1 to pi .jeer above the surface
m irregular masses. It has usually been regarded as a trap

; I
am disposed however, to consider it as more probably a
0r volcanic a-,, rock, except in a few places, where it is either
an amygdaloid trap or a mass of fragments of such ma
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v connected to be separated from each other. It is evi-

dently a stratified member of the series, though its beds are very

unequal in hardness and texture, and probably also in thickness.

This portion of the series is well exposed on the east side of

Bay, in the southern part of the city of St. John, and

rection of Carlton, where its tufaceous or trappean

members constitute prominent elevations. It seems also to be

this member of the series which, turning to the south, constitutes

Cape Meogenes.
the rocks last described, is the most interesting

eries, consisting of hard buff and gray sandstones,

with black and dark-gray shales. The sandstones contain nu-

merous Coniferous trunks; and the shales, which are sometimes

highly graphitic, abound in delicate vegetable remains, often in

a very perfect state of preservation. These rocks appear on the

east side of Courtney Bay, near Little Eiver, at the e.v

the point of land on which the city of St. John stands, and m
the ledges and cliffs on the shore westward of Carlton. In all

these places they are quite conformable with the underlying

rocks, though the dip gradually diminishes in ascending.

No rocks newer than the above are seen at Carlton or in the

city of St. John ; but near Little Eiver a few beds of red shale

and coarse sandstone seem to indicate the comment
new member of the series, the coast-section failing

Mr. Matthew has, however, succeeded in finding a c
of the section further inland, exhibiting lirst, in ;!><:

gray sandstone and grit, with dark shale holding fuss p l
'"•

among which is Calamites Transitionis. This may
|

regarded as the top of the group last mentioned. Ab
passing into it at their base, are reddish sandstones, grits, ana

conglomerate *h green, greenish-gray, and re

shale. Eesting on these, is a thick-bedded, coarse, angular

glomerate, succeeded by evenly bedded shales, shaly sandst*

and grits, of dark-red and purplish colors. These are the high-

est beds seen, as beyond this place they are bent in a synclina

,

and reappear with reversed dips. . ,

t

Another most important observation of Mr. Matthew is }™

near Eed Head the member of the St. John series last desenwo

is overlain unconformably by a conglomerate similar to tlia

the Ketinebeckasis, and probably the Lower Carboniferous co-

glomerate. It dips to the northwest, or in the opposite «ir
^
c
ir

from that of the underlying beds, at an angle of 30°
;

but JJw-

Matthew regards the dip as due in part to false bedding. ,

The whole of the deposits above described may be summer

up as follows, the thicknesses stated being from measuremen



Period in Northeastern America.

Carboniferous S

>, wit! i pebbles

Devonian System (or perhaps, in part, Upper Silurian).

1. Dark-red and g _v sandstones and grits;

i igular conglomerate, - -1850
2. Reddish conglomerate, with quartz pebbles; reddish, purple;

and grey sandstones and grits: d.^j.-ivd, grav, and pale-green

3. Blackish and -:

gray sandstone and flags. Many fossil plants; Crustaceans and

* Reddish conglnmernie, with «!aty paste and rounded pebbles;
tvappoan or tnt'acvons lvx-k ; ivd, purplish, and green sandstones

Thickness variable, ------ 1000
ft Black papyra rera of cone-in-cone concre-

'• u lute aim . ,U ,,f shale and
beds of graphite, - 600 feet or

| ttneneose •

I
Lands of quartz-

rock and slate. Thickness unknown.

The Devonian age of the upper members of this great s

of beds I regard as established by their fossils.
14

taken in
Section with the unconformable superposition of the Lower Car-
boniferous conglomerate. The age of the lower members is less
certain. They may either represent the Middle and Lower De-
vonian, or may be in part of Silurian age. Their only detormini
We fossil, the Lingula of the St, John shales, affords no decisiv

V
; ;•;. '

.

; " " ;*'
:

-•_

fo*»ls, read before t

apparently a Loxone
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solution of this question, and the evidence of miner;;

is not to be relied on in the case of beds so remote from those

regions in which the Devonian rocks of America have been

most minutely studied.

In mineral character, Nos. 1 and 2 of the above se<

might very well represent the Old Bed Sandstone, or

group, of the New York geologists. Nos. 3 and 4. might be re-

garded as the analogues of the Chemung and Portage groups.

No. 5 would represent the Genesee Slate ; No. 6 the remainder

of the Hamilton group; No. 7 the Corniferous Limestone; and

No. 8 might be regarded as a metamorphosed equivalent of the

Oriskany and Schoharie Sandstones. The entire want of the

rich marine fauna of these formations is, however, a serious ob-

jection to this parallelism. Tf, on the other hand, we employ as

our scale of comparison the development of the Devonian

tern in Gaspe, Nos. 1 and 2 will correspond very we';'

upper member of the Gaspe series, and No. S with the rich

plant-bearing beds of the middle of that series; but no mineral

equivalent of the St. John shales and limestones occurs at Gaspe,

unless we seek for it in the Upper Silurian.

The rocks of the St. John group extend along the c<

as the frontier of Maine, and there can scarcely be any doubt

list. At Perry, the plant-beds rest on a trappean bed, which

may be the equivalent of our No. 4, a member of

much more constant in its occurrence than would be

from its composition. According to Prof. Hitchcocl

bed at Perry, rests unconformably on shales

apparently not identical with that of St. John, and also other

fossils of distinct Upper Silurian forms. The analogy

therefore, as well as of Gaspe, would point to an Upp<
aero for the lower members of the St. John series, tho

John thev appear to be conformable with the over

On the other hand, the unconformability at Perry renders w

possible that the lower members of the St. John series may oe

-re; mid to assign a Silurian date to the lower beds

at St. John would imply the mtire absence of the •

characteristic Lower Devonian marine fauna observed

and in Nova Scotia, as well as in Maine, though not m inw?

diatee.un^-fioi, with the IVrrv 1,'ds ; while, if the whole series

of Sr. John be Devonian, the absence of this fauna would &
accounted for by the metamorphism of the lower beds.

In the present state of the evidence, it would be pre

decide this question, which may be settled either b)

coverv of portions of the lower beds in a less alter

: .

- o •.
• > . :,

. -. :. •
-> -
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deposits in Maine. In the meantime, therefore, we may be con-
lent to regard the upper members of the series as belonging to
jhe later part of the Devonian Period, leaving the lower mem-
bers to be regarded as Lower Devonian or possibly Upper Si-

;

The fossil iferous portion of the St. John series presents the
richest local flora of the Devonian Period ever discovered. It
far excels, in number of genera and species, the Lower Carbon-
iferous flora as it exists in British America, and is comparable

of the Middle Coal-measures, from which, however, it

differs very remarkably in the relative development of different
genera, as well as in the species representing those genera.

.

It is only just to observe, that the completeness of the follow*
lng list is due to the industrious labors of e

liligently explored every accessible
spot within some distance of the city, and have liberally placed
heir collections at my disposal for the purposes of this paper.

/;,-.„,,

Sphenopterw Uoeninghausi Brongn.

Itarttii. sp. i

Brong*. — Hitchcockiw
Dateton. Hymenophvllites

1

f»r. XXXII.—On the

for the Photographic

attention and is the subject of such contra
a brief notice of it by one who has tried
^sting to the readers"of this Journal. I

discovery of the use of collodion, seemed
kigh position at one bound, at least so
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the art is concerned. The negatives of to-day look like the nega-

tives of the first experimenters, and the chemical process of their

production is essentially the same. But with the optics of pho-

tography the case is different—here there has been a steady im-

provement. The wants of the portraitists have been met by the

construction of new objectives suited to the style of pictures to

be produced. In these instruments depth of field with free ad-

mission of a large volume of light was what was most sought for.

Theory could not dictate what shape or combination of lenses

would best produce this result, and patient experiments were re-

sorted to. The requirements of landscape, photography an 1 quite

different from those of portraiture. A portrait tube may be used

to take views if it be provided with a stop or small

limit the amount of]

field, or increase the ''reach' «.f the instrument as it .-

called. This involves loss of light, and consequently

the quickness of its working. We hear continually of rapid or

instanl i isp >tog <\
, and are often led to belies

rapidity is to be ascribed to some wonderful sensibility of the

Is used, but this is only partially true, and to ti

is due the most of the merit of ires. A por-

trait tube with its full opening will, in a si

a picture in perhaps ten or fifteen seconds. This san

ment, with the same opening and same chemicals, exposed to an

extended view in bright sun light, could not be opened
quick enough ; the immense volume of light reflected from so

large an area of space being concentrated on the same sized

plate as in the first case, would be too violent in its action, and

from the nature of the instrument near and distant objects could

not be brought into focus at the same time. .

The human eye, when the head is at rest, takes i

of view of at least 70° or 80°, the whole of which is not seen

clearly at once but can be examined in detail by the ;

conscious rolling motion of the eye in its -

eluded angle of clear vision at any one instant being only 1
or -

Hence a picture of a landscape/lor instance, to fill the eye ana

seem a true representation of nature, should inclu

at least rt0°. Ordinary instruments, such as have h ••

used, do not iDelude an angle of more than one-hali

and hence has originated the complaint that photogra;

represent mere patches of scenery and not pictures. I

- -

I rocks and spanned above by the arch o

. e .
•

•
;

- ^-..
i .

<;

; vc :,..,.; , ... ..
;

.. ;

:•:•: :
'

'
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rent. I planted the camera and hoped soon to peel off from this

charming view a cuticle (as Dr. Holmes says) which like plates of
1 be split and re-split for the collections of my friends.

But on the ground glass I found nought but the tumbling water.
No rocks, no bridge, no stony river bed—the poor camera in its

ad was incapable of taking in the whole of the charm-
. One of the dreams of the photographer has been of

vhich should embrace a large angle and thus sat-

isfy the wants of the eye; but, with the majority of the attempts
in this direction came other evils, the greatest of which was dis-

tortion of the marginal lines. The apian atic lens of Grubble is

— -uprise an angle of 70°, but in a view before .^

ens, there is a curvature
of the straight lines of the roof of more than one-eighth of an inch
in its length. Mr. Sutton's panoramic lens, a sphere of glass
nJJed with water, includes a very large angle, over 100°, on the
base line, but the pictures are produced on curved plates, which
require curved holders, baths, and printing frames, and, in the
case of arc bit e right lines are distorted, unless
the picture be bent to the curvature of the plate upon which it

Waf taken, and thus viewed near the centre of the curvature.
The Harrison and Schnitzer globe lens consists of two achro-

matic meniscus lenses placed with their concave sides together,
ar*d so made that their outer curved surfaces form part of a per-

jure placed
Midway between the two lenses,
l-% in the exact e-mtre of tin- ex-
fernal sphere. The annexed fig-
ure represents one of t

^ents, A and B being the menis-
cus lenses, and C the centre open-

^g through which the rays of w
'ght pass. The focus of such a

* diameter is two and one-half

lng from the surface of the back
lens to the ground glass D. The
g*te of light produced is five

and from this may be cut the ordi

square of a re. The included angle of light
,ri the five in< h < n le is 7;. . ami in i t!i;w i ,. h square picture
Cu t from v sn- times the area of any in-

lited to similar work. The re-

markable pr«.j rt nt this ]< ,s « ^ f - ^ -lute correct-

ness of reproduction. If it is used for copying purposes, the

. a are copi< d as -• nab, and, if
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a copy be made the same size as the original, the photographic

copy will, if laid upon the original, match it in every lm>. I

have said that the globe o£ 2£" focus will make a circle of

light of 5" diameter. This is when a distant landscape is in

focus. If it is used for copying, the circle of light increases

in diameter as the object approaches the front lens and the

ground glass recedes to focus, so that an instrument

cover a given size plate for views will cover one of twice the

size, when reproducing the size of the original. As the lenses

increase in size and length of focus, the plates covered increase

in size, and the amount of glass in the lenses bear a larger pro-

portion to the brass work in which they are mounted, and hence

the included angle of vision is increased, so that while in the

2£ inch globe the included angle is 75°, in a 12 inch globe (that

is, one of 12" focus) the included angle is over 90°. It has been

said that the light, being admitted through a round hole in a

plane plate in the centre of the instrument, must be much more

intense at the centre of the field than at the margin, and some

writers have stated this fault to be one of great magnitude.

Practice however does not show the evil to be so great as they

represent, if it exists at all. By reference to the cut.

seen, that the dotted lines x x representing a pencil of lig

diameter of the centre opening passing through the axis of the

instrument, and y y representing n pmeil of light passing through

the same opening obliquely, doubtless the area of the

will be the largest, but as it passes through much
than the rays yy, may not the ultimate . u'eet ol each be equal-

ized ? I do not pretend to any knowledge of the theory oi op-

tics, and must confine myself to facts. In the trial oi

these lenses, of different sizes, I have never found the evil w

exist, and all the pictures I have made with the globe lens

are remarkable for the even illumination of the 6

the last two meetings of the Photographic Society oi

phia, (February, 1863,) the merits of these lenses have been

discussed—full credit for correctness of reproducti*

corded to them by all; but the quickness of working

tioned by on • n win. .stated t in bi

. -^ •. - ' - .-. ..-•-':.;

an nn<ier-expo-,I m^uiv. u in], all others present who-***

tried them were unhesitating in their assertions thi

remarkably quick workers when the size of aportu

into consideration. A few days ago I placed in brignu_
an engraving from the London Art Journal, and eopi<

gentleman who questioned its quicku^. An <:>

:. ;::-
unmistakable symptoms of oyer -

'-an see

k
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reason why the same law should not hold good with these lenses
as with others, viz. : that, with the same area of opening to admit
light, the shorter the focus the quicker they will work. For
interiors, the short focus and large angle of vision possessed by
these instruments render them invaluable, and as they are pro-

igm plate in the centre (not shown
in the cut) various sizes of aperture can be brought into position,
just as the stops under the table of some compound microscopes
are arranged, and thus the largest amount of light, consistent
with sharpness, admitted.
In the English journals, when the accounts of this instrument

were first published, it was denounced in no measured terms,
as being constructed on erroneous principles, and the assertion
has even been made that its very shape must give fearful dis-
tortion to marginal lines, but since it has been proved to be no

ad its success is no longer an experiment, comes the

acknowledgment: "The principle of its construction

lines,* and last of all comes the
declaration that it is "old, very old." Everybody had been
nuking them for years and there is no merit of invention due to
the patentees ! Granting that lenses may have been made with
an external sphrricul (ocik a- i- i\\o Sut* m ca-c if will 1m dif-

ficult to produce a lens, made previous to the invention of this
°?w described, composed i >f t w< -uses com-
bined as these are and producing a like result. The theorv of

- - admit of
tneir being readily made of various : ;d icn- lis, a id thus, by the
Use of a series of instruments, the whole included angle can be

ilf DiiiiiP m . plate that ma\ bo desired; the six

J

ng U"X 18" each including the same angle. One great advan-
ce of short-focus lenses, when there is no spherical distortion, is
ln the appearance of perspective produced. If, for instance, we

i

at such a distune- tivm it a> will adu it ..four viewing the whole

e al ono . andean then bestju geofita proportion.
lf now a

|

. instrument of long focus, it

w
"j be so far awav from the object to bo depicted as to make,

88 it were. | al view of it, d< Scient in per-

• -t. With the very shortest focus of this new lens

>!». this perspective effect may be too much >x;m-

. the other sizes it is not, and with the globe
leQ s and wit I

res which

. M.--. K. end II. T.

! ><.f Niagn
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cataract, and all to whom I have shown them seemed similarly

impressed : it was not until recently that I learned that they were

taken with the Harrison globe lens, thus furnishing another con-

vincing argument in my mind of the value of the instrument

I cannot too strongly urge their adoption by photogr-

am proud of them as originating in America. The shortness of

their focus adds much to their portability, as the camera is made

smaller than usual, and amateur field photography with the globe

lens and dry plates is a pleasure in place of a labor. Its advan-

tages may be summed up in a few words. Short focus, clear

definition, wide angle of included vision, absolute correctness of

copy on a plane surface, and tolerably quick work. It takes the

place entirely of the orthoscopic lens, giving absolute correct-

ness to marginal lines, while the orthoscopic was onlj

imately correct. It fills all the requirements of a lens for land-

scape and architectural work, and is wanting only in the one

thing of absolute instantaneity of action.

Philadelphia, March 10, 1863.

[We may add to Mr. Seller's notice of the 'Globe Lens' that

this instrument has been found to reproduce military and other

maps and plans with a minute fidelity heretofore ui

and by their use our Army and Navy are :

graphic copies of manuscript maps and Coast-Survey plans, m

which, as appears from the statements of the officers

there is no sensible distortion of the right lines, even on vei}

large plates.—Eds.]

Akt. XXXHL—On the Glacial origin of certain Lakes

land, the Black Forest, Great Britain, Sweden, North America,

and elsewhere; by A. C. RAMSAY, F.E.S., President ot tne

Geological Society, <&c. (Communicated by the Author.)

Erroneous theories of the transport of Alpine Bhcte.—^ l e

year 1859, in a series of papers by the members of tl

Club, Ipul eold glacier

of North Wales with those of Switzerland; and in

other matters, I explained the glacial on.
basins now holding lakes, on the watersheds and in the o d g«

cier-valleys of both those countries; and in a later edit1
?

1

the same memoir, publish :d as a s< parate book, with ad*^
I extended these generalizations to many of the lakes in o

erlandshire.
uinoks

In the same work I also expressed an opinion that the bloc

1 From the Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society for August, 18**

i .
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of Monthey, in the valley of the Rhone, and the great erratic
boulders that strew the southern flank of the Jura had been
transported by icebergs derived from glaciers which descended
in the Alpine valleys to the sea-level, during a period of sub-
mergence in which the low country that lies between the Jura
and the Oberland was covered with erratic drift.

There was nothing new in this latter opinion, for it had pre-
viously been held by several distinguished geologists, both
English and continental.

Since then I have twice revisited Switzerland, and have seen
good reason to change my opinion respecting the cause of the
transport of erratic blocks to Monthey and the Jura, and of
debris not remodelled by rivers, &c, that lies scattered over the
lowlands of Switzerland, or that borders, or lies in great mounds
well out, in the plain of Piedmont and Lombardy. I am now

for example, that the vast circling moraine of Ivrea,
noticed by Studer in 1844, was shed from a glacier, 105 miles
m length, that filled the valley of Aosta to a height of more
than 2000 feet, and protruded far into the plain ; while on the
north a still greater glacier, long ago described by Charpentier,
flowed from the valley of the Ehone right across the low
country until its end abutted on the Jura. As there are still

many persons in England who doubt these conclusions, it may
not be beside the question to state the considerations that led
me to reject the old theory.
Reasonsfor abandoning <!u old>. r th m\ s—I first began to doubt

the correctness of my earlier opinions in the summer of 1860,
while examining the country near Bonn, the banks of the Mo-
selle, and the Eifel. Neither in the valleys nor on the wide
table-lands on both sides of the Rhine and the Moselle is there
any sign of glacial drift. Excepting alluvial debris in the val-
leys, the native rock is generally quite bare of transported de-
tritus; and the only marks of glaciation lie low on the sides of
the Moselle, where the floating down of the river-ice has fre-
quently rounded, polished, and striated the rocky banks in the
direction of the flow. Boulders, transported from further up
tne stream, also sometimes lie on the shores. But, in the ab-
sence of true drift, I considered that, had Switzerland been de-
Pressed at least 3000 feet, until its mountains were washed by a
Sea that floated transport •

i 1. -.- to the higher Jura, the table-

ts of Rhenish Prussia : nd W.-tp :.:.'.'. \\.>uid aNo possibly
nave been submerged, and more or less covered with glacial

detritus. Further up th.- Khine and in the Black Forest the
same absent -..nils. There, looking eastward
towards the I ns, chiefly of gneiss, are wonder-
tu% scarred, telling the observer of the wasting effects of
•**• Jour. Sci.—Sd onh S-ekies, Vol. XXXV. No. 105.—May, 1863.
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frost, ice, rain, and rivers, probably ever since the close of the

Miocene period. In the valley of Oberweiler, between Mall-

heim and the watershed, I observed occasional heaps of moraine-

like detrii lis dng I found a few stones

marked with the familiar glacial scratchings.

In the interior towards Schonau and the Belchen, the rocks

being generally soft and schistose, no very decided signs of old

glaciers occur, and no part of the country shows symptoms of

the presence of drift. Altogether, the country looks as if it had

stood in the air for so great a period that, even if gh

once present, they had disappeared so long ago that all the more

prominent signs of degradation are now due to rain and running

water. But further in the interior it is altogether different; for

„ of old glacier-ice are plentiful enough, and for miles

I the Feldberg, which rises 4982 Baden feet above the sea,

the sides of the valleys to the very summits of the mountains

are often strikingly rnoutonnees, though the rounded forms are

generally roughened and frequently half ruined with age. On

these, striations, though rare, may occasionally be discovered

(running in the direction of the valleys), although the rapid rate

at which the rock weathers is much against their preservation.

Moraines also are not uncommon. At the foot of the Feldberg,

on the east, there is a beautiful circular lake, called the Feldsee,

surrounded by tall cliffs of gneiss and granite in the shape

known in Scotland as a corrie—a form eminently cbai

of all glacier-countries past or present. The outer side of the

lake is dammed up by a perfectly symmetrical moraine

across the valley, and formed of sand, grave), and of gratmT
and gneiss, often in large boulders. It is now covered wit

pine-trees. The lake is deep, and the moraine rises from to w

40 feet above the water. Outside the moraine lies a flat marsn,

still retaining traces of having been a lake, once also damrnea

by a second and outer moraine, formed chiefly of large angular

blocks of . Llarly on each other like theoia

moraine of Cvvm Bochlwyd, above Llyn Ogwen in Ca

- :

. • \. -
. •

.

- '.•: : ; '

'.

..

::- < ^: ... ... : '.•
: ,. . ^

'^- ' '''

;

which is also dammed up bv moraine-rubbish, in one p^
rudely stratified, like some of the old moraine-heaps on i

of glacier-d&rts that often border the lak

land. At the upper end of the Alb Thai also, at th

of Menzenschwanden Alb, I saw four moraines curving acr

the vallev, arranged concentrically one within another,

those at the end of the glacier of theKhone; and for nw _j

miles in the Alb Valley, both above and below St.
-Blasie ,
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roches mov& ands through the alluvium, while
it is also plain that the sides of the mountains above have been
to a great height smoothed by ice. Nowhere, however, down to
Allbruck, where the river joins the Rhine,

3

did I see any "drift;"
and this village lying close on the north side of the Jura, it

seemed impossible that the higher ground on the south side of
that range, between the Lakes of Constance and Geneva, should
have been submerged during any part of the Glacial period,
while the country on the Rhine above Basel remained above
the spa. I therefore saw that the theory thai the Pierre a hot
and its companion blocks had been floated from the Alps by
marine icebergs was untenable ; and a later examination of a
portion of the Jura, partly under the able guidance of Professor
Desor, fully convinced me that the ice that descended the great
valley of the Rhone had covered much of the low country and
abutted on the south-eastern flank of the Jura.

' '> I distribution ier*—At that period,
then, of extreme cold, when the elaci :rs <• the Alps flowed
right across the Miocene basin of Switzerland, a glacier of vast
thickness, running from end to end of the upper valley of the
Rhone, debouched upon the lowlands at what is now the eastern
end of the Lake of Geneva, and, spreading in a great fan-shaped
mass, extended to the south-west several miles down the Rhone
Jtefow its present outflow from the lake, and north-east to the
banks of the Aar, about half-way between Solothurn and Aarau.
The length of this fan-shaped end of the glacier, from north-
east to southwest, was about 130 miles, and its extreme breadth
about 25 miles. Another great glacier descended in a direction

opposite to the higher part of the Rhone glacier, through the

Ueya of the Rhine, and debouched upon a wide area
that extends from Kaiserstuhl on the Rhine, far to the north-
east. In the center of this area lies the lake of Constance.
Between these, which were the largest glaciers on the north

V'-^ed of the Swiss Alps, several smaller, but still enormous,

i in :. i! mh-w. sterly direction from the mountains,
--one down the Linth, through the area now occupied by the

Zurich, another down the Upper Reuss, across the area
m which lie the Lakes of Lucerne, Z ue. lot ors tnd a third

down the valley of the Aar to Berne, through the country that

&ow contains the Lakes of Brienz and Thun. According to

this riew (the result of the researches of the best Swiss ol -

g'sts), the greater part of the Swiss Mioceix aiv :i lay deep under
lee, and 1 am inclined to think that the country between the
great old glaciers of the Reuss, Aar, and Rhone was much more
covered with ice than any map shows, the whole helping to

* Between Basel and the confluence of the Aar and the Rhine.
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swell the prodigious glacier of the Rhone that abutted on the

Jura.

Connection between Tarns and Glaciers.—In The Old Glaciers of

North Wales I have shown that in all glacier-countries, whether

whether past or present, there is an intimate connexion between

tarns and glaciers. Some of these are dammed by old moraines/

but the greater number lie in rock-basins, formed by the grinding

of glacier-ice as it passed across the country, whether in valleys,

on rough table-lands, or on the watersheds of passes. These

lakes and pools are of all sizes, from a few yards in v.i

amid the mammillations of the roches moutonnks, to several miles

in diameter. Sometimes in the convolutions of the strata (con-

joined with preglacial denudation subsequent to the contortion

of the beds), soi'ter parts of the country may have been scooped

out, leaving a hollow surrounded by a frame-work of harder

rock ; but perhaps more generally they were formed by the

greater thickness and weight, and consequently proportionally

greater grinding pressure, of glacier-ice on particular areas, due

to accidents to which it is now often difficult or impossible to

find the clue. Trifling as this phenomenon at first sight may

seem, I yet believe the manner of the formation of these lakes

is of much importance to the rig

theory, whether taken in connection with the great extension ot

extinct glaciers in recognized glacier-regions, or, further, when

viewed on a general continental scale ; for the theory of the gla-

cial origin of many rock-basins must, I feel convinced, be ex-

tended much beyond such mountain-districts as Switzerland,

Wales, and the Highlands of Scotland, where they first attracted

my attention.
6

,

Origin of the Great Alpine Lakes, subject stated.—from tw

consideration of the origin of mountain-lakes and tarns, tne

question easily arises,—What are the causes that have <>P
e
J?J®J

in the formation of the great lakes of Switzerland, such as tnos

of Geneva, Zurich, and Constance, and, south of the Alps,

Maggiore, Lugano, Como, and others? To answer this *»
precision, it will be necessary, first, to examine several o

hypotheses that by some may be thought sufficient to accoun

for them. v

It is well known that after the close of the Miocene epw-

the rocks of the Alps were much disturbed,—a circumstanc

4 Quart. Journ. GeoL Soc. Lond. 1851, viii, 371 ; and The Old Glaciers of

Wales. facial

: .- ; , ^
•

'
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•
:

:

.

;

'. '..,.

now confine my remarks to certain lakes common in all highly glaciated
regi°
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proved by the contortion of the Miocene strata, as for instance
in the neighborhood of Lucerne, where, on the Kigi (and in
other conglomeratic mountains on the same strike), the strata
are considered by the best Swiss geologists to be re

folded and fairly inverted, so that the basement-beds form the
top of the mountain, instead of its bottom, thus, by reversal of
dip, plunging under the Eocene and Cretaceous strata of the
mountains further south. The whole, as shown by the rapid
truncated folding and the escarpments of the hills, has since
been much denuded, the denudation being of a kind and amount

e Jura. Among these disturbed and denuded strata of Mio-
cene and of older dates, the Lakes of Geneva, Thun, Tmeux,
Lucerne, Zurich, Constance, the Wallen See, and the great lakes
of north Italy lie. A knowledge of the stratigraphical structure
of the Alps, in my opinion, proves that these lakes do not lie

among the strata in basins merely produced by disturbance of
the rocks, but in hollows due to denuding agencies that operated
long after the complicated foldings of the Miocene and other
strata were produced.

.
First, none of these lakes lie in simple synclinal troughs. It

is the rarest thing in nature to find an anticlinal or a synclinal
curve from which some of the upper strata have not been re-

moved by denudation. I never yet saw a synclinal curve of
which it can be proved that the uppermost stratum in the basin
js the highest layer of the formation that was originally depos-
ed over the area before the curving and denudation of the
country took place. The only approach to this may possibly
oe in the upper valleys of the Jura, where a part of the Miocene
°eds lie in basins separated by secondary anticlinally curved
strata, the U bends having been removed by
denudation: but the^e ea^es are surrounded with difficulties.

The lake-hollows in the Alps are, however, encircled by rocks,
the strikes, dips, and contortions of which often exhibit denuda-
tion on an immense scale ; and in no case is it possible to affirm,

here we have a synclinal hollow of which the original upper-
most beds remain. If these beds have disappeared to a great
extent, then it is evident that denudation has followed

« it be argued thai in the lake-areas these denudations have
°een produced by the waters of the lakes, it is replied that,

though waves may form cliffs, neither running nor still water
^n scoop out deep trough-shaped hollows.

Secondly, the same kind of argument applies to areas of mere
watery erosion by rivers. Kunning water may scoop out a
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sloping valley or gorge, but (excepting little swallow-holes) it

cannot form and deepen a profound hollow, so as to leave a

rocky barrier all round : though it may fill with sediment one

that had previously been formed.
Thirdly, neither do most of the Swiss lakes lie in

location. For many reasons, I do not believe that any one of

them among the high Alps or on their flanks can be proved to

lie in lines of mere gaping fracture. Let us consider the nature

of such fractures.

In any country where the strata are cod
turbed and lie nearly horizontally, if it be faulted, there is no

reason why the fractures should be open. In the Oolites, for

example, in the south of England, where faults are numerous,

and in the New Eed Sandstone of the central counties, there is

generally a simple displacement of the strata up or down, on

one side or the other ; or, if the disturbance go beyond this,

it is that along the sloping line of fracture the b
downthrow side are turned up, and those on the opposite side

bent down, by pressure and slipping combined. In more dis-

turbed districts, like the Welsh Coal-measures, the. .si:;;'
;

nomena are observable: witness, for instance, the numerous

sections from accurate observation, drawn on a true scale, by

Sir Henry De la Beche, Sir William Logan, and others. Ex-

perience, both above ground and in mines, proves the same.

Most lodes are in fractures, and many lie in lines of fault. In

metamorphic, excessively contorted, and greatly fractured dis-

tricts, like those of Devon, Cornwall, and Wales, the cracks,

whether bearing metals or not, vary from mere threads to a few

fathoms in width. They are always filled with quart

foreign substances, frequently harder than the surnv

trix. I have often traced lodes on the surface, in Wales, by tne

hard matter filling the crack standing in relief above tl

of the softer enclosing rock. In limestone rocks the cracks ar

usually partly filled with crystallized carbonate of lime. wn

of fracture are not, therefore, for purposes of denudal

sarily lines ot w« akn. ss, unless it happen that on opposite .-ia

of the fault hard and soft rocks come together, when of cours

the softer rocks will wear away more rapidly, and generauj

originate a straight valley. .1^
Again, in an excessively contorted country, such as

it is, I believe, impossible, in consequence oj

there should be gapins; fractures now exposed to view. Afs

^
ing for the sake of argument the sudden violent contortion^

the strata of any great tract of country, we shall se

contorted rocks now exposed at the surface, even if broken, W

be most unlikely to gape. • ^
The expression "elevation of mountains" conveys to tlienu
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of many persons the idea that the elevation has been produced
by some force acting from below, along a line in the case of a

1 on a point of greater or less extent when the moun-
tains lie in a cluster, as a whole, more or less dome-shaped.
Such forces would stretch the strata ; and, when they could no
longer stand the tension, cracks would ensue, and many lines of
valley are assumed to lie in such fractures. But in Wales, the
Highlands of Scotland, and more notably in the Alps, the strata
now visible have been compressed and crumpled, not stretched,
and they occupy a smaller horizontal space than they did pre-
vious to the formation of the chain.
Let us suppose a set of strata of (say) 14,000 to 20,000 feet

in thickness, like the rocks of North Wales, and let these be
spread out horizontally over thousands of square miles. Let
these strata, from any cause, be compressed from the right and
left so as to be contorted, and occupy a smaller horizontal area
than they did before disturbance. Then, at a great depth, where
the superincumbent strata pressed heavily on the lower beds,
the latter would be crumpled up, cleavage would often supervene,
and gaping fractures would be im e mere frac-

tures occurred, the walls of the cracks would be pressed more
closely together. But nearer the surface, where there was less
weight, and at it, where there was none, the beds would extend

r curves than they did lower down; and where the
limits of extensibility were passed, shattering might take place,

nig chasms might ensue. In all violently contorted
countries, however, as in the cleaved rocks of North Wales, for

the present surface shows those ori

contortions that since disturbance have been exposed by denuda-
tion; otherwise the rocks would not be cleaved. I therefore do
not believe that in any country I have seen, such as Wales or

I, there are any lakes now occupying yawning frac-

tures, consequent in Switzerland on Post-eocene or Post-miocene
disturbances. On the contrary, they lie in hollows of denuda-
tion, shortly to be explained, of later date than these disturb-
ances.

Fourthly, again, it may be supposed .that the gre ' lftk< i lie

ienee ; but, in reply to this, it is

evident that among the unnumbered lakes of Switzerland and
Italian Alps it would be easy to show a gradation in size, from
the smallest tarn that lies in a rock-basin to the Lakes of Geneva
and Constance. Neither do I see any reason why mere size
should be considered the test oi b - lowing that
test, we should require a great : subsidences,
each in the form of a rock-basin, in contiguous areas. Between
the Seidelhorn and Thun, for example, we should require one
tor the Todten See, several on the plateau on the north imme-
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diately under the Seidelhorn, one for the lake at the Grimse],

another for the drained lake at the Kirehet,
6 and another for

the lakes of Brienz and Thun. In Sutherlandshire these areas

of special subsidence would be required by the hundred, and in

North America by the thousand.

Signor Gastaldi, in a masterly memoir on the composition of

the Miocene conglomerates of Piedmont, 7
considers with reason

that the large angular blocks of these strata, many of them far-

transported, and some of them foreign to the Alps and Apen-

nines, have been deposited from ice-rafts; and thence he infers

the existence of glaciers during a part of the Miocene epoch.

But, admitting this, it is evident that the distribution of the

Post-pliocene glaciers of the Alps must, in all details, have been

quite different from those of Miocene age, in consequence of the

great disturbance that the Alpine rocks underwent after the close

of the Miocene epoch, and the subsequent formation of numerous

new valleys of denudation. Traces of the long lapse of time

between the Miocene and the later Glacial epoch are in other

countries but imperfectly preserved in the subdivisions of the

Crag, and of other minor formations of still later date. Of the

finer gradations that unite these subdivisions, few traces have

been described. For long before, and during all these Crag

epochs and the ages between them, of which we have little trace,

and during all the time that elapsed from the close of the Crag

until the period of extreme cold came into action, the Alps stood

above the sea, and suffering subaerial denudation, val

being formed and deepened. It is possible that, while the mud

climates of the Lower Crag epochs endured, there may still have

been glaciers in the higher Alps; but at whatever period the

later glaciers commenced, those who allow the extreme slowness

of geological change will admit that the period was immense

that elapsed during the gradual increase of the glaciers, until,

in an epoch of intensest cold, the ice abutted on the Jura in one

direction, in another spread far beyond the present area ot tn

Lake of Constance, and on the south invaded the plains of Lom-

bardy and Piedmont. During all that time, weather and inning

water were at work modifying the form of the ground under

review. But, as I have already explained, these two agen^

mm incapable of scooping out deep hollows surrounded on a

sides by rocks, and it therefore follows that the lakes *&»*?'

peared after the decline of the glaciers left the surface ot ^
country exposed approximately as we now see it,—unless ^
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the great glaciers filled them with ice ; or believe, with De Mor
hllet, that the valleys and lake-hollows were charged with water-
borne alluvial or diluvial debris before the glaciers ploughed

Allowing the hypothesis of De Mortillet, the rock-basins tnm__
have been twice rifled with water; but, according to my hypo-
thesis, they did not exist as lakes till after the disappearance

"

the glaciers.

But the glacier map of ancient Switzerland shows that the
areas now occupied by the great lakes, both north and south "

the Alps, have all been covered with glaciers. No Tertiary <

posit, of an age between the close of the Miocene and the co
mencement of the Glacial epoch, lies between the Alps and the
Jura; and. had the hollows of the lakes existed prior to the
great Glacial epoch, we ought, but for some powerful wasting
agent, probably in these hollows, still to find some trac
water deposits, perhaps of the age of part of the Crag. No such

The Great Lakes. Lake of Geneva.—The Lake of Geneva is
about 45 miles in length by about 12 in breadth, and its delta,
once part of the lake, between Villeneuve and Bex, is 12 miles
lQng. The latter and a small part of the banks of the lake be-
yond the mouth of the river lie in the great Rhone valley, formed
ot older Tertiary and Secondary rocks. All the rest of the take
^surrounded by the low country formed of the various subdi-
visions of the Molasse and Nagelfluh. The lake is 1230 feet
above the level of the sea, and 984 feet deep towards the eastern
end, according to the sounding of De la Beche."
Geneva itself stands on superficial debris; but the solid rock

nrst appears in the river-bed below Geneva, at Vernier, at the
tevel of 1197 feet above the sea—only 33 feet below the surface
<* the lake, or 951 feet above the deepest part of its bottom.
Any one acquainted with the remainder of the physical geo-

f?
P
vy °? tbe country will therefore see that the water of the

lake hes in a true rock-basin. The question thus arises, How
was this basin formed ?

1st. It does not lie in a simple synclinal basin ; for, though

\f

6 ake of Geneva lies in the great synclinal hollow of the
Eocene strata between the Alps and the Jura, it is evident by
an inspection of the country that tho f|, xurrs of that formation
afe of far greater antiquity than the lake. These flexures have

* See an admirable memoir by G. de Mortillet, "Des Anciens Glaciers du Ver-

Jj"
Ualien de. Alj.e*." Milan,' l«f,o. 'I ,. ! had not seen
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been denuded, and the lake runs in a great degree across their

2nd. For reasons already stated, it is, I believe, impossible to

prove that the lake lies in an area of special subsidence, all the

probabilities being against this hypothesis.

3rd. It is almost needless to say that the Lake of Geneva is

too wide to lie in a mere line of fracture ; and I know of no

reason why the valley of the Ehone, where occupied by the

delta, should be esteemed a line of fault or gaping fissure, any

more than many other valleys in Switzerland, which many geol-

ogists will consider with me chiefly the result of the old and

long-continued subaerial denudation of highly disturbed strata.

I could enter on details to prove this point, but they belong

rather to the rock-geology of Switzerland than to the matter in

4th. Those who do not believe in the existence and excavating

power of great and sudden cataclysmal floods will at once see

that the area of the lake cannot be one of mere watery erosion;

for not ordinary running water, and far less the still water of a

deep lake, can scoop out a hollow nearly 1000 feet in depth.

Now, if the lake of Geneva do not lie in a synclinil trough,

in an area of subsidence, in a line of fracture, or in an area ot

mere aqueous erosion, we have only one other great moulding

agency left by which to modify the form of the ground, namely,

that of ice.

When at its largest, the great glac

upon the Miocene beds where the eastern end of the Late en

Geneva now lies. The boulders on the Jura, near Neuchate

,

prove that this glacier was about 2200 feet thick where it abut-

ted on the mountains : an. J. where it first flowed out upon toe

plain v th •
i touth nfthe v dley of the Rhone, the ice, according

to Charpentier, must have been at least 2780 feet thick.
1
" ^au

to this the depth of the lake, 984 feet, and the total th

the ice must have been about 3764 feet at what is now the east

ern part of the lake. I conceive, then, that this enormous

mass of ice, pushing first northwest and then pa

scooped out the hollow of the Lake 'of Geneva mosl

its eastern part opposite Lausanne, where the thic

weight of ice, and consequent! v its grinding power, we

lit, decreasing as it flowed towards the west,

ding power, so that i.-ss matt,-. ^ ^ r
fTJ

the Rhone and other streams flowed when the climate ameliorate

and the glacier retired.

ghL™tafSj£2STt£ UfcttiSW , 5 'and 'v.«
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Lake of Neuch&tel—The basins of the lakes of Neuchatel,
Bienne, and Morat were, I consider, hollowed out in a similar

manner, differing in points of detail. Near the Lake of Neu-
chatel, on the flank of the Jura, the fan-shaped end of the Rhone

lined its greatest height, swelled in size and pressed
on as it was by others that descended from the north snow-
shed of the mountains between the Oldenhorn and the great

snow-field above Grindelwald. According to estimates based
on the highest ice-stranded boulders, the ice rose 2203 feet

above the present surface of the lake. The lake is now 1427
feet above the sea, and 480 feet deep ; and the Lake of Bienne

si above the sea, and 231 feet in depth. The bottom
of the Lake of N euchatel is thus 947 feet above the sea. Unless
the gravel, therefore, on the banks of the Aar, immediately east
of the latter, be over 480 feet deep, the hollow of the lake near

i;U"o bounds is a true rock-basin; for on the north,
south, and west it is surrounded by solid Secondary and Miocene
rocks. Even if the rock does not rise close to the surface in the

the lake, still, at Solothurn, strata in place come close
to the river-bank on both sides, the river being 1414 feet above
;"' sea. Under any circumstances there must therefore be a

trough 'between Solothurn and the rocks a little

of the Lake of Neuch&tel. How was this basin
iormed ? When the glacier, debouching from the valley of the

read out like a fan and pressed forward till it abutted
ira, its onward progress was stopped by that mountain :

and direct further advance being hindered, the ice spread north-
> ahwest, to the right and left, and being as a whole

thickest and heaviest above the area where the lake now lies, a
greater quantity of the Miocene strata on which it rested must
"ave been ploughed out there than further on towards the north-
east and southwest ends of the glacier, towards which the ice,

--. exercised less grinding power.
anner I believe the troughs were formed in -

the three lakes near Neuehfttel : and when the ice finally re-

of the countrv filled them witb
*ater, the dififc on 1 of the Lake of Neu-
fjjatel and other chan^ of the form ol the <rround hnvimr since
keen produced or modish! bv waterv erosion and the local de-
position of silt and alluvial gravd.

The Lake of 7) „>, '] he Lah ? of Thun is 1825 feet above the

I i r d. ep. Its bottom is therefore 1049 feet above

ength, U broad, and
-1 Miocene

akeof Brienz (about the same size) is more remark-
able; for. while it< level i< W,<> feet above the ,ea. its depth is

'

: - , that its bottom is a: lo.-tst b«.-tvve« i I'.'O
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and 200 feet below the level of the sea. Before the formation

of the alluvial plain between, these two lakes were probably

united ; and whether or not this was the case, it is evident, from

its great depth, that the Lake of Brienz lies in a true rock-basin.

Even if below Thun the rocks do not crop nearer than Solothurn,

the Lake of Thun still lies in a rocky hollow more than 600 feet

deep, both hollows having, I believe, been deepened by the great

old glacier of the Aar, the ice of which was so thick, that above

Brienz it overflowed into the valley of Sarnen by the Brumg,

about 1460 feet above the Aar below Meyringen, and sent on

a branch which scooped out the hollows of the Lakes of Lun-

gern and of Sarnen on its course towards Alpnach on the Lake

of Lucerne.
The Lake of Zuy.—The Lake of Zug is about 9 miles long,

from 1 to 2?T \\ id >. 1301 foot above the sea, and 1279 feet deep;

and its bottom is therefore only 82 feet above the sea. The

whole is surrounded by Miocene strata, the strike of which the

lake cuts across, and its great depth clearly shows that it lies iQ

a rock-basin. >

The Lalce ofLucerne.-The Lake of the Four Canton-

ramifies among the mountains and extends its arms in _™j"°"
s

directions. In its lower part, the branches that run N.&- *°

Kussnach and S.W. towards Gestad lie partly in the strike of tbe

Miocene and older strata: but for the most part it runs across

the average strike of the Eocene and Secondary rock -

banks, sometimes precipitous, that rise in noble cliffs sometime

more than 2000 feet above the water. Its height is 1428 teet

above the sea, and its recorded depth 853 feet ; but the shape o

the banks and the round number of 800 French feet matcei

likely that it may contain deeper gulfs than have yet^jj

plumbed. If not, then its bottom is 575 feet above the sea; a

those acquainted with the shape of the ground by Lucerne

easily be convinced that the lake lies in an actual rock-ba^

The steepness of the walls of this lake more resembles the sia

of a rent than those of any of the basins yet described

re-entering angles of rock opposite curving bays have been

as evidences of fracture, one side being supposed I

the other. But in most cliffy valleys of aqueous erosion iu

are necessarily such re-entering angles, from the comnj

of running water ; and, in Switzerland, ere these valleys

.

i. ice, they existed in some shape, and were djainea

rivers that deepened them and gave them a general form F^

paratory to the flow of the ice that largely modified their

finps I should no more consider the re-entering waff

ig fract

Welsh valleys

o more consider uie jre-euwuiwg •»-©--
ftbe

of gaping fracture in these valleys than I would the bends oi

of the tortuous Moselle. But even it at u

; inclined to beli<
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site cliffs between Brunnen and Fliihlen to be an open fracture,

if we take a moderate average slope for each side, say of 65°,

and produce it below the water, we get a depth, ere the lines

meet, of between 7000 and 8000 feet—a very improbable
depth for the original hollow of the lake. But it may be said

that the fracture has been much widened by degradation, the

line of the break merely giving a line of weakness, along which
the surface-drainage might widen the valley. If, however, we
only take an angle for the sides of the lake giving a moderate
depth, the necessity for a fracture does not exist, and we recur to

some process of mere erosion for the scooping of the hollow in

which the water lies, that process having, I consider, been the

long-continued grinding of the ice of the great glacier.

The Lake of Zurich.—-The Lake of Zurich runs from N.W, to

S.E., across the average strike of the Miocene strata, which are
much disturbed towards its eastern end. It is bounded by high
hills, much scarred by the weather, on which the different Mio-
cene strata often stand out in successive horizontal steps. The
Linth Canal and the Wallen See lie in an eastern prolongation
of this valley, which is still further extended to the va!

Upper Ehine at Sargans. The lake is about 25 English miles
in length, by 24; wide in its broadest part. A great moraine
partly dams it up at its outflow at Zurich ; and a second forms
the shallow at Eapperswyl, where the lake is crossed by a long
wooden bridge. The general level of the water is 1341 feet
above the sea, and only about 639 deep ; and the bottom of the
lake is therefore 702 feet above the sea. The limestone rocks
at Baden, on the Limat, are 1226 feet above the sea; and the
lake therefore lies in a true rock-basin, though it is probable
that the old moraine at Zurich accounts for the retention of the
water of the lake at its precise level. The long hollow was in
old times entirely filled by the great glacier which descended
from the mountains between the Todi and the Trinserhorn,
through the valley of the Li nth, to B^den.
The Wallen See.—The Wallen See lies in a deep valley, whose

chffy slopes of Secondary rocks rise from 2000 to 3000 feet, and
m the Leistkamm 45' N

I

face of the lake. The
lake itself is 1391 feet above the sea; and from the great steep-
ness of its banks it may be inferred that it is exceedingly deep,
but none of the authorities I have consulted give its soundings.
A large branch from the great Rhine glacier joined that at the
valley of Glarus and Zurich through this wide gorge, and ground
out the hollow of the Wallen See.

The Lake of Constance.—The Lake of Constance, the largest
sheet of water in Switzerland, is about 50 miles in length, by
about 15 in breadth at its broadest part, It is entirely sur-
rounded by Miocene strata, often considerably disturbed, and
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forming great hills towards the S.E., which in a remarkable

manner evince all the signs of long-continued erosion by run-

ning water, conveying the impression that chiefly by that means

all the deep valleys of the district have been worn since the

close of the Miocene epoch. This lake lies 1298 feet above the

sea; and, its depth being 912 feet, its bottom is only 386 feet

above the sea. The falls of the Ehine are 1247 feet "above the

sea; and the lake therefore lies in an unc
the whole of which was once overflowed by the deep and broad-

spreading glacier of the Upper Ehine valleys which stretched

far northward beyond the lake into Baden and Wurtemberg.

Being of greatest thickness where it entered the region of the

lake, by its enormous weight and grinding power it scooped out,

in the soft rocks below, the wide hollow now filled wit!

The Italian Lairs.—If we now turn to the Italian side of the

Alps, we shall find the same phenomena prevailing in the Lakes

of Maggiore, Lugano, and Como, the only important lakes I

have yet had an opportunity of seeing, south of the great chain.

To each of these the same na-ciunj applies, modified only in

detail: and I shall therefore briefly pass them over.

The most westerly, the Lago Maggiore, lies in a n

ley, 40 miles long, exca
rise on either side in lofty mountains. The surface of the lake

is 685 feet above the level of the sea, and near the Borromean

Islands it has the enormous depth of 2625 feet; so that its bot-

tom is 1940 feet lower than the sea-level. It must, therefore, be

enclosed all round by rocks, unless we suppose the narrow pas-

sage at Arona, near its outlet, to ho as drop as its deepest part,

or that the alluvial deposits of the Ticino and the Po are more

option no one is likely to make.

Of all the Alp.nr hike-, that'ol Liuam, N the most irregular

in form,—in the language of Mr. Desor, stretching its

a great polyp among the mountains in all directions." fta **

face is 938 feet above the level of the sea, and its depth

Its bottom is therefore only 410 feet above the sea-level, and tne

shape of the surrounding ground renders it impossible tobehev

i bv rocks. ,
t

The Lake of Como, the hollow of which has been scooped ou

generally in the same set of rocks as the other two lakes, is
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these lakes the rounded rocks and the well known glacier-

stranded boulders, high on the mountain-sides, attest that these

deep valleys were filled to the brim by a vast system of glaciers

that flowed southerly from the snow-shed that runs from the
eastern side of Monte Eosa, by the Rheinwald-horn, to the top
of the valley of the Adda,—a system of glaciers so large that,

like that of Aosta and Ivrea, further west, they protruded
their ends and deposited their moraines far south on the plains

of Piedmont and Lombardy.
The glacier of Ivrea, when it escaped from the valley of the

Doire, deposited a moraine at its side, east of the town of
Ivrea, rising in mere debris 1500 feet above the plain, and
spreading out eastward in a sue ped ridges
miles in width. The vastness of this mass gives a fair idea
of the huge size of the glacier, and of the great length of time

bave endured; and just as this glacier hollowed out
the little rock-basins in which lie the tarns that nestle among the
large roches moutonnees between the town and the moraine,

12
so,

deep as the hollows of the great lakes of Maggiore and Como
are, I believe they also were scooped out by the grinding power
of long-enduring^ice, •

,'oie circumstances, the
glaciers were confined between the mountains, and therefore
thicker than the glacier of Ivrea where it debouched on the
plain. Diagrams illustrative of this subject should be drawn on

le; otherwise, height, depth, and steepness being ex-
aggerated, the argument becom< s \ itian 1. I have not the data
for giving an actual outline of the bottom of the Lago Mag-
giore

; but a line drawn from the upper end of the lake to the
required depth near the Borromean Lslanda mvt a

°f about 3° in a distance of about 25 miles, and from thence to
the lower end of the lake (12 or 13 miles) of about 5°. The
depths of Maggiore and Como do not, in my opinion, militate
against my view ; for, if the theory be true, depth is a mere
indicator of time and v. iu.nl yn s.sui • in a narrow space. It is

interesting, and c< i ininmny of this view, that the deepest part

is just at the point where
"

glacier of the Val d'Ossola joined the great ice-stream till

formed by the united glacier-drainage of the valleys

Bellinzona and Locarno. Where these glaciers united, the
lake begins ; and where the ice was on the largest scale ne
Bc-rromean Islands, ther • the hike i< deepest.

Nummary icith regard to the Alpine Lakes,—And now,
viewing the subject of the origin of the lakes of Switzerlan
^orth Italy, I would remark

—

,

M
There are other well known lakes dammed up by the moraine of th

glacier.
V *
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1st. That each of the great lakes lies in an area once covered

'by a vast glacier. There is, therefore, a connexion between

them which can scarcely be accidental.

2nd. I think the theory of an area of special subsidence for each

lake untenable, seeing no more proof for it in the case of the

larger lakes than for the hundreds of tarns in perfect rock-basins

common to all glacier-countries, present or past, and the con-

nexion of which with diminished or vanished glaciers I proved

originally in The Old Glaciers of North Wales. In the Alps there

is a gradation in size between the small mountain-tarns and the

larger lakes.

3rd. None of them lie in lines of gaping fracture. If old

fractures ran in the lines of the lakes or of other valleys, and

gave a tendency to lines of drainage, they are nevertheless, in

the deep-seated strata, exposed to us as close fractures now, and

the valleys are valleys of erosion and true denudation.

4th. They are none of them in simple synclinal basi

by the mere disturbance of the strata after the close of the Mio-

cene epoch : nor,

5th, Do they lie in hollows of common watery erosion ;
lor

running water and the still water of deep lakes can neither of

them excavate profound basin-shaped hollows. So deeply did

Playfair, the exponent of the Huttonian theory, feel this truth,

that he was fain to liken the Lake of Geneva to the petty poo s

on the New Eed Marl of Cheshire, and to suppose that the hol-

low of the lake had been formed by the dissolution and escape

of salts contained in the strata below.

6th. But one other agency remains—that of ice, which, from

the vast size of the glaciers; we are certain must have exercisea

a powerful erosive agency. It required a solid body, grinding

and powerfully in direct and heavy contact

across the rocks, to scoop out deep hollows, the situations oi

which might either be determined by unequal hardness of U»

rocks, by extra weight of ice in special places, or by accidental

-ices, the clue to which is lost, from our inability per

fectly to reconstruct the original forms of the glaciers.

7th. It thus follows that, valleys having existed
J
lVin

=L
direction to the flow of the glaciers ere they protruded on i

low country between the Alps and the Jura, these valleys

parts of the plain, by the weight and grinding power of ice

motion, were modified in form, part of that modification co

sisting in the excavation of the lake-basins under review.

In connexion with this point, it is worthy of remark that g^
ciers, many of them very large in the modern sense of the

'

te '

on the son •

a t hose of Mont tfia*

'£
g] : ra on the south side of the Oberland, all ar»

into the Lake of Geneva ; those on the north of the last-nam
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snow-field, also large glaciers, are drained through the Lakes of
Breinz and Thun. These, among the largest existing glaciers

of the Alps, are only the shrunken tributaries of the greater

bat in old times filled and scooped out the basins of the
lakes. The rest of tin kcs, as r, W suited are in equally
close connexion with the old snow-drainage of glacier-regions
on the grandest scale,—all of them, excepting those of N
Bienne, and Morat, lying in the direct course of glaciers filling

valleys that extend right into the heart of the mountains.
8th* Most of the lakes are broad or deep according to the

size of the glaciers that flowed through the valleys in which
they lie, this general result being modified according to the na-
ture of the rock and the form of the ground over \.

ssed. Thus
i the Miocen

area once spread the ~.~.
breadth and its depth evince the size of the gla
flowed its hollow. The lake of Constance, lying m the same
strata, and equally lame, is ;>:•;:> f, ,-t .1. , i, and w.k overspread

Jy
the equal acier or the Upper Rhine. The

Maggiore and Como, deepest of all, lie in the narrow
valleys of the harder Secondary rocks of the older Alps; and
the bottom of the first is 1992 feet, and the latter 1043 feet, be-

-."\vl. Both of those lie within tli- bounds of that
'

i' "i -laeiers that
.

d -<• tided from the east side
:>- Alt- and the -rent ratines north and south of

tbe Val Tellina, and shed their nnnames in the teams of Pied-
mont and Lombardy. The depth of the lakes corresponds to
the vast size and vertical pi . ssure of the glaciers. The circum-

sai deeper than the level of the sea does
jot affect the question, for we know nothing about the absolute
height of the land during the Glacial period.

fhe lakes of Thun and Brienz form part of one great hollow,
pore than 2000 feet deep in its easl >rn : art, or i i

below the level of the sea. They He in the coarse of the an-
r of the Aar, the top of which, as roches moutonnees
ins show, rose to the very crests of the mountains be-

tween Heyringen and the Grimsel."
]
' "' Lake ui the Four Cantons is imperfeetlv estimated at

°nly 884 feet in depth : but here we mast also U.'lce into amount
- ,.f the mountains :.» its sides.

ihe Lake of Zug, 1311 feet dee]), lies in the course of the same
Is of n bich m re the slopes

^at bound the tributaries of the Upper Reuss and the immense
al, bounded by the Kroutlet, the

Justenhorn. the Gal ird, and the southern
fl**s of the Scheerhorn.
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The lesser depths (660 feet) of the Lake of Zurich were hol-

lowed by the smaller but still large glacier that descended the

valley of the Linth.

This completes the evidence.
Lakes of th< X i th> /•,•• II ,/iisphere generally.—I shall i

a few remarks on the bearing of this subject on the glacial

question generally.

It is remarkable that in Europe and North Amei
northward, lakes become so exceedingly numerous, that I hftW

been led to suppose the existence of some intimate connexion

between their numbers and the northern latitudes in which they

Let any one examine the map of North America, and he will

find that, from the Atlantic coast to the St. Lawrence, through

r York,Hampshire, Vermont, the north of the state of New
, Nova

~

he wh.

Scotia, New Brunswick, Gaspe, and Newfound-

ikesland, the whole continent is strewn with lakes. North of t

St. Lawrence and the great lakes, as far as the Arctic Ocean, the

same sprinkling of unnumbered lakes over the entire face oi

>re remarkable ; and it is a curious cir-

cumstance that a large part of this vast area is so 1<

dulating, that some of its lakes drain two ways—

r

North Sea and the Gulf of Mexico, or towards the North bea

and the North Atlantic. This vast country, about as far south

as lat. 40°, shows, almost universally, marked signs of the

strongest glacial action, in the moutonnee forms, polish, and con-

stantly recu i rocks. r have only seen a tew

of the above-mentioned lakes south of Lake Ontario; but i

have closely questioned that able observer, Dr. Hector, who lias

examined the country north and west of the great American

lakes, and he informs me that, though unable to accoi

he was struck with the circumstance that so many (he thoug

he might say all) of the smaller lakes are in rock-basins. 1 <#
"

nect this circumstance with the universal glaciation oi

country, still evinced on the grandest possible scale by every

sign of ancient ice. These signs, I now believe, are fa

vcrsal and unvarying in their general .

produced merely by floating ice, though in part of the gia

.;,;: ..:.:.
.

:
,

traces. But the lake-basins could only, 1 believe,

», like that of ween

land
; for the lakes are universal in all the ice-worn region.

" Since Una memoir wai written, T have convene I

:..-.. ;.
:

, . . .
.

-

•
.

• ••
.
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On tlie eastern side of the Atlantic, Wales, Cumberland,
many parts of Ireland, the North Highlands, and some of the
Western Isles are also dotted with unnumbered lakes and tarns.

All of these are well-glaciated countries, both high and low

;

and for Wales and many parts of Scotland, I can answer that
by far the greater proportion of these lakes lie in rock-basins of
truly glacial origin.

1*

Loch Lomond and Loch Katrine, probably, like the greater
lakes of Switzerland, are of the same kind, being merely large
cases of glacier-erosion, though in the case of the former it may
be that the alluvial deposits on the banks of the Leven preventi mat me alluvial deposr

3 being invaded by the ttide. Its islands are mere roches %

In the lowlands of Scotland numerous examples of the same
kind of rock-basins occur, some of them certain, others doubtful
because of the surrounding dnii \\iiieb indeed in some cases
may be the sole cause of the retention of the water. Notable
examples of both kinds o.'i.r .n ' i/lmN il I .1. m<i Kin-
ross, and of true rock-basins in the Oleish and Ochil Hills, as
for instance Loch Glow, Dow Loch, and the two Black Lochs,
and more doubtfully Loch Lindores.

I have not yet had an opportunity of visiting the Scandina-

-is are aware, is through all its

I breadth, one of the most wonderfully udaciated coun-
world. On the west, descending" from the great

.v plunge right under the deep
I , all between the mountains

and the Baltic, round the Gulfs of Bothnia and Finland, and up
to the North Sea, the whole country is cover-
number of lakes, just like North* Ann riea, tin L. wes, and t ie

^orth Highlands of Scotland. The intense .

of these countries have undergone, their similarity, and what f

believe to b xion of such crowded lal

the movement of ice, induce me to believe th . in S* i iexi aleo
a great number of the lake-hollows must be true roc
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scooped out by the passage of glacier-ice into the Bi

Furthermore, as the glaciated sides and bottoms of the Norw*
gian fiords and of the saltwater lochs of Scotland seem to prove,

each of these arms of the sea is merely the prolongs

valley down which a glacier flowed, and was itself filled with

a glacier ; for the whole country was evidently, like the north

of Greenland, moulded by ice. In parts of Scotland, some of

these lochs being deeper in places than the neighboring open

sea, I incline to attribute this depth to the grinding power of

the ice that of old flowed down the valleys, when p
land may have been higher than at present.

18
It may, however

only arise from unequal deposition of detritus. If the former

view be admitted, raise the land so as to lay bare l
ip

ing ocean-bottom, and in some respects of levels and depth they

become approximately the counterparts of the dee;

lakes of Switzerland and North [taly,

mountains having flowed through both, and debouched upon

the plains beyond.
The Glacial Theory.—Furthermore, conshl v'wvi t u vast are -

over which the phenomena described are common in £<*»

America and Europe, I believe that this theory of the origin of

lake-rock-basins is an important point, in addition to previous

knowledge, towards the solution of the glacial theorv; for I do

not see that these hollows can in any way be accounted for by

the hypothesis that they were scooped by floating ice.'
«J

iceberg that could float over the margin of a deep hollow would

not touch the deeper recesses of the bottom. I am therefore

constrained to return, at least in part, to the theory mi

ago stronglv advocated by Agassiz, that, in the period of ex-

tremest cold of the Glacial epoch, great part of North

the north of the Continent of Europe, great part of Britain,

Ireland, and the Western Isles,
19 were covered by sheets of true

d, which moulded the whole surf

country, and in favorable places scooped out depressions tna*

; -lv became lakes.

This was effected by the great original pi.

nected with the origin of the un
to in my memoir on the glaciers of North V

nitude of which I did not thea sufficiently estimate. Ihe co- i
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however, continued during the depress*
other districts beneath the'sea, when the

rati-- drift ; and glaciers not only did t

jed during the emergence of
North Wales and other countries, so as to plough the drift out
of many valleys. These enlarged glaciers, however, bore no

: in' size to the krivat" original sheets of ice that con-
verted the North of Europe and America into a country like
North Greenland. The newer development of glaciers was

/ah Amelioration of climate had already far ad-

vanced, and probably the gigantic glaciers of Old Switzerland

-valievs.

Finally, if this be true, I find it difficult to believe that the
change of climate that put an end to this could be brought
about by mere changes by.* The change is

too i ivei>al, ha\ -i'
r> nd.'d ali . ovt r the

the Northern and the Southern Hemispheres. The
shrunken or vanished ice of mountain-ranees is indeed equally
characteristic of the Himalaya, the Lebanon, the Alps, the Scan-
dinavian chain, the srreat chains of North and South America,
and of other minor ranges and clusters of mountains like those
W Britain and Ireland, the Black Forest, and the Vosges.

[In the Pi for November last, Prof. Ram-
Qblished an article "On the Excavation of the Valleys

of the Alps/' called out by some discussion of his views, 'in

concludes as follows:

—

Eds.]
"No better proof could be required that in great part the

valleys of the Alps were approximately as deep before the gla-
cial epoch as they are at present; and I be!

Biers as a whole effected was only
lightly to deepen these valleys and materially to modify their
general outlines, and, further (a theory I am alone responsible
*or

), to deepen them in parts more considerably when, from va-
rious causes, the grinding power of the ice was unusually pow-

ially where, as in the lowlands of Switzerland, the

ly soft, But for details on this

ar in the Journal of the Geologi-
cal Society."

. . . .;. .... .
•



H. J. Clark on Lucernaria.

sity, Cambridge.
1

The present communication is a mere sketch of a most thor-

ough and exhausting anatomy of] have \Vm
trated by num rous plal ss, and which I propose to publish in

au extended memoir, in connection with some cons
upon the general morphology and systematic relations of Aca-

1< pin *. I have bet n < n<_> ig d during the whole of the past year

upon the organical and histological anatomy of this

order to determine what are its a in general,

and to Aca I have had abundant materials

for study, inasmuch as this species of Lucernaria is a very com-

mon inhabitant of our shores, wherever the eel-grass

marina, grows. Almost invariably Lucernaria is to be found

upon the Zostera, and very rarely upon any other plant, It

may be obtained from the last of August, when it is most fre-

quently met with in a young state, until the last of June, at

which time the young ones of the autumn season have devel-

oped to full-grown animals. In lis 1 1 res nearly

an inch across the disc, exclusive ol tin- t- '

same in height. It varies in color from green, which is the most

common tint, to deep olive; from light yellow to reddifi

or from light violet to the deepest purple. In form it is oc-

tagonal, and most frequently it so eompo,-: -

nating with them, but frequently the siit.n- individual reverses

the order of things, and the latter become either as short, or

even shorter, than the first. From this we infer that the specinc

differences, based upon the approximation of the bunches or

tentacles, two and two, are entirely erroneous, as this

all octagonal Lucernarians, in a greater or less degree. As these

re very sensitive and irritable, they contract upon toe

least disturbance ; and, as the muscular system is most lug" J

developed in the region which lies about the four pari

the disc, il is most natural that when the creature o

should draw the two halves of the genitalia and the bunches 01

tentacles together motv closely here than at the al-

ters; hence arises the frequently-observed quadrate outline

the disc. Again, in regard to another feature oft.

ployed to discriminate between different species or e\

I would sav that the absence of auricles alone, wit!

differences in the animal, does i

from those individuals possessing them, but rather an

1 From the Pmra.Prlin.rs nf tho Rn.tr.n - . \ * - IT, f°* ^^
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atrophy of these organs ; and that this fact is to be classed in
the same category as the occasional development of one of the

to a semiauricular body. I have always noticed that
individuals in such a condition have an unnatural appearance;
that they are not so lively as the others, and appear to be dis-

eased.
3

I believe this species to be identical with L. auricula*
of the English coast. The most characteristic figure that I know
of, although unsatisfactory, is in Gosse's little book, The Aqua-

i

In order to contrast the structure of Lucernaria with that of
Steganopthalmatan Medusas, and, moreover, in order that I

complicate matters, I will compare it, organ for organ
for part, with one of our most common medusas, Aure-

hajfavidula Agassiz. The aboral side, which corresponds to the
so-called dorsal region of other Acalephas, projects at the apex

%l

distant channels and the four muscular cords which alternate
with them, the peduncle is a solid gelatiniform mass, covered
by the outer wall. This gelatiniform substance also constitutes
the bulk of the disc. B ce between the outer
Jail and the inner or lining wall of the di-ostivo cavity, and is

Qirectly continuous with that in the peduncle. In Aurelia,
L.yanea, and other Acalephs, this substance appears like an
amorphous gelatiniform or semi-- ritb a few
Regular cells scattered here and there;

6
but in Luce

. I 1116 or'g»nal figure by Rathke If " 7. ' l>»n
, v. 1 Hi-fi.

,

relia favidnla Ag. Then
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lily organic structure. Extremely elongate, columnar,

cell-like bodies extend in close proximity from the outer to the

inner wall, so that, in a section of the thickness of the disc, it

appears to be transversely striated. In the peduncle, as a trans-

verse section reveals, these columnar cells are arranged about

the axis in peculiar, regular groups; some columns pass from

one channel to the next on either side; some diagonally across

the axis from one channel to an opposite one, and others extend

obliquely from the channel to the muscular cords

nate with tlnMii. This arran-vmfiit 1 i-mi mis one of the method-

ical disposition of the great cells in the body of Pleurobrachia,'

.. .:: '
. :

-
I

-
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as I have described them in Prof. Agassiz's third volume of his

"Contributions to the Natural History of the United States."

In the oral or lower side of the disc of Aurelia, the gelatiniform
v ihst u ec h i- t K same structure as in the aboral side, while in

Efloernaria, although it has all the regularity in the disposition
of its c "it!. ments that obtains in the aboral side, yet it possesses

totally different nature, as 1 will describe hereafter in connec-
tion with the muscular system.
From the middle of the base of each of the four fiat sides of

the quadrate proboscis, a light streak, which, has the deceptive
appearance of a radiating canal, passes in a direct line nearly to
the border of the disc; this is the line along which the oral and
aboral floors of the disc unite, and form a solid partition, by
which the digestive cavity is divided into four broad chambers,
which communicate with one another at the inner or proximal

• the base of the proboscis, and also at the outer or
«jsl l< ads through the narrow passage between the terminus of

and the edge of the disc. In the peduncle there

i\ih
'['

i _
'

i, I , nh- i i

eight corners of the disc are hollow, as, likewise, are the auricles,

Municate openly and direct! v with the digestive cavity.
This is all that constitui s the ehvmitbr. us .-iivul itorv svstein
of Lucernaria. In Aureha we have radiating canal's at the
points corresponding to the partitions of Lucernaria, as well as

In Aureh four single circular organs, one
of each being placed opposite the flat side of the

|

' seraaria < tch a . the halves
of which have a peculiar shape, and ar. -

one on each side of the out'* u a- d . \f. i 1 al.um the inner
face of the oral floor of the disc from the base of the proboscis
to the extreme limits of the corners of the disc, where they
almost touch the bases off the tentacles. Across the i

form bodies extend each wav for a considerable distance along
the border of each half of a "genit; 1. thus forming the common
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/•s of the two, and clearly indicating their unity: Eaeh
•

by an inequilateral triangle whose longest side extends nearly

in a straight lino from tut ium r end of the partition to the ten-

tacles, and the two others-ides, slbhtly curving outwardh aim

mee ring at a very broad angle, form the rest of the outline. In

the adult, the longest side of the triangle is to its heig

to one. This feature, alone, has a degree of speciality whiuii

raises ttu - organs in rank above all others of their kind among

Acalephye; but when wo examine their components, we find an

unlooked-for structure, hitherto unknown among
Wharf appear, to the naked eye, to be eggs of enormous size,

are really little pouches, which eon tain either nuu.er

matrices of spermatic particles, according as the in

male or female. Kach p.>::eh. or v mhii w-rint, as it maybe

called, projects freely into the digestive cavity, and is attached

by a verv short and rather narrow neck to the inner wall of the

oral floor of the disc. This constitutes another step in the spe-

it does not complete the process.

At the base of each genital saccule, and on that side

toward the proboscis, there is a small aperture. \vh;>

the interior, where there is a considerable cavity.
'1

is formed by the lut,u\d iiimtmo'i of tne sinme wall of the sac-

cule upon itself, and the constriction of the wall about the en-

trance to the chamber. The i
lateriaT art

enclosed in saccular folds of the wall of this chai

. fall yvh^i mature, and pass thence outwardly through

the lateral outlet at the base of the saccule. One maj

glance that this is a type of the reproductive organs not to be

found among the other Acaleplue.

In A ure 3
or
9£r!i

tozoa, lie immediately beneath the outer wall, and imbedded m

the muscular iuver winch extends throughout the leDgth ana

breadth of the oral face of the disc, as I have described it in the

fourth volume of Profess* >r Airassix's "Contributions.'' Between
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the muscular layer and the inner wall, which forms the imme-
diate panetes of the digestive cavity, a thick layer of gelatini-

nce intervenes, and its presence naturally suggests

. bow are the eggs or sperm to escape into the diges-

tic particles
I nave observed frequenth eseaphiy directly through the outer

v.adest end
- from the cavity of the matrix

apertures io the outer wall. When the reproduc-
ti • i katerial is fully ripe, the inn . iatiniform
layer, and the mu.-Vulai Liur as tar ;- it lum.-uk-. the material

Q, splits off from the outer wall along two lines eorres-

i the two borders of the generative organ, and hangs

the digestive cavity. From the newly-
formed raw face of these ribbons the eggs or spermatic particles

to the main chamber of the disc. This I take to be
ri1

'- universal rule, and such the tvpe of genitalia among all

;

i.dmata; a structure totally unlike that of Lucerna-
'''•

' whir
: the in >) done is concerned in the highlv

complicated reproductive organs.
l\t"ii!ii now to thf eon-uleration ot the u<> ^uhir system, I

' "' 'm!J cour attention to the four wl to, si. id i columns which
with the four dark tubes which are imbedded in the

rm substance of the peduncle. Sara was the first to

true nature of these columns, and lie rightly called

iar cords. They extend from the base of the pedun-
-. >o. ,~.-i-, .'our.-big a!.>ug iu<t beneath the

'
.

-

d-d of the peduncle, and then gradually ap-

ii near wad of the disc

die base of the proboscis, and thence thev p
d. for a short distance, and, finally each one

'"''
<

J >" shl oftlo. //.scat the inner or axial end of the
'

L

this point, each muscular column expands and
. m the o tter wall, and extends

- as n .H-eup; the whole space between the two halves

.
t lis layer diva rg< s right and

id evi tualb -, is distributed in ridges or cords beneath
ntacles and the auricles. At the inner
muscular layer also passes into the base

•mis a stratum immediately beneath the

equidistant points, alternating with the
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it passes into the marginal muscular band, and on the other it

enters the corners of the proboscis, and forms a layer in common
with the one extending from the partitions. By these a

stronger and weaker divisions of the muscular layer, the disc is

relieved of the sameness which
\
n vails in I u- museulai system

of the Steganophthalmata, and we have indubitable proofs of a

higher degree of specialization than in the latter on

the unvarying repetition of similar divisions all an-;-

unmistakably indicates inferiority. Moreover, in a<;

this, we have a peculiar specialization oi

which is embraced by the outer and inner walls of I

rather between the muscular layer and the inner wall ;
instead

of repeating, as occurs in Amelia, the peculiarities of the gela-

tiniform layer of the aboral floor, it has a totally ah,

pearance and < n- -
i t 1 i mil mit<- 1 degree of

expansion and contraction. In the tentacles it occupies a very

deep space between the outer wall, or rather the muse
and the inner wall. In this latter respect, Lueenair

peculiar, since in addition to the muscular layer, whk
present in the young, it develops this gelal

ii'titihjrm i<n,, ,- as 1 propose to call it,-

which lues not*, dst l i tl t , s either of St.-

or Gymnophthalmata. In the auricles, we have also a •-!-'-

ization peculiar to Lucernaria: for, in addition to i

eye-spot which is imbedded in the base of the oral b

bodies, the auricle's, which it. the young cannot be <\W

from the tentacles, o-radualh thicken the outei \\

vances, and p euiiar, urauuiii'-roiis. adh^ivo vesicles are deve-

oped between the cells. In the adult, their tentacular nature!

almost, or altogether, obliterated, and the swoiie,

together with the enormous thickness of the muscul

form layer, forms an oval mass, thickly stu

.• which they cling, in a most tenac

body which they may touch. These organs, and the

peduncle, are the only means of adherence which

possesses; although it is true that the tenta :les bj

Aurelia, for prehension, thev are. comparatively, very w-- 1

^
and can only serve to n tain the prev, and never •

/'

pow for v.:
i constructed.' [n •

\

of the very obvious office of an auricle, I would propose w

;'
. :
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Were the above-mentioned features in the organism of Lucer-
ne to be taken into account, there could be no hesitation

in saying that this genus should be considered as the highest of
the class of Acalephse ; because of its highly complicated and

; i mass; the high grade, and the peculiar

v..' grouping of its muscular system; the definite

rgans, as well as their saccular

s>u,.ln]-],,ii: Pi- tu..-i. d'immre and disposition of the prehensile
organs, the tentacles and anchors : and, moreover, that it belongs
to an order separate from either orders of Acalephse, because of

ital saccules, which are altogether
different from either the Steganophthalmic or Gymnophthalmic
type of genitals ; and also on account of the anchors, which
nave no parallel in all the class of Acalephae. But there are
parts of the Lucernarian organism which are of a lower grade
tinm those ise. I refer,

in the first place, to the hvdra-like form of Lucernana, and its

comparativeh sti .' and L< Jn>i lal t utacles, evidently indicating
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affinity to the fixed hydroid generation of t

. The -ii i] le, almost unilocular

chymiferous system is hardly more medusoidal, as

multiplicity of its subdivisions, than in some of the Tul

such as Tubulariaand Corymorpha, which are described in Pro-

fessor Agassiz's fourth volume of his " Contributions." In con-

nection with the hydroid form of Lucernaria, I would also

mention the total absence of a veil. This might, at first thought,

appear to furnish an argument in favor of the high >

this genus ; but I think it is to be deemed as one of the signs of

its inferior connections. However, let us look at >.

of velar development. In the epht/ra state of ail >

thahuata, the veil is at one time ureatlv in the mv
when compared v, ith tin six- of the whole individual: 'm-U with

growth it gradually becomes less conspicuous, and, finally, in

some adult genera of this order, it remains as a mere trace of

obscured. Now, 'it is noteworthy that am

in Cassiope:e
;
and, finally, altogether absent in Cyanea,

highest, in my opinion, of all the Stegaiiophthalniata. ^

one might suppose Lucernaria, in respect to the veil, to be in

same category with Cyanea, which 'has resorbed its veil;

however, is not the ease, for as I know, from the study ot

younger stages of Lucernaria, that it never passes through

veiled phase, it falls short in its development as^ regards

particular feature of Acalephan morphology. We must

into consideration, also, the eyes, which are found to be as

in point of structure as th m uv-t pigment eye-spot of

"Thus, in balancing the value of the organisms of this am

we are inevitably led to the conclusion, on the one hand,

Lucernaria does' not stand as a totality above all other Acale]
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Gymnophthalmata. The only relation that it possibly can be
considered under is that of a

:orrehai n to both types of Acalephce,

—viz.: totheGymnophthahiuita.il 'haling the Siphonopborse,
and to the Steganophthalmata; yet not as a graduated con-
necting link, which would seem to show that the two orders pass
'<'"' ieh other, but as an ordinal type, equivalent in value to
either of the others, by reason of the peculiar and distinctive

gy of certain of its organs. On this account, Lucerna-
ria is to be considered, and may be'designated, as the ccenotype

{xoivdg, common) of the Acalephae. In this respect, it holds such
relations to the other two orders of Acalephae as do the Crinoids
to the other orders of Echinodermata; or the Annelida? to the
rest of the Articulata ; or the Selachians to the true fishes and
the reptiles; but, at the same time, containing organic features
which separate each of thorn as a t- p..' from the others.

In order that no confusion may arise here, I would state most
iat [do not consider the Ctenophonv as one of the

orders of Acalephie, but deem them to be a class by themselves,
equal in value to either of the classes of Radiate, whether Polypi,

i

or Echinoderraate, and standing next in rank to'the

uita. The division of the alimentary system of Cte-
nophoras into two portions, as among LVivpi. is suilicient to sep-
arate them from the Acalepha-, si'nee the typical form of the

ling system in the latter is a unity ; moreover, the
~' land pecal \i relations of the tentacles of Ctenophora*

- .,f less importance, in the-e <-<>n-; h-rations, as dis-

r-eters. L cannot ••oneeivp that the Cteiioplione may
, a : same ciasshie type \vi h the Ae; <-ph:. without

doing violence to correlative ideas <w}i as are expressed in the
organism of the former ; and much h >s ran ] admit that they
have the most distant relation to the Polypi, excepting that, like
the latter, they are Radiates. The same kind , .t arguments that
have been use i t . sliow that < 't< noj hone and Polypi belong to
°ne class might, with equal justice, be advanced to prove that
tta Acalephae are Polypi. We must not misl

v. any more than that the cry of a child would identify

\ and cannot always
be distinguished the one from the other by any single
our senses.

The following tabular view presents at a glance the relations
of the Lucernarke to the other orders of Acalepha?, and at the
same time indicates the position of the Ctenophora? among the
other classes of Radiata.
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Art. XXXV.—On the use of Prisms of Flint Glass and Bisulphid

of carbon for Sptdral A nab/sis ; by Prof. O. N. ROOD.

IN a letter to Prof. B. Silliman, Jr., which was published bv
him in the September No., 1862, of this Journal, I described a

new form of bisulphid of carb<m ?h compound
faces, which corrected the distortion usually attendant on such

prisms. I ventured at that time to suggest that large prisms of

this kind approached a degree of optical p r

by the best flint glass prisms yet produced. Some late experi-

ments of Sigmund Merz,
1 one of the successors of V

furnish a confirmation of my opinion, which I certainly did not

expect to receive from that particular quarter. In my letter 1

mentioned the discovery of two new lines in the interior of the

line D, which made in all three fine lines that were thus enclosed,

one having K To effect

this, three bisulphid of carbon prisms of 60°, with a flint glass

prism of 45° were employed; the sum of the refractii

was then 225°. Now Merz states that by the use of a number

of glass prisms, the sum of their imr -7<
|J

,
or

45° greater than that employed by me, he discovered

line in the interior of D, but nothing more; the third line it ap-

pears was invisible. This second line observed by h

remark, in my s>)eetroseope was apparently as strong as that iaul

rdown by KirehhoiK so that it was a matter of some wonder that

it had eseapi-d n-solntimi in his hands.
Merz then employed eh-ven -la- prisms, the sum of their

refracting angles being 480° ; wil red the third

line I had previously seen, along with two additional quite fine

lines. He therefore describes the line D to consist of: two quite

broad lines, (those commonly known,) two of less breadth, and

three fine lines.
,

When we consider I ad at his command the

best I

' <- \r/i<: is in the world, and observing telescopes that

have hardly ever been surpassed, the argument to be drawn iu

favor of bisulphid of carbon prisms properly corrected, isltbm

. •. - -
:

•

used by me were the common cheap Wrench article, variously

amended to e

Farther, according to the observations of Merz. a single large

-hw prism (l.'Jliu.^; u,, 1 w h a larv eondmsin- t

lines in diaim ei >!...ws 1 > res,» i ii r, , live lines, demonstrating

thus the \ this seems again to ro

an excellent reason for the use of bisulphid of carbon on tae

ground of its far greater cheapness.
Peace Dale, R. I., March 10th, 1863.

;"'
'.' '

'

: . ;

;;.•.....,.--...
. ..

• .,
.

. \,
:>'
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Dove, some years ago, succeeded in producing a lustrous ap-
pearance, by the binocular combination of geometrical figures,

executed in black and white, or in complementary colors,
1 and

later I showed that say i iga produced the same
effect.

5

In both these cases, two masses of light were continuously
presented to the two eyes of the observer. It subsequently
appeared to me of interest to examine the effects produced by
a more or less rapid alternation of these impressions, and accord-
ingly some experiments were made with this object in view.

A circular disc of white card-board, 9 inches in diameter, with
half its surface painted of a dead black, was caused to rotate by
clock work at varying rates, while the bright light from a win-
dow fell upon it. A stereoscope, from which the ground glass
bad been removed, was provided with a card-board in which
were cut two square apertures, at such a distance asunder that
their binocular union could be easily effected, and, while the disc

s an I so that through the
right-hand aperture some of the white portion of the disc was
seen, and through the left-hand aperture a part of the blackened
surface. On communicating rotary motion to the disc, a more
or less rapid alternation of black and white was the result.

It was found that with slow rates of rotation (2 T=V revolutions
per sec.) the strength of the lustre was not impaired, and it was
just as plainly perceptible with more rapid rates.

But when the disc was made to revolve so fast that its surface
seemed covered by a uniform tint of grey, and the so-called
flickering had ceased, no lustre in the proper sense of the term
could be seen, the appearance being exactly that which is pre-
sented to a single eye under similar circumstances.
When a disc of this kind revolves at such a rate as to appear

A
" uniform tint, the duration of the impression produced on
?ye by the white 1 ilt lasts with umh'mii shed force while

.
'lack half is passing before the same eye, so that while the

JJght eye is being ol tite surface,

Bsion i I xact 5 tl 6

t str< n'_
4

i
s '-tii ey< s ire tin n n ill

pressed all the time in exactly thoWne way. and inconsequence
°i this no lustre is perceptible. But when the rates of rotation
are lower tfo ated, a different binocular com-

^ -we
• Ma-
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bination takes place; here, while one eye has objective white

light presented to it, the other retina is affected by a rapidly

fading subjective impression, so that the two impressions are

during most of the time of unequal intensity ; the result is lustre.

In this connexion, a remark on the appearance of rotating discs

ck and white sectors, when viewed by a single eye, may
not be out of place. Let us take for the sake of convenience a

disc with seven white and seven black equal sectors, and cause

it to revolve by clock work. As long as the rate is quite slow,

the figure remains undistorted, but as it is increased to 1 T\ revo-

lutions per second there is a loss of definition, and dii

appearance becomes a little
]
u xlin : : with a higher rate, as for

example 4T\ per sec, the disc takes on a ver
aifp, described by some as flickering, by others as "<

" rbed by its surround-

imeter in a large piece

of card-board, and viewed through this with a single eye a por-

tion of the revolving disc. The appearance presented I can de-

scribe in no other terms than by calling it lustrous, with rapid

variations in the intensity of the light. In this case the strong

objective light is seen • lading subjective im-

pr. - . . and the latter is of course at regular intervals perceived

distinct by itself, so that the eye is in effect acted

masses of light of unequal intensity, and is also sensible of their

separate presence.

A disc of this kind is remarkable in one other res

that with both eyes it is impossible exactly to local*

without reference to the edge or centre. The disc oi

to me to have a depth of some inches, the rapid shifting of tne

figure not a vision to come fairly into action.

Finally, if the disc be made to rotate so rapidly fcbi

face appears quite uniform, an attentive

its surface presents an appearance not a little singular, so tna

the experiment be properly made, the surface, taken by ltsej

,

cannot be located with any degree of precision, the marks or^

narily used are found to be abstracted, and
- seen. It much resembles a mass of luminous an,

the expression may be allowed.
f

To ascertain whether this aerii 'id a
degree on the rapid alternations of white and black, I colore

•
: strength with that pro***

by the sectors of the dis , I -
both

T, ke
same axis made them rotate together. On-
the other, and hence it is to be conclude

pearance is caused solely by the disappearance of every

like markings or texture on the paper.
Peace Dale, R. I., March 10th, 18fi3.



Magnetic Survey of Pennsyhi

Art. XXXVII.—Abstract of Results of a M u
'•• Survi u of

Pennsylvania and parts of adjacent States in 1840 and 1841,
with some additional results of 1843 and 1862, and a map ; by
A. D. Bache, LL.D., F,RS., Mem. Corr. Acad. Sci. Paris,

Mem. Nat. A. S., Superintendent U. S. Coast Survey.

In the years 1840 and 1841, I made a detailed magnetic sur-

vey of Pear- mt parts of New York, Ohio and
. determining at a number of stations suitably selected,

with regard to the course of the isomagnetic lines, the magnetic
. dip and intensity; to these I added some dip and

a in 1843, while on a tour through western
New York and Canada.

The total number of declination stations is 16, and of dip and
- K <>, . -:i „i„. •„„. duties of Superintendent

3. Coast Survey, in 1843, I could not find the necessary

work up these observations, although Mr. J. Kuth and
commenced preparing, under my direction,

abstract, confined to dip and intensity observations and
to relative results. In the spring of 1862, I availed mvself of
tne service of Charles A. Schott, Assistant in the U. S. Coast
Purvey, who reduced, under my direction, the observations, dis-

ion of the three magnetic elements, present-
ing the latter results ah I prepared this abstract
*or the press.

In the summer of 1862, Mr. Schott visited six of the stations
previouslv occupied by me, and redetermined the magnetic ele-

ments. Three of these stations falling within the scope of the
operations of the U. S. Coast Survey, were at the expense of the
Coast Survey, the observations at the three Western stations
were secured by the liberality of the Secretary of the

soman Institution, who, at the same time, offered to publish the
observations md results in 5 ' • ttwm to

. The observations of 1862 -reatlv enhance the value
°f my older operations, and furnish the means of presenting re-

sults for two epochs, about 20 vears apart, thus, not only giving
we most mod -rn valu- - but also *h t«-rmiiiiii<r, by the known sec-
ular change of the three elements, any int-nnodiate results.

The fruits of these r this continent, at a
tivelv early period and • elemental

.:

. >r the time, will no doubt afford adequate means of

reaftefc the secular < i i n stria! magnetism
Within the geographical extent of this survey.
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The declinations were determined with a new Gambey decli-

nometer belonging to the Girard College : the astronomical ob-

servations were made wit a - stnni and vertical circle and

chronometer. (Grant, No. 3861.) The dip was determined with

a portable circle by Robinson, and the intensity with Lloyd nee-

dles by Eobinson, and a magnetic bar and cylinder according to

the method described by me in the American Phil. Trans., vol. v,

1837, in which the vibrations are made in a rarefied medium.

The fall paper, with records, will shortly be printed in the

/Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge.

Abstract of results of Declinations, observed in Pennsylvania and adja-

cent States in 1840-41.

These observations were made with a Gambey declinometer

belonging to the Girard College.

One division (small) of the scale was found equal to 14"-o4,

as determined in 1844 at Sandv Hook by Lieut. <>.

(See Coast Survey Records.) 1 large division = 60 small

The observations were made with telescope direct, with slit to

the right hand or R, and with telescope inverted with slit to the

left or W. ; also with needle direct or hairs up, and with needle

inverted or hairs down. With needle north, W. readings are +,

E. readings —
; with needle south, W~. readings are -, E. read-

ings +.

Recapitulation of Resultsfor Magnetic Declination, 1840.

1. Harrisburg, Penn., July 25, 3° 12'o W.

2. Huntingdon, " July 30, 1 52 '3

3. Homewood, near Pittsburg, Aug. 10, 08 -0

4. Johnson's Tavern, near Brownsville, Aug. 17, 25 -2 W.

5. Irwin's Mill, near Mercersburg, Aug. 24, 54 -4

6. Baltimore, Md., Aug. 27, 2 16 '5

Recapitulation of Results for Magnetic Declination, 1841.

1. Philadelphia, Penn., July 20 and Nov. 1,
3° 53 '-7 W.

2. Easton, " "23, 3 38 -0
^

3. Wiiliamsport, " » 28, 3 31 '2 ^

4. Curwinsville, " Aug. 1, 1 45
'J „

5. Mercer, " " 4, 61 * E.

6. Erie, « « 9, 30 -0 W.

7. Dunkirk, N. Y., "12, 52 -5
^

8. Ellicottsville, " "14, 2 35-7

9. Bath, " "19, 3 31-4
^

10. Silver Lake, Penn., "23, 4 30 1

Recapitulation of observed Latitudes, 1841.

Wiiliamsport, Penn., 41° 14'0

Curwinsville, " 40 57 -

7

Mercer. " 41 13 -8



and parts of adjacent States.

Dunkirk, N. Y. 42 29-3

Harrisburg was occupied in July 1862, and all the other I

tions of 1862 in August.

.w„ vf the Magnetic Declination for the epoch 1842-0.

From the comparison of observations for secular change, we

From the preceding 6 stations the average annual increase 2''7.

At Toronto (between 1845 and 1855) 2'S (see vol. iii of the
Toronto Observations).

General table of results referred to the common epoch 1842-0.

J±J Station. Date.
Observed dec,.

-^-
De

]

C

M2
a
0.

iOn

i
I Harrisburg, i84o, July ?5 3° ii-5 S,r35

3 Huntingdon,
3 Near Pittsburg
4 Near Brownsville,
f
> Near Mereer.ki,-
6 Baltimore,

;; Aug J° 08-0

"
1 56-3

544 I III
2 20-5

7 Philadelphia, *M»" 3 53-7 +0-7 3 54-4

8 Easton,
: *£2 3 38-o +r3 3 39-3

9 Willmmsport,

u M
U

e rccr,

SVllle
' " A"

?'

4 -0 5l-2

3o-o ita
1 3 Dunkirk, 5a-5
M Emcottsville, » i4 2 35-7 a 3-o

.. [6 Silver Lake, :: :: 3 4 3i-5
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~
Harrisburg,

Latitude -

7
6°88 A,

Huntingdon, 78o3 •94

\ Near Brownsville, u
79'99

o :

49
5 Near Mercersburg,

Baltimore, 76-61 &
I Ealtot

1^'3
' 39-97 75 17

75- 2 5 »
Williamsport, 77-o3 354

40-96 7860

13 Dunkirk,

Ellicottsville,

4*-49 79-38

78-73 %
1

5

Bath, 4235 77-35
1

6

Silver Lake, 4i- 94 76o3
208Mean, 4o 98

The small extent of the survey, as well as the comparatively

small number of observations, will not permit the introduction

of curvature in the isogonic lines, they are therefore treated as

straight lines. This assumption also serves for the recognition

of any local disturbances as indicated by the differences of ob-

served and computed values.

Let
D= -f 2°-08+ xdL -h ydVL cos L,

rfL= lat. -40°-98

rfM=Iong. -77 -95.

The 16 conditional equations have been formed and values of

x
: y and D found from the normal equations are as follows:

•=+ 0-6102

y=- 1-206

D= + 2°-08+ 0-5 1 02 dh — 1-206 cM cos L.

A comparison of the observed and computed declinations

.-

this has been done, and the solution of the normal equation*

gives us the following expression.

D=+2 -14+O-513rfL—l-231 dM. cos L—0203 dldH coil*

ohstrval n, l computed «<W

Station,.
.

+ 2°6
7

i-54

+36

+08

Near Pittsburg,

Near Brownsville,

Baltimore,

o-i



and parts of adjacent States.

Station,.
.

Philadelphia,

CnrwinsvStle,'

Erie, '

Dunkirk,

Ellicottsville,

Silve'r Lake,

&
-o-83

o-52

x
355
4-52

3i6

1

+°6

+23

-52
+o5
-23

+o3

hrough the follow

0° Lat. 41° 00' Lat. 42° 30' Lat. 39° 30'

Long. 80 15 Long. 80 33 Long. 79 54

2° Lat. 41° 00' Lat. 42° 30' Lat. 39° 30'

Long. 78 07 Long. 78 46 Long. 77 05

4° Lat. 41° 00' Lat. 42° 30' Lat. 39° 30'

Long. 75 56 Long. 76 59 Long. 74 17

These curves have been finally adopted.

of the isoclinal lines,Distribution of the Magnetic dip, c

for 1842.

For the more convenient application of the usual analytical
expression for the representation of the observed dips and for
their interpolation, the stations have been divided into six groups,

• -,/oupI
'

Latitude ~ Pate.

i Philadelphia,3 3°
9 58-4 7°5 ioo Feb. 1842 71 5ri
4oi8 75io July 1841

3 Enston, ' 75 .5

4 Reading 7 5 55 " j84o
5 Frenchtown, 39 35 75 5 t ? Aug. , 840
6 Baltimore,

a«?
8 HaSiS::"'

4

July 184076 53 72 „,!
40 25

39 47 77 56 -1 4-3

39 571

1840, October 1841, and Au-
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Ashtabula Landing,

, Ic^.Ue, 4°o 57-7 7°8 3d 7
°2 49 7

3 | Belvidere, 42 1

3

7806
3

!
Bath,

42 08 7617 n
i?:\

4 i 56-6

6 Wilkesbarre, 75 58 July ri

9 LeSown,
4o55

lit " i84o

io
|

Huntingdon, 4o 3o-5 7802
Mean, 4i a4.5 77 16-9 18414

i Niagara Falls, 4°3oi 7°9o5 Aug. 1 843
75 n-4

43 39-5

4 Geneva
"'

4a53
77 39

July "

5 Syracuse,

6
|

Oswego,
43 o3
43a6

76 oq-3

76 35

77 38-6

Aug^^. J^-
i

Mean, 43i2.i 1843-6

tf" July 1 843 7
°4 5o-3

74 548, Utica, 4°3o5

;

Schenectady, 4*48 73 57
Aug. "

West Point, 73 57 July «
5a 39-6

New York,5 4o46-i

74 5r5 Aug.
;;

74 39 6

1 ^^ _iiii^___7iM^__ **&—
5 See Appendix No, 32. Co«^ ,S»n;«, i?«/wrf of 1856. This station .*» *

lBffl),

•wing to the numerous observations taken in this locality (at Lunatic - .



and parts of adjacent States.

Recapitulation.

-l...,, J ii.i.T,r-

10 I. *& 76 168 i84i-o o4
'.

4
II. 79 549
III. 4 1 48-o
IV. 4. 34-5 73 17-7

43i2-i 74 5ro——«=r— "7
7"l4

:
9

— i842-9

(November)

73 47 8

(Number of observations m 48.)

By comparing the differences in latitude and corresponding
differences in dip, for each place, with the mean values of the

group, their general accordance was ascertained. None of the

differences was large enough to require an exclusion from the

series. It need hardly be remarked, that a slight COM
shows that the dip defx i >U ; • <

-• .-\ sively upon the latitude,

and the longitude factors will, therefore, necessarily be very small.

Method of discussion.—The interpi proposed by
the Rev. H. Lloyd in 1838 (see the Slh Report of the British Asso-

;

. 91), will be used here in a slightly altered form, to

allow for the convergence of the meridians.

Let I = resulting dip or inclination.

I,= assumed dip for the epoch adopted (1842-0) and the

mean latitude aii'i rection.

dL = difference of latitude, d M = difference of longitude.

x, y}
z, p, q, as well as ^, are to be determined by application

of the method of least squares, from the observations

themselves.

I=T + i-4-^L+yc/McoS L-fzrfLrfMcosL4-^/L2-f-?rfM2cos
2 L.

Correction to epoch.—The mean epoch of the six groups is No-
vember 1841, for which we can substitute without material loss
of accuracy January 1842 (or 1842-0). Comparing the observa-
tions made by Assistant Chas. A. Schott in July and August
1862, with the eorresp ..bout the epoch 1842.
we have the following table of differences of results for

val of nearly 20 years

:

an inter-

1 Locality. ] Date. |
Dip. II Date. Dip.

-006

+o-43

|

Sept. 1841
|

7° '5-0 Aug. 186a

71 56-9

JL°IL
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Mean total change in 21 years = 3'-8.

m

The increase in the dip is, therefore, very slight, and if we con-

sider that, according to Mr. Schott's investigation (Appendix,

No. 32, Coast Survey for 1856), the dip near the Atlantic coast

about the years 1841-1844: was at its minimum value and hence

could not have changed sensibly for several years—we can,

without sacrificing anything in the accuracy of our reduction,

use our results as if all belonging to the mean epoch 1842 "0. No
reduction to epoch has therefore been applied. It is probable

that the present annual increase amounts to about V. At To-

ronto, between 1844 and 1855 (see Toronto Observations

: . 1 increase was 0''8. In the formula of int.

I retain the factor cosL, thus making it comparable -

lar expressions for other localities where the introduction of

cosL may be more important.
The value of the magnetic survey of Pennsylvania is increased

from the fact that the isoclinal lines are presented for an epoch

at which the dip was probably near its minimum value.

The conditional equations are of the form

0=I -I+i+xdL+ydM cos L+zdLdM. cos L+pdL 2+qdM2 cos2 L

Next, nine groups of five or six observations in each, were

formed, arranged in regard to the geographical position and

area with as much regularity as the nature of the case admits ot.

Dip.

I. 75% 2 72-47

II. 39-56 76-85 71-73

IV. 4i-56 73- 2o
72-54

VI. 42-75 78-93 74-56

VII. 4i-53 76-07

36
VIII.
IX.

42-96
3ti

Mean, i 4i"3a 77-3o 73-25

The trial of an equation of the form,

I=I +t+;wfr+yrfM cos L+srfLdM cos L

;

and of the form,

I=I +i-HrrfL+ydM cos L+grfM* cos* L,

showed that the extent of the survey is not sufficient!}

admit of the determination of curvature of the isoclinal un )

and finally the following expression was adopted

:

I='73 c
-25-f0-912 dL— 0-069 cZM cos L.

This equation represents the observations as follows

:



Group. Observed Computed -t^T
I. 72-47 72°54 -0-07

II. +oo5

73-20 73-3i

7^54 72<5l

73-5o 7*5? -o-'o?

;Ui
74- 76

IX. 74-a6

The isoclinal lines of 71°, 72° 73°, 74° and 75° pass through
ae following positions

:

41 05 41

Long. 11

Lat. 38

00
:

Lat.° 39

00

40

Lat. 40
00

Long. 14

Lat. 41
00
.57

Lat. 43
00
01

42 22

43 20

These lines have been finally adopted.

Comparison of the observed and computed dip.

mp
6 Computed J^=L

New York, 7266
££ -o-i 5

Princeton*
Doylestown,* 72-39 -o-o5

Philadelphia,

72-54

7r-95 72-M -0^9

Frenchtown* 7i-67 71-75 -008
Baltimore, 7r57

Harrisburg, 72-34 72-32

Group III.

Frostburgh* 71-67

B
7I-9I

Wlurnlill!.'* £8 K-3^
72-53

Economy* 74-46 +012
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Observed Coined

Berlin Tavern *
72°88 73°o9

Mercer, 73oa 1*37
3-?o 73-o3

Ashtabula,* 7339 73 60

7378

72-58

73-85

Duncan's Island,* 72-45 +0-1

3

72-5o 72-57
Huntingdon,
Armagh,*
liellefonte*

72-3o 72-48

::h
72-83 -oo3

Belvidere* +o-i3

74-3o 74-o5 +0-2 5

ItilNiagara Falls * 74- 76
Toronto, 75-28

Gr7.it> VII. ~~

BushUill* 73-5 2 73t 9 +o-33

7291 73-.?
73-17 73-a4

Silver Luke," 7369 73-88 -019
Owegn* 74-o5 +o-i 8

~(fro,m ViU.
Bath, 7446
Rochester* 74-87

74 55 74 69
74 85 74-8J

Oswego* - 75>2 75qi

Grmvp IX.
73-20 73-49 -029
73-79 73-38

Utica,*' 74-84 74;96
Schenectady,
Troy* tI-Io +0-08

The probable error of any single observation is ±0 12 **
7'-2

; the probable error of any observation with the regular dip

needles and the Lloyd needles combined is ±0°-lS i

latter needles alone, ±0o
ll. This shows that the irregularities

in the observed dip are due to local attractions rather than w

imperfections in the needles employed. It is proper therefore

to assign equal weights to results by the direct and iudire

method of observing. ...nS
If we apply Peirce's criterion for the rejection of observat on

differing too much from the regular value indicated bv all owe

observations, we find the limit of rejection to be ±0o*46 or rfc^j

the maximum difference in the preceding table is 25', henc

observation is excluded.
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Gen. Sabine's resulting isoclinal lines in bis seventh contribu-
tion to terrestrial magnetism (Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc., Part m,
1846, p. 237) refer to an average period between 1840 and 1842,
and correspond in their position very closely to those now pre-

sented;—they are deduced from independent data.

< of the Magnetic Horizontal Intensity, and construction of
isodynamic linen for 1842.

If we group the observed intensities in the same manner as

toe dip, the mean epoch 1842 - may likewise be assumed, and
all observed intensities be reduced to that date.

Correction to epoch.—We have the following direct compari-
sons with Mr. Schott's observation of 1862.

Locality. Date. X.
|

Date. x,. x-x,. iiTJl
Wlih^gt^ "j^TT84r 4-3ao

; Aug. 1862 ~\ >55 ,v;:rn

Harrisbunr X l8»° 4-078 July » u-olrb

-^B,w;w i!k /i- 1 38
::

''/.
ooo3t

Bath. 3 677
I

"°" " «3 9
, ,{s 00018

PliiladelJ.hia,9
' July i84r

Jan. iS4i 4-?66 « '<
i

'^
::;;:-'

00028

Mean, ~~o"o.,3r>"

The average annual decrease in the value of X, between 1840
and 1862, is, therefore, 0'0030, or when expressed in parts of X,
equal to 0*00076. This result agrees tolerably well with that
deduced by Mr. Schott in the Coast Survey Report of 1861,
where 0-00110 was found.

Supposing the dip to increase at the rate of 1' a year, and
the total intensity to remain constant, the corresponding decrease
of the horizontal intensity would amount to nearly the quantity

5 vet decide whether thefound abov t not, therefore, a

of X between 1845 and 1852 inclusive was 0*0087 (in absolute
measure), or 0-00105 when expressed in parts of X.

Formation of groups for the analytical expression of the distribution of
the magnetic <md to the epoch 1842*0.

At stations marked thus *, the horizontal force was deter-

mined by vibrations; at those not marked, by Lloyd's statical

•method.

" From Coast Survey Export of 1861 (yet in manuscript),

in 1848-5, Capt. Lefroy, X=4-347
1 MS-6, Dr. Locke, =4-292 (mean of three results).
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Date. v ;.;:;/

i84a-o 4 4- 166

i84i-6 4 i89

Frenchtown,
1 84o-6 A

v/> Io-w4 33
Baltimore*
Washington, 3an +o-oo3

Harrisburg,

Duncan'9 Island, 1 84o-6 3 /> Io-^4
lisNear Mercersburg,* X840-6 4 ,88

MeanT ~FisT"

Armagh,
Frostburg,

i84o6 4

i84o-6 A

>3s '3 4-o34

4-o45
Near Pittsburg *

Wheeling!

1 84o-6 A

'

:

k -°o-oo4

63
:JS_ Jl9JL
Mean, 4-082

Group III.

i84i-6 3 978 -o-ooi 3-977

Me™* S8
3 '

7
?o

3- 7a5

4-025

~F8ir

Ashtabula,

Erie,*

EUicottsville*
i84i

5 1
1

MeanT

Group IV.

Belvidere, | :^I We
Bath*

i84i-6 3 ;',.; lo'ooi 3-6i3

Si7ve5°Lake* i84i-7 3 -«;
3-o6o

3982
4-068

3980

Wilkesbarre, i84i-6 3 '";

Williamsport,* i84i-6 3

i84i-6 4
i84o-6 3

^3
"'9

-0004
i84o-6 4 109

Mean, 3-8

Group V.
Niagara Falls,* 1843 6 3 565 +0-oo5 3-

5

7o

Toronto Ob.,* i843'6 3

i843 6 3
53,
56o to-w5 3-565

i843-7 3
.-;',

Oswego!'* 1843-6 3 g -%T "T558"
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Date. 1 X. X
1842-0

Group VI.
Utica, i843-6 3-54i +ooo5 3-546

Schenectady,*

i843-6 3-575

i843-6 4o33
New York,10

i84i-9 4ot4

$8 lo-oo! 3-865

Princeton, i843-5 4222

Mean, 38i8

Group. X, Latitude. Longitude. X
1842-0.

T.

II.

III.

IV.

vi.

't

3°
9 5r

#

,

40 1 5-4

4

1

245
43 i2-i

79 54-9

-9 57-4

74 24-8

4-r58

3-853

3-883

3-558

3-8i8

Moan. 4i 23-x 77 34-9 3-892

p 1842-0 at the

s correction.

:e of longitude,

e observations.

Let X= resulting horizontal force.

X = assumed mean horizontal force f

mean latitude and mean longitude, x i

dh= difference of latitude, dM= differe

x
t Vi z

i V, ? and * to be determined from t

X-X -j-*-f-^L+ydM cos L+zdLdll cos L+pdW+qdM* cos 2 L.

Forming the conditional and normal equations, we find the
expression

X=3-890 - 0-1181 cZL-r-0-0085 rfM cos L-f0-0161 dLdM cos L-
0-0017 rfL 2+0-0027 eftl2 cos 2 L.

where

rfL-r-Iat. -41°-38

JM=Iong. — 7

dipping needle ; for this purpose, the horizontal force was com-
puted by the formula, and the results compared with observation.
From the differences, we find the probable error of an obsejflra-

tion (and I I
-0-036 for the bar and

1*062 for the Lloyd needle deflections and

^P ; the relative weights therefore become 754 for the former
and 257 for the latter, or nearly as 3 to 1.

These weights have been adopted.
10
At New York we have: 1841-5, Dr. Locke, 4015; 1842-7, Dr. Locke, 4008

;
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each, with weights,

Recapitulation of mean {weighted) values of groups.

I.

II. 39-68
74% ir

III. 4- 10?

4o-68 7814 4o35

VII.
4289

5K 3-858

4a-85 36o6
IX. 74'37 3-665

Mean, 4i34 77-45 3-900

X=X +^4-^L+^\f eoa L+xdLdM cos L+pdL 2 +qdM.a cos2 k
dL=ht. -4l°-34
dM=long.-77 -45.

Forming the conditional and normal equations we deduce:

X=3-920- 0-1036 rfL+ O-014 6 rfM <•»< L+0-0203 dWMcosL
- 0-01587 tfL2 -00005 rfMa cos 2 L.

It is, however, preferable to shorten the formula and use instead

the following:

X=3-900- 0-1934 rfL+0-0134 dU cos L-f0*02 dLdM cos L.

Comparison of observe and computed values.

Coup. MljLl. ComjLd.

I.

III.

IV.

vi.
VII.
VIII.

IX.

3-9 t 2 & +ooo3

3-858

3-665

3-84a

_ooo5

The next and last hypothesis,

X=3-900-0-1934 rfL+0-0134 rfM cos L,

in which the isodynamic lines are treated as straight lines, pre-

sents perhaps the best and most simple expression of the vrrtg

lar distribution of the horizontal force.

These lines are nearly parallel with the dip lines.

Gr^p. ob^ved. coated.
.:..,;.-':

I. 4o57

ta
4-3i6
4-J43

3912 3-876
V. 4o35

3-6i8

4-o35
3-6i6 +o-oo1

vrr. 3-858 3-846
VIII. 3-6o6

3-665 3-7o8



and parts of adjacent States.

The difference between the lines of this and the previous
othesis shows the large amount of local irregularity.

_
The lines of this hypothesis pass through the following

j

Lat. 40 39'

The observed and computed vaj ues of X by the previous and
last hypothesis compare as follows

<JU A
(,;,;:;I:i,.

iKjK^ptu.,*
419

1 52
Is

+o-o3

4
I

+o-o4
4 3 2 -006

EiiE"*
if,

Jm lo-ol
<*j -oo5

ts

tz^re^ mrs *

jg J! +009 IS +o-o5

4o5

4o5 4w -o-'Sl $3 -o-il
Steubenv'ille,

398 I94 +o'o4 3o5 S3

IS" 36a

12 H3
3-
95

383

-008
3 73 1 3-75

4;oa 3-93 +009

fiSm"
16 '*

3.7! 3-?4 -S07
3-68

3-61

3- 7o
3 7 3 3-4 -01

3

WilkLw* 3-96 .

w,
+oo3

3-77

+o-o5

3-98

fi
ii -007 is to'07

fir* II ' 11 |:|
+
°o°™
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ft*-. *£*

3-5?

3-85

3-88

3T

~i°r 3-58

III

lu
3-92
4-o6

*

Utica,

Schenectady,*

w2t Point,

New York *

Princeton,

3-55

3-5i

358

3-77

4-23

1
For the last hypol b), we find the probable

error of an observation and local irregularity from the bar and

cylinder vibrations ±0-029, and from the Lloyd needle deflec-

tion and dip ±0-062. For the previous hypothesis, these quan-

tities are respectively ±0030 and ±0-059, showing but little

gain in the representation of the observations by the additional

term dLdM cos L.

For the general representation, the probable errors are ±0050

and ±0-051.

Representation of the total force.

From the expressions

X=3-900 -0-1934 rfL-f001 34 rfM cos L,

I=:7.3 o-25-f-0-912 dh- 0-0690 dM cos L,

we have to deduce the total force <p=X sec I.

In the expression for X,

JL=lat—41°-34 and rfM=long.~77°-45,

c?L=lat.-41 -32 t n----

Long.

Lat. 39 •

81°-00 X= 4-200

39 -97 I =7l°-828

77°-50 X= 3-800

42 -89 I =74°-676

74o,00 X= 4-200
H

Assuming in the expression for the-total force,

?=n+/+:riL+^McosL,

dh and dM. as in the expression for X, we find

:

<jc=13-55 -f 0-0451 dh- 0-00682 rfM cos L

The lines of equal total force of 13-45, 135, 13 55 and W
pass through the following positions

:
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Long. 11°-5

Lat. 39 01

computed values of q

the bar and cylinder were employed, coin

Static.
observed confuted.

Philadelphia, i345
Harrisburg, i35o

i3-5i

II.MlU'\U)...l, t3-4o i3-5o

i3-54

Irwin's Mill, i3-4o 13-48

:&
i346

\Vllli;uh-H,rt, i3-55
13-55 13-53

Mercer, i3-64

13-57 i3-57
Ellicottsville,

J3-77

,3-59
i3 6o

Silver Lake, i3-47

Milton], i3 56
1 3-45 13-63

Syracuse, i?,-6j t3 63
13-63

Niagara Falls, i3-6a

Toronto, i3 84 i365 +0-19

The probable

Art. XXXVilL—On some questions concerning the Goal Forma-
tions of North America; by Leo Lesquereux. (Continued
from vol. xxxiii, p. 216.

Concluding Remarks on the Fossil Ferns.

The examination of the fossil ferns of the
has passed under review in the former papers,'

authorize the three following conclu:

"

1st. That the family of the Ferns
epoch, by species whose forms

-

' thei

aid apparently

as represented, at the coal

... _. sily referred to very few-

consider only the figure of the leaves,

contour and nervation, the only part generally pre-

-. ail the species may
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be comprised in the three sections formerly examined: the

Neuropteridece, the PecopU-r'-'h'' and the Spfhrnopterkleiv.

2d. That, from the scarcity of fructiiied specimens of fossil

ferns in the Coal Measures, it would be supposed that most of

the species were without fruit. If not, how can we account for

the total destruction of the sporanges, either borne on peculiar

stems, or attached to the lower surface of the leaves, as we find

them in the species of our time ?

3d. That the scarcity of large stems that have been or might

be referred to ferns would lead us to suppose that, during the

formation of the coal, the fern trees were of rare oca
least when compared with the great number of ferns, which, in

opposition to arborescent species, can be called herbaceous or

shrubby.
These three questions must be considered separately.

1st. If it is certain t u,t characters taken from the form of the

leaves and from their nervation are sufficient for a land of gen-

to the stratification of the Coal

Measures, it is tin ab -- .
- to give us a

clear insighl into the true relation and the affinity-.'

species. To be exact and scientific, an analysis of te

take into account the form and the positioi

and when these are absent or umiiseernaUe. as is generally

the ease with the si.eeimens found in the Coal Measures, we are

not authorized n, he] w that .-, 1 'h. specie- refi-rable by their

nervation and the hum of the leaves to a common type, are

hdto it, b\ moree^niial but u d m-y,

of the coal, frc

tive effort, the

by the leaves i

the genus Odm

genus have the

wrinkledMnd'
original shape.

know of these frx

\n;A
n

atiCli!

1 '' 1

The
n, from Europea
vhicb as Mr 13rc

been till i.-.

ens, only w»

i to ferns of our

enclosed in a kirn

a of the leaflets,

-

- .

r!'d Men;;::.
Ui

i'^
:

;;!uaneeM i^^
on both sid -
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species. Fine specimens of these supposed Antholites have been
|»o dished by Lindley and Hutton, from the Coal Measures of
Snglj tid, and by Dr. Newberry, from our own coal fields. I
bave found also some small specimens of these peculiar remains
at Pomeroy, Ohio, and at Port Carbon, Penn. All these, either
naked or bracteated nutlet-, ;ipp< ar to be only branches of fruit-

ing stems of some ferns of an unknown type.

The fructifications of the genus A
t

' • s, w hi< h, by the form
of the leaves and the nervation, is closely allied to Odontopteris,

tification^
I think, are not known from European specimens ; but we
have a few from the American Coal Measures, which can be

nsidered as the remains of fruiting parts of some spe-
cies of this genus. Two of them represent reduced forms of the
upper part of a penna of Neuropteris hirsute Lsqx. The leaflets

are longer and narrower: the rachis and the medial nerve are
flat and broad, and look rather like the branches and divisions of
a panicle bearing sporanges. The veins are prominent, granulate,

J u *t as ;| ;i . .jots connected together had been
placed either along them, or in the narrow space that separates
mem. If this appearance is real, these fructifications would bear

of position to those of the Danaece of our time. But
not of direction, indeed; for, in this species of our Coal Measures,
the nervules are arched and dichotomous or forking like those of

'opteris. Another rem:;; served in a
pebble of carbonate of iron, from Morris ( b„ Illinois, represents
*}*-> n branch of a species of fructified A, uropt ris. Jn this, the
short, ovate, slightly pointed leaflets, about one inch long, and

date at the base, are attached to the rachis by a short

I
"1

< el. Tin y are slightly convex or inflated in the middle, with
a narrow margin apparently reflexed, but at the same time flat-

:ee, or the surface, generally quite smooth,

ite cross-wrinkles, somewhat re-

osof an Odoniopteris. In this

-pores appear to be placed in large flakes, covering,
*,' xr"pi a narrow border, the whole of the lower surface of the

rachis is pinnate! v subdivided into si

Serous groups of 'fruit dots, placed fo

y 'mm< >n branchlet. They appear att

slender pedicel ; and, round as they a
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in the middle, they look, at first sight, like the fruit dots placed

on both sides of the medial nerve of a Pecopterts, whose derma
or foliaceous tissue has been entirely destroyed. As no trace of

this tissue can be seen, as the pedicels do not resem
but are curved in a peculiar way, and as the fruit dots are at

some places scattered and not in regular order, this fossil raceme

is more likely the fruit-bearing part of a species whose sterile

frond is possibly known with other characters. If it is so, this

species would have a relation to the genus Aneimia
ferns, and thus, it could not enter into any of the three general

divisions mentioned above.

The same can be said of Staphylopteris siellata Lsqx., of the

low coal of Arkansas. 3 The figured specimen rei

smooth, main stem or branch, pinnately divided into short, thick,

horizontal branchlets, each beari ity a group of

four or five oval sporanges, attached to a common receptacle.

This species has no aih utv unat \ t-r with an\ <> f h r to— I re-

mains of ferns, found in the Coal Measures, and thus it is without

a place in our general classification.

From a number of fruiting branches of still undescri

ferns, I will only briefly describe another remarkable species

recently found at Mason Creek, Morris Co., 111., by .Mr. Even,

wbo baa - ;nt, fr >m I
.-specimens,

iv preserved in pebbles "o carbonate of iron.
3 The

ipper pari of a pinnately divided frond.

The divisions are short, (one inch) and comparatively broad,

:•
i -. V :

..;,. '

serving the same breadth o , a si id. i racliis, v Inch, thus broadly

wm o,l. looks rather like the primaiv n< rv of a secondary

pinna. The veins, emerging in a broad angle from this common

rachis, are straight, pretty thick, ascending to the top of tae

divisions and pinnately branching. The di-

no more than three or four on each side, slightly arche

ing in a broad angle, bear at their extremity a group of six oval

sporan-. s plac< d ,.H <m th<> Und.-rs „i tne diw.ions. Ihese

'^Smoilw,
hirtuta Lsqx., Alethopteris Serh

uteris kir^ta Lsqx, l^Uri* arborcsm, ,^,, ; ,;.

,
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placed in the genus Alethopl> ris. But i; differs widely from it by
its nervation and especially by its fructifications. These would
bring this species near the genus Asterocarpus of Goeppert, or the
Beptocarpus of Braun, to which it has no affinity whatever by
the leaves and the nervation. From examples like this, which,
though few in number, are nevertheless every day multiplied
by new discoveries, we ca; admit, I think, for the coal epoch, a
far greater diversity of typical forms than could be supposed at
first sight and searches.

2. What is said above is already an answer to the second
question concerning the scarcity of fruiting specimens of ferns
in the Coal Measures. This scarcity, like the paucity of typical

forms in the fossil ferns, is rather casual than real. By careful

- at some places, where the remains of a species are
found in abundance, one may generally succeed in finding traces
of fructifications. They are especially preserved on spei smens
found as matrix of i tich hare not been
exposed to maceration in water for too long a time. This of
course confirms the validity of the conclusions arrived at by
Prof. Lindley and Prof. Goeppert from their experiments on the
action of ti. the forms
of some species of plants. Most of the species of ferns of our

er a protracted and continual immersion, have preserved
ign the forms of their lea ices of their

i'Ut tiny have lost their lructit'eations. The spo-
ranges have been detached from their supports and destroved.

It is moreover known that, nc ; Iv . Iv, tvs, the i,,rn
1

aves are

» the shales by their lower surface. Thus, even when
the fructiiie >• o cannot - e them, or we have
only an indistinct outline of their i

: vo through
the carbonized tissue of the leaves. This of course rend, rs the
study of the fossil fruiting ferns very difficult.

3. Is the small proportion of fossil r<m inns oi ti ue arborescent
ferns in the Coal Meae th the great quantity
of leaves and stalks or petioles oil : proof that,

contrary to the opinion generally admitted, the arborescent ferns
were not a cter of the vegetation of the coal
epoch? If mains of true arborescent ferns,

only those who, hark is nurked l>v lanr ovale.
at the base of the fronds, at the point of their parting from the

ily name of
is certain that they are very

i of Europe and of America. In

. Blr. linger counts in the Protopteridece of the coal

in live genera. And from these

species, five are considered by Brongniart, Lindley and other
authors as on. In his
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Tableau des genres, Brongniart enumerates only six species of

CaulopteridecB ; Geinitz in his i
:

species, three published by Bron^nurt a- -<,.,;r, ,,;>,, and ou<: r.

.1/ "/. ,<,'»,>,, byArtes: and U.i-ppcrt, in

birges, lias none. In my examination of

our Coal Measures, I have seen, from the ro<

the coal, only three specimens of two different species found at

Carbondale.' and one found in Illinois.
6 And from the -

of the Coal Measures, I have in my cabinet a sin-
1

from Ohio, and there is another of a different species in hV I

froiDin \Vi!kesbarn\ Ponn., Sigillaria discoidea Lsqx., from Summit

ehigh, Penn., Jfo/np/,,,0an pi'otuberans Lsqx., 'Mujayhjhna )!/"•

djjdrndr'ju rtttljnim Lsqx., from 111"

tese three last' 'figured a nd described in the ( reologicftl H port

that Stat 'i -tilj < i to this un*T of pI;u
.'!";,

1 vi-
If, on the contrary, we admit with most of

iors, that the fossd tru nks, generally compri

lite ;, (-lift r m, concerning the d istribution of the

uvration of the ferns a'

mnd in great abundance i in some parts of the Coal Measures.

ut Prof. Brongniart, j ud

ant .th' P 'n^n.hrn

ging from their interi

iiis related to the U
r ferns. As the P*m
«ed in a thick coat oi

mil structure, con-

uldudc'ha rafher

W,,., species have

•'roots or rootlets,

rhich they i

erth >!•«, ;mi me. th- Lovjt 1 pia!i"'
r

re se reel;

the smallest in size,

:• _. •
".

'

-
•'

,

i
.•'. - : ^ ^ ::- ::'.:•

' ".

;-., "
:

•
' -

- '-
: ^ <

^ : .

and of the place and importance which I

vegetation of the coal

come from, all these trunks of the same genus; aV,«its

-
'

oi
i

."'"

Va. At least w skittered I
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the banks of the Great Kanawha from its mouth to Charleston.
The geologieal horizon of the strat i with win h they are con-
nected is not satisfactorily determined ; though it is certain that
their place is not far above the top of the Mahoning Sandstone.
They are apparently imbedded in a kind of soft sandstone, which
at Shade river is separated by a covered space of 10 feet from
a bed of coal 10 inches thick, which I consider as the &
of Coal No. 5. I say apparently, because it is not certain that
they were originally derived from this bed of soft sandstone or
hard clay, exposed on the high water of Shade river, where they
are seen in great quantity, heaped in all possible positions and
directions, just as if they had been transported and deposited
there by a strong eddy. Nevertheless, they do not bear any
trace of erosion by water. The fracture is clean and often
sharply marked all around their circumference. When they
appear eroded, this erosion is evidently due to the process of
maceration, at or before the time of petrification. As no remains

ins are found in connection with the shales of the coal

link that forests of these peculiar arborescent ferns
did cover some dry, sandy places of the Coal Measures, in the
Tlcmity of some hot springs perhaps, or under the influence of

uospheric action. There they may have lived around
rostrated stems have been petrified after-

Wards by a local influence. I believe that if >ve eouid satisfao

i the transformation into silex of
the fossil woods of the Tertiary, whose specimens abound in
some parts of Vrl msas M -m- ppi kc, this exp] i nation would
apply as well to the silicified trunks <>{ :;,,- i

'
, .\ Measures. In

any case, and though we know but little about the distribution
of the vegetation at the coal epoch, we are authorized to conclude,
from the former remarks, that the species of ferns predominant
"i the marshes of the coal were especially shrubby or herbaceous
species of small size, while those of the sandy or dry solid
ground were especially arborescent,

Before leaving the Caulopteridaz I have still a few words to say
of the size o ear bark, compared wil

ameter of their stems. These cicatrices, generally distant, placed
on the stems in the spiral order two-fifths, are, when found in a
good state of preservation, nearly oval or obovate and elongated
at both ends, by a soi - TheJ bear In the

fiddle the mark of a simple fascicle of vessels in the form of a
horse-shoe, and the central scar is surrounded by an ova! an mi I us.

yf the two specimens : as having been found
m the sandstone of our Coal Measures, and - h< -. somewhat
flattened stems havepres \ j 1 tb< b ; >rm as well as 1

°t the bark, the one, four inches in its ter, has the
soars just one inch broad. In the second, three inches and a half
Am. Jocr Sci -Second Sekies, Vol. XXXV, No. 105.-May, 1868.

49
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in diameter, the scars are not quite one inch broad. Now the

largest and most remarkable specimen of a ' 'opt n's t iat 1

have ever seen and a notice of which has ever been published

Lsqx.), shows a piece of bark with a single

but entire cicatrice of just three inches in diameter.
that the proportion of the cicatrices to the stem is. in

the same as in the former ones, this must have belonged to a

trunk of fern of less than one foot in diameter. This aj

with the size of the trunks of IK, ,.f >', 1 river, whose

diameter is mostly between four and eight inches, rarely reach-

ing one foot.

The genus Megaphytum Art., should, according to Prof.

Brongniart's opinion, be united with the genus Bothro

Ulodendron and referred to Lepidodendron, as representing merely

a modification of this last genus. Our American specimens do

not authorize this conclusion. M is Lsqx., of

the State Cabinet of Illinois, 3ely placed

above each other, ova!. <•<; iv. \. „, i

-
i. ir top somewhat squarely

cut at the point ofjunction. They bear, near the upper end, the

scars of fascicles of vessels, in the form of a horse-shoe; just

like the Caulopteridece, but without a marked annulus. These

sears were evidently left at the les or fronds,

and are not cicatrices of leaves or of adventive buds as Mr.

Brongniart supposes. It is even evident, from the forms of

the cicatrices, which are a little flattened at their base and more

elevated at the upper part, that the fronds which were originally

attached to them were ascendent and closely apprea

each other at their base. Moreover, this species has its surface

deeply and irregular! y . I as if it had been

covered by rootlets, just like the surface of a Psaronius. lhQ

cicatrices of «qx., still more nearly

resemble those of a large Cauhpleris. They are 4 inches broad,

round, or square with rounded corners, flattened, with the scars

of the vessels placed in the middle, and surrounded by an an-

nulus. From this, it appears evident, that these remarkable

stems did belong to a genus of the fern family, bearing two-

ranked or distichous fronds. Pn ivadmittea

the genus Megaphytum as intermediate between the Lycopodiacece

and the ferns.

Calaniitarkr.

The species of this group of fossil plants have as common

..

mark id by a depressed or at-

mm-A nr W= nnitoil »t th^-r >™ a« rni,' n„. nr \nr,\ na \ genera 01
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-t two of these genera
: i-f to the family of the Equisetacece, Mr. Brongniart

' d from it. the last three, placing them with the
dicotyledonous gymnospermous plants. The essential reason
for thi> separation is, that species of Asterophylliles sometimes
bear, in the axils of their leav< s, small, ilattened, oval, somewhat

ding those of the Yew, and, at the extremity
of these branches, a kind of cone containing a pulverulent matter,

lers as pollen. An inflorescence

that of the conifers. If we consider only
the more evident characters, viz : the hollow, striated, articulated
stems

; the leaves more or less united at the base and placed

ion appears
ble. It is for this reason that most of the European

authors have put it aside. Nevertheless, it is evident, from
good though small specimens found in our Coal Measures, that,
at least, two species of Asterophyllites bear, in the axils of their
waves, those small oval or cordate-oval seeds, observed by Mr.

(1 f: - dilh* rent froi i th < ones of the same genus

:
id-r. .hniM.iV flowers, it is certain also, that, from

the examination of a great number of these cones, very common
at some places in the shales, in connection with branches and

LI., they contain noth-
ing under their scales but a pulver" ; i, liter, ;.<Mi
has seen it. Possibly tin flattened s< - <U, in ih ; . - : th.» avea

•

I really believe they are true seeds

are referable, if not to the genus A sterophyl-

ast to plants related to it. At some places where Aste-

are abundant, these seeds are seen sometimes in plenty,
Varying in form from round or oval to cordiform, generally
bearing a narrow wing, einarginat d at the top, and even broadly

scribed bv Dr. Newberry. 7 They vary much in -

generally "as small as a pea, but sometimes ;
.-:

] : .r:v ;

-

If then, as is evident, these fruits belong to .1.-'•/•

1

]
uiN i t hot > L"nus it h not

]
- '

'
• t »

', and so the opinion of Mr. Brongniart is con-
firmed. But now, the fruits of the icnus <' «mti<.-s are still en-

.
.'' - -
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lites and, as I believe, of the species Ast. lanceolata Lsqx., of

the Pennsylvania Geological Report. The only difference is in

the form of the leaves. In our American specimens they

are linear, pointed, never obtuse as Mr. Sternberg I:

describes them. In my specimens of Asterophyllites lanceolata,

the ears are always attached to a curved, half an inch thick,

articulated and striated pedicel, having just the same form as

a small branch of Calaraites approximate Art. The form of

the pedicel, curved upwards, shows that these cones were at-

tached to the side of a large stem and not placed at the top

of some branches, and thus explains the reason and the form

of large cicv.-;.^. i,i>_ .uiv placed above the a;-

of steins of some species oi Calamites. But species of this

same genus have also smaller, round cicatrices regula

around their articulations. Though, according to Prof. Geimtz,

these scars are left as the point of attachment of some roots,

they may nevertheless be only the marks left by fruits like

those of Asterophyllites. Thus the relation of both genera, a

relation so striking, if we consider the other appro ei

acters, would be complete. But, even if this alhmiy <-t vr:ns

was perfectly ascertained, the question concerning the true ma-

tive place of these plants would not be settled. Foi

nal structure of the Calamites, as far as il

them evidently from the Dicotyledonous and establish' -

lation with the Equisetacece.. It is one of those numerous dilem-

mas offered for a solution, to the patience and long researches

of the Palaeontologist. ,

American specimens do not add much to what was &JreMjJF

known of the different genera of this group. I hai

in our Coal Measures a single trace of an Kqoi^i it>:*.

Coal M<
by G-einitz do not leave anv doubt on this questi

There is near Carbondale a forest of standing Calamites

bedded in a bank of compact, coarse, hard sandstone. ^* ur

ments of their stems have been tal

cut in this sandstone. These fragments show noth

external surface of the stems. Kven the coaly mal

eared. The species an

i

aiders as the same- A^X
approximate Art. The size of the stem varies from t ree

j _ •

appear to have been crushed upon themselves when st;

ther the external surface, is often p^h*|.
aD
nf

;.,-„•; -.-
.

.
; • .

:

• ... .-.
•'

course, prov - that the s1 - of the Calamites were he

I did not

ecies of this genus could be found in t e

The beautiful specimens figured and described
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ders, covered with a thin but strong bark. No remains at all of

roots, of fruits, or of leaves, are found in this sandstone and in

connection with the Calamites.

It is very difficult to establish the relation of the cones of

he branches, to which they are rarely found

'•el thus to fix the true species. For this reason, I
think it more convenient, though less scientific, to give
names to each of the parts of the plants, as long as they have
not been found in evident connection. The roots and floating

filaments, formerly known under the names of Eydatica prostrata

Art, are now considered by Prof. Geinitz as the roots of Asiero-

• ' Li iv 11. They have been found attached to large

: his species. The roof shales of
the coal at Pomeroy, Ohio, are, in some places, covered
radiculose filaments, and, though I have not seen them attached
to the stem, the abundance of branches of Asterophyllites foliosa,

found on the same shales, confirms the views of the ©
German author. But Mr. Geinitz also refers the cones known
as Asterophyllites tuberculata LI. & H., to the same species, and
these cones are not found at Pomeroy. Per contra, they abound
on the shales of the red ash coal at W. W. Woods and at the

in of Port Carbon, near Pottsville, where Asten
,-

. . : ••

Uks foliosa or Hydatica. At W. \Y. Woods, with numerous re-
mains of Calamites, the three species of cones named Astero-

tuberculata 1A. & EL, Asi t.sqx., and
lites lanceolata Lsqx., are also in great qu

fragments.

A beautiful species of Sphenoj' • Lsqx., has
been found in the coal inferior to the MDlston ) Grit of Arkan-
sas. It maybe the same species as the small h im<-n iuniv,l
and described in the Pennsylvania Report as

Difficult as it is to fix the specific characters of a
itm, tills species, from the great number of specimens

I, may be considered as a true one. It shows that the
leaves of this genus are united at the base by a narrow margin.

Q exists for the leaves of Asterophyllites and of Annu-
1

'
< uid thus their v.'h-irls of leaves an more of the nature of

sheaths, deeply cut in lacinice of various forms, than of true
leaves.

Since the time (1854) when I delivered my report on the

tsof Pennsylvania, I have seen nothing in our fossil

plants to change my opinion concerning the firttd

of the genus Annukiria. I supposed then, and still suppose,
that these

I borne on the top of t

Within the inflated and hollowed medial nerve, in a kind of
e cavity, like the spores of some species of Hymeno-
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, of our time. Prof. Geinitz, indeed, has published, in

his magnificent work on the fossii plants of Saxony, as iructiri-

cations of Anradana, (pi. 18, figs. 3 and \<> i 1 eautiiul eylindri-

cal long ear w ith an

us, whorls of short, lincai', pointed leave.-,, a:

axils round sporanges or fruits. These fruits are undoubtedly

of the same kind as those of the fragments described above, and,

to my belief, belong to the genus .1 tercq '", liU ?. Against my
opinion, still is this fact: that nothing, among our recent ferns,

would lead us to suppose that there ever lived species of ferns

with whorled leaves. But we see, in the vegetation of the coal

; peculiar features of a far more abnormal and unex-

nable character. The question can be decided only by well

preserved specimens. And though I have recently seen two

specimens of Annularia sphenophylloides Ung., the one from

Newport, E. I, the other from Illinois, whose appearance did

perfectly agree with what I suppose to be the fruit- bearing leaves

of A m> , u-'t t, this opp n in. . i.> i ot dUt net .m o< i

a positive assertion. If mv supposition concerning the fructifi-

cations otAnnMbtrii. siion! 1 be confirmed, this genus would ap-

pear as a link of transition between the Equisetacece and the

Ferns, as the genus Sphenophyllum appears to be one between

the Lycopodiacece and the Ferns.

Art. XXXIX.— On two Oceanic species of Protozoans related to

the Sponges ; by James D. Dana.

The Sphserozoum figured below (fig. la) was collected by the

writer in the Pacific, near latitude 30° N. and longitude l/o

•»
filled with this species, and anoth«

The minute dots covering the globule,

in figure 16, were closely crowded,"*

"differs wide!/
: sp-;--iv
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from the figure of a species by T. H. Huxley in the Annal
Magazine of Xat»ml Ih '....„ .\lni, 433, pi. 16; and, as it 1

appears to be distinct, the writer has named it tiph

orientate. About the dots, or ocelli form spots (zooids), th<

i fig. lb. The general mass had an e.v

Bh tinge; the centre circle of the ocelliform spots was
of the same tint, while the ring around was of a very faint

ochreous shade. The globules represented on the ocelliform

spots in fig. 16 were yellow.

t

The other species (fig. 2a) had the same general color, and
similar ocelliform spots as to form, color and numbers, without
the spicules. Figure 2b represents one of the ocelliform spots

;

the dots in the surrounding mass correspond to minute yellow
'

' ded with the Splitglobules or cells. This species is include
under the genus Thalas&icolla of Huxley. This name has been
since restricted to Huxley's T. nucleata, and the name Collo-

sphazra applied to forms much like fig. 2 by Mtiller. The mass
was less firm to the touch than that of the preceding. A fuller

• n of this and the related species is required to decide
whether the one here figured is new or not.

Both of the species had the power of motion by a movement
insion and contraction, and also the power of sinking

- at will in the water. No external opening could be
distinguished.

As the species are probably related to the sponges, as sug-
gested by Huxley, they have con, i especially
the Sphere; - sponges, seem to have the power
of secreting silica. The extent to which the ocean, over an area
of many square leagues, was crowded with them, sng
such floating sponges may have been, in past time, of geological
importance as one of the sources of silica for the flint or horn-
stone and siliceous petrifactions of ancient limestones and other
rocks.

These species received from the author but a partial study, as
those of another class—oceanic Crustaceans—were engaging his
attention at the time. The above figures and descriptions are
from colored drawings made on the spot, and from the note3
accompanying them.



Key West Physical Notes.

ART. XL.—Key West Physical Notes.—1. Zodiacal Light 2. At-

mospheric Transparency. 3. Gulf Stream Cloud Bank. 4. Rau

Bands. 5. Northers. 6. Hurricanes. 7. Ventilation. 8. Yel-

low Fever. 9. A Water Moonrise ; by Major E. B. Hu>T,
Corps of Engineers, U. S. A.

Some observations on physical phenomena, incidentally made

by me during my period of duty at Key West, (1857-62,) may
not be devoid of interest, and their discussion may have some

scientific value.

1. Zodiacal Light—During the winter, and especially in Feb-

ruary, the zodiacal rins at Key West a re-

markable degree of distinctness. I have repeatedly traced it

nearly to the zenith, but never reliably beyond. The main point

to which I would draw attention, is the great amount of W-M
proceeding from this source. I have over i ml over air: in ° '•

served a distinct shadow cast by the zodiacal light. Wan::;

-

from it, I have seen my shadow moving before me on

roadway, as if cast by moonlight, though without deBni

aries. I have, bypassing along close to a whitewashed wal^

seen my shadow very positive in darkness, though obscure in

outline. Waving my arm up and down within a" few inches of

the wall, a tolerably defined outline ot shado v result d In^ 1

respects, the shadows are what should result from so diffused a

light. It maybe remarked thai si volume of

aes from the portion below 15° to 20° from the horizon.

Sometimes Venus, by its brilliancy and position, re-

observations doubtful ; but I have seen these shadow 3

kably when Venus was not visible,
xclude

the idea of twilight refractions as their cause. I do not know

if shadows by zodiacal light have before been noted, but other

persons corroborated my impressions, leaving no doubt that real,

but dimly outlined shadows, of readily observable da:

habitually produced by the winter zodiacal light. This

more correct idea of its great increase of brightness
* am can »

•
« >u\ , \ ..-d 1 \ amoral terms. It is in"ee

a singularly beautiful thing, to see this grand mass of mellow

light, softly fading out into the clear sky, and quite obscuring

the lustre of the Milky Way bv its superior brightness
'

W:,v. rthnihlhef.voarc.atn
about equal in glow, but from thence to the horizon the zodiar"
light so increases in radiance as to seem almost a prolongate

2. Atmospheric transparency.—There is a beauty in

Key West, which can hardlv fail to impress even casual observers.

a lustre and fullness of numbers,
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which almost exceeds the display on the brightest and coldest
nights of a northern winter. It seems singular to find a climate
so moistened by the Gull Str. am. still -lorying in the starriest

of nights. Association had made a lavish display of the starry
hosts seem the peculiar prerogative of clear, cold, winter nights,

to 1 yet here they came forth, amid moisture-laden tropic airs,

with a magnificence and profusion I had never seen excelled. It

needed no long acquaintance with the equable climate, the nearly
unvarying temperature and the steady trade winds, to see that
the reason of this phenomenon is to be found in the prevalent
tranquillity of the atmosphere, where it is so little influenced by

i land and sea. These small keys scarcely vary the
ocean conditions. I have known the thermometer at Boston

i a l->ng.-r run.-- in one day, than in the whole year
at Key West. The winds are mostly gentle and steady in direc-
tion. There are usually no conditions of great contrast and no

admixtures between upper and lower strata. The
requisites for developing visible vapor are rureiv prevalent, and
I have only twice known positive logs at Key West. However
moist the air may be, if the atmosphere lacks the conditions of

i to make that moisture visible as vapor,
the sky should seem habitually clear. Such is the obvious fact

-t. With a climate never, even after the severest
northers, below 45°, rarely down to 55°, and seldom rising to 90°
to the shade, it is not to be expected that the admixture of con-
trasted currents should often cool to the dew point portions of

warm air. The equal conditions
is thus the real reason of the rare" beauty of the sky and the
rich display of starry splendors, so attractive amid the soft and
balmy airs of this looa at one degree of being
tropical. There is mm 1 fa to suggest
that the astronomer would tin ! hi» p.am.,- 1. uv. but the sum-
toer mosquitoes, rain and yellow fever are rebutting facts. For
winter observations, the o admirable.

3. Gulf Stream Cloud Bank.—A mong the striking local phe-
nomena of Key West, is the formation, shortly before and after
sunset, of a grand bank of clouds above the Gulf Siren
some 200 to 500 feet in prevailing height. In rate:

- ream or its margins, this I>> v i< i..."

«Jt while sailing in the evening over the warm-water belt. Key
West being about L2 miles imrth of the regular Gulf Stream
Waters, this cloud bank - thfl southern hori-

K. to W. in massive and irregular fleeces,

<tork below and silver gilt above, under the rays of the setting
sun. When the prevailing S.E. wind is brisk, this cloud bank
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drifts northward and portions are often brought into the western

horizon, where they are tinged with a rich red glow. The sunset

scenery is in great part the result of this movement of Gulf

effects follows. There is much beauty of configuration and
! ice of coloring in these warm sunset cloud*

lack of contrasting land masses detracts not a little from their

ually formed for these evening dress-parades, but during the

morning and rnhhlav hnur^ then is iivuliy] r hi

nth a few lounging 'cloud-waifs wl

to drift idly and without purpose on the sea breeze. There is

rarely any other marked coloration of clouds than red, orange

and yellow, with simple white and dark, according to the light

! shadow of the portions seen. The exclusive exhibit of \\

colors in fchi glowing impression of

perennial heat which the eye thus drinks in, nan

queries concerning the subtle affinity which couples literal

warmth with warmth of color. What exquisite thermometry

resides in the optic nerve, which perceptively tells us how the

great source of heat has ruled the day and shall rule the mor-

row? It must be something more than chance wh
the heat ravs of the spectrum with those primitive colors which

the artist calls warm. The connection must be can- ,

be due to a positive perception of heat in the optic nerve itself.

This causal impression grows into one's faith as he l<

evening after evening, Yon the fervent coloration of these Gait

,- :•
.

The cause of the evening cloud bank along the < I

is not hard to find. D
up the air above the water surface, thus adi

for holding moisture in invisible suspensio i.

heat, the point of saturation rises. The warm Gulf Sti

under the steady radiations, vaporizes rapi

and contribut. s g;v;tt dnilv imVineiits to t .« i

spheric waters \\ i (
; n«"i dian is i tst, y d t

acts with decreasing force, the atmospheric temperal

until, as the sunset approaches, the water laden strata

Gulf Stream cools to the dew i> int, and tin invis

bodied forth in cloud masses. The .superior tempe; •

Gulf Mr am water, bv au-nientine; the d.iilv <;\ ;l( .,.:

the air above it to the point of saturation, while th -

cooler waters fail so to change the ;ai ie nt : ir as to reach tnw

point when the sun declines. Along the whole course of tne

The famous fogs of Newport are obvious conseqm
transfer, by a wind blowing in shore, of great masses oi a 1

>
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heavily charged with invisible vapor from the Gulf Stream sur-

face. As these air masses arrive over the littoral and JSTarragan-

cooling of the winter,

perature rapidly sinks until the dew point is reached,
and a fog results. It is in spring and early summer that
this fog mechanism is perfect ; but as the Bay, shore and shore
waters get heated up in the advancing season, the change of

ore by shoreward transfer grows less, until in the late

summer and fall, when fogs are rare.

L Hay-bands.—The ...-"the sun
drawl

l
_ water" is very frequent at Key West. It is not un-

common to see the rays ing to the point oppo-
v the horizon as the sun is above,

which r will call the anti-sun. Sometimes the converging ray-

bands in the east are nearly or quite as distinct as those in the
west. Th« i a result of
the inshore drift of the Gulf Stream Cloud Bank. The ray-

beams, through the breaks in the cloud masses, are made visible

by the diffused and tenuous vapor incident to the evening

The remarkable observation on ray-bands which I wish to
note, I have had occasion to make several times, when a faint

haze has rendered them distinct throughout their whole course
from west to east. The i '.suit is ihat the W. and E. systems
of convergent rays visibly run into each other, producing con-
tinuous arches of light across the entire skv. The portion of
each band near the perp. nuK-nlpr t<> it< l.'iiLth w;i-

much the broadest, and the band thence tapered towards the sun
and anti-sun, according to the customary perspective. Here is a
notable point of singularity. So long as the W. and E. systems
of ray bands are seemingly distinct, they appear to the eye M

linear and convergent. When a ray band is distin-

guished entir v across i'rom W. to E., it has the appearance of a
grand arch, curved in its entire extent. This is an opt
sion, caused by the mental identification of th<- hand with the
sky-dome. The observer is really placed amid a ^vst.-m of

beams of constant cross section. The por-
-: the eve seem broadest, bv reason of the Lrr.-ater

ri^ia! aiu - :' '. Inailii ir th.» |Wi ndicular. So long
as we see only the disjoined W. and EL sysl ims of convergent
bands, we see them correctly in space according to si

spective laws, just as when we look at the rails in a Ion _

reach of railway. When however we look on a continuous
luminous band across th sky, no distinctness of mental or logi-

cal conviction can mak«* that strai-a! band or beam in atmo-
spheric space seem anything but a grand ai I .

-. desf v ar the
crown, and resting on "the sun and anti-sun as piers. I think it
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safe to say that no clearness of geometric conception can make

the eye tell a different story.

Undoubtedly we entertain the habitual, perspective fallacy of

a sky-dome, truly spheroidal, with the minor axis vertical. No
force of conviction prevents our seeing this dome, day by day,

and thus giving it a vital reality, utterly contrary to reason.

From childhood, this beautiful, phantasmal sky seems ever

bending over us, and with just as much reality as the houses and

forests. When we say that this sky is blue, we really mean that

somewhere, not many miles away, there is a blue crystalline

sphere, under which we dwell, and in which the stars are set.

However perfect may be our logical conviction that atmospheric

air is a blue, transparent medium, which gives us the impression

of a distant blue sky-dome, we always see that dome as a reahtv.

When therefore we see a ray band 'stretching from sun to ante*

sun, across the face of this apparent sky-dorne, we see a curva-

ture, under the despot;

which has grown with our growth, until it has for us as much

perspective reality as the solid ground itself. Were we to see a

straight wire or timber, supported above us from the earth, and

running out of sight in each direction. Vv-e should never confuse

it with any sky phantasms ; nor do we in the simp!

seemingly divergent ray-bands, although we find it hard to

recognize true parallelism in this apparent case of rad;;

a centre which we fancy to be not very remote. I think the

ray-band arch is an appearance admirably fitted to teach us how

great may be the delusive power of ideas which we logically

repudiate but perceptively retain.

5. Northers.—The relaxation and enervation due to the warm

and moist climate, which the Gulf Stream carries v.;-

the winter occasionally relieved by the dry, cool, e.y

the "norther." The wind before a norther nearly ah

around by the south and west. The south wind is apt to blow

one or two days with some steadiness, and I know no more ae-

and unnerving influence than the south wind at .Key

West. The traverse of the wind through the wc,ic o f^
is usually quite rapid. When it reaches the W. <>r V

V^'-({<'

point, a lull sets in, and the practiced eye looks in the X.-
• •

for the rising of the "Norther Bank." * A long, toy

shows itself above the horizon and rises with increasii

the dark mass preserving its upper margin sharply defined an

horizontal. The front moves down magnifi
for a few moments, amid profound calm, we see its

- dull murmur. Suddeuiv it strikes us. :m

all is uproar, noise, confusion, dust and darkness. Leaves an

- articles career madly, blinds j

and it is all one can do to shut doors and windows to exclu

the wild puffs of dust and leaves. S, ,met i mes, for a few moments
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there will be a dash of rain, which however speedily gives way
to clear, dry, cool air. Amid all the wild inaugural ceremonies
of the norther, the cool, brisk air sweeps away languor and ex-
haustion, and raises an effervescence of spirits which is quite
equal to enjoying the mad dance, with all its dust and darkness.
In a few minutes the wild humor passes, and the norther settles

itself to work. Steadily it blows on from the X.N. W. or N. for

a day or two, working around very slowly to the eastward.
About the third day, its force is mainly spent and it shades out
into a mild and delicious N.E. breeze. Still working slowly
eastward, it settles at E.S.E. when the regular trades prevail for
a season, until another excursion by the south preludes another
circuit of the compass.

_
The norther of Key West is unmistakably a stratum of cold

air, moving face from N. to S. with a flow
as of a great air river. During the moments of admixture be-
tween the head of this current and the previous, warm, moist air,

there is such a sudden cooling of portions of the latter, that it

sends down sometimes a few dashes of rain drops, and forms
the dark vaporous mass which shows in the distance as the
.''Norther Bank.

-1 When the current is fully established, there
^ no more admixture and hence no more rain, but instead a
bright, clear sky and a flow of dry cool air, which braces the
lungs, and brings out a crop of efflorescent crystals on the sur-
faces of the brick walls of Fort Taylor, making it seem suddenly
gray with age. There are usually from five to ten regular
northers during the winter half-year, the first coming in No-
vember and the last in March, though feeble imitations occur
late and also during the winter. Last winter there was no
thorough norther until March, and there is considerable irregu-
larity about their numbers and occurrence, but, in all, the type
^ as above defined.

6. Hurricanes.—As the Key "West winter has its northers, so
Jne summer has its hurricane" or hurricanes. I have witnessed
out two ; one quite severe and the other moderate. Mr. Redfield
has so fully worked this ground, that it need only be remarked
Dy me, that these two gales conformed to his theory of revolving
storms. I here introduce two sets of barometer observations,
taken at Key West during the August gale of 1861. The first

Jas made by Mr. Charles Howe, the Collector, at the Custom
House, as follows

:

"••to 3'-'-6.»
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29-936

29-788

29-700

29-500

29-504

Aug. 16th. 2

lttb. 7

16 th.

A comparison of these records shows that one of t

!

marked in both. The sudden shift from N. to S. was

by a rapid rising of the waters in Key West Harbor.

gale of 1846 this heaping up on the south side of the Key
amounted to about 7 feet.

7. Ventilation.—The close neighborhood of the Gulf Stream

renders the air of Kej vY< s t necuiiarh ra nd moist. This

makes free ventilation arid shade the chief essentia

personal comfort. A peculiar difficulty exists in the preserva-

tion of all kinds of perishable articles of food, the co

of warmth and moisture being the very condition for rapid <fc"

cay. I think there can be but little doubt that, for mai

the correct plan for preservation is, to seal them a

shaded chambers, in which the air is kept as tin

An experiment which I made on the preservationof flour, m a

room opening at top into the Fort Taylor bakery, and the air of

which was thus kept artificially dry, indicated that flour could

there be kept sweet at least twice as long as when stored in a

very dry, wooden storehouse, v. hi : * chosen as

the very best storage. I have no doubt that the

method of keeping powder magazines dry there, is by totally

excluding all ventilation. A magazine free from leakage, once

filled with dry powder, with the air once dry and then sealed

hermetically, would remain utterly unchanged and the powder

could not get any moisture to absorb, hence it must perforce

keep dry. By the use of chlorid of calcium or other moisture

absorbents, or by the induction of occasional changes ol heated

air, all moisture could be kept from approach to the
j

we admit free ventilation, wo furnish a «

nre for absorption. The effect of opening ventilators m iu

Fort Taylor magazines is sometimes actually to wet the r]oor^
other surfaces on which the moist air blast is thrown. \^
interior of the magazine is enough cooler than the outer midaav

air to cause an active deposition°of moisture; so thai
-

Thereseemstomel:,-
ical principles, in their application to the preservation of supp ~>
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in store at Key West and other like positions, would reverse
much of the existing practice, and would enable us to preserve
for a long time the stores which are now so speedily ruined by
moisture. The adoption of closed inner chambers, ;r

th an exterior ventilation, under the roof and within
the outer walls, to keep down the temperature, would add enor-

mously to the durability of perishable supplies, and to the dry
storage of gunpowder or other moisture-absorbing stores. These
views have unfortunately had but little chance of practical test,

except in the instance of flour storage already cited. Their

stion to such public stations as

Key West, the salvation of which may turn on the preservation
of flour and other perishable stores, would certainly justify a
most careful experimental research under the strict guidance of
scientific indications.

8. Yellow Fever.—I will venture here to introduce a

Scant observation, concerning the characteristic disease
of tropical shores. On two separate occasions, when there were
cases of yellow fever in the IT. S. Marine Hospital, which build-
ing I passed daily and saw almost habitually, 1 have seen a flock
of buzzards, circling over and near the roof of the hospital by
the hour together, and continuing this day after day. I have
never seen them do this except when there were yellow fever

irogresa under the roof. So marked is this fact, as to
nave produced a common belief in town, that they only hover
over the hospital when there is yellow fever there. I am quite

tsuch is the fact, and can only interpret what I
nave myself seen as indicating that an odor is then thrown out
on the air which the keen scent of the scavenger bird detects
fromafar. Th mar. al i ui tn-i. s. whose diiVushm is thus testified

likely to afford the means of transporting the disease
on the air, in a manner quire agreeing with the facts of its prop-
agation. The hint, thus afforded by the keen-scented buzzards,
!:;iV bav< 1 the mode of convey-
ing and diffusing this fatal malady, and the particles scented
may indeed be the actualfomites so much talked of and so little

Understood, in discussing the controverted questions of contagion
and communication.

9. A Water Moonrise.—When becalmed in a beautiful evening
between the Reef and the Key, the water being very tranquil, I
*W th i moon rise over the sea with some interesting appear-
fcees, The long reflection of the emergent disc on tl

•W well defined, and seemed to be a part of the moon itself.

As the under semicircle of the disc began to rise above the water,
there was an ring in at the sides of the com-

. i nous figure. As this seeming contraction progressed,
the outline showed a curved figure, like that made by water in
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raising a cohering disc from its surface. There was no cusp

point between the disc and the disc-reflection, but a seemingly

distinct curve, concave outwards. As the disc rose above the

water, tbis curve opened, and a broad connecting column seemed

to bind the disc and its reflection, just like a coherent water

column between the lifted dis and the level water surface. In-

stantly this seeming column parted as if broken, when the moon

was seen to be distinctly above the water by about a fourth of

its diameter, as nearly as I could estimate. The sudden shock

of rupture appeared perfectly distinct, and the semblance of a

material connection between the disc and reflection was perfect,

both before and at the ii -.t nit . ! \ sible separation. This ob-

servation has interest in its relation to the contact phenomena of

eclipses.

Art. XLL—Observ

.Hall. A I
read before the

Albany Institute, February 3d, 1863.
1 (Communicated by

the author.)

IN the study of the Palaeozoic Brachiopoda, we are often

forced to rely upon the general external form, and I

the shell, for determination of the generic relations, until more

extensive collections mav furnish us with weather

or with crystalline or silicified ones, which, admitting of being

cut, and macerated in acid, will enable us to ascertain the true

interior characters. ,

In many instances, so nearly do very distinct genera approach

each other in their external form, that reliance on this

very uncertain, and will surely lead to much confusion, if insisted

upon as the means of generic determination.
f

For a long time, and until we began to learn something 01

interior structure, a large number of species, now known w

belong to distinct genera, were embraced in the d

Terebratula and Atrypa. At a later period, when the genus

Rhynchonella had been established in its application to many

Paleozoic species, we find numerous species, which

tenia! form had been referred to that genus, possessing characters

incompatible with it. __

One of the most common of these is Terebratula cune9
l<\T

Rhyndc; <"'. cuneata = A"'., > cuneata, and which will probaory

1 From the Transactions of the Albany Institute, with some verbal corrections
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be found to differ from true Retzia, taking its place near Rhyn-

So long as we remain unacquainted with the interior of the
shell, we are compelled to refer the species to some genus having
similar external forms, though the fibrous or punctate texture
may in many instances prove a valuable aid in these references.

Among the forms most difficult to determine, are the numer-
ous smooth or finely striated terebratuloid shells, having either

ovoid, elongate, sub-circular or transverse forms. Among the
genera of oue family which in recent times have been established
and proposed to receive these, are Alhyris ( = Spirigera), Merista

), Meristella and CLarionella; while the subdivis-
ions of the terebratuloid forms in another direction have given
Terebratula proper, Ten imia, Ttrtbratella, Oen-
tronella, Cryptonella, Rensselceria, etc.

The first four are of the athyroid type, and have internal
spires, as in Spiriftr. The shtll in all these is fibrous, and ice have

the external shell the means of separation from those of
the other type.

In all the latter group we find modifications of the internal ap-
pendage, called in Terebratula the loop; but in none of them do
spires exist. Moreover, in all these the external shell is punctate;
and we do not yet know a punctate shell, of the external char-
acter here indicated, whi I spires.

2

The external characters, therefore, of the terebratuloid forms
may be made useful mi indicating the family relations of the

. iiKiv prevent us from referring to the family of
tch belong to the family of TerebrateHdt*.

In the Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet, published in
I860, I proposed the name of Meristella for certain forms which

d Merista; and for the

tted forms otherwise of -
I suggested

the name Leiorhynchus. At the same time I described un-
der T&rebratvl" tie Joll., \m- ^ -: '/'. L > '</,>, f ro,

^- Lens and T. r > t • i: md re; :h <

shell structure to
'

that time
afforded me t pvinci]' means < distimiwis _ these from

Hash w\ .!/. Barmi
a

* 'A 1> i
, i\ i. !. \\ tli A'i>,i ' " (4// /'/ /.'/ ') —Me-

ristella scitula, have at a later peroid been placed by Mr. Billings
among the typical forms of his Genus Charhmella.

Having ascertained some farther characters < f tin se
j
nnctate

Terabratuloid shells, I proposed in the Fourteenth Report on

thynehotfira are of course not

- • :.
.

.
: .... ..

Am. Jock. Sci.—Second Series, Vol. XXXV, No. 105.—Mat, 1SG3.
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the State Cabinet,
3
page 102, the name Cryptonella, giving as

one of the characters "shell structure finely punctate." I re-

marked in a concluding paragraph:
"The species of this genus are more elongate than M

Meristella, and those now known are less distinctly marked by

mesial fold and sinus ; while the beak is more attenuate, often a

little flattened, and rarely so closely incurved as in the genera

cited. The punctate structure of the shell is a distinguishing

feature."

In the Fifteenth Report on the State Cabinet, I gave (at page

161 [133], pi. 3) some illustrations of the muscular imprints,

dental lamella?, etc., with figures of a single additional species

from the Lower Helderberg group.
4

3 Made to the Legislature April 10th, 1861, and published in July, 1861.
4 In the Ca tetober, 1862, we find the fol-

lowing ezpositioi otonella:

>.nu* Cniptonr-llrt. illusu-atefl on pi.:;, p. loo i- precisely identical witn

ir/onS'descHbed

Prof. Hall in the Thirteenth Report under the names of Meristella ffashim, J

[T. planirostra]. Besides these, the Atr>//>a m-ltiila of the New
Cyptouella was

.;..
.

..- ,
.

;.,- -
.

- .
:.•' ••

: •
... -.; ; "^ :

;

;

.r. '.I. ; ;

: -

..„ ..

further details and some figures in the net

" The genus is only proposed as a sub-genus, to be retained in case Athyri*

''•' " ''
' ' •

•

: -.' \ ;;,.._ .

:
..

.
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In September, 1862, Prof. A. Winchell, in his " Descriptions
" :

>''jan" pub-
lished a description of Centronella Julia, in which he describes the
loop, which is proved not to be in accordance with that of Cen-

tronella as described and illustrated in the Canadian Naturalist

and Geologist, vol. iv, April, 1859.
Through the kindness of Prof. Winchell, I have been put in

possession of some specimens of this species, with parts of others

ig the internal structure, together with drawings repre-

senting the loop.

An examination of the external characters shows that the shell

has the form and texture of Crypionella. "Both valves with reg-

ular lens-like convexity, shell obsoletely striate concentrically,
and having a minutely punctate structure." The form and other
characters of the cast are like those of species referred by me to

I vo are two delicate, slightly cur-

shown in casts by a narrow slit

on each side of the beak. "The casts exhibit on the ventral
side a delicate impressed line extending from the beak to the
middle, and on the right and left of this a fainter one; on the

D, with two fainter ones on the
right and two on the left." These characters ai

j

. rta n to the

I ryptonella (see fig. 9), as shown in the ventral side of
large individuals; having three defined, slightly impressed spa-
ces, limited by narrow lines which extend to the middle of the
shell, below which there are sometimes vascular impressions
visible.

On the dorsal side, we have the median impressed line with,
two fainter ones on each side, which, in some conditions of pres-

ervation, are obscured by the muscular impression ; and below
these are frequently seen diverging vascular impressions.

The internal loop of Cnjptonella Julia, illustrated from draw-
ings of Prof. Winchell, is shown in figures 1 and 2, which are
four times enlarged, and are thus described : "A delicate ribbon-
like loop originates from the stout blunt crura on each side of
the socket-valve, having its flat sides at first vertical ; the two
branches of the loop proceed at first in lines parallel or a little

convergent, and then gradually diverge, widening as they pro-

assuming an inclined position, until, approaching the
front of the valve by a regular curvature, the lower edge has
become anterior, giving the band an angle of 30° with the plane

••.::- .. ;
; ... . • ..<:<-

Ihe former belong to the Spiriferida, and the latter to the Tcrfbratulid*.
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of the shell : approaching the median line, the band rapidly

widens, and the front margin is drawn forward in a long acu-

mination, while the inner margin is regularly concave, except

that near the median line it turns abruptly forward so as to meet

that line at an acute angle. The loop thus forms an urceolute

figure on its inner margin, and on the outer a somewhat oval one,

truncated behind and attenuately acuminate before. In the me-

dian line where the two branches meet, both are suddenly de-

flected downwards, forming a double vertical plate, not quite

reaching the ventral valve; the upper edge of which, when

viewed from the side, is

flatly roof-shaped, while

the lower edge describes

leaving

"notch between them.

The surfaces of the loop

and median plate are

covered with minute ob-

liouelv conical pustules,

places seeming

become spinulous."

ring one b
5 enlarged, by Prof.

i with figs. 1 and 2.—H_
views of Cryptonella M?ta, tY< ru thy Sohubarie grit.

Fig. 4 is given simply to show the dental lamella? of thai*
tral valve : ssed line in the centre ai

one on each side, described by Prof. Winchell, are not shown i

the figure. These n arks, i \wev< r. are sh< wn in figs. 6 and v,

terize the ventral valves or casts of this valve m w
the known species of the genus. , c

In the Fifteenth Report on the State Cabinet, I gav<

companying fig. 8 of the dorsal valve, and fig. 9 of the inten°

of a ventral valve. Figures 10 and 11 are dorsal and proQi
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The genus Cryptonella m us follows

:

Genus Cryptonella Hall, 1861.—Shells terebratuliform,

!. inequi valve, elongate or transverse, ovoid or sublen-

ticular in form, without median fold or sinus, or with these fea-

tures very slightly developed towards the base of the shell.

Ventral valve with the beak extended or incurved, and termin-
ated by a circular foramen which is limited on the lower side
by two small triangular deltidial pieces (these are sometimes
not visible externally, and the lower side of the foramen is con-
cealed by the umbo of the opposite valve). Shell-structure
finely punctate; surface marked by fine concentric stria-, which
are sometimes obsolete. Valves articulating by teeth and sock-
ets, the dental lamellae of the ventral valve extending in thin

datea into the cavity of the valve. The muscular im-

pressions of the dorsal valve are strongly marked above, and
i two narrow, gradually widening impressions, more

than halfway to the base. The ventral valve shows elongated
muscular and vascular impressions below the rostral cavity.

In the dorsal valve, the hinge-plates, or bases 12 ,

of the crura, support a slender loop, the I

limbs of which are listened, with the faces

vertical ; and in its extension forward, the upper
margins are inclined towards each other, and,
gradually widening, become joined, and thence

form a single lancec

l'-'':

front. These lamina? of the loop, after becom-
ing thus conjoined and spreading laterally, are

abruptly deflected in a vertical plate along the
median line, extending into the cavity of the

ventral valve, as shown in figure 2, which, Cryptonella.

while looking upon the dorsal side of the loop, may
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be seen projecting backwards between the bands of the loop, as

well as extending in front, as shown in fig. 12.

In casts of the ventral valve, we find the marks of two thin

dental lamellae extending to a greater or less distance below the

beak. Along the median line in the ventral cast, there is usu-

ally a narrow flattened space limited by a slender line; and on

each side a less distinct narrow space, limited in the same man-

ner. In the cast of the dorsal valve, there is a median impressed

line, and two of less strength on each side of this.

The species of this germs, known to me, are the (

(<„'.;... ,,-lh,) Julia, and those described as Terebratula in the

c Report on the State Cabinet, and which in the Four-

teenth Report were ref k, viz. Cnjptonetta (T.)

rectirostra, C. (T) Lens, < \ ( T.) ^nir^tro ; ruid <
'.

•

Report as well as a new species from the Schol

The Terebratula Linchlmni, which has the external

of Cryptonella, and which I have referred to that genus,

some slight differences in the muscular impressions, v, :

together with its rotund form, are suggestive of true Terebratula,

to which genus it may possibly belong.

The species of the genus Centronella heretofore described have

the ventral valve highly convex or subangular in the middle,

with the dorsal valve flattened or concave in the middle, or

with a median depression, and convex at the sides. ,

The character of the genus, as given in the descriptions ana

illustrations of as follows.

Genus Centronella, Billings; 1859.— "Gem"
ters: Shells, having the general form of Terebratula. Dorsal

valve with a loop con
which extend about one-half the length. These lamellae at nrsi

curve gently outwards, and then ap- 13.

proach each other gradually, until at

their lower extremities they meet at

an acute angle: then, becoming uni-

ted, they are reflected backwards to-

wards the beak in what appears to be
a thin flat vertical plate. Near their

origin, each bears upon the ventral
' ..-: :. :'• -:. "

.. ,

. ;

>•.' .:*•
•

! :. -
.

-'•:../.':. '-..,--
' '' "'.'

This genus is interi; of lhe loop '

Terebratula and Waldheimia. In the the interior,

former, the loop is short, not exceeding greatly one-thirct m

length of the shell, and not reflected. In the latter, it exten

' Description and figures copied from the Canadian Naturalist and Geologi*
°r
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nearly to the front, and is reflected, but the lamina are not
united until after they are folded back."
In Centronella, as thus illustrated, we have a simple loop, or

the two limbs becoming united at an acute angle at the point of
greatest anterior extension, whence they recurve in a thin verti-

cal plate which is not attached at either margin; approaching,
in some respects, to Waldheimia.

This internal feature is accompanied, in the cast of C. Glans-

fagea, the typical form of the genus, by other differences which
distinguish it from the casts of typical species of Crypionella.

In the cast of a ventral valve of C. Glans-fagea, fig. 15, we
have the filling of a deep rostral cavity; the dental lamellae
have been thick and strong, not extending as thin plates

space, or scarcely an appreciable one, to be filled between it and
the shell. The spur, or filling of the rostral cavity,

i

at its base in the centre, on the body of the cast, is a depression
;

and on each side are fainter striated impressions, indicating the
points of muscular attachment.
The interior of the v tronella impressa" shows

pong rounded and blunt dental lamellae, with a deep
rostral cavity and muscular markings, which would give a cast
similar to that of C. Glans-fagea.

The cast of the dorsal valve of C. Glans-fagea presents a
slightly concave surface, and on each side of the apex two large
and deep cavities made by the bases of the crural processes

;

and between them is a narrow filling of stone. The centre is

marked by a double muscular impression, the two parts sep-

arated by a narrow groove : above this, and at the base of the
crura, are some points marked as if for muscular attachment
(see b, fig. 16).
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The interior of C. irnpressa presents a very strong double pro-

cess below the beak of the dorsal valve, corresponding to those

in C. Glans-fagea.

The external form of all the species heretofore referred to

Centronella is a distinguishing feature, and, when proved to be

accompanied by an internal apparatus so different from thai;

of Cryptonella, will serve to separate them from all the allied

As before remarked, it has been mainly upon modifications of

this internal loop, or the apohysary system, that the separation of

most of the genera in the family of Terebratulidcz has been

In Cryptonella, we observe considerable analogy with Rensse-

loeria, where the slender bands of the loop expand and unite in

abroad plate, which is obtusely or acutely attenuate in fro
,

and on the ventral side marked by a ridge along the line

junction; from which, at the posterior margin, proceeds a si
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der process in the ventral cavity. We may readily conceive of
this central longitudinal ridge or carina, along the cicatrix of the

two parts, being produced into a thin vertical plate, projecting

backwards in the line of the process from the base of the con-

joined lamellae in Rensselceria, when it would much resemble
the median plate of Cryptonella (see figures 18, 19, 20 and 21.)

From the' data here given, it will be seen that the genus Cryp-

tonella is nearly related to Centronella; differing in the external
form of the typical species, and in some features of the cast.

Since the preceding observations were printed, I have received
from Dr. Rominger a figure illustrating the
interior of Centronella Glans-fagea, as ob-
served by him (fig. 22). Admitting the
identity of the species, this figure of the

ute different from that given by
Qga for Centronella Uh

and shows essentially the same character
as that of Cryptonella. Should this internal
Structure prove to be the true Structure Of Centronella Glans-fagea.

\ the minor differences pointed Interior showing the loop,

out in the form of the shell and of the cast, from a %ure b7 Dr- c -

between Centronella Glans-fagea and au-
RomnSer-

then tic Cryptonella, are scarcely sufficient to establish generic
distinctions.

At a later date however," Mr. Billings has published Centro-

nella Hecate, giving, in fig. 99a " a specimen with the dorsal valve
removed, showing the loop which is covered with minute crys-

tals of silex." In this species, having all the external characters
of a congener of C. Q * on is given that any
difference had been observed in the character of the loop, from
that published in 1859.
Under these circumstances, I hesitate to unite, under a single

generic term, these varieties of form with an internal structure
so different from that observed in authentic Cryptonella, until a

lation of the original specimens of Mr. Billings shall

confirm his first observations, or show them to correspond with
the last named genus.

It is not probable, however, that materials for other genera,
or for reference to existing genera, are yet exhausted, among
the Terebratulidce of the Upper Silurian and Devonian rocks.

While engaged in fch<

kindly sent me a fossa! Hamilton shales, of Thunder
..bratuloid loop is distinctly visi-

ble. The form of the shell is ovate, not very unlike 0,

out more rotund, the lateral edges more incurved, and the space

Am. Jocr. Sci.—Second Seeie*, V •-,,. XXXV. No. 105.—Mat, 1868.
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below the beak of the ventral valv not so great, ]

ecies of that

the del-

tidial plates so conspicuous a

after cutting away the crystalline fill-

ing of the shell nearly to the loop, I

am unable to find any difference be-

tween it and true Terebratula; and we
have, so far as I know, for the first

time the positive determination of this

genus in our Devonian rocks. The
position and proportions of the loop

are shown in fig. 23, which is an out- chelL

line of the shell from the dorsal side, twice enlarged. Fig. 23a

is an enlargement of the loop, showing the crural processes.

At the same time, Dr. Eominger has also sent me specimens

of Terebratula melonica of Barrande, one of which he has pre-

pared so as to show in a very satisfactory manner the loop in its

entire extent. The specimens correspond with those I have

received from M. de Verneuil under the same name, and therefore

we must regard them as authentic. The external form of 1.

melonica is not unlike some of the less gibbous of Cryptaneto,

wards.—] Ventral side of icimen, looking :

26. Profile view of same, the figures twice enlarged.

and is much less gibbous than the usual forms of U"

The lamellae are nearly parallel and near together, and the looy

is extended four-fifths the entire length of the shell, when it w

recurved, and, turning back, extends two-thirds of the distan

to the beak of the dorsal valve ; and the crural pronesse

farther from the base of the loop than is represeni

tv;., »1 figures of Waldheimia, and ar< Ai
the recurved loop. .

The above figures illustrate all that has been observed

the

the extremity <

(To be c n,u>i;>
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The Spectroscope.

Aet. XLIL—Scientific (

I. Letter o» 0>^>«h ion to S St lla Spectra a

ctherfued, dated 17 5 Second
March 3 1, 1S63.

Gentlemen ;__

1. Companion to Sirius,—The positi

been measured at my
s. Seventy-nine met

, on six different nights, of wh
H. 1SU3: the mean position obtained is 81° '21'' 45". Thirty-eight

i result of which is

mean of forty-eight

as 84° 58' 46", while

From a comparison

rnnrSll" a marked

:2 :

>V, a quantity

stablished: at

Clark's great little sta r It:.'1 BO [01

difficult object than

with a telescope of n

Mr. Fitz, formerly ow
video.

2. Stellar Spectra.-

rnwThe
r

°ob,ervaJic,;;;;;"ait.nl •Tin'
by means'o? th^cm fp.-nison I hare

part "in the solar sped
8. The Spectroscopy Lave employ
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to fine performance are two-fold. 1st. I find no specimen of bisulphid

of carbon homogeneous in density: upon shaking or disturbing the posi-

tion of the prism a violent aquation ,,f the imago (v.rvs, and in exam-

r of the prism is seen full of waves

and striai. pr< of alcohol and wato r

oughh mix. id; this trouble, is mired i,v time, from a quarter to a half

hour bring a sufficient rest. 2d. The brass frame is so much more

• rli .1 by * i,,p, i am thai tu _ t->
j

it - tl i my ^ a \ ia <
'-

tion of surface observed by Prof. Rood, rath, i thai tin warping effectof

the glue. I propose to cure the evil bv constructing the frame of solid

glass; but, although it is .1 Mmpl. tn m_u n H. k
\

1 1 . 1 with an ob-

long hole, I have not yet found a gla--u, I • l l\.ntm >
! - < 1 «" '-^ to

undortaki its construction. I shad 'persevere, however. 1

which will not c

he objections to this plan are that it is complex, the fluid is

r thickness at the lower edge ot

i, and, above all, the difficulty 1

surfaces.

m

[The trouble mentioned by Mr. Puthorfnrd is probably duo m the

changes of torn p< 1 am that -mipK" has I'ii^ tin ]
li-

the uniformity 01' drn-itv in the maimer noticed b. Mr. U. In a large

spectroscope constructed bv Mr. Alvan Clark of"Cambridge or Prot.

Cooke, from the plans of the hist nane-d gentleman, eight <
S_, pi ->•>

on iron frames are used, with Prof. Hood's plan of glass

These plat, s are polish,., 1 with tin- gnatc-t i-are, and

. Prof. Cooke has also succn ded in obtain
'

New England*. ,s S \\ rk- glass tri nguia frames in .

Oval opening. fV,.m which Mr. < al ha> [.r. pared < S
2 ;

nearly a pint of liquid, an 1 « \p< sino fa < s ot a! out ti'

by three high ; two of these project a spectrum from J
>

trie lantern w ti great intei -itv, fourteen feet long, in wh

version of the D line by vapor of sodium (mentioned on p. 414 ot tin

- -!!. S., JR.]

4. Analysis of the SoJiuw i:„. 1).— A- I -aid. above, -

under favorable conditions porform admirably : with six of them lam

confident that I have seen the line I) composed of

nine fs e figure); this diagram is rude, not founded & II I II

upon measures, but merely a cop\ of > -i •

;

. 1 >

'• s I I 5
*:>.;., I lirs: ,,. ..,•-;. t r n the right of ° III ill IH

lit, being readily .

t

Bible to use four of fi0° on account of the interference 01

the left compartment, the central ou

is the most difficult, and all require the best adjustment and lign •
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The line Bis resolved into fourteen fine and elo^e lines, with a beau-

A; I think it the most beautiful part of the spectrum. A broad baud

what resembling- the neighborhood of B, and 1 am confident that A
itself is composed of fine lines. In the potash speetrum. 1 have found

ne \ bo] !h luub] ; ,j
'• si , rt

of the place of the red lithium line is another pair not quite so wide as

the first, which flash but for a moment; close upon the green side of

- is a group of four lines, three .,uit.- strong and one faint;

th< j$r< n is another group of three lines, and finally the
- i uble. aboul as wide!} separated as A. I have not yet

measured the places of these lines, but will send you the results when

close and fine lines. I am very truly yours,

Lewis M. R

Gentlemen: In the last number of your Journal, p. 27 1, there is a
letter from T. Surry Hunt, K.IJ.S.. on the theory of nitiituation depend-
ing upon the formation of nitrite of ammonia from wat r and atm >j 1 eric
air

- 'I'd- letter requests, as "an important part of the history ,'f ibis

M an explanation of the theory of the reaction,"
•

. -L. E. and D. Philos. Magazine, for January,
1863," of the "translation of a note On the nature of Mtroff,

.1 by Mr. Ii. u before the French Academy of
Sciences, on the 15th of last September."

-Mr. Hunt also says, "My object is to claim for myself the new theory
ks to found upon his recent experi-

ments, and which I published nearly two years since."

As an humble worker in the cause of science, I would also ask permis-
sion to contribute my mite to the history of this subject.

In the Annual Report of the Smit for the year

358 [1856]
1 by Dr. B. F. Craig, in which the fol-

'

- .
-:

' Viewing' the subject by the aid rd sue]] lights as science affords, the

){
by 1m. ( r. ( . Scl ,. ;,, r, wit eb i< 1 tsed up- n that general chemical action
• y which various bodies assume the elements of water in such a way as

following note has been fun

"March 29th, 1868.

rink The real date on the i
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3 substances which are produce.! from ammoniacal salts 1>

separatio

ence either of" acid or of

.

"Nitrous oxyd (NO) will generate the nitrate of ammonia by t

assumption of the elements of water; for, by the action on it of wa

and potash at as i evolved and nitrate

potash formed, ~n > been a production of nitrate

ammonia, and a ; l.y the potash. [Th<

separation of the el-im-ms <,{ water, and which will regenerate the sa

by reassuming them. They are known to chemists as amids, anhydri

or nitryls]. Supposing nitrogen to act in the same way, viz: to assin

late four equivalents ut' wa i it will Umn nitrite or immonia, which, \

a well known tendency of th< oto the condition of

nitrate. [The action consists in the assumption of the water by tv

equivalents, of the nitrous oxyd in one case, and of the nitrogen in tl

H40^=NOtNH< N 2
+H 4 4

=SC
NHJ. If potadi t c pi,. , t. t'.c i, t,,te of potash will" be piomieed 1

decomposition of the ammoniacal salt, and the ammonia set irw m;

thesis may be aliu male maiomet, M

As a further contribution to the history of the subject t!

reference may be made : In the Proceedings of the Ameri
Hon in, 'I, It, , n ntot -,;. „.',, F-uitli M
Conn., August, 1850, there will be found on pag.
" On a new test for nitrates. By Prof. G. C. S«

-
'

. .
•

' ..,:.' .• -"

however, there is a copy of the paper as sent before the time of »ieet ' D

g
and for the r , in- rti.-n. the v, liter is indebted

thekindnesof Mr." Hunt.

pap.-r

"NwUrt'for the Nitrites and Nitrates, etc.—Chemistry

furnished no distin m • t-t lor the nitrites when ].;•-'

oi ; frequent occurrence of these b*i

"For v u i d \ u- I I .\ i . . l _ !_: ' in i i
- iu'i «

to believe that the niirit. * are <>r far nior, frequent >>

commonly supposed, and that they have been 'm

the usual pro* iric acid and protosulphate ot iK> ,
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almost impossible to concentrate their solutions." After (J<s

•'•

these precautions, 1 liave found :
; ''•. in fact

I Bing fused nitre, I have de-

tected the presence of 1 pt. in 617,000 pts. of water ; a bystander, wholly-

ignorant of the nature of the peration, pn w< uneing as to the color. Yet
led about .no-halt its w.-i-iit t in le« in posed nitre."

Next follows a description of the conversion of this test into one for

the nitrates, after which this remark is made : " In climating the deli-

cacy of this process, I had used pure rain-water, but before completing

the experiments I was obliged to be absent for several days; on my return,

I soon found that the water from the same cistern contained so much of

could no liiijio-r be used." "The interval had
been marked by the occurrence of fn r showers."

It is very doubtful whether an earlier notice than this, of the presence

ot nitrites in rain-water, can be produced.
In spits of its unfortunate position in the volume, it seems that the

paper just quoted has been republished in this country, in England and

•nent, and, as the much valued Reports of the 8\
' : • .-..:. •:. • •..;':: .;: ; .; .-.:.* ., <'

cited can readily be made.
It is a matter of regret that the want of time and the absence of docu-

ied, prevents, at present, the continu-

09 to the history of this subject as connected with

e; since the result, . another and
an earlier orig ich has yet been assigned

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. PHYSICS.

On the Fraunhofer lines visible in the Solar Spectrum.—

k

in in tore-'
-'

,
:
.-v

;
•'.-:•._ -^ ' -

mentioned in the more i
noir of Kirchho!

author begins bv referrim; to a previous memoir of his own, in w

had endeavored to show that a h dy in a state of glow:

3 follows.

just the same kinds f li^ht and heat which it absorbs i

The electrical spectrum is composed of two superposed spectra, i

one belonging to the metal of i to the gas tbron

'•'•iiirji the spai k .
•-''' '1 ••- V tlie «

ference in appearance. Metallic compounds and OM
in their luminous spectra the same lines as each of the bodies wh
the compound contains, and this affords a ready method of qualitat
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analysis. In the same paper, the author remarked that Fraunhofer's lines

-

an explanation of the lines

n of those of the other, ac iple laid down

in that dissertation. In the present memoir, the author applies the gene-

ral principle to the case of the sun's atmosphere, and dwtii

that, by def-

;

- between the dark lines in the sun's

light and the bright lines in the electric spectra of different metals, we

can determine what metals exist in the solar envelope. Aa
memoir was read before the Royal Academy of Science at Stockholm,

Oct. 8, 1861, it appears that the priority of conception, at let

to him, while Rirchhoff has the honor of being the first to demonstrate

the truth by direct experiment. Kirchhoff's map of the bjx

tends only from D to a little beyond F; the foil

therefore interest the chemist. Between G and H there are fir

iron lines, all rum. The two

strongest of these lie at about one-ton

.

line. The third of the lines marked ' reckon ig to i u -

and belongs to both magnesium and iron. Calcium i:;i- '

lines at the violet end of the sp.-etru n. of which two correspond to the

H lines, and t! iwith one of the iron li» i

mentioned strong double line. Calcium has also

lines of the G group, three between G and F, and groups of fine lines at

Hand h,t.,,...,i h nd <;. Aim, dram , xlni-.t, t«oMi,..:

the two H lines of the solar spectrum and coi

lines. Between H and G aluminum probablj

trum. The manganese spectrum exhi

Between G and II two grour "

ilar groups of i jere are ftl

"

closely approach :

:

'
« taialy **>

ponding to dark lines in {be solar spectrum. Strontium has

tinea 1

1 'tween II and G which appear to correspond to sol

the stron-l etween G and F has no (

belongs to hydrogen. An interesting discussion of the theory ot™
'••

coi eludes Angstri ust ber
.

e

bered, although first published in E

xxiv. 1. July, 1862. T' Jj
2. On the violet flame of many Ch lorids.—Gladston)

that the nru-w.-, . .f the lines in A. Mitscherlich's diagram of the w
iller in 1845) are common to » 8

number of chlorids if they are sufficient! \ lie it, 1. '1
1

us

of old ship timber, which of course contains vari

ie light consists of three groups of lines, the first

nolet from midway between 1- and G to a little bey
]
1

?

These bands may be resolved by the spectroscope into groups oi

^
which are identical with the lines of chlorid of copper, as shown °J
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trial angular measurement. The yellow sodium light is wanting. The

sodium, potassium, ami barium, all exhibit the characteristic violet light

apparent in the present -I >te of our knowledge.—L. and E. Phil. Mag.,

^ulrs.,f Frannhofei u th t ,. .p ctm-of fixed stars, ami t

ery briefly ti»m a memoir of Prof. Donati of Florenee, win
otseen, and which describes the spe.-tra of Sirius, Vejra, Pr-

telescopes for the observation of the spectn

in that din

Con

2ope. The ravs then t ravers

sof G0°, then "fall upon a mil

fall upon the lens of th.- md :> :. 'i hi'- ;. i> pr "laces an image of th
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5. On the Spectra of the Alkaline Metals—Wolf and Diacox have

studied the spectra of the alkaline metals produced by very high t>-m-

peratures, and have found that even t <e ! _;.. <

,' - .limn is not mono-

chromatic. The authors obtained their sptictra by passing hydro^.-T;

a.d heated to a convenient temperature. The ;•.

issuing ironi tin:: tube, is mixed with cvy-eu and burned.

il defined and

\1 - i i
-

, _r \ - in t
1 ,- in i n t x w> 1-

- uetween < ! and b,- upon a faintly eolored ::-

sity. Potassium gives a magnificent spectrum, in ^ i : :
•
i i eleven iiw-s—

,.,„....., i mr ami </ (..irt-.Ki, mi,,-. Inully,

>
;

. ml 7,u ;u\e v. i\ rell defined spectra of great

intensity.— Comptes Rendu*, lv, 334.
'

W. o.

6. Contribution* lo /
-.•<<'' inahjsi -Borno-a; has

;

it dark lines. Native selenid of

Bun-en's burner, is cans.',;! to pass throne;!) - '•••

little chloroform, a thmie is obtained whirl: exhibits a !-:i

:
^ ^ •

;

'..''
' ."

: .

:

:: •

i

fluorine. Bottler tb (m 1 thb [in- in ali tiie \ m i.-ti.*- »i' fh

p .ta-inui. "1 he speetrum of cyanogen—long since observed by Draper

- •
.

-
: '".'.

» made the very noteworthy

•ustion gives »

c line. Potas-.,..,.,

.

xplained very simply,



oral. <u,v, x i,!'. ^i^tlie hilliai

:pon a continuous bright spectrin!

Kirch hoft", to suppose that the soli

cannot be dete -n. so long as \

of the oxyd NaO in the form of vat

'
. .. .

.
.

'

we bave for the heal of

- . .

are^sfollows
8
:'

8

^ * ^ ^ eDSt
*
°
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I B the coefficient of dis-

wMj
B

*7=A+-,

from which we find

B=
ifl

A=^"|

Thus for water the indices found were

^=1*88120
^=1-33723
p7= 1*34050.

From pa and fty and the wave lengths

Xa= 0'533

^=4339,
we obtain for the constants A and B at 1

9°
C. the values

B= 0-31328.

Calculating from these the value of pp, w e find <«(3=1'

nent, 1-33723.

D the cale'iikm! index was l'-33290, the vnl ue found by d:

ment also 1-33200. The author gi'ves the

With these -

calculates the indices of refraction of each s

peratur. ,.f -J..° l ' f..r the s,ven Fra.inlu.f.-i \s lines 15 ... I

brmie arid, are nearlv •.•,,,i'.-l. Tie- c-„-i)iei,nt A also increases ,rregu-

arly with the carbon and hydrogen. The diminution in A for 1
*•

becomes less from aceti I I
rices are very smaw.
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trum, as men- the degree of
the acid in , cum.' of formic acid. The author
promi»« s i j'ni-tl i dis. u- '

n .
• •'

> -
,

- f his meas iH-tm nts, a> \\ <il

as an examination of the indices of the homologous alcohols C2„H2n+2
+02.—Pogg. Ann., cxviii, 353. w. g.

II. CHEMISTRY.

1. On the • >J from aniline.—Dr. Hofma.v.v lias

.
' the ci'lois derived from aniliti,

- •':. chemical nature of these substances in a clear point of

view. Hofmann finds that the red coloring matter, produced by the
action of the chlorids of carbon, tin, mercury, and other metals, and of

formula C40H x

9

N
3

. This base he terms Rosanilin ; in a pure state it

iter, and be-

> the air. It dissolve* in alcohol with a dark
red color. The change of color is not accompanied hy a change of

The hydrate is 40H 19N 3
,2HO.' The base is tria ,

;
: :.u> th-ce

classes of salts

:

CUH^Ng.HCl
C40 H 19N 3 .2HC1
C, H 19 N 3 .3HC1.

dor. The salts

<;

,

4 oH 21 x 3
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Leucanilin, - - - C40H21N 3

The conversion of cbrj id leucanilin appears possi-

ble, but has not yet been effected.

Dr. Ilofmann has also examined the beautiful blue coloring matter ob-

tained I'ruii) cm ,!< chinoiin l,y the action of the iodids of ;

&c, and termed cyanin. The iodid of this base has the formula <d 60

H 39N 2 I. Another base homologous with this is found in th

Its formula i.-, < '.,. f
f „ ..\, i. nml it appears to be derived

from "pure chinolin, C 18H 7
N, while the first mentioned ba-

from lepidin, C20H 9
N. The author distinguishes two phases in this

c20 ii
9
^-\-c 10 u 11j=c 30u20m-

in the second we have

2C 30U20NI+KO,HO=C eoH 39NaI+KI+2HO.— Comptes Bendus, liv, 428, lv, 817, 849. w-
G -

2. On the Analysis of Borates and Fluoborates.—In solut

contain only boric a.-id' and alkali, -s, M uuonac Frcscniu^-

far h»>1 !i, h, ( 1 ,lr. drift s /' I.) t.-rmiims the fo!

sium. or belter, chloral <>f magm-Hum-amm-mim.. i* added in such quau-

>:J. V ''.:
:' ' ..

.

"'..
, : ^ ",./

-
•

:

'
•

'' :

dryness in a writhed platinum vessel. Should \

J
'."'....

^
' - : :< .^ ' '..'; .'".,'";."..' '"^ ^ -

'

; *s is dn it U\ ,t,ltu , ,ine>s.

;
-

'.""'
'•'

:.-... •
. :

~.

'

- - -
!

'

'

-';"

part of the boric acid. A small amount of the latter a v.

mining the excess, with help of an alkali solution.
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-

.

it must be co rono that of the borate of
magnesia. It is platinum.

-'i- in large excess have no serious influence on its accuracy.
0-764 grm. of pure borax, containing 0-2S0 grin, of boric a«-bl were
unsolved with 2 grm. of chlorid of s

"

First n ddim : 0-5720
I contained boric acid ;

oecona residue

contained magnesia , = 0-0947
\

" " s= 0-0093 "

Third residue

contained magnesia
= 0-0645 ) u
as 0-0625

J

Total,

" = 0-0020 "

Other determinatio;
r''"'mpo;inils the boric acid i- obtained in s< "lution by fusing with thrice

their wcio-ht of carbonate of soda and exh

i alkaline solution is digested with chlorid of am-
moniura to precipitate

> decompose a good share but
not all the soda-carboilate, and thereupon is precipitated with a neutral

n of chlorid of calcicim. The precipitate of CaFl
and CaO C0 2 is waslled,—a matter easily

acetic acid, evaporated to dryness and the pure
CaFl collected, washed and weighed. Th e filtrate, after removing lime

before described for the estimation of boric acid. From a inixt

2420 grm. of fluor-spar with 0-3x2 grin, of borax containing
grm. of fluorine and 0*140 grm. of boric acid, were obtained b

process (except that iv- fusion was made), 0-1883 grm. of fluorim

0-1362 grm. of boric acid. In the anah-i- of borofluorid of pota
a loss of fluorine equal to 1-5 to l'S per cent occurred which Mai
thinks might have been avoided by employing a caustic alkali i

)>.—We trai

for February 15th, 1863, t

A. Jrasrexaud. Mr.Jea
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; and, I may add, t

ther influence thai

have a supply a ye

Upon complete, solution twenty-five drops of
;

consequent formation of Io.iiJ ..f ,.
:i Imium. Horn tl. -

100 grammes—one tenth part of the whole q

drops of hi° id ammonia. A very

:

', H .
' <-• .- ••

•

. t'h ;i ,-(.ti.- f-i ! is s,.ni.-«!iiit un.'i'it:ui'. as

junntitv varies iieeni-dinir to the quah'tv of the alcohol and arnmo-

lsed. I now pour Iwk int , the Hist flask the !<>n grammes iin»n

hi have just operated, a-: '. 1-r the whole stand for fifteen days

•e using it. Darin- tiii- r
" '

!

|j
"

i; ,',u.,d.r;., ke,'T
.'

If tl
insntli-'icntK-

d (althouoh th. pr
|

Uions , ,

J L
°

; "iodid first in a

acetates. It mav

t.u.nP.r:itivoh:itn

III. METALLURGY.

1. Thallium in furnace products; by W. T. Roeppeb, (communicated

Prof. Geo. J. Bkush). -In examining before tb.

.1....* a^^u..a i,.. a the boita*rffi

it green line flashed up ™ id™'Y?
p.ng from Crookj
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The line appeared at 90° on the scale of the instrument, sodium being
at 60° and the red and violet potassium lines respective]j at 1° and
226°. In addition to the above lines, the spectra of sodium, potas-

sium, lithium and calcium are distinctly displayed bv this dust. Thal-
li'im and the alkalies seem to exist in the -lust, at least in part, as sul-

phates, which can be extracted by water. Similar dust from one of the

es along the Lehigh gave the same results; hence it is not
unlikely that thallium is a common product of the anthracite furnaces,

and is perhaps derived from the pyrites accompanying the coal, though
Crookes found the non-cupriferous pyrites to be almost free from this

element.
1

It is only -
- lying on the boilers, or is deposited

•:':',;,,> - - -

Hum reaction, while that which has fallen to the floor does not show it.

The reason probably is, that it is volatilized by the higher heat of the
flame, and escapes through the chimney as soon as it is removed from
the comparatively lower temperature of the steam and the outer doors,

to act as condensers. I have not been able to detect it in

the ashes of anthracite from a common stove, while they beattl

play the sodium, potassium and lithium lines.

Bethlehem, Pa., April 8, 1863.

2. Bessemer's process for the production of Iron and Steel.—This
method for converting; the purer van. -ties ,,f pig-iron into steel and bar-
iron is constat masters.

that thousands of cwt, of Kessmner-steei and iron are now annually
produced in England and Sweden; that Be.ssemer-stee! is already an ar-

ticle of commerce in Germany ; and that large works are also being
erected for the employment of "this method in France.

Whenever the proper raw-material is used, Bessemer's process gives
steel which in all respects i- fully e<j lal to the best vari. ties of cast steel;

and iron of,.- : t'»rge-iron. The loss in converting

pig-iron into - is 12 to 15 pr. ct, and in m

are converted into steel or bar-iron with scarcely any cost for find, and
without hand labor. The pressure to U atmo-

spheres, and the amount is 800 to 1200 cubic feet of cold air of the

Only good charcoal-iron is adapted for conversion by this method, and
the reason of the failure of the earlier experiments was the en,

of improper and inferior raw material. Swedish piir-irou i-

'^'i '", IviLfiand tor the production of the best sorts of steel and iron.

In some of the new iron works attempt- have been made to improve the

quality of Km-d J. p^dnm whi.-'n has been carried to the point of con-

; in;; to it melted Sw. i d, pigdi >n : manganese compounds

' Mr. C k la itlv announced that he has found thallium in compara-

tbe floes ol Mr. Spence's pyrites burners
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\
:=--

. •
...-.'

uii*oivvd problem. For ti- Miece^oft U method,'^ T,„>d nualin -f pig-

iron is therefore indispensable, and :
•«•; this M

i> ifl 11 i \ . n i! n_i j u
t

i) i j - i i - ^ tti i

In Sweden 15 cut. tor ;i charge is the minimum quantity us< i. ami if

60 to 100 cwt. be employed the result \ .mid he still in" re lavorahk

In converting large quantities at one operation, the cost is ps

diminished, and the product may also be made more uniform.

One great advantage of Bessemer's process is that so rau< h -' r

ordim.r, mi bods of

•arrow limits u m p i
•

the proper temperature, the relative amount of blast to the pig-iron

operated upon should ! [f too little, the process

goes on slowly, and much heat is lost by radiation ; on the <:

too much blast is used, there is also a loss from the heat cai

the air which is forced through the iron before it has effected the doiivd

'ion. The pressure of the blast must, at all event-.

f the column of iron in t. at the bath of

molten iron shall be thoroughly penetrated and the whole melted mass

set in violent agitation. In Sweden the pressure of half An

has in most < i pressure equal

Tanner p\m wis on the employment of a

sure with hot blast. He says that if the blast were to he lifted to

200-300° C, or perhaps even to 500-600° C, the conversion

questionably proceed with great regularity and completeness, and the dif-

ficulties in the manufacture of soft bar iron and

Further, it is to be borne in mind, that, in order to produce a given va-

. :

ever the refining has reached the desired point ; h - laM is determined

by observing the character of the gases and sparks which escape from

very much as is the case in hearth refining : practice iso

.-.. ;r- ,o be able U) determine tb is point with accura-'V. ^[^
e of the n as a control ic i sorting the diffi

Th.-.'. >st for furnace repairs an w,is\at first

20-30 pr. ct. when the iron is
the w:

demands eonsid< , use has yet »w*

found for this m< t. If, however.

. l.een neee.-.-.ieration th 3 length of

puddling process . to its present
j

• vhile on the oil.

1 to a minim,
reason to hope that the day
difficulties in this proe. >s
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IV. AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY.

1. Atmospheric Nitrite of Ammonia "><'l its Ori-jin.-E. Bohlig de-
scribe {Ann. dcr Ck. u. Ph., cxxv, 21-33) the results of long study

et, made at the same ently of, the •

investigations of Bottger and Schonbein.

Barral found in the rainwater collected at tin* l'a--> < >! - r\ a'..ry,

; 161*81 jjrrms. at Nitric

acid and 4 1-82 grms. of ammonia per cubic metre. These result* have

m of nitri acid. Bous-
,v Gilbert, and Way found, on the contrary, in

rie waters an excess of ammonia above that required to
ion 1

1 nitrai uith the nitric a, d present, and hence it has been assumed
that there exist both nitrate and bicarbonate of ammonia in tb, atmo-
sphere. Bohlig gives as the result of his rosonrches : ! -t. that " normal

.. atbonate of

the first of thes

According to 1

carbonate of a

springs, but distilled water rarely,) i

:iniat'.' (1 «•(' s-<ii t<> :'.»• of water) and the -an

: :

whoh ivinains p.^feetly cle:ir foi lays together in closed vessels. If the

If water containing ammonia in combination with the stronger acids be
iblimate and carbonate of potash, the same reac-

as happens with cai : . double de-

composition occurring between the ammonia salt and carbonate of
potash.

Bohlig found, testing the uat r of each considerable rain for a year,

that in 'no c;i- • • ' .
- '

. nut. .1 . n.-, \\h !e

.

•
i . irbonntc of potash together in all cases gave a tur-

bidity or even i pi ipitate. < outran to the st i* nients ot the text-

;:, fiist port'
• Bohl

aline reaction, {Anronomie, ii, 227-8.) Besides it

ierstand how tfai Botwwnganlt<*
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of nitrous acid (calculated as nitric acid). The former first added
carbonate of potash to a litre of the water, then slowly evaporated to a

supposed nitric ;v:id !.\ indiey,, in connection with >wo\\<r chlorhydric

acid. (Agronomie, ii, 299). Way made a pint of the warn,

lime. and h ,'ih d it down in ,m long neck 'd Husk to a sum
from carbonate of lime, and evaporated in another flask to drvness at a

fimil .(,,<! Ill— - h was at. ! upon by iodid of silver

and ehh.rbydric aeid, and the liberated iodine was measured by sul-

i'd. (Jour. Roy. Ag. Sor. of E,igln>„l % ISjO, xvii, 157.)

Boblig, in the paper under notice, says that rain water or a solution of

nitrite or ammmiia ,
,( b both i a >hort time. :u 1 evaporated to one-

third at a gentler heat, without loss of nitrite. The nitrites of lime

m. in presence of excess of base, are supposed, on all hands, to

he fixed at ordinary t< mp< i itmv-. W< -!,,, i!d expect then that a v att-r

containing niti it. or unm dm when ew.p. it. ! with trbonate of potash

ti mi . a.'id «..„:,! , me.

According toBohlig, nitrite of ammonia in dilute solution, though

: emh ai - iu,'i_- b\ con < ntratit -' to a <

completely decomposed !>\ further evaporation at or near 212° F.
^

Onnj I
'<

} ! npo.r-d l,\ further . vaporation a

! other "hand, n he !, iied

From this result, it W9M war ranr-ih;. 1 to infer that the at mosphere itself

contains no nitrate but only r ammonia. To exa

sphere more directly, Bohlig passed iJO cubic feet of air

'

1 y of pure watei\ By the al>c

slip of purified

fixed salt of ammonia, tin

not obtain any reaction for its In imitation of rain,

; tall in a very slender stream upon a Long

paper which hung in the free r drop by drop

into a capsule placed beneath .' The '

enormous surface to the ati 1 both

nitron-- acid ia such ipiantity ^ ,',,,di Iy admitted of .

: ......
.

-

propound htivfJ**

This explanation he c,„cei\^ h > account for the " "
'

b'<<<^
• tilled, t

;..
.

-...:- - • .'
^

:: ! -'
'

rapid, this reaction disappears, but recurs again if the fire be slacK
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>ies the helm of the

nonia to the condens-
ing vapors.

Our author says further that tii- • in, that water
tly to form nitrite of ammonia, app.

because the evaporation-experiments of the latter were made with un-
limited quantities of air, and no account wa- :

in it of the nitrite. But the nitrite always occurs in the

though in proportions that vary extraordinarily with meteorological

conditions.

In the experiment just described, with the slip of paper, Bohlig often

observed that the water evaporated to less than on<

before giving any reaction for nitrous acid. This happened, for exam-
ple, after a protracted rain. At other times, when the weather was fine,

the water gave the reaction of nitrous acid after once flowing over the

;

Schonbein often E i xperiments.

Further trials which i ibein's theory are the fol-

lowing : 50 cc. of pure water were distilled in a rapid stream of air

and a k>ng potash tube. The temperature
rose from 12° to 100° C. After cooling, the distillate gave no reaction

either for ammonia or nitrous acid. This experiment wa* repeated in

the same manner, save that a h-s ijuantitv i>f unwa-hed air was passed
• m aidue la the retort gave most

decided reactions for an Ji nitrous acid was not
detectable, from the inferior delicacy of the iodine starch test.

Five grms. of carbonate of potash, free from nitrous acid and ammo-
nia, were all air. The liquid thus obtained gave
very evident reactions i

Bohlig descri esai periment, Hydrogen,

_ -

—
connected by its tubulure with sever- taining pure

Water, and fin) The combustible was thus consumed
in a stream of common air. After several grammes of alcohol (or

n-d) were burned, the

water of the"ab-..rbinir \> •— -!s w a- pereeptihk and in its reaction, and
' once a deep-blue color.

Ammonia was present onlv in minut. tra r-. mo>t perceptibly in the

Water whicl n -
I i t

1 - es of the bell and collected in a capsule

placed unh * the small amount of

nitrite of ammonia found in tin- acid liquid was not produced in the

experiment by union of water-vapor and nitr<wn. but was simply con-

densed from the atmosphere.
Bohlig pros s, in which the air that feeds the

flame shall be first puriti.-d from nitrite of ammonia.
.isrh experimental
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(J
'< do) —I "

i i tlxMv ncr.-inl tl'.c

ectcd allthe waters of rain, snow, dew an.! fop: that could be gath-

hem, for 185*5, 7-11 1U. of ammonia and 2-08 lbs. of nitric (nitrous?)

., for 1856, 9-53 lbs. ..f ammonia and l'-SuII.s. nitric acid—amounts

position fr.-m many of t| l( . analyses of the o,

.
•

;
.

.
.

:

acid, which last ean be easily b ;

It w nJd tpp i that ci posed by the actio

'- ..' '

'•'
.-.'..

:

'
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onect interpretation of the true composit

the roU-.mbiie from liodonmais have be<

was more of a chocolate-

between the bases and
1 :4-07, 1 :3'-95, 1 : 3-7.

ens with a high specific gravity ami having a black powder. Four

in regard to streak and pow
^oxygen ratios were 1:8

highest dens

-
- ,

i - '. ibK th purest yet found fiie crystals h iv. - it
1

i 1 no
md ail t'i -'j < ini i - I, v. *, , ! «. -. same sp. tie

gravity. Seleeted fragments gave this ,],>n>itv as 5-374 to 5-370, in

powder 5-4: the powd.-r had a light eherrv-ied color. Two analvs.-s by

pndkt. (•/„„,.. lxxxr, 438. '

_
o. j. b.

>r=zi-:^i. B.R, al b m d i & I
- ~ '

• becomes of

a dull, opaque, opaline y< How eoh i : it a high t< mp. rattire it glows, and
on cooling has a high lustre, and a brick-red color. In the closed tube
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\h-\- and becomes darker colored. Soluble in the fluxes: with

he outer flame gives a yellow glass, in the inner flame faint

ch on cooling becomes colorless ; with salt of phosphoi ns 2W>

;r moistened with Milphuiir aeid ndve- off rm. •

t id, u rh t|„ , volui on of < irboi ic icid. ai i

llorine. The acid solution gave no precipitate with sulphy-

potash, but soluble in

From this, Korovaeff deduces the formula 6ta<

StaC+Ce 3 (Fl, 0)
3 +fl, whi tials C 1728, S 2 40, La 37-67,

Ce 25-23, Fl 7-52, O 9-60=10000.

In physical character-. . \c
j

t ut >falli/ari"n, the mi 1

'ic from Musso, described an i

',<'•'•'•' '" "

The Kischtim mineral, hnwev.-r, contains no lime, and on treatment

>. indicating the preset

,,..;, .... I-

the latter being 4-35, whil >
. k - iti „ , ,, d i> WM W- * --

'*

the name Kischl • u as pi : able to the double name Km

3. Catalogue of the Miocene Shells of the Atbnnic SI:..- :
'}'. T. A.

Conrad.— In the last doi ib r i I

Natural Sciences of Philadelphia (Dec, 1862, pp. 550-682

not only to paleontologists but to those students of recent zoology w»

make the shells of our coast a subject of study. The i

''

himself, are so numerous and scatter, I **»« tbem,

—a necessary preliminary to their investigation.—would be by »ar

extended a work for every one interested there-,

self. It is a subject for "eonirratnlation that '

all, by one so competent and so well acquainted with our Tertiary r

nse as the distinguished author of the "Catalogue.
1 '

i
$

Mr. Conrad states that the Miocene of our
•

. \ .'

"Tli ne"..t the latter State. The newer i'l.„e,ne „; I'

t!,. coast rests imn i pon tl M i n •
!

mingling of extinct forms between these two formations. A do

.
:

: ;

to Gasteropods being 1 : M4. Mr. C. thinks that the V™VovW^
recent species generally acknowledged to occur in this formation s
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be greatly reduce!, and he rejects from the list no less than 18 which
were formerly supposed to be identical with recent forms. He even
doubts whether any of them are identical; those that possihb arc so

btutg only 30 in number, most of which he has not as yet had an op-

•goes or co-species. The
Natica keros and N. duplicate of our coast have fossil analogues so
closely iv-eii)l>iin_<- them that he can find n<> — - ^

r

i

t i - 1 i difference between
them. We w u 1 surest th u making th< - i u sons s] imens
from the int. : Id also be examined. If

a few of the denizens oi y survived to
the present epoch, we might expect them to have undergone some slight

..; — 'jreat a lapse <•!' time. A comparison with those ex-

li lived at an intermediate epoch would go far toward set-

Afew words on the nomi j
Mr. Conrad will not be

out of place here. He has followed the authors of " The Genera of
Recent Mollusca" in restoring the "generic" names of Klein, and giving
them the preference over the more recent, but well established names
of authors whoso works were, until very lately, universally accepted.

v. e must enter our protest. The generic nomenclature of

some principle to guide us in selection among the older names of these

groups of species, we can never reach a linn basis. The :•

-.'.ain, and has. with few exceptions, been gene-
rally followed.

The system of nomenclature proposed by Linnaeus, the convenience of

which has been proved by an iiun.'ired years of u-a-e. has become the
few, and it follows that no names should be adopted as generic which

Stood that they were naming f/t'nera. in the Lmnrean sense. We would
not, indeed, join those who eou-ider that we cannot go behind a partic-

- . .,., X>it«ne." nor would we exclude from use

the names proposed by all authors who were not strictly binomial in

their specific, nomenclature. An author may name a o-'im-, and give its

type, with it escribing any species whatever u i r it Hut it is e*sen-

'
, . : '

.

-

"fan entir- !y dim rent system in his "Tvtitemen iftth .<> Ostrrtr,,?,,,,;,-*;'

;.r L mi. , t - W it % . i i' -• i« < "ii !' H4 ot his work
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- for these, with the exception of :

nial phrase for tie 1 -< i.-onr

seizing upon -'very case in whieh an autho;r }„n>pi)>M

group of animals by a s„ -tins to ou

burdened synonymy, to t

there will be some who 'will insist that the .li-tnl.mio

J£{ l^ralis^a
>rs who flo.

and before the Mi. 1. He / Vel'se to til'

studies in the realm of

reputation by seeking for prio r names to

But to drop ».„ ,,, ., ,-„, of ,„„!„, nnmni'ila,! ,«c '

genurir distribution of our Mioeene shells by the author

- --
'

' ' . •
'

' '

' "'

part ven appropriate. We are now enabled V ;1

our Miocene fauna with that of Europe, and with that of the actual

epoch on our own coast
. .,„,, J'/ D .

•!; a:; ...'. ".^ "
a

• '''"/'._
:

"
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cells, as generulK' tlmu-lit. imle J.'th-if u<-\ an a^vn.iiny- from tin- base

'•. they are found above tin -<•, i in four of the five natural

r Live Oak (Q.

specimens of anv o-oodness, as well asS !;xt.^;;'

1

[;;;)1
;,;;;,

ir

; ttn,
i

) t

i::{SH
;

';E

reniently that portio

rifatyfo the embrj

:

n!"V^3
;

otV :

s u
-^[ ;!;

i

;;;

•i-l.l. He wishes the germination or
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Happily it occurred to DeCandolle that an interest might be imparted to

units of species, inter se or oh >-icaliv, 01

these are questions which surev m> tV.-m time to time; and now

and then in the progress of science the\ conn to assume a n.-w an 1 hope-

ful interest, litany and Z.»o!,,-\, U^loirv, and what our ,. «

the want of a new term, proposes to nam- A^Wom/zv, 1

all lead tip to

point the disouvdon. So we lu«»k with eager interest to see what light

the study of Oaks, by a very oaivfu!, experienced, and conservative hoi-

dinarily ptir.-ued by woikine- bota

.

.,-<•' •

being treats . /, non-existent—*;p<

the<iaks,,r Kuropr, ofthecnent. an.i ,.f the United .State.. -

specimens am -unf.-.j to humir, U ' - >" vf ed

- , ^

,: :

- '

; ;

; ..

',.

f. 1 V Its ! ,,,,,,1, th l - p Ml.,, Mil — t-t I .-t U« !U

n in . f ,. - .i.a he, „„ /ati. :>.

Of related forms <,-cumngov..r« id. tracts of territory. Hut as the mate-

»Aw«n«^hicb,.ttb.clo«ofhU.rticle
) DeC«.
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1 totally dis-

l..*r„f instances ,„ in a lin'Tr-d dwiict. p,V,v". un-

p.,n tho iuv^sti.tr.-itor.—what here i>

tli,- v;t !iiM species, and at./ siicii a- g.-i>e . v enter into sp< lie defi-

V;uiaii.uis of this sort. 1 >et.'andol!e. v

and taint if -. i- 1 even e.\| . -- - 1111 1 > li ii t"i queiicy

(1.) Of cba /y vary upon the same branch : over

-'••:.-
number of these are mentioned.

(-3.) Those so ran- that th.-v miffl.t he called monstrosities.

'J hen he enumerates charact >-,. ten in number, wbn-h he has never

•
1. I. as nr roups ot tie- lowest order. tho<e f, rms

which varied upon the same stoek, he next had to combine similarly

various forms which, th apoo the same branch,

"The lower groups (var I
- f have given

the Oaks of regions sufficiently know

-e not been inclim2d to prejudge su< it.i - -ti.-n-

)t disposed to follow those authors whose tendency is, as rhey

1 I refer do so on

n the same genus
example, r* .Qun-cuslhr.q.

md sometimes toe

,., •, -. (J

ue united my
of hi,!,,,)'...!!, s t ice these two

. :heir toothed leai,es. From the :
length of the

peduncle v in Q. Robur and ks, I might have combined

. e'h Q. salicithiia No'. 1 : have not admitted these
'

liave demanded viisible proof in each particular case. Many
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species are thus left as provis

This i> Vif, and i . .. .-, no doubt, as respects pub-

Onc-0 admitted, ihev mav sta: <

by evidence, direct, or cirLM;m<; autial. Surelv a specie- m
be condemned on good circumstantial evidence-. Hut what, course does

DeCandolie pursue in the ease—of every-day occurrence- to m

plored as Europe— when tic forms in question, or one of the two, are

as yet unnamed ? Does he introduce as a new species every form which

he cannot connect by ocular proof with a near relative,

differs only in particulars whi !, I, • se« s are inc. nstatit in

species of the same group ? We suppose not. But if so. litl

ment for the future upon the state of things revealed in the following

"In the actual state of our knowledge, after having seen nearly all the

-

from a single specimen, or from the forms of a single locality, of a single

country, or are badly described, it is difficult to believe that above one-third

of the actual species in botan unchanged.*'

Such being the results of the icwt of adequate knowledge, how is it

likely to be when our knowled-, is lar-elv increased '. Tin ;

accords with that of other bot ital -Xi'.

peat that the"They are mistaken." he is.-^rN, -win . re

greater part of oui ted, an,

cies are in a feeble

fectly kr i >vn, , ,'i it , species we re found

ti.-'lin

DeCandolie insii«K ind-ed.j eCtioll. t io h

of the groups, th<

ous or doubtful f

duLTT^ha^broV
h'k Uii..,.

VV;Ui
red t,

;,';';
Vi r to thesvs-

Htftnrea). Oi I Id be less defin

species, follows from the very t, rins employed. They are ranked $

ties, rather than species, just because <•:
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Singular as it may appear, we have heard it denied that spontaneous
it announcement that, in

!? rt- at est number of spontaneous w'-i.-ti.-s are] .-ub-varieties. The inaxi-

! elwoon sib

to amount of

action of DeCandolJe's art

jus' plants, to the eon-dderatio,

Suffice it to say, that he frank!;

from the whole course of observation, and even contemplates with sati

faction a probable historical connexion between congeneric species. H
accepts and, by various c<>n>iderati..n> drawn from ihe geographical di

tribution of European Cupulifn-a:, fortifies the conclusion—long ag
arrived at by Edward Forbes—that the present species, and even som
of their varieties, date back to about the close of the Tertiary epoch, sine

which time they have been subject to frequent and great changes of hat
nation or limitation, but * -'" of specific form c

varies in Eur.' -• L.k'in-bac
Still further into tin- lu ^ . l •

•
' . -V v ;, table remains indi

Heer'anlf
™

u ,'l'^i'
"

.
, i"",!,

,' ,\ , f > •
. !>

'"•'

asXn'c:- Vs'ta
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ious result of such partial extinction is clearly enough brought

1 ' • t Oaks (lik \ i i species) greatly tend

active disposition to produce new

forms. Every form t .i).N to iKVIil),. hen-d
state of mere" variatio

races some only will survive. 'Que,•c'^R
tion of the manner iri which one for 11 1 may

To Linnaeus this Common Oak of Europe was all of one species.

But of late years the greater number of European botanists have re-

garded it as including three speeies, O. ^edawnhh^ Q. .« -

Q. jwbescens. DeCandolle looks with satisfaction to the

the view of Li mucus was correct, inasmuch as it goes to show that the

idea and th- i is term «; cie» bai

changed during the century which has elapsed since the pu

the Species Plantarum. But the id

might appear under a different aspect, and tl

under a slight and very supposable change of circumstances. Of the

•.puii*-iii"«»i^ vari.-'i.- of '/. A'o/^r, wlii^h I '•
:

v ^difmii, ,ii t
{
»ih srt . ,!i t aiM . i< t u. !

no means the mlost common. W« , it is clear that the

three forms which have alreadv been so frequentiv taken ('<>•' -:

be what the group of four or ti

Q. Robur (see p. 4-35) now are. The best example of

having in all probahiiirx occurred, through geographical

partial exfineti :. thus separated

into the J»«.-.»d.-«r, the Lebanon, and the Atlantic Cedars,—a case admirably

worked out by 1 »r. Hooker two or three rears ago.
3

vantage of the Cv ing the probable

dug species in Europe, 1 M .'.-uuh-lle finds in the size and

character of the ir fruits. However ir mar [.,- witii otiier plants (and ie

.nelson genera ta and ill «*»

t transport have played only a very small pu't in L

n of specie^), tie- ' ud chestnuts >V

•p,ss an arm of ,- , niinae; ^
much more the spontaneous establi.>hment of a fore>t of Oaks or -_

R
^\

, DeCandolle conceives to be fairly impo*sih)e m i =11

^
all experience. From such considerations i. e.. h'°n

j
'.'£

actual dispersior
i
of the existing spe.-i.-s with occasional aid trom 1 1*

tertiary deposits,

of the Old Worl 1 attained th-n d.-sf,^., I re the present *£
aration of Sicily , Sardinia and <W , ... ..f Icitam, from the Europe**

This "viewon. e adopted, and this course once entered upon, has to

Quercus Robur of Europe with its beVy of admittedpursued farther.
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derivatives, and its attending species only provisionally admitted to that
rank, is very closely related to certain species of Eastern Asia, and of
Oregon and California,—so closely that "a view of the specimens by

or have originated, with the latter. iV->m one <>\ more preceding forms so
like the present ones that a naturalist could hardly know whether to call

them species or varieties." Moreover, there are fossil leaves from dilu-

vial: deposits in Italy, tii.ni red by (dindin, which are hardly distinguish-

able from those of Q. Robur on the one hand, and from those of Q. Doug-
lo.si). Arc, of California, on the other. No such leaves are found in any
Tertiary deposit in Europe; but such are found of that age, it appears,
in Xorthwt.'.-t America, where theii ' urish. So
that the probable genealogy of Q. Robur, traceable in Kurope up to the

Commencement ot ill,- pi— cut cp« ..
: \i. looks eastward and far into the

Q.Ilex, the Evergreen Oak of Southern Europe and Northern Africa,

reveals a similar archaeology; but its presence in Algeria leads I M'an-
dolle to regard it as a much more ancient denizen of Kurope than Q.
Robur; and a Tertiary < >ak, Q. Uicohh :

*. from a very old Miocene bed in

Switzerland, is thought to be one of its ancestral forms. This high an-

tiquity once i almost of course that the very nearly

- in Central Asia, in Japan, in California, and even our own
Live Oak with its Mexican relatives, may probably enough be regarded
as early offshoots from the same stock with Q. Ilex.

In brief,—not to continue these ib-sti ts aid n nark*, and with 'it

reference to L>an\ in's particular theory (which 1 )<< 'andolle at the close

very fairly considers),— if existing species, or many of them, are as

trh1 to I--, and were subject to the

physical and ^.graph the com nig and the

going of the I y implies; if in former
firms they were a- lia! i

to vaiiation as they now are; and if the indi-

viduals of the same species may claim a common local origin, then we
cannot wonder that " the theory of a succession of forms by d<

anterior forms " should be regarded as "the most natural

nor at the general advance made towards its acceptance in some form

The question being, not, v t m?- u I mimals originated, but, how
'I;'

rection. The general drift ..f

plified by this essay of DeCan-

the set and force of the current are seen by noticing how it

•

. j ,, . reatviewa and prepossessions—
some faster and fart tier than others,—but all in one way. The tendency
is

, we may say, to extend the law of continuity, or s; im tl ing analogous

I

1

'
— tit with the past in some sort of material connection. The general-

'<it'.o, .a n m ,'j
i \„ , N pre-ed so a- not to issert that the connection is

genetic, as" in Mr. \\ dlace's formula: " Every species has come into
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exigence -
,

-
t ' -

, r <

.if closely allied

species." Edward Forbes, who may be called the originator of this

whole line of inquiry, long ago expressed a similar vi« w. But the only

material sequence we know, or ran

»n parent to progeny; and, a plies, the origin

of species and that of rac- can har-by i- Much unlike, nor governed by

other than the same laws, whatever these may be.

The progress of opinion upon this subject in one genera I

badly represented by that of DeCandolle himself, who is by no means

prone to adopt new views without much consideration. In an ele-

mentary treatise published in the year 1835, be a<

remember, vigorously maintain. -d. <! .<n'- id. a of t-.e -: '

:

pie origin of species, at least of some sp.-elc-,— a view »:

carn'.-d out to it> i.ilinmfe de.veior.ment only perhaps k \ _

:

•: if.

'- •'- •
.

'...,'• .,. :.-';. ••: '
:

'

~

now occupied by the species. But in 1855, in Li-

the multiple hypothesis, although
'

The actual vegetati

through

changes,

r of the probable high antiquity of existi

;:nerous geological, geographical, and n

changes, of anb-ior v.^tati-ais tiie actual distribution of
i

to be a consequence of preceding

alone may be expected

them so curious and extraordinary, of the actual geographic

tion of the species. In the present essay, not only the did >

the origin of congeneric species is regard I

whether derived by slow and very gradual rhanifes in the

according to I'arwin, or by a sud<leii, inexpii<

tiary ancestors, as conceived by Beer, DeCai
It may, however, be inferred that he looks upon ' nan:

(which he rather underrated) „aro
curious remarks (pp. 57-58), upon the number of monstro-]

produced, and the possibility of their enduring, may be regarded as

favorable to Heer's view. ..

As an index to the progress of opil referred to,

will be interesting to compare Sir Charles Lyell's well km
20 or 30 years ago, in whi.-h .he permanence of species was ab'.v in*.,

tain. 1, wi-h h ;
- 'r-annent of the same subj<

England, which, however, has not yet reach*

A belief in the derivation of species ma}r

conviction of great persistence of specific ch

the excellent Swiss vegetable palaeontologist,

den change of specific type at certain peri

'i.t adheres- t<> somewhat -inula

on Elephants, living and fossil, in the Natural History R«
ary last. Noting that "there is clear evidence of the tru

having existed in America long after the period of the noi

when the surface of the country had settled down into its pn

and also in Europe so late as to have been a cotemporary of the lru>n

lect in a work just iss ued «

be maintained along wUh '\

jaracters. This is the

Pi, }her, who imagines

i k and !»') haps is

„ views in h>
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land so far back as before

four well-defined species of
II >pe; that ";i vast num-

ber of the remains of thn been exhumed over a
|iiH'ju a m )vii-'[m j

; aid, <-un in the i,< < 3* ^n .>J -.>.-.. an enormous
interval of ti'.m- has < .

•-,,.,.' ail un t

ami the in 1 . i t < '1 - posits, quite sufficient to test the persist-

ence of specific <-haract -n in an Kieiuumt." he presents Lbe question:
-

'
'

"' .-.,..

lo which the reply is: "If there is one fact which is impressed on
the conviction of tli observer with more force than any other, it is the

persistent and imitbrmit} of the characters of tlie mular teeth in the
'..:

the observation to be correct, what strong proof does it not afford o^ the

p-iM-ten e and coiim.i \ ais of time, of the dis-

i- of tlu^e (.i_r„i - winch ai. most concerned in the ex-

::- of the -peei.- .' If we e .-t a glance back on the long

'.
( r more ion >rtai t in its ree -. I i m th

. ,;..,_.,, !':.'
; :, '.

all but unc Ii m_ i i v _ _i n; . i i i . t , t - 1 *j eh s

. I. (.1 tlit t ,,\\ an\ -•in-iis in tl • -ueees>ive deposits of a

. Falconer continues, (p. 80)

:

ss which I draw from these facts are i

sitions of Darwin's theory. W ith him.

and /;. .mtiquus, were not

" Another reflexion is equally strong i

of India; and of E.prim

iraJ Selection,'

-or a process of variation
the phenomena. T i evolution ol lea

around the axis of a infestation as anj
the physical hm e-h instance, hone

;''•-. '
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nature, a deeper-seated and innnate principle, to the operation of v
s

and so susceptible of mutat
form stand out so signally a monument of stabilit * ""

t writings, Darwin has, beyond s

branch of the biological sciences of his day;
great edifice; but he need not be surprised, if

ire is altered by his successors, like the Duomo of Milan from the

"oman to a different style of architecture."

Entertaining ourselves the opinion that something more than natural

election is requisite to account for the orderly production and succession

f species, we offer two incidents above extract.

First, we find in it,—in the phrase " Xatural Selection, or a process of

he fomier has never yet boon shown to have its eause in "external influ-

ices," nor to occur at random. As we have elsewhere insisted, if not

explicable, it has never been explained; all we can yet say is, that

ants and animals are prone to varv. and that some conditions favor

triation. Perhaps in thb I>r. Falconer may yet find what he seeks: for

it is difficult to believe that there is not in'fiVj nature, a deeper-seated

id innate prmeiph to the oj rat.ioiu.fwh h N atural Selection is merely

1 adjunct." The latter, which is the ensemble of the external influences,

eluding the competition ,,t the individuals themselves, picks out certain

iriations as they arise, but iu no proper sense can be said to originate

species of ph] D •?. and. we suppose, D

its variet t - in i. J. tli <
f

>' v. rt it* leaves of whiel

present the simplest case. That, ft]

from one variety of alteniau ] ivlh- ixi- t in< h< i >h. tiid occur on the

terras of a regal u - v\<->,—ahh i ifh imh t d we have not the least idea as

to how the change from the one to the other comes to pass. But it is

'"-:
'• ^. •

" ':'.
:

^

;

- •
.

- ' •
' '.

. ^ ... -

leaved phyllotaxis thr« ig! ml i larger number—through th

of some deep-seated and innate principle, which we cannot fathom,-—

e8 at the second or third node, and

. dower, or ei>e .-ih-, t a .\ r.tb-b of the two spe-

cies in a ma L Here is a change

from one fixed law to another, as unaccountable, if not as great, as from

one specific form to another.

An elaborate paper on the vegetation of the Tertiary period in the

southeast of France, by Count Gaston de Saporta, published in the Ann.
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(3d. Hat. in 1862, vol. xvi, pp. 309-344,—which we have not space to
analyze— is worthy of attention from the g-m-ral inquirer, on account of

'

,,

! >.<!vai, each of which has its separate and different historv,

—ami for the announcement that "the i, a ofmo-t
geologists, intervened between tin; close of the Cretaceous and the begin-
iniiL: <>f the Tertiary, appears to have had no existence, so far as concerns

tion; that in general it was not by means of a total overthrow,
followed by a complete new emission of species, that the flora has been

,'ssive peii.C ;

s the Cretaceous period more or less rapid!

peared, as also f"

Laurel, the Myr
later, survived ;

kiur,
, tli. Mvi , o i e • > •

i .pshumihs), the boreal typ

the north of Asia, or in North America, the basis of the actual arbores-

tation. Especially "a very considerable number of forms nearly

more easily ti -CI— le— vast and it-- extended south-

tributed to two kinds of causes ; the one material or physical, whether
slow or rapid; the other inherent in the nature
sant, but slow, in a manner latent, but somehow assigning to the species,

as to the indU C of existence, and, in some equally

mysterious hut u hCh natural u ->y, o<>nn< ted with the >l

appear to run back to a common point of departure."

In this community of types, no less than in the community of certain

•
>1< Dg< 1 m .-• rial union between

North America and Europe in former times. Most naturalists and geolo-

: of them seem not to perceive how far -;,.

finj v tli lo tiiueol the common origin ..t related species.

than with zoologists. But with both the advance in this direc-

tion is seen to leave boon rapid and great: yet to us not unexpected.

We note, also m evident disposi i witl it ne; some et 1. n rs to

the < [trary, to 11 h-i ivatne hyp m - to -t-im! or fail upon their

own merits. to have C -il grounds certain pre-

sumptions in their favor,—and to be, perhaps, quite as capable of being

turned to good account as to bad account in natural theology.
3

8 What the Rev. Principal phy of niira-

- - ,;•: '

'' :..':.•:
:..- :•»

-':' ";.'
> .. ....( .

.
- " •

' : " '

'-

;

VJ ,,.

!'

".
.

;..
::.'.',. ,-.

.

,

;..'
"

..'. .'.....

'

;

>' . _.. •.
- -

:

• •

•.. rvwhere reason aod wisdom, it seems ajuster as well
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ng the lea Y\n<x naturalists, indeed, such viev

er space, or as segregal

;

wise essential to the species, and may not have been the region of its

origin. In Mr. AgawA uew the habitat i- Mipp.-ul to n

and to be a of the species. Tin. ..

merely the place where it is, but a part of what it is.

Most naturalists n . , : . ; and many, like DeCan-

dolle, have cm..* to L-.»n'."'liid th it \ .
A-. or races,

) Of specie*, and are 10

Mr. Agassiz, if rightly understood, all I

physical cause and effect, are e.juailv supernal

In comparing preceding periods with the p

2poch, and even to recognize no ex-
terminations.

Tlie^e 'peeuiiar vieus ii'.-ii.v.aiiied, will effectually dispose of every form

of derivative hypothesis.

Returning for a moment to DeCan.h. lie's artieie. we are disposed to

:'ieismof Linnams's -definition' of the term .«/>

JBot., No. 15V) : Sped, i tot numrr.tnuts quo'

has been propound •
•<!.

sary to go back to its origin, uhuh is inn.- hi.. A definition by a

•h can never be rerii

Now, as Lh pli d the idea of species wi

which h .. iev-r , ; surpassed, and rarely equal!

A

, :

,...<
.

"

i which basis A. L. Jussieu .iid o.n-

itius definitur oerennis individuorum
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generatione renascent! urn." The funda-
menrai idea ot species, we would still maintain, is that of a chain, of
which genetically-connected individuals are the links. That, in the

practical recognition of species, the essential characteristic has to be
ma-n-d, is no great objection,—the general fact that like engenders like

being an induction from a vast number of instances, and the only as-

.-

"'.-•-• :•:;:,.

to be verified inferentially. If we still hold to the idea of Linmous, and
of Vgas.siz, that existing species wer. created independently, and essen-

t' d \ all at once at the U ^itttji n i; of the pr< sent era. we could not better

the propositions of Linna-ms and of Jussieu. if, on the other hand, the

time has come in which we may ao- eir successive

.

::-;
• • \\ ition from other forms, then n 'in m i

l
o' ; Li i ;e - will

refer to that time, whenever it was, and his proposition be as sound and

In his 9i d, 1068-1077) DeCandolle discusses

and in the same interest. Remarking that of the

-, viz: lik (lui'in'j '''
- "I, tu nth, and gene-

alogical c

the former ;

u fond des ques

tuelJe, feconde indefinim
.

irons do ta nicnie espece ? Parce qu'ils se ressemblent <

"
i cela. Lorsque deux especes r

the ground of

unity of species; in wild plants it is 5

races, often enormous. DeCandolle himself informs us tin

a disposition to set up separate van, -ties, which becoming 1

* Particularly citing Flourens : " La resemblance nest qu' jrae <

aire ; la condition mm «* • ce nest pas la re
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constitute a race; he evidently looks upon the extreme forms, say of

Quercus Bobur, as havi ng thus o :his ground, inferred

and not fiom their mutual
includes thtm in that species. This will be more apparent

[i-CoVety of ions, which he lead s us to expect, here-

species which attend Q. Bobur to be

rightly be replied ithat tliis conclusion

n the likeitiess step by step in the series of forms;

but the cause of the lit 3 is obvious. And this brings in our
'

is after all the var

atant, element,—to lean the essential thing, resemblance among

genetic c<

can be the cause of the other.

In hermaphrodite plants (the n<>rmal ease), and even as the question is

ingeniously put by DeCandolle ii

', though it may, i n case of crossing,

Hot, on d of the most fundamental of all thin

in the constitution <-f pi animals, " the fact i

ice their like, that characteristics are

;ct natural consequ ence of the genetic

succession,—and ire the effect

We are equally disposed to combat a proposition of 1
'<.-<'

_
: ..

•' '

. ;

•
'•.. .....

. ,• ' ,..- i
:.- : '

re-affirmed in his present article, viz., that genera are more natural than

specie, and are limn, correctly distinguished hy people in _

shown by vernacular names. Hut we have no space left in which to

present some evidence to the contrary.

Here we must abruptly close our long exposition of a
[

''

at this time to produce a marked impression. ,We would

attention to an carli<-r article in the same important peri-

the Bibl. Univ. for May, 18G2), on the European Flora and the Config-

of, and com an Inctory part of Heer's Fk i

Helvetia, as reedited and translated into French by Gaudin, witb aiMi-

tions by the author. A
-
G-

3. Flora Capensis; by Dr. Harvey and Dr. Sonder; vol.

The second volume of this excellent work extends

to the Loramthacece inclusive, that is,
- teloM orders.

Almost half the volume is devoted to the Lepv

Dr. Harvey, and much the greater part of the other half is occupied by

the firuniacece, by Dr. Sonder (who assigns no definite

separate them from HamameUdece), the Crassulaceaz, by Dr. i

.-..'
. .

.;>- .:••
•

:
.

•
.

. •

.;--
'

in elm- 7 i t s ,;!! .
r -.- ..• WI ), and the Umbelliferm, by l

Montinia is transferred by Dr. Harvey from the Onac/racea to the bait-

fragacea:. The close affinity of the latter order to Bosacece is recognized

by placing it and its imme iiato al e= next after Bosacece in the series.

5 See this Journal, vol. xxix, [2], March, 1860, p. 165, for the enunciation of this
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4. Flora of Canada.—Flore Canadienne, ou Desertions de iouies les

Planf.es des F<>r '-. ' 'irnnps. Jmlins et Faux du Canada, &c.—Par
l'Abbe L. Provancher, Cure de Portneuf. Quebec : Joseph Darveau,
1862. 2 vols, 8vo. pp. 842.—It is pleasant to find that Botany is attract-

!i Lower Canada as to call into existence a Cana-
m the French language; and it i- much to the credit of the

Abbe Provnn he should have produced
such a work as this, in so good a form and so neatly printed. It is of
course substantially a compilation ; and the author is evidently a neo-

J'hvi,.. ,,f limited acquaintance with the plants around him; but he makes

I

for i
1

• prei nl rety well serve

the educational end in view. The critical Flora of Canada and the other

Provinces is yet to be written, and will be of a different order.

The wood cuts, "over 400 in aural tie orders, and
which here appear in such novel guise with their French environment,
are every one taken from Gray's Botanical Text Book, except five of the

Ferns from the Manual,—a preference which speaks more for the good
taste of the Abbe than does the omission to mention the source.

i flat f.rr

smooth trunks and

ion, at Bordeaux, as

in the Ti

become aware - described in i\\e Manual of Botany
of Northern States in 18,3'!. We < m <ri\v hi n . ti .-i ?-s ; i. e., Torrey

& Cray, Flora of N. America, i. 245 (1888); and the venerable Dr.

Darlington's Flora Cestrica, 2d ed., p. 153 (1837). Probably there is -till

earlier mention of it; as the fact has ben familiar to us from boyhood.
These disks are figured in First Lessons in Botany, p. 38. We maj add

j plant may often be -

in the ordinary manner. Although we have never seen

idente" in

Michaux, yet these are mentioned by Dr. D n Bgl >
.

\\
'

•• ^ _

.- -

do in the Southern Muscadine Grape. a. g.

6. Vites Boreali-Americanae, par. E. Durand, de T'Academic des Sci-

ences JValur, V " p ' d'mie Introduc-

fi"h par M. Cii. Dks Mouuns, etc.—In response to demands from the

Frencli So t\ t'ot veciimati-atiou, mdfrom Mr. IVs Moulins on the

Durand of Phil id Iphia. ahu^ vn .?i.»n, commu-
nicated a condensed but very careful m >m irraph •:' the Xorth American

8pecies of Vitis. This monograph,— a most laudable attempt to illustrate
'

' '''
S'- ( L ,,.,,, J Bo ln.in.e,\ ! xxiv. -
year. Loeath amplified in bulk >

.

:;
-
nstorcnla-

tions and notes of its French editor. Seven
]

i_"'S of this introduction

are devoted maiiih to a criti. ism . f the two w. r«!s ! \ which the present
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x
:
" disk none." The sub-

stance of the whole is, t . disk is to be

found in the flower of Am), >ut t iks thai finds under the
f -Hi ng fruit -." n -iliiiij: wan h . \ i become a disk:

then stating, in effect, that the disk i bing more than

a development of the common receptack- f the flower (to which we have

no present occasion to

"plus oh nv-L (4 where it is not developed at all. A
reexamination enables us to say that Mr. Sprague's figures in the Genera

Am. Bor. III., ii, pi. 162 are correct, and that there is no disk at all de-

veloped in Ampelop.vs. inch are the facts. If now it he argued that

this genus should be united to I i h in spit of this difference, we could

n >t w.'i .»! |. \ Ln urn, 1 . \ \ out '. tti hi-k 1- 111 .1 tieient species of

Vitis (inehi'i lag species of the latter is

hardly distinguishable iiom our Virginia Creeper except in a

developed disk. Bentham and Hooker fil., we observe, have recently made

this reduction ; but still upon an unfounded by]

write : "jjkm confluentem;

—a view which we can no more confirm by observation than we can

that of Des Moulins ; but it has the immense advantage of being stated

in fewer words ••- of pages. a. g.

7. Vegetable Productions of the Feejee ''Islands.—A " Blue Book,"

•

'';'
a full and of!: tisfa Ooiwd,

Mr. Pril bard, and E laiming to be king of the

Fiji islands. for the cession of the latter to the Brithh cp

appointment of Col. Smythe as a commission to visit these islands and

to report whether the acquisition would be desirable—whereupon the

commissioner rifjtad tb<

was instructed to explore and report upon their

and resources. Col. Smythe very sensibly reported that 'i

although perhaps the most influential of the independent chiefs, had no

claim to the title of king of Fiji, and thai it w; - inexpedient to accept

:•;-> 1. ..
. .

manu's elaborate Keport on the Vegetable Productions and

the Vitian or Fijian islands. This treats I. of the climate, soil, and flora

in general of these islands, and, 2, of the Colonial Produce, so

as sugar, oog m >. which they may be

yield, as also certain oils and fat>, farinas mid >ph -. • Tl •

of the people. This " is the same all over Polynesia, being d.

the total exclusion ..f ail e-rain and puis.-, fn.m the vain.
'

banana, the pi mt iiii. th ,r-ad fi . an 1 th c . , nut ; but the bulk ot

tin lfus ^ grouo the fan, takes t ,e 1, n'l.whiht the co, .

upon as a del*
' nncrly altogether cut off.

!:-.:-' •'

upon cocoa-nuts. The Samoans place the bread-

list. Ag tin, th* Fi ins think more of the yam than of the others, tfaougn

all grow in their islands in the greatest perfection, and in an endies

number of 1 -,. a long list, the bread-fruit
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and bananas being the most important, and the account of the Ivi, (/no-

ft] relationship

•dr. Bentham. 4. Cannibal vegetables, the vegeta-
bles eaten with human flesh,—formerly an important pari >:" Fijian diet-

-

digest, and, perhaps on

thought to assist the p:occ-, viz: .,1 Ti <h^ ,' > .

v v w/- . and
Solatium antkropophagorum of Seemann, and of Omaluathus pedicella-

*'<": Femh., an F iphorbiaceous plant. 5. National Beverages. Like the
other Polynesians, they prepare an intoxicating; diink 1 om the root of

'in m. •• In ordei- t<> I'll par.- the beverage, it is necessary to
reduce the roots to minute particles, -.-mar Polyne-

ne i v 1 h-umg.— a ta-k. in 1- y. ie\.-ivii j; upon lads who
have sound teeth, and who occupy a certain social rank towards the man
for whom they perform the office Some Fijians make it a point to chew

:'

'
-

. ... •
.

;
.
:

,
•

;'
- r-

-".'.: -'.--.
they were not acquainted, nor were ai ted, with the

&&J from the cocoa-nut palm. From
which it is ,-• 1!..- a i • (.it Mai ivan origin, they
must have left 1 ol toddy from

paiin itsri.fi> thought to have made its way by the drifting . if it, fruits

to have reached (V\ . , a within what may be called historical times.

6. Vegetable Poisons. Under this h cooot of the

..1). the Ouocrpns VHienxls A. Gray, which
'

e. Indeed, a drop of the jui band of one of
Dr. >^'ii!;inn's companions. " insta; *\ to that pro-

duced by contact with a red-hot poker." The Excwcaria

known through the East, is equally virulent with its ally the >!

tree. The smoke of the burning wood is used by the Fijians to cure

leprosy .—a terrii ly s.-vnv, 1 ut s, metimes an effectual, remedy. V. Med-

and Per/ann's. Ti se are used for scenting tl i-ntif < i wh h the

in iv < pi seiy aj y to tl haii nd to t nak 1 h B si | os that
'

e.v.'i-s, from the fruit of P»rin«rium laurinum

and of Eagei,:<- • A. Gray, and from the bark of a

species of China > > a • the m >t t im us 1- t
1

1 yi< \> 1! \ the San ial-

wood of the islands whi f
1111 v abui 1 1

s 01 t i" »od Bay, is

n >w almost am ihilaf d. U. Materials for Clothing. The tapa, made of

the bark of the Pap 1

'•' »•>' clothing-'•. .-.-..•
;<

,. o\ Cottm, several

sorts of which have be -cua.ls, and
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t being ;

inophyllum. the wood of t

for canoes ami !»ki!s v |,i',. i ts s . eo \ a uis ai, import mi oil, but ttie mosi
valued wood is that of Afzelia bijuga A. Gr., which is almost iiah-true-

tiblc. Palms, Sacred Groves, Ornamental Plants, &,-., occupy the re-

Having- submitted his economical report, Dr. Seemann is now turning
his attention to th -dentirh- botaio f tin 1 f-dands where he made
a collection second in extent and intere.-t oniv to that of the U. S. Explor-

a, under Commodore- Wilkes. The Flora llticn.sis which he

ress, and 100 colored plates by Mr. Fitch,—to be

\ Lovell Ueeve and Co. In form and extent it will therefore

equal his well known Botany of the Voyage of the Herald; and it can

not fail to be interesting and important.

A Synopsis Plantarurn Vitiensium, or List of the Fijian Plants at pres-

ent kn om). ha., jusr been i,-tied bv I >r. S.-nnann. forrectecl up to date.

We note that he has ov. - folio, of the Musci of

Willv-.- Ku.-.l/iMi., in ui,i h fr'r-n m Lot in hi* \\< are enumerated
-•'..:-:; :;';•:. •.; - N. .; d- .':

, :

;
.

by Mr. Tuckerman. the Ah/a b\ 1W. IIunv
}
and the late Prof. Bailey,

and \\u- \ w I i, n 1 \I ssrs < nt- i 1 l> ik bo lis. pul -'a

8. New Edition of Gray's Manual of the Botany of the Northern

United States.— \\\i copv the Ade, edition, 1863.

—'•The additions and aiuaation> of the He-vised Edition of this work, now

Pi 4 vrs:

ild plants,

i great convenience in

many cases. Most ot these cultivated plants are everyw

in studying them, if double flowers, and the

etrous or unnat'iral condition, be avoided, a

popular and Bieful. Directions lor

.-. i \> .. - . . . ,.
,

•
• "

'

pends, has been alt- y the. rand, i, e.-h s mphtied, adapted to tb

/ of the Northern States, and printed in a larger

n particulars have been made throughout!*

plates. Many others, suggested by acute and obl
.

1

^
,

?|

inch have been newly detected within our limits, and one

two which were before accidentally omitted, are enumerated and character-
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"' 5. Eight plates have been added, crowded with figures, illustrating all the
in number) of Grasses. They are wholly original, having been
nature and engraved by Mr. Sprague. They will be of great

assistance in the Bl riant family.
"The flattering success which the Mumml has nui v. itii >:

roed improvement;—in regard to which

9. Botanical Necrology, 1862.—Of the three botanists of Holland
who all died in the earlier weeks of the year 1802, viz. : Blume, Van
den Bosch, and BeVriese, a brief record was made in this Journal for

May last,

Prof. .V. .V. Bb/tt, of the University of Christiania, the most distin-

a'in-lie.1 Yonv.-H.in l...»tani>t, died on the 26th of July last, aged 70

iy, and had commenced the publication of his Norges Flora,

I in 1861.
Wirt. Jlnrrir, Esq., of Ileiitiehl in Sussex, Kna'iaiel, one of the vene-

rable cotempi rarirs and botani il i\ < ml- >l Sir ,!a m - E. Smith, and
whose nam,' ha- long been intiimn :'.::glish botany,

died on the 10th of February, 186-2, in the si 1st year of his age.

Br. James Townshend Machay, the author of the Fltrm )lil>nira,

long the director of the Botanic harden of Trinitv < "nlloce. Publin,

died five days later, viz: on the 15th of February, at an age little less

venerable than that attained l.y Mr. Borrer.

Br. B. G. von Kieser, the late President of the Imperial Herman
Society of Naturalists, and who has boon Professor of Medicine at the

University of Jena ever since 1812, died on the 11th of October, aged
83 years. He is to be honorably mentioned an

account of two early < -says on the anatom;, ..

one of which, in the year 1812, took th pi ; oil :, b\ the Haarlem
Academy; and for bia wy of Plants, the earliest

German treatise of modern times, published in 1815.

Br. Jouvldm >\W". of I Ian. bur-, 'lied on the 24th of March, 1862,
in the 57th vear of liis au'e. He was a medieal practitioner, who de-

voted his leisure hours with assiduin and much miccss to systematic

botany, and . -|. • iv, - ' years, to the Cowpotita.

Mr. John Twc(d'a\ a Scotch gardener, who visited P.ucnos Ayres to

- ,>;; tie I.: I ' ta, the Parai a. and ti < Uni-

ty years ago, and became so fond of the coun-

try 'that he made it his 'home, 'lied at Santa Cntalina, near Buenos

Ayres. on the tirst of April. 1 862, at thy age of S7
;

To him we are

mainly indebted for the original "f the Verbenas which adorn our par-

te] res ami foi manv other . i i I'd
\

mts.

Turning now to our home circle, we have to record :!

names of "f1)U r of th' oidet . tivators of otu seienc who have been

removed from our tbii ,

:mm;h-:—

llunuunn /^mo, ( ./; 7 .et Boston, dn d on th. Hth of October

. :
c,o

\ (
. a ,s. lie was born in 1700. w ;1 >

II rvard i . r-it\ in' the veai 1812 ; h. tirst pur-m 1
'• _ d -tudies,

,-..-.•.
, .. ...

. ... : .; -
:

• .-.:.- .- '
.. '

-
'. =

'•
•

-•
•

,n. He then took up the study of
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medicine, and completed his medical course in the schools of Scotland

and Pari*.? . at Kdinbnrgh in the year 1821.

The large advantages of such a traimvj; hn\ ;:.- b,-n enyued. Mr.

Greene did not engage in the pre .n. An ample
inheritance, which rendei < u imurn ^-rv. eonspir-

ing with a remarkably quiet and contemplative disposition, and a re-

fined taste, led him to devote LI* time to literary culture and to scien-

tific pursuits. His fondness for botany, which early developed, was

. i 1 1 iii- siir\ i\ iiri friend, tin' now \ eiierabh- Sir W m. Hooker,

then Professor in the University of Glasgow, to whom he naturally be-

came much attached, and by whom he was highly appreciated.

In botany, as in everything e!>e, Mr. Greene "sought to be silently

useful. He nevei himself published any of his discoveries or observa-

tions. The few species to which his name is annexed were given to

original observations numerous and accurate, and both wire t'reei}

placed at the disposal of working botanists. He early saw that th*

great obstacles to the adi wtageons pros tion ol

tio.us ii th - 'in. i v. t i - , ,-
i New Ki,u iik . w. r. the w mt of

books and the want of authentic collections;

endeavored, so far as he could, to supply, lie Leathered a choice bo-

tani al library, he encouraged . xplorati-ns. and he -ub-< r

of Drummom! i. tin s „,, |
- .. , | ,n tin then Mexican

province of Texas. These, being di-fnhuted under numbers, among

the principal herbaria of the worfd, and named or referred to in mono-

graphs or other botanieal works, were of prime importance as standards

of comparison. Such collections and sued books as Mr. Greene brought

together were just the apparatus most needed at t

try; and now, when our wants are somewhat bett

not forget the essential s

,:,, - ,
• •• -

.

:

: .

:. •:

use them. Mr. Greene'- botani--al library un-i

be Boston Society of Nat i ,

/ President,—and bT

will be preserved for the benefit of future N

botanists, by whom his memory should ever be grateful

'i

[Jubia - -'.i 's M I .. ' i .
'<

i ' • i -imila

his old friend Mi N'uttall, of a uri< - Gra-s of Arkau-a- -i l ,u"

he annals of the science which he lov-

ingly cultivated. , ^
Dr. Asnh,! Clnpp, of N, w Vlbanv, Indiana, died on the 17th of I >e-

- baa Jreadj b d inn. a« 1 in th< cm

(p. 806). We are ,-,,! ioformi I

.' ^ : ' "

'

merit and importance, viz., A Synopsis or Systematic Catalogue of in

Medicinal Pi forms an 8vo volume ot
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May. ls,-,2, and published during that year, at Philadelphia. A rare
plant of the order Oomp rn borders of
Texas, was dedicated to Dr. Clapp in the Botany of the Mexican Bound-

Dr. Mi lines C. Leavenworth, as already' announced in this Journal,
died in the vicinity of New Orleans, in hceember last, while acting as

Surgeon to the 12th Connecticut regiment, at the age of probably above
three score years. It is to be desired that some one acquainted with

i- life. He was formerly
and for many years a surgeon in the United States Army; from which,

retired about twenty years ago. While in the army, and
at frontier posts in Arkansas, Louisiana, and Florida, he indulged his

strong botanical tashs, and did useful service, by observing and collect-

ing the plants within bis reach, which he communicated to Dr. Torrey
along w ith copious notes. These were the more important as his dried
specimens were seldom neatly preserved. The pages of the Flora of

and success as a botanical explorer and pioneer. His ardent love of
botany—fostered, we believe, by the late Dr. Tully—must have early

developed ; for as much as forty years ago he discovered " four new
plants from Alabama," which he described in the seventh volume of

1, in 1824. Among the many rare plants which he detected,
a very peculiar one—the Amphian thus pu sillus of Torrey—which he
found in the upper part of Georgia, is so very sea.ee and' local that it

sp«
< ii s ,.t whi h ( n . i list , ( r-m the , tin i)

was disco-em! by Dr. Leavenworth, dedicated to him by Dr. Torrey,
id s,|\U<s;— which seniles, indeed. Were

continued to the last. For no sooner bad h<

upon our southern coast than he zealously began to collect the^plants

he met with, and to not* then peculiarities \ tin gh 1 s scientific

acquirements and insight were not gr &>a to botany
were thorough and genuine. a. g.

Br. Charts Ky., March 7, aged 69
years. A notice of his life will appear in our next issue.

10. Evidence as to Man's place in Nature ; by Thomas TTexr\ rirx"-

LEY, Fellow of the Uoval Society. 100pp. Svo. London: Williams

and Xorgate.—The able zoo! gist. l'i f lluxl-y. discusses in the first

chapter of his work, '-The Natural History ct' the Man-like Apes," or

the Orangs, <dbbons, t \. 'nd. "the Re-

mains ,,f Man." The second topic j.
• ' the rest of

3 conclusion of the whole is, that man belongs
'

"t the Quadminmia, and constitutes

among the" Primates (as the order is the family of

Antkropini; and further, that "if man be separated by no greater struc-

tural barrier from the brutes than they are from one another, then it

seems to follow that if any process of physical causation can be dis-

covered, by which the genera and families of ordinary animals have been
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produced, that. process of causation is niui.lv sufficient to account for"

the origin of Man:" and. Hr-.-illy. that the t!iV<>n of Mr. Darwin is "the

one, or at least, "if not precisely true, the hypothesis is as near an

-ii to the truth as. for example, the '< 'opernicati hvpothed.

was to the true theory of the planetary motions" (p. 107).

volume, p. 65), on I i

,!-. [t

there shown, that Man stands a euals. on the

basis of a characteristic of profound /..,,].,_d.-;,l vale.-. The charadc-
isti. referred to is this:—that, in Man tin for. li d.s tre with.) ova

completely from the locomotirr scrips, ami transferred to the rqthdic

;

the service of the head, while tin; posterior or gastric portion is re-

duced to its minimum. This condition of extreme cej)//"

the system is of the verv highest si"-m'hY:i i e. ai d places Mar: al-ne.

Man's erect structure is a' parr „ t its expression. The nature ...f the t'e-t

in the Quadra g «pi g- - m
of his erectness; and such also "is the portion <!' the cerehclhim wholly

beneath the cerebrum, mentioned in Professor < >wen's characteristic, of

Man. For the argument on th suldcd. v> .it h irt 1 m uti '

the dmu.imU .C ii, . .,. ;,,. lu ..uth (uses that are

united to the locomotive in the Apes and some other

; e
.

po^.s.h.nuf^i I, an hum i.t, not men \ in leu it -th. :

' ':•
:; '• •

.
'

:

;

1
' • ...

•
-

.
.

' ' - .,'
: '' - ,.-

'

a moral nature. His power ot _ - -

,..:
. ) '

.:,'..• ."'
' "

''' -

the infinite and divine. M'ai, i> linked to rl„ , v/ th - -h ih.-M>t m

of Ufa Of Which he is :

• -. .,.. ..-
:

•:; ... .,..

eraofp.oh-ica! history), he. tl mh hi. ^iritaul , ilure, is fill more

intiu.atelv eohu.-tod uith th,..pe li iuu-/«^r. ,. .

Whate'ver the point of \ iew. then, we s,, reason u !..
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lated and org \ hich n almost wholly lost with the
even individual life in other animals; so that now he

; npdti if. as (-ri a iri'-iuitain u>v. far above the level of his

humble fellows, and transfigured troni his grosser nature by r.-neetm.;r,

to conceive that a being with sueh mental endowments as [Man pos-

I gifl of ipe< i ii coold

apes in the present aire <>f the world, representing the various stages of

transition, and tilling up the luuins, admitted to be iaige, if such a pro-
cess of development is part o[ the general syst-m of iiature. We think

fail one, i «>tuit ,-; u dii ir th reel; win nun U m ide,

betweei the'sk Mmi.H Man . , , , . \p<- : 1 betw en ..\a •'< neraily,

mentioned by 1'rof. Huxley, may, to the uninitiated in s.-ionce, appear
to make the transition by development feasible: yet they are of no
weight as ar_ -i:..n is as to the furl whether, under

an Ape into a Man, or, w nether Ai^wn mao, to b, . a u u. Apes.

passes to the great toe alone: Is it % fact that this, and the many

brought about by gradual development in a progressive Ape?

shadings u to grades or intellect, size or' bra

of features. The ran-e •:' trradt-. ii, .-

tribes of negroes in Allien; it is very wide in tie present population

and the Man-apes, no evidetiee has been pointed out, de-

s general subject, it is

ills of inferior capacit
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former condition of the race much inferior to the present, such a phase

in its history is one that would have been a n>

man's nature, however large hb skull or brain when created. Fur, as

Prof, fhiyot has observed, a rust race. \ery limited in i

v-ithwut arts and po^c^in^ i',, full forte.)

selfishness, v .\ cvii propensities, would have en-

had passed, the whole population, unless some part or all had been re-

strained or guided by superhuman agency, would have sunk to its

lowest limit of moral a ent. It is not too much to

expect that the fact of a general physical debasement ma;

aper on the 1

i the bottom of the sea off

; of Kamts< h tade by the North Pacific Ex-

pedition under Com. Kodgers (see tins J<„irml.
j

-'

J.
\\i, 284), the late

lamented Professor Bailey made the fallowing remark. '-The perfect

:;:-.'.- '.<.. ' - . •
'

•.-.•
of them retaiti t .. i - ' ,in i it-- *lia: tm-y w \.-r\ i entb n

a living condition, but it does not follow that tbej were

collected at sach immense d pths,'
1 \h ..r:« i

4

»n baa

called to this - . j f aa account of the recent discov-

eries of animal lit'.' in \aiions forms u d. pths \a-tiv greater than had

been previously suspected ; for instance, at 1400 fathoms by Torell, at

1000 and 1500 fathoms l.\ Mihie-Kdv.ards, and at 3000 fathoms by

Dr. Waliich. The question of the nature of the food of these :l b> -mal

animals is one of great interest, and 1 wish to place on record, m ad-

vance of the publication of the report of the exj

my examination of the specimens alluded to by Prof. Bailey, when they

were freshly taken from the water.

Inthesoun : .f -jToit fatii N in hit. 56° 46' N.,

lontr. 168° 18' E., Lieut. Brooke used, tbr the a.

quills, each about three inches in length, fort"

in such a pwMtion that when the lead struck the bottom

would be forced perpendicularly into it, and thus been.

mud from a stratum a few inches below the general surface ot the sea-

';
:

d with mud of the usual character-

i-, snob latitude*. One of the quills having

middle, in order to seeinv for examination a specimen, as

.

.
- :, •.,

.

..
.

•'
-

\

-
' ''

'
"'

jfreat adept to afford th ti \ i thes jetable organisms

' :

-

not so penetrate, and, if we deny the existence of vegetable life in these
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abyssr-*, it will be difficult to account for the existence there of animals,
whieh !i:i.-:. ultimately, derive their sustenance from the •

kingdom. The supply" which they might obtain from the dead bodies
of those organisms which die at the surface, and slowly si

t" > < 1 fhn .- miles of water to the bottom, se»

for Dr. Wallich has proved that the animals, starfishes for instance, not
on!\ i- ist at those depths but exist in great iimnl ers. W'v won! i call

f Uune v,h • ma\ ha\ • an opportunity of obtaining speci-

mens of i!ie bottom at great depths, to the great 'importance of a mi-
croscopic examination of these specimens as soon as taken from the
sea. Kivvii water should, of course, be used in spreading the mud upon
the slide.

12. On the " genus Diplothyra?—Having 1

son Smith, of Nen 1 ork, a ri. e series of the s

Mr. Tryon in the Pm, <h,hia A

,-; n rii g tin i» • --. r\ \al\ e as

« is a true Martma. It 'is, in fact,

very closely ahnd to .}f. nn^n mu\ whi.-h otten presents an accessory

valve of precisely the same character. Wsi. Stxmpson.
13. Ort Part II. of Prof. G. Jan's Prodromo della Iconografia Gene-

rale degli Ofdi ; by E. D. Cope.—Among the constantly appearing con-

ib-rri.'io _\. -\ .1 ,n. > \ i nable than those upon the
•'. G. Jan, director of the Museum at Milan. This

^ 1 - li> w iei \h ndent rather upon the number of new forms made
known, an. •- ' k, than upon unusual

merit in the diagnoses, or in recognition of cotemporary labors.

.

tion of Prof. Jan, treats of the Calamaruhv. It is not oui

db uss the elassitii ition of tin- si we will re-

mark that we doubt >. -' m A iracteriz. with

predion I
-viz^ Boida>, Achrochordi-

,., 10 core] letely inter-

woven and .
:i:at no author has yet presented us

i

.-•'•;•..

it among Colubridce the

types are ;.- varie<i ns are the relations of tbe<e ,l
f n •

•*." and it may

,v. and how uniform i- zoologieai rank I
_

Until

a rank la not to be expressed by the formula

but a little gre.a : » than some of the former.

iryRtomatous serpents with an unabbreviated os maxillare. The other subor-

, - .-,
-

• ,.'
r :

•.
, . :

:•- "•":

opul.

.-..:., i v :
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)f. Jan adopts the name Calamaridce, after Giinther, and inehv

min\ _..n.i i i-, n.i ,s ,„ , , \ v

'•^ J " " lh " Pl" »»< ""• >'« Stn, ,n„ ',„s >f l.),i „ ,i wl.i,-li

it.-d wi-ii U;,,sas in \\u> KrjtSioInn, (h'uerale. He adds to tli«

n>ly known the ^.,.ora Ps^ul^hnhdi^nn (near Ch/W^/V), J-
('"•'» ^'< "''"' '- (...vir Klapomorphua),

!i»-r,.».,vy «l tcKh. II- desrrihes t\v«-nt v-oi'ie Movies which are n

O'olt^l scale*. If \V n; t-i\ ,r (! ,„ „ f) »s i; uims> l;e-

of the chahfbceum as it is of the I

f<>rr,,is. while tin- name ay/m->*«.s- was Stained fa' that sin. a

, .
. .

. •
•

.-..
. ..: ' -

tftti must be retained, th established

i]»..n a vi,< m s diri i. „t r ..in in irt« iw u>U «<M>t<«l type.

] W.Jan is in .an.,- in id.-i.tilViii" P
r
/>v//n/« Un-perti" with the F. Ta-

o/„ on p J J. If, ak, Pmi.'.^tt... name (o,„ 7 /m?,

i _.,. . . • . • ,. .. .
_ ,.

.
•

.
:

•
'

•

>:.•.

»tih -ln-4 in ] ^.3S. Khipi'ir. l\t-ri ,- E. rlin,ih<ohr~

;;iranl mc!ia!-l. I haw already ailmh-.i to the ran ire of thi-

- '- :" r uiiira'-.-s in the Old Worn.] the ron>*;

•
-

.'

f Martin. Prilotomn J .. epted as a well estab-

3 Monat-bta-idae Pre.i«. Ac:ul 1S59, p. 275: Pr. A. X. S. Phila.. I860, p. 339.
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-wipe made it the type of a genus Miodm. wbi-di

- A tooth, whieh has hut time solid ones 'in front of it. slig-

hts tin- yet undiv.-nvored point of transit o.-ii from Asinra to the Prote-
roglypha." Microsome Jan. is

, ;n Ebipid of the same region, possessing
many of the peculiarities of Urobelus.

I hen an probably thn i tin y two n t of tliis ea p in S nth

Hamulocra

genera of singular aspect, and undoubted affinity, which mostly inhabit

Mexico and Southwestern United Stat^. We have aln-a-

this group and pn! .1 i>h«-. 1 a table of -hlphia Pro-
ceedings for 1801, (p. 302) ami are much gratified at this

of the view there expressed. We will now -ive an artificial synopsis of
thi> 'mup, u.sii die additions and m life-ate : s whh h new materia sug-

gests "- 1'he African Lifioniroslra {Tun ,v>rh pnr/tns Smith.
;

in Coleoptei ). m u-t be place,! neai /'. ow i.o\ c. hUorhiu i \) r

Cope, of prior date. I >r. a'an's demonstration of the posi-

tion of Urintia ('.ray N as interesting as unexpected; Amhli/metopon of

C-iiiiLher
| ias never been properly - •;

- nee exists,

>Ve will a cent for t
:

>
•' ^ CIoo-

*nrt, s C ,i • |i„ ,jr , ,h n t. 1/. I i\ II < "'i I arn '

Toluca Kenn., al-o of prior date. Then' there must be ado.

other,
13 Sonora Baird & Girard, and

o,l C/ului* »'sctis of the writer.

I. Internasal plates wanting.

Rostral plate in contact with frontal. - Ficimia.

d, - - - * CW/m«-

-rpnrate. - • - &»««.

II. Internasals confluent with nasals.
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III. Internasals separatefrom nasals.

sal and first superior labial confluent ; rostral recurved, - Gyalopiwn.

bodont, ..... Brachvurophi*.
Dentition isodout, Toluca.

Httivodoa v-hucinrtu). \ Vi: l'Vtei>' Srntnphis. Hetero-

i th our northern fjrpej

thus we an: led from Sonora > ,)''• u<<! na to /A.''' ''<

Our- i- i.M.h-.-l no " Aii.adnA ihr-ud" if we are led to such results. But

i'-i^-lit-. manv of wlii.-li aiv n,,t -,, <-\cu-ai> c as <ome, wltidi

may liave been ot publication*.

14. Note on the "Glass Coral" of Japan, (in .

Jr., from William Shmpson, dated Smithsonian Institution, Feb. 6,

'•The 'o-lasseoml' to which vo-

ls found in the seas* of J:v ui. r, : I i- one of the most beau-

by Brandt, illustrated by four folio plates. This i

"

insufficient grounds, into two genera ? '

nm
bfc

o7tiu"V,,.iti. s .".L,.;"ln^r

.consist of groups of silicious fibres resembling Bp

together in a spiral maun r so as to form cylinders of a foot or more m
JeuL-th m 1 th 't .. ~> of • „ htth- fii -<

•'

In tin , . ntre of the bun-

•..'

tt,-.n or rather ash, stos.whi, h is composed of very fine fibres,

• ..
| t _, , on - 'Ih" . \ui. ' is ii.' em Minted by various

of them the egg of a - ****
The Zoanthus 5\ i rrifon fi

so r-i-ihi Gray do not hesitate to

«

11 i txU of a polyp related to the Gorgon iae. Le
.

uck
'f;

combats this idea and considers the polyp to be a parasite, while tue

" Proc. Acad. Phil., 1860, 241.
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a sponge allied to the curious

the Transactions of the Linncean
iS'jciet'f, vol. xxii, pi. xxi. An examination >•?' tie- ... figures and the

!i will convince tin.' most skeptical of the cor-

nmnTioned above as found in in-' centre of the cviindrieal bundles may

:

. -pi'iiu''.- usually seen encrusting t ho
bundles is in all probability hot the true one, a- is supposed by some;
and the Zoanthas, we cannot even consider as a para-ite. For, in the

-. r.o which my attention wa> first called hv Mr.
Verrill, we see abundant evidence that these so-called parasitic growths
are the

S;>o,- Ui

lids" and other artifacts brought from Japan.

innatural grouping of the bundles, figured by
• ^f the Smithsonian specimens, b etlVep-d b"v

appearance of growing attached. So mce is also

used for the attachment of the zoanthoid polyp, the sponge, and the

.
:

- •:
.

..
.

. -
•

;
.. •

'

.:<

purpose <f kop/'h;/ them tope the,• .' The nie.H with winch this is done
is wonderful, and the deception is perfect. We should judge that the

Japanese must have considerable knowledge of the lower animals, to be

able to produce factitious congeries, so nearly agreeing with nature and
so well calcul ira lists."

to learn that the curious glassy zoophyte which the I >oct

proof of the skill of that cunning people in m
objects in natural history so curiously as to deceive even skillful nat-

Th« g. dus Ilyalonema and the species H. Skboldi will be found de-

scribeJ" in :

' H, »]-'. The g a»i fibres ot //.

/ /' s v\ i 1 i'. i i i . i gl t-> tn . >
' M . i rl\ mt'i mi-

, cti doi b n»ven rj XI i i ga

. U p,,f Ur.v.n .Km s .d.vKK, of Harvard r„iv..,sj, Vt

M ... t 7 of B S tt I X'
March, 1863, pp. 531-567).—In the

Journal, (p. 34G, article xxxiy,) it may be seen that the Lucernarians are
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nked as a distinct order of Acal ipal feature In the

odromus, to vvliich we would here call attention, is the division of the

.rliest described

Lucernarice, L. yiaurieornis, L. <n-tor:tdi<ila, L. cuiiijniniihita, ifcc, which

are divided into three genera. < >u! of the eleven species of the order,

the author lias collected himself, or obtained from other sources, no

to his collection. The author's description. , if the above-mentioned eig'tit

species, shows that he has studied them with the closest ana*

and has drawn up the diagnoses as much fr.-m the internal as from the

these animais is epitomized in tin prodrome. Tin ^vograpldcal dss-

trihiition of tiirce of x ii<--<- species.

ricula Fabriciu-I. U <h h„t„s nun* n« { L. » r«- ,1; liithhe. not, Fabii-

cius) and L. quadricnrui.-*.—';- hr'-iv-im^ fi-.n i :.

common to the shores of Europe and Ante i i: and we an ed to i

v o

that more of the others, which are of the rarest sort, will be yet found

to extend across the Atlantic. This view is in accordance with the opin-

[n reiai I I fauna. Of the

rest of the eleven species comprised in the order, five are European and

VII. ASTRONOMY AND METEOROLOGY.

1. Re-discovery of Panopea, Asteroid '"•
.— I

' •

by R. Luther at Bilk, Oct. 21, 1862. According t > an observation oi

Oct. 28th, the error of Duner's ephemeris was -8m 13s in A. R. and

-1° 19' in Dec.

2. Elements of Asteroid <§).—The following elements of Freya, Aste-

roid (§), have been computed by D'Arrest of Copenhagen.

Epoch 1862, Oct. 24-5, Greenwich m. t.

M = 321°37'44"94
7T — 67 10 17 -9)

8 = 212 29 32 -5 V Mean equinox 1862'0.

<f — 1 43 52 -4
'

log. a = 0-503649

3. Discovery of Asteroid @.—On the

new planet was discovered by Dr. C. H. F.

. It was near Feronia, and was between the 1 1th and 12tn

I III, 1862.—This comet was discovered on the morning of

Nov. 28, by Professor Respighi, at i

'bivs '»ter b
7

Dr. Bruhnsat U;^ . TLe : ilowing elements have been communi-

cated by R. Engelmann of Leipsic.
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T = 1862, Dec. 28-18262.
n — 125° 9' 42"-6

£ = 355 44 57 -9

i == 42 22 52 -5

log. ?
— 9-904475

Motion retrograde.

6. Comet I, 1863.—This comet was discovered by Dr. Bruhns of
Leipsic, on the morning of Dec. 2d. The following elements have
been computed by F. Tiejen of Berlin.

T =± 1863, Feb. 3-52928 Berlin m. t.

q 2 U6° S' 2s"-0 I
APParent equinox,

? - 85 2M-8J 1862, Dec. 6-0.

log. q
— 9-9002165

6. Star Shower in December, 1565.—In a Sagenbuch der Lausilz by

1862), among lUmmel, gathered from old Lusatian
chronicles, is "the following:

"On the 3d of December, 1565, there fell at Sorau fire from heaven
- of snow."

—

Magnus, (Joh. Lam) Historische Beschreibung
von Sorau. Leipz., 1*710. 4 to.

7. Shooting Stars seen in England in 1862.—The usual displays of

iters this year (1862), as seen near Manchester, have not been
as wo! marked as usual : that of \ il i-t I "th-1 I th, perhaps less so than
for th- last f.-w wars, but the weather was not verv favorable. That
Of Xnr. uth-lOth 1 was not in the least marked, either m n

j

1 idiant. But the mop riod tor Dec.
10th-12th has been
1 i 1 ' 1st \ i

t
- ' th ufuable to a

v Phil. Mag.
8. Auroral arch of .!,,,•// Oth. 1303.—On the evening of April 9th,

there was noticed at NVw Haven • auroral light

between 7| and 8 o'clock. About 9 o'< oek. white - , una rose both
- •rn ai d wot, ru ;.-;-./ '

, and shot up t. ward- :

the south. A line of shorter <:o .ne -<•>•', )
! tii two , mnns just

\, spanning

the heavens, and tactly over the Dipper. This arch

dontly formed of each other. Most of them

j!u and for sorne time presented

pearance of a rowr of come! llel to each other. By 9*
o'clock, th ea.-tcrn portion had verv much I n in the

west was intensely dor. It extended to Castor,

and passed centra

the Bull. AtlOo column in thee ast had disappeared

while that in the w^t had very much fade,

quite to the mem lian. Du ring the entire lrvening, there was n oticed a

1
This, it will be

Am. Jocr. Sci.-S: es, Vol. XXXV, N 0. 105.—Mat, 1863.
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very strong auroral glow above the northern horizon, with the usual

dark segment beneath it.

The following notice of this aurora appeared in the N>
Daily Herald of April 10th, with the signature P., presumed to denote
Br. Henry C. Perkins.

_
"An auroral arch of i nl reus last cve-

I i _ i- *
i i -

i _ _ i i em rolj dining our

remembrance by that of A.ng., 1827, Starting
the horizon, not far from due East, it enveloped th- star in 'tin- rinln

knee of Bootes, passed amid the stars in the Sickle, - -r th • head and

neck of Leo, thence enveloping Castor and Pollux, covering the space

between the feet of the Twins, swerving thence a little to the north-

west between the heads of Orion and Taurus until it faded from view.

The arch was about 8
C

in width, remarkahh well defined, though

not so sharply so as that in 1827. It o-radualh moved to the South

at the rats of about 8° or 10° in 20 minutes, when it broke up into

frfepa of lighl g those seen in the tail of Donati's

comet, and so beautifully and truly represented in Prof. Bond
of that body.—p."

[Correspor, .,-, send in their observations on this

auroral arch, which was probably seen over sufficient area to furnish

data for approximate estimates of its height.]

VIII. MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

1. National Academy of Sciences.—Hon. Henrv Wilson of Massa

chusotts, in the Sei ;te of tie Pnited States, at the last session of Con-

, brought forward and secured the unaninum-, passage of the fol--
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i in this Act met on the 22d of April, at 11 a.m. in the
CiuipoJ of the Cniversity of the city of New York, for the purpose of

tu order, with a f, w appropriate remark-;, \>\ Mr. \\ iisoii, who was pres-
ent by the request of a large number of members. A temporary or-

>ice of Joseph Henry of fl

and Alexis ( asu I >j jjrov a i':mMt\ as t i urm i and Secretary,

\ .iiunirttu nj n ie !',«.•.,,,,.. ,,t vi, m ['lot. < -umI was
"iui.n, ,,,.,. was -I,,;. >h t>

:'-''.• ^ .v. n n g the

4s*ofIn< i] id approved by the Presi-
dent of the United States on the 4th of March, 1863.

AgreeabU to the iaws thus < nai ti d (whieh lay over to January next

I into two classes, viz. :*

2d. The Class of Natural History.
The corporate members elect under whieh of these two classes and

in which section of that class they will inscribe their names. The
classes are subdivided thus:

—

A. Clans of Jf.t 1,,'tmttics < ,d Pfon «.—Se< Hon.: 1. ^ !

~, Physios; 8, Astronomy, Geography, and Geodesy; 4, U
5, Chemistry.

B. Classy u [Geology;

2, Zoology; 3, Botany; 4, Anatomy ami I'hyHo, >gv ; 5. Ethnology.

While each member
'

'"-' elected an

honorary member of any Be &« Academy
retains {he p -w. r «.f hai -:! ! in -: a member fn-m one Section, to another.

There may i! -. wh • take no part
'•

''.
:

. . > - i

the Academy.
The officers of the Academy are a President, a

Secr-tarv, a home Secretarv, and a Treasurer, ail of whom are elected for
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The powers of the President, (or in case of his absence or disability,

the Vice-President,) are, to preside at the meetings of the Academy, name
(unless otherwise provided for by law) committees of members, referring

business, exp •<
- •• preliminary inquiries

required by the Government of th« railed States or its branches, to

efclly conversant with tl the Council, to

direct the general business ot^ the Academy. The duties of the other

officers present nothing beyond what organizations.

The Academy holds two stated meetings in each year, one
and one in Auiinst. The. .Januar\ in --inWa-h-

: day is a Sunday, cm the

4th), but die August meeting will lie held at. such place as the Academy
at any previous in efiim na\ ,J -m , te, ai 1 n tl ,,! W ". dnesday of the

month. The scientific meetings of the Academy are to be open or pub-

bers of the Academy are to be presente i and read 'by a member who
make, himself responsible only for the general propriety of the paper

Propositions for researches, experiments, observations, investigations or

tl i -es , which i
- i

1 f ^ iv< 1
1

pro

priate, and then be submitted to the Academy for discission, and ap-

proval or rejection, except no the Government of the

United State"-, or any of its branches, which shall be acted on by the

eminent, and ako t> the \ id. m\ u the ne\t -t it. d meitini: Jhe
judgment of the Academy is to be at all times -it the ddpo-iti >u

•'' the

Government upon anv matter of Sekm-e or Art within the limits ot the

subjects embraced by it. The President of the Academy is competent,

in special cases, to call in the aid. upon committees, of experts, or men of

oof members of the Academy.
The Annual Report to be presented to both Houses of Congress, is^ to

be prepared bv the president of the Academy, and before it-

'o the Academy at tne

dated among

when the follow ii ig officers were ehos<?n almost unanimously

:

President, Alexander Dalu* Baciie, Washington, D. C.

Vice-Prudent. James J). Dana, New Haven, CoDn.

Cambridge, Mass.

New York.Home Secretary,

Treasurer, Fairman Rogers, Philadelphia.

Class A. Mathematics and Physics.

Chairman, B. Peirce, Cambridge, Mass.

Secretary, B. A. Gould, Cambridge, "

ral History.

Chairman, B. Silliman, New Haven, Ct.
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After the completion of the organization, eacli member present, agree-
ably to the requirements of the organic law, took the oath of allegiance

. by the Senate of the United States in;- its own members, and
.

member of the National Academy of Sciences to the best of his ability.

of Sciences, created by the supreme law of the land, stands pledged to

the power • world to dia bi rga
'.

:

had before them simply to accept or t i in them,
by no (1 ce ot tin irs. So fai is tin nav<

|
t 1 tl - i

]
>situ i . we

feel justified in saving it is with a . ie many not
named on the beei tl re, and iritli

tl s-ui-'i bat s 1 i- it \ 1 t 1 1 ' ,. ' ' m u-l ' it w I

be shaied much move largely by those who shall hereafter be called by

-r.eb vacancies as must occur, than

The National Academy of Sciences does not take the place of, or neces-

an Association for the Advancement of

) have supposed.

IX. BOOK NOTICES.

1. The National Almanac and Annual Record for the year 1863.

: a : G. W. Childs, 1863. 12mo. pp. 698.—This work suc-

ceeds the well . ir -,» 1, i - i-Mted at Boston, and

sit* rfi^nii'li t'^:::l 'f::;;Tl

Mr. Childs has tali

passing the orb-dual. The articles of seientif

Meteorology, Tale tables for Coast of U. S,

sonian Institution, « huh are excellent. In tl

mentioned a valuable paper on the changes ii

population and g|
Win. M. Gillespie, who has exhibited this ?

method so common in tabulating scientific re-

active aid of Profs. Bach* and Henry of Wm hington. Profs. Copp<

Almanac is secured, while, as we are informei 1, the spirited editor t

"theories of t! - . i ",u «>l s . - I \ \ mtti ." '< - '
! i\m -1m it,

F.K.S. pp. h-2<\ *vo. J, iwhV Kepiintc-1 U <>. W. <
' - I

3. Abbe U •
' * v ''

'
''*'' r " c ffebdoma-

daire des S I
wx art* tt a Fmdu$trie

t appeared

first on the 12th of Februan of this war, i ba- iva-i,

each week since. It replace* I 'otmos, from wa

raent on pure Scieua

progress of all science
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